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Abbreviations used in glosses, and transcription 
conventions 
AFF affirmative 
AFR aforementioned n£ 
AUG augmentative 
BEN benefactive ni and dn 
CAUS causative 
COM completion 
COMT comitative tro 
DEF definite article π 
DIM diminutive aqgwa 
2DIR, 3DIR second person directive pronoun, third person 

directive pronoun, etc. 
EMPH emphasis 
EXC exclusive pronoun 
FOC focus 
ID ideophone 
INC inclusive pronoun 
IND indefinite 
LOC 'location at' postposition ga 
LOW the low tone specifier (definite specific) 
LOW-?? the focus strategy involving a final low tone 

(probably the definite specifier) followed by ?1 
Ν the non past low tone prefix on an inflected verb 
NEG(N) non-past negation: ku) 
NEG(P) past negation kuru 
NPS non-possibility kpe 
OBJ object clitic ?ä 
PL plural 
POSS possessive 
PR pronominal rii 
PRPL plural pronominal pi 
PRBEN benefactive pronominal laka 
PS possibility wa 
Q question 
REFL reflexive pronominal ώ 
RHE rhetorical question marker η 
S singular 
SB suffix on a subordinate verb 
SIM simultaneity: zt 
SPEC specific determiner: the low tone determiner and zi 
SR source postposition si 
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xvi Abbreviations 

UM Ugandan Ma'di dialect 
VE ventive prefix ε-
* ungrammatical sentence, or non-available 

interpretation 
? sentence or interpretation of questionable 

grammaticality 
( ) Round brackets indicate an optional element 
[ ] Square brackets in a gloss indicate subordinate 

clause boundaries 
, Pause (optional if in square brackets; otherwise 

obligatory) 
@ Indicates that the constituent in question can be 

freely placed in this position. 

Transcription conventions 

We give Ma'di words in broad phonetic transcription. We follow the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, except that we use a nonstandard 
transcription for vowels for ease of reading, and imitating Lojenga (1994): 

Non-back (& non-round) Back (& round) 
-ATR +ATR -ATR +ATR 

High i i υ u 

Mid ε e 0 ο 

Low a (Λ) 

There is a standard orthography for Ma'di, which we do not use; 
differences between our transcription and the standard orthography are 
explained on page 6. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

This is a grammar of the Ma'di language, more specifically of the Lokai 
dialect of Ma'di. Lokai is the native dialect of one of the authors, 
Blackings. Ma'di is a Central Sudanic language of the Nilo-Saharan 
phylum, spoken in the south of the Sudan and north of Uganda. This 
chapter describes the general sociolinguistic situation of the language. 

1.1. The name of the language and of the people 

The speakers refer to themselves and are known to others as the madi. In 
standard orthography this is Ma'di; the apostrophe indicates that d is 
implosive. The speakers refer to their language as macfi β, literally 
'Ma'di mouth'. Among themselves, Ma'dis refer to each other as 
belonging to this or that suru 'clan' or 'tribe', which may further be 
broken down into pä 'the descendants of which in some cases overlap 
with suru. While a Ma'di can only marry from outside the clan, this is 
normally within the group of people who speak Ma'di as the common 
language. 

1.1.1. Other peoples and languages sometimes called 'Ma 'di' 

'Ma'di ' has also been used to describe other peoples and other 
languages in the area. Thus for example a common tendency especially in 
the Acholi area of northern Uganda is to refer to anyone from West Nile 
Region as a Ma'di, even the Kakwa; the only group in this region who 
are never called Ma'di are the Alur. Tucker (1940: 5) describes the 
Kaliko "who occupy the high plateau in the southern Yei River District 
under Chief Aluma" (in Sudan on the West side of the Nile, near the 
Logbara) as having the "real name Ma'di". We are not sure of the basis 
for Tucker's claim: these people are and still regard themselves as Kaliko 
rather than as Ma'di. Fr. Crazzolara (1960: v) also makes a similar claim 
about the Logbara when he says "all Logbara, however, agree that they 
are of the Ma'di nation, that they are Ma'di. They are called Ma'di by the 
Aluur of Okooro, their immediate neighbours, in Bunyoro and 
Buganda." Again, we are not sure of the truth of this claim, at least at the 
present time. Another group which is a possible source of confusion is 
the Ma'di-Indri (madi mdri literally 'goat Ma'di') of Rhino Camp, Arua 
District, Uganda; they are at times called Ma'di Okolo. Their other 
neighbours, the Nilotic Alur, refer to them as Ma'di-Dyel (literally 'Goat 
Ma'di') and the Bantu, Banyoro call them Abatembuzi (literally 'Goat 
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2 Introduction 

people'). Despite the name similarity, the group are administratively in 
Arua District of the Logbara people rather than Moyo or Adjumani 
Districts of the Ma'di people and speak a language which more closely 
resembles Logbara than Ma'di. We note that Tucker and Bryan (1966: 
36) suggest that ma- is a 'tribal prefix' used in some languages in the 
region to name either the 'tribe' itself (mangbetu, meje, mamvu, ma'di) 
or another 'tribe' (e.g. the Mamvu word ma-zande 'a Zande'). 

1.1.2. Folk etymologies for the term 'Μα 'di' 

One jocular folk etymology among the Ma'di for their name is as 
follows. When the first white person in the area asked the question 'who 
are you?', the bemused response was madi 'a person' (phonetically 
mAdi). This was taken to be the name of the people, which came to be 
corrupted to the present word madi (with -ATR vowels). 

Another jocular Ma'di narrative attempts to account for the names of 
some of the Moru-Ma'di group members, as follows. When the 
progenitors of the Ma'di were pushed southwards, on reaching a strategic 
location they declared oträ rü mvru 'let's form a cluster here'. And so 
they formed a cluster to defend themselves. This group came to be known 
as the Mora. A group broke off in search of greener pastures in a more or 
less famished state, until they found an edible tree called lugba 'desert 
dates' (ximenia aegyptiaca). After helping themselves to this manna, they 
could not resist the temptation of taking some with them. When the time 
came to refill their stomachs again, a woman who lost her harvest was 
heard enquiring about the lugba ή 'the desert dates'. This group came to 
be known as lugbära but the Ma'di still call them lugbän. The final 
group on reaching fertile grounds resolved and declared mä di 'here I am 
(finally)'. And these came to be known as the Ma'di. 

1.2. Ethnology 

The main economic activity that the Ma'di have traditionally engaged in is 
agriculture. The prevalance of tsetse fly depleted the livestock population 
at the end of the nineteenth century. Almost the whole population live off 
the land planting and growing mostly seasonal food crops like sesame, 
groundnuts, cassava, sweet potatoes, maize, millet and sorghum. Most of 
these are for personal consumption; only the excess is sold for cash. The 
main cash crops grown are cotton in Uganda and tobacco in the Sudan. 
Those who live close by the Nile do some fishing for commercial 
purposes. The main fishing grounds are Laropi (Uganda) and Nimule 
(South Sudan). Most of the fish caught in Nimule is smoke dried and 
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Demography 3 

transported to be sold in Juba, the capital of South Sudan. An important 
seasonal activity used to be hunting. This has dwindled in importance 
partly because of curbing of hunting by governments, and partly because 
Nimule is designated as a National Park, making it illegal to hunt in or 
around it. The hunting season used to be the dry season when most of the 
agricultural activities for the year have been completed and the grass is 
dry enough to be burned. 

Blacksmiths have a particular significance in regard to the Ma'di. The 
Ma'di were at one time associated with the 'Ma'di hoe', which was once 
used as currency in marriages by both the Ma'di and the neighbouring 
tribes like the Acholi, who call it kweri ma'di 'Ma'di hoe'. This was 
made by the blacksmiths (ετειηΰ). However, the Ma'di have low opinions 
of the blacksmiths, despite the important economic role they play in the 
society. They are thought to be a lazy lot who spend the whole day in the 
shed while the rest are toiling in the hot sun. They are also blamed for the 
fall of mankind from grace. Legend has it that in the past, a person only 
needed a seed of grain to pound to provide a meal for a whole family. 
One day, when the farming population had gone to their farms and the 
blacksmiths as usual were left all alone at home, greed took hold of them. 
They wanted more than the single seed the farming community gave them 
for their services. So on this fateful day, they stole and pounded a 
mortarful of grain. The gods reacted swiftly and harshly to this 
disobedience; a single grain seed was never again to be enough. Human 
beings had to toil harder for an ever decreasing yield per grain seed. 
When twins are born, the first of the pair is called Spi 'chief (or the 
related form opia for a female) and the second of the pair is eremugo 
'blacksmith' (or muja for a female second twin). The blacksmith is there 
to provide for the chief. 

1.3. Demography 

The Ma'di, with an estimated population of about 250,000 are found 
astride the Uganda - Sudan border; 50,000 of these are in Southern 
Sudan. The Ma'di, on either side of the border, live along the Nile. The 
Ugandan Ma'di are found across both sides of the Nile while the 
Sudanese Ma'di, who are to be found at the point where the Nile enters 
the Sudan, reside along the eastern bank of the Nile only. Molloy (1957) 
suggests that the Sudanese Ma'di used to live on both sides of the Nile, 
until the British relocated those who lived on the western bank to Nimule 
(east of the Nile). 

The Ma'di are surrounded in the North by the Bari and the Lolubo; in 
the East by the Sudanese Acholi and the Latuka; in the South by the 
Ugandan Acholi; in the West by the Alur, Lugbara, the Kuku and the 
Kakwa. There is an interesting linguistic interaction between the Ma'di, 
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4 Introduction 

the Acholi and the Kuku (küku). Most Ma'dis speak Acholi but hardly 
any Acholi speak Ma'di. This is possibly because during the first civil 
war in the Sudan, most Sudanese Ma'di were settled among the Acholi in 
Uganda. Possibly for the same reasons, most Kukus speak fluent 
Ugandan Ma'di, but hardly any Ma'di speaks Kuku. It is still possible 
even today to find among the Sudanese Ma'di people who can trace their 
ancestry to the neighbouring tribes - Bari, Kuku, Pajulu, Acholi etc. 
Hardly any of them can now speak their 'ancestral' languages; they 
speak Ma'di only and have become fully absorbed into the Ma'di 
community. 

1.4. Genetic affiliation 

Accounts of the classification of Ma'di (eg. Ruhlen 1987, Grimes 1988, 
Bender 2000) agree that it belongs to a Moru-Madi group. The Speakers 
of the Moru-Ma'di group stretch across three international borders: 
Uganda (Ma'di, Lugbara), Sudan (Ma'di, Moru, Lugbara, Kaliko, 
Avokaya, Lolubo, Logo) and the Democratic Republic of Congo (Logo, 
Lugbara, Kaliko, Avukaya). 

Moru-Madi is generally agreed to be part of a 'very large and 
complex language and dialect cluster', Central Sudanic, and most analysts 
put this in the Nilo-Saharan phylum. Some accounts provide a more 
detailed substructure. Thus Ruhlen (1987) has Moru-Madi in 'East-
Central' as a subgroup of Central Sudanic, while Bender (2000) places 
Central Sudanic as part of the satellite group within the satellite-core 
group in Nilo-Saharan. Ehret (2000) offers a different classification of 
Central Sudanic, based on a hypothesized historical reconstruction from 
proto-Nilo-Saharan, diverging into Proto-Sudanic and then into Proto-
Central-Sudanic. 

Crazzolara (1960: ix) claims that there are linguistic traces of Ma'di 
found in Nilotic languages like Dinka (especially Atwot), Nuer and Lwo 
(Acholi, Alur and Lango) and among the Bantu (Lunyoro and Luganda). 
He does not provide evidence for this. We have heard that there are 
Acholi speaking clans in Pakele in Adjumani (adsumani) district, whose 
Ma'di accent is said to be completely different from that of the other 
Ma'di in the area. In Adjumani itself are found the Oyuwi (öjuwi) who 
are said to speak all three languages - Ma'di, Kakwa and Lugbara. 

1.5. The sociolinguistic situation 

Most Ma'dis are bilinguals. In Uganda the educated class have English 
as their second language, and also speak Swahili. In the Sudan, educated 
Ma'dis speak English and/or Arabic. The Sudanese Ma'di also speak 
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Ma 'di in print and on radio 5 

Juba Arabic, spoken in the Southern Sudan and not understood in the 
North or even throughout all of the South; there are local variants such as 
those found in the towns of Wau and Malakal. The form of Juba Arabic 
spoken by the Ma'di is influenced by Nubi/Kinubi, spoken in Uganda 
among Moslems who are mainly descendents of Gordon's troops. 
Loanwords in Ugandan Ma'di are therefore mainly of English and/or 
Swahili origin and in Sudanese Ma'di of English and/or Juba Arabic 
origin. 

The Ma'di have been going through turbulent times of late. In the 
1960s the Sudanese Ma'di were displaced by the civil war in the Sudan to 
Uganda. Most of them settled in Acholiland; some settled in the Ugandan 
Ma'di area. The former, after the cessation of the violence, went back to 
the Sudan speaking Acholi. Ten years later the Ugandan Ma'di were 
forced to flee into the Sudan after the fall of Amin, a Kakwa from West 
Nile Region. As the Ma'dis are from the same region, they were 
perceived to have been supporters of Amin resulting in thousands being 
killed. Most fled to the Sudan and settled in Ma'di areas only to be 
forced out of the Sudan together with the Sudanese Ma'di on the second 
wave of violence in the Sudan which started around 1983. The result is 
that a few of the Ugandan Ma'di learned Juba Arabic, and now the 
Sudanese Ma'di are in turn exposed to Swahili. The influence of 
loanwords is likely now to transcend international frontiers. 

1.6. Ma'di in print and on the radio 

Printed material in Ma'di is scarce and where there is any it is hard to 
come by. Possibly the only general published works in Ma'di are 
missionary publications such as the translation of the New Testament, and 
prayer and song booklets by the Catholic missionaries. We have heard 
that the missions of Arua diocese have some publications in Ma'di. The 
Ma'di Ethnic and Heritage Welfare Association in Britain publishes a 
quarterly bilingual (English and Ma'di) paper called Ma'di Lelego. The 
texts we include at the end of this grammar were collected on behalf of 
this association, which we thank. We can best represent the situation of 
Ma'di on the radio by saying that in Spring 1998, Radio Uganda made 
the following regular broadcasts in Ma'di (all programmes except 
'Listeners' Favorite' last 15 minutes). (Daily) News in Ma'di, Religious 
Program, Veterans' Assistance Board (Program for laid off soldiers), 
Talk Show (general topic), Ma'di Guest, Ma'di Traditional Music, 
Calling Farmers, Women's Program, Family Life Education, Health 
Program, Listeners' Favorite (Greetings). 
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6 Introduction 

1.6.1. Orthography 

A standard orthography was adopted following the recommendations of 
the Rejaf Language Conference of 1928. The policy then was to admit 
representative languages to be taught in schools. From the Eastern 
Sudanic languages were chosen Zande, Mora, Ma'di, Kreish and Ndogo 
(Tucker 1940:36). The rest of the languages were left to die. Government 
textbooks were supposed to be issued in these languages to be used in the 
schools. Subsequently Sir James Robertson, who succeded Sir Douglas 
Newbold as the Civil Secretary, reversed in 1946 the policy of his 
predecessor which hitherto regarded South Sudan as a different social 
and political entity from Northern Sudan. This reversal saw the last 
governmental attempt to develop orthographies for the languages of the 
South Sudan, as the North has been hostile to them and has preferred the 
promotion of Arabic. From around 1987 The Summer Institute of 
Linguistics (SIL) started work on the orthography of the language 
culminating in the production of a primer in 1992; SEL member Kilpatrick 
(1985) also has suggestions for an orthography. 

The standard orthography for Ma'di omits tones and uses the five 
vowels (a, e, i, o, u), thus ignoring ATR distinctions in the vowels. The 
SIL suggestion for ATR differentiation is to place a dot below a vowel (a 
e i ο or u) to mark it as +ATR; without a dot the vowel is -ATR. 
Kilpatrick suggests as an alternative placing a colon before the word with 
+ATR vowels. In this grammar, following Lojenga 1994, we use different 
symbols for +ATR vowels (λ e i ο u) and -ATR (a ε i ο υ) vowels. This 
is our only deviation from the IPA symbols we otherwise use, and we do 
this for visual clarity. 

For the tones, the SIL practice is as follows: Low vowels are marked 
with a tilde over the vowel, high vowels with an acute accent, and mid 
vowels are not marked with a diacritic. Kilpatrick suggests additionally 
marking mid vowels with a circumflex or umlaut. In this grammar we 
mark low vowels with a grave accent (a), mid vowels with a macron (ä), 
and high vowels with an acute accent (a). 

Glottal stops are indicated in the standard orthography by an 
apostrophe, as in 'a for ?a 'stomach'. Implosive ('preglottalized') 
consonants are marked in the standard orthography by putting an 
apostrophe before the consonant, as 'fea, for 6a 'to put; home'. Hence 
the language name madi is written Ma'di. The palatal nasal [p] is written 
ny, hence pä is written nya. These orthographic practices are adopted also 
by the SIL. We use IPA symbols for all consonants in this grammar. 
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Dialects and Clans 7 

Table 1. Orthographies for Ma'di 
Standard SIL This grammar 

'eat' nya nya Jiä 

'build' si si 
0 

si 

'write, tear' 
'V s 

'write, tear' si si SI 

'stomach' 'a 'a ?ä 

'arrow' e'e e'e έ?έ 

'true' 'gba 'gba gßa 

'mountain' 'be 
m 

ße 
'war, fight' o'ja o'ja oja 

1.7. Dialects and clans 

There are two main dialects of Ma'di; the Northern and the Southern 
dialects, which have subdivisions within them. This is a probable 
breakdown of dialects: 

Ma'di 

Southern Northern ('Burulo) 

ι 1 I 
Lokai Moyo (Ugandan Ma'di) Bori Moli 

East Ma'di West Ma'di 

Metu and others 

Figure 1. Dialects of Ma'di 
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8 Introduction 

The dialects are mutually intelligible (we have witnessed conversations in 
which a mixed group of 'Burulo, Lokai and Ugandan Ma'di speakers 
each speak in their own dialect). This is a grammar of Lokai Ma'di; we 
occasionally comment on differences between Lokai and 'Burulo or 
Ugandan Ma'di. 

1.7.1. The Northern Dialect (also known as 'Burulo) 

The Northern dialect is commonly referred to as 'Burulo (phonetically 
Burulo). It is spoken entirely in South Sudan, in the northernmost part of 
Ma'diland. This is the dialect Tucker (1940) refers to as Pandikeri. It 
may further be divided into two subdialects, Bori and Moli. 

1.7.1.1. The Bori subdialect and its speakers 

Bori is an administrative unit with its own chief. The speakers of the Bori 
subdialect of 'Burulo, which stretches from Panyikwara in the Acholi area 
to Langgauro (the market place at Pageri), are found around Opari and 
Panyikwara. The Bori subdialects include the following clans: bori, mugi, 
rjgaja, gopapl, pandikeri, pätißi, luporl and possibly the orolo. The 
Pandikeri are a bilingual clan who speak both Bori and Acholi (a Nilotic 
language of the Shilluk-Acholi group) with equal fluency. As a result they 
are given the dual identity of Acholi-Ma'di by the Ma'di. Tucker (1940) 
had access to Pandikeri informants, and it is these informants who are 
responsible for some 'Burulo data in his survey; he does not use the term 
'Burulo. In Panyikwara, the following clans are found: paitfo, päloki, 
pajo. The Panyikwara people are bilinguals, speaking both 'Burulo and 
Acholi, though they identify more with the Acholi politically. 

1.7.1.2. The Moli subdialect and its speakers 

Moli is an administrative unit with its own chief, and is associated with the 
Moli subdialect which is spoken in two main areas, Moli and Kerepi. 
Moli - moll - is also a place name covering the northernmost Ma'di 
frontier in the borders with the Bari. Clans include: ukei, päkoll, tedire, 
pä mujo, päselo, mugi, ΐόΐύδό, logopi, kiloloro, id3upi, tfera, orolo, and 
the logiii (lod^'ili) and monSpi who may be the same people. Kerepi -
kerepi - also a place name, is wedged between Moli in the North, Bori in 
the East and Southern Ma'di in the South. Clans include: degi, id3upl, 
afodrS, pämufo (mostly in Uganda today), päludra, pätiöi. The patißi are 
found in both the 'Burulo speaking areas of Kerepi and Bori, but 
interestingly the people speak mainly Lokai rather than 'Burulo. 
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Dialects and clans 9 

1.7.2. The Southern Dialect 

The Southern dialect may be divided into two dialects, Lokai spoken in 
the Sudan, and Ugandan Ma'di or Moyo spoken in Uganda. Unlike the 
linguistically significant Northern-Southern distinction, this division is 
primarily a reflection of geopolitical realities, rather than a linguistic 
division though there are some differences both in the linguistic systems 
and in the vocabulary. 

1.7.2.1. Lokai 

Lokai is an administrative unit with its own chief. Lokai, orthographically 
also Lukai and Lokayi, phonetically lokai, is spoken in Sudan, in an area 
from Nyonggwa - poqgwa - in the North around Paged to far South-East 
around Paracele - paratfele - in the borders with the Acholi. The clans 
whose dialects form the main Lokai dialects are found, starting from the 
far north, in six different areas. In Nyonggwa - poqgwa - dzulu, d$eru, 
opt. In Pageri - pägeri - pägeri, pädrombe. In Arapi - aräpl - paluqgwa, 
päakori, päridi, tedire. Around Loa - loa - kamia, pämerl, päloi, 
pädrombe, pämoto, pävürä, päluru, urugu, pütferi. In Nimule - nimule 
- tfera, koi, (remü, päd3aü, päakori, kamia, luporl, päselo, at/όρεΐε, 
pämoto. In Mugali - mugali - metu, päloi, paluqgwa, pätißi, pämoto, 
pävürä, odrukpee, päikä, ede, bari, ägonpl. The last two groups speak 
a dialect closer to Ugandan Ma'di. 

In this grammar we take 'Lokai' to describe the non-'Burulo dialects 
within Sudanese Ma'di, which is the sense in which we use it in this 
grammar. Note however that the Ugandan Ma'di use Lokai to refer to the 
Sudanese Ma'di in general. 

1.7.2.2. Ugandan Ma'di 

In the administrative districts of Adjumani and Moyo of northern Uganda 
is found what is referred to as Moyo - mojo - or Ugandan Ma'di dialect. 
The dialects spoken here may further be divided into East Ma'di and 
West Ma'di respectively, an administrative divide along the Nile with 
some slight sub-dialectal differences. One common difference between 
the two is that most words beginning with [e] and [ε] in East Ma'di start 
with [i] and [i] in West Ma'di; phonemic distinctions are maintained.. 
The speakers of East Ma'di are geographically closer and in proximity 
with the Sudanese Ma'di (Lokai) in the Sudan. Within West Ma'di in 
Moyo district there may be a case to treat Metu {metu) as a sub-dialect in 
its own right. 
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10 Introduction 

In the Obongi - oboqi - county of Moyo district are found the gunarä, 
reii and aliba clans who are Kakwa speaking peoples, and are believed to 
have many things in common with the Kuku in the Sudan. There is also a 
small community of speakers of the Lugbara dialect of Aringa - angga -
found here. 

The clans found among the Ugandan Ma'di include: päpagga, 
päakala, pämerl, päd^au, pämutfe, pämudi, päloßo, ότόΐύ, mdri, 
pägäkl, päkundro, pälemS, pämodju, pärlcfl, radumu, Id^upl, ofudo, 
ban, pägirlpa, ε de, päatforo, bori, alu, vürä, gurepi, päkä, pädrombe, 
päajlßa, pämuni, agoripi. 

The New Testament was first translated into East Ma'di (at Pakele), 
but the missionaries moved to West Ma'di (at Moyo) because of sleeping 
sickness. A new translation had to be made because the West Ma'di 
speakers would not accept the East Ma'di dialect. Because the New 
Testament has been translated into Ugandan Ma'di, this has tended to 
give this dialect a sense of being an elevated, more formal register within 
the language as a whole. 

1.7.3. Μα 'dis who are part of Acholi clans 

Some clans found among the Acholi have people who are originally 
Ma'di. Long settlement among the Acholi means that now only the elders 
speak Ma'di; the younger generation are almost without question Acholi 
now. These settlements are around Acopele, Padibe, Palabek, Muruli, 
Ma'di Opei, Ma'di dyel, Odrupele, Oyapele. These are all in Kitgum 
district of the Acholi people in Uganda. 

1.8. Previous research relating to Ma'di 

The earliest published work on Ma'di is probably Molinaro (1925). The 
major surveys of Tucker (1940) and Tucker and Bryan (1966) include 
sections on Ma'di. There are dictionaries for Ma'di by Bilbao and 
Ferrazin (nd), Ferrazin (1996), and Blackings (2000). Linguistic work on 
Ma'di phonetics and phonology includes Andersen (1986), Demolin and 
Goyvaerts (1986) and Kilpatrick (1985). Linguistic work on Ma'di 
syntax includes Andersen and Goyvaerts (1986), Blackings (1988), 
Watson (1997) and Andersen (1998). Surveys which include material on 
Ma'di include Greenberg (1966), Demolin (1988), Heine and Nurse 
(2000). Work on other Central Sudanic languages which we have found 
useful includes Andersen (1984, 1987), and Vallaeys (1991, and nd). 
Crazzarola (1960) is titled A study of the Logbara (Ma'di) language. 
Grammar and vocabulary but despite the title is not a grammar of 
Ma'di; Logbara is a distinct but quite closely related language within the 
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Previous research relating to Ma 'di 11 

Moru-Ma'di family. Djuruni (1983) is a useful study of Logbara by a 
native speaker (and critical of Crazzarola). Lojenga's (1994) grammar of 
Ngiti is the only detailed previous grammar of a Central Sudanic 
language; we have found this grammar very useful and make occasional 
comparisons with Ngiti where they seem relevant. 
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Chapter 2 
An overview of Ma'di 

2.1. Sound structure 

Points of note about Ma'di consonants are that there are many 
secondarily and doubly articulated consonants and there are implosives. 
There is little allophonic variation. Vowels show Advanced Tongue Root 
harmony. There are three tones: high, mid and low. Some morphemes 
consist just of floating tones. Vowel and tone deletion takes place, and 
may result in the surface concealment of grammatical morphemes such as 
pronominals and inflection. Syllables are CV or V. There are few 
restrictions on combinations of consonants with vowels. 

2.2. Morphology and word classes 

Ma'di has compounds and some unproductive derivational processes. 
We differentiate noun, verb, adjective, postposition, and also recognize the 
existence of words whose category is not obviously any of these and 
might best be called adverbs. Lexical word classes show different 
inflectional behaviour, and are differentiated by characteristic tonal 
patterns. Loanwords also have a distinctive tonal pattern. 

2.3. Inflected, uninflected and directive verbs 

Root sentences show distinct kinds of structures, depending on the verb, 
which is inflected (1,2), uninflected (3,4) or directive (5,6). The three types 
of verb are differentiated by taking different subject pronominals; the 
inflected verb is prefixed by a low tone which can appear on the preceding 
word's vowel, and is glossed as N-. The inflected verb is used in nonpast 
sentences, and the uninflected verb in past sentences. However, if the verb 
is negated, only the uninflected verb is used and the choice of negation 
particle codes past or nonpast (7,8). The inflected verb is preceded by its 
object or takes an object clitic. The uninflected verb (or directive verb) is 
followed by its object and the object can be omitted. 

The inflected verb, with preverbal lexical object (1) or clitic object (2). 

(1) ka gbanda pä 
3S cassava N-eat 
(a) 'He is eating cassava.' 
(b) 'He eats cassava.' 
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14 An overview of Ma'di 

(2) ko pa-?a 
3S N-eat-OBJ 
(a) 'He is eating it.' 
(b) 'He eats it.' 

The uninflected verb, with postverbal lexical object (3) or omitted 
object (4). 

s \ 

(3) o- pa gbanda ra 
3s eat cassava AFF 
'He ate cassava.' 

(4) 5- pä ra 
3S eat AFF 
'He ate it.' 

The directive verb, with postverbal lexical object (5) or omitted object 
(6). 

(5) ko- pä Üpa 
3 DIR- eat food 
'She should eat food.' 

(6) ko- pä 
3DIR- eat 
'She should eat.' 

A verb negated with the past negation particle kurv (7) or the nonpast 
negation particle kü (8). In both cases the verb has the syntax and 
morphology of an uninflected verb. 

* — < (7) m -awi d$oti kuru 
lS-open door NEG(P) 
Ί did not open the door.' 

' - < (8) m -awi djoti ku 
lS-open door NEG(N) 
(a) Ί won't open the door.' 
(b) Ί don't open doors.' 
(c) Ί am not opening the door.' 

The uninflected verb cannot be the final word in a sentence; we say in 
this grammar that it must be 'terminated' by being followed by some 
appropriate element. 
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Arguments: subject and object 15 

(9)* o- pa 
3S eat 
'He ate it.' 

In the differentiation of inflected and uninflected verbs, the 'Burulo 
dialect differs in many ways from the Lokai and Ugandan dialects of 
Ma'di; for example, in 'Burulo there is no object-verb order difference. 

We discuss the inflected, uninflected and directive verbs in separate 
chapters. Using the classification proposed by Heine (1976), the Lokai 
Madi type of word order is Type B: partly SVO, partly SOV; the 'Burulo 
type of word order is type A: SVO. 

2.4. Arguments: subject and object 

In this grammar we propose that all predicators, whether verbal or 
nonverbal, have a pronominal subject and can in addition have what we 
call an 'adjoined subject', which is optional and which we assume is 
adjoined to the left of the pronominal 'true' subject, rather than being a 
fundamental structural part of the sentence. 

(10) opi ko- mi1 
Opi 3- N-go 
ADJOINED SUBJECT SUBJECT INFLECTED VERB 
'Opi is going.' 

The adjoined subject can itself be a pronoun, in which case the sequence 
of adjoined pronoun and true subject pronominal can merge into what we 
call a 'long pronoun'. 

A definite subject can be marked as plural by adding ki * which 
follows the subject and precedes the inflected verb (11), but follows the 
uninflected verb (12). 

(11) ka ki eßl pä ra 
3 PL fish N-eat AFF 
'They will eat fish.' 

(12) 5-si ki ma ni of6 di m 
3-write PL IS BEN message this FOC 
'They are the ones who wrote for me this letter.' 

Some types of noun phrase cannot be directly inserted into all 
argument positions. The noun phrases in question are definite and 
specific; they are names, or noun phrases ending in the low tone 
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16 An overview of Ma'di 

determiner which codes definiteness and specificity. These phrases must 
be pre-adjoined to a pronominal, which in the default case is the 
pronominal m, when they are in object position or subject of a nonverbal 
predicate. They can also be pre-adjoined to the plural pronominal pi 
(meaning 'X and associates') or the focus/predication pronominal ?l 

The object can be left-dislocated to before the subject, leaving a clitic 
copy behind when the verb is inflected. 

(13) boqgu η opi ko-d^e-ä sabum ή si 
clothes DEF Opi 3-(N)-wash-OBJ soap DEF SR 
'The clothes in question, Opi is washing them with the soap in 
question.' 

2.5. Noun phrases 

Noun phrases are basically head-initial, optionally followed by a 
postmodifier and a final determiner. 

(14) pi sü ßoggu ikä azö π aü 
2SDIR wear dress red long DEF FOC 
'(You should) put on the long red dress.' 

Two kinds of possession phrase can precede the noun, one definite (15) 
and the other indefinite (16). 

(15) opi ?a d3o ?1 
Opi/chief POSS house FOC 
(a) 'It's Opi's house.' 
(b)* 'It's a chiefs house.' 

(16) otfe ö-tß opi m pa 
dog 3-bite Opi/chief POSS leg 
(a) Ά dog bit a chief s leg.' 
(b)* Ά dog bit Opi's leg.' 

The head noun can generally be omitted. 
In the chapter on noun phrases we differentiate phrases by determiner. 

Noun phrases without determiners include names and bare indefinites, 
both illustrated in the example below. 

(17) opi äzi gan udi 
Opi (3)-sell bicycle recently 
(a) Opi has sold a bicycle recently.' 
(b) Opi has sold bicycles recently.' 
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Noun phrases 17 

There is a specific indefinite determiner zi meaning 'some' or 'another' 
which can also stand on its own. 

(18) ago zi e-mu d^ußa ga si 
man SPEC (3)-VE-go Juba LOC SR 
(a) Ά certain man came from Juba.' 
(b) 'Another man came from Juba.' 

There are three demonstrative determiners: di (speaker-proximal 'this'), 
na (distal 'that'), and lie eft (hearer-proximal 'that near you'); all can 
stand on their own. They are used only for referents in the physical 
context. 

(19) 5-mü basi na s) 
3-go bus that SR 
'She went in that bus.' 

Referents which are to be found in the discourse context are identified 
with π 'the .. in question' (for more distantly mentioned referents) and nä 
'the aforementioned' (for more recently mentioned referents). These two 
determiners are definite but can become indefinite when they are preceded 
by a postmodifier. 

(20) idre π tfm 
rat DEF clever 
'The rat (in question) is clever.' 

(21) idre nä tfm 
rat AFR clever 
'The aforementioned rat is clever.' (i.e. introduced in the 
preceding utterance) 

(22 ) opt ö-cfü galamu Ikä π ?1 
opi 3-take pen red DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the red pen that Opi took.' 
(b) 'It is a red pen that Opi took.' 

There is also a determiner which makes a noun phrase both specific and 
definite, and thus like a name, and with the same syntactic characteristics 
in Ma'di as a name. This is a low tone suffix, glossed SPEC in (24). It can 
be put after a bare noun or after a noun phrase ending in a demonstrative 
or n, making these noun phrases specific as well as definite. 
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18 An overview of Ma'di 

(23) idre π ßara ako 
rat DEF child without 
'The rat (in question) is without a child.' 

(24) idre η " nl ßära ako 
rat DEF SPEC PR child without 
'The specific rat (in question) is without a child.' 

2.6. Postposition phrases 

Location words in Ma'di are either classifiable as nouns, typically 
standing on their own or being possessed by the things they locate, or as 
postpositions, typically preceded by a noun phrase. The postposition 
phrase is fairly freely placed, but tends to come towards the end of the 
sentence, e.g.pa ga 'on the leg' in (25). 

(25) otfe 5-tfi όρί nl pa ga 
dog 3-bite Opi PR leg LOC 
Ά dog bit Opi on the leg.' 

Postposition phrases are also used in expressions of possession, and in 
conjunction structures, where tro is 'with'. 

2.7. Non-verbal clauses 

A clause need not have a verb; most phrase types can be the predicate in a 
structure consisting of a subject and nonverbal predicate. We think it is 
likely that there is a null subject pronominal and that the overt subject is 
adjoined to it. 

(26) amä äß 
lPL(EXC) short(PL) 
'We (excluding you) are short.' 

(27) buku di όρί m 
book this Opi BEN 
"This book is for Opi.' 

A noun phrase which is a predicate must be adjoined to ?1 only if it is 
definite. 
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Modality 19 

(28) ma lapwqpi π ?1 
IS teacher DEF FOC 
Ί am the teacher (in question).' 

(29) mä lapwopi 
Is teacher 
' l ama teacher.' 

2.8. Tense and aspect 

The distinction between inflected and uninflected verbs, and between the 
negation particles kü and küru, is a distinction in tense: between nonpast 
and past respectively. In other descriptions of Central Sudanic languages, 
this distinction has been characterised as a distinction in aspect, but we do 
not consider this correct for Ma'di. A non-past clause is sometimes 
ambiguous between a present and a future interpretation, but in general a 
present interpretation is taken as the default interpretation unless a future 
interpretation is forced by the presence of some other element in the 
clause, not necessarily having any specifically future meaning, such as the 
affirmative modal ra, a future adverbial, etc. Present tense correlates with 
imperfective aspect, progressive or habitual. Nonpast (past and future) 
tense correlates with perfective aspect. Habitual and progressive can be 
expressed in past or future sentences by periphrastic means. Non-verbal 
clauses are nonpast by default. It is possible to express past states 
periphrastically by embedding the non-verbal clause under a verb which 
shifts the clause into the past. 

2.9. Modality 

The core modals are sentence-final words which can alternatively be 
nominalized by combining them with the determiner π which allows them 
to be freely placed within the sentence. The core modals are wa which 
expresses possibility, kpe which expresses non-possibility, and ra which 
expresses a range of meanings including necessity and affirmation. The 
negation particles are very similar in their syntax to the modals. 

(30) ö-si dzo wa 
3-build house PS 
'He was able to build a house.' 

(31) ma pi te kpe 
IS 2S (N)-wait NPS 
Ί can't wait for you.' 
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20 An overview of Ma'di 

The modal ra affirms the proposition expressed by the sentence. We 
consider it to be a kind of necessity modal. It appears to be inherently 
perfective, and is thus not compatible with a present tense interpretation of 
a sentence which is always imperfective in Ma'di. Hence ra can be used 
to force a future reading on a nonpast sentence as in (35). 

(32) ma mü eßu ga 
IS go work LOC 
Ί had gone to work.' (that's why you didn't get me) 

(33) ma mü eßu ga ra 
IS go work LOC AFF 
Ί did go to work.' (I was certainly there) 

(34) ma mü eßu ga oßu 
IS N-go work LOC tomorrow 
Ί will go to work tomorrow.' 

(35) ma mü eßu ga ra 
IS N-go work LOC AFF 
Ί will go to work.' (I will certainly be there) 

2.10. Negation 

The verb is negated by a sentence-final negation word kü or küw\ the 
verb must be uninflected and tense is expressed by the choice of negation 
word (7,8). The negation words have a syntax similar to the core modals; 
they are either fixed in final position or can be nominalized by adding the 
determiner π and are then freely placed within the clause, negating 
specific constituents of the sentence. Note that this kind of negation is 
compatible with an inflected verb. 

(36) kü π ma eßl ßä 
NEG(N) DEF lS fish N-eat 
'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 

The nonpast negation word kücm negate a nonverbal clause. 

(37) ma lapwopi kü 
IS teacher NEG(N) 
Ί am not a teacher.' 

In a different kind of syntactic configuration, the nonpast negation word 
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Subordinate clauses 21 

can stand in final position outside the clause, contrastively negating the 
clause as a whole or some constituent of the clause. 

(38) ma mü eßu ga kö 
IS N-gO work LOC NEG(N) 
'It is not to work that I am going...' (but instead somewhere 
else) 

2.11. Subordinate clauses 

Some subordinate clauses have exactly the syntax of root clauses. 

(39) fii β k-e-mu οδό 
2S say [3DIR-VE-go tomorrow] 
(a) 'You said that she should come tomorrow.' 
(b) 'You told her to come tomorrow.' 

(40 ) k-andre (ma ni) Dpi e-mu ku (am) 
3-(N)-look IS BEN [Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N)] like 
'It seems to me that Opi will not come.' 

Some grammatical verbs take subordinate clause complements which have 
the syntax of root clauses (eg. root verbal morphology) but lack a subject. 

(41) opi 5-dn lipa di 
Opi 3-then [food N-cook] 
(a) Opi then cooked food.' 
(b) 'Opi will then cook food.' 

The function played by subordinating conjunctions in some languages is 
played in Ma'di by freely placed adverbials within the subordinate clause; 
such adverbials can usually also be found in a root clause, suggesting that 
there is no true class of 'subordinating conjunctions'. 

Other subordinate clauses have a suffixed verb. The suffixed verb 
always has a low tone prefix which is homophonous with the inflected 
verb's prefix and may be the same prefix. We assume that it is the same 
prefix, and hence gloss it as N-. It is often hidden by phonological 
processes. There are several verbal suffixes. One suffix -kä appears to 
make the clause into a constituent which has the syntactic distribution of a 
noun phrase, and thus prefix perhaps nominalizes the verb. 

(42) ma ndri anaqgwa π ?a ε-de-kä ra 
IS see [bird DEF POSS (N)-VE-fall-SB] AFF 
Ί saw the bird's falling / fall.' 
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( 4 3 ) ma 61 mü-ka kuru 
IS try [(N)-go-SB] NEG(P) 
(a) Ί have not tried to go / going.' 
(b) Ί did not try to go / going.' 

The suffix -re and its plural equivalent -6a tend to make a clause with a 
subject argument controlled from outside (eg. in a relative clause) and the 
suffix -1ε tends to make a clause which in contrast has its object argument 
controlled from outside. 

( 4 4 ) ma ze opi nl (I36 si-re 
Is send Opi PR [house N-build-SB] 
Ί sent Opi to build a house.' 

( 4 5 ) ü-(ßi-ßa η ögü 
[(N)-ITER-shoot-SB] DEF thief (PL) 
'The ones who (repeatedly) shot at them are thieves.' 

( 4 6 ) ago ap-a rü mgbä-re äni tro π 
man [2PL-POSS REFL N-hit-SB 3S COMT] DEF 
'The man (S) with whom you (S) fought' 

( 4 7 ) arabia opi ?a dji-le π pa na ädi ra 
car [Opi POSS (N)-take-SB] DEF leg AFR deflate AFF 
'The car which Opi took has a flat tyre.' 

The suffix -c/30 creates a clause expressing a 'source' of some kind 
such as an instrument or a reason. 

( 4 8 ) opi ido sl-d^o ra 
Opi start [N-build-SB] AFF 
'Opi has started to build (with) it.' 

( 4 9 ) bele ago η ρ] rngbä-d^S π cfi ?Ί 
stick [man DEF PLPR N-beat-SB] DEF this FOC 
(a) "Die stick with which the man and Iiis associates was 

beaten is this one.' 
(b) 'The stick for which the man and his associates was beaten 

is this one.' 

Sentences with suffixed verbs can be complements to root verbs 
(specific kinds of suffixed verb are selected by specific root verbs). 
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(50) ma 61 mü-d30 ra 
I S try [(N)-go-SB] AFF 
(a) Ί tried it for going with.' 
(b) Ί tried going.' 

They can also be relative clauses. 

(51) ago qgwa " nl di-re kpS π Dpi ?1 
man [son SPEC PR N-kill-SB dead] DEF Opi FOC 
(a) 'The man(l) who killed his (1,2) son is Opi.' 
(b) 'The man(l) who is going to kill his (1,2) son is Opi.' 

As headless relatives, some sentences with suffixed verbs have specific 
roles to play. Thus a clause with -re can function as a modifier of time or 
place. 

(52) eji ?a di-re adjinl η ama ödu k5 
[water POSS (N)-rain-SB yesterday]DEF lPL(EXC) sleep N-catch 
'When it was raining yesterday we were sleeping.' 

2.12. Focus strategies 

A final object which is a bare noun phrase can be optionally interpreted as 
in focus as in gloss (b). 

(53) ma d$e gan 
Is buy bicycle 
(a) Ί bought a bicycle.' 
(b) 'It was a bicycle I bought.' 

A final object of any other kind must be adjoined to ?1 and is then 
obligatorily interpreted as in presentational (a) or contrastive (b) focus. 

(54) ma d$ gan η ?1 
IS take bicycle DEF FOC 
(a) Ί took something, which was the bicycle' (or Ί took the 

one which is a bicycle'). 
(b) 'It's the bicycle (in question) that I took.' 

It is worth noting that the above two strategies both treat the focused 
object as though it is a predicate in a nonverbal clause. An object may also 
be contrastively focused, whether final or nonfinal, by adding the final 
focus particle aü. 
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(55) gan n ma \l3e-a au 
bicycle DEF IS N-buy-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'It is the bicycle (in question) that I am buying / will buy.' 
(a) 'It is the bicycle one that I am buying / will buy.' 

A third person subject is contrastively focused by the final focus 
particle m. 

(56) Dpi ka dzokoni cfi si m 
Opi 3 kitchen this (N)-build FOC 
'It is Opi who is building / will build this kitchen.' 

A first or second person subject is focused by copying it into final 
position and pre-adjoining it to ?1, like a definite object. 

(57) i-ke pi ?1 
2s-give 2s FOC 
(a) 'You were the one who gave it.' 
(b) 'You gave it yourself.' 
(c) 'It was you who gave it.' 

The verb is focused by copying it into final position and adding a final 
low tone. 

(58) ma jo Jo 
IS say say-FOC 
(a) Ί said it.' (rather than communicating it in other ways) 
(b) Ί just said it.' (for no apparent reason) 

A modifier is focused by ending the clause with a low tone and ?1. We 
gloss the low tone as SPEC, and assume that it is the same morpheme as 
the low tone specific determiner. The focused adverbial can be final (59) 
or left-dislocated (60). 

(59) ma mü eßu ga ?1 
IS N-go work LOC SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is to work that I am going.' 
(b) Ί am on my way to work.' 

(60) bast st ma mü ?1 
bus SR IS go SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It was in a bus that I went.' 
(b) 'It was because of a bus that went.' 
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2.13. Questions 

In wh-questions, a phrase or word is substituted by an equivalent question 
phrase or word ('wh-phrase' or 'wh-word'). These include adü 'what', 
adi 'who', both of which substitute for noun phrases, and ίηςο 'which', 
which substitutes for a determiner; there are many others. These kinds of 
question can be constructed from all kinds of clause. 

(61) add 5-pä m 
what 3-eat FOC 
'What ate it?' 

(62) adt m lapwoßl m 
who PR teacher FOC 
'Who is it that is a teacher?' 

(63) opi 5-Ιε buku hjgo ?1 
Opi 3-want book which FOC 
'Which book is it that Opi wants?' 

(64) yu 1ε acfi ?a e-mu-ka ra m 
2S want [who POSS (N)-VE-gO-SB AFF FOC] 
'Whose coming is it that you like?' (future and past) 

The wh-expression appears in the same syntactic positions as the 
equivalent non-wh-expression, and hence as a noun phrase, determiner, 
etc. As a noun phrase it can be in-situ or left-dislocated, like all noun 
phrases. We have been unable to find many clear instances of island 
effects realized as restrictions on left-dislocation. The wh-expression is 
obligatorily focused. 

Yes-no questions are constructed by adding a final rising tone to a 
declarative sentence (66). 

(65) ago na ύΐε 
man that witch 
'That man is a witch.' 

(66) ago na υΙε 
man that witch Q 
'Is that man a witch?' 

2.14. Fixed final sentential elements 

Some constituents of the sentence must come at the end of the sentence. 
These include some of the focus particles, the modals and negation, and 
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various other constituents including various adverbs such as manner 
adverbs and completion adverbs. 

(67) opi o-so π π 
Opi 3-sew quickly 
Opi sewed it quickly.' 

(68) ma-a dri ö-ηο mgbu 
1S-POSS hand 3-break COM 
'My hand is completely broken.' 

2.15. Freely placed sentential elements 

Other constituents of the sentence can be freely placed within the 
sentence. These include various adverbs, degree modifiers, quantifiers, 
hearsay and commenting elements, expressions indicating causation and 
sequence, subordinators such as words meaning 'if', some of the 
modifiers of time or place, and nominalized versions of the fixed final 
sentential elements. These freely placed elements can be of various 
categories, including noun phrases, postposition phrases, clauses, etc. 

(69) ö-dje pelere τετε 
3-wash clean COM 
'She washed it really clean.' 

(70) o-cfi ki arna opi m m 
3-kill PL allegedly Opi PR FOC 
'Allegedly, they were the ones who killed Opi.' 

(71) opi e-mu ra gbo 
Opi (3)-VE-go AFF COM 
Opi nevertheless came.' 

2.16. Supra-sentential final elements 

Some constituents must be final but in addition seem to stand outside or 
above the sentence, perhaps as higher predicates taking the sentence as an 
argument. They can take scope over the sentence as a whole and do not 
appear to have any special relation with any particular component of the 
sentence. We call them supra-sentential final elements. Thus for example 
as discussed in 2.10 the negation particle kü can function both as a fixed 
final sentential element where it negates the verb and as a supra-sentential 
final element where it contrastively negates the clause or one of its 
focused subconstituents in comparison with another clause. 
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Chapter 3 
Phonetics 

In this chapter we look at consonants and vowels, syllable structure, 
restrictions on consonant-vowel sequences, and tones. We conclude the 
chapter with notes on utterance-level prosody, phonetic variations in 
dialectal cognates, and tongue twisters. 

3.1. Consonants 

3.1.1. Inventory of consonants 

3.1.1.1. Chart of phonetically attested consonants in the Lokai dialect of 
Ma'di 

Phonetically, the following consonants and glides are attested in the Lokai 
dialect of Ma'di. 

Table 2. Singly articulated consonants 
bi-

labial 
labio-
dental 

alveolar palatal velar glottal 

voiceless stops Ρ t k ? 
voiced stops b d 9 
prenasalized stops mb nd qg 
implosive stops ß d ί 
nasals m η Ji q 
voiceless fricatives f s h 
voiced fricatives V ζ 
prenasalized fricatives njv 
voiceless affricates ti 
voiced affricates d3 
prenasalized affricates nd3 
lateral 1 
trill r 
glides j 
The glottal fricative [h] is found mostly in some inteijections and loanwords. 
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28 Phonetics 

Table 3. Doubly articulated consonants and secondarily articulated consonants 
bilabial alveolar velar glottal 

voiceless stops kp tw k w ? w 

voiced stops gb dw 
gw 

prenasalized stops mgb ndw 
qgw 

implosive stops tfß (ßw) 
nasals qm (mw) 
voiceless fricatives (hw) 
voiceless affricates tfw 

lateral lw 

trill rw 

glides w 

brackets indicate variant forms for some speakers. 
[hw] is a variant for [k] and [kw] for some speakers. 

There are no differences in length between consonants (unlike, for 
example, some neighbouring Nilotic languages such as Lango). We note 
that Tucker (1940:109) has Ma'di words with [nz]. At least in 
contemporary Lokai this consonant does not exist, though there is the 
possibility of a language change in this respect; his example nza 'thick' 
should now be /jdja, his example onzu 'thin' should now be önd3U and 
his example n[d]zete now has the form nd$£tc 'a swampy place'; 
similarly his suffix nzi should be nd^l (Tucker 1940:129). 

3.1.1.2. Doubly and secondarily articulated consonants 

We have placed the doubly articulated consonants (labio-velars) and the 
secondarily articulated consonants (labialized alveolars, velars and 
glottals) together in table 3. This illustrates that the two kinds of 
consonant divide up between them the place of articulations (labial, 
coronal, dorsal and glottal), such that there are no contrasts for example 
between the attested [kp] and a hypothetical [pw]. 

The secondarily articulated (labialized) consonants are not found 
before back vowels, thus patterning with the labial obstruents but not the 
labial sonorants; see 3.4.2. The doubly articulated labio-velar consonants 
in contrast do not show any clear co-occurrence restrictions. When a 
nasal co-occurs with a labio-velar, it is the labial part not the velar part 
which determines the nasal giving [mgb] not *[qgb]. 

In Lokai, labialized consonants are uncommon (particularly in 
comparison with 'Burulo, 3.1.2.2). 
• [hw] appears to be a dialectal or idiolectal variant of [k] or [kw], found 
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in hwe as a variant for ke or kwe 'give', and hwi as a variant for kwi 
'tree'. Andersen (1986: 197) suggests that [hw] is phonemically [kw]. 

• [?w] is also found in relatively few words; we have found four: ?wä a 
dialectal variant of ?ä 'to yield', e?we a ventive form of ?we 'to bail out 
water, scoop soup', a?wi and related words meaning 'dry', and lo?we 
'calabash'. 

• [sw] and [zw] (not shown in the table) exist but are now rare in Lokai; 
we know of only one example of each: swe 'to become fat' which to 
some speakers is se, and zwi a particle which modifies 'red'. 

• We have found three examples of [tw]: twara 'sisal', tw) 'to slide, 
untie', and twi (also realised as tin) a particle which modifies 'black'; 
and three examples with [dw]: dwän 'hunting', dwc 'even, deuce', and 
dwöfi 'kraal', with the ideophone dwi 'sound of your knees hitting the 
ground' as a possible fourth (it is also realised as dm). 

• We have found only one example with [tp*], tp'ere 'broom' and none 
with [d3w]. 

• We have found seven examples of the labio-velarized lateral [lw] - all 
followed by the front vowels ([a], [i], and [e]). 

• In its four attested words, the labio-velarized trill [rw] is only found 
followed by the mid front vowels ([e], and [ε]). 

Note: henceforth we usually write labialized consonants such as ?w as ?w, 
for ease of reading. 

3.1.1.3. Variations within the Lokai dialect of Ma' di 

• Speakers of Lokai vary in whether they have dental or alveolar 
pulmonic articulations of the stops [t] [d] and [nd]. 

• Some Lokai speakers have free variation between velar nasal [q] and a 
palatal nasal [p] (which is attested in Ugandan Ma'di, in place of q); 
this is seen for example in orjä and opä 'winged termite'; the 
consonants [q] and [μ] are never in phonemic contrast in any dialect. 

• Lokai speakers may also use [ßw] in place of [cfß], as in gfßä or ßwä 'to 
pluck or pick fruits or leaves'. 

• Similarly, [mw] may be used in place of [qm] as in qmä or mwä 'rot' 
(Andersen 1986:197). 

• Educated speakers may have the cluster [qk] instead of [qg] in some 
loanwords, such as iqki 'ink', beqki 'bank'. 

• A few clans of Lokai also have alveolar-retroflex stops [tr], [dr], and 
[ndr] (found in Ugandan Ma'di, not shown in the table), in phonemic 
contrast with equivalent alveolars [t], [d], and [nd]. 
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3.1.2. Dialectal variations involving consonants in Ugandan Ma'di, 
and in 'Burulo 

3.1.2.1. Differences between Ugandan Ma'di (Moyo) and Lokai, 
involving retroflex consonants 

The Ugandan Ma'di (Moyo) dialect has retroflex affricates [tr], [dr] and 
[ndr] in phonemic contrast with equivalent alveolar stops (cf. Clements 
2000:147). 

Table 4. Retroflex affricates vs. alveolar stops in Ugandan Ma'di 
dr d 
dra 'death' da 'to deflect, etc' 
dfl 'on' dl 'to float' 
tro 'with', COMT to 'to tell a story' 
ndrl 'to divine' ndi 'up to' 

Some Lokai clans found especially around the Nimule and Mogali areas 
also have these retroflex consonants. However, most Lokai speakers have 
lost the retroflex affricates and substitute alveolar stops, and these are 
completely absent from 'Burulo. 

Table 5. Retroflex consonants: dialectal variation 
Ugandan Ma'di Lokai & 'Burulo meaning 
ndr we ndwe 'to milk' 
drwöfi dwöfi 'kraal' 
drwäri dwärl 'hunt' 
drä da 'death, to die' 
tn ß 'to rub' 

3.1.2.2. Differences between 'Burulo and Lokai 

Alveolar affricates exist in all dialects. There is some tendency for an 
alveolar affricate in Lokai to be substituted by a velar stop in 'Burulo 

Table 6. Alveolar affricates in Lokai vs. velar stops in 'Burulo 
Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
dje ge 'to buy' 
nd^i ης) 'to cany' 
ndzi ηge 'to explain' 
andjJ arjgl 'heavy' 
tß kl 'to confuse' 
otfe oke 'dog' 
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'Burulo has labialized consonants, and is the only dialect with the voiced 
labialized affricate [d3w]. In comparison, labialized consonants are rare in 
Lokai. 

Table 7. Labialized consonants in 'Burulo 
Lokai 'Burulo meaning 

\ 
Si tjwi 'to write' 
sa kfwa •tail' 
za zwä, dzwä 'to shout, pain' 
iza id^wa 'meat' 
ze zwe 'to send' 
d3e d3we 'to wash' 
nd^a ndswa 'to deceive' 

'/a tfwa 'to plait' 
ündsa lönd^wa 'to deceive' 

There is also some variation between alveolar affricates and alveolar 
fricatives, though not systematically differentiating the dialects. Thus 
Lokai ho 'warthog' with a fricative is 'Burulo iafjo with an affricate. 

3.1.2.3. The palatal and velar nasals in the three dialects 

The velar and palatal nasals do not contrast in any dialect of Ma'di. In 
Ugandan Ma'di only the palatal is found. In 'Burulo there is a tendency 
towards the use of the velar nasal, though the palatal nasal is found. In 
Lokai both are found, and may be in free variation; the possibility of free 
variation seems to arise specifically for those words where 'Burulo has 
the velar nasal. 

Table 8. Palatal and velar nasals: dialectal variation. 
Ugandan Ma'di Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
lajiu lagu or lapu laqu 'bees, honey' 
Ιερό Ιεηυ or Ιερό Ιεηυ 'tree sp.' (ziziphers 

spinochristi) 
lopü ΐόηΰ or ΐόρΰ ΐόηϋ 'bell' 
ßaii qaii or ρ a Ii rjafi 'jokes' 
ßo qo or po 'to break' 
ßä ßä pä 'to eat' 
έρο έρο έρο 'shallow' 
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3.1.3. Consonants in phonemic contrast 

Table 2 which shows phonetic segments also represents phonemic 
segments which contrast in Lokai. The only exception is that there is no 
phonemic contrast between velar [η] and palatal |ji]. This means that we 
can collapse the phonemically contrasting places of articulation to four, 
based on active articulators: labial (including bilabial and labiovelar), 
coronal (alveolar), dorsal (palatal and velar), and laryngeal (glottal). 

The following table indicates phonemic contrasts, using wherever 
possible a CV word with [a] as the vowel. This is not possible for the 
labiodentals, or for the glottals, or some of the doubly articulated 
segments, which are not attested with following [a] in CV words. 
However, these segments contrast with other segments before other 
vowels, attesting to their phonemic status. 

Table 9. Phonemic contrasts between consonants 
bilabial pa 'to play guitar etc' 

ba 'breast' 
mba 'to halt' 
6a 'to allow' 
ma 'to try' 

labiodental ft) 'to exit' 
νΰ 'earth, land' 
τηνϋ 'to jump' 

alveolar ta 'thing' 
da 'to parry, deflect' 
nda 'to scoop and distribute lipa 'dumpling' 
da 'fine, okay' 
na 'that' 
sa 'to intervene and bring a fight etc to an end' 
za 'to set alight' 
t f i 'to shred into pieces' 
d3a 'to squint' 
nd^a 'to con' 
la 'to count, read' 
ra 'to think' 

palatal ß 'to shake' 

pa 'to eat' 

ß 'to exaggerate' 
velar kä '(of grain) to ripen' 

gä 'to eat raw cassava, potatoes etc' 
qga 'to sprout' 
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glottal 

doubly articulated 

a?i 
a?wt 
kpa 
gba _ 
mgbi 
cf£>i 
qmä_ 
kwä 
gwa 
qgwa 
ndwe 
lwa 
rwe 

'to get stuck' 
'diy' 
'to ferment' 
'true' 
'to beat' 
'to pick or pluck leaves' 
'to rot' 
'to shave' 
'to pull the stomach inwards' 
'son' 
'to milk ' 
'to gut ' 
'to lay in wait' 

3.2. Vowels 

The following table shows the phonetically attested vowels of Ma'di. 
Note that our vowel symbols differ from IPA recommendations, in order 
to enable easy visual differentiation of -ATR and +ATR vowels. 

Table 10. Phonetically attested vowels. 
Non-back and non-round Back and round 
-ATR +ATR -ATR +ATR 

High i i υ u 
Mid ε e ο ο 
Low a λ 

The vowels [a] and [λ] are contextually conditioned variants. Thus there 
are nine vowels which contrast phonemically. 

Table 11. Vowels in phonemic contrast, illustrated 
Non-back and non-
round 
-ATR +ATR 

No contrast for back 
and round 
-ATR +ATR 

Back and round 

-ATR +ATR 
High 

Mid 

Low 

fi 'to 
distil' 
te 'only' 

ü 'to give 
birth' 
ie 'to 
wait' 

tu 'to 
dance' 
to com-
pletion 
particle 

fa 'thing' 

tu 'to 
climb' 
to 'again' 
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[a] is -ATR, as can be seen by the fact that a stem with [a] takes -ATR 
prefixes or suffixes. Thus, pä 'to eat' takes the -ATR ventive prefix to 
give epa 'to eat or have eaten from a distance' rather than *epa and takes 
the -ATR iterative prefix [u] as in üpä 'to eat repeatedly' rather than 
*üpä. +ATR is the dominant feature because vowels can change to 
+ATR but not to -ATR; we discuss harmony in more detail in chapter 4. 

It seems that phonemically [a] is unspecified for backness and 
roundness. There appear to be no sound-changing phonological rules 
which are sensitive to backness or roundness, and thus it is difficult to 
assign [a] to either category. The major difference between the back and 
nonback vowels can be seen in restrictions in consonant-vowel sequences; 
front vowels are restricted in occurrence with labial fricatives and back 
vowels with labial plosives. The vowel [a] does not clearly fall into the 
distributional patterns of either back or nonback vowels. 

The low vowel [A] does not contrast with [a]; it appears phonetically in 
some +ATR words, apparently as a consequence of vowel harmony with 
a +ATR vowel; thus λίι 'short' is the surface realisation of aii 'short'; 
the two forms are in free variation for a speaker. We note the existence of 
älä 'obstruct' but the absence of any word *Λ1Λ. 

Tucker and Bryan (1966: 28) suggest that for Moru-Ma'di as a whole 
the mid vowels do not contrast phonemically for ATR; instead the +ATR 
vowels [e] and [o] are said to arise only by harmony with high vowels 
within the same word. This does not appear to be true for Ma'di, where 
[e] and [o] exist in words where there are no accompanying high vowels 
from which they might be getting their +ATR feature. Thus compare erS 
'granary' and le/6 'issue, word'. 

Vowel length is not contrastive in Ma'di, though lengthened vowels 
occur as a phonological result of combining two vowels at a word 
boundary. Long vowels, possibly in distinct syllables, are also induced by 
the addition of floating tones at the boundary of a word, see 3.5.1.2. 
Diphthongs are not contrastive in Ma'di, though diphthong-like 
combinations with a vowel followed by a possible glide appear in a few 
cases discussed further in 4.4.2. Vowels are phonetically slightly 
nasalized in conjunction with the deletion of [n] in some cases, but 
nasalization is not phonemic. Thus nä 'the aforementioned house' 
can realize as djoa with nasalization of the final vowel or both vowels. 

3.3. Syllable structure 

3.3.1. Syllable structure 

There are two types of syllable: V and CV. CV syllables appear initially, 
medially and finally; all three positions can be seen in the word lä.bö.lö 
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Restrictions on consonant-vowel sequences 35 

'bananas'. V syllables can also be found initially, medially and finally, as 
in l.rii.o 'to twist, wring etc' and ma.a.tfi.ka 'sorghum sp.'; V syllables 
are however most commonly found at the beginning of a word. Verbs of 
one syllable are consonant-initial with a CV structure. Verbs of two 
syllables are all vowel-initial with a VCV structure in Lokai, though 
'Burulo adds initial 1- to some of these verbs. 

Multiply articulated consonants can fill the single C slot. There are no 
sequences of consonant and glide. Some educated speakers have 
consonant clusters in loanwords, as in stesöm 'station' and prifeki 
'prefect'. There are no syllable-final consonants, except in a few 
ideophones such as gbum 'the sound made by the falling of a heavy 
thing'. It is possible that educated variants such as iqki 'ink' have the 
VC.CV structure hj.ki. 

3.3.2. Number of syllables in the word 

The majority of Ma'di words in the native vocabulary consist of one or 
two syllables. Longer words can be derived or monomorphemic. Derived 
words of three or more syllables can be compounds, suffixed or prefixed 
verbs, or suffixed nouns. Monomorphemic words of three or more 
syllables are mostly of recognizably foreign origin. We discuss the 
number of syllables in the verb in 5.1.1.3. 

3.4. Restrictions on consonant-vowel sequences 

There are two kinds of restriction relating to the placement of consonants 
before vowels and thus within the syllable, as described below. There do 
not appear to be any restrictions relating to the placement of consonants 
after vowels and thus across a syllable boundary. 

3.4.1. Labials 

In native words, the labial (bilabial) pulmonic plosives [p], [b] and [mb] 
are restricted before back vowels (cf. Tucker and Bryan 1966:30). TTiese 
restrictions do not hold for non-native words. 
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Table 12. Bilabial pulmonic plosives before back vowels 
before -ATR back vowel [o], [u] before +ATR back vowel [o], [u] 
consonant is consonant is consonant is consonant is 
word-initial word-medial word-initial word-medial 

Ρ X X poji 'tree sp.\ x 
ρώ (adverb) 

b X X bon 'termite sp' x 
bule 'cassava sp 

mb X X χ X 
x = not attested in native vocabulary, 

The labial (labiovelar) fricatives [f] and [ιην] are selectively restricted 
before front vowels. (Lojenga 1994:46 makes a similar observation about 
[mv] in Ngiti.) [v] is unrestricted. 

Table 13. Labiovelar fricatives before front vowels 
before -ATR front vowel [i], [ε] before +ATR front vowel [i], [e] 
consonant is consonant is consonant is consonant is 
word-initial word-medial word-initial word-medial 

f ή 'fart X fe 'run' I f e 'cause to 
discreetly' burst' 

V Vi'fling', a Vi 'jealousy' vi 'pus', 1V1 pus 
ν ε 'have vi 'hunger' (variant of νϊ) 
dysentery' 

vi 'hunger' 

τψ X X X X 

The generalizations for [f] hold only for the native vocabulary; there are 
[fi] and [fi] syllables word-medially and word-initially in loanwords such 
as ofisaa 'officer', and kafin 'pagan', kafira 'a float on a fishing hook,' 
kofira 'hat', safia 'tin of about four gallons in size'. 

The labial implosive [ß] is not restricted before any vowel. Similarly, 
the labial nasal [m] is not restricted before any vowel. This pairing of an 
imposive and a nasal instantiates a more general crosslinguistic patterning 
of implosives with sonorants (eg. nasals) rather than with obstruents (eg. 
[p] and [b]); see Clements (2000:132). 

3.4.2. Secondarily articulated (labialized) consonants, and doubly 
articulated (labiovelar) consonants 

The labialized consonants, the coronal and dorsal consonants with 
secondary labialization, are not found before back vowels (contra Tucker 
and Bryan 1966:30). In this, labialized consonants resemble labial stops. 
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Before front vowels, the coronal consonants are not common, while the 
dorsal consonants are less restricted; in both cases, labialized consonants 
are more frequent before -ATR front vowels ([i], [ε]) than before +ATR 
front vowels ([i], [e]). 

The doubly articulated consonants (dorsal plus labial articulations) are 
quite restricted in occurrence, but no clear patterns emerge other than that 
they are unrestricted with [a]. The doubly articulated pulmonic stop 
consonants thus do not follow the restricted distribution of (singly 
articulated) labial pulmonic stops. 

3.4.3. General consonant-vowel restrictions. 

The above co-occurrence restrictions distinguish back from front vowels. 
The clearest examples of this are the labials and the labialized consonants. 
In general, consonants tend to be less restricted with [a] than with the 
front or back vowels. 

The +/-ATR distinction may possibly have some relevance in the 
distribution of consonants. Thus those labials which are restricted with 
back vowels tend to be even more restricted with -ATR back vowels. 
-ATR might thus perhaps be interpreted as a greater degree of backness. 

Tucker (1940: 104) says that [z] does not occur before [u] or [υ]. This 
is not true for contemporary Lokai and in fact his example zo 'hide' 
would now be more correctly transcribed as zu 'hide'; there is also a verb 
zJ 'scatter'. We note that Ngiti (Lojenga 1994:57) has a restriction 
against [i] after [s], [z], or [r], which is not found in Ma'di. 

3.5. Tones 

3.5.1. Inventory of tones 

3.5.1.1. Level tones 

Phonemically, there are three level tones: high, mid and low. 

sa 'tail' 
sä 'to plant, to scour' 
sa 'to intervene and bring a fight etc. to an end' 

Tones are contextually unrestricted in occurrence: all tones appear on all 
vowels after all consonants. There is thus no interaction of consonant 
voicing and tone in sä 'to plant, to scour' vs. zä 'to defeat, to pain'. 
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3.5.1.2. Contour tones: all arise by sandhi 

There may be no underlying (phonemic) contour tones. High-Low tonal 
sequences are found in some words. 

kpo 'all' 
sa 'time, clock, watch' (from arabic); also 'even' 

However, these may be interpreted not as contour tones but as involving 
two syllables rather than one. Evidence for this is that the vowels in these 
'contour' cases are always longer. 

kpo. ο 'all' 

In some cases, a High-Low sequence on a single lengthened vowel is a 
variant of a word with a High Low sequence on two syllables: 

(1) tibe —> te 
'earlier in the day' 

(2) ban -> ba 
'bar' (loanword from English) 

(3) ma ?a —> ma 
'my' 

The first two shortened forms occur freely for most speakers in both fast 
speech and slow speech; the last only in fast speech. 

There are no corresponding examples of Low-High contour sequences 
on what appears to be a single syllable, with the possible exception of the 
word maatfika 'a sorghum species'. 

In addition to these cases of contours which arise by internal vowel-
deletion rules there are contours which arise by external vowel-deletion 
rules. Thus there are various grammatical morphemes which are realized 
by a floating low tone, and these combine with a preceding high tone to 
produce an apparent High-Low contour on a single lengthened vowel. 

(4) fli mu —> ßi mü 
2s N-go 
'You are going.' 

(5) 0(30 " m hjgo —» c/30 nl iqgo? 
house SPEC PR where 
'Where's the house (we are talking about)?' 
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3.5.2. Sequences of tones 

3.5.2.1. Tones on monosyllables 

All three tones are attested in monosyllables: 

mgbi 'all round' Η 
rjgä 'to sprout' Μ 
po 'to break' L 

Most monosyllables can be analyzed as verbs or grammatical words, 
though some of these grammatical words might also be analysed as 
nouns. Monosyllabic verbs have mid or low tone, but not high tone (the 
same is true for Logbara according to Crazzarola 1960: 10). 

3.5.2.2. Tonal sequences in two syllable words 

All possible sequences of tones are attested in bisyllabic words. 
* * im 'night' HH 
gan 'bicycle' HL 
na?ä 'there' HM 
embe 'neck' MM 
end$o 'lies' ML 
logo 'liver' MH 
% % im 'snake' LL 
Μ 'sun' LH 
lo?we 'calabash' LM 

Singular native nouns and adjectives have a strong tendency towards final 
high, with the first syllable usually being either low or high, with some 
cases of mid. There are some words with variant tonal patterns: of a and 
of a 'war', kucfo and kucfo 'pot'. 

Bisyllabic loanwords always have a HL tonal pattern. 

fulu 'groundnuts' HL from Arabic ful 
lamba 'lamp' HL from Arabic lamba 

There are very few bisyllables with a HL tonal pattern which are not 
loanwords. We know of two: iitn 'all day long' and luro 'rib cage'. 
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40 Phonetics 

3.5.2.3. Tone in monomorphemic verbs of three or more syllables 

All verbs of three or more syllables have the tonal pattern M*L, i.e. a 
sequence of mid tones ending in one syllable with a low tone. 

Inlo 'to feel like throwing up' 
Imbemberu 'to form the mouth as if about to cry' 

3.5.2.4. Tone in monomorphemic nouns and adjectives (mostly 
loanwords) of three or more syllables 

The two most common tonal patterns in trisyllabic monomorphemic 
nouns and adjectives are HML and LHL, with a few LLL words. Most are 
loanwords. 

sakäm 'plate' HML from Arabic sa' an 

pagam 'pagan' LHL from English pagan 

falam 'vest' LLL from Swahili falani 

It is possible that the choice of a tonal pattern derives in some cases from 
an assignment of high tone to a perceived accented or stressed syllable on 
the original form of the loanword. 

A few words are variable in tone. Examples include ndsakata and 
nd^akata 'mud'; tfipakwi and tfißakw'i 'sand particles', and kend3e and 
^eridje 'calabash'; note that these have nonstandard tonal patterns. 
Almost all trisyllabic monomorphemes are loanwords. Among the few 
exceptions which we have found are lofuno 'a teenager, male', kas'ia 'last 
born of a family' (both LHL), and aula 'a dancing ornament' (LLL). It is 
worth noting that 'teenager' has the 'loanword' tonal pattern lofuno in 
the singular but in the plural has a 'native' tonal pattern lofuno. 

Almost all monomorphemes of four syllables or higher are nouns, and 
may all be loanwords. For monomorphemic words of four syllables, the 
typical tonal patterns are LHML, LLHL and HMML, which can be seen 
as related to one another and also related to the common LHL and HML 
patterns on trisyllables. 

sukaria 'diabetes' LLHL from Arabic sukaria 

ruzarlo 'rosary' LHML from English rosary 

ambllesi 'ambulance' HMML from English ambulance 

For some loanwords there is a correlation between tonal pattern and the 
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educatedness of the speaker. Thus telefilm with a LLHL pattern is more 
nativized, and teleföni with a HMML pattern is more educated. 

We have found three five-syllable monomorphemes, all loanwords; all 
have the pattern LLHML; eg. hmasära 'twelve'(from Juba Arabic 
itnashra). The only six syllable monomorpheme we have found is 
kößnmaslo 'confirmation' with a MMMHML pattern. 

In summary, nouns and adjectives of three or more syllables tend to be 
loanwords. The tonal pattern L* (=LLL) is found on trisyllables only. 
The tonal patterns LHL and HML are found on trisyllables, and in variant 
forms on longer words: as LLHL, LHML, HMML and LLHML and 
MMHML. 

3.5.2.5. Tone in compounds 

When two words are combined in a compound, the tones on the 
compound are carried over from the component words. 

dri 'head' fif 'hair' driBi 'head hair' 
osu 'peas' bl ' leaf osobl 'peas leaf (as vegetable)' 

3.5.2.6. Tone in reduplicated words 

These generally involve exact copying of the tones along with the 
segmental structure (but see also 6.1.1.2). 

ajise ajise 'green' (grass-like) 
grass grass 
\ / / / \ s * s 

a?u ele a?u ele 'yellow'(yellowish) 
hen egg hen egg 

3.5.3. Floating tones 

Several grammatical morphemes are realised as floating tones. They 
include: 

(i) A low tone which is prefixed to a nonpast verb (8.8.1). 
(ii) A low tone which follows a noun phrase, which is a determiner 

expressing specificity; 12.6. 
(iii) A low tone which comes at the end of a clause, possibly related to 

the specific determiner. This low tone is responsible for the low 
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final tone on the verbal copy in verb focus (19.12.2), and possibly 
also for the low tone of the focus marker m which might be 
interpreted as pronominal m plus a low tone (19.5.5). 

(iv) A high tone which is the subject prefix form of the 
indefinite/inclusive subject pronoun (6.4.5). 

(v) (Possibly) a high tone prefix to the postposition drü (4.3.3.2), and 
to other postpositions (15.6.2.1). 

(vi) A high tone in yes/no questions, in final position (20.3.1.1). 
(vii) (Possibly) an 'intimacy marker', expressed by a rise-fall contour 

after a verb (3.6.3). 

All floating tones are either high or low. We suspect that the phonological 
weakness of the mid tone, which is the most easily deleted and may be a 
default tone of some kind, rules it out as an independent morpheme. 

3.5.4. Absence ofdownstep and downdrifi 

We have not found evidence that Ma'di shows either downstep or 
downdrift. 

3.5.5. Absence of stress 

We have not found evidence that, for any Ma'di word, a particular 
syllable predictably carries stronger stress than any other syllable. We 
therefore do not support Tucker and Bryan's (1966: 31) claim that stress 
is basically iambic (eg. final stress on a disyllable). 

3.6. Notes on utterance-level prosody 

3.6.1. Emphasis by prosodic means (lengthening a vowel) 

The final sentence constituent may be emphasised by phonological 
means. The vowels are lengthened and raised in fundamental frequency. 
Almost any part of speech in this position is capable of receiving this 
stress (indicated here by underlining in the example). 

(6) Dpi e-dje gan ucfi 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle recently 
Opi has bought a bicycle recently.' 

(7) ma mü sukuru ga 
IS N-go school LOC 
Ί am going to school.' 
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It is also possible to emphasise a first or second person pronoun object 
by phonological means when non-final (eg in a OV structure). 

(8) ma ju ndre 
IS 2s N-see 
Ί can see vou.' 

3.6.2. Afterthoughts with pause intonation 

Phrases can be placed after the expected end of the sentence, separated by 
a pause. These are interpretable only as afterthoughts. Thus for example a 
postposition phrase can follow the focus particle ?Ί which we would 
normally expect to be final. 

(9) opi e-d^i magga π Τι, endre m 
Opi (3)-VE-bring mangoes DEF FOC mother BEN 
'It is the mangoes (in question) that Opi brought, for the 
mother.' 

3.6.3. 'Intimacy' intonation 

Intimacy can be marked by a rise-fall contour after a matrix verb, as 
illustrated below (see also 18.1.2.1. for In1 and InV). 

(10) ma J5 ß-e-d3e ma m a?i tro 
IS say 2s-VE-buy Is BEN salt COMT 
Ί said buy for me salt as well.' (unmarked) 

(11) ma Jö ji-e-d^e ma ni a?i tro 
IS say 2s-VE-buy Is BEN salt COMT 
Ί said buy for me salt as well.' (speaker trying to be intimate) 

3.6.4. Intonational fall at end ('Burulo) 

We note that there is an intonational fall at the end of some sentences, 
found only in 'Burulo. In sentences of this kind the intonational fall is 
obligatory. 

(12) Sp» m na 
Opi PR that ['Burulo] 
That 's Opi.' or There's Opi.' 
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3.7. Typical phonetic-level dialectal variations in cognates 

3.7.1. Consonants: initial [I] 

Some verbs beginning in [a] and [u] in Lokai are equivalent to words 
beginning in [1] (with the vowel also possibly changed) in 'Burulo. 

Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
'to fry' asl lesl 
meaning 
'to fry' 

äzl lezl 'to sell' 
äßü Iüßü or läßü 'to close' 
änd3Ü landed 'to divide, distribute' 
üqgwe lüqgwe 'to call' 

Lokai words which begin in [e] or [i] do not correlate with 'Burulo words 
beginning in [1]. 

Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
esu esu 'to find' 
Izi ezi 'to put fire out' 

3.7.2. Vowels 

Equivalent words sometimes have different vowels in the different 
dialects. There do not appear to be any consistent patterns. Some Lokai 
words with [o] are equivalent to 'Burulo words with [o] (ie. an ATR value 
switch) or other vowels: 

Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
z5 zö 'to grow' 
djo zo 'house' 
ago ago or ego 'man' 
qo qu 'to break' 

Some Lokai words with [e] correspond to 'Burulo words with [i]: 

'Burulo meaning 
lfi 'water' 
ißl 'fish' 
Ibi 'lion' 

Lokai 

eßl 
ebi 
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Some Lokai words with [a] correspond to 'Burulo words with [e] or [ε]: 

Lokai 'Burulo meaning 
an εη 'blood' 
ago ego or ago 'man' 

Note that all dialects retain the ATR distinctions in general, and ATR 
harmony. 

3.7.3. Tone 

Equivalent lexical words tend to have the same tonal patterns between 
dialects, even when segmental structures change. In contrast, equivalent 
grammatical words differ in tone; sometimes a tonal difference is the only 
distinction between the dialects as in Lokai definite article ή and 'Burulo 
rt. Similarly, grammatical morphemes which are floating tones may differ 
between dialects: 'Burulo and Lokai differ in whether the nonpast verb 
has a low tone prefix. 

3.8. Phonetic games (tongue twisters) 

The following tongue-twister exploits the opposition between singly 
articulated [p] and doubly articulated [kp]: 

(13) ορε kpo a?u kpo 
guineafowl dead hen dead... (repeated) 

The next tongue twister appears to place implosive against non-implosive 
consonants. 

(14) ma dl ra pi dl ra ... 
is kill AFF 2S kill AFF... (repeated) 
Ί kill it, you kill it...' (instruction in hunting for a child, 
indicating turn-taking in spearing the animal) 

The following variant additionally sets [kp] against [p]: 

(15) ma dl kpo pi cTi kpo ... 
IS kill dead 2s kill dead... (repeated) 
Ί kill it dead, you kill it dead...' 
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Chapter 4 
Phonology and morphology 

In this chapter we discuss advanced tongue root harmony, vowel 
assimilation and deletion, tone deletion and tone raising, and phonological 
processes affecting consonants. We conclude with a brief overview of 
morphological processes. 

4.1. Vowel harmony for the Advanced Tongue Root feature 
(ATR) 

We repeat here Table 11 from the previous chapter showing that nine 
vowels are phonemically differentiated for the feature +/-ATR. A tenth 
vowel [Λ] is the result of harmony processes affecting phonemic [a]. 

Table 11. Vowels in phonemic contrast, illustrated 
Non-back and non- No contrast for back Back and round 
round and round 
-ATR +ATR -ATR +ATR -ATR +ATR 

High ά 'to tl 'to give tü 'to tü 'to 
distil' birth' dance' climb' 

Mid ti 'only' ie 'to to com-
> 

to 'again' 
wait' pletion 

particle 

Advanced tongue root (henceforth ATR) harmony can be seen in three 
domains. It can be seen (i) in the co-occurrence restrictions of vowels 
within a word, (ii) in the conditioned variants of all prefixes and some 
suffixes, and (iii) in the change from -ATR to +ATR found in some 
words in compounds, (iii) demonstrates that -ATR vowels change to 
+ATR rather than vice versa. +ATR is thus the dominant feature 
(Clements 2000:135). It is found in roots, but in affixes only by 
harmonization. Tucker (1940: 93) further suggests that there is some 
individual speaker variation in whether harmony occurs between 
neighbouring words, a claim which we endorse. 

4.1.1. The vowel [a] with regard to ATR harmony 

The vowel [a] is -ATR, as can be seen by the fact that prefixes and 
suffixes are -ATR when attached to a root with [a]. In native roots, [a] 
always co-occurs with -ATR vowels. Exceptions, in which [a] co-occurs 
with a +ATR vowel are mainly loanwords. Our only instance of a native 
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exception is ipaku 'soil particle' (ipa 'soil' + a suffix ku, also realized as 
kwl from ekwi 'seeds, coarse'; note that the root word ipa has -ATR 
harmony). There is no evidence to suggest that [a] blocks harmony for 
+ATR within a root; in fact words like ipaku provide very rare positive 
evidence in favour of harmony for +ATR across [a], if we interpret it as 
involving a suffix -ku which forces harmony on the initial vowel. 

In some words there is harmonization of [a] to become the +ATR [λ] 
within a monomorpheme. We do not have a systematic description of 
when this happens. 

4.1.2. Summary of ATR harmony phenomena discussed in this chapter 

This chart previews the discussion of ATR harmony in the sections which 
follow. 

Table 14. Directions for ATR harmony 
harmony, but 
direction is 
undeterminable 

leftwards 
harmony 

rightwards 
harmony 

disharmony 

mono- V (native n/a n/a V (some 
morpheme vocabulary, loanwords) 

with some 
systematic 
exceptions) 

prefix + root n/a V (obligatory) X X 
root + n/a X V (most V (the suffix 
grammatical suffixes) -ffeo) 
suffix 

root + n/a X V (depends on V (depends on 
derivational suffix: suffix) 
suffix obligatory or 

V (optional in 
optional) 

V (optional in compound n/a V (optional in V V (optional in 
some cases) some cases) 

reflexive n/a V (optional) V (optional) V (optional) 
pronoun ru 

n/a = not applicable for structural reasons. 

There are no harmonization processes which suggest that root vowels 
have a different underlying value for ATR than that seen on the surface 
(ie. no instances of what Clements 2000:137 calls ambivalence). 
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4.1.3. ATR harmony within a monomorpheme 

High and mid vowels always have the same value for ATR within an 
underived word. Thus f5r5 'faint in appearance' has only -ATR vowels, 
and ford 'compound, arena' has only +ATR vowels; similarly Into 'to 
wring, twist' has only -ATR vowels and Inlo 'to feel like throwing up' 
has only +ATR vowels. ATR harmony is the only restriction on vowel 
sequences within a word; all other features of vowels are freely 
combinable. The -ATR status of [a] is confirmed by the fact that it never 
co-occurs with a +ATR vowel within a monomorpheme. 

4.1.3.1. Disharmony within a monomorphemic word 

There are a few loanwords where the vowels do not harmonize. Thus 
'section' can either be sektsöm with two -ATR vowels followed by two 
+ATR vowels, or entirely -ATR as sekisSm. And s i t e t l m e m 'statement' 
may begin and end with -ATR vowels and have +ATR vowels internally 
or be wholly -ATR s i t e t l m e m . Some of these loanwords have deviant 
phonology in other ways as well; thus for example e q k o 'encore' both 
lacks harmony and has a [qk] sequence. There do not appear to be 
specific phonetic characteristics of a loanword which correlate with its 
showing disharmony. 

Disharmony within an underived word also occurs in some cases 
where a glide appears to have been deleted; here the non-harmonizing 
vowel appears to have an intermediate status between a -ATR form and a 
syllable-final glide. Thus for example boji 'boy' (loanword) has variant 
forms as boi, as bo) with a syllable-final glide and as bol without 
harmony. See 4.4.2. for further discussion of these. 

4.1.4. Obligatory ATR harmony within a prefixed verb 

A prefix always harmonizes to the ATR value of the root. 

Table 15. ATR harmonization of prefixes. 
+ATR -ATR 

unprefixed verb root tü 'climb' ZD 'grow' 

ventive e- etu 'climb (elsewhere)' e z o 'grow (elsewhere)' 

causative f- Itu 'cause to climb' ~t " 
IZD 'bring up a child' 

iterative u- utu 'climb repeatedly' ύ ζ ο 'they grew' 

subject D- otu 's/he climbed' ΟΖΟ 's/he grew' 
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50 Phonology and morphology 

When the verb root has [a] as its root vowel, the prefix is -ATR, which 
confirms the -ATR status of [a]: fia 'put', üßa 'put repeatedly';pä 'eat', 
ipa 'eat at a distance', etc., but not *üßa or *epa respectively. 

4.1.5. ATR harmony or disharmony within a suffixed verb 

4.1.5.1. Optional harmony 

Two of the verbal suffixes, -1ε and -re are underlyingly -ATR and 
harmonize optionally to a +ATR root. Thus if the root is -ATR, the suffix 
is always -ATR; eg. mvü 'to gather' is suffixed as mvüle 'to be 
gathered' and mvüre 'the one who gathers' but never as *mvule or 
* mvüre', in this case, the suffix simply retains its underlying -ATR form. 
If the root is +ATR, the suffix is either -ATR or +ATR; thus mvü 'to 
drink' is suffixed as mvüle or mvüle 'to be drunk', and as mvüre or 
mvüre 'the one who drinks.' 

4.1.5.2. Obligatory disharmony 

The verbal suffix -djo does not harmonize, though it apparently has a 
similar morphosyntactic function to -1ε and -re (binding an argument of 
the verb). Thus 11 'to cut' is suffixed as fidzo 'for cutting with' but there 
is no form *Ild30. 

4.1.6. Variations in ATR harmony within a derived word 

As outlined in 4.1.5, 'suffixes' in derived nouns (which are possibly in 
fact compound nouns) vary in whether they harmonize: go 'male' always 
harmonizes, π harmonizes optionally, and τε does not harmonize. If the 
words they derive are instead analyzed as compounds, then their 
unpredictability would be typical of compounds, as noted in the next 
section. 

4.1.7. Variations in ATR harmony within a compound word 

A word which in isolation is -ATR may become +ATR when combined 
with another word in a compound. The word which changes may be the 
lefthand or righthand member of the compound. ATR harmonization is 
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obligatory in some compounds, optional in others and not found in 
others; we have been unable to find any pattern. (Lojenga (1994: 64) 
makes a similar comment about Ngiti.) A +ATR word never changes to 
-ATR in a compound; this again suggests that ATR harmony is a matter 
of an underlyingly -ATR vowel assimilating to +ATR. 

4.1.7.1. Rightwards harmony in a compound (obligatory) 

A righthand word changes to +ATR in the following compounds: 

(1) tl 61 —> tlßl 
'mouth' 'hair' 'moustache' 

(2) dn 6i — » dnßi 
'head' 'hair' '[head] hair' 

(3) alu kwi —> alukwe 
'bush rat' 'stick 'ladle' 

4.1.7.2. Leftwards harmony in a compound (obligatory and optional) 

A lefthand word changes to +ATR in the following compounds 
(optionally in some cases, as indicated): 

(4) d36 & — > d30fi or d3Dtl or got! or kotl 
'house' 'mouth' 'door' 

(5) d36 ml — > d36ml or d36ml 
'house' 'eye' 'window' 

(6) d3S cti — > d36dn or d36dn 
'house' 'head' ' roof 

(7) DSU bi — > Ssobi 
'peas' 'leaf' 'pea leaves as vegetable' 

(8) 6di ijö — > 6di5 
'harp' 'absent' (female name) 

Note that when the lefthand word harmonizes, the leftmost vowel in the 
lefthand word is always [o]. 
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52 Phonology and morphology 

4.1.7.3. Disharmony within a compound (obligatory) 

There is no harmonization in either direction in the following compounds: 

(9) ad^u kwi —> ad^ukwe 
'spear' 'stick' 'spear shaft' 

(10) tl ϊζε —> tüze 
'mouth' 'faeces' 'saliva' 

(11) ad$i he —> jcfeJze 
'smell' 'faeces' 'constipation' 

/ / \ 

(12) aflu so —> apuso 
'simsim' 'dig' 'bird sp.' (migrant birds which arrive 

at simsim planting season) 

Because compounding is a common source of personal names, names in 
particular sometimes lack ATR harmony. Examples of names where 
there is no harmony include iz'ikö 'not woman', a female name meaning 
'tougher than a man'; aslend3o 'heart-liar', a female name meaning 'the 
heart is a liar'; aßulefo 'tomorrow-issues', a male name meaning 'every 
new day comes with its problems'; and timen 'cow-river', a female name 
meaning 'wealth is in the river'. 

4.1.8. Optional ATR harmony involving the reflexive pronoun rü 

The reflexive pronoun rü harmonizes optionally to the ATR value of the 
adjacent verb, whether that verb immediately precedes or immediately 
follows it. Harmonization is optional in either case, but harmony is more 
likely when πι precedes the verb, and less likely when rü follows the verb. 
The following four examples show harmony. Note that in (13) rü must 
be harmonizing with the verb rather than just with the preceding element, 
since the preceding element is -ATR. 

(13) ka rü d3i 
3 REFL N-hang 
'He is hanging himself.' 

(14) ka ru Ö 
3 REFL (N)-push 
'She is pushing herself.' 
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(15) ö-d3i ru ra 
3-hang REFL AFF 
'He has hanged himself.' 

(16) S-li ru ra 
3-push REFL AFF 
(a) 'It has been pushed.' 
(b) 'She has pushed herself.' 
(c) (of an issue) 'To have come to an end.' (idiomatic) 

4.2. Vowel assimilation and vowel deletion 

A vowel preceding another vowel may delete or assimilate to the later 
vowel, particularly in fast speech. There are three contexts in which vowel 
assimilation or deletion occurs, involving (i) the final vowel of a pronoun, 
(ii) preceding a vowel-initial verb, or (iii) the final vowel of a possessive 
pronoun preceding a vowel-initial noun. The only apparent case of 
deletion of the second rather than the first of two vowels is seen in the 
words nam 'like that', dim 'like this', and tlenl 'like that (near the 
hearer)', which are variants of na am, cfi am and ilidi am respectively. 

4.2.1. The reflexive pronoun ru before α vowel-initial verb 

In fast speech w can lose its vowel when immediately followed by a 
vowel-initial verb. This occurs before all the vowels. 

(17) β6 r ögu ra fast speech 
pi rü ögu ra deliberate speech 
2s REFL Steal AFF 
'You will escape.' 

(18) r ενϋ-kä und^i fast speech 
rü ένϋ-kä und^i deliberate speech 
REFL (N)-hate-SB bad 
'Hatred / to hate is bad.' 

Note that in (19) the vowel is not deleted, even in fast speech, presumably 
as a means of differentiating the iterative form with the u- prefix from the 
non-iterative form (20) without the u- prefix. 

(19) rüünd^i-kä 
REFL-(N)-ITER-carry-SB 
'To carry the self several times / carry the selves' 
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(20) ru nd3i-ki 
REFL (N)-carry-SB 
'To carry the self 

4.2.2. Subject pronoun before vowel-initial verb 

All the subject pronouns end in a vowel. Where the pronoun is followed 
by a vowel-initial verb, the subject pronoun's vowel may assimilate 
completely to the following vowel. If the two vowels are adjacent, 
assimilation is obligatory, and the result is that of a single slightly 
lengthened vowel (a lengthening which we do not reflect in the 
transcription). 

(21) mogu ra fast speech, with mid tone deletion. 
mi ögu ra deliberate speech 
ma ögu ra underlying (not the spoken form) 
IS steal AFF 
Ί did steal / have stolen it.' 

(22) pupä ra fast speech, with mid tone deletion. 
p upa ra deliberate speech 
pi ü-pä ra underlying (not the spoken form) 
2s ITER-eat AFF 
'You have eaten it (on several occasions).' 

The two vowels may be separated by reflexive w which will itself lose 
its vowel, and assimilation between the subject and the verb may still take 
place though it is now optional. 

(23) kerin fast speech: vowel deletion + assimilation 
karen fast speech: vowel deletion (no assimilation) 
ka ru in slower, more deliberate speech 
3 REFL (N)-hear 
'It can be heard.', 'It seems.' 

A — Κ 

(24) porogu ra fast speech: vowel deletion + assimilation 
pirögu ra fast speech: vowel deletion (no assimilation) 
pi rü ögu ra slower, more deliberate speech 
2s REFL (N)-steal AFF 
'You will escape.' 
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Assimilation is morphologically conditioned, as the following examples 
show; the subject pronoun will assimilate to a vowel following it only if 
that vowel comes from the verb, and will not assimilate if the vowel comes 
from the reflexive pronoun. 

(25) kuründji fast speech: vowel deletion + assimilation 
kawnd3i fast speech: vowel deletion (no assimilation) 
ka w u-nd^i 
3 REFL (N)-ITER-carry 
(a) 'It got carried (repeatedly).' or 'It carries itself 

(repeatedly).' 
(b) 'She is very proud.' (idiomatic) 

( 2 6 ) * kurund^i 
karünd^i 
ka ru nd^i 
3 REFL N-carry 
'It got carried' 

The final vowel is not deleted in the third person indefinite and 
inclusive 'we' ad?. 

(27 ) acß ondsu laza s) 
IND become thin sickness SR 
(a) 'We (you inclusive) are becoming thin because of 

sickness.' 
(b) 'People become thin because of sickness.' 
(c) 'Whatsit is becoming / became thin because of sickness.' 

( 2 8 ) * acf- önd$u laza s) 
IND become thin sickness SR 

The subject pronoun's vowel is not deleted before a vowel-initial 
predicate noun: 

(29) mä ogu 
IS thief 
' l a m a thief.' 

(30)* m~ ogu 
IS thief 
Ί am a thief.' 
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56 Phonology and morphology 

4.2.3. Possessive pronoun before vowel-initial noun 

A 'possessive pronoun' is a combination of an object pronoun followed 
by ?a. The glottal is lost, even in deliberate speech. If the noun begins 
with a vowel carrying a mid or low tone, the final [a] in the possessive 
pronoun is lost, and the other vowel in the pronoun assimilates to the 
initial vowel of the noun. 

(31) moodo 
ma-a odo 
'my story' 

fast speech 
deliberate speech 

• _ \ \ 

(32) maadrua 
ma-a ädrua 
'my uncle' 

fast speech 
deliberate speech 

(33) fleefi 
pa-a ep 
'your water' 

fast speech 
deliberate speech 

Where the noun begins with a vowel carrying a high tone, the final [a] 
of the possessive prounoun is retained. The vowels of the pronoun 
assimilate to the initial vowel of the noun in some cases and not in others.. 
The following examples show either full assimilation, or assimilation but 
disharmony, both of which seem to be acceptable. 

(34) moooni 
maa oni 
'My stone' 

assimilation 
without assimilation 

(35) moo 
maa 
'My 

oni 
' < 

om 
stone' 

partial assimilation (but disharmony) 
without assimilation 

In contrast, in the following word there is no harmonization of the vowels, 
either partial or full. 

S \ S X 

(36)* meeele 
ok meeele 

maa ele 
'My egg' 

showing assimilation (and total harmony) 
showing assimilation (but disharmony) 
without assimilation 
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4.2.4. Vowel deletion, vowel assimilation, and related processes in 
compound nouns 

In (37, 38) the initial vowel in the second noun deletes. 

(37) Sät ijö -> odiö 
'harp' 'absent' (female name) 

(38) ad3i ιζέ —> idjize 
'smell' 'faeces' 'constipation' 

In (39, 40, 41) the vowels of the initial word change, apparently 
unpredictably. Note that final [ε] does not harmonize here. 

(39) tl % n ιζε 
— > tüze 

'mouth' 'faeces' 'saliva' 

(40) adj i 
\ * ιζε — > ld^lze 

'smell' 'faeces' 'constipation' 

(41) DSU hi — » osobi 
'peas' 'leaf 'pea leaves as vegetable' 

4.3. Tone deletion and tone raising 

4.3.1. Mid tone deletion 

4.3.1.1. Deletion of the initial mid tone in a verb 

If a verb begins with a vowel with an initial mid tone, the mid tone is lost 
when immediately preceded by a subject pronoun, unless the verb's other 
vowel is high. 

(42) 

(43) 

manä 
ma an-?a 
IS (N)-support-OBJ 
Ί am supporting it.' 

paßü ra 
pi aßü ra 
2s (N)-close AFF 
'You did close it.' 

as pronounced 
underlying 

as pronounced 
underlying 
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(44) imlegi ra as pronounced 
ma Hegt ra underlying 
IS (N)-pray AFF 
Ί will pray.' 

If the following tone within the verb is high, the mid tone is retained. Note 
that the high tone on the preceding vowel is also retained, though the 
vowel is deleted. 

(45) β Iko ra as pronounced 
pi Iko ra underlying 
2s (N)-finish AFF 
'You have finished.' 

The indefinite subject pronoun is a floating high tone. When this 
precedes a vowel with an initial mid tone, the mid tone is optionally 
deleted. 

(46) u-cfi ra fast speech 
' ϋ-cß ra deliberate speech 
(IND)-ITER-COOk AFF 
'It has been cooked (repeatedly).' 

4.3.1.2 Deletion of the final mid tone in a focused verb 

Ma'di focuses the verb by copying it into final position (19.12). The 
copy of the verb is followed by a low tone which we assume is the focus 
particle. This low tone replaces a final mid tone on a copied verb, thus 
superficially appearing to change the verb's form, eg. from mvu to mvu. 

s / / 

(47) ßi erua mvu mvu 
2s medicine N-drink drink-FOC 
(a) 'You drink medicine.' 
(b) 'Medicines are drunk.' 

4.3.1.3. Deletion of the final mid tone in a pronoun preceding the low 
tone verbal prefix 

A pronoun in object position ending on a mid tone (including the 
reflexive ru) will lose its mid tone in fast speech when it immediately 
precedes an inflected verb. The mid tone is replaced by the low tone 
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which is the verb's inflectional prefix. If the pronoun is emphasized it 
retains its mid tone. 

(48) ma jn te kpe fast speech 
IS 2s (N)-wait NPS 
Ί can't wait for you.' 

(49) ma ju te kpe deliberate speech 
IS 2S (N)-wait NPS 
Ί can't wait for you.' 

4.3.2. Low tone deletion 

4.3.2.1. Deletion of the initial low tone verbal prefix 

There is a verbal prefix consisting just of a floating low tone, found in 
inflected verbs (8.1.1) and in suffixed verbs (10.1.1). We assume that this 
is the same morpheme in both cases, though it might not be (10.1.1.1). 
This low tone prefix is realized as a perceptible tone between other tones 
when the verb lexically begins with a consonant, and the preceding and 
following tones are not low. If they are low, they appear to absorb the low 
prefix. 

(50) ma mü oßu 
IS N-go tomorrow 
Ί will go / am going tomorrow.' 

(51) ka d^S si dt?ä 
3 house N-build here 
'She will build / is building a house here.' 

The low tone prefix is also realized as the sole tone on a subject prefix in 
the third person: 

(52) ko-si-ä di?ä 
3-N-build-OBJ here 
'She will build / is building it here.' 

The prefix is not audible (ie. is deleted) in three kinds of environment, 
which we now describe. 

(i) The prefix is deleted if the preceding tone is low and/or the following 
tone is low: 
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(53) ka rii d$e as pronounced 
ka rü fee underlying 
3 body N-wash 
'She is having a wash.' 

Note that the low tone prefix might optionally be realised on the 
preceding pronoun, if there is one, even where it is followed by a low tone 
within the verb. 

(54 ) otfe mä tß-ßä π pi dt 
dog Is N-bite-SB(PL) DEF PRPL this 
'These are the dogs that bit / will bite me.' 

(55) otfe ma tß-ßa η ρ] cfi 
dog IS (N)-bite-SB(PL) DEF PRPL this 
'These are the dogs that bit / will bite me.' 

(56 ) otfe ka mä t ß ra 
dog 3 IS N-bite AFF 
Ά dog will bite me.' 

(57 ) otfe ka ma t ß ra 
dog 3 Is (N)-bite AFF 
Ά dog will bite me.' 

(ii) The prefix is deleted if the verb begins with a vowel, which in Lokai 
means all polysyllabic verbs (5.1.1.3). This vowel may be lexically part of 
the verb or a prefix such as the ventive prefix e-. 

(58) m -Indji-ä mä ?1 ku 
1 S-(N)-spoil-OBJ IS FOC NEG(N) 
'It is not me who is spoiling / will spoil it.' 

(59 ) m-e-mu kwe ü-gä-re 
lS-(N)-VE-go tree (N)-ITER-chop-SB 
Ί am coming / have come to chop wood (into several pieces, or 
repeatedly).' 

In this case, the prefix does not show up on a preceding pronoun. 

( 6 0 ) * m--lnd3i-ä mä ?1 kü 
lS-N-spoil-OBJ IS FOC NEG(N) 
'It is not me who is spoiling / will spoil it.' 
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(iii) The prefix is deleted if the verb is clause-initial. We might expect 
this at the beginning of a root clause, where there is no preceding vowel to 
pick up the tone. 

(61) ßä-kä nä mä 1ε rä 
[ s eat-SB AFR ] I want AFF 
'Its being eaten is what I want.' 

However, it is notable that the tone is also deleted at the beginning of a 
subordinate clause (at least in some cases) even when there is a preceding 
vowel on the other side of the clause boundary which might in principle 
support the low tone. The subordinate clause can be a complement clause, 
or a relative clause. 

/ \ ^ \ _ _ _ \ χ 

( 6 2 ) ma ebi pa-ka na 1ε ra 
I [ s fish N-eat-SB AFR ] want AFF 
Ί want the fish's being eaten.' 

( 6 3 ) ma ßä-kä nä 1ε ra 
I [ s N)-eat-SB AF ] want AFF 
Ί want its being eaten.' 

( 6 4 ) otf£ mü-re mä vtfl-ri ή ko-drä rä 
dog [ s (N)-go-SB IS ] N-bite-SB DEF 3-die AFF 
'The dog that is going to bite me will die.' 

4.3.2.2. Deletion of the final low tone in a pronoun 

Where a subject pronoun ends in a vowel with a low tone (eg. if directive, 
or the exclusive second person plural ama), the low tone is deleted before 
a vowel-initial verb. This makes the low tone unlike the high tone on a 
pronoun, retained when the vowel is deleted before a vowel-initial verb. 

( 6 5 ) aπulεg^ ra 
amä tligi rä 
lPL(EXC) pray AFF 
'We (excluding you) have prayed.' 

as pronounced 
underlying 

(66) β endzi 
pi e-ndji 
2SDIR VE-carry 
'You should carry it.' or 'Carry it.' 

as pronounced 
underlying 
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4.3.3. Other phonological and morphophonological rules affecting 
tones 

4.3.3.1. Raised tone before a postposition 

A few grammatical words with mid or low tones have high tones when 
they are followed by a postposition. These are the singular pronouns mi 
'me', pi 'you' and am 'him/her/it', becoming ma,pi and änl·, and the 
demonstratives na 'that' and cfi 'this' becoming na and cfi, as for 
example in di?ä 'here'. The plural pronouns ami 'us', apl 'you' and a?l 
'them' do not change. Unlike other postpositions, we note that the 
postposition si does not raise the tones. We suggest that postpositions 
might possibly underlyingly have a floating high tone prefix. This is 
either deleted, or affects the preceding pronominal by raising its tone. 
There is no clear reason why singular pronouns but not plural pronouns 
should be affected, unless the latter are somehow able to resist the raising 
of their final tone by virtue of their having an initial low tone on their first 
syllable. 

4.3.3.2. Thetoneoncfru 

The grammatical word dru (15.13.2) has a mid tone when it follows a 
word with a high tone (67), and a high tone when it follows a word with a 
mid or low tone (68,69) 

(67) ma d^e dn dru 
IS wash hand as 
(a) Ί washed my hand with it.' 
(b) Ί washed it as (if) a hand.' 

(68) ma dje ändrä dru 
IS wash face as 
(a) Ί washed my (or someone else's) face with it.' 
(b) Ί washed it as (if) a face.' 

(69) ma <ije gan dru 
IS wash bicycle as 
(a) Ί washed a bicycle with it . ' 
(b) Ί washed it as (if) a bicycle.' 

Instead of treating this as a unique dissimilation process, we suggest that 
it is the consequence of a floating high tone prefix on this word, such that 
its underlying form is dru. When the preceding word ends in a high tone, 
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the prefix is deleted under the influence of the preceding high tone, giving 
drü. When the preceding word has a mid or low tone, the high tone prefix 
is not deleted but instead substitutes for the following mid tone, giving 
dw. We note that the final vowel of the preceding word (dri, ändrä or 
gan) is not lengthened, suggesting that in (67) the preceding vowel does 
not lengthen to support the hypothesized floating high tone (as is seen 
elsewhere); instead the tone apparently deletes. These phonological 
processes are natural for the language. They also receive some peripheral 
support from the possibility that 'dw is a postposition; as shown in 6.4.4. 
postpositions raise the tone on certain preceding words (eg. singular 
pronouns), possibly the result of a floating high tone prefix on the 
postposition. 

4.4. Phonological processes affecting consonants 

4.4.1. Deletion of the glottal stop in fast speech 

A word-initial glottal stop in slow speech may alternate with a word-initial 
empty onset in fast speech. This is particularly common in grammatical 
words, affecting for example the possessive postposition ?a, the final 
particle ?1, and the object clitic ?a. 

(70) ma a pa 1 
ma ?a pa ?1 
IS POSS leg FOC 
'(it's) my leg' 

(71) ma mvü a 
ma mvü ?a 
IS N-drink OBJ 
Ί am drinking it.' / Ί drink it.' 

The internal glottal stops of some deictics may also be lost in fast speech. 
Thus na?ä becomes naä 'there, near neither of us', di?£ becomes diä 
'here', and ilecfi?ä becomes ilecfiä 'there, near you'; note that this may 
also be a word-initial deletion if the deictics are considered to be 
compounds including the postposition ?ä. Andersen (1986) interprets the 
variable presence of the glottal stop to indicate that it is not lexically 
present but is inserted in a lexically empty onset position in slow speech. 
Note however that in some cases the glottal is always present, both in 
slow and fast speech, suggesting that it is lexically present as a phoneme, 
in the following verbs: ?a 'to breathe', ?i 'to tie, wrap on a thing', ?1 'to 
grind', ?έ 'to heal', ?u 'to sound', ?u 'to get the consequences of one's 

fast speech 
deliberate speech 

fast speech 
deliberate speech 
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acts'. The pattern of presence in slow speech and absence in fast speech 
is also characteristic of some other consonants, including the semivowels 
where there can be little doubt that the consonant is a lexical phoneme. 

4.4.2. Free varation: presence of intervocalic j and w 

Some words exist in free variation between two forms, one having a 
sequence of two vowels and the other having a vowel-glide-' 
sequence. 
With [j]: 

/ / 

VDl or vSj'i 'net' 
boi or boji 'boy' (loanword) 
lei or lejl 'milk' 
le[ or leß 'a shepherd; baby sitter' 
rle or rije 'big' 
116 or ntf 'a kind of natural rope' 
HI or lajS 'gill' 
lei or lejl 'shepherds' (plural) 

With [w]: 
sau or sawu 'bag' 
Ιού or Ιοψύ 'a far off farm' 
sa or sawa 'watch' (Arabic/Swahili) 
suere or suwere 'nun' (Italian) 
ad or awü focus marker 
lqgwä or kgt 'where' (note vowel change) 

We know of one example of a glide which is optionally deleted at the 
beginning of a word: jükwe or ukwe 'broom'. 

Some words with a vowel-glide-vowel sequence never alternate with a 
vowel-vowel sequence. Examples include efi 'water' (never * et) and äwö 
' give birth' (never *äo). There are also words with a vowel-vowel 
sequence which never alternate with a vowel-glide-vowel sequence, such 
as maatfika 'a sorghum species'. 

4.4.3. Consonants do not affect one another 

There is no consonant harmony; consonants do not affect one another 
within a word. Note incidentally that consonants are never adjacent either 
within a word or across a word boundary because of the structure of the 
syllable. 
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4.5. The general morphology of Ma'di words 

4.5.1. Prefixes 

Prefixes are found primarily in verbs. They include: 

(i) The full range of subject pronominal prefixes (which we call the 
U-paradigm pronouns, 7.2.1.1). These harmonize to the root. 

(ii) Productive derivational prefixes, which express ventive (ε-) and 
iterative (υ-) meanings, and some less productive prefixes expressing 
causative (ι-)· All these prefixes are underlyingly unspecified for 
ATR and harmonize to the ATR value of the verb root. There is also 
systematic raising of the final tone of the verb to high when one of 
the three prefixes is present. Where the tone is not raised in some 
verbs with ύ-, this is also systematic (and carries specific meanings; 
see 5.1.2.3). 

(iii) Several prefixes consist just of floating tones: a high tone 
expressing an indefinite subject pronominal, and a low tone used in 
various nonpast contexts, and possibly also a low tone used in 
directives (9.2.1.1). 

There are also possible instances of the prefixes J- (attaching to vowel-
initial nouns) and o- in some deverbal nouns, mainly cognate objects 
(5.2.1). We suggest in this grammar that the prefixes can combine, with 
the derivational prefix (ii) closest to the verb, preceded by a third person 
subject pronominal prefix (i) - which however deletes - and which in turn 
can be preceded by a prefix such as the high tone indefinite (iii). 

4.5.2. Suffixes 

Suffixes are attached both to verbs and nouns. Suffixes which attach to 
verbs are fully productive and include: 

(i) Suffixes which appear on verbs in subordinate clauses: -re, -Ιέ, 
-d^S and -ki. 

(ii) The object pronouns ?a and w, which attach after the verb, and 
might be considered clitics rather than suffixes; w can also attach to 
the beginning of the verb, and is possibly also a clitic there. 

The object pronouns do not appear after suffixed subordinate verbs, so (i) 
and (ii) do not combine. 
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Suffixes which attach to nouns tend not to be productive and include: 

(i) Gender-related suffixes. Nouns ending in go express maleness. 
Nouns ending in zi express femaleness. Nouns ending in π express 
the meaning 'sibling of the same gender'. 

(ii) Agentive suffixes. Nouns ending in re express agentive 
meanings, and nouns ending in 6a express plural agentive meanings. 

(iii) Plural suffixes. Some plural loanwords end in -a; some native 
kinship nouns end in ndft. 

Suffixes do not combine. Thus for example the form ldrazi 'old woman' 
contains the 'female' suffix; its plural form replaces zi with ndzl, ie. 
idrand3l 'old women'. 

4.5.3. Compounds 

All compounds are nouns, and tend to be a combination of noun + noun, 
usually with the first noun interpreted as possessor and the second noun 
as possessed; they are usually exocentric. Postpositions may also be 
involved in some compounds. We have not found any three-member 
compounds. Many names are compounds. There is no specific strategy 
for constructing 'verbal compounds' of the type 'house builder' (unlike 
Ngiti as described by Lojenga (1994: 184)). The nearest to a verbal 
compound which Ma'di has is ofure 'messenger', made from ofu 
'message, information' and the suffix -re; this is not a productive pattern. 

4.5.4. Reduplication 

There are many situations in Ma'di sentences where a word is 
immediately followed by its copy. It is not immediately obvious in many 
cases whether the pair of words should be considered as a single word, 
derived by a lexical process of reduplication, or as a pair of words, each of 
which is a syntactically distinct item. 

The clearest case where copying involves two distinct syntactic 
constituents is in verb focus, where a verb is copied and the copy placed 
in final position followed by a low tone, as a way of focusing the verb. 
The verb and its copy need not be adjacent, which shows that they do not 
combine as a single word (19.12.1). Another fairly clearly syntactic kind 
of reduplication involves reduplication of a final constituent since this can 
be a phrase (eg. a postposition phrase); this is presumably a syntactic 
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process; it gives a meaning of regularity, repetition or immediacy (18.2.5). 
More clearly lexical kinds of reduplication involve adjectives and 

nouns. Reduplication of an adjective gives a meaning analogous to 
English -er or -ish. Thus we find a/i 'short', and aliali 'shorter' or 
'shortish, rather short'. The reduplicated adjective can then be 
nominalized, for example as aliali 'a series of shortnesses' with the 
characteristic tone of abstract nouns. Nouns may also be reduplicated 
with a meaning similar to that of reduplicated adjectives; these 
reduplicated nouns might in fact be categorially adjectives (or sentential 
modifiers). Thus macfl 'person' is reduplicated as madi macfl to mean 
'like a person; in the manner typical of a person'. 

Some adjectives or sentential modifiers change meanings in 
unpredictable ways when reduplicated. Pairs include mgbi 'immediately' 
and mgbi mgbi 'recently'; εζε 'a long time ago' and εζε εζε, 'quickly, 
hurriedly'; 60 'intact' and 6o 6o (dw) 'temporarily'; ίβποτ tfiri 'silent' 
tfltfin 'silently'. 

Some reduplicated words have no unreduplicated base; this is true for 
example of pelopelo 'house pole', where there is no *pelo. Similarly 
some words expressing manner exist in reduplicated forms where the 
non-reduplicated morpheme does not exist as an isolated word. They 
include: π π 'hurriedly' but *n; and tfe tfe 'slowly' but *f/e; and re τε 
'immediately, as soon as' but *re. 

4.5.5. Tonal morphology 

Word classes are differentiated to some extent by distinctive tonal 
patterns, and words can be derived by changing the tonal pattern. There 
are tonal prefixes such as the prefix which derives non-past and 
embedded verbs, and various 'floating' tones which can attach to the 
beginning or the end of a word in a syntactic context. Loanwords tend to 
have a distinctive tonal pattern, both in the singular and in the plural. 

4.5.6. The distinctive phonology and morphology of loanwords 

4.5.6.1. Sources of loanwords 

Loanwords in the Ma'di lexicon come from a variety of languages. 
Arabic is a significant influence, particularly in Sudan, with Arabic words 
perhaps filtered through Juba Arabic, the lingua franca of the south. 
Acholi is a source of loanwords, as is Swahili. English is a major source 
of loanwords, and loanwords also come from Italian, because of the 
influence of Italian missionaries in the area. Sometimes Sudanese and 
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Ugandan Ma'di have similar loanwords which differ in whether they have 
been borrowed directly from English into Ugandan Ma'di, or indirectly 
from English via Juba Arabic into Sudanese Ma'di. Thus Ugandan 
Ma'di telefoni 'telephone' is a direct borrowing from English, while 
Sudanese Ma'di telefum may have been borrowed via Juba Arabic 
telefuun ; similarly Ugandan Ma'di pallmim 'parliament' from English 
and Sudanese Ma'di baßmeni from Juba Arabic balimeen. 

4.5.6.2. Tone in loanwords 

As discussed in 3.5.2, loanwords tend to have distinctive tonal patterns. It 
may be that the high tone mimics a stress perceived on the source word; 
we note that the tonal patterns mimic also the stress patterns (and possibly 
the tonal patterns) found in Juba Arabic. Thus bisyllables have a HL 
tonal pattern if and only if they are loanwords. Loanword nouns or 
adjectives of three or more syllables tend also to have a falling tonal 
pattern (ending in HL or HML), though here there are few native words to 
compare them with, so this could just be a long word pattern. Plural 
loanwords also have distinctive tonal patterns, as well as a distinctive 
plural suffix -a (6.1.4). We note that Ngiti appears to show similarities, 
with loanwords with a LML pattern, taking on a LHH pattern in the plural, 
as described by Lojenga (1994: 135). 

4.5.6.3. Epenthesis in loanwords 

Vowels are inserted in loanwords to ensure the right syllable structure 
such that there are no consonant clusters, and no final consonants. 
Factoring out harmony, of the five vowels, all except [e] are used as 
epenthetic vowels in loanwords. There does not appear to be any fully 
systematic pattern, but there are some tendencies towards a matching for 
height, with high root vowels [i] and [u] attracting [i] or [u] as epenthetic 
vowels, and other vowels attracting [o] and [a]. The most common final 
epenthetic vowel is [i], as in tud3an 'business' from Juba Arabic tud^ar, 
or lqgiiisi 'English' or pagant from pagan; [i] also breaks up a consonant 
cluster in suslta 'zip' from Juba Arabic susta. [u] is found as a final 
epenthetic vowel in galamu 'pen' and breaks up a consonant cluster in 
ruküsa 'permit' from Juba Arabic ruksa, and ugüna 'syringe' from Juba 
Arabic ugna. [o] is a final vowel in kopölo 'corporal and falro 'file', 
and breaks up a consonant cluster in sokösi, from English socks, [a] is a 
final vowel in lamba from lamp, and makanlka from mechanic, and 
breaks up a consonant cluster in idafära 'eleven', from Juba Arabic 
idashra. 
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4.5.6.4. Prefix i- (deriving Ma'di verbs from foreign verbs) 

There is a prefix i- which takes a foreign verb not independently attested 
as a loanword in Ma'di and makes a Ma'di verb from it with M*L tone. 
Examples include Imlst 'miss' from English 'miss', loda 'order' from 
English 'order', lätäki 'attack' from English 'attack', and Igäda 'to have 
lunch' from Juba Arabic gada 'lunch'. This is quite a productive 
process. 
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Chapter 5 
Verbs 

In this chapter we look at the morphology of verb stems, derivational 
morphology of verbs, inflectional morphology of verbs, and the 
morphological status of pronominals relative to the verb. We then look at 
some syntactic classes of verbs, looking at verbs with cognate objects, and 
at various idiomatic expressions. We conclude the chapter by discussing 
verbs which take as their subjects patient arguments rather than agent 
arguments. 

5.1. Morphology of verbs 

5.1.1. Morphology of verb stems 

5.1.1.1. Characteristic tonal patterns of verbs 

Monosyllabic verbs have mid or low tone. There are no high tone 
monosyllabic verbs. (We believe that Tucker (1940: 280) is wrong to 
claim that such verbs exist in Ma'di.) 

β 'to spray' 
fi 'to light, torch, set aflame' 

Two-syllable verbs have three tonal patterns: ML, MM and MH. 

an 'to support a thing from toppling over' 
εδε 'to leave' 
indja 'to add, increase' 

Three-syllable verbs and longer all have the tonal pattern M*L. This 
includes both native words and loanwords. 

ämvära 'to gobble food' 
Itfelewa 'to delay' (from Swahili celewa) 

Thus the first syllable of a verb always has a mid tone, except for some 
monosyllabic verbs which have low tone on their single syllable. 

Tucker (1940: 281) comments that while cognate verbs in the Moru-
Ma'di group tend to have similar tones, there are unexpectedly some 
differences specifically between Lokai and 'Burulo. Analogously, the 
Lokai definite article π is π in 'Burulo. 
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5.1.1.2. Tone and meaning 

There is a loose correlation between the final tone of the verb and the 
meaning of the verb. Thus monosyllabic and bisyllabic verbs ending in a 
low tone tend to have nonactive subjects such as experiencers or patients. 
For example ä?i means 'accept' in comparison to i?i which means 
'borrow'. Examples of verbs with final low tone where the subject is not 
highly agentive include: ?a 'breathe', ?u 'get the treatment one deserves', 
ä?u 'be surprised', äß) 'be incarcerated', äßi 'ripen', äku 'recede', ancle 
'get tired'. Examples of verbs with final high tone where the subject is 
more agentive include: adja 'grip between two things', äde 'come to 
another's rescue'. When looking at correlations between tone and 
meaning, it is worth noting that the single syllable of a monosyllable 
appears to be equivalent to the final syllable rather than the initial syllable 
of a bisyllable. 

Monosyllabic and bisyllabic verbs ending in a mid tone are often 
associated with pluractional meanings. Here are some examples: ?ä 'yield 
(of fruits and nuts)', ?1 'grind', afii 'frequent a place', äßö 'feed off 
another', ädü 'take apart bit by bit', ägä 'divide into two', ägü 'glitter, 
lightning flash', äkwä 'fold', äggwä 'repeat' . In contrast, a few verbs 
show a different pattern, with a mid tone version being the non-
pluractional one and the high tone version being the pluractional one; 
these include ti7 'climb' and ütu 'climb several times'. (We are not 
certain about this; it is possibly just the effect of optional tone raising.) 

We do not think there are any particular meanings typically associated 
with verbs with final high tones. Verbs ending in high tones may for 
example also express experiencer meanings, as in äkwi 'get indigestion', 
and pluractional meanings as in äfi 'increase or multiply'. High final tone 
on a verb may also be a consequence of prefixation by ventive e- or 
causative i-, both of which cause raising of the tone. 

5.1.1.3. Number of syllables in a verb 

Most verbs are lexically of one or two syllables, to which syntactically 
relevant affixes and clitics can be added. Verbs of one syllable are all 
consonant-initial with a CV structure, with the possible exception of a 
'breathe' (in free variation with ?a). Verbs of two syllables are all vowel-
initial with a VCV structure in Lokai, though 'Burulo adds initial 1- to 
some of these verbs. In many but not all cases we can analyse the initial 
vowel in a two-syllable verb as a lexical prefix (4.5.1). 

We have found twenty-five three-syllable verbs, of which twenty-two 
begin with i or (in two cases) i. Most of these can be shown to be 
loanwords, where the source is typically a bisyllabic word with an initial 
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consonant, to which i is added (note that in Ma'di a bisyllabic verb cannot 
begin with a consonant). Thus Acholi pajo 'multiply' is the source for 
Ma'di Ίρεϊ, Swahili pima 'measure' is the basis for Ma'di Iplma. An 
initial vowel i- can in other cases be interpreted as a causative prefix, but 
this is not generally the case for the three-syllable words. Instead the 
initial i can often be interpreted here as an epenthetic vowel added to 
normalize syllable structure. 

We have found two four-syllable verbs, both ideophones beginning 
with i: Itfitfere 'to make fast foot movements' and Itetere 'to cackle'. 

5.1.2. Derivational morphology of verbs 

5.1.2.1. Ventive prefix e-

This prefix expresses a ventive meaning, indicating that the action 
described took place elsewhere and that one of the participants, usually 
the agent, is now at or nearer the location of the speaker, usually by 
having come towards the speaker subsequent to the action. The prefix can 
be attached in principle to any monosyllabic stem, to create a bisyllabic 
verb. Since all bisyllables and trisyllables are already vowel-initial, there is 
no opportunity to test whether the prefix might attach to a bisyllable or 
trisyllable. The prefix harmonizes for ATR. The tone on the prefix is mid. 
The tone of the stem vowel is raised from mid to high; a low tone is 
unchanged. Most ventive verbs have a mid-high pattern. 

This prefix expresses a complex meaning relating to spatial location. 
The subject of the verb is at a distance at the time of the eventuality 
described, but is either near to or approaching the place of speaking at 
some later time, which does not overlap or coincide with the time of the 
eventuality. (If speaker and hearer are in different locations, eg. speaking 
on the telephone, a third person subject of the e- verb who is distant must 
be distant from both speaker and hearer for this prefix to be used.) Thus 
compare two past tense sentences (1) without e- and (2) with e-. Sentence 
(1) has no particular implications as regards location. Sentence (2) 
implies that the subject (the eaters) ate in a location distant from the 
speaker, and are here now or are coming here now. 

(1) 5-pä kl lipa ra 
3-eat PL food AFF 
'They did eat food.' 

(2) ε-pa kT lipa ra 
(3)-VE-eat PL food AFF 
'TTiey did eat food (away from here).' (Implication: they are 
here now, but the eating did not take place here) 
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As another example, compare two present tense sentences (3) without e-
and (4) with e-. (3) implies nothing about where the house is being built. 
(4) implies that the house is being built elsewhere, and also that the agent 
'she' is expected to be here at some point in the future. 

(3) ka dzo indre ni 
3 house N-build mother-SPEC FOC 
'She is building a house for the mother.' (her own mother or 
someone else's) 

(4) ka d$0 e-si εηάτε m 
3 house (N)-VE-build mother-SPEC FOC 
'She is building a house (away from here) for the mother.' (she 
will come here after finishing) 

For some transitive verbs, including cfce 'buy', the use of the ventive 
prefix implies that either the subject or the object is now physically 
present. 

(5) Spi ö-dze gan udi 
Opi 3-buy bicycle recently 
Opi has bought a bicycle recently.' 

(6) opi e-d3e gan udi 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle recently 
Opi has bought a bicycle (away from here) recently.' (the 
bicycle or Opi or both are now here, but the buying took place 
somewhere else) 

The ventive prefix can be used with the verb Jo 'say' to indicate a speaker 
other than 'us', distant from the speaker only in the sense of being 
different from the speaker. 

(7) k-e-fo amä ni ekwi nä pelere 
3DIR-VE-say lPL(EXC) BEN seed AFR clean 
'He should now explain to us clearly.' 

The implication of 'coming here' is a strong one. Thus it is difficult to 
cancel this meaning in (9) below: 

(8) ka Μ lipa ε-pa ra 
3 PL food (3)-VE-eat AFF 
'They will eat food (away from here).' (Implication: they will eat 
somewhere else and then will come here.) 
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( 9 ) * ka k£ lipa ε-pa ra kl ε-νυ kf cfi?a kü 
3 PL food (N)-VE-eat AFF but (3)-VE-go(PL) PL here NEG(N) 
'They will eat food (away from here), but will not come here.' 

(10 ) ka id lipa pi ra ki ε-vu kf dt?a kü 
3 PL food N-eat AFF but (3)-VE-go(PL) PL here NEG(N) 
'They will eat food, but will not come here.' 

In a past tense sentence, the use of the e- prefix will more strongly 
convey a sense of the pastness of the action, as it does in the above 
sentences, perhaps as a correlate of the distant location of the action. Thus 
consider the differences in temporal interpretation for the following two 
sentences. 

(11) otfi 5-so ma ?a pa tro 
thorn 3-prick I s POSS leg COMT 
Ά thorn has just pricked my leg.' (just now) 

(12 ) otfi ε-so ma ?a pa tro 
thorn (3)-VE-prick IS POSS leg COMT 
Ά thorn did prick my leg (away from here).' (a long time ago) 

All persons and numbers of subject can be found with verbs with 
ventive e-, though there are restrictions on habitual interpretation. 

(13) opi ka ta ε-pa 
Opi 3 thing (N)-VE-eat 
(a) 'Opi is eating (away from here).' (he will come here after 

finishing) 
(b)* Opi eats.' 

(14) opt ka ta pä 
Opi 3 thing (N)-eat 
(a) Opi is eating.' 
(b) Opi eats.' 

While e- can be added to many verb stems, the e-verb might be best 
thought of as lexicalized. Thus emu is lexical 'come' (compare mü 'go'), 
and edjjis lexical 'bring' (compare djf 'take'). 

We note that Ngiti has a cognate prefix /- for ventive meaning, though 
Lojenga's description of the meaning is not quite the same as ours 
(Lojenga 1994:290). Lojenga classifies the default form of the verb 
without the prefix as itive (ie. in a direction away form the speaker), which 
does not appear to be the case for Ma'di where the default form of the 
verb is unspecified for direction. 
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5.1.2.2. Causative prefix i-

The prefix f- derives a verb with a causative meaning. 

(15) J-tu ma d$o dn ga m 
(3)-CAUS-climb Is house on LOC FOC 
'She was the one who made (or helped) me climb up the house.' 

(16) da t-zS-ka okpo 
people (3)-CAUS-grow-SB hard 
'It is difficult to bring up (young) people.' 

There are relatively fewer verbs with this prefix than verbs which can take 
e- or u-. Some i- initial verbs are possibly denominal, perhaps having a 
meaning with some causative subcomponent; thus liegt pray is possibly 
derived from elegi prayer. We note that Ngiti has a cognate 
'transitivization' prefix i- (Lojenga 1994:297). 

The prefix harmonizes for ATR. Like the ventive e- prefix, the tone on 
the stem is normally raised from mid to high and from low to mid; a high 
tone is unaffected. 

z5 'to grow' Izo 'to bring up' 
tu 'to climb up' Itu 'to make climb up; promote' 
η 'to sit' m 'to cause to sit down' 
si 'to climb down' Isl 'cause to climb down / lower' 

In some cases, i- replaces an initial vowel which is part of the lexical 
word. In these cases there is no related consonant-initial stem; for 
example there are no verbs *?wi or *gwe. 

5?wi 'to get dry' ]?wi 'to cause to dry' 
egwe 'to get lost, lose' Igwe 'to cause a thing to get lost' 

There are other verbs which begin in 7-, with causative meanings, where 
there is no corresponding unprefixed stem. Thus for example Ito means 
'feed' (eg. a child), but there is no stem *to eat (instead, 'eat' is pä). In 
this case, it is possible that Ito is a causative version derived with some 
semantic shift from to 'squeeze things into a container, drive cattle into 
the kraal, etc.' 

As an illustration of the difference between i- and non i- versions of a 
verb, compare egwe and Igwe. The verb egwe can be transitive with an 
agent subject or intransitive with a patient subject. It takes the completion 
adverbial di. When di is reduplicated, it forces the intransitive 
interpretation, with a plural subject. 
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(17) egwe di 
(3)-lose COMP 
(a) 'It is lost' 
(b) 'She has lost it.' 

(18) egwe di di 
(3)-lose COMP COMP 
(a) 'They are all lost (one after the other).' 
(b)* 'She has lost all of them.' 

(19) galamu n egwe di 
pen DEF (3)-lose COMP 
'The pen is lost.' 

(20) galamu ή egwe di di 
pen DEF (3)-lose COMP COMP 
'The pens in question are all lost (one after the other).' 

If the subject is a first or second person pronominal, which can agree for 
number, it must be plural if it takes the reduplicated completive adverbial. 

(21)* fl-egwe di di 
2s-lose COMP COMP 
(a)* 'You are all lost.' 
(b)* 'You have lost it all.' 

(22) ap-egwe di di 
2PL-lose COMP COMP 
(a) 'You are all lost.' 
(b)* 'You have lost it all.' 

The verb Igwe is transitive (with an agent subject); there is no 
intransitive version. In this case, reduplication of di is permitted with the 
transitive form and forces plurality of the objects. 

(23) Igwe di 
(3)-lose COMP 
'She has lost it.' 

(24) Igwe di di 
(3)-lose COMP COMP 
'She has lost all of them one after the other.' 
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(25) lg we galamu π ώ 
(3)-lose pen DEF COMP 
'She has lost the pen in question.' 

(26) Igwe galamu π di di 
(3)-lose pen DEF COMP COMP 
'She has lost all of the pens in question (one after the other).' 

5.1.2.3. Iterative prefix u- (and a-) 

The iterative prefix u- means either that the action is performed frequently 
or repeatedly, and/or that the action affects numerous objects. 

(27) m'-ü-fe 
lS-ITER-run 
(a) Ί run.'(frequently) 
(b) Ί run about.' 

(28) m-u-so ßoqgtJ ra 
lS-ITER-sew clothes AFF 
Ί have sewn clothes.' (several times, or several clothes) 

The prefix a- appears to be a variant form of υ-, chosen idiosyncratically 
by certain verbs instead of u-: by mü 'go', tfei 'take', mvü 'jump', 11 
'cut' Thus k'ämü means 'she is moving about, she comes frequently'. 
Of these only mü 'go' does not alternatively take u-; the rest do. There is 
apparently a distinct prefix a- which relates to separation into two parts, 
which we think is probably a manifestation of the basic iterative meaning. 

β 'to cut' ill 'to cut into two or more parts' 
tfi 'to bite' ätß 

asi 
'to bite into two or more parts' 

\ 
Si 'to tear' 

ätß 
asi 'to tear into two or more parts' 

mvü 'to jump' ämvü 'to jump over' 

In the discussion below, we refer to the u- prefix, by which we mean both 
its u- and a- manifestations. 

The prefix u- can be attached to a monosyllabic stem. (It also replaces 
the initial lexical vowel in the word δτύ 'run hands over', deriving üru 
'repeatedly run hands over', though this may relate to the phonetic 
similarity between the substitute vowels in this exceptional case.) The 
prefix harmonizes for ATR. The prefix has a mid tone. 
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There is a further morphological process whereby the tone of the verb 
is also raised, to give an 'individualized' rather than a 'collective' 
meaning. 

si 'to build' üsl 'to build several 
(as a collective)' 

zS 'to grow' üzö 'to grow several 
(as a collective)' 

(29) äm-üzö dia 
lPL-ITER-grow here 
'We grew up here.' 

(30) äm-ϋζό diä 
lPL-ITER-grow here 
'Each of us grew up here.' 

There appear to be pragmatic constraints on attachment of the u- prefix 
in some cases. Thus for example mvü 'drink' will not take the prefix 
when its object is highly predictable such as ej'i 'water', but will take it 
when its object is not highly predictable such as hä 'beer'. Note also the 
following judgements, relating to pä 'eat' and the fairly predictable object 
e6l 'fish'. Where the object is predictable, if the verb is imperfective, it 
can be interpreted only as habitual or occasional and not as describing an 
ongoing action; where the object is unpredictable, an imperfective reading 
is possible. 

üsl 'to build several 
(individually)' 

ϋζο 'to grow several 
(individually)' 

(31) ka la eßl ü-pa 
3 PL fish ITER-(N)-eat 
(a)* 'They are eating fish.' 
(b) 'They eat fish occasionally.' 

Furthermore, the prospective with k5 cannot be constructed for this object, 
unlike other less predictable objects. 

(32)* ka kf kö eöi ü-pä 
3 PL PROS [ fish ITER-(N)-eat ] 
'They are about to eat fish. ' 

(33) ka kl ko oni ü-vi 
3 PL PROS [ stone ITER-(N)-throw ] 
They are about to throw stones (repeatedly).' 
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Note however that a prospective is possible if what is about to happen is 
'starting to eat fish'. 

(34) ka ki kö eßl ϋ-ßä-kä ε do 
3 PL PROS [ fish ITER-(N)-eat-SB ] start 
"They are about to start eating fish (frequently / regularly).' 

Certain verbs take specific completion adverbials. With u- or a- as a 
prefix the verb generally prefers a reduplicated completion adverbial 
which indicates plurality of participants. 

(35 )* are di 
(3)-ITER-scatter COMP 
'She scattered it / them completely.' 

(36) are di di 
(3)-ITER-scatter COMP COMP 
'She scattered it / them completely.' 

It is interesting to consider a verb which has both a nonplural and a plural 
form, such as 5-so 'pierce' and ü-so '(multiply) pierce'. The nonplural 
form will not take the reduplicated completion adverbial, which suggests 
that when a verb has a plural and a nonplural form, the nonplural form 
cannot have a plural interpretation. 

(37) 5-so bull 
3-pierce COMP 
'He made a hole in it.' 

(38 )* 5-so bull buii 
3-pierce COMP COMP 
'He made holes in it / them.' 

However, for this verb the plural form of the verb can take both the 
nonreduplicated and the reduplicated completion adverbial. 

(39) ϋ-so bull 
(3)-ITER-pierce COMP 
'He made a (single) hole in it.' (several attempts were made 
before a single hole was made) 

(40) ä - s o bull buli 
(3)-ITER-pierce COMP COMP 
'He made holes in it / them.' 
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Finally, we show in 18.2.5.2. that the use of the iterative prefix can 
affect the tense interpretation of a sentence when the affirmative modal ra 
is reduplicated. 

As a footnote to this section we note that Tucker (1940: 216) says that 
in Ma'di, initial o- is associated with plural action. We have no evidence 
for this; it may be an error based on the acoustic similarity between the 
back vowels in Ma'di. We note however that Ngiti has a cognate prefix u-
for plural action (Lojenga 1994: 283). 

5.1.2.4. Lexical suppletion relating to plurality and iterativity 

The verb mü go is used only with a singular subject; the verb vü go is 
used only with a plural subject. 

(41) Spi esu ma mü eöu ga pi 
Opi (3)-find [ IS go(S) work LOC COM ] 
Opi found that I had already gone to work.' 

(42) opi esu ama vi) eßu ga pi 
Opi (3)-find [ lPL(EXC) go(PL) work LOC COM ] 
Opi found that we (excluding you) had already gone to work.' 

This is the only verb whose morphology is dependent on subject number 
as opposed to some general notion of plurality of action. We note by 
contrast that Lojenga (1994:282) lists eleven Ngiti verbs of motion which 
supplete for number. 

For a number of verbal meanings, distinct verbs are used for non-
iterative and iterative meanings. The plurality of the subject is not 
relevant. 

(43) opi ö-cfü hi udi 
Opi 3-take(S) wife(S) new(s) 
Opi has married a new wife.' 

(44) opi o-wu uku ucfi 
Opi 3-take(PL) wives(PL) new(PL) 
Opi has married new wives.' 

(45)* 6pi ö-wu izi udi 
Opi 3-take(PL) wife(S) new(S) 
Opi has (several times) taken a new wife.' 
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The verbs which supplete in this way include 
to pick a leaf gßa to pick leaves, vegetables 
to cut, slaughter (one, once) ri to cut or slaughter (several) 

ά 
R 
<fü to take one thing or once wü to take several things or 

take several times 
For all three verbs, instead of the iterative form, the verb can be prefixed 
with the iterative prefix u- with the same meaning as the iterative 
suppletion. It is also possible to add u- to the iterative form of the verb 

(46) 

(47) 

P* 
2SDIR 

ά maijga 
pluck(S) mango 

'Pluck a mango for Opi too.' 

opi 
Opi 

m 
BEN 

tro 
COMT 

(48) 

(49) 

β-ΰ-ti maqga opi m tro 
2SDIR-lTER-pluck(S) mango Opi BEN COMT 
'Pluck a mango for Opi too.' (ie. picking one mango at a time 
over a long period) 

ju cfßa maqga opi m tro 
2SDIR pluck(PL) mango Opi BEN COMT 
'Pluck mangoes for Opi too.' 

p-ü-cfßa maqga opt m tro 
2SDIR-ITER-pluck(PL) mango Opi BEN COMT 
'Repeatedly pluck mangoes for Opi too.' 

Some eventualites, like cutting grass or having a stomach ache, which 
consist of multiple actions seem to prefer iterative verbs. 

(50) 

(51)? 

(52) 

ma ajise re 
Is grass (N)-cut(PL) 
Ί am cutting grass.' 

—.< * ma apse Γι 
IS grass N-cut(S) 
Ί am cutting grass.' 

ta ka ma-a 
thing 3 1S-POSS 
Ί have a stomach ache.' 

?i 
stomach 

re 
(N)-CUt(PL) 

(53)* ta ka ma-a ?a ß 
thing 3 lS-POSS stomach N-cut(S) 
Ί have a stomach ache.' 
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5.1.3. Inflectional morphology of verbs 

Verbs can carry two kinds of inflectional morpheme, a prefix and one of a 
set of suffixes. A low tone prefix expresses nonpast tense on root verbs, 
and is found also on suffixed subordinate verbs; it may be the same 
prefix in both cases (10.1.1.1). There are various subordinating suffixes 
which are found on subordinate verbs, the gerund-like suffix -kä and 
others such as -ΐέ, r£, and -cfeo; see chapter 10. 

5.1.4. Morphological status ofpronominals relative to the verb 

The choice of initial vowel in a verb can be semantically significant, with 
five possible choices, some of which are prefixes. 

Because there is ATR harmony within the stem and between a prefix 
and stem, the distinction between +ATR and -ATR versions of a prefix 
vowel has no semantic significance, thus reducing the phonemically 
contrasting set of nine vowels to five in the initial vowel position. The 
initial vowel of a verb can play one of the following three roles: 

(i) The initial vowel of the verb can be a realization of the subject, 
expressing person (with number also expressed by tone). These subject 
prefixes form what we call the'U-paradigm' (7.2.1.1). 

(ii) The initial vowel of the verb can be correlated with the meaning of 
the verb, in a fairly predictable manner. These are discussed below. 

(iii) The initial vowel of the verb can be lexically part of the verb but the 
choice of vowel has no clear correlation with the meaning of the verb. 
This is possible for all vowels in verb-initial position. 

Table 16. Prefixes on verbs 
(i) subject prefix (ii) lexical meaning (iii) lexically part of 
belonging to the U- (derivational prefix) the verb, but no 
paradigm correlation with 

meaning 
i- 2nd person singular 
i 2nd person plural 
n/a 

causative i- Itfu to praise 

e ventive ε- etfö to overturn 
a a- first person singular n/a (except for a- as a afii to roast 

variant of u-) 
a- first person plural 

u n/a 
ο ο- 3rd person 

iterative u-
n/a 

δkwe to pay 
5gu to steal 

n/a = not attested 
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There are no distinct prefixes meaning 'a little bit','a short time' or 'just 
beginning' such as are found in Ngiti (Lojenga 1994:293). 

In the 'Burulo dialect, words which in Lokai begin lexically with a 
vowel often begin with [1] before the vowel, as the following examples 
show. There are also some lexically vowel-initial verbs in 'Burulo, such 
as ögu 'steal', and εΒε 'leave'. 

(54) acß mä üqgwe 6ρί 
IND IS call Opi 
Ί am called Opi.' 

(55) a-luqgwe ma Spi 
IND-call IS Opi 
Ί am called Opi.' 

?f 
FOC 

?f 
FOC 

[Lokai] 

['Burulo] 

5.1.4.1. Tucker's 'verb classes' 

Tucker (1940) and Tucker and Bryan (1966) put Ma'di verbs into verb 
classes, based primarily on syllable structure. Class I is CV, class II is 
VCV, and class III is CVCV. In their terms, Lokai Ma'di would have 
verbs of class I and class II, though 'Burulo has class III verbs because 
of the tendency to begin the verb with [1]. Tucker (1940: 177) suggests 
that Lokai Ma'di also has class III verbs, but his single example ködu 
'sleep' is misanalyzed; in fact it is a combination of the verb k5 'catch' 
and its nominal object ödu 'sleep'. 

We see no justification for this classification of verbs into classes, and 
suggest that there is no further difference between vowel-initial verbs 
(class II) and consonant-initial verbs which would justify the division into 
classes. In both cases, we can plausibly suggest that vowel-based 
pronouns are prefixed to the verbs; the prefix is overtly present at the 
beginning of the consonant-initial verb and is deleted by regular 
phonological processes in the vowel-initial verb. For similar reasons, we 
do not adopt Tucker's notion of a class I characteristic vowel as a 
description for the 5- prefix, which we take simply to be a third person 
pronominal. Tucker and Bryan (1940: 33) also propose that the verbs be 
divided into tone classes having high, mid or low tone on the vowels, but 
we do not adopt this typology because it does not correlate with any other 
characteristic of the verbs. 

5.2. Some syntactic classes of verbs 

In this section we look at some classes of verbs which have distinctive 
syntactic characteristics involving kinds of subject and object or 
complement. 
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5.2.1. Verbs with cognate objects 

Some verbal meanings arise as a combination of a specific verb and noun. 
The noun is often morphologically related to the verb, as a cognate object; 
thus the verbal meaning 'whistle* is produced by a combination of the 
verb lwe and the related noun lölwe: 

(56) ö-lwe lölwe 
3-whistle whistle 
'She whistled.' 

There are some possible examples of cognate object structures in which 
the object is attached to the postposition sj (15.3.1.1). 

5.2.1.1. The characteristics of the cognate object 

Cognate objects are syntactically indefinite noun phrases, and may 
precede or follow the verb, like any object. Like other objects, a final 
cognate object is interpretable as in focus when sentence-final. The 
cognate object can be put in subject position, in which case there is also 
an object clitic. Note that, very unusually, there is no subject pronominal, 
despite the fact that such a pronominal is normally required in all 
sentences. 

(57) lätu tü-ä dim 
dance N-dance-OBJ like this 
"This is how dance is danced.' (how people dance) 

5.2.1.2. The omission of the cognate object 

The cognate object can be omitted. In this case, the special meaning is no 
longer coded by the syntax, though it can be supplied pragmatically. 

(58) opi 5-tü ra 
Opi 3-tread AFF 
(a) O p i trod (on it).' 
(b)* Op i danced.' (ok if preceding statement is about dancing) 

5.2.1.3. The substitution of the cognate object 

A cognate object can be replaced by the noun ta 'thing', with the verb-
object combination retaining its special meaning. The use of ta is in fact 
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the preferred option with an inflected verb, as a substitute for the lexical 
cognate object. 

(59) opi ka ta tu 
Opi 3 thing (N)-tread 
(a) Opi is dancing.' 
(b)* 'Opi is treading on a thing.' 

(60) opi pi ö-tü ta ra 
Opi PRPL 3-tread thing all night 
Opi and his associates danced throughout the night.' 

Note that to get the meaning of 'treading on a thing', the specificity 
determiner zi must be used. 

(61) opi ka ta zi tü 
Opi 3 thing specific (N)-tread 
(a)* 'Opi is dancing.' 
(b) Opi is treading on something.' 

If another object is substituted, the special meaning is lost. 

(62) opi ka lätu tü 
Opi 3 dance N-tread 
Opi is dancing.' 

(63) opi ka mä tü 
Opi 3 IS N-tread 
Opi is treading on me.' 

There is another possibility with this verb, where 'to tread on' a person is 
to perform funeral rites for them; however, we take this to be an idiomatic 
extension from the ordinary verb-object structure. 

(64) opi ka ata nl tü 
Opi 3 father SPEC PR N-tread 
(a) 'Opi is treading on the father.' 
(b) Opi is having the last funeral rites for the father.' 

5.2.1.4. Completion particles for cognate object sentences 

In some cases the verb and cognate object are capable of selecting for a 
distinctive completion particle (18.2.2.1) such as l l 
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(65) ma odu ko 
IS sleep N-catch 
Ί am sleeping.' 

(66) ma kS ödu ύ 
IS catch sleep COM 
Ί am (completely) asleep.' 

5.2.2. Subject + verb combinations expressing states of an individual 

For many states, the state can be represented by a noun phrase subject of 
a transitive verb. There are restrictions on which subject goes with which 
verb, meaning that the verb-subject combination is somewhat idiomatic. 

(67) Icße ka ma ά 
cold 3 IS (N)-shudder 
Ί am cold.' (literally 'Cold is shuddering me.') 

(68) abin ka ma G 
hunger 3 Is (N)-shudder 
Ί am hungry.' (literally 'Hunger is shuddering me.') 

(69) ödu ka ma ü-li 
sleep 3 IS ITER-(N)-push 
Ί am dozing off.' (literally 'Sleep is pushing me about.') 

Not all states can be expressed in this manner; for example the noun 5vu 
'laziness' cannot be a subject in this way. The noun expressing a state 
can alternatively be a nonverbal predicate (11.3.1.1), such as Icfße 'cold' 
in the following example. 

(70) ma ni l(fße 
IS BEN cold 
Ί am cold.' 

5.2.3. Weather expressions 

The weather is expressed by making a weather term the subject of the 
sentence: 

(71) eji ö-cfi ra 
rain 3-rain AFF 
'It did rain.' 
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(72) si ko-de 
hail / snow 3-N-fall 
'Hail / snow is falling.' 

The generic weather word vu has a range of meanings including 'earth, 
world, land, state of weather'; it also carries some implications of a 
supernatural force, fate, or deity. 

(73) vu 5-1ε 6a m kü 
fate 3-want INC BEN NEG(N) 
'Fate doesn't want it for us.' (eg. the inevitability of someone's 
death) 

When used as a subject of a weather sentence or a sentence describing the 
environmental situation, the kind of weather is determined by the verb. 
Verbs include du 'roar' (for thunder), ägü 'flash' (for lightning), owl 
'dawn', nl 'darken', äηgwε 'lighten', emu 'come' (for the gathering of 
clouds before rain; nonpast only), iml 'warm up', ecfße 'cool down'. 

(74) vu k-ägü 
weather 3-(N)-flash 
'It (lightning) is flashing.' 

(75) vu k o-nl 
weather 3-N-darken 
'It is becoming dark.' 

(76) vu k-e-mu 
weather 3-(N)-VE-go 
'It is coming on to rain.' (the clouds are gathering) 

5.3. The subject as the patient of a transitive predicate 

A transitive verb characteristically assigns its subject the thematic role of 
agent and its object the thematic role of patient. It is possible for the 
subject instead to be assigned the patient thematic role. The effect is 
similar to passive in English, though achieved by different syntactic 
means. 

5.3.1. Detransitivization (and hence subject interpreted as patient) 

All transitive verbs characteristically have objects. If the object is not 
realized explicitly as a noun phrase or pronoun, there are two options 
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depending on the verb. If the verb is uninflected or directive the object can 
be covert, while if the transitive verb is inflected the object can only be 
realized as ?a and cannot be omitted. 

(77) ko -cfi-?ä ra 
3-N-cook-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'It will certainly cook it.' (describing a cooking utensil) 
(b) 'She will certainly cook it.' 

If a verb which would normally have an object is inflected and ?a is 
omitted, this means that the verb is not a transitive verb, which means that 
its subject must be interpreted as the patient rather than the agent. 

(78) ko-di ra 
3-N-cook AFF 
'It will certainly get cooked' 

(79) ko-di 
3-N-cook 
'It is getting cooked' 

If the verb is uninflected, it is in principle ambiguous between a 
transitive form with covert object and an intransitive form with no object 
and a patient subject, readings (a) and (b) respectively in (80). 

(80) 5-cTi ra 
3-cook AFF 
(a) 'She has certainly cooked it.' 
(b) 'It is certainly cooked.' 

(81)* 5-cfi 
3-cook 
'It got cooked.' (ungrammatical because the uninflected verb is 
not terminated) 

Detransitivization is possible for some verbs and not others. Transitive 
verbs for which detransitivization is possible include dl 'cook' and eml 
'boil'. Some verbs appear only in an intransitive form with a patient 
subject; these include äka 'melt'. Transitive verbs for which this is not 
possible and which therefore always have agent subjects includepä 'eat', 
mvü 'drink' and d$e 'wash'. Causative verbs with the i- prefix cannot be 
detransitivized: 
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(82) tra d§ Iko ra 
beer this finish ÄFF 
(a) 'This beer has certainly finished it.' (odd reading, but the 

only one possible) 
(b)* 'This beer is certainly finished.' 

(83) ira eft oko ra 
beer this finish AFF 
(a)* "This beer has certainly finished it.' 
(b) 'This beer is certainly finished.' 

(84) opi ?a eji leföe ra 
Opi POSS water cool AFF 
(a) Opi's water has certainly cooled it down.' (odd reading, 

but the only one possible) 
(b)* 'Opi's water has certainly cooled down.' 

(85) 6pi ?a eji ecfße ra 
Opi POSS water cool AFF 
(a)* 'Opi's water has certainly cooled it down.' 
(b) Opi's water has certainly cooled down.' 

5.3.1.1. Syntactic characteristics of the detransitivized verb 

The detransitivized verb combines with all modals, negation and focus. 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

o-dl wa 
3-cook PS 
(a) 'She was able to cook it (to perfection).' subject = agent 
(b) 'It was able to get cooked (to perfection).' subject = patient 

5-dl kpe 
3-cook NPS 
(a) 'She was not able to cook it.' 
(b) 'It was not able to get cooked.' 

5-dl ku 
3-cook NEG 
(a) 'She will not cook it.' 
(b) 'It will not get cooked.' 

5-cfi kuru 
3-cook NEG(P) 
(a) 'She did not cook it.' 
(b) 'It did not get cooked.' 

subject = agent 
subject = patient 

subject = agent 
subject = patient 

subject = agent 
subject = patient 
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5.3.2. 'Reflexive patients' 

It is also possible to force an interpretation of the subject as patient by 
using rü as the object. This is permitted by verbs such as si 'build', we 
'sweep', k5 'catch',pä 'eat', äzl 'sell', έδε 'leave', ändzü 'separate', g6l 
'kick', and ki 'give'. 

(90) ö-sl rü undji 
3-build REFL bad 
'It wasn't well built.' (literally: 'It didn't build itself well.') 

(91) d3o π ö-sl rü uridyl 
house DEF 3-build REFL bad 
(a) 'The house (in question) wasn't well built.' 
(b) 'The house one wasn't well built.' 

(92) c/30 di ko-we rü ra 
house this 3DIR-sweep REFL AFF 
'(By time T) this house should certainly have been swept.' 
(literally, "ITiis house should certainly sweep itself.') 

(93) mdn ka rü kö ra 
goat 3 REFL N-catch AFF 
'(Circumstances necessitate that) a goat will have to be 
slaughtered.' 

(94) ka rü pa ra 
3 REFL N-eat AFF 
'It will certainly be in an edible state.' (literally'It will certainly 
eat itself.') 

This structure and interpretation can be used to express comparison. 

(95) oni d) ka rü cfßi mupira am 
stone this 3 REFL N-kick ball like 
"This stone kicks like a ball.' 

(96) όπί eft ka rü cfßl mupira mupira 
stone this 3 REFL N-kick ball ball 
'This stone kicks like a ball.' 

Some verbs do not permit the use of rü in this manner. Thus egä 'fall' 
permits it while de 'fall' does not. 
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(97) egä ru vuru 
(3)-fall REFL down 
' I t / he / she fell down.' 

(98)* S-cfe rü vuru 
3-fall REFL down 
'It / he / she fell down.' 

5.3.2.1. The use of ki 

ki can be used with the passive meaning or comparative meaning, but 
only if the subject also has the plural particle pi (14.2). 

(99) om di pi ka kf rü cßl mupira am 
stone this PRPL 3 PL REFL N-kick ball like 
(a) 'These stones (this stone and its associates) kick like 

balls.' 
(b) 'These stones (this stone and its associates) kick each 

other like balls.' 

(100) S-ndri ru kT ad3inl 
3- see REFL PL yesterday 
(a) They saw each other yesterday' 
(b) 'They saw themselves yesterday' (e.g. in a mirror) 
(c)* 'They were seen yesterday.' 

5.3.2.2. Focus and the use of ru 

Normally, reflexive rü cannot be focused. 

(101)* eßl 5-pa rü ra au 
fish 3-eat REFL AFF FOC 
'It is fish that has been eaten of all the things.' 

(102)* Icfi 5-te rü 
peanut butter 3-lick REFL 
'It is the peanut butter that has been licked.' 

(103)* id! 5-te rü ?1 
peanut butter 3-lick REFL FOC 
'It is the peanut butter that has been licked.' 
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The subject as the patient of a transitive predicate 93 

If focus is used, the meaning of 'body' emerges, which might perhaps 
explain possibly the difference in politeness between the following 
examples. 

(104) kod3e rü 
3DIR-wash REFL 
'Better wash yourself.' 

(105) kod$e rü aü 
3DIR-wash REFL FOC 
'Better wash yourself.' (impolite) 

The subject can be focused when reflexive rü is the object: 

(106) eßl 5-ßä rü ra m 
f i sh 3-eat REFL AFF FOC 
'It is fish that has certainly been eaten of all the things.' 

5.3.2.3. Some further implications with the passive interpretation 

When the verb is uninflected and the sentence with rü also contains 
affirmative ra and thus the sentence affirms a past event, two more precise 
interpretations become available, in addition to the basic interpretation. 

(107) id! 5-ti ru ra 
peanut butter 3-lick REFL AFF 
'The peanut butter has certainly been licked.' 
Interpreted as (a) an indirect accusation that someone has been 
licking the peanut butter, or (b) that we have had enough of the 
peanut butter. 

(108) in rü ra 
hear REFL AFF 
'It has certainly been heard.' 
Interpreted as (a) there were rumours about it, or (b) we have 
heard and understood it and there is no need to go on about it. 

The interpretations (a) point to a change affecting the subject/patient but 
with an implication that the change is not total; the butter has been licked 
at rather than licked away, and the information has been partially heard 
(rumoured) rather than fully heard. Interpretation (b) emphasizes the state 
of the implied agent or experiencer, and suggests plenitude: the subject 
has had enough butter, or has heard enough and doesn't want to hear any 
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more; this reading arises even when the overt subject is focused (109). 
These meanings require the use of the affirmative/necessity modal ra. 

Without ra the basic meaning is available, but not the extra implications. 

(109) efii 5-ßä rü ra m 
f ish 3-eat REFL AFF FOC 
'It is fish that has been eaten of all the things.' 
Interpreted as (a) it is fish that has been tampered with, or (b) it 
is fish that we've had enough of eating. 

(110) efij 5-ßä rü m 
fish 3-eat REFL FOC 
'It is fish that has been eaten of all the things.' 
No further interpretation that fish has been tampered with or that 
we've had enough of it. 

These extra meanings also do not arise when rü is not present or when the 
subject is indefinite. 

(111) en ra 
(IND)-hear AFF 
'It has certainly been heard.' 

These meanings do not arise for the directive or inflected verbs. 

5.3.2.4. verb + ruidioms 

Certain verbs take rü as an object in order to produce a particular verbal 
meaning. Thus ögu 'steal' combines with rü to mean 'escape' or 'elope'. 

(112) ögu rü ago ga pi 
(3)-steal REFL man LOC COM 
'She has eloped (to a man).' 

(113) ka r-ögu siglm ga si pi 
3 REFL-(N)-steal prison LOC SR COM 
'She is going to / will escape from prison.' 

Similarly pä 'eat' or mvü 'drink' combine with rü to mean 'taste', 
though this meaning arises only in the nonpast. 

(114) ka rü ßä äqa 
3 REFL N-eat bitter 
'It tastes bitter.' 
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(115) ka ru mvu arja 
3 REFL N-drink bitter 
'It tastes bitter.' 

(116) ka ru-mvü ira am 
3 REFL-(N)-drink beer like 
'It tastes like beer.' 

For these verbs, there is no past form with rJ. Instead, a nonverbal 
predication is used. 

(117) ira π ärja 
beer DEF bitter 
(a) 'The beer (in question) was bitter.' 
(b) 'The one which is beer was bitter.' 

(118) ira cfi 
beer this bitter 
'This beer is bitter.' 

5.3.3. De-emphasis on the subject by using the indefinite pronominal 

It is also possible to give a 'passive effect' by using an indefinite subject. 
In this case, the subject remains the agent and the object remains the 
patient. 

(119) 6-ke buku π ito ni pi 
(iND)-give book DEF Ito BEN COM 
'The book (in question) has (already) been given to Ito.' 

(120) azi ra 
(iND)-sell AFF 
(a) 'It has certainly been sold.' 
(b) 'We certainly sold it.' 

( 1 2 1 ) adt madi Ιώί kpe 
IND person bring back to life NPS 
(a) Ά person can not be brought back to life.' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) cannot bring a person back to life.' 

These constructions with the indefinite subject are called 'passive' by 
Tucker (1940: 71,214). 
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Chapter 6 
Other word classes 

In this chapter we look at the morphology of nouns, adjectives and 
postpositions. We briefly review the various pronominal paradigms and 
consider the two kinds of determiner: articles and demonstratives. We 
examine the adverbials. We conclude with numerals and inteqections. 

6.1. Nouns 

6.1.1. Singular native nouns: characteristic tone 

6.1.1.1. The tone of singular concrete nouns 

Singular monomorphemic concrete nouns in the native vocabulary, 
including names, tend to end on a high tone. Loanword nouns tend to 
have their own distinctive tonal patterns, most of which end on a low tone 
(4.5.6.2). 

6.1.1.2. The tone of singular derived abstract nouns 

Abstract nouns are derived productively from adjectives or from nouns 
(usually nouns representing occupation or status); their meanings are 
analogous to English -ness and -hood nouns respectively. They have a 
characteristic M*L tonal pattern. 
Table 17. Some derived singular abstract nouns with a M*L tonal pattern 
adjective noun 
all 'short' all 'shortness' 

Iqgwe 'white' Iqgwe 'whiteness' 

pelere 'clean' pelere 'cleanness' 

maamali 'stupid' mämäli 'stupidity' (note shorter 
vowel) 

opi 'chief opi 'the state of being a chief, 
actions of a chief 

ogu 'thief ogu 'theft' 

d3allgo 'old man' dsäiigo 'the state of being old; 
senility' 

idrazi 'old woman' idrandsi 'the state of being an old 
woman; senility' (note other 
phonological differences) 
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98 Other word classes 

Examples like Jdränd3i where there are additional changes are 
uncommon. 

Abstract nouns can also be derived from derived adjectives which have 
themselves been formed by reduplicating an adjective. Thus in addition to 
the noun all 'shortness', from the adjective all 'short', there is also a 
noun ifiili which also means 'shortness' and is probably derived from 
aiiall 'shortish'. There is also a noun aiiall which means 'the shorter 
one(s) from a set of short ones' 

(1) ali all η und^i 
short (S) short(s) DEF bad (S) 
'The short(er) one is bad.' 

(2) ali aß π und^i 
short (S) short ones DEF bad (S) 
'The shorter ones from a set of short ones are bad.' (with some 
uniform badness) 

(3) ali aß π vndfi 
short (S) short ones DEF bad (PL) 
'The shorter ones from a set of short ones are bad.' (with 
varying kinds or levels of badness) 

Other adjectives and related nouns give rise to similar words. Thus for 
example tfgwe iggwe is a noun meaning 'the whiter ones from a set of 
white ones'; pelere pelere a noun meaning 'the cleaner ones from a set 
of clean ones'. It is possible that these are nominalizations of the 
reduplicated adjective forms such as aiiall with only the second part of the 
reduplicated form changing its category to give an adjective-noun 
combination. 

6.1.2. Plural native nouns: characteristic tone, or suppletion 

6.1.2.1. The distinctive tonal pattern of some native plural nouns 

Most nouns do not have a distinctive plural form. The nouns which do are 
primarily nouns of gender, age, kinship and occupation; these have 
morphologically distinct plural forms with a characteristic tonal pattern, 
and in some cases also a suffix. Other than these, it is rare for nouns to be 
differentiated morphologically for number. Crazzarola (1960: 17) shows 
that similarly in Logbara kinship terms are the only nouns which 
pluralize, often with a plural suffix ei, though Logbara has a regular plural 
suffix for these words which Ma'di does not. 
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Plural nouns in the native vocabulary tend to have a L*M tonal pattern. 
Less commonly, native plural nouns may also have M*M or M*H tonal 
patterns. 

Table 18. Some plural nouns in the native vocabulary 
singular plural meaning 

ago ago 'man' 

roz'i rozl 'friend' 

d3allgo dsaligo 'old man' 

lukundre lukundre 'lactating mother' 

ogu SgiJ 'thief 

indri endre 'mother' 

There is possibly a loose correlation between the tone of the singular and 
the tone of the plural; the MM plurals tend to have L initial vowels in the 
singular (a pattern seen also in adjectives, 6.2.2), and the MH tend to have 
Μ initial vowels in the singular. In contrast most of the L*M plurals have 
Η initial vowels in the singular. 

6.1.2.2. Suppletions 

There are some suppletions in the plural; uku is 'women' corresponding 
to singular izi 'woman'. In some cases, the suffix -ndji is used, usually in 
combination with a suppletion or with other morphological changes 
(alternative forms of the plural are idiolectal or dialectal). Suppletions are 
found only for nouns of gender, age, kinship and occupation. 

Table 19. Some plural nouns which show suppletion 
singular plural alternative plural meaning 
< 
IZl ukuund$l uku 'woman' 

6ara Borond^l öoondsl 'child' 

ldrazi idrandfi (no term) 'old woman' 

ädrupl ädruundzl ädriindsi 'brother' 

6.1.2.3. Compounds 

Where a compound has a pluralizable word, the compound can be 
pluralized by pluralizing that word. This may be the first member, the 
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second member, or both. Examples of pluralization of just the first 
member include izi-n singular 'brother's wife's sister' and ukü-n plural 
'brother's wife's sisters', and for some speakers also iii-go singular 
'sword' (from knife+man) and iii-go plural 'swords'. Examples of 
pluralization of just the second member include a?u εηάτε 'hen ' 
('chicken-mother') pluralised as a?u endre. dzuruzi 'a foreign woman' 
may have the second word pluralized as d3uru uku 'foreign women' or 
both words can be pluralized as as dsurü uku 'foreign women'. 

6.1.3. Singular loanword nouns: characteristic tone 

Loanwords tend to have a characteristic tonal contour, with the final two 
syllables HL or ML. This is discussed in 4.5.6.2. 

6.1.4. Plural loanword nouns: characteristic tone and a suffix 

Most loanwords of three or more syllables in the singular are pluralized 
by adding the suffix -a and have a tonal pattern M*HL which means that 
the suffix -a has a low tone. Most but not all of the pluralizable 
loanwords are names of status or occupation, thus resembling the 
pluralizable native words. 
Table 20. Some plural loanwords 
singular plural meaning 

pads re Μ — / \ 

pa de re a 'priest' 

makanlka mäkänlkaa or mäkänlkia 'mechanic' 

kubaja kübäjaa 'cup' 

Two comments might be made about the loanword plural morphology. 
First Juba Arabic, widely used as a lingua franca in Southern Sudan and a 
source of many Lokai Ma'di loanwords, pluralizes some words with a 
L*HL pattern ending in the low tone suffix -at. Second, native and 
loanword plural tonal patterns while not identical show some 
resemblance: the native pattern is L*H, with a rising contour, while the 
loanword pattern is M*H, with a rising contour, followed by the low 
suffix a. Some loanwords in fact have the native plural pattern: thus aw'in 
'prostitute' (from Arabic) pluralizes either as awirl or as äwiria. It is 
worth noting that unlike the longer words, none of the bisyllabic 
loanwords pluralize: thus for example lamba 'lamp' does not pluralize, 
eg. as *lambaa (compare Juba Arabic where lamba 'lamp' pluralizes as 
lambaat). 
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6.1.5. Derivational prefixes 

Deverbal nouns may differ from the verb by the addition of a prefix, 
either o- or lo- or la- or 7i-; Tucker (1940: 127) speculates on historical 
reasons for this. This is not systematic or common. All these nouns 
function as cognate objects (5.2.1), so that for examplepä Spa means 'to 
eat' as well as 'to eat food'. 
Table 21. Some deverbal nouns with characteristic prefixes 
verb noun 

flä 'to eat' opa 'food' 

kü 'to have fame' oku 'fame' 

zo 'to grow' ozo 'growth' 

νε 'to have dysentry' owe 'dysentry' 

pä 'to eat' löpä or lip a 'food, cooked food' 

mgbä 'to beat' lamgba 'beating, punishment' 

tü 'to dance' latu or la tu 'dance' 

lwe 'to whistle' lölwe 'whistling' 

6.1.6. Derivational suffixes 

6.1.6.1. Gendered nouns : male -go and female zi 

There are some pairs of nouns where the male version ends in -go (related 
to ago 'man') with optional ATR harmony, and the female ends in -zi 
(the suffix is related to Izl 'woman') with no ATR harmony. Thus we 
have mundrugo 'a white male' and mundruzi 'a white female', and 
d^urugo 'a foreign male' and d^uruzi 'a foreign female'. The plurals are 
formed from the plural forms of the nouns ago 'men' and uku 'women', 
or they may be linked with nl (see 13.1.1). Thus the plural of mundrugo 
'white-person man' is mundruag5 or mundru nl ago 'white-person's 
men'. In addition to the suffix -zi there also appears to be an ending -zi, 
found in ä/äzt 'co-wife' ( from äfa 'jealousy'). 

Nouns ending in -n express the meaning 'sibling of the same gender'. 
Thus ίζί 'wife' and Iziri or iziri 'wife's sister', and ago 'husband' and 
agori 'husband's brother'. The ending -ri harmonizes optionally for 
ATR. 

Some male names correspond to female names ending in -a; the tone 
on the stem remains the same but is either high or low on the suffix. Thus 
opi has a female version 6pia, both meaning 'chief and used for the first 
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born twin, of a has a female version ofaöa, both meaning 'war', perhaps 
naming someone born during a war. In other cases, functionally 
equivalent male and female names are not transparently related; thus a 
second born twin is called eremugo 'blacksmith' if a boy and mujaa if a 
girl, possibly from muje 'leftover of melted iron'. 

6.1.6.2. Agentive nouns : a suffix -re 

Nouns ending in -re express agentive meanings; these are denominal 
nouns where the first part of the word is independently a noun referring 
to an action: eßu 'work', eßure 'worker'; ofu 'message', ofure 
'messenger'. The ending re does not harmonize for ATR. This is not a 
productive derivational suffix. 

Words ending in -6a express plural agentive meanings and the suffix 
is attached to nouns. The word 6a also means 'people' and there is a 
pronominal 6a. Thus e6u6a 'working people', lSsißa 'cultivation-people, 
farmers'. There is never harmonization of [a] to [λ] in this suffix. The 
singular equivalents may use -re or may be expressed as phrases rather 
than compounds; thus 'farmer' is lost nl macfi 'cultivation-person, 
farmer'. We note that Tucker (1940: 134) says that Ma'di has a suffix 
-6a which forms agents (in the singular), but his two Ma'di examples can 
only (now) be interpreted as plural. 

6.1.6.3. Diminutive morpheme aqgwa and augmentative morpheme go 

The morpheme aqgwa follows a noun and mkes it a dimimutive. Though 
we write it as a separate form it is perhaps best treated as bound to the 
preceding word; it does not resemble a postmodifying adjective. There are 
three differences from a postmodifying adjective: (a) it need not be 
followed by a determiner, unlike an adjective; (b) if it is followed by a 
determiner, the phrase is interpretable only as definite, unlike a phrase 
with an adjective modifier, see 13.2.9; and (c) it can not appear without a 
preceding noun. 

(4) indn aiigwa 
goat DIM 
Ά small goat got lost.' 

egwe 
(3)-get lost 

di 
COM 

(5) mdn aqgwa η egwe 
goat DIM DEF (3)-get lost COM 
(a) 'The small goat (in question) got lost.' 
(b)* Ά small goat got lost.' 

di 
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( 6 ) * ^gwa π egwe di 
DIM DEF (3)-get lost COM 

'The small one got lost' 

aqgwa can follow the adjective ga 'small' 

(7) mdn ga aqgwa (drü) π egwe di 
goat small DIM as DEF (3)-getlost COM 
'The / a small goat is lost.' 

The morpheme go appears to be the augmentative equivalent to aggwa 
and is found only in combination with amgbu, perhaps as a suffix. 

(8) mdn amgbu-go (drü) η egwe di 
goat big-AUG as DEF (3)-get lost COM 
'The / a big goat is lost.' 

We note that Ngiti has several different kinds of augmentative suffix, 
which express different kinds of bigness (Lojenga 1994:165). This is not 
the case in Ma'di. 

There are two other morphemes go which follow nouns, and which 
may or may not be related to this augmentative. As the first of these, go is 
used in epithets (for both genders) in a noun phrase ending with a final 
low determiner. On its own it tends to have a positive meaning: opt go% 

'mighty Opi', izi go% 'the powerful woman'. Reduplicated it tends to 
have a negative meaning eg. opi go go% 'the menacing Opi'. As the 
second of these, go expresses maleness when attached to a noun, deriving 
madt-go 'male Ma'di', mdri-go 'he-goat'. It has a variant logo found 
only in a?u-log6 'cock' and foro-logo 'male tilapia'. 

6.1.7. Compound nouns 

The only true kind of compound in Ma'di is a compound noun. 
Compound nouns are most commonly formed by combining two nouns, 
and are most typically interpreted as possessor + possessed. 

(9) d^omi o r d^ornl 
d3D + mi 
house eye 
'window' 

They are structurally equivalent to noun phrases of the 'possessor m 
possessed' type (13.1.1); thus the compound dso?ä 'floor' resembles the 
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phrase dfjo nl ?a 'the inner part of a house'. Compounds are 
differentiated from analogous phrases by idiosyncratic meanings, and in 
some cases by ATR harmonization (4.1.7). 

In some cases, the combination appears to be a noun followed by a 
postposition, but the postposition might possibly also be analyzed as a 
noun in this case: 

(10) imäko 
nu + äko 
eye absence / without 
'blindness' 

Some compounds appear to contain the possessive postposition ?a 
(13.1.2) but there are two major differences between compounds with this 
word and phrases with this word where the postposition takes as its 
preceding complement a possessor. In a phrase the possessor + ?a 
combination precedes the possessed thing; in the compound it follows. In 
a phrase the possessor must be animate; this restriction does not hold in 
the compound. 

(11) lukudoeji?a 
lukudo eji ?a 
pot water POSS 
'water pot' 

(12)* eji ?a lukucfo 
water POSS pot 

6.2. Adjectives 

6.2.1. Singular adjectives: characteristic tone 

Singular native adjectives have a strong tendency towards final high tone, 
with the first syllable usually being either low or high (and some cases of 
initial mid tone). 

6.2.2. Plural adjectives: characteristic tone 

All adjectives can be pluralized, except the small native class of colour 
adjectives. We disagree with Tucker and Bryan (1966: 40), who claim that 
plurality is not shown in adjectives. Adjectives which begin with a Η tone 
in the singular tend to have a L*M pattern in the plural. Adjectives which 
begin with a L or Μ tone in the singular tend to form a M* plural. 
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Table 22. Tonal patterns of plural adjectives 

singular plural meaning 

pelere 
lokm 
maamali 

lidrl lidrl 
pelere 
lokm 
mamali 

'multicoloured' 

'stupid' 

'tall' 

'clean' 

'alive' 

azo 
uka 
loso 

azo 
uka 
lösö 

'sour' 

'good' 

The two tonal patterns L*M and M* are the only patterns found on plural 
adjectives, except for one or two loanword colour adjectives which follow 
the loanword tonal patterns in the plural (21.4). 

6.2.2.1. Adjectives (of colour) which do not pluralize 

The three basic colour adjectives for 'white', 'red' and 'black' do not 
pluralize. 

(13) iggwe π ?i 
white DEF FOC 
'the / a white one' 

(14) Iqgwi π pi ?i 
White DEF PRPL FOC 
'(the) white ones' (literally: the / a white one and its associate(s)) 

The colour adjective lofara 'yellow' does pluralize; compare the rather 
similar word lokm 'multicoloured' which also pluralizes, as indicated 
above. Adjectives of colour are discussed further in 21.4. 

6.2.3. Adjectives derived by reduplication 

An adjective may be derived by reduplicating an adjective, to provide a 
meaning equivalent to English comparative -er or -ish. Thus: all 'short', 
and aiiaii 'shorter' or 'shortish, rather short'; iqgwe 'white', and lijgwe 
Iqgwc 'whiter' or 'whiteish, rather white'. It is possible that the 
reduplicated adjective has a nominalized second half to give the words 
described in 6.1.1.2. 
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6.2.4. There is no morphological difference between attributive and 
predicative adjectives 

There is no morphological difference between adjectives used in 
attributive (15,17) and predicative (16,18) positions: 

(15) Spi m ßära lösS π ?1 
Opi PR child good DEF FOC 
Opi is a good child.' 

(16) opi m lös6 
Opi PR good 
Opi is good / fine.' 

(17) äff η pi ε-tfa 
short (PL) DEF PRPL (3)-VE-arrive 
'The short ones arrived yesterday.' 

(18) opi pi all 
Opi PRPL short (PL) 
Opi and his associates are short.' 

6.2.5. Morphological and syntactic similarities and differences between 
adjectives and nouns 

We have classed some words as nouns and others as adjectives. It is 
worth asking however whether they are all in fact nouns. This is perhaps 
Tucker's view (1940: 77); he suggests that there is no distinct class of 
adjectival roots, and that all adjectives are versions of nominal or verbal 
roots. 

The evidence for thinking that 'adjectives' and 'nouns' might be of 
the same word class is as follows, (i) They have similar tonal patterns (in 
contrast to verbs). Singular nouns and adjectives both tend to end in final 
high tone. Plural nouns and adjectives both tend to have an L *M pattern, 
with M* another occasional option, (ii) There is no difference in the 
syntactic structures of sentences which have adjectives as predicates and 
which have common nouns as predicates. 

There are however also some differences between adjectives and 
nouns, (i) In general, adjectives are inflected for singular or plural (the 
exception is colour words). In general, nouns are not inflected for 
singular or plural (the exceptions, pluralizable nouns, include kinship 
terms, occupation terms and some other loanwords), (ii) While an 
adjective in its role as modifier of a noun might itself be the only lexical 
word in a noun phrase, that noun phrase must be accompanied by a 

ad3ini 
yesterday 
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determiner η, di or na (13.2.1). This is not a constraint holding of nouns 
in general, which can stand on their own without a determiner. 

It is our view, based particularly on this last point, that adjectives are a 
distinct word class in Ma'di, and we assume this in the grammar. 

6.3. Postpositions 

Postpositions tend to be CV, and the vowel is usually [a], [i] or [i]. The 
major exception to both tendencies is ζείε 'under', which is 
homophonous with the noun meaning 'vagina' though it might in fact be 
a locational noun rather than a postposition. Postpositions are discussed 
in chapter 15. 

6.3.1. Homophony between (some) postpositions and nouns 

Some postpositions are homophonous with nouns naming body parts, it 
is possible in some cases that these words actually are 'locational nouns', 
with the preceding constituent in fact being a possessor of the noun or 
compounded with the noun. 

Table 23. Postpositions which are homophonous with nouns. 

Postposition meaning homophonous noun meaning 

?a location: at, to, in ?ä 'stomach' 

pa under pa 'leg' 

si on the point(s) of < si 'tooth' 

ζείε under ζείε 'vagina' 

Other postpositions do not resemble nouns; there appears to be no pattern 
determining which meanings are expressed by noun-homophonous 
postpositions and those which are not. 
Table 24. Postpositions which are not homophonous with nouns. 

Postposition meaning 

drl on the surface of 

drl to 

ga location: at, to, in 

ni for 
% Si source, ie. with (an instrument, ingredient, vehicle), because of 

tro with 
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6.4. Pronominals 

6.4.1. Meanings and functions of pronominals 

6.4.1.1. Person 

Pronouns differentiate first, second and third persons. The default first 
person plural pronoun excludes the addressee. In addition there are 
pronouns which we refer to as 'indefinite/inclusive', which are 
ambiguous between (definite) inclusive first person ( Ί and you') and 
indefinite third person. 

6.4.1.2. Number 

Pronouns distinguish two numbers: singular and plural. First and second 
person pronouns always distinguish singular from plural. Third person 
pronouns are generally ambiguous between singular and plural, but third 
person pronouns in one paradigm (the I-paradigm) are morphologically 
coded for number as am singular vs. a?i plural. The third person object 
clitic ?a is interpreted only as singular. Number can also be indicated for a 
pronominal subject by ki\ used to indicate the plurality of a definite 
subject and in some other contexts (14.1.2), or by pi, used after a lexical 
subject to indicate the meaning of 'and associates' (14.2). 

6.4.1.3. Definiteness 

The indefinite/inclusive pronouns are ambiguous between indefinite third 
person and definite inclusive first person plural. The indefinite 
interpretation is excluded in some contexts where definiteness is forced 
on the pronoun, such as with plural kV (14.1.2.2). The other third person 
pronouns are not specified for definiteness and can corefer with either 
definite or indefinite noun phrases. 

6.4.1.4. Tense and modality 

Distinct pronominal paradigms correlate with different kinds of tense, 
aspect and modality, and interact also indirectly with negation. The 
distinction between past and nonpast sentences, which has implications 
also for aspect, involves distinct pronominal paradigms, the I-paradigm 
and the U-paradigm (along with other differences in the verb and its 
arguments). Directive sentences have their own pronominal paradigm, the 
D-paradigm. 
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6.4.1.5. Meanings not coded by pronouns in Ma' di 

The following meanings and functions are not coded by distinctions in 
the pronominal system: 
(a) Gender. 
(b) Tribal, sectional or family relationships. 
(c) Status or relations between participants. 
(d) Discourse prominence. Note however that determiners are sensitive to 

discourse prominence, with ή being the definite determiner used for 
coreferents in the distal discourse and nä being used for coreferents in 
the proximal discourse; these two determiners cannot be used on their 
own as noun phrases. 

(e) Emphasis or degrees of emphasis. It is worth noting that the long vs. 
short pronoun distinction in pronoun subjects of uninflected verbs 
does not correlate with a difference in emphasis. 

(f) Proximity to the participants in the speech act. However this is coded 
by demonstratives, by some postposition modifiers, and also by the 
ventive verbal prefix e-

(g) Logophoricity. Ma'di does not have logophoric pronouns (unlike, 
apparently, Ngiti). 

6.4.2. Morphology of Pronominals 

Pronominals are syllabically V or CV or VCV. Segmental distinctions 
tend to differentiate person. Thus a is first and \ second person singular 
in the U-paradigm. Tonal distinctions and syllable structure tend to 
distinguish number; thus ma is singular and ama is plural of the first 
person in the I-paradigm. Tone tends to distinguish paradigm. Thus ma is 
I-paradigm and m£ is NS-paradigm of the first person singular. 

The pronouns instantiate some general Nilo-Saharan patterns, as 
described by Bender (2000:60). This can be seen inlst person a and 2nd 
person i\ and second person pi is possibly a descendent of reconstructed 
*ini. The use of a- to differentiate plural may also be a version of a Nilo-
Saharan pattern. 

6.4.3. Pronominal paradigms 

There are fundamentally four pronoun paradigms, with distinct 
pronominals for subject of uninflected verb (U-paradigm), subject of 
inflected verb (I-paradigm), subject of directive verb (D-paradigm), and 
other positions (NS-paradigm for 'non-subject paradigm'). There is 
some internal variation within the four basic paradigms, giving, 
superficially, seven distinct paradigms as listed below. 
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Table 25. Preliminary analysis into seven pronominal paradigms 
short U- long U- I-

next to 
verb 

I-
not next 
to verb 

D- NS- NS-
before 
post-
position 

IS 
* 

a- ma ma ma ma mä ma 

1PL a- a ma amä ama ama ami amä 

2S 
s 
i- Ρ* ßi ß» 

\ 
ßi ßi β* 

2PL ^ i- aßi apt aßi aßi aßi aßi 

3S 5- ko- ka ko- änl äni 

3PL 5- ( k f ) ka ki" ka (ki ) ko- a?l a?l 

IND/INC adl adl 6a or 6a 

We suggest that a long U-pronoun is a combination of an NS-pronoun 
preceding a short U-pronoun; thus for example ma + a gives ma (see 
7.2.1.4). Thus the long U-paradigm is not really a distinct paradigm. The 
distinction between the two I-paradigms is the distinction between third 
person ko and ka; we discuss this further in 8.2.1. where we suggest that 
ko is a derived form and there is again just one I-paradigm. The 
distinction between the two NS-paradigms is in the singular forms of 
pronouns which have high tones when complements to postpositions; we 
show in 15.1. that a postposition can raise the tone on a preceding 
grammatical word, and so we take the two paradigms to be underlyingly 
the same. This gives us four paradigms underlyingly: 

Table 26. Final analysis into four pronominal paradigms 
U- I- D- NS-
subjectof subject of subject of other positions 
uninflected inflected verbs directive verbs 
verbs 

IS a - ma ma mä 

1PL 
^ 

a - ama ama amä 

2S 
y» i-

ßi ß* ßi 

2PL ^ i- aßi 
» % aßi aßi 

3S 5- ka / ko k0- änl 

3PL 5- {...kV ) ka (kf ) ko- ä?l 

IND/INC adl 6a or 
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Tucker and Bryan (1966: 41-42) present paradigms for Ma'di which fail 
to separate possessive and nonpossessive forms, and also make errors in 
representing the tones. We also note that in some analyses ka is treated as 
an auxiliary verb carrying third person agreement and taking a missing 
pronominal subject, rather than treating it as we do as a pronominal. 

6.4.4. NS-pronominals: pronominals which are not subjects 

Later in this chapter, most of our discussion of pronominal paradigms is 
centred on the three paradigms relating to pronouns which are subjects of 
verbs. In contrast, in this section we first briefly survey the non-subject 
(NS-) paradigm. The following examples illustrate positions in which the 
NS-paradigm is found. 

An NS-pronoun can be subject of a nonverbal predicate. We suggest 
in 11.2.1. that this is in fact an adjoined subject position. 

(19) mi lapwop'i 
IS teacher 
' l a m a teacher.' 

An NS-pronoun can be the adjoined subject of a verb, preceding the 
true pronominal subject. In (20) the adjoined subject am in the 
subordinate clause precedes the true subject S-. 

(20) ό-Jö ama änl o-cfi eßl adjinl 
3-say that 3s 3-cook fish yesterday 
'He [1] said that he[l] cooked fish yesterday.' 

The indices [1] indicate that the two subjects are coreferential. 
An NS-pronoun can be an object, either preceding the (inflected) verb 

or following the (uninflected) verb. 

(21) ρ ϊ mä * Ipi 
2s IS N-squash 
'You are squashing me.' 

(22) ma am üqgwe 
IS 3s N-call 
Ί am calling him (her, it).' 

(23) 5-ndri am ad3im 
3-see 3s yesterday 
(a) 'He [1] saw him [2] yesterday.' 
(b) 'He [1] saw himself [1] yesterday.' 
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Objects can be left-dislocated to before the verb, and this includes objects 
realized by NS-pronouns. In (24) the NS-pronoun m i is placed before 
the verb and the vowel deleted (4.2.2). In contrast (25) is a sentence with 
the subject prounoun ma', again the vowel is deleted but the high tone is 
preserved thus indicating that here we have a subject rather than a left-
dislocated object. 

(24 ) m-uqgwe-a opi 
mä üqgwe-ä opi 
lS-(N)-call-OBJ Opi 
Ί am called Opi. ' 

(25 ) m-uqgwe-a opi 
ma uqgwe-ä opi 
lS-(N)-call-OBJ Opi 
Ί call him Opi.' 

?1 
underlying 

FOC 

?1 

?1 underlying 
FOC 

An NS-pronoun can be followed by ?I, as a predicate, or in focus position. 

(26 ) endre nl ma ?1 
mother SPEC PR IS FOC 
'Her/his/its mother is me.' 

(27) ebi η äiu ?Ί 
wet DEF 3S FOC 
'The wet one is it.' 

(28) ma Jo mi ?1 
IS say IS FOC 
'It is me who said it.' 

An NS-pronoun can be a complement of a postposition. Note that in the 
following example the pronoun is realized not as mä but as ma; all 
singular pronouns and demonstratives have high tones before a 
postposition. 

(29) S-ke ma m 
3-give IS BEN 
'She gave it for me.' 

6.4.4.1. Dialectal variation in the NS-paradigm: 'Burulo 

'Burulo and Lokai are mostly similar in the NS-paradigm. 'Burulo 
however has acß instead of Lokai am as the third person singular. 
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6.4.5. Indefinite/ inclusive pronominals 

The same pronominal form is used to express two distinct meanings: 
(i) indefinite, third person. 
(ii) inclusive, first person plus second person, definite. 

6.4.5.1. NS-paradigm indefinite / inclusive pronominal 6a 

6a is the form of the indefinite or inclusive in any position other than the 
true subject. It can however be the 'adjoined subject', as we discuss in 
7.2. There is a distinct though related word 6a which is a noun meaning 
'people'. 

6a can be an object. Like a definite object, this pronoun is focused with 
?l 

(30) ö-Ιε 6a ?1 
3-want INC FOC 
(a) 'It is us (including you) he wants.' 
(b)* 'It is people he wants.' 

6a can be used as subject of a nonverbal predicate. We note that rü can 
substitute for 6a with the same meaning, though Lokai prefers 6a. 

(31) 6a ögü 
INC thieves 
(a) 'We (including you) are thieves.' 
(b) 'People are thieves.' 

6a can be used in final position as the 'final copy' of a focused 
subject. Since the focus involves ?1 only the inclusive meaning is available. 

(32) acfi ki dso si 6a ?1 
IND PL house N-build INC FOC 
(a) 'It is us (you inclusive) who will build the house.' 
(b)* 'People will build the house themselves.' 

6a can be used as complement to a postposition. 

(33) Dpi έ-ki 6a ni 
Opi (3)-VE-give INC BEN 
(a) 'Opi has given it for us (you inclusive).' 
(b) 'It is to people Opi has given it.' 
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There is also a lexical noun 6a meaning 'people'. The pronominal and 
the lexical noun can be distinguished by the different focus strategies 
appropriate to a lexical noun subject (the m strategy) vs. a pronominal 
first person subject (the copy and ?1 strategy). 

(34) 6a ν-ηάτ,ϋ gbanda cfi m 
people (3)-ITER-uproot cassava this FOC 
'It is people who have uprooted this cassava.' (i.e. not animals) 

(35) 6a ü-ndsü gbanda di 6a ?1 
INC (3)-ITER-uproot cassava this INC FOC 
'It is us (you inclusive) who have uprooted this cassava.' (i.e. 
not other people) 

They can also be differentiated by the strategies appropriate to an 
indefinite lexical noun object (no focuser, or au) vs. definite pronoun (the 
?1 strategy): 

(36) 5-ndre 6a 
3-see INC 
(a)* 'She saw us (you inclusive).' 
(b) 'She saw people.' (ie. rather than animals) 

(37) su η (m) 5-ndre 6a 
four DEF PR 3-see people 
(a) 'The four things that he saw were people.' 
(b)* 'The four things that he saw were us (you inclusive).' 

(38) 5-ndre 6a au 
3-see INC FOC 
(a)* 'It was us she saw.' 
(b) 'It was people she saw.' 

(39) 5-ndre 6a ?1 
3-see INC FOC 
(a) 'It is us (you inclusive) she saw.' 
(b)* 'She saw a person (as opposed to animals).' 

(40) sü η (nl) 5-ndre 6a ?1 
four DEF PR 3-see people FOC 
(a)* 'The four that he saw were people.' 
(b) 'The four that he saw were us (you inclusive)' 
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6.4.5.2. Some notes on adl and related forms 

Morphologically, the I-paradigm indefinite/inclusive form adl resembles 
adl 'who', differing in the initial tone. Lokai has acfi, 'Burulo has adl. 

acfi is also used as a shorthand means of referring to a person without 
specifying who they are, translatable perhaps as 'who's it'. 

(41) adi m na 
HMD PR that 
'That's / there's who's it.' 

With this interpretation, acfi has the syntax of a definite noun phrase (or a 
name), being followed by nl in subject position, and taking ?? in when it is 
a focused object. 

(42) ämvoti m acfi ?1 
sister (SPEC) PR what's it FOC 
'Her sister is what's it.' 

When the pronoun acfi is interpreted as 'we inclusive' it is pluralized 
(optionally) with kl\ When the pronoun adl is interpreted as 'so and so' 
its plural form requires pi 

(43) ämvoti pi acfi pi ?1 
sister (SPEC) PRPL so and so PRPL FOC 
'The / her sister and the associates are so and so.' 

(44) * ämvoti pi acfi ?1 
sister (SPEC) PRPL so and so FOC 
'The / her sister and the associates are so and so.' 

The word ado meaning 'whatsit' is used similarly to refer to objects. 
adö clearly relates to adu 'what' in parallel to adl with adl 'who'. 

(45) adü η iggö 
what'S it DEF where 
'Where is the what's it?' 

6.4.5.3. Other notes on indefinite/inclusive pronouns 

The indefinite pronoun can in some cases be used in a discourse context 
where the identity of the referents is clear. Thus sentence (46) can be 
followed by sentence (47) in a discourse, where indefinite adl is 
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interpretable only as referring back to the brothers mentioned in the 
preceding sentence. 

(46) idnndzl " β ka (kt ) ru bi lei1 
brothers SPEC PRPL 3 PL REFL waylay road 
'The brothers would lay an ambush (by the road).' 

(47) adl aju ko let! 
IND 2PL catch road 
'You will be caught on the way.' 

The indefinite/inclusive pronominal subject (high tone, or 6a or adl) 
cannot be used with certain intransitive verbs, such as äßi 'ripen' and kä 
'become ready for harvest', perhaps because the indefinite is interpreted 
as animate. 

(48) äßi ra 
ripe AFF 
'It has ripened.' 

(49) * aßi ra 
(IND)-ripe AFF 
'It has been ripened.' 

6.4.5.4. First person plural pronoun with inclusive interpretation 

It is possible to use the first person plural pronoun with an unexpected 
inclusive interpretation in the following kind of appositional structure, 
particularly in Lokai; note that it is ambiguous, also having the expected 
exclusive interpretation. This is quite general - the pronoun is followed by 
a noun, which could be mad% ögü, etc. 

(50 ) ama madi m ekwi ga 
lPL(EXC) Ma'di PR seed small 
(a) 'We (you excluded) the Ma'di are few (in number).' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) the Ma'di are few (in number).' 

6a can be added to force an inclusive reading; here we might treat 6a as 
the subject of the clause, and ami madi as a sentence-initial topic. 

(51) ama madi 6a m ekwi ga 
lPL(EXC) Ma'di INC PR seed small 
(a)* 'We (you excluded) the Ma'di are few (in number).' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) the Ma'di are few (in number).' 
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In (51) the normally exclusive pronominal has an inclusive meaning. The 
form rü could be used instead to express an inclusive meaning. 

(52) ama" madt 5~1ε rü kü 
lPL(INC) Ma'di 3-like REFL NEG(N) 
'We Ma'di don't like ourselves / each other' 

6.4.6. The pronominal rü 

rü is a pronominal which appears in the positions where NS-pronouns 
appear: as object of a verb, or as subject of a nonverbal predicate. 

6.4.6.1. rü and the verb 

rü sometimes harmonizes for ATR (4.1.8), suggesting a certain closeness 
to the verb, rü is not able to terminate an uninflected verb, thus differing 
from an ordinary noun phrase or pronominal object (which is a 
characteristic it shares with the plural morpheme ύ ). 

(53)* id! 5-ti rü 
peanut butter 3-lick REFL 
'The peanut butter has been licked.' 

6.4.6.2. Order of ru and ki 

With an uninflected verb, /üand plural kl" can come in either order. 

(54) ö-zi ki rü ra 
3-greet PL REFL AFF 
"iliey have greeted each other.' 

(55) ö-zl ru id ra 
3-greet REFL PL AFF 
'TTiey have greeted each other' 

When the verb is inflected and both morphemes precede the verb, rü must 
be closer to the verb (and la correspondingly closer to the subject). 

(56) ka la ru dje 
3 PL REFL (N)-wash 
(a) 'They are washing themselves.' 
(b) 'They are washing each other.' 
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(57)* ka rü kf dje 
3 REFL PL (N)-wash 
(a) 'They are washing themselves.' 
(b) 'They are washing each other.' 

We note that while the following sentence is acceptable, this is id nä as a 
plural possessive, not a sequence of independent ki and nä: 

(58) ka rü ki nä c/je 
3 body PL AFR (N)-wash 
'He is washing them (lit. their bodies).' 

6.4.6.3. ru as a subject in nonverbal predication 

As the subject of a non-verbal predicate, rü can replace ßä to give 
examples like (59) (dispreferred as an option in Lokai), and amä to give 
examples like (60). In both cases it has an inclusive interpretation. 

(59) ru lapwofll 
REFL teachers 
'We (you inclusive) are teachers.' 

(60) ru madt m ekwi ga 
REFL Ma'di PR seed small 
'We (you inclusive) Ma'dis are few in number.' 

6.4.6.4. Pronominal ru and lexical rü 'body' 

The pronominal rü is perhaps related to the noun ru with a non-
harmonizing vowel which means 'body' and in combination with si 
means 'personally'. 

(61) ma ma ?a rü ofje 
IS IS POSS body/REFL (N)-wash 
Ί am washing my body / myself.' 

(62) ma mü ma-a rü si 
IS go lS-POSS body SR 
Ί went there personally.' (literally 'with my body') 
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6.4.6.5. Verbs which lexically select for ru 

Note the following idiomatic combination of the verb 1ε 'like' with ru, a 
noun phrase with si and the adverbial cfaku 'a lot'. 

(63) 5-1ε ru opi si cfaku 
3-like REFL Opi SR a lot 
'She likes Opi a lot.' 

(64) S-Ιε opt m ra 
3-like Opi SR AFF 
'She likes / liked Opi' 

6.4.7. Coreference between subject and pronominal within a root clause 

In 16.12. we discuss coreference involving a pronominal in a subordinate 
clause. In the following section we discuss coreference involving a 
pronominal in a root clause. 

6.4.7.1. Coreference between subject and object when the object is ru 

For most transitive verbs, coreference between the subject and the object 
requires the object to be the pronoun rü. 

(65) otfe ka rü dje 
dog 3 REFL (N)-wash 
Ά dog is washing itself.' 

(66) opi o-d$e rü ra 
Opi 3-wash REFL AFF 
Opi has certainly washed himself.' 

(67) ka ki ru dje 
3 PL REFL (N)-wash 
(a) 'They are washing themselves.' 
(b) 'They are washing each other.' 

(68) ö-cfje rü in* ra 
3-wash REFL PL AFF 
(a) 'They have certainly washed themselves.' 
(b) 'They have certainly washed each other.' 
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(69) kod3e ru 
3DIR-wash REFL 
'Better wash yourself.' 

rü can also be used to express passive meanings with some verbs: 

(70) o-ndre rü ad^im 
3-see REFL yesterday 
(a) 'It was seen yesterday.' (it became visible) 
(b)* 'He saw himself yesterday.' 

(71) 5-d3i rü ad^inl 
3-take REFL yesterday 
(a) 'It was taken yesterday.' 
(b) 'He took himself yesterday.' 

Some verbs restrict the use of rü. Thus ndre does not permit rü with a 
reflexive meaning if the subject is singular but does permit rü with a 
reflexive/reciprocal meaning if the subject is plural. 

(72) 5-ndre rü kl adsint 
3S- see REFL PL yesterday 
(a) 'They saw each other yesterday.' 
(b) 'They saw themselves yesterday.' (e.g. in a mirror) 
(c)* 'They were seen yesterday.' 

( 7 3 ) * o-ndre rü adjinl 
3-see REFL yesterday 
'He saw himself yesterday.' 

6.4.7.2. Coreference between subject and object if the object is am 

The verb ndre allows a reflexive interpretation if the object is the regular 
third person object singular ärii or plural a?l Note that rü cannot be used 
in this case. The sentence is ambiguous between a reflexive and a 
nonreflexive meaning. We do not know of any other verbs which show 
this pattern. 

(74) ka am ndre οδό 
3 3s N-see tomorrow 
(a) 'He [1] will see him [21 tomorrow.' 
(b) 'He [1] will see himself [1] tomorrow.' 
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(75) o-ndre am adjinl 
3-see 3s yesterday 
(a) 'He [1] saw him [2] yesterday.' 
(b) 'He [1] saw himself [1] yesterday.' 

(76) 5-ndre ki a?l ad^im 
3-see PL 3PL yesterday 
(a) 'They [1] saw them [2] yesterday.' 
(b) 'They [1] saw themselves [1] yesterday.' 

The plural object is not enough on its own to produce a plural meaning 
for the subject. 

(77) ö-ndri a?l adzim 
3-see 3PL yesterday 
(a) 'He [1] saw them [2] yesterday.' 
(b)* 'They [1] saw themselves [1] yesterday.' 

6.4.7.3. Subject and postpositional object 

The object of a postposition can also be interpreted as optionally 
coreferential with the subject if it is an ordinary NS pronoun. The 
postposition phrase can be part of the sentence (78, 79), or can be a 
possessor within a noun phrase (80, 81). 

(78) opl e-d^e äni m gari udi 
opi (3)-VE-buy 3 s BEN bicycle recently 
(a) 'Opi [1] has bought him [2] a bicycle recently.' 
(b) 'Opi [1] has bought himself [1] a bicycle recently.' 

(79) m-on ma si kü 
lS-fear IS SR NEG(N) 
Ί am not worried about myself.' 

(80) opi 5-k5 äna-a εηο ra 
Opi 3-catch 3S-POSS picture AFF 
(a) Opi [1] has certainly taken his[2] picture.' 
(b) 'Opi [1] has certainly taken his (own) [1] picture.' 

(81) äna-a εηο opi ö-kö ra 
3S-POSS picture Opi 3-catch AFF 
(a) 'His[2] picture, Opi [1] has certainly taken.' 
(b) 'His (own) [1] picture, Opi [1] has certainly taken.' 
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6.4.7.4. Forced coreference 

If äna qgä si '(source) his self is added after the NS pronominal object 
am a coreferential reading is forced between subject and object; this is a 
kind of emphatic reflexive, placing emphasis on the object. 

(82) ö-ndre äm äna-a qga si adzim 
3-see 3S 3S-POSS self SR yesterday 
(a)* 'He[l] saw him[2] yesterday.' 
(b) 'He [1] saw himself [1] yesterday.' 

Note that the coreference possibilities are however not affected by adding 
äna rü si, perhaps because this places emphasis on the subject rather 
than the object. 

» / Ν 

(83) o-ndre am ana-a ru si ad3im 
3-see 3S 3S-POSS body SR yesterday 
(a) 'He[l] saw him [2] (physically) yesterday.' 
(b) 'He[lj saw him/himself [1] (physically) yesterday.' 

A structure consisting of a 'possessive pronoun' (pronoun + ?a) 
followed by a noun such as rü 'body' and then si means 'by himself. It 
is coreferential with the subject. 

(84) Spi ö-mü äna-a rü si 
Opi 3-go 3S-POSS body SR 
Opi went himself.' 

This phrase may follow the verb, as in (84), or may immediately follow a 
noun phrase in initial position followed by a pause and followed by a full 
sentence (85, 86). 

(85) mä ma-a ru si , ma mü mä ?Ί 
IS 1S-POSS body SR IS go IS FOC 
'It was I (by myself) who went.' 

_ y \ 

(86) opi m ana-ά ru si , ö-mü ni 
Opi PR 3S-POSS body SR 3-go FOC 
Opi by himself (and no-one else) was the one who went.' 

Where the possessed noun is rjga, or (preferred in Lokai) ta 'thing', or rü 
'body', the postposition phrase means 'by myself, 'by yourself etc. 
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(87) e-mu ana-a ηga m 
3-VE-go 3S-POSS self FOC 
'She came by herself / she came on her own.' 

(88) pi kwä pä-ä dnßi ra do 
2S shave 2S-POSS hair AFF so 
'So, you have definitely shaved your hair...' 

ma kwä ma ?a ta ma 71 
IS shave IS POSS thing IS FOC 
...I shaved my thing on my own / by myself.' 

(89) ma Jo ma-a ta (nl) mä ?1 
IS say lS-POSS thing PR IS FOC 
Ί said it myself (on my behalf).' 

\ \ 
(90) opi o-dji ana-a ta (m) ana-a ru st m 

Opi 3-take 3S-POSS thing PR 3S-POSS body SR FOC 
'It was Opi who took his own thing by himself.' 

(91) Dpi i-ndze änä-ä si ana-a ta (nl) 
Opi VENT-pluck 3S-POSS tooth 3S-POSS thing PR 

äna-a rü si ru 
3S-POSS body SR FOC 

'It was Opi who plucked out his own tooth by himself.' 

6.5. Determiners: articles and demonstratives 

Table 27. Determiners 
Determiner meaning 

na that Ν (distal in the physical context) 

d\ this Ν (proximal in the physical context) 

lied) that Ν near you (in the physical context) 

n the Ν in question (mentioned in the earlier discourse 
but not in the preceding utterance) 

nä the aforementioned Ν (mentioned in the preceding 
utterance) 

low tone suffix $ attached to a noun, and used for a noun phrase referring 
to an identifiable entity which has not been 
previously mentioned in the discourse. 

φ It is not clear whether this low tone suffix should be considered categorially a 
determiner, or whether instead it is an inflection of the noun (we treat it as a 
determiner). 
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Determiners tend to be CV, with [a], [i] or [i] as the vowel (a similar 
morphology to postpositions). Tone is mid or low (in Lokai Ma'di). 
There is dialectal variation in the determiners between Lokai and 'Burulo. 
Where Lokai has low tone n, di and na, 'Burulo has high tone ri, di and 
na. Where Lokai has mid tone nä 'Burulo has low tone na.) 

6.5.1. Words based on the demonstratives 

The demonstratives na and di are the basis for locative adverbials. We list 
also the variant forms found in the 'Burulo dialect. 

Table 28. Demonstratives 

Meaning Lokai 'Burulo 

this d) di 
that na na 
that - near you iledi iledi 
here di?ä dia 
there - near neither na?ä naa 
there - near you iledi?ä iledia 

Other combinations are nam na 'that sort of and dim di 'this sort o f , 
based on demonstrative (na or di) + am + demonstrative. The fact that 
the tone on na and di is raised suggests that am might be a postposition. 

Ν - j / - j V _ \ _ _ 

(92) ovi na-m na (ni) o-ΐε ru ku 
behaviour that-like that PR 3-like REFL NEG(N) 
'That sort of behaviour is not wanted.' 

6.6. Adverbials 

We distingush between fixed and free adverbials. Fixed adverbials 
usually appear at the end of the clause, though there are some which 
appear at the beginning. Free adverbials are freely placed in the clause. 
Some of the free adverbials can function as subordinating conjunctions. 

6.6.1. Morphology of adverbials 

From a morphological perspective we can say the following about 
adverbials: 
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(a) Some are homophonous with (singular) adjectives. 
(b) Unlike adjectives, adverbials do not modify for number. 
(c) Some might possibly be nouns (eg. οδό 'tomorrow'). 
(d) More than any other kind of word, reduplication (of a whole word, or 

a sequence of words in a phrase) is characteristic of adverbials. 

(e) Some adverbials are ideophones (often involving reduplication). 

6.6.2. Adverbials which resemble adjectives 
Some adverbials are homophonous with adjectives. Thus for example the 
adverbial losS 'well' is homophonous with the adjective losS 'good'. In 
some cases the homophonous pairs are made of reduplicated members, 
for example tfe f/e means both 'slowly' and 'slow'. This fits a general 
pattern whereby adverbials tend to have a reduplicated structure. Some 
adjectives exist in singular and plural forms, but the adverbs are 
homophonous with the singular forms and do not pluralize. 

(93) opi pi pelere 
Opi PRPL clean(S) 
Opi and his companions are clean.' (The group consisting of 
Opi and his companions is clean.) 

(94) opi pi pelere 
Opi PRPL clean(PL) 
Opi and his companions are clean.' (The individual members of 
the group are clean.) 

(95) opi pi ö-tfö ito pi pelere 
Opi PRPL 3-thrash Ito PRPL clean(S) 
Opi and his companions thrashed Ito and his companions 
thoroughly.' 

(96) * opi pi ö-tfö ito pi pelere 
Opi PRPL 3-thrash Ito PRPL clean(PL) 
Opi and his companions thrashed Ito and his companions 
thoroughly.' 

6.6.3. Adverbials which resemble nouns. 

There are no clear examples of adverbials which are homophonous with a 
word which is clearly also a noun. However, some adverbials have 
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apparently noun-like behaviour. Most strikingly, many final adverbials 
can combine with n, the definite article, to produce a free adverbial (98). 

(97) 6pi ö-mü tfe tfe m 
Opi 3-go slowly FOC 

'Opi is the one who went slowly.' 

(98) tfe tfe η opi ö-mü m 
slowly DEF Opi 3-go FOC 
'The one who went slowly is Opi.' 

This does not however prove that the adverbial is a noun; it could be the 
final part of a very stripped-down relative clause and thus not directly 
related to the definite article. 

Other adverbials such as oßu 'tomorrow' can be attached to the 
pronominal m or to determiners, which are both characteristics of nouns. 
However, in the former case, attachment to nl would suggest that oßu is 
being treated as a name (not as a common noun), as names attach to nl 
and common nouns do not; this fits with the sense that oßu is being 
personified. 

(99) oßu nl ö-ni rü kü 
tomorrow PR 3-know REFL NEG(N) 
'Nobody knows tomorrow.' (perhaps with some 
personification of tomorrow) 

oßu can also take the specificity (floating low tone) determiner (and is 
then followed, as expected for this determiner, by nl). It is less easy here 
to see what the syntax of the phrase is; the specificity determiner does not 
normally take preceding modifiers and normally combines only with a 
preceding common noun, which suggests that there is indeed something 
noun-like about oßu. 

(100) oßu " m hjgonl 
tomorrow SPEC PR how 
'What about tomorrow?' (Are you aware of the consequences 
of your acts?) 

6.6.4. Adverbials which are derived by reduplication 

Adverbials can be constructed by reduplicating another word, usually an 
adjective or another adverbial. 
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(101) e-mu εζε 
(3)-VE-go early 
'He came early / a long time ago.' 

(102) e-mu εζε εζε 
(3)-VE-go early early 
'He came quickly.' 

An adverbial can be derived also by reduplicating a noun N, with the 
meaning of 'like a N' or 'in a manner typical of a N \ Thus madi 
'person' is reduplicated as madi madi to mean 'like a person, in the 
manner typical of a person'. 

(103) k'-ändr£ ebi ebi 
3-look lion lion 
'It looks like a lion.' 

(104) ka r-5-dä ogu ogu 
3 REFL-3-do thief thief 
'She behaves like a thief.' 

6.6.5. Ideophones 

(105) bele nä 5-de kpolorö 
stick AFR 3-fall ID 
'Her walking stick fell kpoloro.' (making the sound kpoloro) 

(106) efi " m inu ra. k o-?i tula tula 
water SPEC PR boil AFF. 3-do ID 
'The water has boiled. It is bubbling tula tula.' (very hard) 

(107) atfi 5-du ma-a dri adzim. ole nä 
fire 3-burn lS-POSS hand yesterday, place AFR 

k o-?i π η 
3-do ID 

Tire burnt my hand yesterday. The place is in pain ri n.' 

Ideophones are adverbials which are sentence-final, can take π to become 
a free adverbial, and can be focused. Ideophones mainly express 
distinctive sounds (108), visually distinctive actions (109), or kinds of 
pain (110). They tend to involve reduplication, though this is what we 
would generally expect from words expressing the kinds of plural event 
typically expressed by ideophones. These words mean nothing in 
isolation; they must be part of a sentence to have this meaning. The 
following list is illustrative rather than exhaustive. 
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(108) 
gbum gbum sound made by the falling of heavy things 

repeatedly 
kpölörö sound made by the falling of (specifically) a 

walking stick (oto), identifiable because the 
object is dry and hard 

tu tu sound of heart pounding; sound of running 
footsteps 

(109) 
tapa tapa break into an uncontrollable laughter with the 

body shaking uncontrollably 
tula tula bubbling of boiling water; frenzied footworks 

of a dancer 
kaja kaja disorderly movement; pandemonium (also 

kafa kaja) 

(110) 
η η excruciating pain from a boil or a burn 
kwin kwin excruciating pain gnawing a person from 

within 
wi w\ throbbing headache as if the head is whirling 

Note that in some cases the reduplicated word does not have an 
unreduplicated source. Thus there is a word qoroqoro 'rough', but no 
*goro. Other words of this type include the adjectives wlliwlfi 'steep' and 
gguruqguru 'crunchy, not softly cooked'; and utulutu 'whirlwind' (note 
also that this last example has the tonal pattern characteristic of long 
monomorphemes). gbum gbum is the only consonant-final word we have 
found. Tucker (1940: 312) suggests that ideophones in use vary 
depending on social unit within a tribe; we agree that these are variable but 
suspect that they are variable by individual speaker rather than by group. 

6.7. Numerals 

6.7.1. Cardinal numbers 

6.7.1.1. Cardinal numbers 1-10: monomorphemes 

There does not appear to be any distinctive morphology or tonal pattern 
for numerals 1-10, which are distinct monomorphemes. Some of the 
numerals exist in VCV long forms and CV short forms. 
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Table 29. Numerals 

standard form alternative form meaning 

alü one 
» % en η two 

Ina nä three 

Isu sü four 

tou five 
/ / / 

azia six 

tuuderi seven (possibly 
X X 

aro eight 

dritfalü nine (possibly) 

müdri ten 

There is no Ma'di word for zero. None of the ten numerals are 
recognizably loanwords. Apart from Ma'di, some of the other Central 
Sudanic languages have a quinary structure (Tucker 1940:287) in which 
only 1-5 are monomorphemes, and 6-10 are compounds involving five. 
This is not really true for Ma'di though there are two possible exceptions. 
'Seven' tuuderi might have originated as a compound tou + en, five + 
two, and drkfalu 'nine' might have originated as dri + tfa + alü, hand + 
reach + one, meaning 'one hand short'; both of these might imply some 
relation to a five-based system. Crazzarola (1960: 38) comments on the 
fact that Ma'di and Logbara are unusual in having ten distinct numerals. 

6.7.1.2. Cardinal numbers: 20, 30,40 etc.: compounds 

Multiples of ten have a structure along the following lines, with mud1 
substituting for müdn ten, and any number between two and nine as the 
second number. 

( I l l ) mudi η 
ten two 
twenty 

6.7.1.3. Cardinal numbers: 11-19, 21-29, etc. 

The numbers 11-19 are constructed by preference in Lokai in the 
following pattern: 
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(112) mudi limbi alu 
ten remainder one 
'eleven' 

Numbers 21, 22 etc. are constructed by preference in Lokai as: 

(113) mudi π lunbi alü 
ten two remainder one 
'twenty one' 

Short forms of the cardinal numbers are preferred. Alternative 
constructions, more commonly used in 'Burulo than Lokai, involve the 
word dn, which might possibly also be interpreted as 'head'; this use of a 
word meaning 'head' is seen also in the neighbouring language Acholi. 

(114) müdi dn alü 
ten head one 
eleven 

(115) müdi dn nä alü 
ten head AFR one 
eleven 

(116) mudi η dn alü 
ten two head one 
twenty one 

6.7.1.4. High cardinal numbers: 100,1,000,1,000,000 

The numbers 'hundred', 'thousand' and 'million' are loanwords, with 
either word taken either from Arabic or Swahili or from English. Arabic 
or Swahili loans are mla 'hundred' (from mia) and eßfu 'thousand' 
(from a//); English loans are ande 'hundred' and taüzäm 'thousand'. 
'Million' is miliöni from English or milioni indirectly via Arabic. 

6.7.1.5. Numbers used in telling the time 

In Sudan the day is counted in two twelve-hour cycles beginning at 
midnight and midday. Sudanese Ma'di borrow Arabic numerals: 

(117) saa kamsa 
hour five 
'Five ο clock (morning or evening)' 
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(118) saa wayι 
hour one . 
One ο clock (morning or evening)' 

Arabic numerals (eg. Mnasära 'twelve'(from Juba Arabic itnashra) are 
also sometimes borrowed in Sudanese Ma'di for counting money. 

In Ugandan Ma'di the day is counted in two twelve-hour cycles 
beginning mid-morning (ie. 6 am) and mid-evening (ie. 6 pm). 

(119) saa alü 
hour one 
'Seven ο clock (morning or evening)' 

6.7.2. Ordinal numbers 

Ordinal numbers are constructed by combining a cardinal number (short 
form preferred) with a following d3o. 

(120) mdri eri d^S ri eg we di 
goat two one DEF get lost COM 
'The second goat is lost.' 

(121) alü d3D ri opi ?1 
one one DEF Opi FOC 
'The first one is Opi.' (e.g. in counting) 

The form d^o is found elsewhere, (a) as a noun meaning 'house', and (b) 
as a subordinating suffix on a verb (10.4). 

The words ail 'first' and kliimgbi 'last' are also used with dzoä which 
we gloss as 'one of both independently as sentential modifiers with in 
the clause, and as modifiers within a noun phrase. 

(122) aü d3oa ri opi ε-tfa m 
first one-of DEF Opi () VE-reach FOC 
(a) 'First, it was Opi who arrived.' 
(b) 'The first to arrive was Opi.' 

(123) mdri aü d&ä ri 
goat first one-of DEF 
'The first goat' 
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6.8. Interjections and other one-word utterances 

Table 30. Interjections 

a?a prohibition - no 

6?u prohibition - no 

ohS yes 

Ψ pay heed! 

wololo a cry of surprise and pain on hearing unpleasant news. 

wululu a cry of surprise and pain on hearing unpleasant news. 

WD there you are! 

ß there you are! 

äka why on earth; may God forbid. 
* Ν / 

y e is that so!; really! 

Interjections may contain sounds otherwise rare in Ma'di such as [h] 
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Chapter 7 
The uninflected verb 

In this chapter we look at the uninflected verb, which is found (a) in 
sentences with nonpast tense, and (b) in sentences in all tenses with 
negation. It has a distinctive pronominal paradigm for the subject. It is 
followed by its object which can also be omitted. It cannot be sentence-
final. In the morphology and syntax of the uninflected verb, the 'Burulo 
dialect differs from other Ma'di dialects. 

7.1. The uninflected verb in comparison with other types of verb 

The uninflected verb is the barest form of the verb. In contrast, the 
inflected verb has a low tone prefix, while the subordinate suffixed verb 
has a low tone prefix and a suffix. With the uninflected verb plural ki 
and reflexive w both immediately follow the verb. 

7.2. Subject 

We take the following two generalizations to be true, though they are not 
immediately obvious on the surface; we justify them later: 

The uninflected verb must have a pronominal subject. In the third 
person this consists of a vowel, which may be deleted before a vowel-
initial verb, thus giving the superficial effect of there being no subject. 
The pronominal subject can be preceded by an 'adjoined subject' 
which is coreferential with it, a lexical noun phrase or another 
pronominal. We consider it additional to the true pronominal subject. 

Thus the subject is either a pronominal on its own as in (1) or the 
pronominal preceded by an 'adjoined subject' as in (2). 

(1) Ö-
3-
SUBJECT 

'She/he/it went yesterday.' 

(2) opi ö-
Opi 3-
'ADJOINED SUBJECT' SUBJECT 

mu 
go 
VERB 

mu 
go 
VERB 

ad3inl 
yesterday 

adzuü 
yesterday 

'Opi went yesterday.' (literally Opi he went yesterday.') 
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7.2.1. The pronominal subject 

The subject pronominal can be either 'short' or 'long', with no clear 
functional difference between these options. We begin with the short 
paradigm which we take to be fundamental and then show that the long 
paradigm is created by combining the short paradigm pronominal with an 
adjoined subject. 

7.2.1.1. 'Short'subject pronominals 

The 'short' paradigm is a set of verbal prefixes each consisting just of a 
vowel carrying a tone. The choice of vowel determines person (a = first, i 
= second, ο = third) The choice of tone determines number (high = 
singular, low = plural). The third person pronominal is unspecified for 
number; this might correlate with the fact that it has mid tone. 
Table 31. 'Short' U-pronouns 

IS 
χ 

a -

1PL a-
2S 

jr» 

i-
2PL 1-
3S 5-
3PL 5-
INDEFINITE / INCLUSIVE (no special short form; only a long form) 

Any of the items in Table 31 can subsitute for a in the following example; 
there is no change in the verb (or any other part of the sentence). 

(3) a ndre ra 
IS see AFF 
Ί have seen it.' 

If the verb begins with a vowel, either lexically or with the ventive 
prefix ε- or iterative prefix ϋ- the third person pronominal is deleted, and 
the verb is interpreted as third person; we interpret this as involving first 
the addition of the third person prefix syntactically, and then its deletion 
by a phonological rule which deletes a vowel before another vowel. 

(4) äzl ra as pronounced 
5- äzl ra underlying 
(3)- sell AFF 
'She/he/it did sell it.' 
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(5) Hegt ma ni ra as pronounced 
5- Hegt ma m ra underlying 
(3)- pray IS BEN AFF 
'She/he/it has prayed for me.' 

(6) aßu dsoti cfi m as pronounced 
5- äßü dsoti cfi m underlying 
(3)- close door this FOC 
'She/he/it was the one who closed this door.' 

A deleted pronominal is always interpreted as third person. Thus in order 
to get a first or second person subject with a vowel-initial verb, the 'long' 
paradigm must be used, where information about the person of the subject 
is recoverable even after vowel deletion. 

7.2.1.2. 'Long'subject pronominals 

Table 32. 'Long' U-pronouns 
IS ma 

1PL ama 

2S β ! 

2PL a/2 ί 

3S (none) 

3PL (none) 
INDEFINITE/INCLUSIVE ' (a high tone, attached before D-) 

Any of the 'long subject pronouns' in Table 32 can substitute for the 
'long subject pronoun' ama in the following example: 

(7) ama pä eßl ra 
lPL(EXC) eat fish AFF 
'We (excluding you) have eaten fish.' 

7.2.1.3. The choice between 'short' and 'long' pronominals 

The two pronominal paradigms are optional alternatives for one another; 
either can be used in uninflected structures. Most speakers seem to agree 
that there are no clear functional differences between them; some suggest 
that the 'long' pronominal makes the person of the subject more clear, or 
emphasizes it, but not all speakers agree. The only systematic exception to 
the principle of free variation between them is when the verb begins 
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lexically with a vowel, where first and second person meanings require the 
long subject, as indicated above. The difference can also be seen as 
largely a dialectal difference, with Ugandan Ma'di preferring the short 
subject (cf. Tucker 1940: 141, 142), and the Lokai Ma'di preferring the 
long subject. The terms 'short pronouns'and 'long pronouns' are used 
by Tucker and Crazzarola. 

7.2.1.4. The derivation of 'long' pronominals 

We suggest that 'long' pronominals are derived from the 'short' 
pronominals by a syntactic process, along the following lines. All third 
person pronouns which are subjects of verbs can optionally be preceded 
by lexical subjects, which we refer to as adjoined subjects and which are 
coreferential with the subject pronominal; thus όρί is the adjoined subject 
in the following sentence, coreferential with the U-paradigm subject 
pronominal <5-. 

(8) opi ö-sl d3o cfi m 
Opi 3-build house this FOC 
Opi was the one who built this house.' 

The other subject pronominal paradigms show the same possibility of 
combination; (9, 10) show this for the I-paradigm subject pronominal 
ko/ka as used with inflected verbs, and (11) shows this for the D-
paradigm subject pronominal ko as used with directive verbs. 

/ V _ -

(9) opi ko -pa-a ra 
Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ AFF 
'Opi will eat it.' 

(10) όρί ka eßl jiä ra 
Opi 3 fish N-eat AFF 
Opi will eat fish.' 

(11) όρί ko-pä eßl ή ra 
Opi 3DIR-eat fish DEF AFF 
Opi should eat the fish (in question).' 

If the subject pronoun is first or second person, a lexical subject (ie.. 
third person) can not be coreferential with it. However, we suggest that the 
pre-subject structural position does exist for first and second person, and 
that it can be filled instead by a matching pronoun from the NS-paradigm; 
thus there is a sequence of two pronouns, one in adjoined position and the 
other in true subject position, as in (12). 
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(12) ma a- pä ra 
IS IS eat AFF 
NS-paradigm U-paradigm UNDERLYING 
ADJOINED SUBJECT SUBJECT 

Now, by the vowel-deletion rule which deletes a vowel before another 
vowel (13), the result will be (14). The mid tone is also lost, as it generally 
is when a vowel is deleted before another vowel. 

(13) m a- pa ra 
IS IS eat AFF 
NS-paradigm U-paradigm UNDERLYING 

(14) ma- pä ra 
IS eat AFF 
Ί ate.' 

This suggests that there is no lexical long subject paradigm. Instead it is 
derived by syntactic combination and phonological deletion, as illustrated 
in the following table. 

Table 33. Derivation of Long U-pronouns 
NS-pronoun + 'Short' U-pronoun = 'Long' U-pronoun 

IS mä + a- = ma 

IPL ami + a- = ama 

2S Ρ* + 
/ 
f-

V·* e. II 

2PL apt + ^ i- II H..
/ 

Lojenga (1994: 190) offers a similar analysis of the opposition between 
'long' and 'short' subject pronouns in Ngiti; she suggests that Ngiti may 
be showing a Bantu influence in this. 

7.2.1.5. Indefinite / inclusive pronominals 

Indefinite subject pronominals preceding the uninflected verb are always 
'long' forms. That is, the indefinite subject exists only as a NS-pronoun 
which is in adjoined position, preceding a third person pronoun and in 
effect adding an indefinite/inclusive reading to it. There are two 
possibilities; either a high tone is placed in adjoined subject position, or 
fia is placed in adjoined subject position. Lokai favours the former option, 
while Ugandan Ma'di allows both. 
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In Lokai, the high tone is audible as a separate tone in slow speech, but 
in fast speech replaces the mid tone on the first vowel; nevertheless we see 
it as syntactically separate from and preceding the vowel. 

(15) ucfi ra fast speech 
ücß ra slow speech 

IND ITER-Cook AFF 
(a) 'It has been cooked (repeatedly).' (dynamic and stative) 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) cooked it.' 

(16) o-pa ad^int fast speech 
5-ßä adsinl slow speech 

IND 3-eat yesterday 
(a) 'It was eaten yesterday.' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) ate it yesterday.' 

In addition to using the high tone, Ugandan Ma'di also permits the 
use of the NS-pronoun 6a in adjoined subject position. 

(17) 6a 5-νυ ra 
INC 3-go(PL) AFF 
(a) 'We (including you) did go.' [Ugandan only] 
(b) 'People did go.' 

Note that the vowel in 6a is not deleted when it precedes the vowel of the 
subject pronominal. In this 6a differs from other pronominals; this 
perhaps relates to its quasi-lexical status (6.4.5.1). 

7.2.2. The adjoined subject 

We use the term 'adjoined subject' for a noun phrase or pronominal 
which precedes the true pronominal subject of the verb; it is not a true 
argument of the verb (and thus not really a subject), but instead a kind of 
adjunct to an argument. All verbs, whether inflected, uninflected or 
directive, have true pronominal subjects which can be preceded by an 
adjoined subject. (Possibly also true for nonverbal predication, 11.2.1)). 

In storytelling the adjoined lexical subject and the true, pronominal 
subject, can be separated (seen also with the inflected verb (8.2.2)). 

(18) opi endru 5- di e6l 
Opi today 3- cook fish 
'ADJOINED SUBJECT' MODIFIER SUBJECT VERB OBJECT 
'Opi today cooked fish.' 
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7.3. Object 

7.3.1. The object follows the uninflected verb 

The uninflected verb is followed by its object. 

e6l 
fish 
OBJECT 

(19) 5- cfi 
3- cook 
SUBJECT VERB 

'She cooked fish.' 

(20) opi 5- so ma 
Opi 3- stab Is 
ADJ. SUBJECT SUBJECT VERB OBJECT 
'It was Opi who stabbed me.' 

In contrast, the inflected verb is preceded by its object (8.3.1). 

m 
FOC 

7.3.2. The object can be omitted 

The object can always be omitted and implied when the transitive verb is 
uninflected. This is true for all verbs. 

(20) 5- pa eßl 
3S eat fish 
SUBJECT VERB OBJECT 
'He ate fish.' 

(21) o- pa adjinl 
3S eat yesterday 
SUBJECT VERB (IMPLIED OBJECT) 
(a) 'He ate it yesterday.' 
(b) 'He ate yesterday.' 

An uninflected verb cannot be the final word in a sentence (7.5), hence eg. 
adsim must still follow the verb when the object is omitted in (21). 

7.3.3. Clausal object 

When an uninflected verb takes a clausal complement, the clausal 
complement follows the verb. However, because the clausal complement 
'doubles' a clitic with the inflected verb (16.1), we suggest by analogy 
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that the clausal complement of the uninflected verb is not actually the 
object but doubles an implied object. 

(22) ma jö ö-mü pi 
IS say 3-go COM 
SUBJECT VERB (IMPLIED OBJECT) SENTENCE 
Ί said that he has left.' 

7.4. Interpretation 

7.4.1. Tense 

7.4.1.1. The uninflected verb by default expresses past tense 

All else being equal, the uninflected verb is interpreted as past. 
/ __ / \ 

(23 ) ma pa gbanda 
IS eat cassava 
(a) Ί ate cassava.' 
(b)* Ί eat cassava.' 
(c)* Ί am eating cassava.' 
(d)* Ί will eat cassava.' 

In contrast, the inflected verb is interpreted as nonpast. 
In some statives, an uninflected verb can express a tense other than 

past. The negation particles are tensed and can override the default past 
tense of the uninflected verb as we shortly see. 

Where two verbs are uninflected and interpreted as past, the first is 
interpreted as prior to the second. 

(24 ) opi ö-mü eßu ga ( , ) ε-qgwi 5-cß ltpa 
Opi 3-go work LOC (3)-VE-return 3-cook food 
Opi went to work, (he) returned and cooked food.' 

(25) ito ε-tfa ( , ) opt 5-qgä 
Ito (3)-VE-reach Opi 3-leave 
'Ito arrived and (then) Opi left.' 

7.4.1.2. Negation and tense 

The negation particle kü codes nonpast tense and the negation particle 
küru codes past tense. Both negation particles can only negate an 
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uninflected verb. When kü negates an uninflected verb, we have a 
sentence with an uninflected verb and a nonpast interpretation, rather than 
the usual past interpretation. Normally a progressive interpretation is 
possible (see 17.4.1.1). but some verbs do not permit this, as here. 

(26) ma pa gbanda kü 
IS eat cassava NEG(N) 
(a)* Ί am not eating cassava.' 
(b) Ί do not eat cassava.' 
(c) Ί will not eat cassava.' 

(27) ma pä gbanda küru 
IS eat cassava NEG(P) 
Ί did not eat cassava.' 
Ί have not eaten cassava.' 

kü and küru cannot negate an inflected verb. 

7.4.1.3. Verbs which have nonpast tense interpretations when uninflected 

Normally the uninflected form of the verb has a past interpretation but not 
a present interpretation. In this section we look at some verbs which when 
uninflected also have a present interpretation. We suggest that this is a 
pragmatic effect; the verbs express past events which give rise to states 
which continue into the present. 

The uninflected form of the verbs ni 'know', 1ε 'want/need', ndre 
'see', a?i 'believe', ga 'refuse' can be interpreted as past when they are 
uninflected, but unusually can also be interpreted as present. We think 
that this may be because these verbs actually express 'entry into the state' 
which continues into the present. Thus the past form of these verbs 
expresses a continuing present state by pragmatic means, and is used in 
preference to using the inflected form of the verb. 

(28) ma 1ε pä-ΐέ ra 
IS want N-eat-SB AFF 
(a) Ί wanted (me, someone) to eat it.' 
(b) Ί want (me, someone) to eat it.' 
(c)* Ί will want (me, someone) to eat it.' 

(29 ma 1ε ha ra 
IS want beer AFF 
(a) 'For certain I (had) wanted beer.' 
(b) 'For certain I want beer.' 
(c)* 'For certain I will want beer.' 
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(30) ma 1ε ira 
IS want beer 
(a) Ί (had) wanted beer.' 
(b) Ί want beer.' 
(c) * I will want beer.' 

These sentences are ambiguous between present and past interpretation. A 
past interpretation can be forced by using the sentence-internal modifier 
esu meaning 'at that time' (18.1.4) which cancels the implicature that the 
state continues into the present. 

(31) esu ma 1ε udi ή ?1 
find IS want new(S) DEF FOC 
Ί had wanted a new one at the time.' 

(32) esu male: Ira ra, lakini dnadrü ma 1ε kü 
find IS want beer AFF but now IS want NEG(N) 
Ί had wanted beer, but now I do not want any.' 

Where there is a future adverbial, the sentence with an uninflected verb 
can be interpreted as future, which suggests that the implication of a 
continuing present state can also imply continuation into the future. 

(33) oßu (,) ma 1ε ba ra 
tomorrow IS want beer AFF 
Tomorrow, I will want beer.' 

If inflected, these verbs do not have a present tense interpretation. 

(34)* ko-ni ?£ 
3-know OBJ 
'She knows it' 

These verbs can only be inflected if they are also combined with ra (or ra 
ri) which forces a future interpretation. 

(35) ko-ni ?a ra 
3-know OBJ AFF 
(a)* 'She knew it.' 
(b) * 'She knows / is knowing it.' 
(c) 'She will know it.' 

(36) ko-ni ?a ra π m 
3-know OBJ AFF DEF FOC 
'She is the one who will know it.' 
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(37) ma Ιε-ä fla-ΐε ra 
IS (N)-want-OBJ N-eat-SB ÄFF 
(a)* Ί wanted (me, someone) to eat it.' 
(b)* Ί want (me, someone) to eat it.' 
(c) Ί will want (me, someone) to eat it.' 

It is possible to focus a constituent in the subordinate clause; in (38) aü 
focuses on the implied object. The clause has a future interpretation. 

(38) ma Ιε-ä flä-ΐέ aü 
IS (N)-want-OBJ [ N-eat-SB FOC ] 
(a) 'It's it that I will want to eat.' 
(b) 'It's it that I will want eaten (by someone).' 

The negation particle kü will normally co-occur with an uninfected 
verb, and will give a non-past (present or future) reading for the sentence; 
it does not normally allow a past reading. It is of particular interest that 
with these verbs, kü permits a present or past reading but does not permit 
a future reading. 

(39) opt ö-Ιε ßoggv kü 
opi 3-want clothes NEG(N) 
(a) Opi didn't want clothes.' 
(b) Opi doesn't want clothes.' 
(c)* 'Opi will not want clothes.' 

(40) ma 1ε mü-kä kü 
IS want [(N)-gO-SB] NEG(N) 
(a) Ί didn't want to go.' 
(b) Ί don't want to go.' 
(c)* Ί will not want to go.' 

The negation particle küru is normally used to negate the verb to give a 
sentence with a past interpretation. Here it has a more restricted use. With 
1ε meaning 'want', küru can only be interpreted as contrastive sentential 
negation rather than verbal negation. 

(41) ma 1ε mü-kä küru 
IS want [(N)-go-SB] NEG(P) 
Ί did not want to go.' (It never happened that I wanted to go.) 

With m meaning 'know', küru can apparently be used to express the past 
but with some slightly odd interpretations which might imply that küru is 
actually negating something other than the verb. 
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(42) ma m opi nl küru 
IS know Opi PR NEG(P) 
(a)* Ί did not know Opi.' (had not met him) 
(b) Ί did not know Opi.' (did not know his true character) 

We now consider another set of verbs which show anomalous tense 
behaviour. The verbs π 'sit', cfc if interpreted as 'lie', and wö 'kneel' all 
have uninflected forms which unexpectedly have present interpretations. 
As for the verbs discussed in the previous section, we suggest that the 
verb is coded for past but there is an implicature that the state continues 
into the present. Thus the past interpretation is of an action, and the 
present interpretation of a state resulting from the action which has 
already happened. 

(43) όρί δ-wo vuru 
Opi 3-kneel down 
(a) Opi knelt down.' 
(b) Opi is kneeling down.' (stationary, not moving into a 

kneeling position) 

To express these meanings, the verbs characteristically take complements 
expressing direction or location, or the verbs are focused. 

(44) opi 5-n komi dn 
Opi 3-sit chair on 
(a) 'Opi sat on a chair.' 
(b) 'Opi is sitting on a chair.' 

(45) opi 5-n η 
Opi 3-sit sit-(FOC) 
Opi is seated.' 

cfe means either 'fall' in which case it has standard tense behaviour or 
'lie' in which case its past form can be interpreted as a present ongoing 
state. 

(46) galamu o-de vuru 
pen 3-fall down 
(a)* Ά pen lay down.' 
(b)* Ά pen is lying down.' 
(c) Ά pen fell down.' 
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(47) Dpi 
Opi 
(a) 
(b) 
(c)* 

o-de vuru 
3-fall down 

Opi lay down.' 
'Opi is lying down.' 
Opi fell down.' 

These verbs of posture can be negated with both kü and küru. This is 
generally the case for uninflected verbs, but differentiates them from the 
verbs of cognition. 

(48) - % Dpi D-η vuru 
Opi 3-sit down 
Opi did not sit down.' 

kuru 
NEG(P) 

(49) Dpi 
Opi 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

- % D-n vuru kü 
3-sit down NEG(N) 

Opi will not sit down.' 
Opi does not sit down.' 
Opi is not sitting down (now).' 
'It is not that Opi sat down / is sitting down...' 

These verbs can also be directive. 

(50) Dpi kD-n 
Opi 3DIR-sit 
Opi shouldn't sit.' 

(51) 6pi kD-n vuru 

kü 
NEG(N) 

kü 
Opi 3DER-sit down NEG(N) 
Opi shouldn't sit down.' 

7.4.2. Aspect 

7.4.2.1. The perfective interpretation of uninflected verbs 

An uninflected verb is normally interpreted as perfective. 

(52) o-djf mi sukuru ga m 
3-take Is school LOC BEN 
'She is the one who took me to school.' 

In most published accounts of Central Sudanic languages, equivalents to 
the Ma'di uninflected forms are treated as coding perfective interpretation, 
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rather than past tense. We treat the past tense coding as primary, and the 
perfective interpretation possibly as parasitic on the past tense coding. 

7.4.2.2. Uninflected verb interpreted as imperfective 

There are some inherently imperfective verbs; these are the only kind of 
verb which can be interpreted as imperfective when uninflected. Most of 
these verbs involve the iterative prefix ä- (a variant of Ü-); we know of one, 
f/a 'cut into several pieces' which does not. 
Table 34. Uninflected verbs which can be interpreted as imperfective. 

underived verb derived verb with 
imperfective interpretation 

'take' äd3i 'drive repeatedly' 

mu 'go' ämu 'travel several times' 

ätjΊ 'travel several times' Lokai 

R 'cut' all 'cut into two' 

'break' £ηό 'break into two' 

Φ 'bite' ätfi 'bite into two' 

(53) i d f i mi sukuru ga m 
(3)-take(PL) Is school LOC BEN 
'She is the one who has been taking me to school.' 

These verbs offer a way of expressing past (or future) progressive. 

7.5. The 'termination' constraint 

An uninflected verb cannot be the final word in the clause. Thus an 
uninflected intransitive cannot be final, an uninflected transitive verb with 
an unexpressed object cannot be final, and an uninflected verb which has 
been detransitivized cannot be final. 

(54)* ma mü 
IS go 
Ί went.' 

( 5 5 ) * opi o-dra 
Opi 3-die 
Opi has died.' 
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(56)* o-pa 
3-eat 
'He ate.' 

(57) * 5-cfi 
3-cook 
'It got cooked.' 

This is a structural, not an interpretive constraint. It relates to the fact that 
the verb is uninflected and not that it has a past tense interpretation. This 
can be seen by considering verbs which are uninflected but (perhaps for 
pragmatic reasons) can have a non-past interpretation, such as 1ε 'want' 
or m 'know'; whatever their interpretation, these verbs cannot be final 
when uninflected: 

(58) ma 1ε ra 
IS want AFF 
(a) Ί (had) wanted it.' 
(b) Ί want it.' 
(c)* Ί will want it.' 

(59)* ma 1ε 
IS want 
(a)* Ί wanted it.' 
(b)* Ί want it.' 
(c)* Ί will want it.' 

Many post-verbal constituents can 'terminate' the verb; some cannot, and 
the distinction between these is probably very significant structurally. The 
constituents which cannot terminate the verb may be those which are 
either morphologically part of the verb, or external to the clause; the 
constituents which can terminate the verb may be those which are separate 
syntactic constituents following the verb within the clause. 

7.5.1. Post-verbal constituents which can terminate the verb 

We say that a post-verbal constituent can 'terminate' the verb if the 
sequence of uninflected verb + constituent can constitute the end of a 
clause. 

The verb's object can terminate the verb. If the object is an indefinite 
noun phrase it can be final. Otherwise, the object must be embedded 
under focus. 
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(60) o-jia eßl 
3-eat fish 
'He ate fish.' 

A postposition phrase can terminate the verb. Note however that if the 
postposition phrase is left-dislocated, the verb is no longer terminated. 

(61) ö-mü sukuru ga 
3-go school LOC 
'She went to school.' 

(62 )* sukuru ga ( , ) ö-mü 
school LOC 3-go 
'To school she went.' 

A quantifier, or quantifier + drü can terminate the verb. 

(63) ö-jiä ga 
3-eat small 
'He ate a little.' 

(64) ma pa kwitfi drü 
Is eat all as 
Ί have eaten all of it.' 

(65) ö-flä kl" kwitß 
3-eat PL all 
'They have eaten all.' 

A temporal noun can terminate the verb. 

(66) ö-flä adsinl 
3-eat yesterday 
'He ate yesterday.' 

The various focus particles (and verbal focus) will all terminate the 
verb, including the LOW-?? strategy 

(67) a?l m sü ma πάτε " ?1 
3PL PR four IS see SPEC FOC 
'It was four of them that I saw.' 

(68) ö-ndri m 
3-see FOC 
'He was the one who saw it.' 
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(69) ma ndre au 
IS see FOC 
'He was the one who saw it.' 

A word like 'alone' or 'only' can terminate the verb. 

(70) pa nä 5-ηό äcfute 
leg POSS 3-break alone 
'It was only him whose leg broke.' 

(71) ogu boqgu hi 
steal clothes only 
'She stole clothes for no reason.' 

A completion adverbial can terminate the verb. 

(72) opi 5-dra kpo 
Opi 3-die COM 

Opi is dead.' (literally 'Opi has died dead') 

A modal can terminate the verb. 
(73) ma mü ra 

IS go AFF 
Ί went.' 

(74) 5-pä wa 
3-eat POS 
'He was able to eat it.' 

Only the modal kpe cannot terminate an uninflected verb. 

(75 )* opi 5-dra kpe 
Opi 3-die NPS 
Opi could not die.' 

(76) opt ko-dra kpe 
Opi 3-die NPS 
Opi can't die.' 

Either negation particle can terminate the verb. 

(77) o-pä kü 
iND-eat NEG(N) 
'It is not edible.' 
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(78) ö-flä küru 
3-eat NEG(P) 
'He did not eat it.' 

7.5.2. Post-verbal constituents which cannot terminate the verb 

Certain kinds of post-verbal constituent cannot terminate the verb, as we 
now show. 

7.5.2.1. Constituents which may be 'too close to the verb' and which 
cannot terminate the verb 

We hypothesize that some constituents are in some sense 'too close to 
the verb' to terminate it. Perhaps these are morphologically part of the 
verb. 

Plural £f cannot terminate the verb. 

(79)* D-Jm kT 
iND-eat PL 
'We (including you) ate it.' 

(80) d-jiE ki adskil 
IND-eat PL yesterday 
'We (including you) ate it yesterday.' 

Compare, for example, a directive verb which does not need to be 
terminated and can be followed by sentence-final la. 

(81) ' o-flä ki 
DiR-eat PL 
'We should eat it.' 

(82) o-vu ki 
DIR-go(PL) PL 
'Let's go.' 

The reflexive pronoun rü functioning as an object will not terminate 
the verb, even when the subject is indefinite, rü harmonizes, and it is worth 
noting that as an 'object' rü also cannot be focused; both suggest that rü 
might be morphologically part of the verb. 
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(83)* id! 5-te ώ 
peanut butter 3-lick REFL 
'The peanut butter has been licked.' 

As might be expected, the sequence of rü and ti will not terminate the 
verb. 

(84)* S-d^e rü la 
3-wash REFL PL 
Opi is washing himself.' 

(85) ö-dse rü ki ra 
3-wash REFL PL AFF 
Opi is washing himself.' 

7.5.2.2. Constituents which may be 'too far from the verb' and which 
cannot terminate the verb 

The word am cannot terminate the verb; we think it may be external to the 
clause, because it follows affirmative ra. Note that if ra is present it will 
terminate the verb. 

(86)* ju mü am 
2s go like 
'How come you went?' 

(87) pi mü ra am 
2s go AFF like 
'How come you definitely went?' 

The negation particle kü can take scope over the whole clause, 
contrastively negating it. When this occurs, kü cannot terminate the verb. 
Thus compare the interpretation of kü as a verbal negator in (88a) with its 
interpretation as a sentential negator in (88c), which is acceptable in (89b) 
because of the termination constraint. 

(88) ma mü kü 
IS go NEG(N) 
(a) Ί am not going.' 
(b) Ί won't go.' 
(c)* 'It's not the case that I am going.' 
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(89) ma mu ad3inl kü 
IS go yesterday NEG(N) 
(a) ' I did not go yesterday....' 
(b) 'It's not yesterday that I went...' 

A final high tone can be added to a declarative sentence to make it into 
a question. It is not sufficient to terminate the verb. 

(90)* 5-dra 
3-die Q 
'Did he die?' 

(91) 5-dra ra 
3-die AFF Q 
'Did he die?' 

7.6. Dialectal variation : 'Burulo 

7.6.1. The subject of the uninflected verb 

The 'Burulo dialect has the same 'long subject' paradigm (for first and 
second person) as the Lokai dialect. 

In 'Burulo, there is no overt equivalent of the 'short' U-subject. There 
is a covert equivalent only to the short third person subject, which is 
realized as a non-overt pronoun. 

(92) mvü uwa di m 
(3)-drink beer this FOC ['Burulo] 
'She was the one who drank this beer.' 

(93) ö-mvü ha cfi m 
3-drink beer this FOC [Lokai] 
'She was the one who drank this beer.' 

(94) si JsT ζό 
(3)-build PL house ['Burulo] 
'They built a house.' 

(95) o-sl id d3o 
3-build PL house 
'They built a house.' 

[Lokai] 
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7.6.2. The object of the uninflected verb (no variation) 

There is no difference between Lokai and 'Burulo as regards the 
placement or omission of the object of the uninflected verb. 

(96) Spi S-flä ra 
Opi 3-eat AFF [Lokai] 
Opid idea t it.' 

(97) opi pä ra 
Opi eat AFF ['Burulo] 
Opididea t it.' 

7.6.3. Negation (no variation) 

Negation is similar in both dialects. The final negation word, kü or küru 
co-occurs with only the uninflected structure in both dialects. Tense is 
then determined by the choice of negation word. 

(98) δ-sl ά$ό kü 
3-build house NEG(N) [Lokai] 
(a) 'She will not build a house.' 
(b)* 'It is not a house she is building,' 

(99) si z6 kü 
(3)-build house NEG(N) ['Burulo] 
(a) 'She will not build a house.' 
(b) 'It is not a house she is building,' 

(100) 5-cfi ki eßl küru 
3-cook PL fish NEG(P) [Lokai] 
'They did not cook fish.' 

(101) di ki ißi küru 
(3)-cook PL fish NEG(P) ['Burulo] 
'They did not cook fish.' 
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Chapter 8 
The inflected verb 

In this chapter we look at the inflected verb which we argue expresses 
nonpast tense in Ma'di. This verb has a low tone prefix, it has a distinct 
subject pronominal paradigm, it is preceded by its object, and its object 
may alternatively be realized by a postclitic. We conclude by comparing 
Lokai and 'Burulo dialects; in the latter the inflected verb is followed 
rather than preceded by its object. 

8.1. The form of the verb 

8.1.1. The inflection: a low tone prefix 

Tensed verbs which are interpreted as nonpast (ie. present and future) are 
prefixed by a floating low tone. 

We assume that the tone expresses nonpast tense. The distinct 
audibility of this tone depends on the sounds and particularly the tones 
surrounding it, and we assume that the morpheme which it realizes is 
always syntactically present, and is deleted in the phonology in some 
cases. 

The phonological deletion of the tone is rarely a source of tense 
ambiguity because there are other syntactic correlates of the presence of 
the tone (morphology of pronominal subject and location of object). 

(Note: We gloss the overt low tone as N- for 'nonpast' and the covert 
low tone as (N)-.) 

(1) ama ta be pa 
lPL(EXC) thing near N-eat 
(a) 'We (excluding you) are about to eat.' 
(b) 'We (excluding you) are almost eating something.' 

(2) ama be ta pa 
lPL(EXC) near thing (N)-eat 
(a) 'We (excluding you) are about to eat.' 
(b) 'We (excluding you) are almost eating something.' 

The low tone prefix is found in Lokai and Ugandan Ma'di but it is not 
found in 'Burulo. The low tone prefix in Lokai appears to be equivalent 
as an inflectional strategy to the raising of the final tone in 'Burulo 
nonpast verbs (7.6). 
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156 The inflected verb 

8.1.2. The inflected word is not a noun 

In some analyses (eg. Anderson 1988), what we are calling the inflected 
verb is treated as a noun. The fact that the inflected form is preceded by 
its object while the uninflected form is not, as well as other syntactic 
differences, are then accounted for by suggesting that the object precedes 
the noun and follows the verb. 

We think this is incorrect for the following reasons, (a) The prefixed 
inflected form does not resemble a noun morphologically. The only kind 
of noun which generally has a low-mid tonal pattern is a subclass of 
native plural nouns (6.1.1.2). The restricted class of nouns derived by 
prefixation of o- or lo- from verbs always end on a high tone. (Note 
however that this does resemble the 'Burulo inflected form where the 
inflected verb ends on a high tone.) (b) In 'Burulo, the inflected form is 
followed by its object, which suggests either that it is not a noun in 
'Burulo or that in 'Burulo the noun can be followed by an object, (c) 
There is no independent reason for thinking that a noun is preceded by its 
complement (or has any of the other syntactic characteristics associated 
with the inflected nonpast form); in fact we know of no clear reasons for 
thinking that nouns can have noun phrase complements in Ma'di. (But 
see our discussion of verbs suffixed with -kä in 10.5; these might be 
deverbal nouns with preceding objects.) Thus we conclude that the 
inflected form is a verb and not a noun. 

8.2. Subject 

The inflected verb has the same kind of general syntax for subjects as the 
uninflected verb. Thus the inflected verb must have a pronominal subject, 
and a noun phrase (lexical or pronominal) can be pre-adjoined to the 
pronominal subject, and is interpreted as coreferential with it. Thus, just as 
with the unininflected verb, we have the following realizations of the 
subject; either the pronominal on its own, or the pronominal preceded by 
a full 'adjoined' subject. 

(3) 

'She is going.' 

(4) opi 
Opi 
ADJOINED SUBJECT 
Opi is going.' 

k6-
3-
SUBJECT 

mu 
N-go 
INFLECTED VERB 

kS-
3-
SUBJECT 

mu 
N-gO 
INFLECTED VERB 
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Subject 157 

8.2.1. Subjectpronominals 

The pronominal subject of an inflected verb is capable of being an 
independent word, though if adjacent to the verb it takes on certain prefix-
like characteristics. There is no long vs. short distinction in the subject 
pronominals for the inflected verb. 

The subject can precede the object, which in turn precedes the inflected 
verb. 

(5) ma e6l pa ra 
IS fish N-eat AFF 
Ί will certainly eat fish.' 

Alternatively, the subject can directly precede the inflected verb if the verb 
has no object or the object is realized as a postclitic -?a. 

(6) ma mü 
IS N-go 
Ί am going.' 

(7) ama dl-?ä 
2PL(EXC) N-cook-OBJ 
'We (excluding you) are cooking it.' 

There is a small difference between the third person pronouns; if the 
pronoun does not immediately precede the verb it is ka and if it does 
immediately precede the verb it is ko. 

(8) ka eßl pä 
IS fish N-eat 
'He is eating fish.' 

(9) ko pa-?a 
IS N-eat-OBJ 
'He is eating it.' 

The verb dri (16.4.2), expressing sequence, displays exceptional 
behaviour. This verb has an uninflected form as Sdri but its inflected form 
has ka dri rather than the expected ko dri. 

(10) ö-dri bilo Ε 
3-then sheep (N)-cut 
'He then slaughtered a sheep.' (weak link with preceding events) 
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(11) ka dn buku la 
3 then book (N)-read 
(a) 'He then read a book.' 
(b) 'He will then read a book.' 

When the verb begins with a vowel, the low tone inflectional prefix on 
the verb is deleted, and the vowel of the pronoun is also deleted, leaving 
the initial consonant and the tone of the pronoun. 

(12) ma- -e-mu οδό underlying 
m -e-mu οδό as pronounced 
lS-(N)-VE-go tomorow 
Ί am coming (there) tomorrow.' 

The vowel in the pronoun is not deleted in any other circumstances. For 
example, it is not deleted before a vowel-initial object. 

Table 35. I-pronouns 

I-pronoun preceding 
the object 

I-pronoun preceding a 
consonant-initial verb 

I-pronoun preceding a 
vowel-initial verb 

IS ma ma m 

IPL ama ama am' 

2S fl'i fli fl 

2PL apt apt 
\ * 

ap 

3S k£ ko k' 

3PL ka + ki ko + kV k' + kf 
immediately immediately immediately 
following the following the following the 
subject pronoun and subject pronoun and subject pronoun and 
preceding the object preceding the verb preceding the verb 

indefinite / acfi adi adi 
inclusive 

The plural form Jcf is optional; it is discussed in 14.1.2. 

8.2.1.1. The indefinite subject pronominal adi 

This pronoun is found only in inflected structures where it substitutes for 
definite and non-inclusive ka (or ko). 
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(13) acß d30 si 
IND house N-build 
(a) Ά house is being built.' 
(b) 'We (including you) are building a house.' 

It can take the definite plural marker kV in which case it loses its 
indefinite interpretation. 

(14) acß ki νύ o6u 
IND PL (N)-go tomorrow 
'We (you and I, plus possibly others) will go tomorrow.' 

8.2.1.2. Omission of the subject pronominal 

The normally obligatory pronominal subject can be omitted in sentences 
like the following, with an inflected verb and an object clitic which is 
coreferential with an implied subject (and with an adjoined lexical 
subject). 

(15) flä-ä wa 
N-eat-OBJ PS 
'It can be eaten.' 

(16) lätu tü-ä dim 
dance N-dance-OBJ like this 
'This is how dance is danced.' (how people dance) 

8.2.1.3. ka is a pronominal and not an auxiliary verb 

The morpheme ka is classified by Tucker (1940: 187) as an auxiliary 
verb. We think this is incorrect and treat ka as a pronominal. As some 
crosslinguistic support for this we note that Lojenga (1994: 196) treats 
the cognate kä in Ngiti as a third person pronoun, justified further for 
Ngiti by the fact that kä is also a third person object pronoun (unlike 
Ma'di), and can be used in a wider range of tenses and aspects. 
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8.2.2. The adjoined subject 

The pronominal subject can be preceded by a noun phrase or pronominal 
which we call the 'adjoined subject' and which is coreferential with the 
pronominal subject; it is found with all forms of the verb. 

It is just possible (eg. in storytelling register) to separate the adjoined 
lexical subject and the (true, pronominal) subject, which raises the 
possibility that they do not together form a constituent. (This is seen also 
with the uninflected verb.) 

(17) opi endru ka eßl dl 
Opi today 3 fish N-cook 
ADJOINED SUBJECT MODIFIER SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
Opi today is cooking fish.' (storytelling register) 

8.3. Object 

8.3.1. The object precedes the inflected verb 

The inflected verb is preceded by its object (unlike the uninflected verb 
which is followed by its object). 

(18) ka eßl äzl 
3 f i sh (N)-sell 
SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
(a) 'She is selling fish.' 
(b) 'She sells fish.' 

(19) opi ka buku la 
Opi 3 book (N)-read 
ADJ. SUBJECT SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
Opi is reading a book.' 

8.3.2. The object pronoun ?a 

The pre-verbal full object of the inflected transitive verb can be replaced 
by a post-verbal clitic. 

(20) JCD- ßä -?ä 
3 s N-eat OBJ 
SUBJECT INFLECTED VERB CLITIC OBJECT 
(a) 'He is eating it.' 
(b) 'He eats it.' 
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8.3.2.1. Interpretation: number 

The (third person) object clitic ?a is interpreted only as singular. 

(21) ma ndre ?a 
IS N-see OBJ 
(a) Ί can see it.' / Ί am looking at it.' 
(b)* Ί can see them.' / Ί am looking at them.' 

To get a plural pronominal object, the plural third person pronoun a?l 
must be used in the normal pre-verbal object position. 

(22) ma a?l ndre 
IS 3PL N-see 
(a)* Ί can see it.' / Ί am looking at it.' 
(b) Ί can see them.' / Ί am looking at them.' 

8.3.2.2. Distribution 

The object pronoun ?äis attached as a postclitic to the inflected verb, and 
is often combined with the preceding verb as a single word, with the 
glottal stop lost, thus taking the form -ä. 

The object pronoun ?a is used only in a tensed sentence, and only 
when the verb is inflected. 

(23) ma si-a pi ni 
IS N-build-OBJ 2 s BEN 
(a) Ί am building it for you.' 
(b) Ί will build it for you.' 

The object pronoun can be interpreted as non-coreferential with the 
subject or (dispreferred) as coreferential with the subject (25b). 

(24) k o-ndre-ä οδό 
3-N-see-OBJ tomorrow 
'He will see him / her / it tomorrow.' 

(25) ko-so-ä όδυ 
3-N-inject-OBJ tomorrow 
(a) 'He will inject him / her / it tomorrow.' 
(b) 'He will inject himself tomorrow.' 
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8.3.2.3. ?a used instead of rü 

?ä can be used instead of w in some contexts. Thus compare (26) and 
(27); in this case the ru strategy is in fact dispreferred because it implies 
volition (literally 'it calls itself theft') where the ?a strategy does not. 

(26) ka r-üqgwe ögu 
3 REFL-(N)-call theft 
'It is called theft.' 

(27) üqgwe-ä ögu 
(N)-call-OBJ theft 
'It is called theft.' 

Note also these possibilities with the final modal of possibility wa. 

(28) εή-ä wa 
(N)-hear-OBJ PS 
'It can be heard.' (Either it is loud enough, or I assent to its 
being heard.) 

(29) eßl π ßä-ä wa 
fish DEF (N)-eat-OBJ PS 
(a) "The fish (in question) can be eaten.' 
(b) 'The one which is fish can be eaten.' 

8.3.2.4. Dialectal variation 

All dialects have the object clitic ?a. However, in 'Burulo the clitic is 
phonologically closer to the verb than in Lokai. Thus in 'Burulo the 
glottal is always lost, and the [a] assimilates to [o] when preceded by a 
back vowel, and the [a] assimilates to [e] when preceded by a front vowel 
other than [a]: 

(30) ma ge-e ο6υ 
IS buy-OBJ tomorrow ['Burulo] 
Ί am buying it tomorrow.' 

(31) ma zi-e wa 
IS ask-OBJ PS 
Ί can enquire (about it).' 

['Burulo] 
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(32) ku-du-ö ra 
3-take-OBJ AFF ['Burulo] 
'He will certainly take it.' 

(33) ma Jo-o ra 
IS say-OBJ AFF ['Burulo] 
Ί will certainly say / mention it.' 

(34) ma mgba-ä ra 
IS beat-OBJ AFF ['Burulo] 
Ί will certainly beat it.' 

8.3.3. Left-dislocation of the object 

The object can be left-dislocated to before the subject, and precedes the 
adjoined subject if there is one. This is an option for all types of verb. 
When the verb is inflected, the clitic ?a is required, 'doubling' the object. 

(35) boqgu π opi ko-d^e-a sabuni η si 
clothes DEF Opi 3-(N)-wash-OBJ soap DEF SR 
(a) 'The clothes in question, Opi is washing them with the 

soap in question.' 
(b) Opi is washing the ones which are clothes with the soapy 

one.' 

8.3.4. Clausal object 

When the inflected verb takes a clausal complement, the verb takes a clitic 
object and the clausal complement. 

(36) ma Jö -?ä k 6-mü ra 
IS N-say OBJ [ 3-N-go AFF] 
SUBJECT VERB CLITIC OBJECT SENTENCE 
Ί will (on meeting her) say that he will certainly leave.' 

The clausal complement with the suffix -kä is the only type of clausal 
complement which behaves like a noun phrase object, in that it can 
precede the verb and furthermore is not 'doubled' by a clitic object 
(10.5.1.2). 
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8.4. Interpretation 

8.4.1. Tense 

8.4.1.1. Non-past tense 

The inflected verb is interpreted as having non-past tense, either present or 
future. Thus it exhaustively divides up the tense domain along with the 
uninflected verb which has past tense. 

If two sentences in sequence are interpreted as present progressive, 
they can be taken as occurring almost concurrently or overlapping or 
simultaneous. 

(37) ito k-i-tfa ( , ) opi kö-qgä 
Ito 3-(N)-VE-reach Opi 3-(N)-leave 
'Ito arrived as Opi was leaving.' (Ito is arriving as Opi is 
leaving.) 

(38) opi ka djo si ( , ) amvoti ka afise re 
Opi 3 house N-build sister-SPEC 3 grass (N)-cut(PL) 
'Opi is building a house while / and his sister is cutting grass.' 

8.4.1.2. The default interpretation of non-past: present 

The default interpretation of a non-past sentence is present tense. Thus 
since there are no characteristics which prevent a present reading in the 
following non-past sentences, they are interpreted as unambiguously 
present. 

(39) ma boqgu üfje 
IS clothes (N)-wash 
(a) Ί am washing clothes.' 
(b)* Ί will wash clothes.' 

(40) opi ka izi " cfü 
Opi 3 woman SPEC (N)-take 
Opi is getting married.' 

(41) opi ka eßl äzl 
Opi 3 fish (N)-sell 
(a) Opi is selling fish.' 
(b) Opi sells fish.' 
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(42 ) efi ko-di 
water 3-N-rain 
(a) 'It is raining.' (progressive; something is happening now) 
(b) 'It rains.' (a state exists, not necessarily at the present 

time; a kind of habitual) 

(43) ma a?l (rii) sü ndre 
IS 3PL PR four N-see 
(a) Ί can see four of them.' 
(b)* Ί will see four of them.' 

As a tense, 'present' in Ma'di seems to extend from the present 
moment slightly into the future; that is, 'present' verbs are usually 
ambiguous between something happening now and an imminent 
interpretation, a prediction that something is just about to happen. The 
imminent interpretation is brought out more strongly when an ideophone 
is present. 

(44) bele nä k 6-de kpSlSro 
stick AFR 3-N-fall ID 
(a) 'Her walking stick is falling kpoloro.' (making the sound 

kpoloro) 
(b) 'Her walking stick is about to fall kpoloro.' 

(45) bele nä ko-de 
stick AFR 3-N-fall 
(a) 'Her walking stick is falling.' 
(b)* 'Her walking stick will fall / is about to fall.' 

(46) shows the imminent interpretation of the present form, compared 
with (47) the prospective interpretation with the grammatical verb ko. 

(46) ma mü 
Is N-go 
'I 'm going.' 

(47) ma kö mü 
1 s N-about-to N-go 
'I'm about to go.' (set off) 

There is also one instance in which present can apparently be extended 
just into the past (8.9.1.3). 

One way in which the future proper, the more distant future, arises is 
when there is some coding of futurity such as the word 'tomorrow'. 
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Another characteristic way to force a future reading is to use the particle 
ra; we discuss in the next section how this works. 

A present verb in Ma'di has either a progressive interpretation 
(ongoing action), a habitual interpretation (typically repeated action), or a 
typical state interpretation. 

8.4.1.3. Disambiguating non-past: forcing a future interpretation 

It is possible to force a future interpretation in one of two basic ways. The 
verb can be subordinated under a verb such as mü (16.6) or £0(16.8). Or 
ra or another grammatical word can be added to the sentence. 

The addition of ra to a nonpast sentence forces a future reading. 

(48) ma gbanda pa 
IS cassava (N)-eat 
Ί eat cassava.' Ί am eating cassava.' 

(49) ma gbanda pi ra 
IS cassava (N)-eat AFF 
Ί will certainly eat cassava.' 

(50) komü d^uba ga 
3-N-go Juba LOC 
(a) 'He is going to Juba.' 
(b) 'He is just about to set off for Juba.' 

(51) komü d3uba ga ra 
3-N-go Juba LOC AFF 
'He will certainly go to Juba.' 

ra is incompatible with a present tense interpretation of a sentence. It is 
however compatible with both a past and a future interpretation, ra 
apparently adds a range of (related) meanings to a sentence: 
(a) It affirms an eventuality (perhaps with some sense of personal 

endorsement that it has happened or will happen). 
(b) It perhaps functions as a modal of necessity: it can be used to indicate 

that something must take place. 
(c) It is a 'generic completive' indicating the completion of an 

eventuality. 

We might see the incompatibility between ra and the present as arising 
from any of these meanings. Perhaps the affirmative force of ra is 
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redundant in the present because the 'affirmativity' of the present comes 
from its happening right now. Similarly the modal force might be 
redundant if something actually is happening right now. It might also be 
that the completive meaning of ra is incompatible with the imperfectivity 
of the present in Ma'di. Note that ra does not specifically code future; 
thus it can be used in past sentences as well as non-past sentences. 

(52) ma 61 gbanda ra 
IS taste cassava AFF 
Ί certainly tasted cassava.' 

The final particle tro expresses 'additional' action (18.2.4.4). It can 
mean that the subject did something incidental or additional to some more 
primary action, or that the subject is waiting long enough to do or 
experience something. In a non-past sentence it forces a future 
interpretation: 

(53) ma maqga cfi pä tro 
IS mango DEF eat COMT 
Ί will eat this mango.' (as well, or stay long enough to eat it) 

Perhaps a verb in a sentence with tro is not interpreted as present because 
it describes an action which is 'other' in some way, such as an action 
distinct from whatever is occurring at the moment. Note that tro does not 
specifically code future, and can be used in a past sentence like ra. 

(54) ma 6i maqga π tro 
IS eat mango DEF COMT 
Ί tasted the mango.' (a) as well, or (b) I stayed long enough to 
taste the mango, or (c) tasting the mango was one of the things 
that I did there - though not the primary thing. 

The freely placed sentential modifier Ire 'nearly' indicates that an 
event just happened or is just about to happen. It might be a kind of 
irrealis modifier. Note that it is combined with a nonpast form of the verb, 
but is still capable of having a 'just happened' (close past) reading. This 
is the one situation in which the inflected verb appears to have a past 
interpretation, perhaps analogous to the imminent ('just future') 
interpretation which is generally available. 

(55) i r e ka pi üqgwe 
near 3 2S (N)-call 
(a) 'She is nearly summoning you.' 
(b) 'She nearly summoned you.' 
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Though this is not directly relevant to the present discussion, it is 
worth noting that a different spatial meaning of Ire is available when it is 
in final position: 

(56) ka ju üijgwe ire 
3 2S (N)-call near 
(a) 'She is summoning you near (her).' 
(b) 'She is nearly summoning you.' 

A temporal noun expressing future time will ensure a future reading 
for the nonpast verb. 

(57) ma gbanda ßa oßu 
IS cassava (N)-eat tomorrow 
Ί will eat cassava tomorrow.' 

If a sentence contains a ri-adverbial such as ra n, ku ri, wa η etc., the 
inflected verb must be followed by another constituent. This is perhaps 
best interpreted as suggesting that these adverbials require the verb to 
have a non-present meaning, because if it is final the inflected verb can be 
interpreted only as present. Note that ra π etc. cannot themselves be final 
in the clause (19.11.2). 

(58) Spi komü 
Opi 3-N-go 

Opi is going.' 

(59)* ku π opi ko mu 
NEG DEF Opi 3-N-gO 
'It is not Opi who will go.' 

(60)* ra n opt ko'mu 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-gO 
Opi will go.' 

(61) ra π opi ko mu oßu 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-go tomorrow 
'The one who will go tomorrow is Opi.' 

(62) ku η opi komü m 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-go POC 
'The one who will not go is Opi.' 
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8.4.1.4. Sentences which are non-past and ambiguous between future 
and present 

A focus particle after the non-past verb can produce a sentence which is 
ambiguous between present and future. 

(63 ) opi ka d^okom di si 
Opi 3 kitchen this (N)-build 
(a) Opi is building this kitchen.' 
(b)* Opi will build this kitchen.' 

(64) Spi ka d3okoni di si m 
Opi 3 kitchen this (N)-build FOC 
(a) 'It is Opi who is building this kitchen.' 
(b) 'It is Opi who will build this kitchen.' 

(65 ) pi d^okoni cfi si pi 7i 
Is kitchen this (N)-build Is FOC 
(a) 'It is you who is building this kitchen.' 
(b) 'It is you who will build this kitchen.' 

(66) Dtfe na ka acfö pä 
dog that 3 what N-eat 
(a) 'What is that dog eating?', 'What does that dog eat?' 
(b)* 'What will that dog eat?' 

(67) otfe na ka add pä aü 
dog that 3 what N-eat FOC 
(a) 'What is it that that dog is eating/eats?' 
(b) 'What is it that that dog will eat?' 

(A non-wh-object such as idre 'rats' instead of adö will give the same 
result in the above). The future reading can be forced by adding ra n. 

8.4.1.5. Past interpretation with inflected verb 

Tense in Ma'di is relative to a reference point, which is usually the 
moment of speaking. However, the reference point can be shifted into the 
past by the use of various sentential modifiers, and in this case the 
nonpast form of the verb can be nonpast relative to a past temporal 
reference point (ie. has a past meaning relative to the moment of 
speaking). This is seen for example with drona 'in days gone by' or tee 
'earlier today;' or andrani 'in the past' or eze 'in the past'. 
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(68) tee cfi pi mü na-nl 
earlier-today this 2S N-go that-like 
'You should have gone like that 

(69) pi mü na-nl 
2s N-go that-like 

'You will go / are going like that.' 

(70) drona opi k-ätß di?ä ltu azrn tfidru 
days gone Opi 3-travel(PL) here day six all 
'In the days gone by Opi used to come here every Saturday.' 

(71) andranl am-en-ä 
past lPL-(N)-hear-OBJ 
'In the past we used to hear.' 

(72) eze si acß kasurubee ke atl na. 
long SR EMD fine (N)-give first that 
'In the past violation fine was paid first as a rule.' 

8.4.2. Aspect 

8.4.2.1. Inflected verbs are normally imperfective if present and 
perfective if future 

A verb with a low inflectional prefix and hence with nonpast tense can be 
interpreted either as imperfective or as perfective. The interpretation of the 
nonpast verb as imperfective correlates with the interpretation of the verb 
as specifically present. The interpretation of the nonpast verb as perfective 
correlates with the interpretation of the verb as specifically future. This 
means that future can be differentiated from present by the presence of 
the perfective affirmative particle ra which affirms the completion of an 
action (and can be used with either past or nonpast verbs). 

A sentence with a verb interpreted as imperfective can in principle be 
interpreted as either progressive or habitual. If a verb is inherently 
imperfective, then it is imperfective also in the future. 

(73) ka Ja ß ra 
3 PL (N)-give birth AFF 
'They will certainly give birth.' 

(74) ka Ja ü-tl ra 
3 PL ITER-(N)-give birth AFF 
'They will certainly give birth (several times).' 
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8.4.2.2. Dispreferences for progressive interpretation 

In general iterative verbs are not normally interpretable as progressive (but 
in this case can be interpreted as habitual, or as nonprogressive future). 

(75) ka lätu ü-tü 
3 dance ITER-(N)-tread 
(a)* 'She is dancing.' 
(b) 'She dances.' 

However, iterative verbs can be interpreted as progressive in a few cases 
where a progressive non-iterative reading is impossible. 

(76) ka otfi u-nd^e rü a ru st 
3 thorn ITER-(N)-take body POSS REFL SR 
'She is removing thorns from her flesh (body).' 

( 7 7 ) * ka otfi ndje rü a ru si 
3 thorn N-take body POSS REFL SR 
'She is removing thorns from her flesh (body).' 

8.4.2.3. Dispreferences for habitual interpretation 

Cognate objects resist habitual interpretation, but can be given habitual 
interpretation by making the verb iterative. 

(78) ka lätu Ίϋ 
3 dance N-tread 
(a) 'She is dancing.' 
(b)* 'She dances.' 

(79) ka lätu ü-tü 
3 dance ITER-(N)-tread 
(a)* 'She is dancing' 
(b) 'She dances.' 

With some combinations of verb and object, there is a dispreference 
for habitual interpretation. This seems to relate to informativity: the 
difference between the following examples seems to be that 'water' is a 
more predictable kind of object than 'beer' for the verb 'drink'. 

(80) ka eji mvu 
3 water N-drink 
(a) 'She is drinking water.' 
(b)* 'She drinks water.' 
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(81) ka ira mvu 
3 beer N-drink 
(a) 'She is drinking beer.' 
(b) 'She drinks beer.' 

The ventive derivational prefix e- derives verbs which if they are 
interpreted as imperfective are interpretable as progressive but are not 
interpretable as habitual. 

(82) opi ka eßl pä 
Opi 3 fish N-eat 
(a) Opi is eating fish.' 
(b) Opi eats fish.' 

. / 
(83) Dpi ka eßi ε-pa 

Opi 3 fish (N)-VE-eat 
(a) Opi is eating fish (elsewhere now).' 
(b)* Opi eats fish (elsewhere).' 

Where there is also a habitual verb with the same meaning, the non-
habitual form of the verb is not interpreted as habitual when nonpast. In 
the following example there might be a relation between this being a 
motion verb and the dispreference for habitual. 

(84) ma mu eßu ga 
IS N-go work LOC 
(a) Ί am going to work.' (progressive or inceptive) 
(b)* Ί habitually go to work.' 

(85) ma ämu eßu ga 
IS N-go work LOC 
(a)* 'lam going to work.' (progressive or inceptive) 
(b) Ί habitually go to work.' 

8.4.2.4. Inflection as a coding of tense rather than aspect 

We treat aspect as secondary, correlating with tense interpretation and not 
having any direct morphological manifestation. In this we disagree with 
the tradition of analyzing Ma'di (along with other Central Sudanic 
languages) as primarily grammaticalizing aspect rather than tense. This 
tradition is most influentially stated in Tucker (1940: 71). Tucker notes 
that there are two distinct syntaxes for verbs, involving different choices 
of subject paradigm and different positions for the object (he does not 
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observe the presence of the low tone inflectional prefix). What we identify 
as the uninflected form is described by Tucker as expressing 'complete, 
perfect, definite' and what we identify as the inflected form is described 
by Tucker as expressing 'incomplete, imperfect, progressive, indefinite'. 
Most - perhaps all - subsequent writers on all Central Sudanic languages 
accept Tucker's position that the distinction is basically a 
grammaticalization of aspect and not a grammaticalization of tense. For 
Ma'di, this seems to us to be incorrect; the inflected form is sometimes 
imperfective (when present) and sometimes perfective (when future). 
Fundamentally what the inflection and correlating aspects of the syntax 
codify is that the verb is nonpast. (Progressive past and future are 
expressed by other means, as described above.) To some extent this 
disagreement relates to how one interprets the relation in principle 
between aspect and tense in general linguistic terms, and whether for 
example one assumes that as a universal the future is inherently 
imperfective, as Lojenga (1994: 246) apparently does in her discussion of 
Ngiti. 

8.4.3. The restriction against negation of an inflected verb 

The nonpast negation particle kü might be expected to negate the nonpast 
inflected verb. In fact it cannot do so. 

(86)* ma gbanda pä kü 
IS cassava (N)-eat NEG(N) 
' lam not eating cassava.' 

kü can negate only an uninflected verb. 

(87) ma pä gbanda kü 
IS eat cassava NEG(N) 
Ί am not eating cassava.' 

kü can end a sentence with an inflected verb, but it does not negate the 
verb in this type of sentence; it contrastively negates the whole clause. 

(88) ma gbanda pä kü 
IS cassava (N)-eat NEG(N) 
'It is not that I am eating cassava...' (but...) 

The past negation particle küru does not combine with an inflected 
verb, as expected: it is not clear what its interpretation would be if 
grammatical. 
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(89)* ma 
IS 

gbanda 
cassava 

β* 
(N)-eat 

kuru 
NEG(P) 

Djuruni (1983: 78) relates this to evidentially, suggesting that in the 
similar situation of Logbara the inflected verb implies that the eventuality 
must be confirmable by one of the interlocutors, and hence is 
incompatible with negation. 

8.5. Dialectal variation : 'Burulo 

When it comes to the inflected verb, 'Burulo differs radically from Lokai. 
The morphology of the verb is very different, and most strikingly the 
word order is verb-object when the verb is inflected (nonpast). 

8.5.1. The form of the verb 

The stem tone is raised in 'Burulo. Thus for example uninflectedpä 'ate' 
and inflected pa 'is eating'. There is no low tone prefix. 

The low tone prefix on the inflected verb is missing in 'Burulo not 
only in these structures but also on subordinate verbs (10.7.1). This 
might suggest that there is some similarity between the low tone prefix in 
a matrix verb and in an embedded suffixed verb. Subordinate verbs have 
no special tonal morphology in the 'Burulo dialect (and have exactly the 
same subordinating suffixes as in the Lokai dialect). 

(90) oke ma (m) si-re η Inl η ?i 
dog IS PR N-bite-SB DEF black DEF FOC ['Burulo] 
"The dog that bit me is the black one.' 

(91) otfe mi tfl-re η Inl η ?] 
dog IS N-bite-SB DEF black DEF FOC [Lokai] 
'The dog that bit me is the black one.' 

8.5.2. The subject of the inflected verb 

In 'Burulo, the object never precedes the inflected verb. This means that 
the I-paradigm subjects directly precede the verb. The 'Burulo I-paradigm 
subjects differ in tones from Lokai I-subjects, and the vowel in the third 
person is different. 
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Table 36. The I-paradigm in Lokai and 'Burulo, compared 

Lokai 'Burulo 

IS 

IPL 

2S 

2PL 

3S 

3PL 

3 indefinite & 
inclusive 'we' 

I-subject (adjacent to verb) I-subject 

ma 

ama 

fli 

ajη 

ko 

ka + ki immediately 
following the subject 
pronoun for plural 

acfl + ki immediately 
following the subject 
pronoun for plural 

ma 
\ \ \ 

ama, ma 

fli 
* t 

aju, pi 

k6 

ku + &Γ immediately 
following the verb for 
plural 

a + ki immediately 
following the verb for 
plural 

Some of these pronouns are illustrated below: 

(92) ku mvu uwa 
3 drink beer 
(a) 'He is drinking beer.' 
(b) 'He drinks beer.' 

['Burulo] 

(93) ka ira mvu 
3 beer N-drink [Lokai] 
(a) 'He is drinking beer.' 
(b) 'He drinks beer.' 

'Burulo I-subjects can optionally lose their initial vowels in first and 
second person plural. The 'Burulo option of omitting the initial vowel in 
the first person plural is found particularly in narratives, in narrating a 
sequence of events. 

( 9 4 ) ku-gßa au ma-di vo r-esu-re 
3(DlR)-pluck(PL) FOC 1 PL-then go(PL) REFL-(N)-find-SB 
'Let her pluck, we'll meet.' ['Burulo] 

( 9 5 ) ma ko, ma vo öcfu ge 
lPL(EXC) then lPL(EXC) go(PL) sleep LOC 
'After that, we (excluding you) went to sleep.' ['Burulo] 
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176 The inflected verb 

8.5.3. The object of the inflected verb in 'Burulo 

The object precedes the inflected verb in Lokai but follows it in 'Burulo. 
Thus the object follows the verb in all types of 'Burulo sentence. 

(96) ama eßl pa 
lPL(EXC) fish N-eat [Lokai] 
(a) 'We (excluding you) are eating fish.' 
(b) 'We (excluding you) eat fish.' 

(97) ama pa löl 
lPL(EXC) eat fish ['Burulo] 
(a) 'We (excluding you) are eating fish.' 
(b) 'We (excluding you) eat fish.' 

There is no difference in the use of the clitic ?a between Lokai and 
'Burulo (there is also no difference regarding the object of the uninflected 
verb, 7.6.2). 

(98) ma pa-a 
IS N-eat-OBJ [Lokai] 

(99) ma pa-ä 
IS eat-OBJ ['Burulo] 
(a) 'I am eating it.' 
(b) Ί eat it.' 

8.5.4. Tense (no variation) 

The distinction between present and future readings is preserved in both 
dialects, with for example a final ra forcing a future reading in inflected 
sentences. 

(100) ka ki opi m uqgwe ra 
3 PL Opi PR (N)-call AFF [Lokai] 
'They will certainly call Opi.' 

(101) ku luqgwe ki opi ni ra 
3 call PL Opi PR AFF ['Burulo] 
'They will certainly call Opi' 
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Chapter 9 
The directive verb 

In this chapter we look at the directive verb, which expresses commands, 
prohibitions and wishes. It has a distinctive pronominal paradigm. It 
shares some syntactic characteristics with the uninflected verb and other 
characteristics with the inflected verb. 

9.1. The directive verb 

The directive is used in commands, prohibitions and wishes. 

(1) βι mü 
2SDIR go 
(a) 'You should go.' 
(b) 'Go. ' 

(2) ko-flä ύμά η ?1 
3DIR-eat food DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the food (in question) that she should eat.' 
(b) 'It is the food (in question) that you should eat.' (a harsh 

way of commanding) 

(3) ko-cTi 
3DlR-cook 
(a) 'She should cook (it).' 
(b) 'It should get cooked.' 
(c) 'You should cook (it).' 

In 9.2.1.3 we explain why a second person reading is possible with this 
third person pronoun. 

The directive verb appears formally to be similar to the uninflected 
verb, but it is possible that the low tones which appear on the subject 
pronominals originate as a low tone prefix on the directive verb which 
would thus be formally like the inflected verb. 

9.1.1. Emphatic low tone 

We have observed the use of an extra low tone which is found only in 
slow or deliberate speech. It appears to have no semantic effect other than 
perhaps adding emphasis. 
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178 The directive verb 

(4) ko-jla ra 
3DIR-eat AFF 
'Ensure that she eats it.' 

(5) ko-ßä ra 
3DIR-eat AFF 
'Ensure that she eats it.' 

9.2. Subject 

9.2.1. Pronominal subject 

The pronominal subject is always adjacent to the directive verb. Any of 
the following pronouns which we call the 'D-paradigm' can substitute for 
pi in the following example: 

(6) ρ ι d$e dn ra 
2SDIR wash hand AFF 
'(You should) certainly wash your hand.' 

Table 37. D-pronouns 

IS 

1PL 

2S 

2PL 

3S 

3PL 

INDEFINITE / INCLUSIVE 

ma 
ama 

\ 

P* 
» % 

apt 
ko 

ν - < ^ . 

ko + ki immediately following the 
verb 

(with o) 

Where the verb begins with a vowel, both the final vowel in the pronoun 
and its associated tone are deleted. 

9.2.1.1. Is the directive paradigm derived from the I-paradigm? 

The D-paradigm subjects of directive verbs are largely the same as the I-
paradigm subjects of inflected verbs (though in contrast the syntax of the 
directive verb resembles that of the uninflected verb). There are two 
differences: 
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(i) The D-paradigm subjects all have only low tone (again with the 
exception of the indefinite / inclusive form which has an initial high 
tone). 

(ii) The indefinite / inclusive form dispenses with the k- pronoun in 
favour of an o- prefix. 

A possibility worth considering is that the D-paradigm is derived in the 
syntax from the I-paradigm by deleting all tones, and then re-supplying a 
low tone to the pronoun syntactically, perhaps from a low tone prefix on 
the verb. The 'Burulo dialect offers some supportive evidence for this 
(9.6.2). 

9.2.1.2. Indefinite subject of directive verb 

The high tone prefix can be used in combination with a directive verb. 
This is unexpected given the general pattern of paradigms: we might have 
expected the pronoun acll to have been adapted to this function instead, as 
it is in the I-paradigm which otherwise resembles the D-paradigm. 

There are two alternative realizations involving the high tone prefix 
with the directive verb. The first prefixes the high tone to o-. 

(7) 6 vi pii 
' * -ι ·ΐ 

D- -Vi pi 
IND 3-DIR-throw COM 
(a) 'It should be thrown away.' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) should throw it away.' 

The second combines the high tone, ο and then a standard directive ko. It 
is as though the 6 is an adjoined subject expressing indefiniteness which 
precedes the true pronominal subject expressing directive. 

(8) ο ko-vl pi 
IND 3DIR-throw COM 
(a) 'It should be thrown away.' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) should throw it away' 

Compare the non-indefinite directive: 

(9) ko-vl pi 
3DlR-throw COM 

(a) 'She should throw it away.' 
(b) 'You should throw it away.' 
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180 The directive verb 

The high tone prefix leads to the interpretation of the utterance as a 
suggestion rather than a command, and appears to be a use of 
indefiniteness for reasons of politeness or saving face. 

(10) ma β o-mü kü 
IS say 3lND-(DIR)-gO NEG(N) 
(a) Ί said that you should not go.' (more of a suggestion) 
(b) Ί said "Don't go!".' 

(11) ma β jit mü kü 
IS say 2SDIR go NEG(N) 
(a) Ί said that you should not go.' (more of a command) 
(b) Ί said "You should not go!".' 

With a directive verb and negation, an indefinite or inclusive subject is 
interpreted as an instruction to an unnamed person, a prohibition, or a 
statement that something never happens. 

(12) ' elo kü 
IND-(DIR)-tOUCh NEG(N) 
(a) 'Don't touch (it).' 
(b) 'It should not be touched.' 
(c) 'We (you inclusive) should not touch it.' 
(d) 'It is never touched.' 

(13) o-pa ku 
IND-DIR-eat NEG(N) 
(a) 'Don't eat (it).' 
(b) 'It should not be eaten.' 
(c) 'We (you inclusive) should not eat it.' 
(d)* 'It is never eaten.' 

The ungrammaticality of (d) above may be because it is blocked by an 
indefinite nondirective form. 

(14) o-pa kü 
IND-eat NEG(N) 
'It is not edible.' 

In Ugandan Ma'di 6a appears also in the adjoined subject position 
preceding the subject of a directive verb; this is also unexpected given the 
general pattern of paradigms. Ugandan Ma'di also permits the use of the 
high tone. 
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(15) ßa ko-VU 
INC 3DIR-go(PL) 
(a) 'Let's go!' (Ugandan Ma'di, not Lokai) 
(b) 'People should go.' (non-indefinite/non-inclusive) 

9.2.1.3. The interpretation of a third person subject 

Where the verb is directive, a third person subject can refer to the 
addressee. This has an effect of coldness; it might for example be used 
for scolding children. 

(16) opi ko-mü 
Op 3DIR-gO 
(a) O p i should go.' or 'Let Opi go.' 
(b) Opi , go!' (colder, less friendly) 

(17) ko-dl eßi eft 
3DIR-cook fish cook-FOC 
(a) 'She should cook fish.' 
(b) 'You should cook fish!' (harsh directive) 

(18) ju pi 
2SDIR eat 
'Eat (it).' 

(19) ko-ßä 
3DIR-eat 
(a) 'She should eat (it).' or 'Let her eat it.' 
(b) 'Eat( i t ) ! ' or 'Eat!, you!' 

Note the ambiguity here in the following sentence. 

(20) jii ßa ko-cß 
2SDIR leave 3DlR-cook 
(a) 'Let it cook!' 
(b) 'Let her cook (it)!' 

9.2.1.4. Interpretation of a first person directive: 'I 'd rather' 

The meaning of Ί would rather' emerges when the directive is combined 
with the 'source' postposition si. 
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(21) dzo sl-ka si m-ölu ßaru 
house N-build-SB SR lS-(DIR)- stay home 
(a) 'Because of the building, I should stay at home.' 
(b) Ί would rather stay at home than (go to) build a house.' 

Compare the inflected verb. 

(22) djo sl-kä si m'-olu ßaru 
house N-build-SB SR lS-N-stay home 
(a) 'Because of the building I am staying at home.' 
(b) 'Rather than (go and) build I am staying at home.' 

9.2.2. Adjoined subject 

Like all verbs, the true pronominal subject of the directive verb can be 
preceded by an adjoined subject. The subject need not be an agent. In the 
following example the subject eßi η is interpreted as the patient subject of 
an intransitive directive veib. 

(23) eßi π k-o-cfi ra 
fish DEF 3DIR-COOk AFF 
'The fish had better get cooked.' (a directive - ensure that it is 
properly cooked) 

9.3. Object 

The object of the directive verb has the same characteristics as the object 
of the uninflected verb. Thus it follows the verb, and the clitic ?a is not 
used. 

(24) ko-di lipa 
3DiR-cook food 
(a) 'She should cook food.' 
(b) 'You should cook food.' 
(c) 'It is food that she / you should cook.' 

(25)* ko-di-?ä 
3DER-cook-OBJ 
(a) 'She should cook (it).' 
(b) 'You should cook (it).' 

The object may also be omitted. Note that when the object is omitted, the 
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verb can be sentence-final, unlike the uninflected verb which cannot be 
sentence final. The directive verb is thus not subject to a termination 
constraint (7.5). 

(26) ko-di 
3DER-cook 
(a) 'She should cook.' 
(b) 'You should cook.' 

(27) ko-di au 
3DlR-cook FOC 
(a) 'It is it that she should cook.' 
(a) 'It is it that you should cook.' 

9.4. Interpretation 

9.4.1. Tense 

9.4.1.1. Basic interpretation as nonpast 

A directive is interpretable only as nonpast. 

(28) ma mü 
lSDIR go 
Ί should go.' 

(39) pi pä 
2SDIR eat 
(a) 'You should eat (it).' 
(b) 'Eat (it)!' 

Because the directive is nonpast it takes only the nonpast negation kü. 
It cannot take the past negation küru. 

(30) ko-di lipa kü 
3DIR-cook food NEG(N) 
(a) 'She should not cook.' 
(b) 'You should not cook.' 
(c) 'It is not food that she/ you should cook.' 

(31)* ko-di lipa küru 
3DIR-cook food NEG(P) 
'She should not cook (it).' 
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The directive seems to be similar in tense interpretation to the inflected 
verb. By default the directive is interpreted as present, and it is possible to 
bring out a future meaning by adding ra. ra is used for example to 
express a wish that something will happen in the future, by adding a 
meaning of certainty. 

(32) kon 
DIR-sit 
'Sit.' 

(33) kon ra 
3DlR-sit AFF 
'Ensure that she certainly sits.' 

ra ri is not compatible with a directive verb unless some marker of 
futurity is added. This is similar to the combination of ra π with an 
inflected verb. 

(34)* ra η opi ko-mü 
AFF DEF Opi 3DIR-gO 
'Opi should certainly go tomorrow.' 

(35) ra π opi ko-mü oßu 
AFF DEF Opi 3DIR-go tomorrow 
Opi should certainly go tomorrow.' 

9.4.1.2. 'Past directive': kolea and obligation in the past 

If deontic obligation is to be expressed in the past, kolea is used , taking a 
directive complement, kolea is literally 'it wants it', having the structure 
ko- 'it' le 'wants' -?£ 'it'. 

(36) kolea K-e-mu ra 
it's necessary 3DlR-VE-go AFF 
(a) 'She should certainly have come.' (past) 
(b) 'She should certainly come.' (future) 
(c) 'It is necessary that she comes / should come.' 

9.4.1.3. kesu: past hypothetical 

See 18.1.4. 
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9.4.1.4. Agreement between upper and lower clauses 

Verbs require agreement in directive morphology between upper and 
lower clauses. If one verb is directive the other must be too. 

(37) ßi Jo 6pi ni 
2SDIR say Opi BEN 

kornu tuba e-dse-re indre ni 
[3DlR-go cigarette (N)-VE-buy-SB mother-SPEC FOC] 

'(You should) tell Opi to go and buy cigarettes for his mother.' 

9.4.2. Aspect and modality 

The directive can co-occur with stative verbs, of attitude or of posture. 
Verbs of attitude are difficult to interpret in the present with the directive, 
but if a future reading is forced by adding ra, they can be directive. 

(38)?* kole 
3-DIR-like 
'Like it!' 

(39) kole ra 
3-DIR-like AFF 
'She should like it.' (a wish) 

The modals wa and kpe cannot combine with the directive verb. 

9.4.3. A specialized interpretation of kovu: 'apart from X' 

There is a specialized meaning for the directive with vu, interpreted as 
'apart from...'. 

(40) ko-vu cfi ra, η 71 
3DIR-set aside this AFF another FOC 
'Apart from this (one), another one.' 

(41) ko-vu mi ra, zi acfi e-mu cfi?ä m 
3DIR-set aside IS AFF another who (3)-VE-go here FOC 
'Apart from me, who else (is it that) came here.' 

(42) ko-vu ma ra, zi adi e-mu di?£ m 
3DIR-set aside Is AFF another who (3)-VE-go here FOC 
'Apart from me, who else (is it that) certainly came here.' 
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9.5. The directive verb compared with the uninflected and 
inflected verbs 

9.5.1. Ways in which the directive verb resembles the inflected verb 

The directive verb has a subject paradigm which resembles (in segmental 
if not tonal structure) the inflected verb subject paradigm, thus having ka 
in the I-paradigm and ka in the D-paradigm. 

The inflected verb is prefixed by a low tone. The directive paradigm 
consistently has a low tone on the final vowel of the subject (immediately 
preceding the verb). The low tones might possibly be the same 
morpheme. 

The directive verb has a nonpast interpretation like the inflected verb. 
Like the inflected verb, the default interpretation of directive is present, 
and future can be forced by adding final elements such as ra. 

Like the inflected verb, the directive verb can be sentence-final. Thus it 
differs from the uninflected verb which must be 'terminated'. 

9.5.2. Ways in which the directive verb resembles the uninflected verb 

Like the uninflected verb (and unlike the inflected verb), the directive verb 
has an optional object which follows the verb, and which can be omitted. 

Like the uninflected verb (and unlike the inflected verb), the directive 
verb can take final verbal negation. 

(43) opi ko-cfü m kü 
Opi 3DlR-take woman NEG(N) 
(a) Opi should not get married.' 
(b)* Opi do not get married.' 

9.6. Dialectal variation : 'Burulo 

9.6.1. The 'Burulo directive 

'Burulo and Lokai share a similar syntax for the directive. 

(44) ku-mvü 
3DIR-drink ['Burulo] 
'He should drink it.' 

(45) ko-mvü 
3DIR-drink [Lokai] 
'(He should) drink it.' 
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Table 38. D-pronouns in Lokai and in 'Burulo 

LOKAI 'BURULO 

IS ma ama, ma' 
IPL ama ama 
2S fli 

- ΐ \ ' apt, pi 
2PL api - ·> apt 

3S kS kd 
3PL ko + optional ki 

immediately following 
the verb 

\ • \ 
ku + optional ki 

immediately following 
the verb 

3 indefinite & inclusive 
'we' 

6 + optional ki for 
plural, immediately 
following the verb 

a or aku + optional ki* 
immediately following 
the verb 

9.6.2. Evidence from the 'Burulo D-paradigm for the derivation of the 
D-paradigm from the I-paradigm 

In 9.2.1.1. we discussed the possibility (for Lokai) that D-subjects are 
derived from I-subjects by addition of a low tone, perhaps in the syntax. 
'Burulo offers some support for this hypothesis. If we compare the I-
subjects and D-subjects in 'Burulo in the table below, we can see that the 
D-subjects might be derived from the I-subjects by attaching a low tone to 
the I-pronoun. In the first and second person singular, the I-subject has a 
single vowel carrying a high tone; the equivalent D-subject has either a 
low tone preceding the high tone on the single vowel or adds a new vowel 
carrying a low tone to the beginning of the pronoun. The plural forms in 
both cases are compatible with the addition of a low tone to the I-subject, 
which is absorbed into the low tone of the bisyllabic form. In the third 
person, the low tone deletes the high tone on the I-pronoun, to give the D-
pronoun. In the indefinite, a low tone is added after the indefinite pronoun 
(but the morphology here is more complex). 
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188 The directive verb 

Table 39. I-pronouns and D-pronouns in 'Burulo 

I-pronouns D-pronouns 

IS ma 
\ / \ / 

ama, ma 

IPL 
\ y. \ 

ama, ma ama 

2S ß'i 
> < \ ' 

afli, Ρ* 

2PL * % % apt,pt apt 

3S ku k6 

3PL ku + optional ki 
immediately following 
the verb for plural 

ku + optional ki" 
immediately following 
the verb 

3 indefinite & 
inclusive 'we' 

a + optional ki 
immediately following 
the verb for plural 

a or aku + optional ki 
immediately following 
the verb 

9.6.3. The option of omitting the subject in commands in 'Burulo 

In 'Burulo, the subject is omitted in commands, unlike Lokai where it is 
obligatory. Since the third person subject is also omitted, this can lead to 
ambiguities. 

(46) 6a örü 
put up ['Burulo] 
(a) 'Put it up.' 
(b) 'She / he / it put it up.' 

In contrast, the subject is omitted in a command to an unspecified person; 
here one of the indefinite pronouns must be used. 

(47) a-pa lipa kd 
INDDIR-eat food that NEG(N) ['Burulo] 

(48) aku-pä lipa ίΐε kü 
INDDIR-eat food that NEG(N) ['Burulo] 
(a) 'Don't eat that food.' 
(b) 'That food should not be eaten.' 
(c) 'We (you inclusive) shouldn't eat that food.' 

Note that in 'Burulo in the complement to kulee, equivalent to Lokai 
koliä 'it is necessary that', the subject can be included or omitted, 
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'directive' as 'subjunctive' 189 

suggesting that the verb can be interpreted optionally as a command 
(without a subject) or as a non-command directive (with a subject) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

ku-Ιε-ε mü 6oru 
necessary go home 
'It's necessary that you go home.' 

/ . / -

kü-ΐε-ε ßi mu ßoru 
necessary 2SDIR go home 
'It's necessary that you go home.' 

ko-te-a pi mu Baru 
necessary 2SDIR go home 
'It's necessary that you go home.' 

['Burulo] 

['Burulo] 

[Lokai] 

9.7. The form which we call 'directive* is called 'subjunctive* by 
Tucker 

Tucker (1940: 226) calls what we are calling 'directive' the 'subjunctive'. 
He says that it is used in sentences expressing 'permission, compulsion 
or doubt'. He comments that it very often follows the auxiliary verbs da, 
ε6ε, <ίε (meaning 'make, let'), and in Ma'di it can follow 1ε ('want'). 
Tucker comments on the fact that the word order does not seem to match 
the pronoun paradigm: the paradigm, including ka in the third person is 
like the paradigm for inflected verbs, but the word order is like the word 
order for uninflected verbs. 

Tucker further suggests that the subjunctive (directive) is used in the 
dialect he calls Pandikeri (our 'Burulo) in a narrative to express a 
sequence of actions. As evidence he cites a translation of two verses from 
the New Testament. We think this is not correct for the dialect he is 
discussing, and arises in his examples as a stylistic use of the directive to 
give an effect of high formality in the Biblical translation. 
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Chapter 10 
Suffixed subordinate verbs 

In this chapter we look at verbs which have a low tone prefix and one of 
five suffixes: kä, 1ε, re, ßa, and d^o. 

These verbs are contained in subordinate clauses which can be 
complement to a verb, or a modifier of a noun (ie. relative clause) or a 
modifier of a missing noun (ie. headless relative). In this chapter we focus 
on the internal structure of the clauses: the kinds of subject and object 
they have. In chapter 16 we consider the roles played by these clauses as 
arguments and modifiers. 

In the glosses we use square brackets to mark the boundaries of the 
subordinate clauses; this is an aid to the reader. In a few cases we are in 
doubt about the placement of a boundary and in these cases we have not 
indicated boundaries in the glosses. We gloss all suffixes as -SB. We 
gloss the prefix as N-. 

10.1. The morphology of the suffixed verb 

10.1.1. The low prefix on subordinate verbs 

Embedded suffixed verbs have a low tone as a prefix. The low prefix is 
lost in various phonological contexts (4.3.2.1). Of particular interest is the 
fact that the low tone is apparently lost when separated by a constituent 
boundary from the preceding vowel (which would otherwise function as a 
host). For example the clause boundary separating a subordinate clause 
from a preceding constituent forces the deletion of the low tone, and a 
clause boundary separating a relative clause from the modified noun, will 
also force deletion of the low tone. Thus in the sentences below, there is 
no low tone before the clause-initial verb; if the verb was clause-internal 
and preceded by a high toned vowel, the low tone prefix would be audible. 

(1) ma ßä-kä nä 1ε ra 
IS [ (N)-eat-SB AFR ] want AFF 
(a) 'Iwill certainly want it being eaten.' 
(b) Ί will certainly want the ones who will eat it.' 

(2) 6pi e-dje ßä-ΐε ra η ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ (N)-eat-SB AFF ] DEF FOC 
Opi bought the one which was certainly eaten (by someone)' 
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192 Suffixed subordinate verbs 

10.1.1.1. The low prefix on subordinate verbs compared with the low 
prefix on inflected verbs 

Is the low prefix on an embedded verb the same morpheme as the low 
prefix on a nonpast affirmative verb? Reasons for thinking that the two 
morphemes are the same are (a) they have a similar phonology, being 
unrealized in the same phonological contexts; and (b) both are present in 
Lokai and both absent in 'Burulo. 

Reasons for thinking that the two morphemes are different are (a) the 
low prefix on inflected verbs codes nonpast, but the low prefix on 
subordinate suffixed verbs is compatible with any tense interpretation; 
and (b) inflected verbs cannot be negated while suffixed verbs can. 

We are unable to finally decide whether the two morphemes are the 
same, but as a matter of procedure we assume that they are and so we 
gloss the two morphemes in the same way (with N). 

10.1.2. The five suffixes 

Table 40. The five suffixes which attach to subordinate verbs 

kä Nominalizes the verb, clause is a complement. 

Ιέ Clause is a relative clause or a complement. In a relative clause, 
the modified noun is associated with the object of the clause. 

ri Clause is a relative clause or a complement. In a relative clause, 
the modified noun is associated with the subject of the clause. 

6a Substitutes for ri in a relative clause in a subject, if the subject 
is plural. 

d3o Clause is a relative clause or a complement. In a relative clause, d3o 
the modified noun is associated with a 'source' argument or 
modifier of the subordinate verb. 

We note that Tucker (1940: 239) says that 1ε occasionally alternates 
with kä. This comment reflects the fact that for some suffixes (including 
Ιέ but also d^o) kä can be substituted in some sentences without changing 
the meaning appreciably. However, we consider these to be distinct 
suffixes; thus for example kä complements are almost certainly noun 
phrases while ΐέ and other suffixed verb complements are sentences with 
a different syntax from the kä constituents and different kinds of 
interpretation (eg. involving the control of the lower subject). 

-re and -1ε harmonize for ATR, dso does not (and -kä and -6a would 
not show harmony anyway because of the nature of the vowel). Thus we 
find sl-d3o 'build-SB' and not * sl-d3o. The distinction between those 
which harmonize and those which do not does not appear to correlate with 
any other distinction between the suffixes. 
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Verbs suffixed with re (and 6a) 193 

10.2. Verbs suffixed with re (and 6a) 

10.2.1. Ina relative clause 

In a relative clause with re it is characteristically the subject of the verb 
which is associated with the modified noun. 

10.2.1.1. The subject is omitted in most kinds of relative clause with re 

When the relative clause headed by V-re (or V-fia) is part of a subject or 
object, the relative clause has a missing subject. The missing subject is 
interpreted as coreferential with and coextensive with the modified noun. 

(3) ago am-a d^S " m si-6a π 
man (S) [lPL-POSS house SPEC PR N-build-SB(PL) ] DEF 
One of the men who built / are building our house.' 

(4) eßl di-re ad^inl π azl pi 
fish [ N-cook-SB yesterday ] DEF (iND)-sell COM 
(a) 'The fish that cooked (itself) yesterday has been sold.' 

(no cooking agent implied) 
(b) 'The one that cooked fish yesterday has been sold.' 

The modified noun itself can be missing (ie. a headless relative). 

(5) tfi-re η o-dra ad^ini 
[ N-bite-SB ] DEF 3-die yesterday 
'The one who bit it died yesterday.' 

(6) tfi-re π azo 
[ N-bite-SB ] DEF tall 
'The one who bit it istall.' 

10.2.1.2. The subject is overt and in an ?a-phrase in a headless -re 
relative expressing location in time or space 

A headless relative clause with V-re can be interpreted as a temporal or 
spatial modifier. The subject must be overt, and is in an ?a-phrase. 

(7) opi ?a ßoggu d3e-re π pi iggS 
[ Opi POSS clothes (N)-wash-SB ] DEF 2S where 
'When Opi was washing clothes, where were you?' 
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194 Suffixed subordinate verbs 

(8) opi ö-ßa pa-a cfe-re ga 
Opi 3-put [ 2S-POSS (N)-fall-SB ] SPEC LOC 
(a) Opi put it where you slept / sleep.' 
(b) 'Opi put it where you fell / fall.' 

The subject cannot normally be omitted in relative clauses with re which 
are part of a modifier of time or place. 

(9 )* mü-re π mä ßaru ijo 
[ (N)-go-SB ] DEF Is home absent 
'When he was going I was not at home.' 

However, it can be omitted in the following sentence, perhaps because the 
omitted subject is non-agentive. 

(10) si-re π ma ßaru ijo 
[ (N)-build-SB ] DEF IS home absent 
'When it was being built I was not at home.' 

?a is a postposition also found in Lokai in noun phrases where it indicates 
a possessor (15.5). ?a is widely used with the subject of all kinds of 
relative clause, and it places the same restrictions on its complement as 
placed by possessive ?a; thus for example the subject / possessor cannot 
be indefinite. 

10.2.1.3. The subject is in an ?a-phrase in a clause expressing 
coordinate action 

A relative clause with -re can express coordinate action. The embedded 
clause (or perhaps the modified noun) must end in a pronoun and tro 
(preferred for Lokai), or in SPEC + z j 'other' (more common in Ugandan 
Ma'di). 

(11) ago aß-a rü mgbä-re äni tro π ogu 
man [ 2PL-POSS REFL N- hit-SB 3S COMT ] DEF thief 
'The man (S) with whom you (S) fought is a thief.' 

(12) ago am-a d^o* nt si-re ( ζί ) η ogu 
man 1PL-POSS house-SPEC PR N-build-SB SPEC other DEF thief 
'The man together with whom I / we built the house is a thief.' 
(fia could be substituted for re here). 
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Verbs suffixed with re (and ßa) 195 

In the relative clause, the subject must be in an ?a-phrase. The modified 
noun is interpreted as conjoined with the subject of the relative clause. 

The modified noun can be singular or plural, and the pronoun 
complement to tro can also be singular or plural; however, it does not 
appear to be possible to conjoin a plural noun and a singular pronoun. 

(13 ) ago äp-ä rü mgba-ri äni tro π 
man(S) [ 2PL-POSS REFL N-hit-SB 3s COMT] DEF 
'The man (S) with whom you (S) fought. 

(14) ago ap-a rü mgba-re a?l tro π 
men(PL) [ 2PL-POSS REFL N-hit-SB 3PL COMT ] DEF 
'The men (PL) with whom you (S) fought...' 

( 1 5 ) * agö ap-a rü mgbä-ri äni tro η 
men(PL) [ 2PL-POSS REFL N-hit-SB 3S COMT] DEF 
'The men (PL) with whom you (S) fought...' 

Relative clauses with this structure are sometimes ambiguous between a 
coordinate (a) and non-coordinate (b) interpretation. 

(16) ago am-a d$o sl-re am tro π ogu 
man [lPL-POSS house N-build-SB(SL) 3S COMT ] DEF thief 
(a) 'The man with whom I / we built a house is a thief.' 
(b) 'The man [1] who built our house with him [1,2] is a 

thief.' 

10.2.1.4. A possible case of a noun phrase subject in a re clause 

There is one situation in which a suffixed clause can have a noun phrase 
as subject, rather than the general situation in which an overt subject must 
be in a postposition phrase. This situation is illustrated by the following 
example. The subject must be a nä phrase and is non-agentive, and thus 
somewhat object-like. 

(17) di ago ti nä egwe-re di π ?1 
this man [ cow AFR (N)-get lost-SB COM ] DEF FOC 
(a) 'This is the man whose cow got lost' 
(b)* 'This is the man who lost his cow.' 

If the noun phrase preceding the verb does not have nä it is interpreted as 
an object. 
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196 Suffixed subordinate verbs 

(18) cfi ago ti lgwe-re di η ?1 
this man [cow (N)-get lost-SB COM ] DEF FOC 
'This is the man who lost a cow.' (ie. caused it to get lost) 

If the verb requires an agentive subject (eg. with causatve Igwe) the noun 
phrase preceding the verb can only be interpreted as the object). 

(19) cfi ago ά na lgwe-re di η ?1 
this man [cow AFR (N)-lose-SB COM ] DEF FOC 
(a)* 'This is the man whose cow was made to get lost.' 
(b) This is the man who caused the aforementioned's / her 

cow to get lost.' 

10.2.1.5. Plural subject in a relative clause and the use of 6a 

In Lokai, -6a can optionally be used instead of -re in a relative clause 
which is part of a subject, if the subject is plural. 

(20) otfe ma tfl-re η ϋ-dra (kl ) ad3inl 
dog [IS N-bite-SB ] DEF ITER-die PL yesterday 
'The dogs that bit me died yesterday.' 

(21) otfe mä tß-ßa ή ϋ-dra (ki ) ad^im 
dog [ IS N-bite-SB (PL) ] DEF ITER-die PL yesterday 
'The dogs that bit me died yesterday.' 

The presence of 6a is not enough by itself to code a plural interpretation. 
There must be some other coding. For example, the verb can be made 
plural by using the iterative ϋ- prefix or kV must be used (both can be 
used together), or in a nonverbal predicate the predicate noun can 
optionally be morphologically plural. 

(22) ot/ε ma tß-re η 5-dra ad^inl 
dog [IS N-bite-SB ] DEF 3-die yesterday 
'The dog that bit me died yesterday.' 

(23)* otfe ma tfi-6a η 5-dra ad^tnl 
dog [ IS N-bite-SB ] DEF 3-die yesterday 
'The dog that bit me died yesterday.' 

(24) ü-cfßl-ßa ή ögü 
[ (N)-ITER-sh00t-SB ] DEF thief (PL) 
'The ones who repeatedly shot are thieves.' 
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Unlike a re-clause, a 6a-clause cannot be a complement or a sentential 
modifier. Thus it is keyed specifically to the plurality of the subject. 

( 2 5 ) * ko -mü la d$6 sl-6a 
3-N-go PL [ house N-build-SB ] 
'They are going to build a house.' 

( 2 6 ) * pä-ßa η ama ßaru )jö 
[ (N)-eat-SB ] DEF lPL(EXC) home absent 
'When it was being eaten we were not at home.' 

In Ugandan Ma'di kä is used instead of 6a. (It is also possible in 
Lokai to use kä as a 'plural' suffix instead of 6a.) We do not know 
whether this is the same suffix as 'nominalizing' kä. 

(27) d$D sl-kä π opi pi ?1 
[ house (N)-build-SB ] DEF Opi PRPL FOC 
'The ones who built / are building a house are those of Opi.' 

/ \ ^ / \ ^ ^ - j ^ 

(28) d j o si-6a π opt pi ?i 
[ house (N)-build-SB ] DEF Opi PRPL FOC 
'The ones who built / are building a house are those of Opi.' 

kä cannot substitute for re if the modified noun is not plural. 

(29) d j o sire ή opi ?1 
[ house N-build-SB ] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who built / is building a house is Opi.' 

( 3 0 ) * dzo slkä η Spi ?1 
[ house N-build-SB ] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who built / is building a house is Opi.' 

10.2.1.6. The object 

The object of the re-verb resembles the object of the inflected verb in that 
it precedes the verb 

(31) ma ?a am ndre-re ή o-su sati Ikä 
[ IS POSS 3S (N)-see-SB ] DEF 3-wear shirt red 
'When I saw him [1] he [1] was wearing a red shirt.' 
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(32 ) opi o-6a pa-a am ηάτε-τε ga 
Opi 3-put [ 2S-POSS 3S N-see-SB ] SPEC LOC 
Opi [1] put it where you saw him [1,2].' 

The object of the re-verb resembles the object of the uninflected verb in 
that it can be omitted. Like the uninflected verb, the clitic ?a is not used if 
the object is omitted. 

Ν / V „ _ ^ . \ / / ^ 

(33) otfe tfi-re η o-dra ad^im 
dog [ N-bite-SB ] DEF 3-die yesterday 
(a) 'The dog that bit her died yesterday.' (object omitted) 
(b) 'The one who bit the dog died yesterday.' (object overt) 

(34 ) ma ?a ndre-re η 5-su sati lk£ 
[IS POSS (N)-see-SB ] DEF 3-wear shirt red 
'When I saw him [1] he [1] was wearing a red shirt.' 

A sentential complement can follow a verb suffixed with -re. In this, the 
V-re resembles an uninflected verb; no clitic ?a is used. 

(35) ta Jo-re pi mü kü n pa-a rubaqa Τι 
thing [tell-SB [ 2S(DIR) go NEG(N)] ] DEF 2S-POSS god FOC 
'The thing that told you not to go was your God.' 

It is worth noting that in Ugandan Ma'di ?a is used in addition to the 
suffix (10.7.2.3). 

Like the object of a root verb, if the object is lexical, and specific as 
well as definite, it must take m. 

( 3 6 ) * ill ago π fi-re π lotß 
knife [ man DEF (N)-cut-SB ] DEF sharp 
'The knife which cut the man is sharp.' 

(37 ) M ago η ηι Ίι-re π lotß 
knife [ man DEF (SPEC) PR N-cut-SB ] DEF sharp 
'The knife which cut the specific man is sharp.' 

(38 ) ill Spi m Ίι-re π lotß 
knife [ Opi PR N-cut-SB ] DEF sharp 
'The knife which cut Opi is sharp.' 

In 'Burulo, a pronominal object can also take rii. 
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(39) ama n pi nl ndu-re. ambisi p-e-kl pi 
lPL(EXC) be 2S PR look for-SB yet 2s-VE-go COM 
'We were continuing to look for you yet you had already come.' 
['Burulo] 

10.2.2. A re verb in α complement clause 

10.2.2.1. The subject is omitted 

The subject is always omitted in a re-clause which is a complement to a 
verb. The omitted subject is interpreted as coreferential with a noun 
phrase in the upper clause, which can be a subject (40) or an object (41) 
of the upper verb. 

(40) ma mü d^o sl-re 
IS N-go [ house N-build-SB ] 
Ί am going to build a house.' 

(41) ma ze opt nl d^S sl-re 
IS send Opi PR [ house N-build-SB ] 
Ί sent Opi to build a house.' 

10.2.2.2. The object is optional 

In a re relative clause the object is optional, as it is in a 1ε clause. 

(42) d3o sl-re π ogu 
house N-build-SB DEF thief 
'The one / he who builds a house is a thief.' 

(43) sl-re π ogu 
N-build-SB DEF thief 

'The one / he who builds it is a thief.' 

In a complement clause with re the object is obligatory. 

(44) ma ze d^o sl-re 
IS send house N-build-SB 
Ί sent him to build a house.' 

(45)* ma ze sl-re 
IS send N-build-SB 
Ί sent him to build it.' 
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10.2.3. An 'insult' clause with re 

The suffix re can be used in insults, as in the following examples. We do 
not have an explanation of the syntax of these clauses. They might 
possibly be related to the coordinate structure described above. 

(46) pa-a ml kä-re 
2S-POSS eye N-redden-SB 
'(You and) your reddened eyes!' 

(47) pa-a dri ru sl-re 
2S-POSS head REFL (N)-recede-SB 
'(You and) your balding head!' 

10.3. Verbs suffixed with Ιε 

10.3.1. Ina relative clause 

In a relative clause with le, it is characteristically the object of the 
subordinate verb which is associated with the modified noun. Thus it 
differs from relative clause with re where it is characteristically the subject 
of the subordinate verb which is associated with the modified noun. The 
following example illustrates the difference between le and re. 

(48) Dpi e-dfje st-le ra π ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-tear-SB AFF ] DEF FOC 
O p i bought one which was certainly torn (by someone).' 

(49) opi e-cfre si-re ra η ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-tear-SB AFF ] DEF FOC 
O p i bought a torn one.' 

10.3.1.1. Options for the object 

If the V-le clause is a relative clause, and the object is omitted, the missing 
object must be construed as coreferential with the modifiee. 

(50) arabia opi ?a dji-le η pa na äcß ra 
car [Opi POSS (N)-take-SB] DEF leg AFR deflate AFF 
'The car which Opi took certainly has a flat tyre.' 
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The modified noun can be missing (ie. a headless relative). 

(51) cfi-le η all η ?1 
[(N)-kill-SB ] DEF short DEF FOC 
'The one who was killed / to be killed is the short one.' 

(52) magga cfi äzl-le 
mango this [ (N)-sell-SB ] 
(a) 'These mangoes are for sale/to be sold.' 
(b) 'Here are mangoes for sale/to be sold.' 

If the object is overt, it must take nä. It is interpreted as the possession 
of the modified noun. 

(53) ago ßarä nä ?a ti nä ogu-ΐε π ?1 
man [child that POSS cow AFR (N)-steal-SB ] DEF FOC 
'The man whose cow that child stole. 

(54) ago ti nä 6ärä nä ?ä ögu-ΐε η Τι 
man [cow AFR child that POSS (N)-steal-SB] DEF FOC 
'The man whose cow that child stole...' 

The object can also be interpreted recursively as the possession of the 
possession of the modified noun (55a). 

(55) ago ßärä nä ?a ti ögu-ΐε η 
man [ child AFR POSS cow (N)-steal-SB ] DEF 
(a) 'The man whose child's cow was stolen...' 
(b) 'The man whose child was stolen by the cow...' 

10.3.1.2. The subject is in an ?a-phrase or is omitted 

The subject of a 1ε-verb in a relative clause can be in an ?a-phrase, or can 
be omitted. 

(56) Μ ago η ?a ηο-1ε π htß 
knife [ man DEF POSS (N)-break-SB ] DEF sharp 
'The knife which the man broke is sharp.' 

(57) ih ηο-ΐέ n htß 
knife [ (N)-break-SB ] DEF sharp 
'The knife which was broken / is to be broken is sharp.' 
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10.3.1.3. The ie-clause as a purpose clause 

A subordinate clause with a verb suffixed with 1ε can function as a 
purpose clause. 

(58) ka ki maqga äzl-le gßa sukuru m 
3 PL mango (N)-sell-SB (N)-pluck school BEN 
'They are picking mangoes to sell for a school.' 

10.3.2. In α complement clause 

10.3.2.1. The subject is omitted 

The subject is omitted if the V-/e constituent is a complement to a verb. In 
this, the clause with 1ε is identical to the clause with -ri. The omitted 
subject can be coreferential with the upper subject (60) or with the 
complement of ni (61) in the upper clause. 

(59) ma 1ε mü-le ra 
IS want [ (N)-go-SB ] AFF 
(a) Ί certainly want (me) to go.' 
(b)* Ί want (someone) to go.' 

(60) ma 1ε 6pi ni ßa-ΐέ ra 
IS want Opi BEN [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 
Ί certainly (implicitly) give my permission to Opi to eat it.' 

The question might arise as to whether Opi ' is the object of 'want' or 
the subject of the lower verb. We know that it is the object of 'want' and 
thus in the matrix clause for two reasons. 
(a) It can be freely placed in any of the positions marked @ in the matrix 
clause. 

(61) @ ma 1ε @ flä-ΐε @ ra @ 
IS want [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 

Ί certainly want it for Opi to eat.' (I give my permission) 

(b) Other upper-clause constituents can be placed between the ni phrase 
and the embedded clause, such as the demonstrative di 'here', which can 
be placed in any of the positions @. (In the following the embedded 
clause functions as a nonverbal predicate.) 
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\ (62) buku @ pi m @ la-ΐέ @ 
book 2s ben [ (N)-read-SB ] 
'Here is a book for you to read.' 

Note that in (63) arbitrary reference is possible. 

(63) ma Ιε-ä am pä-ΐε ra 
IS (N)-want-OBJ 3S N-eat-SB AFF 
Ί will certainly want (me, someone) to eat it.' 

änl can be fronted independently, or omitted, or replaced by an overt 
object. If the clause is fronted änl is redundant but a more specific NP 
such as όρί nl Opi ' can be used 

10.3.2.2. The object is optional 

When the V-/e constituent is a complement to a verb, the verb suffixed 
with Ιέ can have a noun phrase object but this can also be omitted. 

(64) ma Ιε-ä e6i pä-ΐε ra 
IS (N)-want-OBJ [ fish N-eat-SB ] AFF 
Ί will certainly want (me, someone) to eat fish.' 

(65) ma Ιε-ä flä-ΐε ra 
IS (N)-want-OBJ [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 
Ί will certainly want (me, someone) to eat it.' 

(66) ma 1ε pä-Ιε ra 
IS want [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 
Ί certainly want (me, someone) to eat it.' 

10.4. Verbs suffixed with d$o 

10.4.1. In α relative clause 

10.4.1.1. The interpretation of the clause 

The noun modified by a relative clause with d$o is interpreted as the 
source of the eventuality represented by the relative clause. The range of 
meanings for the modified noun is similar to that for the complement of 
the 'source' postposition si (15.3). 
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(67) mgba-d^o ri di ?1 
[ (N)-beat-SB ] DEF this FOC 
(a) 'The one with which it was beaten is this one.' [instrument] 
(b) 'The one for which she was beaten is this.' [reason] 

(68) ili ago η nl R-d^o π lotß η ?1 
knife [man DEF PR N-cut-SB ] DEF sharp DEF FOC 
'The knife with / for which the man was cut was the sharp one.' 

(69) arabia opi nl d^l-d^o η pa nä ädl rä 
car [Opi PR N-take-SB ] DEF leg POSS deflate AFF 
'The car with / for which Opi was taken certainly has a flat 
tyre.' 

Where the relative clause is interpreted as modifying a 'reason', the 
modified noun is either ta 'thing' or /e/o 'reason' or omitted. 

(70) ama ni ta äna-a e-mu-dso η ra 
lPL(EXC) know thing [3S-POSS (N)-VE-go-SB] DEF AFF 
(a) 'We (excluding you) certainly know why she came.' 
(b) 'We (excluding you certainly) know which thing she came 

with.' 

(71) lejo sl-d30 η 6a πϊι-ßa ra nä ga 
reason [ N-build-SB ] DEF people know-SB(PL) AFF AFR small 
(a) 'The reason it was built is only known to a few people.' 
(b)* 'The thing with which it was built is only known to a few 

people.' 

(72) mgbä-d30 η cfi ?1 
[(N)-beat-SB ] DEF this FOC 
(a) 'Why she was beaten is this.' 
(b) 'The one with which it was beaten is this.' 

If it modifies ovl the clause can be interpreted as 'how'; this is not a 
possible interpretation of si. A noun phrase with si will never have a 
'how' interpretation. 

S ^ _ / V _J / ^ 

(73) ovi ana-a si-d^o η 
way [3S-POSS (N)-build-SB] DEF 

6a ni-6a ra nä ga 
people [(N)-know-SB AFF] AFR small 

(a) 'How she built it is known only to a few people.' 
(b)* 'The thing with which she built it is known to few people.' 
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The modified noun can be sää, with the whole phrase acting as a 
temporal modifier. The phrase can optionally be embedded under si (75) 
and the head noun can be omitted (76) 

(74) saa si-d^o n 
time [ (N)-build-SB ] DEF 

6a ni-ßa ra na ga 
people [(N)-know-SB(PL) AFF ] AFR small 

Only a few people know about the time it was built.' 

(75) saa sl-d30 η si 6a ni-6a ra nä ga 
time [(N)-build-SB] DEF SR people (N)-know-SB AFF AFR small 
'The time it was being built only a few people knew about it.' 

(76) si-d^o η 6a ni-6a ra na ga 
[(N)-build-SB ] DEF people (N)-know-SB(PL) AFF AFR small 
(a) 'When it was being built only a few people knew about it.' 
(b) 'Why it was built, only a few people know.' 

Note that it is also possible for the modifiee to be interpreted as 
coreferential with the possessor of the instrument - the instrument must 
be possessed nä or with ani dn. Thus (78) literally means 'the man [I 
with whose spear killed the buffalo]'. 

(77) ago ma-a ad$u ani dn ( s i ) odru di-dzo π ?i 
man [ lS-POSS spear 3S POSS SR buffalo N-kill-SB] DEF FOC 
(a) 'The man with whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [instr.] 
(b) 'The man for whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [reason] 

(78) ago ma-a ad$u nä ( s i ) odru cfi-dzo π ?1 
man [ lS-POSS spear AFR SR buffalo N-kill-SB] DEF FOC 
(a) 'The man with whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [instr.] 
(b) 'The man for whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [reason] 

The order of subject and instrument is not fixed. 

(79) ago ad^u na si ma-a odru cTi-d^o π ?Ί 
man(s) [ spear AFR SR lS-POSS buffalo N-kill-SB ] DEF FOC 
(a) 'The man with whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [instr.] 
(b) 'The man with whose spear my buffalo was killed, [instr.] 
(c) 'The man for whose spear I killed a buffalo.' [reason] 
(d) 'The man for whose spear my buffalo was killed.' [reason] 
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drü 'with it' can also be present. 

(80) adju ma-a \fi-d30 (drü) η ?1 egwe di 
spear [ 1S-POSS N-kill-SB with it ] DEFFOC lose COM 
"The spear with which I killed it is lost.' 

10.4.1.2. The subject 

The subject of the V-d^o clause can be in an ?a-phrase or can be omitted. 

(81) äna-a e-dsi-dso ή da η ?a ü-Ja-kä η ?Ί 
[3S-POSS (N)-gO-SB] DEF [people DEF POSS (N>flght-SB]DEFFOC 
"The reason she brought her (it, him etc.) was the people's 
continuous quarrels.' 

(82) e-d3i-d30 η 6a η ?a ü-fa-kä η ?1 
[(N)-VE-gO-SB] DEF people DEF POSS ITER-(N)-flght-SB DEFFOC 
'Why she was brought was their continuous quarrels.' 

10.4.1.3. The object 

In a relative clause the cfea-verb can take an overt noun phrase object. 

(83) a?l mgbä-dso η cfi ?1 
[3PL N-beat-SB ] DEF this FOC 
(a) 'The one with which they were beaten is this one.' 
(b) 'Why (the reason) they were beaten is this.' 

(84) ofjo si-dso nä ma ke ma ?1 
[ house N-build-SB ] AFR Is give IS FOC 
Ί am the one who gave the one for building a house.' 

(85) bele ago η mgbä-d^S π di Τι 
stick [ man DEF N-beat-SB ] DEF this FOC 
(a) 'The stick with which the man was beaten is this one.' 
(b) 'The stick for which the man was beaten is this one.' 

(86) bele ago η β mgbä-d^S η cfi ?1 
stick [ man DEF PLPR N-beat-SB ] DEF this FOC 
(a) 'The stick with which the man and his associates was 

beaten is this one.' 
(b) "The stick for which the man and his associates was beaten 

is this one.' 
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The object of the djo-verb can be omitted. 

(87) dl-dsS π ad^u all ali π ?1 
[(N)-kill-SB] DEF spear short short DEF FOC 
(a) 'The one which has been used for killing it is the shorter 

spear.' 
(b) 'The reason for him being killed was the short spear.' 

10.4.2. In α complement clause 

10.4.2.1. The subject 

The subject is omitted when the \-d33 constituent is the complement of a 
verb such as ε do 'start' or fia 'make'. The omitted subject is 
coreferential with the subject of the root verb. 

(88) opi ecfo si-d^o ra 
Opi start N-build-SB AFF 
'Opi has certainly started to build (with) it.' 

(89) 5-6a dl-d3o ra 
3-put (N)-rain-SB AFF 
'It is certainly set to rain.' (clouds are gathering) 

(90) 5-6a fe-d3o ra 
3-put (N)-burst-SB AFF 
'It is certainly set to burst (open).' (said of a boil) 
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10.5. Verbs suffixed with -ki 

10.5.1. -ka nominalizes the verb 

It is likely that -k£ makes the clause into a noun phrase; this is the only 
type of constituent containing a suffixed verb which has noun phrase like 
characteristics. The V-kä form is the citation form ('infinitive form') of a 
verb. 

10.5.1.1. All the verbs which take kä complements also take NP 
complements 

All the verbs which take V-kä complements also take noun phrase 
complements. They are: ndri 'see', in 'hear', 1ε 'like', 6i 'try, taste', ma 
'try, taste', έάό 'start', nil 'know', re 'wait'. In some cases the verb has a 
slightly different interpretation when it takes a V-kä complement; thus 6i 
and ma mean 'try' with a V-kä complement and 'taste' with a lexical 
noun phrase complement. 

10.5.1.2. The £ä-clause can precede the inflected verb 

Like other kinds of complement clause, the Jfca-clause can double a clitic 
?ä, and come after the clitic. 

(91) k-a?i-ä dfi-kä ra 
3-agree-OBJ [ N-take-SB ] AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' 
(b)* 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 

However, unlike any other kind of complement clause, the V-kä 
constituent can also precede an inflected verb, which is strong evidence 
that it can be a true object of the verb. 

(92) ama bast ?a qgä-kä nl te au 
2PL(EXC) [ bus POSS (N)-depart-SB ] SPEC PR (N)-wait FOC 
'It is the bus's departure that we (excluding you) are waiting 
for.' 

In general the inflected verb cannot carry the clitic ?ä when it is preceded 
by a V-kä complement (but see 10.5.15). 
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(93)* ama bast ?a rjga-ka " m te ?£ av 
2PL(EXC) [ bus POSS (N)-depart-SB ] SPEC PR wait OBJ FOC 
'It is the bus's departure that we (excluding you) are waiting 
for.' 

When the kä clause precedes the verb, it can optionally take the LOW 
specific determiner followed by m. It can only take the specific determiner 
when it precedes the verb. 

(94) ama basi ?a qgä-kä ( m) te ad 
2PL(EXC) [bus POSS (N)-depart-SB ] SPEC PR wait FOC 
'It is the specific event of the bus's departure that we (excluding 
you) are waiting for.' 

10.5.1.3. The ka-clause can be a complement to the postposition si 

A £i-clause is the only type of clause which can directly be the 
complement of a postposition. The postposition is the 'source' 
postposition si with the specific meaning of 'because o f . 

(95) ama asi icfße Spi ?a e-mu-ki si 
lPL(EXC) heart cold [ Opi POSS (N)-VE-go-SB] SR 
'We (excluding you) are happy because of Opi's coming.' 
(both future and past) 

(96) β a-a έ-tfa-kä si ön 5-kö a?l tfi 
[ 2S-POSS (N)-VE-reach-SB] SR fear 3-catch 3PL COM 
'Because of your arrival fear has gripped them.' 

(97) eji ?a cfi-ka kuru si kipa <fi ?a 
[rain POSS (N)-rain-SB NEG(P)] SR year this POSS 

abin k -olu und^i 
hunger 3-stay bad(S) 

'Because of its not having rained, this year's hunger will be 
serious.' 

(98) k-e-mu οδό 
3-(N)-VE-go tomorrow 

opi ?a nJ ?a ölu-kä Ιδ?ύ si 
[Opi POSS body POSS (N)-stay-SB painful] SR 

'She is coming tomorrow because of Opi's illness.' 
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A similar reading of 'because of exists for noun phrases (99a), though 
note that an 'instead of meaning also arises here (99b) which does not 
arise with V-kä projections. 

(99) ata " si k-e-mu m 
father SPEC SR 3DIR-(N)-VE-go FOC 
(a) 'Because of his father he should be the one to come.' 
(b) 'Instead of his father he should be the one to come.' 

10.5.1.4. The ka-clause can be an (adjoined) subject of a verb 

The V-kä constituent can be the (adjoined) subject of a verb. Evidence 
that this is genuinely the adjoined subject comes from the fact that it can 
control the reflexive rü. 

(100) pa-a ε-tfa-kä 5-6a on 5-kS a?l t f i 
[2S-POSS (N)-VE-reach-SB] 3-leave fear 3-catch 3PL COM 
'Your arrival has made fear grip them.' (future and past) 

(101) tuba se-ka ο-Ιε ru di?ä kü 
[cigarette (N)-smoke-(N)-SB] 3-want REFL here NEG(N) 
'Smoking is not permitted here.' 

10.5.1.5. nä and the &a-clause 

The Ira-verb can be followed by nä. In some sentences the üra-clause is a 
(headless) relative in a noun phrase ending in the determiner nä; this is 
the structure which gives interpretation (120a). 

(102) ma pä-kä nä 1ε ra 
IS (N)-eat-SB AFR want AFF 
(a) Ί will certainly want the ones who will eat it.' 
(b) Ί will certainly want it being eaten.' 

Reading (b) is more puzzling. It is seen again as reading (103b): 

(103) k-a?)-ä d^i-kä nä ra 
3-agree-OBJ N-take-SB AFR AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' (something specific and 

known; eg. a specific goat) 
(b) 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 
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(104) k-a?i-a dfi-ka ra 
3-agree-OBJ N-take-SB AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' (definite but not 

necessarily specific; eg. any one of a set of goats) 
(b)* 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 

There are two possible explanations. One is that the subordinate clause is 
treated as the noun phrase because kä-clauses do show noun phrase like 
characteristics, and is followed by nä as the determiner. Another 
possibility is that nä expresses an argument within the subordinate clause. 
We have no analysis of this at present. 

Some light is possibly cast on this by comparison with Ugandan 
Ma'di. näin Ugandan Madi differs from nam Lokai Ma'di in two ways: 
(a) it can lose [n], (b) it must be followed by nl. This is the case both for 
the determiner nä (preceded by a noun) and for the nä we see here; this 
strongly suggests that it is the same morpheme in both cases. 

The clause plus nä can be followed by n. 

(105) m-εή opi ?ä fö-kä nä π ra 
ls-hear chief POSS (N)-say-SB AFR DEF AFF 
Ί have certainly heard about the chiefs saying it.' 

(106) m-επ 6pi ?a fö-kä nä ra 
ls-hear chief POSS (N)-say-SB AFR AFF 
Ί have certainly heard the chiefs saying it.' 

(107) m-επ Sp'i ?a fo-kä ra 
ls-hear chief POSS (N)-say-SB AFF 
Ί have certainly heard the chiefs saying it.' 

The J(:a-clause may double the clitic ?ä but only when the clause is 
followed by nä. 

(108) ma sl-kä nä Ιε-ä ra 
IS (N)-build-SB AFR (N)-want-OBJ AFF 
(a) Ί will certainly want its being built.' 
(b) Ί will certainly want to build it.' 

(109)* ma sl-kä Ιε-ä rä 
IS (N)-build-SB (N)-want-OBj AFF 
(a) Ί will certainly want its being built.' 
(b) Ί will want to build it.' 
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10.5.2. Subject 

10.5.2.1. Subject is in an ?a-phrase 

The following verbs take a irä-clause complement whose subject is an Pa-
phrase: ndre 'see', έή 'hear', 1ε 'want, like', te 'await'. 

(110) ma ndre anaqgwa π ?a e-cfe-kä ra 
IS see [bird DEF POSS (N)-VE-fall-SB ] AFF 
Ί certainly saw the bird's falling.' 

(111) opi ?a ε-tfa-kä ama te-ä au 
[OpiPOSS (N)-VE-reach-SB] lPL(EXC) (N)-wait-OBJ FOC 
'It is Opi's arrival that we (excluding you) are waiting for.' 

In a Jte-clause the subordinate ?a-subject is optionally coreferential with 
the root subject. 

(112) ö-ni saa äna-a e-mu-d3o π kü 
3-know time [ 3S-POSS (N)-VE-go-SB ] DEF NEG(N) 
'He [1] doesn't know when he [1,2] came / will come.' 

10.5.2.2. Subject is omitted 

The following verbs take kä-clause complements whose subject is 
omitted: 6i 'try', ma 'try', edo 'start', 1ε 'want, like'. When the subject 
is omitted, it can be interpreted as coreferential with an argument in the 
upper clause. 

(113) ma ßi mü-kä küru 
IS try [(N)-go-SB ] NEG(P) 
(a) Ί have not tried to go / going.' 
(b) Ί did not try to go / going.' 

For έάο 'start' the upper and lower subjects must be coreferential (which 
is also seen when Edo takes a complement with V-c/30). 

(114) opi edo mu-ka ra 
Opi start [N-go-SB] AFF 
Opi has certainly started to go.' 

For 1ε, various options are possible; the upper subject can be understood 
as coreferential with the upper subject (115a) or arbitrary (115b). 
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(115) ma 1ε mu-kä ra 
IS want [(N)-go-SB] AFF 
(a) Ί certainly want to go.' 
(b) Ί certainly want someone to go' 

Note that 1ε allows either an overt subject or an omitted subject in the 
lower clause. 

10.5.3. Object 

The object in a Jtä-clause can be a noun phrase preceding the verb. 

(116) o-ΐε tuba Ξε-ka di?a ku 
IND-want [cigarette (N)-smoke-SB] here NEG(N) 
'Smoking is not permitted here.' 

/ ^ / s ^ V . V ν _ X ^ 

(117) ma m ra ta cfi ?a ru ßa-ka ?ι 
IS know AFF [thing this POSS REFL N-pUt-SB ] SPEC FOC 
Ί know how this thing came about.' 

The object in a £a-clause can also be omitted. 

(118) ma 1ε sl-kä ra 
IS want [(N)-build-SB ] AFF 
Ί certainly want to build it.' (by myself, or I assent to its being 
built) 

10.6. Other syntactic characteristics of clauses with suffixed verbs 

10.6.1. Postposition phrases in the subordinate clause 

Postposition phrases can be found before the verb. 

(119) eßu ga mü-re π όρί ?1 
[work LOC N-gO-SB] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who went / is going to work is Opi.' 

And they can be found after the verb. 

(120) mu-re eßu ga η όρί ?1 
[(N)-gO-SB work LOC] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who went / is going to work is Opi.' 
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(121) ago ofu η ?a lll-le dwari ga η Sp'i ?1 
man [news DEF POSS (N)-catchout-SB hunting LOC] DEF Opi FOC 
'The man who missed out on the news (literally: the news caught 
him out) because he was hunting was Opi.' 

(122) gan äna-a mü-dso sukuru ga η ogu pi 
bicycle [3S-POSS (N)-go-SB school LOC] DEF (iND)-steal COM 
(a) "The bicycle on which she went to school has been 

stolen.' (instrument) 
(b) 'The bicycle for which she went to school has been stolen.' 

(reason) 

10.6.2. Temporal noun in the subordinate clause 

A temporal noun can follow the verb. 

(123) madi e-mu-re ad^lnl η Spi ?1 
person [ (N)-VE-go-SB yesterday ] DEF Opi FOC 
'The person who came yesterday was Opi.' 

(124) gan äna-a mü-d3D ad^im ή ogu pi 
bicycle [3S-POSS (N)-go-SB yesterday] DEF (IND)-steal COM 
(a) 'The bicycle on which she went yesterday has been stolen.' 

(instrument) 
(b) 'The bicycle for which she went yesterday has been 

stolen.' (reason) 

(125) efij di-ΐέ adjim π azl pi 
fish [ N-cook-SB yesterday ] DEF (iND)-sell COM 
'The fish that was cooked yesterday has been sold.' 

10.6.3. Modals and negation in the subordinate clause. 

A subordinate suffixed verb can be negated with küor küru. 

(126) opi ecfo eßl pä-kä kü ra 
Opi start [fish N-eat-SB NEG(N)] AFF 
(a) 'Opi has certainly started not to eat fish.' 
(b) 'Opi has certainly started not eating fish.' 

The modals wa, kpe or ra can also be used at the end of the subordinate 
clause. 
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(127) ' e-d^i kV ta ta cft-d^S wa η küru 
(IND)-VE-take PL thing [ thing (N)-cook-SB PS ] DEF NEG(P) 
'We (you inclusive) haven't brought anything with which 
something can be cooked.' 

(128) 5-ma iba ti umbe-d^o η äjü-ΐε kpe 
3-try rope cow (N)-tie-SB DEF (N)-untie-SB NPS 
'He couldn't untie the rope for tying cows.' 

(129) 5-ma iba ti ümbe-dso π äjü-Ιε ra 
3-try rope cow (N)-tie-SB DEF (N)-untie-SB AFF 
'He certainly tried to untie the rope for tying cows.' 

10.6.4. Tense in the subordinate clause 

Subordinate clauses with suffixed verbs can in principle be interpreted as 
past or as nonpast (usually present). 

(130) ot/ε ma Ίζό-ΐέ π ka opi m tfi ra 
dog [IS N-bring-up-SB] DEF 3 Opi PR N-bite AFF 
(a) 'The dog that I bred will certainly bite Opi.' 
(b) 'The dog that I am breeding will certainly bite Opi.' 

One of the most interesting aspects of the freedom of tense interpretation 
in the subordinate clause is that the low prefix on the verb does not force 
nonpast tense on the clause, unlike the low tone prefix on the inflected 
verb in the root clause. 

10.7. Dialectal variation 

10.7.1. 'Burulo 

The low prefix is not found on embedded suffixed verbs in 'Burulo. 
Note by comparison that the other low prefix (possibly the same prefix) 
which is prefixed to nonpast verbs in Lokai is not found in 'Burulo. 

10.7.2. Ugandan Ma 'di 

In Ugandan Ma'di, kä is equivalent to Lokai kä, djo is equivalent to 
Lokai d3o, and 1ε is equivalent to Lokai 1ε. The crucial variation in 
Ugandan Ma'di involves re and 6a. 
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Table 41. Lokai and Ugandan Ma'di suffixes 

Clause containing the suffixed verb Lokai Ugandan 

Complement to a grammatical verb. re re 

In a deictic headless relative, combined with a 
postposition. 

re re 

In a relative clause modifying an argument 
where the modified noun is interpreted as one 
member of a coordinate subject for the action 
described by the verb. 

re, 6a re, 6a 

In a relative clause modifying an argument 
where the modified noun is interpreted as the 
subject of the action described by the verb. 

re [singular], 
ßa/ kä [plural] 

cfi [singular], 
kä [plural] 

10.7.2.2. Subject in a /tf-phrase rather than an ?a phrase 

Ugandan Ma'di does not express possession with ?a (15.5). Instead the 
subject can be followed by nl. The substitution of nl for ?a applies to all 
Ugandan Ma'di clauses with re and le. 

(131) ma ?a mü-re π itu ö-de ra 
[IS POSS (N)-go-SB ] DEF sun 3-fall AFF [Lokai] 
'When I was going the sun had certainly set.' 

(132) ma nl mu-re π )tu 5-de ra 
[IS PR N-go-SB] DEF sun 3-fall AFF [Ugandan] 
'When I was going the sun had certainly set.' 

10.7.2.3. Object is realized by -?ä after the verbal suffix 

In Ugandan Ma'di the object can be expressed by ?a suffixed to the verb. 

(133) ot/ε tß-cfi-ä η 5-dra adsinl 
dog N-bite-SB DEF 3-die yesterday [Ugandan] 
(a) 'The dog that bit her (him, it) died yesterday.' 
(b) 'The one who bit the dog died yesterday.' 

(134) Μ ago ü-cfi-ä ή b t f i 
knife man N-cut-SB-AFR DEF sharp [Ugandan] 
"The knife which cut a man was sharp.' 
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Dialectal variation 217 

We described earlier how nä can follow the verb. This is a determiner 
outside the subordinate clause and not a clitic on the verb like ?a~. 
Nevertheless the determiner nä has some similarities to the object clitic 
?a. Both are capable of losing their consonant, reducing them both to a; 
they nevertheless remain distinct morphemes. 

In Ugandan Ma'di, the initial consonant of nä can be deleted to give ä. 
V . . _ - J S / 

(135) qmgba-ka a m ερε 
N-beat-SB AFR PR easy [Ugandan] 
T o hit him is easy.' 

(136) qmba-kä na ερε 
N-beat-SB AFR easy [Lokai] 
'To hit him is easy.' 

Note that this is the same pattern as seen when a or nä follows a noun. 

(137) ago ä m ori 
man AFR PR coward [Ugandan] 
'The man is a coward.' 

(138) ago nä on 
man AFR coward [Lokai] 
'The man is a coward.' 

Tucker fails to appropriately distinguish nä and ?a; he says that nä is 
used in ny-ongwe-a 'call him', but this is ?a and not nä (Tucker 
1940:157). We note that Tucker also sometimes claims that nä is present 
when it is not; thus his ...nä ndräga (1940: 157) should actually be 
analyzed as nl ändrä-ga, with vowel elision. 
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Chapter 11 
Sentences with nonverbal predicates 

In this chapter we look at sentences without verbs where the predicate is a 
noun phrase, adjective phrase or postposition phrase. Definite and 
indefinite noun phrases have different syntactic structures in predication. 
We argue that nonverbal predication, like verbal predication involves both 
a pronominal subject and optionally also an adjoined subject. We look at 
the tense of sentences with nonverbal predication, and conclude with an 
examination of the grammatical word drü. 

11.1. The predicate 

11.1.1. 'Bare' Noun Phrase as predicate 

Noun phrases can be predicates if they are 'bare', by which we mean that 
they consist just of a single word, whether a noun, a demonstrative or a 
numeral. More complex noun phrases can only be predicates if they are 
pre-adjoined to ?1. 

11.1.1.1. Bare noun (indefinite) 

If the noun phrase consists just of a noun and is interpreted as indefinite, 
it can be a predicate. 

(1) mä lapwoßi 
IS teacher 
Ί am a teacher.' 

See 11.1.2. for the definite noun phrase as a predicate. 

11.1.1.2. Bare demonstrative 

A noun phrase consisting just of a demonstrative can function as a 
predicate, but only if it has a non-specific interpretation, something like 
'here' or gestural 'this'. 

(2) mä cfi 
IS this 
Ί am here.' (In answer to a question 'Where are you in this 
photograph?' accompanied by pointing) 
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220 Sentences with nonverbal predicates 

(3) mdn ml π dl 
goat black DEF this 
'This / here is the black goat (in question).' 

The 'Burulo deictic determiners, when in predicate position, are 
obligatorily followed by a low tone. This is not the specific (low tone) 
determiner, which is not widely used in 'Burulo, but instead is the 'final 
low fall' which is found sometimes in 'Burulo ( 3.6.4). 

(4) opi nl na 
Opi PR that ['Burulo] 
'That's Opi.' or There's Opi.' 

11.1.1.3. Bare numeral 

A numeral can function as a predicate. 

(5) a?l sü 
3PL four 
(a) 'There are four.' 
(b) 'They are four.' 

11.1.1.4. Nominalized clause with -kä as predicate 

The following sentence can be analyzed as having as its predicate a clause 
with the verb suffixed with -kä. Subordinate clauses with this structure 
behave elsewhere like noun phrases (for example, they precede an 
uninflected verb, like a noun phrase object). Here they seem to be 
functioning as predicates in a manner similar to bare indefinite noun 
phrases. 

(6) ta 1ε-1ε η opi m eßi-ka 
[thing (N)-want-SB] DEF [Opi PR (N)-leave-SB] 
'The thing needed is the freeing of Opi.' 

11.1.2. NP + ?f as predicate 

A noun phrase can be pre-adjoined to ?j and then is interpreted as a 
predicate. Most kinds of noun phrase can only be interpreted as 
predicates if pre-adjoined to ?1. Full ?f-predication has an overt subject in 
addition to the predicate, and reduced ?f-predication has no overt subject, 
leaving only the predicate in the sentence. 
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11.1.2.1. Full ?f-predication 

Noun phrases which can be adjoined to ?J and thereby function as 
predicates include names, pronouns, phrases with π including modified 
phrases, phrases with demonstratives, and phrases with the kinship 
interpretation of the specific low tone determiner. All these kinds of noun 
phrase can only function as predicates if they are adjoined to ??; they 
cannot be bare predicates. 

(7) di opi ?1 
this Opi FOC 
'This is Opi.' 

(8) di opi n£ Ti 
this chief AFR FOC 
'This is the one who is a chief.' 

(9) cfi mi ?1 
this IS FOC 
'This is me.' 

( 1 0 ) sati opi ?a d^e-le η Iqgwi oo Im η ?Ί 
shirt [Opi POSS (N)-buy-SB ] DEF white and black DEF FOC 
'The shirt that Opi bought is the black and white one (spotted).' 

(11) ma opi ?a za ?1 
IS Opi POSS daughter SPEC FOC 
Ί am Opi's daughter.' 

Example (12) is drawn from one of the texts at the end of this grammar 
(page 695, example 182) and shows a complex noun phrase which does 
not end on a definite determiner but is nonetheless interpreted as definite 
for the purposes of treating it as a predicate. 

(12) ßl amba ama lofo ga di?a ?1. 
2S elder lPL(EXC) among LOC here FOC 
'You are an elder among us here.' 

?1 is used after a bare demonstrative with a specific interpretation (ie. 
actually the demonstrative followed by the low tone determiner). When 
the demonstrative has a non-specific interpretation it can be a predicate 
without ?j, as shown in 11.1.1.2. 
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(13) ( m i ) di ?1 

IS this SPEC FOC 
Ί am this one.' (In answer to a question 'Which person in this 
photograph is you?' accompanied by pointing) 

(14) mdn n di ?1 

goat DEF this SPEC FOC 
(a) 'The goat (in question) is this one.' 
(b) 'The one that is a goat is this one.' 

?1 can also have a possessive postposition phrase (a dri-phrase) pre-
adjoined to it. 

(15) dso di a?l dii ?1 

house this 3PL POSS FOC 
'This house is theirs.' 

A bare noun phrase cannot be pre-adjoined to ?1 

(16)* di mdn ?1 

this goat FOC 
This is a goat.' 

(17) di mdn 

this goat 
'This is a goat.' 

In certain cases, the predicate is interpreted as being in contrastive 
focus. This is relevant because ?J is also used to focus object noun 
phrases, as discussed in 19.3. 

( 1 8 ) mä lapwopi loso η ?1 

IS teacher good DEF FOC 
(a) ' l ama good teacher.' 
(b) Ί am the good teacher (in question).' 
(c) Ί am the good teacher (not the bad one).' 

(19) kuwa pi zä kü η pi ?1 

[ never 2s pass NEG(N) ] DEF 2S FOC 
"The one who will never pass is specifically you.' 

(20) kuwa pi zä kü pi ?1 

[never 2S pass NEG(N) ] 2S FOC 
'It is you who will never pass.' (less specific than previous) 
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11.1.2.2. Reduced ?f-predication 

The ??-predicate can take a null subject, interpreted as expletive, as in the 
following examples. 

(21) opt ?1 
Opi FOC 
(a) '(It's) Opi.' 
(b) Opi is the one.' 

(22) mä 71 
IS FOC 
'(It's) me.' 

(23) ltu * ?1 
sun SPEC FOC 
'(It's) the (sun) heat.' (eg. said by a person taking refuge from 
the heat in a shed) 

(24) galamu Ika η ?1 
pen red DEF FOC 
(a) '(It's) the red pen.' 
(b) '(It's) a red pen.' 

(25) a?l dn ?] 
3PL POSS FOC 
'(It's) theirs.' 

Note that the noun phrase cannot be used on its own. 

(26)* mä 
IS 
'(It's) me.' 

The same range of noun phrases are found in reduced ?f-predication as 
in full ?f-predication. Thus bare noun phrases are not found in reduced ?J-
predication. 

(27)* galamu ?1 
pen FOC 
'It's a pen.' 

Note however the following idiom, in which the adverbial aqgwe is 
combined with ?1. 
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(28) aqgwe ?1 
outside FOC 
'That's life!' 

(29) cfi aqgwe ?1 
this outside FOC 
'This is life!' 

Sentences with reduced ?1 predicates have various functions in the 
syntax. In the following examples, they serve a discourse function, 
introducing noun phrases which are then associated to argument positions 
in the clause. 

(30) opi ?1 , ito ?1 5-νύ la m 
Opi FOC ItO FOC 3-go(PL) PL FOC 
'It is Opi and Ito who went.' 

(31) 6ρί Τι , öqgürü ito ?Ί , ö-sl Ια d$0 <fi ni 
Opi FOC and also Ito FOC 3-build PL house this FOC 
'It was Opi and Ito who together built this house.' 
(presentational) 

11.1.2.3. Is ?f a pronominal? 

The category of ?1 is not fully clear, but it might be a pronoun, related 
perhaps to a?l, the third person plural pronoun. This would then make 
adjunction to ?1 another kind of adjunction to a pronominal, like 
adjunction to nl or pt if, as we suggest, these are pronominals (with nil 
perhaps related to the third person singular pronoun äm). 

11.1.3. Adjective phrase as predicate 

An adjective phrase can be a predicate. If the adjective can inflect for 
plural, it must agree with a plural subject. Two adjectives can be 
conjoined. 

(32) opi m lapwoßi 
Opi PR teacher(S) 
O p i is a teacher.' 

(33) opi pi lapwopl 
Opi PRPL teacher (PL) 
'Those of Opi (Opi and his associate(s)) are teachers.' 
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(34) ama all 
lPL(EXC) short(PL) 
'We (excluding you) are short.' 

(35) arabia π udi oo pelere 
car DEF new and clean 
'The car in question is new and clean.' 

11.1.3.1. Adjective predicate + degree modifier 

The adjective predicate can take a degree modifier (which might perhaps 
be thought of as a kind of completion adverbial, 18.2.2.1). Some degree 
modifiers are fairly restricted in which adjectives they can co-occur with. 
These more restricted degree modifiers must come after the adjective. 
Thus both rere and ambambä are restricted to co-occurrence with colour 
adjectives, the word azö 'fall', and a few others; ambambä will co-occur 
with aii 'short' but rere will not. 

(36) opt m azo re re 
Opi PR tall a lot 
'Opi is really tall.' 

(37) lad^e nä orü ambambä 
price AFR up a lot 
'It is too expensive.' 

(38) /adje nä hso ambambä 
price AFR good a lot 
'The price is really great.' 

Other degree modifiers are not restricted in which adjectives they co-
occur with, and can also be freely placed in the clause (ie. as free 
adverbials). 

(39) opi m tro tro azö 
Opi PR slightly tall 
'Opi is slightly tall.' 

(40) opi m azö 
Opi PR tall 
'Opi is slightly tall.' 

tro tro 
slightly 
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In one idiom, the degree modifier can stand on its own. 

(41) ru nä tro tro loso 
body AFR slightly good 
'She is a lot better (now).' 

(42) rü nä tro tro 
body AFR slightly 
'She is a lot better (now).' 

Note that in this idiom, the degree modifier cannot follow the adjective. 

(43)* rü nä lösS tro tro 
body AFR good slightly 
'She is a lot better (now).' 

11.1.3.2. Adjective predicate + completion adverbial 

Many adjectives select for a particular final adverbial which expresses 
extremity (ie. a kind of completion of the state, analogous to the 
completion adverbials selected by verbs). 

(44) eji nä lcfße titi 
water AFR cold COM 
"The aforementioned water is really very cold.' 

The adjective-completion adverbs are also found when the adjective is the 
complement to a verb. 

(45) asl id nä ecfße lcfße ti ti 
heart PL AFR cool cold(S) COM 
'They are really very happy.' 

In some cases the final adverbial can stand on its own, without its 
associated adjective (but with the same meaning as the adjective + 
adverbial combination). 

(46) opi m äzö töndölo 
Opi PR tall COM 
O p i is really tall.' 

(47) opi m töndölo 
Opi PR COM 
'Opi is really tall.' 
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Some of the pairings of adjective and completion particles are indicated in 
the following table. 

Table 42. Adjectives and completion particles 

adjective modifier (which 
cannot stand alone) 

modifier (which can 
also stand alone) 

tall azo mbele, ndörö, 
go, drü 

ndöndoro, 
töndölö, 
dödörö, gögorü 

short ill tündülü, tin dl Ii 
cold itfße ti ti 
red Ikä ggäii, parü, 

ndö, ndondo, 
ndili 

wara 

black 7 "Τ mi tin, twi, tfululu 
white 1ηgwi pululu tau 

These modifiers are used only when associated with these adjectives. 
The combination of asi 'heart' as subject and icße 'cold' as predicate 

can be interpreted as a way of saying a person is kind (ie. 'his heart is 
cold'). With this interpretation, the completion adverbial cannot be used. 

(48) asi id nä Icße 
heart PL AFR cold(PL) 
'They are nice people.' 

(49)* asi id nä icße άά 
heart PL AFR cold(S) COM 
'They are really nice people.' 

However, the following idiom can take a final completion adverbial, 
presumably because it is the adjective predicate by itself which is 
metaphorical (not the combination of subject and predicate). 

(50) asi nä Im tin 
heart POSS black COM 
'She is really evil hearted.' 

11.1.3.3. Adjective predicate + postposition phrase 

The adjective can be followed by a postposition phrase. 
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(51) opi m loso mupira ga 
Opi PR good football LOC 
O p i is good at football.' 

(52) opi m loso dondfi tro 
Opi PR good children COMT 
Opi is good with children.' 

(53) opi m on otje si 
Opi PR fearful dog SR 
Opi is fearful of dogs.' 

(54) opi m tfm äna ?a e-mu-kä küru si 
Opi PR Clever 3S POSS (N)-VE-gO-SB NEG(P) SR 
Opi is wise not to have come.' 

The postposition phrase in this case is not in focus but can be separately 
focused by the SPEC + ?1 strategy used for sentential modifiers. This 
might suggest that the postposition phrases in these clauses are sentential 
modifiers rather than being eg. complements of the adjective. 

(55) opi m loso mupira ga v ?i 
Opi PR good football LOC SPEC FOC 
Opi is good (specifically) at football.' 

11.1.3.4. a?a 'present' and ljo 'absent' 

Two adjectives have particular significance, being used as predicates to 
express existence/non-existence and possession/non-possession. ä?a can 
express existence, and ijö can express absence: 

(56) ögü ä?a 
thieves present 
'There are thieves.' 

(57) opi nl ijö 
Opi PR absent 
(a) 'Opi is not present.' 
(b) 'Opi is no more (ie. dead).' 

The words can be used to express presence or absence of a state of 
affairs. 
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(58) ma ni odu ljo 
Is BEN sleep absent 
Ί am not sleepy.' 

(59) t f e t f e nä ijö 
slowness AFR absent 
'There is no slowness about it.' 

(60) ta (zi ) ερε djo sl-kä am nä Ijö 
thing another easy house N-build-SB like AFR absent 
'There is nothing (else) as easy as building a house.' 

The positive counterpart to this appears to be used as a politeness 
strategy. 

(61) ma ni ödu a?a 
IS BEN sleep present 
Ί am sleepy.' (ie. more indirect, 'I'm feeling sleepy' rather 
than just 'I 'm sleepy!') 

In combination with a location expression (between subject and 
predicate), the presence or absence can be localized. 

(62) abin di?i a?a 
hunger here present 
'There's hunger here.' 

(63) mä ßaru ijö 
IS home absent 
(a) Ί was not at home.' 
(b) Ί am not at home.' 
(c) Ί will not be at home.' (if oßu 'tomorrow' is added) 

(64) ma dn ädrupl di?ä ijö 
IS POSS brother here absent 
Ί don't have a brother here.' 

Note that names (with obligatory m) differ in their syntax depending on 
the predicate. 

(65 ) opi m di?ä Ijö 
Opi PR here absent 
Opi is not (present) here.' 
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( 6 6 ) * Dpi m di?£ a ? a 
Opi PR here present 
O p i is present here.' 

(67) opi m £?a 
Opi PR present 
O p i is present (here).' 

£?a can express (temporary or alienable) possession, and ijö can also 
express non-possession (temporary or alienable). 

(68) ami dn opi a?a 
lPL(EXC) POSS chiefs present 
'We (excluding you) have chiefs.' 

(69) ma dn d30 ijö 
IS POSS house absent 
Ί don't have a house.' 

(70) Spi dn d^o ijö 
Opi POSS house absent 
O p i doesn't have a house.' 

(71) lea nä dn ta ßära η ijö 
elephant AFR POSS thing child DEF absent 
'The (aforementioned) elephant doesn't have anything called a 
child.' (literally of the elephant the child thing is absent) 

i/o is also used to mean 'no' when fronted (20.3.3.3). 

(72) ljo Spi e-mu ni 
absent Opi (3)-VE-go FOC 
'No, it was Opi who came.' 

We note that in the closely-related language Logbara the cognate of 
Ma'di £?a is Logbara adä. The apparent cognate of Ma'di i/o is jö but 
this functions somewhat differently in Logbara; according to Djuruni 
(1983: 82) Logbara jö can be used to negate a nonverbal predicate while 
Lobgara kö is used to negate a verbal predicate (in Ma'di kö is used for 
both). 

Djuruni (1983: 103) objects to the description of the Logbara 1st and 
jö as verbs of presence or absence. 
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11.1.4. Postposition phrase as predicate 

A postposition phrase can function as a predicate. 

(73) buku cfi opi ni 
book this Opi BEN 
'This book is for Opi.' 

(74) 6pi nl dso ga 
Opi PR house LOC 
Opi is in the house.' 

(75) eji ?a cß-re ad^inl π amä öcfu ga 
[ water POSS (N)-rain-SB yesterday ] DEF lPL(EXC) sleep LOC 
'When it was raining yesterday we (excluding you) were 
sleeping.' 

A dn-phrase does not have a possessive interpretation when it is a 
predicate. 

(76) buku η opi dn 
book DEF Opi LOC 
(a) 'The book in question is with Opi.' 
(b)* 'The book in question is (temporarily) Opi's.' 

Some of the deictic terms can be seen as postposition phrases; they can 
also function as predictes. 

(77) mä di?ä 
IS here 
Ί am here.' 

11.1.4.1. Possession with tro 

The postposition tro 'with', taking a complement and functioning as a 
predicate, expresses possession. 

(78) mä im tro 
IS eye with 
(a) Ί have eyes.' 
(b) Ί am literate.' (idiomatic). 
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11.1.4.2. Lack of possession with ako 

ako is a postposition meaning 'without'. The corresponding positive 
form is tro 'with'. 

(79) mä arabia ako 
IS car without 
Ί am without a car.' (I don't have a car) 

ako 'without' may be negated with kü. 

(80) mä arabia ako kü 
IS car without NEG(N) 
'It is not that I am without a car...' 

kü can be used with tro only to express contrastive negation. 

(81) mä arabia tro kü 
IS car with NEG(N) 
'It is not that I have a car...' 

11.1.4.3. Comparison, with am 

an? is used to express comparison in non-verbal predicate structures. It is 
probably a noun, and hence in the following example opi dri am is a 
noun phrase, using the dn possession strategy. 

(82) d30 ma dn opi dn am 
house IS POSS Opi POSS like 
'My house is like Opi's.' 

11.1.5. ΐέ -predication 

11.1.5.1. NP + Ί-ΐέ , and NP + 1ε 

An indefinite noun phrase can be followed by 1ε. A definite noun phrase 
can be followed by ι- ΐέ\ which we take to be a combination of 
focus/predicational ?1 and 1ε . Many definite noun phrases end in -i or -i 
(ie. most of the pronouns and determiners do). Hence it is difficult to tell 
whether the noun phrase is followed by llf or by 1ε but we assume that 
it is always the former. Where it is possible to tell, eg. with first person 
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pronoun mä the pronominal must be followed by lie and not by 1ε . 
The construction can be a complete utterance, meaning 'what about 

NP'? 

(83) d30 1ε 
house what about 
'What about a house?' 

(84) djo η ( Ί ) 1 ε 
house DEF what about 
'What about the house?' 

(85) d3o η % (1 )1ε 
house DEF SPEC what about 
'What about the specific house (in question)?' 

The construction can introduce the adjoined subject of the sentence. 
The use of 1ε " in this case indicates that there is something wrong (an 
interpretation not found in the 'complete utterances' discussed above): 
something is happening but should not happen. 

(86) opt (1) 1ε ko -mü 
Opi as for 3-N-go 
'As for Opi, he is going, (by implication: he shouldn't) 

(87) apt 0)1ε apl ögü 
3 PL as for 3 PL thieves 
'As for you, you are thieves.' 

(88) ma ιΐε ma pa-a 
IS as for IS N-eat-OBJ 
'As for me, I am eating it.' (but by implication I shouldn't) 

Note that without lie a sentence cannot have a pronominal in this kind of 
adjoined subject position. 

(89) am ιΐε kopa-a 
3s as for 3-eat-OBJ 
'As for him he is eating it.' (Though this is pragmatically odd 
because it implies that I don't know who 'he' is) 

/ \ _ 

(90)* am kopa-a 
3S 3-eat-OBJ 
'As for him he is eating it.' 
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234 Sentences with nonverbal predicates 

ΝΡ-(ί)ΐέ can also introduce the subject of a nonverbal predicate. 

(91) 

(92) 

(93) 

opi ( i ) 1ε 
Opi as for 
'As for Opi, he has no shame.' 

opi (?) 1ε 
Opi as for 
'As for Opi, he is my brother.' 

dnnd^a ako 
shame without 

ma-a 

— A 

ma ύε ma adrupi 
Is as for Is brother 
'As for me, I am without a brother.' 

adrupi ?1 
IS-POSS brother-SPEC FOC 

ako 
without 

The subject must be recapitulated if it is first or second person but not if it 
is third person, which we take as indirect evidence that there in fact is a 
recapitulated third person pronominal but that it is non-overt. In this 
position, the noun phrase with 7εΓ must be definite (not true for the 
complete utterances with 1ε). 

( 9 4 ) * d3o i f ko-rä 
house AS FOR 3-N-leak 
'(As for) a house it is leaking / leaks.' 

Sentence-final η (18.5.2) is used in a manner similar to 1ε\ but there 
are differences with π drawing attention to an urgent current problem. 

(95 ) d3o di ( 1 ) 1ε ko-rä 
house this AS FOR 3-N-leak 
'(As for) this house it is leaking / leaks.' (contrary to what you 
think) 

(96 ) c / jo cf) ko-rä ή 
house this 3-N-leak RHE 
'(Look) this house is leaking / leaks.' (I have contrary evidence 
to suggest this, it's happening now) 

11.1.5.2. küle 

pi ndri ra kü 1ε or just kö 1ε is a phrase used to draw attention; it can 
be translated as 'look' or 'look here' or 'you see'. It adds nothing to the 
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propositional content of the sentence. 

(97) pi ndri ra kü 1ε\ ju cfü Ikä nä ?1 
2s see ÄFF NEG(N) as for 2SDIR take red that FOC 
'You see, I'm telling you, take the red one.' 

(98) kü 1ε , ju cfü Ikä na ?1 
NEG(N) as for 2SDIR take red that FOC 
' I ' m telling you, take the red one.' 

pi ndre ra can be used without kü 1ε\ but loses its attention-drawing 
function. 

(99) pi ndri ra pi cfü Ikä nä ?Ί 
2s see ÄFF 2SDIR take red that FOC 
'You see, take the red one.' 

The two parts can be separated. 

(100) ju ndri ra, kü 1ε, pi cfü Ikä nä ?i 
2S see ÄFF NEG(N) as for 2SDIR take red that FOC 
'You see, I'm telling you, take the red one.' 

(101) jli ndri ra, ju cfü, kü 1ε , Ika nä ?1 
2s see ÄFF 2SDIR take NEG(N) as for red that FOC 
'You see, take, I'm telling you, the red one.' 

The order of the two parts is however fixed. 

( 1 0 2 ) * kü 1ε , pi ndri rä, ju cfü Ika nä Τι 
NEG(N) as for 2s see ÄFF 2SDIR take red that FOC 
'I'm telling you, you see, take the red one.' 

11.2. Subject and adjoined subject of the nonverbal predicate 

11.2.1. The pronominal subject and adjoined subject analysis of 
nonverbal clauses 

We suggest that nonverbal predicates, like verbal predicates, have an 
obligatory pronominal subject, to which a lexical subject can be pre-
adjoined. Unlike verbal predicates, the pronominal subject can be 
phonologically non-overt, in which case it is interpreted as expletive, or as 
third person singular or plural. We review some of the evidence for 
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making this claim, which we believe to be the best option among a number 
of quite different ways of understanding what the subject is in nonverbal 
clauses. 

The pronominal subject is drawn from the NS-paradigm, though it is 
possible that there is no third person form (or rather that the third person 
form is non-overt, a pattern we also see with objects in verbal clauses). 

The pre-adjoined subject can be a full lexical noun phrase, or can also 
be a pronominal from the NS-paradigm (this leads to some 'double 
pronominal' examples which we look at below), just as in verbal clauses. 

11.2.1.1. Nonverbal clauses without overt subjects 

Nonverbal clauses without overt subjects are found in root and 
subordinate positions. Here we deal with the root clause; subordinate 
nonverbal clauses are the subject of section 11.5. If a root nonverbal 
clause has a null pronominal subject and no noun phrase is pre-adjoined 
to it, the clause will overtly consist just of the predicate. This is found 
only when the predicate contains ?1 or 1ε \ 

11.2.1.2. Evidence for the analysis in this section 

In this section we have claimed that the nonverbal predicate always has a 
pronominal subject. If the pronominal subject is third person, it is non-
overt, and either a noun phrase is adjoined to it (in which case the 
adjoined phrase takes on the role of subject), or no noun phrase is 
adjoined (in which case the null pronominal is interpreted as expletive). 
We now briefly review some evidence for this approach. 
1. This approach offers a uniform account of arguments: now all 
arguments are always pronominals, overt or null, whether subject of verb, 
object of verb, or subject of nonverbal predicate. 
2. We know that the full noun phrase at the beginning of a nonverbal 
clause can be separated from the predicate by if or Ίΐε \ When the noun 
phrase is third person, the structure is as follows: 

adjoined subject + (7) 1ε + non-overt pronominal subject + predicate 
When the noun phrase is first or second person, the structure is as 
follows: 

adjoined subject + l lf + overt pronominal subject + predicate 
The fact that the pronominal must be repeated after 11ε suggests that this 
is an obligatory position for a pronominal. Where it is apparently omitted, 
as in the third person case, we might sugggest that there is still a 
pronominal there, but that it is non-overt. 
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3. Clauses with bare ?1 and L· consist of a noun phrase followed by one 
of these two words. In principle, we might take the noun phrase to be the 
subject, with ?1 or 1ε as the predicate. But there are two reasons to think 
that the noun phrase is not the subject in these clauses, and must therefore 
be part of the predicate, in which case the clause can only have a null third 
person pronominal subject. The first reason is that if we see the NP as 
pre-adjoined to ?1 in this type of clause, then we can say that ?1 always has 
a noun phrase pre-adjoined to it. The second and clinching reason is that 
if the NP is a name or SPEC-phrase it is not followed by nl; if it were the 
subject of a nonverbal predicate, nl would be obligatory after the phrase in 
this clause. This strongly suggests that the NP is part of the predicate, 
pre-adjoined to ?1 (or 1ε). 

11.2.2. Types of noun phrase which can be the adjoined subject 

Any type of noun phrase can be an adjoined subject in a nonverbal clause. 

(103) ds6 π iqgwe 
house DEF white 
(a) 'The house (in question) is white.' 
(b) 'The one which is a house is white.' 

(104) ta tro π opt ?1 
thing with DEF Opi FOC 
'The wealthy one is Opi.' 

(105) lapwqpi ago 
teacher man 
Ά teacher is a man.' 

(106) galamu cfi 
pen this 
'Here is a pen.' 

11.2.2.1. The requirement for m 

If the adjoined subject is a name or LOW-phrase it must be pre-adjoined 
to nl. 

(107) opi nl aga 
Opi PR bitter 
Opi is unhappy / bitter.' 
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(108) men * nl ire 
river SPEC PR near 
'The (specific) river is near.' 

(109) d^o ή * m Irjgwe 
house DEF SPEC PR white 
(a) 'The specific house (in question) is white.' 
(b) 'The specific one which is a house is white.' 

This is not a requirement of a name or SPEC-phrase in subject of verb 
position, and we suggest that the difference relates to whether the phrase 
is pre-adjoined to a null pronominal or an overt pronominal. In the 
former, nl is required, and in the latter it is not. The generalization seems 
to be that a name or SPEC-phrase in argument position must be pre-
adjoined to an overt pronominal and if no overt pronominal is available, 
then nl is used. 

11.2.2.2. Number agreement 

A plural adjoined subject takes a plural adjective if the adjective inflects. 

( 1 1 0 ) kubaja pelere 
cup (S) clean (S) 
'The knife is clean.' 

(111) kubajaa pelere 
cup (PL) clean (PL) 
'The cups are clean.' 

This is true in principle also of verbal predicates, but there is only one 
verbal predicate 'go' which has alternation for number. We note that 
Ma'di does not seem to have anything equivalent to English 'they are 
nuisances / they are a nuisance', nominal predicates which do not agree in 
number with the subject. 

11.2.2.3. ?a-phrase 

An ?a phrase without a possessed noun can be the subject of a nonverbal 
predicate. This is a fixed idiom. 

(112) ßa ή 5lu löso kü 
people DEF stay good NEG(N) 
'They're always fighting.' 
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( 1 1 3 ) 6a π ?a olu IDSD ku 
people DEF POSS stay good NEG(N) 
(Their life is not okay) 'They're always fighting.' 

11.2.3. Other types of phrase as the adjoined subject of a nonverbal 
predicate 

We list here some sentences in which the adjoined subject does not 
appear to be a noun phrase. The presence of m here is puzzling; otherwise 
only a name or SPEC-phrase can be pre-adjoined to nit. Perhaps this 
suggests that the adjective or adverbial in these examples has been made 
into a name of some kind. 

( 1 1 4 ) IDSD RU IDSD 

good PR good 
'(What is) good is good' 

(115) DBU m iqgoni 
tomorrow PR how 
'How about tomorrow?' (a) will tomorrow suit you? or (b) think 
of the consequences of what you are doing. 

(116) okpo m p-iko okod^o d^e-ka ra 
[provided that ] 2SDIR-finish utensils (N)-wash-SB AFF 
[Moria who is washing up wants to go out to play with other 
children. The mother's response can be:] 'Provided that you 
definitely finish washing the utensils.' (idiomatic usage) 

11.2.4. Sentence as subject 

11.2.4.1. Suffixed verbal clause as subject 

Sentences with suffixed verbs can be adjoined subjects of adjective 
predicates. 

(117) d^o sl-ka ερε 
[ house N-build-SB ] easy 
'Building a house is easy.' 

(118) d^S si-kä ερε ni 
[ house N-build-SB ] easy FOC 
'It is building a house which is easy / easier.' 
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(119) ερε, dzo sl-ka 
easy [ house N-build-SB ] 
'Easy, building a house.' 

(120) ερε, sl-kä v ?1 
easy [ house N-build-SB ] SPEC FOC 
'Easy, building a house.' 

(121) ßä-kä acfute okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] difficult 
'To eat it alone is difficult.' ('you should eat it with other 
people' or 'it should be eaten with other things') 

(122) ßä-ΐε äcfute okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] difficult 
'To eat it alone is difficult.' ('you should eat it with other 
people' or 'it should be eaten with other things') 

(123) flä-ΐέ nä Ijo 
[ N-eat-SB ] AFR absent 
'There isn't any (in the lot) to be eaten.' 

(124) ßä-ΐε i/o 
[ N-eat-SB ] absent 
'There isn't any to be eaten.' (There isn't any worth eating.) 

(125) ßä-d30 äcfute okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] difficult 
'For it to be eaten alone is difficult (for anyone).' 

(126) ßä-d^o nä ijö 
[ N-eat-SB ] AFR absent 
'There isn't any with which it could / can be eaten.' 

(127) ßä-Γε nä ijö 
[ N-eat-SB ] AFR absent 
'There is no-one eating it.' (ie. you can take the plate away) 

11.2.4.2. Conditional clause as subject 

A conditional clause with d$o or initial cfi can also be the subject of 
predication with ape 'fine, right, okay'. 
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(128) d3D pi mü pi ?1 ku ape 
[ i f 2S go 2S FOC NEG(N) ] fine 
(a) 'Unless it is not you who went (then it is fine).' (ie. as you 

are not wanted there) 
(b) 'Unless it is not you who is going/ will go (then it is fine).' 

(ie. as you are unpopular there) 

(129) de pi mü ju ?1 ape 
[ If 2S N-go 2s FOC ] fine 
'Unless it is you going (then it is fine).' (ie. as no one else is 
going or as no one else can solve it) 

(130) d3D 6pi ko-ke-ä m ape 
[ if Opi 3-give-OBJ FOC ] then fine 
'Unless it is Opi who is giving / will give it (then it is fine as 
there's no one else who will give it or they won't take it from 
anyone else) 

(131) de pi mü pi ?1 ape 
[ If 2S N-go 2S FOC ] then fine 
'Unless it is you going (then it is fine).' (as no one else is going 
or as no one else can solve the issue) 

11.2.4.3. Clause + nl as subject 

Where the predicate is a postposition phrase with fro, expressing 
'because', the subject can be a full clause or a nominalized clause (with 
ka) followed by nl. 

(132) ama le am di?ä ku m 
[lPL(EXC) want 3S here NEG(N) ] PR 

äniqga e-mu di?ä ögu ma-a buku tro 
time past (3)-VE-go here steal lS-POSS book COMT 

'We do not want him here because when he came here the other 
time, he stole my book.' 

(133) ama-a am le-ka dt?a ku nl 
[ lPL(EXC)-POSS 3S (N)-want-SB here NEG(N) ] PR 

äntfga e-mu di?ä ögü ma-a bukü tro 
time past (3)-VE-go here steal lS-POSS book COMT 

Our not wanting him here is because when he was here the 
other time, he stole my book.' 
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11.3. Sentential modifiers in the nonverbal clause 

11.3.1. Postposition phrase as modifier 

Postposition phrase modifiers can be in final position, or in initial or 
(sometimes) mid-sentence location. In non-final position, the postposition 
phrase is interpreted as more contrastive. 

(134) 6pi m lapwopi dzuba ga 
Opi PR teacher(S) Juba LOC 

Opi is a teacher in Juba.' 

(135) djuba ga opi m lapwopi 
Juba LOC Opi PR teacher(S) 
'When in Juba, Opi is a teacher.' 

(136) opi m d3uba ga lapwopi 
Opi PR Juba LOC teacher(S) 

'When in Juba, Opi is a teacher.' 

Some postposition phrases cannot be sentence-internal; thus the si phrase 
in the following example is sentence-final, could be sentence-initial, but 
cannot be sentence-internal. 

(137) ama asi Icfße a?l-a ε-νυ-kä ra si 
lPL(EXC)-POSS heart cold (PL) 3PL-POSS (N)-VE-gO-SB ÄFF SR 
'We are / have been made happy because of their coming.' 
(future or past) 

11.3.1.1. N P + ni 

In this section we consider a type of construction consisting of a ni-
phrase, an indefinite noun expressing a bodily state, and an optional 
adjective ä?a 'present' or ijö 'absent'. 

< < (138) abki ma ni a?a 
hunger Is BEN present 

Ί am hungry.' 
< < (139) ma ni abki a?a 

IS BEN hunger present 
Ί am hungry.' (can still bear it) 
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(140) ma m abin 
IS BEN hunger 
Ί am hungry.' (need to eat now) 

We take the indefinite noun ab'in to be the subject and the adjective ä?a to 
be the predicate, and ma ni to be a modifier within the clause. If the 
predicate is omitted, there is an implication of urgency. 

(141) ma ni ödu ä?a 
IS BEN sleep present 
Ί am sleepy.' (can possibly still stay for a while) 

(142) ma ni öcfu 
IS BEN sleep 
Ί am sleepy.' (need to go to bed straight away) 

(143) ma m Icfße ä?a 
IS BEN coldness present 
Ί am cold.' (may need to cover soon) 

(144) ma nl Icfße 
IS BEN coldness 
'lam cold.' (I feel cold) 

In some cases there is competition with an adjectival predicate with a 
similar meaning. 

(145) ma m 5vu (ä?a) 
IS BEN laziness present 
Ί am lazy.' (I have a feeling of laziness) 

(146) mä DVÖ 

IS lazy 
Ί am lazy.' 

While there are options for expressing laziness, in order to express lack 
of laziness the adjectival predicate and kü is strongly preferred, with the 
ijö option dispreferred. 

11.3.2. am-phrase (comparison) as sentential modifier 

An am-phrase consists of am preceded by a possessive phrase, either 
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with ?a or with dri. The fact that it can be preceded by a postposition 
phrase suggests that anl is a noun. 

(147) ( a n ? ) ali ma 
3S short IS 
(a) 'She is as short as me.' 
(b) 'She is short like me.' 

?a 
POSS 

am 
like 

(148) ( a n l ) ali ma dri am 
3 s short IS POSS like 
(a) 'She is as short as me.' 
(b) 'She is short like me.' 
(c) 'She is short like mine.' 

The phrase can be interpreted as 'like NP' in all positions, but can be 
interpreted as comparative 'as AP as NP' only in final position. 

(149) am azo 
3s tall 
(a) 'She is tall like Opi.' 
(b) 'She is as tall as Opi.' 

opi am 
Opi like 

(150) anl opi anl azo 
3S Opi like tall 
(a) 'She is like Opi tall.' 
(b)* 'She is as tall as Opi.' 

(151) Sp'i 
Opi 
(a) 
(b)* 

am ( anl ) 
like 3s 

'Like Opi she is tall.' 
'As tall as Opi she is.' 

azo 
tall 

When the anl phrase is in initial position, with or without a pause, the 
subject can be omitted. 

/ s y ^ _ _J 

(152) ma a am am 
IS POSS like 3S 
'Like me she is short.' 

all 
short 

(153) ma a anl (,) 
IS POSS like 
'Like me, it / she is short.' 

all 
short 
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11.3.3. Fixed adverbials 

The temporal modifier idi 'again' can come before the subject, between 
the subject and predicate in (154) or at the end of the clause; ie. in any of 
the positions marked @ in the following clause. 

(154) @ ta zi @ ijö @ 
thing another absent 

@ = idi 'again' 
'There is nothing else (to add, say)' 

idi can only be final with a verbal predicate (155). This seems to fit a 
more general pattern; 'fixed adverbials' such as idi appear to be fixed 
only in verbal clauses and not in nonverbal clauses. 

(155) opi o-cfu izi Μ 
Opi 3-take woman again 
Opi is married again.' 

11.3.4. Free adverbials 

Nominalized modals, negation, etc. and words like ad3inl can be freely 
placed within the sentence. Thus for example ra π can be placed in any of 
the positions marked 

(156) @ ami dn @ 6pi @ ä?a @ m 
lPL POSS chief present FOC 

@ = ra ri 'AFP DEF' 

'What we have present is a chief.' (ie. not a king) 

adsim can be placed in any of the positions marked @. 
(157) @ Sp'i @ ö-mü @ sukuru ga @ 

Opi 3-go school LOC 
@ = ad3inl 'yesterday' 
'Opi went to school yesterday.' 

11.4. Tense 

A sentence with a non-verbal predicate is interpreted as non-past and 
specifically as present. This might perhaps be because there is a 
relationship between present tense and imperfective or stative.aspect. 
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(158) ma lapwopi 
IS teacher 
(a) ' l ama teacher.' 
(b)* Ί was / will be a teacher.' 

(159) opi m ogu 
Opi PR thief 
(a) Opi is a thief.' 
(b)* Opi was / will be a thief.' 

Nonverbal predicates can be negated, but only with kü, as befits their 
present tense interpretation. 

(160) mä lapwopi kü 
IS teacher NEG(N) 
Ί am not a teacher.' 

(161)* mä lapwopi küru 
IS teacher NEG(P) 
Ί was not a teacher.' 

11.5. Sentences with nonverbal predicates as complements to 
verbs 

In this section we look at sentences where there is a matrix verb which 
takes a nonverbal predicate as its complement. The nonverbal predicate 
does not have its own overt subject; it always takes as its subject the 
subject of the matrix verb. 

11.5.1. olu and the expression of tense and aspect in nonverbal clauses 

11.5.1.1. 5ΐύ can take a nonverbal clause as a complement 

Tense and aspect can be expressed in nonverbal clauses by the use of the 
verb 5ΐυ. This verb takes as its complement a sentence with a nonverbal 
predicate and a missing subject; the subject of olu is interpreted as the 
subject of the embedded nonverbal predicate. 

(162) opi olu lapwopi 
Opi stay teacher 
Opi is still a teacher.' 
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If olu is uninflected the sentence expresses a continuing present state 
(one which existed in the past and still holds). 

(163) ma ölu lapwopi 
IS stay teacher 
Ί am still a teacher.' 

(164) o/a ölu a?a 
fight stay present 
'There is fighting still going on.' 

Inflected k-ölu indicates a state which will exist in the future. 

(165) opt k-ölu ä?a 
Opi 3-stay present 
Opi will be there (present).' 

(166) üqgwe-kä nä k-ölu ä?a 
call-SB AFR 3-stay present 
'It will be called.' (The/its calling will take place) 

(167) m-ölu läkä i?a 
lS-stay there present 
(a) Ί will be present.' 
(b) Ί will be one of them.' (perhaps extending meaning (a)) 

Directive k-ölu indicates that a state should be made to exist, and thus 
enabling the expression of directive meaning with nonverbal predicates. 

(168) opi k-ölu 
Opi 3DlR-stay 
(a) 'Let Opi be (stay).' 
(b) 'Opi should stay.' 
(a) 'Leave Opi alone.' (don't disturb him) 

(169) Spi k-ölu ä?a 
Opi 3DIR-stay present 
(a) 'Opi should be present.' 
(b) 'Let Opi be present.' 
(c) 'Ensure that Opi is present.' 

(170) ba k-ölu ä?a 
beer 3DIR-stay present 
'There should be beer.' (Ensure that there's beer) 
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(171) k-ölu I5s6 
3DIR-stay fine 
(a) 'It had better be (remain) fine.' 
(b) 'She should have a good time.' 
(c) 'She'd better have a good time!' 

The clause with olu can be embedded under other verbs, such as π 
(16.10) or 7ε (16.2.5). 

(172) Spi 5-le ölu-ΐε lapwopi 
Opi 3-want (N)-stay-SB teacher 
Opi wants to be a teacher.' 

It might be proposed that olu is a modifier (maybe a complete clause) 
inside a root nonverbal predicate clause. However, there are at least two 
good reasons for thinking that the root clause has Slu as its verb, taking 
the nonverbal predicate as its complement; both reasons relate to the 
subject which is clearly the subject of a verb and not of a nonverbal 
predicate. The first is that nl is not required after a subject which is a 
name (it would be if the name was directly the subject of the nonverbal 
predicate). The second is that the tone on the first person subject is high 
(ie. ma, subject of an inflected verb) and not mid (ie. mä, subject of a 
nonverbal predicate). 

11.5.1.2. Negation 

Negation is possible with küru, with the expected past interpretation. 

(173) opi olu lapwopi (drü) küru 
opi (3)-stay teacher as NEG(P) 
'Opi has not been a teacher.' 

kö can also be used. 

(174) eßi π 5ΐύ löso kü 
fish DEF (3)-stay good NEG(N) 
'The fish is not adjusting well to the new environment.' 

(175) opi olu lapwopi kü 
Opi (3)-stay teacher NEG(N) 
(a) 'Opi will not be a teacher.' 
(b) 'Opi is not a teacher still.' (has ceased to be a teacher) 
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(176) 6a η Slu lSs6 kü 
people DEF (3)-stay good NEG(N) 
'They're always fighting.' (They don't live in harmony) 

(177) 6a ή ?a Slu lSso kü 
people DEF POSS (3)-stay good NEG(N) 
'They're always fighting.' (Their life is not okay) 

11.5.1.3. Slu with an implicit a?a complement 

The predicate ä?a can be omitted. 

(178) üggwe-kä na k-olu εηάτυ a?a 
(N)-call-SB AFR 3-stay today present 
'It will be called today.' (It's / her calling will be present 
today) 

/ - / 

(179) uqgwe-ka na k -olu εηάτυ 
(N)-call-SB AFR 3-stay today 
'It will be called today.' (Its / her calling will take place today) 

X X _ A 

(180) lifla olu a?a 
food (3)-stay present 
'There is still some more food left.' (not everything is gone) 

(181) lipa olu 
food (3)-stay 
'There is still some more food.' (the food may or may not have 
been touched) 

11.5.1.4. The lexical verb olu 'stay' 

There is also a lexical verb Slu 'stay' which can take a locational noun 
phrase as a complement. 

(182) opi olu 6aru 
Opi (3)-stay home 
(a) 'Opi is still at home.' 
(b) 'Opi stayed at home.' (he has not been to foreign parts) 
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(183) op! ölu ßaru ku 
Opi (3)-stay home NEG(N) 
(a) 'Opi is not at home.' (he has already left home) 
(b) Opi does not stay at home.' 

(184) opi 5lu ßaru küru 
Opi (3)-stay home NEG(P) 
(a) Opi has not stayed at home.' (he spent most of his time 

in a foreign land) 
(b)? Opi did not stay at home.' 

There is a noun ölu 'lifestyle'. 

( 1 8 5 ) 6a η ?a 5lu IDSD kü 
people DEF POSS (3)-stay good NEG(N) 
'Their lifestyle is not good.' 

11.5.2. ä?a clause as complement to eke 

The verb ike 'give' or eße 'leave', in the directive, can take a complement 
nonverbal clause (adjective as predicate) with a?a. Note the obligatory use 
of ma nt (reminiscent of 11.3.1.1). 

- _ \ / / 

(186) ρ-ε-ke ma-ni a?a 
2SDIR-VE-give lS-BEN present 
'(You should) give me some.' 

(187) p-e-ke ma-ni tza a?a 
2SDlR-VE-give lS-BEN meat present 
'(You should) give me some meat.' 

(188) p-e-ke ma-ni iza π ä?a 
2SDlR-VE-give lS-BEN meat DEF present 
'(You should) give me some of the meat (in question).' 

This is possible only for verbs with directive inflection. 

(189)* e-ke ma-ni ha a?a 
(3)-VE-give IS-BEN meat present 
'He gave me some meat.' 

The order of constituents is strict. 
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( 1 9 0 ) * ha a?a p-e-ke ma-ni 
meat present 2S-VE-give lS-BEN 
'Give me some meat.' 

11.5.3. andre 'resemble' and its predicate complement 

andre (or variant endre) takes one of two kinds of complement, to 
express comparison. In both cases the complement can be interpreted as a 
predicate holding of the verb's subject. 

The complement can be a reduplicated noun. 

(191) k-andre lapwopi lapwopi 
3-look teacher teacher 
'She looks like a teacher.' 

(192) 5-n indre-re d^S d^S 
3-be (3)-look-SB house house 
'It used to look like a house.' 

Alternatively the complement can be a noun phrase followed by am, 
which might perhaps be a postposition. 

/ . / \ / / / ^ 

(193) k -andre lapwopi am 
3-look teacher like 
'She looks like a teacher.' 

(194) k -andre lapwopi adslnl π am 
3-look teacher yesterday DEF like 
'She looks like the teacher of yesterday.' 

A possessive phrase without a possessed noun can also be a complement 
to anl. 

(195) d3D ma dri k -andre (d$6 ) Spi dn am 
house IS POSS 3-(N)-look house Opi POSS like 
'My house looks like Opi's.' 

(196) dso ma dn k-andre d^S Dpi dn { ) am 
house IS POSS 3-N)-look house Opi POSS like 
'My house looks like Opi's house.' (The low tone appears to 
be used for emphasis, and is optional.) 

(Note that änl with level tones is the third person singular pronoun.) 
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11.5.4. Naming 

The verb ti/zgrive 'call, pronounce' takes an object and a nonverbal 
predicate. 

(197) na (nl) ϋηgwe ?ä ögu 
that PR (N)-call OBJ theft 
'That (one) is called theft.' 

(198) üqgwe ru na lösS 
call name AFR well 
'He called (pronounced) his name well.' 

(199) ru nä opi ?1 
name AFR Opi FOC 
'His name is Opi. ' 

(200) ru nä üqgwe oj» 
name AFR (N)-call OBJ Opi FOC 
'His name is called Opi. ' 

The verb cfä takes an object noun phrase ru nä 'his name', and then as a 
predicate the name adjoined to ?1. The object can precede or follow the 
verb; the predicate comes at the end of the sentence. 

(201) kä kl ru na da opi 
3 PL name POSS N-name Opi 
'They are naming / will name him Opi.' 

(202) 5-cfä ki ru nä opi ?1, 
3-name PL name POSS Opi FOC 
'They named him Opi, yesterday.' 

?i 
FOC 

ad3irii 
yesterday 

11.6. The use of dru with a nonverbal predicate 

11.6.1. The word drü 

We propose that the predicate-taking dru should more precisely be 
represented as drü (ie. with a high floating tone at the beginning), and is 
realized as either drü or as dru depending on the tone of the preceding 
word (4.3.3.2). 
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There is a homophone drü ('bare drü') which does not take a 
complement and means 'with it' (15.13.2). This can lead to ambiguities 
in some cases (the (b) readings in the examples below, where we have 
bare drü and an instrumental interpretation). 

The drü phrase is best interpreted as having a predicate pre-adjoined to 
it, and as always having a covert subject. When the nominal predicate is 
pre-adjoined to drü it characterizes a set of entities which are analogous to 
the entity represented by the noun phrase. 

(203) ß-ölu lapwopi ra 
2S-stay teacher AFF 
(a) 'You will be a teacher (just having that identity).' 
(b) 'You have been a teacher (just having that identity).' 

(204) fl-olu lapwopi dw ra 
2s-stay teacher as AFF 
(a) 'You will be a teacher (with emphasis on the fact that you 

will have the characteristics of a teacher).' 
(b) 'You have been a teacher (with emphasis on the fact that 

you will have the characteristics of a teacher).' 

(205) pi mvü eji erua drü 
2SDIR drink water medicine as 
'(You should) drink water as if it were medicine.' (it needn't be 
medicine) 

(206) opi drü adü 
chief as what 
'What (type of thing) is a chief?' 

11.6.2. Syntactic locations of the dru-phrase 

We suggest that the drc>phrase should be interpreted as a predicate in a 
subjectless clause, functioning as a modifier. The drJ-phrase can be a 
modifier of an object, overt or covert. 

(207) ju mvü eji erua drü 
2SDIR drink water medicine as 
(a) '(You should) drink water as if it were medicine.' (it 

needn't be medicine) 
(b)* '(You should) drink water with medicine.' 
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(208) ju mvu erua drö 
2SDIR drink medicine as 
(a) '(You should) drink it as if it were medicine.' (it needn't be 

medicine) 

(b) '(You should) drink medicine with it.' 

The dnü-phrase can modify the subject of a verb. 
(209) kwitfi dru ε-νυ ra 

all as (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All of them came.' 

The drJ-phrase can be the modifier of the subject of a nonverbal 
predicate. 

(210) llößi dru asl Icfße 

wealth as heart coldness 
'Happiness is wealth.' (ie. you don't have to have money to be 
wealthy, happiness itself is a kind of wealth) 

Compare the interpretation without drö. 

(211) llöpi asl Icfße 

wealth heart coldness 
'Wealth is happiness.' (ie. if you are wealthy then you will be 
happy) 

The ώϋ-phrase can characterize a whole clause. In (212), we might see 
the dn>phrase as a modifier of a covert subject with the rest of the clause 
as the predicate. 

(212) 15SD drü basi ga ga π etfö rö m 
good as bus small small DEF (3)-overturn REFL FOC 
'The good thing was that it was the smaller bus that 
overturned.' 

The dru-phrase can accompany the 'predicate complement' in the 
following example, where the verb Itu takes an object and a predicate 
which can take drü (a syntax resembling that for verbs of naming). 

(213) 1-tu mä ombasa ( dru ) m 
(3)-CAUS-promote IS corporal as FOC 
'She was the one who promoted me (as) a corporal.' 
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11.6.3. The constituents which can be pre-adjoined to dru 

11.6.3.1. Bare indefinite pre-adjoined to drü 

(214) lea drü add 
elephant as what 
'What (type of thing) is an elephant?' 

(215) lea drü äpukwa 
elephant as animal 
'An / the elephant is an animal.' 

11.6.3.2. na-phrase pre-adjoined to drü 

(216) löso nä dru bast ga ga π etfö rü ηϊ 
goodness AFR as bus small small DEF (3)-overturn REFL FOC 
'The good thing (literally its goodness) was that it was the 
smaller bus which overturned.' 

(217) löso nä bast ga ga η etfö rü m 
goodness AFR bus small small DEF (3)-overturn REFL FOC 
"The good thing (literally its goodness) was that it was the 
smaller bus which overturned.' 

(218) pa nä äjä 
leg AFR metal 
'Its wheels are metal.' 

(219) pa nä drü äjä 
leg AFR as metal 
'For wheels it has metal.' (Instead of an 'ordinary' wheel, it has 
metal functioning as a wheel; this might be actually a metal 
wheel. This would for example be a valid description of a train's 
wheels to someone who knew nothing of trains.) 

11.6.3.3. ?f-phrase pre-adjoined to dru 

A π-phrase followed by ?1 is a predicate; it can be pre-adjoined to drü if 
drü functions as a predicational word. Note that (b) with 'bare drü' is 
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ruled out because the ?*-phrase would have to be interpreted illegitimately 
as a non-final object. 

(220) pi mvü erua η ?1 dru 
2SDIR drink medicine DEF FOC as 
(a) '(You should) drink it as if it were the medicine (in 

question).' (it needn't be the medicine) 
(b)* '(You should) drink the medicine with it.' 

However, without ?1 the noun phrase cannot be a predicate, and so dru can 
only be interpreted as 'with it'. 

(221) pi mvü erua ή dru 
2SDIR drink medicine DEF as 
(a)* '(You should) drink as if it were the medicine (in 

question).' 
(b) '(You should) drink the medicine (in question) with it.' 

A noun phrase with the structure NP+?a+N requires ?1 if it is to be a 
predicate. 

(222) opi ö-dje ( äna-a ) andrä Τι dru 
Opi 3-wash 3S-POSS face FOC as 
(a) Opi washed it as if it was his face.' (ie. thinking that it 

was his face) 
(b)* Opi washed his face with it.' 

Again, without ?1 the noun phrase cannot be a predicate, and so drö must 
be interpreted as 'with it'. 

(223) opi ö-d^e ( äna-a ) andrä dru 
Opi 3-wash 3S-POSS face as 
(a)* 'Opi washed it as (if it was) a face.' 
(b) Opi washed his face with it.' 

11.6.3.4. Quantifier pre-adjoined to dru 

kwitf'i and kpoo, both meaning 'all', can be pre-adjoined to drö to mean 
'all of them'. 

(224) kwitfi i-vu ra 
all (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All certainly came.' 
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(225) kw'itfi drü ε-νυ ra 
all as (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All of them certainly came.' 

(226 ) ju wu kpoo 
2SDIR take(PL) all 
'(You should) take all.' 

(227) pi wu kpoo dru 
2SDIR take(PL) all as 
'(You should) take all of them.' 

11.6.3.5. Expressions which have obligatory dru 

Certain temporal nouns can be used only if they are pre-adjoined to dnr, 
thus 6Ö6Ö does not appear on its own but only when attached to dru. 

(228) pi ke Sp'i m ßößö dru 
2SDIR give Opi BEN permanently as 
'(You should) give (it for) Opi permanently.' 

(229) ju ke opi m ßoßo dru 
2SDIR give Opi BEN temporarily as 
'(You should) give it for Opi temporarily.' 

(230) ka idjakwi adji äzl-le öcfu t ß dru 
3 firewood take(PL) (N)-sell-SB day all as 
'She takes firewood to sell every day.' 

Bare ga aggwa dw is interpreted as a quantifier and means 'a small 
amount'. There is no independent form ga aqgwa. 

(231) ma 1ε ga aqgwa drü 
IS want small-DIM-as 
Ί want a few / a small amount.' 

If followed by π or by nä, ga aqgwa drü is interpreted as an adjective and 
means 'small'. 

(232) mdn ga aqgwa drü π egwe di 
goat small-DIM-as DEF (3)-lost COM 
(a)* Ά few goats got lost' 
(b) 'The /a small goat is lost.' 
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The determiner is required if the word functions as a modifier. 

(233)* mdn ga aqgwa drü egwe di 
goat small-DIM-as (3)-get lost COM 
(a) Ά few goats are lost.' 
(b) Ά small goat is lost.' 

In contrast to ga aqgwa drü, there is no bare form of amgbu go drü ; 
it is used only as a modifier followed by a determiner, and interpreted as 
an adjective 'big' or 'huge'. There is no independent form amgbu go. 

(234) ma 1ε amgbu go drü π aü 
Is want big-AUG-as DEF FOC 
Ί want the / a big one.' 

(235) amgbu go drü ή egwe m 
big-AUG-as DEF (3)-get lost FOC 
'It is the / a big one that got lost.' 

(236) mdn amgbu go drü nä egwe nt 
goat big-AUG-as AFR (3)-get lost FOC 
'It is a big goat that got lost.' 

(237) amgbu go drü nä egwe ηι 
big-AUG-as AFR (3)-get lost FOC 
'It is a big one that got lost.' 
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Chapter 12 
Noun phrases 

In this chapter we look at the various kinds of noun phrase as 
differentiated by the choice of determiner. Determiners can code for 
specificity or definiteness, and specific and definite determiners can be 
combined. Specific noun phrases behave in syntactically different ways 
from non-specific noun phrases. Determiners can be sensitive to proximal 
or distal discourse, and proximal or distal physical context. We conclude 
by considering coreference between noun phrases. 

12.1. Overview: the structure of noun phrases and their 
interpretation 

12.1.1. The basic template for a noun phrase 

Noun phrases in Ma'di are based on the following template: 

pre-modifier head noun post- definite specific 
(only a modifier(s), determiner determiner 
possessor) including 

possessor 

A noun phrase can consist just of a noun, which is then interpreted either 
as indefinite and nonspecific, or as a proper name. A noun phrase can 
consist just of a determiner, either a demonstrative or the specific 
indefinite determiner zi. A postmodifier can occur with or without a head 
noun, but must always be followed by a determiner. A premodifier 
(always a possessor) must always be followed by a head noun, but there 
is then no requirement for a determiner. 

There are distinct determiners for definiteness and for specificity; in 
12.10.1 we offer evidence that the definiteness and specificity determiners 
can be combined in sequence. Noun phrases which are both definite and 
specific must be adjoined to m in most syntactic environments (12.1.3). 
The definite determiners fall into two basic classes: demonstratives which 
locate the referred-to entity in the physical context (speaker-proximal with 
cfi, hearer-proximal with iledi and distal with na), and discourse 
determiners which locate the referred-to entity in the preceding discourse 
(proximal with nä or distal with ΓΪ). The definiteness of some of the 
determiners is affected by the presence of a postmodifier. 

Two of the determiners seem to have 'possessive' interpretations as 
alternatives. Thus na can be interpreted as a definite determiner (referent 
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in proximal discourse) or like a possessive pronoun; and the definite and 
specific determiner which we call 'LOW' (manifested as a floating low 
tone) has another interpretation when combined with kinship nouns where 
it functions like a possessive pronoun. 

12.1.2. The use of ?Ί after a noun phrase 

If a noun phrase contains a determiner (with some exceptions noted 
below) or is definite, then it cannot be the final constituent of the sentence. 
If it would otherwise be final (eg. if it is a postverbal object, or a 
predicate) then it must be followed by ?1. The noun phrase followed by ?1 
is interpreted as either in focus or as a predicate. 

(1) ma ogu η ?Ί 
IS thief DEF FOC 
(a) Ί am the one who is a thief.' (contrastive: if I am Opi, then 

there is another Opi in addition to me who is not a thief) 
(b) Ί am the thief (in question).' (the one spoken about 

before) 

(2)* ma ogu η 
IS thief DEF 
(a) Ί am the one who is a/the thief.' 
(b) Ί am the thief (in question).' 

(3) opi e-dje tqgwe η 
Opi (3)-VE-buy white DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the white one that Opi bought.' 
(b) 'It is a white one that Opi bought.' 

(4) Sp'i e-cfee gan all cfi ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle short this FOC 
'It was this short bicycle that Opi bought.' 

(5) cfi izi v ?i 
this wife SPEC FOC 
'This is his / the wife.' 

?1 is never found after an indefinite nonspecific noun phrase. 

(6)* opi e-d3e gan ?1 
Opi 3-buy bicycle FOC 
'It is a bicycle that Opi bought.' 
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We propose that ?1 is a pronominal (11.1.2.3) and that the noun phrase is 
pre-adjoined to it, and so NP + ?i is a constituent of the sentence. 

12.1.3. The use of nl (and pi) after a noun phrase 

12.1.3.1. nl in subject of nonverbal predicate and object position 

If a noun phrase is definite and specific (ie. is a name or has the LOW 
determiner), then it is followed by nl or by pi when it is in either of two 
syntactic positions: subject of nonverbal predicate, and object of verb. 
(The noun phrase can be singular or plural with either nl or pi.) The noun 
phrases which are followed by nl thus include: a name as subject of a 
non-verbal predicate (7, 8); a name in object position (9, 10); a LOW-
phrase as subject of a nonverbal predicate (kinship and non-kinship) (11-
15); a LOW-phrase in object position (non-kinship and kinship) (16-19). 
A name which is an object in left-dislocated position must be followed by 
nl (20). A name which is an adjoined subject of a verb, followed by a 
pause and separated from the verb by a postposition phrase, is also 
followed by nl (21) 

(7) Dpi m ßära 
Opi PR child 
Opi is a child.' 

(8)* opi 6ära 
Opi child 
Opi is a child.' 
/ / V _ _ / / η 

(9) ago na o-ndre opi nt 
man that 3-see Opi PR 
'It is Opi who that man saw.' 
S * X _ / / 

(10)* ago na o-ndre opi 
man that 3-see Opi 
'It is Opi who that man saw.' 

(11) d30 " nl udi 
house SPEC PR new(S) 
'The specific house is new.' 

(12) d30 v nl udi 
house SPEC PR new(P) 
'The specific houses are new.' 

au 
FOC 

au 
FOC 
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(13)* dfjo v udi 
house SPEC new(S) 
"The specific house is new.' 

• / /<· 
(14) izz m pelere 

wife SPEC PR beautiful 
'His / the wife is beautiful.' 

>0 / 

(15)* m " pelere 
wife SPEC beautiful 
'His / the wife is beautiful.' 

(16) ma dro ogu m ad^im 
IS chase thieves SPEC PR yesterday 
I chased the specific thieves yesterday.' 

(17)* ma dro ogu m ad^im 
IS chase thieves PR yesterday 
I chased the specific thieves yesterday.' 

(18) ma ndre endri nl 
IS saw mother (S) SPEC PR 
Ί saw his mother yesterday.' 

(19)* ma ndre endri 
IS saw mother (S) SPEC 
Ί saw the mother yesterday.' 

ad3inl 
yesterday 

X y 

ad^im 
yesterday 

(20) 

(21) 

' - I ^ 1 - ' % Τ X I 

opt m ßi zi-a ra π pi ri 
[Opi PR 2S N-ask-OBJ ÄFF] DEF 2S FOC 
'It is you who can ask Opi (for certain).' 

/ — _ \ 

opi m ( , ) d$uba ga ka eßu 
Opi PR Juba LOC 3 work 
(a) 'Opi is in Juba working.' 
(b) 'When in Juba Opi works.' 

ede 
(N)-do 

Where a noun ends on a low tone, the low determiner is not separately 
heard, which can give the impression that an indefinite noun can take min 
subject position. However, since nl is used only after nouns which end in 
low tones, this suggests that in these cases the determiner is also present. 

The requirement that the definite specific noun phrase be followed by 
nl is relaxed in one of two circumstances, both of which involve a 
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substitute for nl. Either the noun phrase can be followed by pi, carrying a 
plural meaning (22) or the noun phrase can be followed by ?1 when it is 
focused or a predicate (23). 

(22) ma ndri endre " pi ad^'ini 
IS saw mother-SPEC PRPL yesterday 
Ί saw their mothers (his mother and her associates) 

(23) di d$o " ?1 
this house SPEC FOC 
'This is the/his house.' 

nl is never used to 'insert' an indefinite, nonspecific noun phrase into 
these syntactic positions. 

(24) ma d$e läbölö ad3inl 
IS buy banana yesterday 
Ί bought a banana yesterday.' 

( 2 5 ) * ma d$e läbölö nl adzim 
IS buy banana PR yesterday 
Ί bought a banana yesterday.' 

(26) ißo Iqgwe 
boat white 
(a) Ά boat is white.' 
(b) 'Boats are white.' 

( 2 7 ) * ißo nl Irjgwe 
boat PR white 
(a) Ά boat is white.' 
(b) 'Boats are white.' 

There is apparent optionality when the noun phrase contains a 
demonstrative or the determiner n. In these cases, nl is sometimes used 
and sometimes not. However, we argue in 12.10.1 that this optionality is 
only apparent and that in these phrases the presence of nl is a result of the 
syntactic presence of a phonologically concealed LOW determiner. 

We propose that nl and pi are pronominals and the noun phrase is pre-
adjoined to them. This is the same as our analysis of ?1, and resembles the 
relation between the adjoined subject and the true pronominal subject of a 
verb. We suggest that nl might possibly be related to the 'default' (NS 
paradigm) third person singular pronoun änl (6.4.3). We note that ?1 
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similarly resembles the (NS paradigm) third person plural pronoun a?l 
(11.1.2.3). 

12.1.3.2. nl as a means of attaching a definite specific noun phrase to 
another noun phrase 

Definite and specific noun phrases are followed obligatorily by nl as a 
means of attaching them to another noun phrase. The two noun phrases 
are coreferential. The noun phrase to which the phrase is attached may be 
subject of verb, object of verb, or subject of a non-verbal predicate. The 
attached-to noun phrase may be: a phrase consisting of a demonstrative 
(28), a phrase consisting of a modifier followed by η (29-32), or a phrase 
consisting of a noun followed by nä (33). 

(28) o-ke qgwa * nl na dn 
3-give son SPEC PR that BEN 
(a) 'He gave it to that son of his.' (the relevant reading) 
(b) 'He gave his son to that one.' (the irrelevant reading) 

(29) ädrupl " nl loso π Scfä rü ile(di)-nl kü 
brother SPEC PR good DEF (3)-act REFL that way NEG(N) 
'His good brother won't behave that way.' 

(30) mi m dn anda ga η k -äza ni 
eye SPEC PR hand right LOC DEF 3-(N)-pain FOC 
'The eye which is painful is the right-hand one.' (it is known 
that an eye is in pain) 

(31) ma ke opi nl ali π dn 
IS give Opi PR short(S) DEF BEN 
(a) 'Igaveittotheshort(er)Opi. ' 
(b) Ί gave Opi to the shorter one.' (irrelevant reading) 

(32) S-ke opt m ad^inl η dn 
3-give Opi PR yesterday DEF BEN 
(a) 'She gave it to the Opi of yesterday.' 
(b) 'She gave Opi to the one (ie. a person) of yesterday.' 

(33) d$o nl ?a na k-olu en 
house SPEC PR room AFR 3DIR-stay two 
'The house (we are talking about) should have two rooms.' 
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12.1.3.3. Further notes on m 

m is used after a left-dislocated clausal complement; we give further 
examples of this in 16.2.2.1. 

(34) opi ö-sl d30 nä ra m pi fo pi ?1 
[Opi 3-build house AFR AFF] PR 2S say 2S FOC 
'That Opi has built the/his/her house was said by you.' (not by 
someone else) 

Cognates of nl have been discussed in grammars of other Central 
Sudanic languages, with conclusions which we take to be more or less 
along the same lines. Thus Crazzarola (1960: 43) says that Logbara nl 
"refers back to a noun in the sentence or to an object in the view or in the 
mind of the speaker, especially when it is the object of some 
postposition" And Lojenga (1994) says that Ngiti nl (a cognate?) is a 
'resumptive marker', whose function is "to resume the noun or noun 
phrase after a brief pause which gives it slightly more emphasis". There 
is in contrast no pause in Ma'di between the noun phrase and nl. 

It is worth noting that there is another Ma'di word nl which is used to 
express indefinite possession; it is preceded by an indefinite and is part of 
an indefinite noun phrase. We discuss this in 13.1.1.1, where we suggest 
that this is an unrelated word which is related instead to the benefactive 
postposition ni. 

12.2. Bare indefinite 

A bare indefinite noun phrase consists just of a noun. It is interpreted as 
indefinite and nonspecific; that is, no specific individual is referred to and 
there is no implication that the identity of the referred-to individual is 
recoverable from the discourse or physical context. The referent may be 
singular or plural, and can also be generic. 

(35) opi azi gan udi 
Opi (3)-sell bicycle recently 
(a) 'Opi has sold a bicycle recently.' 
(b) 'Opi has sold bicycles recently.' 

(36) mdn ka apa pä 
goat 3 grain N-eat 
(a) Ά goat is eating / eats grain.' 
(b) 'Goats are eating / eat grain.' 
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(37) ma vi otfe m 
IS throw dog BEN 
(a) Ί threw it for a dog.' 
(b) Ί threw it for dogs.' 

(38) lapwqpi ögu m 
teacher(S) (3)-steal FOC 
'It is a teacher who stole it.' 

(39) lapwopl ögu m 
teachers(PL) (3)-steal FOC 
'It is teachers who stole it.' 

(40) ebi apukwa äji ?ä ga π ?1 
lion animal bush in LOC DEF FOC 
'The lion is an animal of the wild.' 

(41) bas) Irjgwe 
bus white 
(a) Ά bus is white.' 
(b) 'Buses are white.' 

There are some unique entities which are referred to by a bare indefinite, 
such as itu 'the sun' and )mba 'the moon'. The speaker's body parts, 
though definite, can also be named by a bare indefinite. 

(42) ago na 5-ndri itu ad 
man that 3-see sun FOC 
'It is the sun that that man saw.' 

(43) ma d$e dn drü 
IS wash hand with it 
(a) Ί washed my hand with it.' 
(b) Ί washed a hand with it.' 

A bare indefinite cannot be a left-dislocated object, presumably 
because in this case it is given information: 

(44)?* tza , ßära ή o-di aü 
meat child DEF 3-cook FOC 
'Meat (not something else), it is what the child cooked.' 
(placing a pause gives some very marginal acceptability). 
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The (un)acceptability of the indefinite noun phrase is improved by adding 
a deictic between the far-left-dislocated adjoined object and the left-
dislocated adjoined subject. 

(45)* d3D acfü ö-sl ηϊ 
house what 3-build FOC 
'What (is it that) built a house?' 

(46) djo di?ä adö o-sl m 
house here what 3-build FOC 
'What (is it that) built a house here?' 

12.2.1. The distinctive syntactic characteristics of bare indefinites 

The bare indefinite noun phrase is distinctively different from most other 
types of noun phrase in its syntactic distribution. It can be a predicate on 
its own, and it need not and in fact cannot be adjoined to the predicating 
morpheme ?1. These are characteristics shared only with some of the bare 
determiners. The bare indefinite noun phrase also has a distributional 
characteristic following from its being indefinite: it cannot co-occur with 
plural la (14.1.2.2). And because it is nonspecific it is not adjoined to 
grammatical rii (12.1.3). 

(47) ma d^e gan 
IS buy bicycle 
(a) Ί bought a bicycle / bicycles' 
(b) 'It was a bicycle / bicycles I bought.' 

(48)* mdri ka id apa pa 
goat 3 PL grain N-eat 
'Goats are eating grain.' 

12.3. ζϊ-phrase (with the indefinite determiner zi) 

The word zi can appear in the following kinds of z/-phrase: 
(a) on its own 
(b) followed by nä 
(c) preceded by a noun 
(d) preceded by a noun and followed by nä 

The zi phrase is interpreted either as (a) indefinite and specific, 
translatable into English as 'a certain N', or (b) indefinite but not 
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necessarily specific, translatable into English as 'another N \ In both 
cases, the entity referred to is not intended to be recoverable from the 
physical or discourse context. The full zi-phrase has only singular 
reference, while the bare zi-phrase has singular or plural reference. 

(49) ago zi e-d^i m 
man SPEC (3)-VE-take FOC 
(a) Ά certain man brought it.' (an unknown but specific man) 
(b) 'Another man brought it.' (a different man) 

(50) zi e-d^i m 
SPEC (3)-VE-take FOC 

(a) Ά certain one brought it.' 
(b) 'Another one brought it.' 
(c) 'Certain ones brought it.' 
(d) Other ones brought it.' 

Both types of interpretation are available when the zi-phrase is the subject 
of a verb. 

In object position, the Ν + zi phrase loses the specific indefinite 
interpretation. 

(51) ma cfü buku η ra 
IS take book SPEC AFF 
(a)?* Ί have certainly taken a specific book.' 
(b) Ί have certainly taken another book.' (specific or non-

specific) 

(52) ε-dji ago zi au 
(3)-VE-take book SPEC FOC 
(a)?* 'He brought a certain man.' (unknown but specific man) 
(b) 'He brought another man.' (a different man) 

The bare zi-phrase has all interpretations in object position: 

(53) ma cfu zi ra 
IS take other AFF 
(a) Ί have certainly taken a specific one.' 
(b) Ί have certainly taken another one.' 
(c) Ί have certainly taken some.' 
(d) Ί have certainly taken others.' 

However, the bare zi-phrase loses the specific indefinite interpretation if 
focused. 
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(54) ma cfu zi au 
IS take other FOC 
(a)* 'I've taken some / others' 
(b) Ί have taken another one.' 

In subject of nonverbal predicate position, the zi phrase has only the 
specific indefinite interpretation; the 'another' interpretation is lost. There 
is no difference between the phrase with a noun and the bare phrase. 

(55) ago z/ lapwopi 
man SPEC teacher 
(a) Ά certain man is a teacher.' 
(b)* 'Another man is a teacher.' 

% v / / 
(56) zz lapwopi 

SPEC teacher 
(a)* Ά certain one is a teacher.' 
(b) 'Another one is a teacher.' 

Note the interpretation with nä. 

(57) ago zi na lapwopi 
man SPEC AFR teacher 
'One of the aforementioned men is a teacher.' 

(58) zi nä lapwopi 
SPEC AFR teacher 
'One of the aforementioned is a teacher.' 

(59) zi nä lapwopi 
SPEC AFR teachers(PL) 
'Some of the aforementioned are teachers.' 

6a can also be used. 

(60) zi 6a lapwopi 
SPEC AFR teacher(PL) 
Others are teachers.' 

A zi phrase can be a final postverbal object only if it is not preceded by 
a noun. The zi phrase can be final only if the verb is directive and is 
interpreted as 'another'. 
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(61) ju du 23 
2SDIR take another 
(a)* Take some/ others.' 
(b) 'Take another.' 

(62) ju du 23 na 
2SDIR take another AFR 
'Take another one.' 

(63)* ju dü zi 
2s take SPEC 
'You took another one' 

If the verb is uninflected, the bare zi-phrase can be adjoined to ?1, again 
only with the interpretation of 'another'. 

(64) ma du zi ?1 
IS take other FOC 
(a) * Ί 've taken some / others.' 
(b) Ί have taken another one.' 

If zi is preceded by a noun it cannot be final or be adjoined to ?1. 

(65)* e-c/jj ago zi 
(3)-VE-take man SPEC 
'He brought a certain / another man.' 

(66)* e-d3i ago zi ?1 
(3)-VE-take man SPEC FOC 
'He brought a certain / another man.' 

12.3.1. Some fixed phrases possibly incorporating zi 

There are reasons to think that zi is incorporated into fixed phrases or 
compounds, keeping its meaning of 'another', and undergoing two 
phonological changes: ATR harmony (from zi to zi) and raising of the 
tone. Thus rizi means 'another person in the same circumstances as 
me/us'. 

(67) ago rezi m izi 6-dü ku 
man(S) same circumstances(S) PR wife 3(IND)-marry NEG(N) 
'Other man's (of the same circumstances as one) wife is not to 
be snatched.' 
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6azi is the plural version (incorporating 6a 'people') and means 'other 
people in the same circumstances as me/us'. 

(68) 6a zi ö-νυ ra 
same circumstances(PL) 3-go(PL) AFF 
'Others (of the same circumstance with me/us) certainly went.' 
(but I/we did not go) 

dn 6a zi means 'agemate'. 

(69) opi m ma-a dn 6a zi ?1 
Opi PR lS-POSS head same circumstances(PL) FOC 
Opi is my agemate.' 

12.4. Personal Names 

A personal name is definite and specific, and in Ma'di typically consists 
of a single noun. Many nouns double as names; thus Spl 'chief is also a 
proper name 'Opi' (a name often used for the older of two twins). Other 
nouns can also double as titles with a specific definite interpretation which 
makes them name-like; lapwopi 'teacher' is like this in that it can mean 'a 
teacher' (bare indefinite) or 'the teacher' (ie. name-like). This means that 
in some sentences, a noun phrase consisting just of a noun can be 
interpreted as an indefinite bare noun or as name. 

(70) opi S-Ιε n) 
Opi /chief 3-want FOC 
(a) 'It is Opi who wants it.' 
(b) 'It is a chief who wants it.' 

(71) 5-ke opi ni 
3-give Opi / chief BEN 
(a) 'He gave it for Opi.' 
(b) 'He gave it for a chief.' 

The pronoun ?1 is not used after bare indefinite noun phrases, but is 
used after names which are predicates (72), or focused. Thus sentences 
with this structure are not ambiguous. 

(72) am opi ?Ί 
3 S Opi FOC 
(a) 'He is Opi.' 
(b)* 'He is a chief.' 
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Note the possibility of using the bare noun lapwopi 'teacher' in this 
manner even though it is not a personal name; here syntactically it 
behaves like a name. This is not possible for all nouns; it is not possible 
for example with polls) 'policeman'. 

(73) mä lapwopi ?1 
1 s teacher FOC 
Ί am the teacher.' (literally: Ί am Teacher') 

(74) * mä pollsι ?1 
Is teacher FOC 
Ί am the policeman.' 

The pronoun nl is used after names (and other definite specific noun 
phrases) in subject of nonverbal predicate and object positions, and is not 
used after bare indefinite nouns. 

(75) ago na 5-ndri opi m au 
man that 3-see Opi PR FOC 
(a) 'It is Opi who that man saw.' 
(b)* 'It is the chief who that man saw.' 

However, there is another nl which is used after bare indefinite nouns in 
possession structures, reading (b) below. 

(76) opi nl ßära 
Opi PR child 
(a) 'Opi is a child.' 
(b) Ά chiefs child' 

12.5. Place names 

Place names have a distribution sometimes like a personal name and 
sometimes like an indefinite noun phrase. 

Only a definite noun phrase (including a personal name) can normally 
be the possesor in an ?a possession structure, and a place name can be a 
possessor here: 

(77) tlecfi dzuba ?a löso ?1 
that Juba POSS goodness FOC 
'That's Juba's goodness.' 

Place names such as dsuba generally behave like other names (ie. specific 
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and definite noun phrases), and thus for example take nl in subject of 
nonverbal predicate and object positions. 

On the other hand, if the place is conceived of as a location, the noun 
behaves like an indefinite noun phrase. Thus it can be final in a sentence, 
it can be a predicate without ?i, and it can also be a possessor with nl, all 
of these being syntactic contexts in which only an indefinite nonspecific 
noun phrase can normally appear. 

(78) ma mü djuba 
Is go Juba 
Ί went to Juba.' 

(79) opi m Sudani 
Opi PR Sudan 
Opi is in Sudan.' 

(80) d^uba nl 6a losS 
Juba POSS people good (PL) 
'(The) people in Juba are nice.' 

12.6. LOW-phrase (with the low tone suffix which is a specific 
definite determiner) 

The LOW determiner is a low tone which follows the noun; it is absorbed 
into a preceding low tone on the noun, if there is one. 

(81) kubaja m pelere AS PRONOUNCED 
kubaja " m pelere UNDERLYING 
cup SPEC PR clean(S) 
'The cup (we are talking about) is clean.' 

A noun phrase which consists of a noun followed by the low tone 
(N+LOW) has a unique referent which must be identifiable 
independently of the physical or discourse context. N+LOW is thus 
similar in interpretation to a name. This meaning can be illustrated by the 
fairly typical case of the noun men which like many nouns has a common 
or proper interpretation: on its own merl can be interpreted either as a 
common noun meaning 'river' or as a proper noun meaning 'the Nile', 
the river around which the Ma'di people live. When combined with 
LOW, men" means 'the river (a specific river)'; it cannot ever be used to 
refer specifically to the Nile. 

The use of the low tone at the end of a noun phrase can imply not only 
the already-known status of the noun, but more generally that a specific 
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eventuality involving the noun phrase is also already known 
(independently of the discourse). Thus compare (82) and (83). When the 
low tone is used the implication is that it is known that Opi's leg was 
broken; there is no such implication when the low tone is not used. 

(82) o-JΊΟ opi ?a pa nl adjinl 
3-break Opi POSS leg SPEC PR yesterday 
'She broke Opi's leg yesterday.' (we know that something has 
happened to the leg) 

(83) 5-flo opt ?a pa ad^inl 
3-break Opi POSS leg yesterday 
'She broke Opi's leg yesterday.' 

There is also a use of the LOW determiner after a kinship noun to 
express possession (12.6.2). 

(84) ädrupl " ka d^o si 
brother SPEC 3 house N-build 
'His/her brother is building a house.' 

In 'Burulo, only the kinship/possession use of the LOW determiner is 
found, while in other varities of Ma'di the LOW determiner is found with 
a wider range of nouns. The LOW determiner is found with a wider range 
of noun phrases in Ugandan Ma'di than in Lokai Ma'di. 

12.6.1. Restrictions on interpretation associated with syntactic location 

A LOW phrase can only be a subject of a nonverbal predicate or an object 
of a verb if it is followed by nl. It shares this restriction with names, but 
there are further restrictions not found with names. 

It is likely that a LOW phrase cannot be subject of a verb. 

(85)* lea m δ-pä eßi π ra 
elephant SPEC PR 3-eat fish DEF AFF 
'The elephant (we are talking about) ate the fish.' 

The only potential counterexample we have is (86), but even here there is 
some possibility that the initial noun phrase is in fact a fronted object. 

(86) lea * m ö-tl ra 
elephant SPEC PR 3-give birth AFF 
'The elephant (we are talking about) has given birth.' 
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This restriction against being the subject does not hold for a LOW phrase 
with the possessive interpretation of LOW. 

(87) za " 5-pä ha m ra 
daughter SPEC 3-eat meat SPEC PR AFF 
'The / his daughter has certainly eaten the meat (we are talking 
about).' 

In Lokai, N+LOW cannot be a pre-verbal object (ie. of an inflected, 
nonpast verb). In Ugandan Ma'di this restriction does not hold. 

(88)* ka Spi ?a pa m po m 
3 O p i POSS leg SPEC PR (N ) -break FOC 
'She is the one who will break / is breaking Opi's leg.' 
(unacceptable in Lokai; but ok in Ugandan Ma'di) 

This ungrammaticality might arise from a clash between the nonpast tense 
(of object-verb sentences) in combination with the implication that the 
eventuality is known to have occurred. This restriction against being a 
pre-verbal object does not hold for possessive LOW. 

(89) ka djo m si endre ni 
3 house SPEC PR N-build mother-SPEC BEN 
'He[l] is building the house (we are talking about) for the 
mother [1, 2].' 

We note that when dt and ή phrases have a specific interpretation (which 
we analyze as involving the presence of LOW at the end of the phrase), 
they are also subject to this distributional restriction. 

(90)* lea π m ö-pä eßi π ra 
elephant DEF (SPEC) PR 3-eat fish DEF AFF 
'The specific elephant certainly ate the fish.' 

We note another restriction: if common N+LOW is the object of a 
subordinate verb suffixed with -re it is restricted. A kinship noun or a 
name is always acceptable here, but a common noun + LOW is less 
acceptable; acceptability seems to vary with how transitive the verb is (the 
more transitive the verb, the less acceptable). 

(91) madi za m dire π ύΐε 
person [daughter SPEC PR N-kill-SB] DEF witch 
'The one who killed his daughter is a witch.' 
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(92)* madi idre " nl cßre π υΙε 
person [rat SPEC PR N-kill-SB] DEF witch 
'The one who killed the rat is a witch.' 

(93) dso v nl sire η mä 6ira 
[house SPEC PR (N)-build-SB] DEF IS child 
'When the house was being built, I was a child.' 

12.6.2. The possessive interpretation ofN+LOW 

Where the noun is a kinship noun, the sequence N+LOW is interpreted 
possessively as 'his (kin)', a known relative of someone; the combination 
idrupl + LOW can be interpreted as 'the brother' or as 'his/her brother', 
in both cases having the same unique reference but with the latter 
interpretation bringing out the possessed nature of kinship more strongly. 

(94) idrupl v ka djo si 
brother SPEC 3 house N-build 
'The / his / her brother is building a house.' 

In a phrase of this type, there can be an overt possessor preceding the 
noun, either with the ?a postposition or, only in this type of construction, 
the possessor without the ?a postposition and directly preceding the noun. 
There is no difference in meaning. 

(95) ma ndri opi endri nl ad^im 
IS see Opi mother SPEC PR yesterday 
Ί saw Opi's mother yesterday.' 

(96) ma ndre 6pi ?a endre " nl ad^inl 
Is see Opi POSS mother SPEC PR yesterday 
Ί saw Opi's mother yesterday.' 

Some common nouns are interpretable only as kinship nouns (ädrupl is 
one such noun). Other common nouns are ambiguous between kinship 
and non-kinship interpretation. Thus izlmeans either 'wife' or 'woman'. 
With the low tone, only the kinship meaning is possible. 

(97) m nl di 
woman/wife SPEC PR this 
(a) 'Here / this is his wife.' 
(b)* 'Here / this is the woman.' 
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A few non-kinship nouns can also be used with this syntax, with more 
widespread use in Ugandan Ma'di than in Lokai. Note that a kin noun 
can be replaced by a question word. 

(98) lapwopi π add * ?i 
teacher DEF what SPEC FOC 
(a) 'What relation (kin) is he to the teacher?' 
(b) 'What (relation) of the teacher is he/it?' 

12.6.3. Other LOW morphemes 

There are a number of other post-phrasal morphemes consisting just of a 
low tone. We propose that these are all the specific low tone determiner. 

12.6.3.1. LOW in plural kf 

The plural morpheme kT (14.1.2) follows a subject noun phrase, though 
it can be separated from the noun phrase, for example by the verb. It 
combines only with noun phrases interpreted as definite, and this is one 
reason for thinking that the low final tone might be the specific low tone 
determiner following a morpheme la which can then perhaps be classified 
as a noun. Significant evidence for this breakdown of A* into ki + the 
low tone determiner comes from the fact that we do also find a 
combination of id + nä when nä is used to express possession. 

12.6.3.2. LOW after a headless relative 

It is common in Ma'di for relative clauses to take a following determiner 
rf, giving rise to a 'headless relative' (ie. with no explicitly modified 
noun); see chapter 10. There is one situation in which a relative clause 
appears to be taking the low tone, giving rise to a headless relative which 
is interpreted specifically as referring to a time or place. We might 
speculate that it is the 'unique reference' use of the specific low tone 
determiner which leads to its use in this kind of structure. 

(99) 6pi 5-6a pa-a cfe-re " ga 
Opi 3-put [2S-POSS (N)-fall-SB] SPEC LOC 
Opi put it where you slept / you were sleeping / you sleep.' 

(100) e-mu hu ?a de-re * qga 
(3)-VE-go [sun POSS (N)-fall/set-SB] SPEC period 
'He came when the sun was setting.' 
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12.6.3.3. LOW-?? 

One of the focus strategies (which we call LOW-??) involves the focus 
morpheme ?1 preceded by a low tone. This strategy is used to focus the 
eventuality (eg. the sentence as a whole) or a modifier of the eventuality 
(eg. a PP expressing location). It is likely that this low tone is the specific 
low tone determiner. 

12.7. Demonstrative phrases 

There are three demonstratives: 

eft speaker-proximal 'this' 
na distal 'that' 
ilecfi hearer-proximal 'that near you' 

The demonstratives can be combined with a preceding noun (a full 
demonstrative phrase) or can stand on their own (a bare demonstrative 
phrase). The demonstrative phrase refers to an entity which is in the 
immediate physical context. It cannot be used to refer to an entity which 
exists only in the discourse context (in which case one of the other 
determiners is used, such as π or na). Thus the the cup in (101) must be 
physically present though it might also have been talked about: physical 
presence overrides discourse topicality in requiring a deictic rather than n. 

(101) kubaja cfi pelere 
cup this clean (S) 
'This cup is clean.' 

(102) ö-mü basi na s) 
3-go bus that SR 
'She went in that bus.' 

The only case we know of a referent not in the physical context is in an 
idiomatic expression: 

(103) ρ-έ6έ m ma dn na irjgonl 
2s-leave woman Is POSS that how 
'How was your wife when you left.' (literally: 'How did you 
leave that woman of mine?') 

The demonstratives have only singular reference. If a number of 
individuals is referred to, they are referred to as a single group. 
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(104) di ε-tfa ad&m 
this (3)-VE-reach yesterday 
(a) "ITiis one arrived yesterday.' 
(b)* 'These ones arrived safely.' 

(105) ma d^e gäri di m adjim 
IS wash bicycle this SPEC PR yesterday 
(a) Ί washed this specific bicycle yesterday.' 
(b)* Ί washed these specific bicycles yesterday.' 

(106) a?l di ?1 
3PL this FOC 
'They are these ones.' (in one set) 

' . < 

12.7.1. Demonstrative phrases in final position 

Bare demonstratives can be final in the sentence, and can be predicates. 

(107) a?l di 
3PL this 
'These are them.' 

12.8. ri-phrase (distal discourse determiner ri) 

ή is one of the two Ma'di words best translated by definite articles; the 
other is nä. Both refer back to entities which have been previously 
mentioned in the discourse. The π-phrase refers back to an entity which 
has been discussed in the more distant previous discourse (ie. it is distal); 
we tend to gloss it as 'the .. in question'. If the entity has very recently 
been mentioned, nä 'the aforementioned' is used instead. 

Α ή phrase exists only as a 'full' phrase, in that it must be combined 
with other, preceding, material - whether a noun or a modifier; π cannot 
stand on its own. η phrases are open to different kinds of interpretation, 
depending on whether the phrase contains a modifier. If there is no 
modifier, the η phrase is interpreted as definite but non-specific. The 
referred-to entity or entities must have been previously discussed (ie. 
definite) but the specific identity of the entity is not important (ie. non-
specific). It is possible to combine the η phrase with the LOW determiner 
to force a specific interpretation on it; because the LOW determiner is 
absorbed into the low tone of n, other factors such as distributional 
restrictions must tell us that this is the structure for specific 'ii-phrases'. 
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We note that Logbara has a determiner n, and agree with Djuruni's 
(1983: 128-129) analysis of η as relating to discourse topicality. We do 
not agree with Crazzarola's analysis of η (Crazzarola 1960: 27) which is 
that it is a 'relative pronoun suffix'. However, we think there might be 
some justification in Crazzarola's suggestion that it is analogous to 
Acholi ma 'which' (Crazzarola 1960: 56). 

It has been suggested to us that a ri-phrase might mean 'an 
aforementioned' with an indefinite determiner η which is obligatorily 
associated with a null adjective 'aforementioned'. 

12.8.1. Temporal effects of η vs. the LOW determiner 

Α π phrase tends to give a certain degree of pastness to an eventuality. 
This applies to the use of the noun both as the head and as the modifier of 
the phrase. 

(108) Dpi ?a dn π ö-k-ödu * 
Opi POSS hand DEF 3-catch-sleep how 
'How is Opi's hand (the hand in question) this morning?' 

(109) otfe π 5-dra kpS 
dog DEF 3-die dead 
(a) 'The dog (in question) is dead.' (implying pastness) 
(b) 'The one which is a dog is dead.' (implying pastness) 

In contrast with ri, the LOW determiner conveys a meaning of 
currentness. 

(110) otfe v nl 5-dra kpo 
dog SPEC PR 3-die dead 
'The dog (we are talking about) is dead.' (implying that the 
event has greater immediacy, because the dog is uppermost in 
our minds) 

(111) opi ?a dii m ö-k-ödu ujgonl 
Opi POSS hand SPEC PR 3-catch-sleep how 
'How is Opi's hand this morning?' (presupposition: we know 
something has happened to the hand, such as that it's been hurt) 

Where π and the LOW determiner are combined (as evidenced by the 
presence of nl and the specific interpretation, 12.10.1), a 'currentness' 
reading is favoured. 
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(112) m-esu mdn η ra 
lS-find goat DEF ÄFF 
(a) Ί found the goat (eg. ten years ago).' 
(b) Ί found the goat (eg now).' 

(113) m-esu mdn * m ra 
lS-find goat SPEC PR AFF 
(a)* Ί certainly found the goat (eg. ten years ago).' 
(b) Ί certainly found the goat (eg. now).' 

(114) m-esu mdn π m ra 
lS-find goat DEF SPEC PR AFF 
(a)? Ί certainly found the goat (eg. ten years ago).' 
(b) Ί certainly found the goat (eg. now).' 

12.8.2. Restrictions on interpretation associated with syntactic location 

Where a noun phrase with ή is an object in a habitual or under kü it does 
not have the 'in question' interpretation, but can only be interpreted with 
the modifier interpretation (discussed in 13.2.3.1). 

(115) idre 5-ßä iza η kü 
rat 3-eat meat DEF NEG(N) 
(a)* 'Rats don't eat the meat (in question).' 
(b) 'Rats don't eat the one which is meat.' 

12.8.3. Combining η with α modal, negation or adverbial 

ή can combine with adverbials (chapter 18) such as tfetfe 'slowly' as 
well as words which are selected by and 'complete' specific verbs, such 
as kpo 'dead' which completes dra 'die', rl can also combine with 
nonpast negation kü and past negation küru, affirmation ra and gbu, and 
possibility modals wa 'possible' and kpe 'not possible'. The fact that 
these words can combine with η might suggest that they are in fact a 
grammatically specialized subclass of noun. 

/ y ^ / / _ ^ 

(116) tfe tfe π opi o-mu m 
slowly DEF Opi 3-go FOC 
'The one who went slowly is Opi.' 

/ _ _ V ^ _ ^ 

(117) ma mu kuru η ma ?i 
IS go NEG(P) DEF IS FOC 
'It is me who did not go.' 
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J 2.8.4. Other morphemes homophonous with π (possibly unrelated) 

There is a sentence-final morpheme π which is used to draw attention to 
an event that was not expected to happen, but has happened (18.5.3) 

(118) ma ke Dpi m ra 
IS give Opi BEN AFF 
Ί certainly gave some for Opi.' 

(119) ma ke opt m ra η 
IS give Opi BEN AFF 
'(Look) I did give some for Opi.' (I know I wasn't supposed to) 

This word cannot be used with directives. Djuruni (1983: 136) thinks the 
cognate pair of words are the same in Logbara. We are uncommitted on 
this; a better understanding of the semantics of η might decide the matter. 

We note that there is also a verb ri, expressing past progressive 
(16.10), which is almost certainly not related to determiner n. 

(120) ma η dz6 sl-re 
IS be [house N-build-SB] 
(a) Ί was building a house.' 
(b) Ί have been building a house.' 

12.9. ua-phrase (with proximal discourse determiner na) 

A na phrase can exist only as a 'full phrase'; näcannot stand bare, on its 
own. Like ri phrases, na phrases are open to different kinds of 
interpretation, depending on whether the phrase contains a modifier. If 
there is no modifier, the nä phrase is interpreted as definite, with the 
referent having been referred to in the immediately preceding discourse. It 
need not be interpreted as specific. We tend to translate it as 'the 
aforementioned'. It functions somewhat like a topic marker, indicating 
something which has been talked about in the utterance context. 

It is worth comparing the na-phrase with the η-phrase. Both refer to 
an entity which has been previously mentioned, but the nä phrase must 
find an immediately preceding referent (sometimes in the same sentence), 
while the η phrase must find a more distant referent. Thus these 
determiners function as distal vs. proximal discourse deictics, in parallel 
with the distal vs. proximal physical context deictics (the demonstratives). 
The use of nä is illustrated by the following four sentences which should 
be taken as a sequence forming a discourse. 
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(121) ίάτέ ο-ή amä ltfändi-re 
rat 3-stay [lPL(EXC) (N)-disturb-SB] 
'Rats were / a rat was disturbing us.' 

(122) äm-ösi matego si 
lPL(EXC)-trap trap SR 
'We set some traps.' 

(123) idre nä tßn 
rat AFR clever(S) 
(a) 'The aforementioned rat is clever.' (note: shift to singular is 

for pragmatic reasons - a trap catches one rat at a time) 
(b)* 'An aforementioned rat is clever.' 

(124) 5-Ιε ta päkä kü 
3-want [thing (N)-eat-SB] NEG(N) 
'It doesn't want to eat (the bait).' 

12.9.1. The possessive interpretation ofN+nä 

nä also functions as a possessive pronominal. Thus ill nä might be 
interpreted as 'the aforementioned knife' or as 'his/her/its knife'. 
Possession is alienable or inalienable. The noun phrase as a whole is 
normally interpreted as definite and non-specific (125a), but an indefinite 
non-specific reading (125b) is also available. 

(125) ill nä ö-ß mä ?1 
knife AFR 3-cut IS FOC 
(a) 'It was me that the knife of the aforementioned cut.' 
(b) 'It was me that a knife of the aforementioned cut.' 

12.9.1.1. Plural ύ nä 

There is a plural form which is only found with the possessive version of 
nä which is k'i nä. This combination is not possible with the non-
possessive nä. This ki is interestingly different from the subject plural 
marker IcT which includes a final low tone (14.1.2.3). In the ki nä 
structure the possessor is made plural. In contrast, the possessed object 
and hence the noun phrase as a whole is not itself affected by la, though 
as always a plural reading is possible. 
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(126) ih ki na ö-ü ma m 
knife PL AFR 3-cut IS FOC 
(a) 'It was their knife that cut me.' 
(b) 'It was their knives that cut me.' 

If kl is not present, then nä has a singular interpretation. Thus nä on its 
own is not compatible for example with a reduplicated completion 
adverbial, which forces plurality on the participants. 

(127) ?ä nä ögä de 
stomach AFR 3-fill COM 
'Her stomach is full.' 

(128)* ?ä nä ögä de de 
stomach AFR 3-fill COM COM 
'Her stomach is full.' 

(129) ?ä ki nä ögä de 
stomach PL AFR 3-fill COM 
'Their stomachs are full.' (with 'they' conceptualized as a unit) 

(130) ?ä ki na öga de de 
stomach PL AFR 3-fill COM COM 
'Their stomachs are full.' (as individuals) 

However, nä without ki can express a plural possessor if the noun is 
plural, and pragmatically plurality is forced on the possessor (131). 

(131) ma ndre endre la na ad^hu 
IS saw mother (PL) PL AFR yesterday 
Ί saw their mothers yesterday.' 

The non-possessive reading of nä permits plural interpretation without kl. 

(132) ma ndre endre nä äd^ini 
IS saw mother (PL) AFR yesterday 
Ί saw the ones which are mothers yesterday.' 

12.9.1.2. Possession of a kinship noun 

A kinship noun can be possessed using nä or with ki nä but without the 
LOW determiner. 
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(133) endre nä mänä ?1 
mother AFR Maria FOC 
(a) 'The/his mother is Maria.' 
(b) 'The one who is a mother to him is Maria.' (nonpossessive 

reading) 

(134)* avuund^i ύ nä moriä pi ?1 
sisters-SPEC PL POSS Moria PRPL FOC 
'Their sisters are Moria and the associates.' 

(135) av0und3i id nä mona pi ?1 
sisters-IND PL POSS Moria PRPL FOC 
'Their sisters are Moria and the associates.' 

12.9.1.3. Locality and possessive na 

The strict locality condition on non-possessive nä does not carry over to 
possessive nä·, the possessor need not have been mentioned in the 
preceding utterance. Where the nä phrase is an object, the coreferent 
cannot be the subject. 

(136) opi 5-k5 έηό nä rä 
Opi 3-catch picture AFR AFF 
(a) Opi [1] has certainly taken his [2] picture.' 
(b)* Opi [1] has certainly taken his [1] picture.' 

A subject with nä can however corefer to a preceding topicalized phrase. 

(137) d3D π ( nl) ?ä nä k-5lu en 
house DEF SPEC PR room AFR 3DlR-stay two 
'The house (in question, we are talking about), it should have 
two rooms.' 

12.9.1.4. Possessive na with a clausal complement 

Possessive nä can take a preceding clause with a -kä verb. 

(138) k-a?i-ä d3l-kä nä rä 
3-(N)-agree-OBJ [N-take-SB] AFR AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' 
(b) 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 
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(139) k-ä?i-ä *dg-ka rä 
3-(N)-agree-0BJ [N-take-SB] AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' 
(b)* 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 

12.9.1.5. Idioms 

The possessive reading of näallows idiomatic uses with ta 'thing'. 

(140) ta nä äsi di 
thing AFR remain COM 
'She has forgotten (it).' 

(141) ta nä lö?u 
thing AFR painful 
'She is a miser.' 

(142) opi m madi hso π ?1 . ta nä ecfße 
Opi PR person good DEF FOC. thing AFR painless 
Opi is a good person. He is open handed.' 

12.9.2. Restrictions on interpretation associated with syntactic location 

The nä phrase has, in principle, three kinds of interpretation. It can be 
interpreted as: 

a proximal discourse determiner; 
an indefinite determiner accompanying a modifier, with the noun 
capable of being interpreted as the modifier of an empty head (13.2.3); 
a possessor. 

In some contexts, the proximal discourse determiner reading is lost. 

12.9.2.1. The focused object: loss of the 'aforementioned' meaning 

If the noun phrase is an object and is focused, it loses the proximal 
discourse reading. This does not happen to a subject focused with m. 

(143) opi o-si d$o na ?i 
Opi 3-build house AFR FOC 
(a)* 'It was the aforementioned house that Opi built.' 
(b) 'It was one / the one which was a house that Opi built.' 
(c) 'It was his / her house that Opi built' 
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(144) Spii o-sl d3o nä au 
Opi 3-build house AFR FOC 
(a)* 'It was the aforementioned house that Opi built.' 
(b) 'It was the one / one which was a house that Opi built 
(c) 'It was his / her house that Opi built.' 

This restriction carries over to when the nä phrase is a predicate, requiring 
?l 

(145) di d3o na ?1 
this house AFR FOC 
(a)* 'This is the aforementioned house.' 
(b) 'This is one which is a house.' 
(c) 'This is his house.' 

Like other noun phrases with a determiner, this type of noun phrase 
cannot be final without being focused. 

(146)* opi 3-si d^S nä 
Opi 3-build house AFR 
Opi built the aforementioned house.' 

12.9.2.2. Complement to si 'with': loss of the 'aforementioned' 
meaning 

When the phrase is the complement to si the 'source' postposition (but 
only when si has the interpretation of 'with') it loses the proximal 
discourse reading. 

(147) ö-ß ili nä si 
3-cut knife AFR SR 
(a) * 'He cut it with the aforementioned knife.' 
(b) 'He cut it with one that is a knife.' 
(c) 'He cut it with his/her/the knife.' 

The effect can be counteracted by adding an object. 

(148) ö-ß mä Μ nä si 
3-cut IS knife AFR SR 
'He cut me with / because of the aforementioned knife' 

The 'aforementioned' reading is not lost if the source postposition si is 
interpreted as 'because of : 
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(149) o-G ili na si 
3-cut knife AFR SR 
(a) 'He cut it because of the aforementioned knife' 
(b) 'He cut it because of one that is a knife' 
(c) 'He cut it because of his/her knife' 

But even the 'because' reading loses the 'aforementioned' reading if 
there is a temporal expression like adziiii 'yesterday' between the verb 
and the postposition phrase. 

(150) ö-fi ili na si 
3-cut knife AFR SR 
(a)* 'He cut it because of / with the aforementioned knife' 
(b) 'He cut it because of /with one / the one that is a knife' 
(c) 'He cut it because of / with his/her knife' 

Other postpositions do not appear to affect the interpretation of nä in 
these ways. 

12.9.3. A dialectal variation : Ugandan Ma'di am instead ofna 

Ugandan Ma'di uses änl (the third person nonsubject form of the 
pronoun) where Lokai uses nä. We believe that the possessive reading is 
not available with Ugandan Ma'di änl. 

(151) ma löqgo nä qgö wa 
IS song AFR N-sing PS [Lokai] 
(a) Ί can sing the (aforementioned) song.' 
(b) Ί can sing the one that is a song.' 
(c) Ί can sing her song.' 

(152) ma löqgo änl qgo wa 
IS song 3S N-sing PS [Ugandan Ma'di] 
(a) Ί can sing the (aforementioned) song.' 
(b) Ί can sing the one that is a song.' 
(c)* Ί can sing her song. 

12.10. The addition of specificity to definite noun phrases 

12.10.1. Determiner + LOW 

Most types of phrase with an overt definite determiner can manifest an 
apparent ambiguity between a specific and a non-specific interpretation. 
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Thus for example a noun phrase di can be interpreted as nonspecific 
'this' or as specific 'this one'. For example, if I came to fetch a goat 
from among a group of goats I could refer to it as mdri ή 'the goat' 
which would mean that it is 'the goat we discussed earlier' but could 
either be any one of a group of goats (eg. we discussed my taking a goat, 
but didn't designate an individual), or a specific goat (eg. we discussed 
my taking a designated goat). Similarly, if there were a group of bottles 
on a table I could say that I am taking tfupa di 'this bottle' and reach out 
for a bottle, but ambigous between 'this bottle (but any of the others 
would have done as well)' and 'this specific bottle'. 

The specific and non-specific interpretations correlate with the 
presence or absence of nl after the noun phrase. 

This ambiguity is found only with the determiners which end on a low 
tone (ie. it is not found with nä), and we suggest that it reflects the 
structural absence or presence of the phonologically concealed specific 
determiner LOW after the definite determiner. If LOW were to follow the 
definite determiner it would be phonologically deleted (absorbed into the 
preceding low tone). Thus there are two distinct structures for the non-
specific and specific noun phrases with these definite determiners. 

(153) ε-dsi di ma m 
(3)-VE-take this IS BEN 
'She brought this for me.' 

(154) e-cfef di * m ma m 
(3)-VE-take this SPEC PR IS BEN 
'She brought this (specific) one for me.' 

(155) idre π ßära ako 
rat DEF child without 
(a) 'The rat (in question) is without a child.' 
(b) "The one which is a rat is without a child.' 

(156) Idre π " nl 6ara ako 
rat DEF SPEC PR child without 
(a) 'The (specific) rat (in question) is without a child.' 
(b) "The (specific) one which is a rat is without a child.' 

(157) ago π lapwop'i 
man DEF teacher 
(a) 'The man (in question) is a teacher.' 
(b) 'The male is a teacher.' (ie. non-specific) 
(c)* 'The male one is a teacher' (ie. specific) 
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(158) ago η v m lapwqpi 
man DEF SPEC PR teacher 
(a) 'The man (in question) is a teacher.' 
(b)* 'The male is a teacher.' (ie. non-specific) 
(c) 'The male one is a teacher.' (ie. specific) 

(159) na mä ?1 
that IS FOC 
'That is me.' 

(160) na " m ma ?1 
that SPEC PR IS FOC 
'That (specific) one is me.' 

There are two kinds of supporting evidence for this analysis. The first 
comes from the fact that a Ν + LOW noun phrase (with an audible LOW 
determiner) cannot be inserted directly into some syntactic locations 
(subject of nonverbal predicate and object position), but must be adjoined 
to a pronominal in these locations - usually nl but also pi or 71. When 
definite noun phrases have a specific interpretation, they are subject to the 
same constraint. This allies them with Ν + LOW noun phrases, and 
supports the proposal that they have the LOW determiner. There is 
further evidence for this analysis from 'Burulo, in comparison with the 
Lokai data we discuss here. 'Burulo lacks the LOW determiner (except in 
kinship expressions). It also lacks a specificity reading for the definite 
noun phrase and m is never used after definite noun phrases unlike Lokai. 

Henceforth we assume that the LOW determiner is structurally 
present but phonologically lost in the specific definite noun phrases and 
gloss the presence of the specific determiner. Thus there are the following 
possibilities: 

NOUN + DEFINITE DETERMINER 
Noun + demonstrative (di, na,...) 
Noun + demonstrative (cfj, na,...) 
Noun + ή 
Noun + ή 
Noun + nä 

It does not appear to be possible to combine the specific determiner with 
the nä determiner. 

Indefinite specific zi is not found with this use of nl (though it is 
found with possessive nl; see below). We do in fact note an ambiguity 
with zi interpreted as 'another' vs. 'a certain', but we do not find any 
syntactic evidence that this ambiguity correlates with the presence or 
absence of a specific LOW determiner. 

+ SPECIFIC DETERMINER 

+ LOW 

+ LOW 
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^ / Ν 

12.10.2. Demonstrative + 6a , and zi + 6a 

In this section we present a construction in which the noun phrase is 
followed by 6a followed by the low specific determiner, to give da. 

(161) cfi 6a 5-vu m 
this PL-SPEC 3-gO (PL) FOC 
'It is these ones (this one and the associates) that went.' 

(162) na 6a lapwojil 
that PL-SPEC teachers (PL) 
'Those ones (that one and the associates) are teachers.' 

(163) zi 6a ögü 
other PL-SPEC thieves 
'Some / others are thieves.' 

The construction is found with demonstratives and zi, and in both cases it 
is possible for the determiner to be preceded by a noun as well. 

(164) 6a na 6a ögü 
people that PL-SPEC thieves 
Those people are thieves.' 

Without 6a this is a statement about people in general; with 6a there is 
reference to a specific group. 

(165) 6a zi 6a ögü 
people other PL-SPEC thieves 
'Some people are thieves.' 

In the above sentence, 6a defines a subgroup from which the 'some' are 
selected. 

The phrase is interpreted always as plural but a 'group' reading is 
possible, if for example an adjectival predicate is in the singular. 

(166) na 6a öcß 
that PL-SPEC new(PL) 
'Those ones are new.' (in several groups) 

(167) na 6a udt 
that PL-SPEC new(S) 
'Those ones are new.' (as a group) 
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If the predicate is a noun phrase, the predicate must be inflected as plural. 

(168)* na 6a lapwopi 
that PL-SPEC teacher (S) 
'Those ones are teacher.' 

It is still possible however to get a 'group' reading for the subject by 
using nl. 

(169) na 6a nl lapwopi 
that PL-SPEC PR teachers (PL) 
'Those ones (those and their associates in a group) are 
teachers.' 

Note that pi can also be used. 

(170) na 6a pi lapwopi 
that PL-SPEC PRPL teachers (PL) 
"Those ones (those and their associates in several groups) are 
teachers.' 

(171) zi 6a pi 5-νυ ra 
Other PL-SPEC PRPL 3-go(PL) AFF 
Others (in several groups) certainly went.' 
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Chapter 13 
Modification of the noun (including possession) 

In this chapter we look at modifiers, including possessors, within the 
noun phrase. A non-possessive modifier is always a postmodifier: if the 
noun is present it always precedes the postmodifier, and the postmodifier 
always precedes a determiner; the noun may also be omitted. A 
premodifier is always possessive: there are two types, definite possessors 
with ?a and indefinite possessors with nl. There is a third possible type of 
modification, with a possessor in a drl-phrase, which is typically in 
postmodifier position but which appears to be able to 'float' out of this 
position. In addition to the possession structures discussed in this 
chapter, it is also possible to use the LOW determiner to express 
possession (12.6.2). 

13.1. Premodifiers 

There are two kinds of pre-modifier in the noun phrase, both expressing a 
possessor. The choice of phrase depends on whether the possessor is 
indefinite (takes nl) or definite (takes ?a). 

13.1.1. Pre-modification (possession) with nl 

An indefinite noun phrase can be a possessor in the following kind of 
structure: 

indefinite (possessor) + nl + noun (possessed) 

The indefinite can be a bare indefinite (most examples below) or a zi-
phrase (last two examples). The possessed noun must be the final word in 
the phrase; it cannot be followed by any other determiner. The phrase 
overall is interpreted as indefinite (and it can also be sentence-final, like an 
indefinite). 

(1) arabia m vu cfi 
car POSS prints this 
'Here is / This is a car's (tyre-)prints.' 

(2) otfe m bi en 
dog POSS ear two 
(a) Ά dog has two ears.' 
(b) 'Dogs have two ears.' 
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(3) cfi arabia nl vu 
this car POSS prints 
'This is / here is a car's (tyre-)prints.' 

(4) na madi nl mi 
that person POSS eye 
That's a person's eye.' 

(5) otfe 5-tfi hdn nl pa 
dog 3-bite goat POSS leg 
(a) 'Dogs have / a dog has bitten a goat's leg.' 
(b)* 'Dogs have / a dog has bitten the goat's leg.' 

(6) arabia m pa S-nd^i rü m 
car POSS wheel 3-extract REFL FOC 
(a) 'It is a wheel of a car that came off.' 
(b) 'It is the wheel of a car that came off.' 

(7) ipo m 6ond3l 5-dra m 
crocodile POSS child(PL) 3-die FOC 
(a) 'It is children of a crocodile that have died.' 
(b) 'It is the children of a crocodile that have died.' 
(c) 'It is the children of crocodiles that have died.' 

(8) cfi madi zz m izi 
this person some PR wife 
'This is someone else's wife.' 

(9) 6a zi nl uku 
people other PR wife (PL) 
'other people's wives' 

A subordinate clause with -kä can also take possessive nl, which again 
suggests that this kind of subordinate clause is actually a noun phrase. 

( 1 0 ) pa-ka acfute m okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] PR difficulty 
'The difficulty of eating it alone' 

Inclusive 'our' can be a possessor even though it is definite. 

(11) 6a m ds6 ö-gwe ra 
INC POSS house 3-burn AFF 
(a) 'Our (you inclusive) house has certainly burnt down.' 
(b) 'People's houses have certainly burnt down.' 
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Other kinds of noun phrase are excluded from being the possessor in 
these cases (but acceptable in 'Burulo, 13.1.1.2). 

( 1 2 ) * otfe 5-tfi indn na m pa (?1) 
dog 3-bite goat that POSS leg (FOC) 
Ά dog bit that goat's leg.' 

(13 )* otfe 5-tfi mdn ή m pa (?1) 
dog 3-bite goat DEF POSS leg (FOC) 
Ά dog bit the goat (in question's) leg.' 

13.1.1.1. Possessive nl vs. grammatical nl 

The pronominal nl is used after noun phrases with the definite and 
specific determiner LOW, and is obligatory when such noun phrases are 
in object and nonverbal subject positions. This nl, which we call 
'grammatical nV is unable to follow an indefinite noun phrase. In 
contrast, possessive nl can only follow an indefinite. We suggest that the 
two kinds of nl are different words, accidental homophones. 

(14) ltu atfi 
sun hot 
'The sun is hot.' 

( 1 5 ) * ltu m atfi 
sun PR hot (grammatical nl) 
'The sun is hot.' 

(16) itu m atfi 
sun PR hotness (possessive nl) 
'The sun's hotness' 

There are three reasons to think that possessive nl might in fact be a 
variant of the postposition ni (in contrast we suggested in 12.1.3.1 that 
grammatical nl is a variant of the pronoun änl). First, it would mean that, 
like the dn strategy and probably the ?a strategy, this is another example 
of a postpositional strategy for possession. Second, the tonal difference 
between the possessional nl and the postposition nl is parallel to the tonal 
difference between the possessional ?a and the postposition ?a; in both 
cases, a tone is lowered one step to get possession. Third, the Logbara 
cognate is actually a high tone m (homophonous in Logbara with the 
postposition ni); Crazzarola does not treat them as the same (1960: 141). 
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However, if nl is a variant of postposition ni, it is not only a 
phonological variant but also has different selectional properties. While 
postposition ni takes a wide range of NP structures but requires the 
complement to be animate, possessional nl takes a restricted range of NP 
structures (bare noun and noun + LOW only) and has no animacy 
restriction. 

These selectional properties also distinguish possessive nl from its 
homophone, the nl used after specific noun phrases. It is thus likely that 
while possessive nl is a postposition which is homophonous with 
pronominal nl, they are not related words. 

13.1.1.2. Dialectal variation ('Burulo) 

In Lokai the possessor in a nl possession must be indefinite. The 
possessor can be definite in 'Burulo. 

(17)* ot/έ 5-tfi lndri ή m pa m 
dog 3-bite goat DEF PR leg FOC [Lokai] 
'It was a dog that bit the goat (in question's) leg.' 

(18) oke si mdi π m pa m 
dog bite goat DEF PR leg FOC ['Burulo] 
'It was a dog that bit the goat (in question's) leg.' 

Thus the following difference arises, where 'Burulo can use nl where the 
possessor is definite (a possessive phrase). 'Burulo also makes different 
use of grammatical nl (10.2.1.6). 

(19) ύ 5-mbä äna-a ßnü ?a ta nl kü 
but 3-take care 3S-POSS wealth POSS thing PR NEG(N) 
'But she was not taking care of her wealth.' [Ugandan Ma'di] 

(20) id mbä acfa-a ßml m qga kü 
but take care 3S-POSS wealth PR thing NEG(N) 
'But she was not taking care of her wealth.' ['Burulo] 

13.1.2. Pre-modification (possession) with ?a 

?a is a postposition which expresses alienable or inalienable possession; it 
is found in Lokai but not in Ugandan Ma'di. The definite noun phrase 
which precedes it as its complement is interpreted as the possessor. The 
Za-phrase precedes the possessed noun. 
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definite noun + ?£ + noun ( + optional postmodifier, 
phrase (interpreted definite determiner, 
as possessor) specific determiner) 
Examples follow: 

(21) ma ndre όρί ?a indri " nl ad^im 
IS see Opi POSS mother SPEC PR yesterday 
Ί saw Opi's mother yesterday.' 

(22) S-ηό ad^u η Pa si ( nl ) au 
3-break spear DEF POSS tooth SPEC PR FOC 
'It was the blade of the spear (in question) that she broke.' 

(23) ma pä όρί ?a läbölö mä ?1 kü 
IS eat Opi POSS bananas IS FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'It wasn't me who ate Opi's bananas.' 
(b) 'It won't be me to eat Opi's bananas.' 

(24) opi ?a mdri e-mu m 
opi POSS goat VE-go FOC 
'It is Opi's goat that came.' 

(25) opi ?a läbölö loso 
Opi POSS banana good 
(a) 'Opi's bananas are good.' 
(b) Opi ' s banana is good.' 

(26) opi ?a läbölö εηό 
Opi POSS banana picture 
Opi ' s banana is a picture.' 

A noun phrase can be a sequence of ?a phrase followed by a noun, 
followed by the determiner nä. In some cases the interpretation of such a 
phrase suggests that the ?a phrase and head noun together constitute a 
noun phrase functioning as a modifier of an empty head; thus being 
'Opi's child' is a characteristic rather than an identity in (27). 

X / Ν _ S — / ^ _ 

(27) opi ?a ßara na ma m ku 
Opi POSS child AFR IS know NEG(N) 
Ί don't know any who is / the one who is Opi's child.' 

(28) opi ?a äd^u nä mä ndre gbu küru 
Opi POSS spear AFR i s see before NEG(P) 
Ί have never seen any which is Opi's spear.' 
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298 Modification of the noun (including possession) 

In other cases, the interpretation suggests that the noun is really the head 
of the phrase with nä as the determiner. 

(29) ma ndre Dpi a ad^u nä gbu küru 
IS see Opi POSS spear AFR before NEG(P) 
Ί haven't seen the one which is Opi's spear before.' 

13.1.2.1. The phrase as a whole 

The phrase as a whole cannot end a sentence (unlike a bare indefinite), but 
can be pre-adjoined to ?j (like a definite noun phrase). These facts are true 
irrespective of whether the phrase ends on the possessed noun, or has a 
determiner following the possessed noun. 

(30) ma pä Dpi ?a läbölö ?1 
IS eat Opi POSS banana FOC 
'It's Opi's bananas that I ate.' 

(31)* ma pä Dpi ?ä läbölö 
IS eat Opi POSS banana 
'It's Opi's bananas that I ate.' 

(32) esu Spi 5-1ε gälämu 
find Opi 3-want pen 

mä kö mä ke pä-ä gälämu η Τι 
IS then IS give 2S-POSS pen DEF FOC 

Opi had wanted a pen, I (then) gave your pen (in question).' 

13.1.2.2. The possessor 

The possessor which is followed by possessive ?a is a definite noun 
phrase, such as a name (33), a phrase with kinship LOW (34), a n-phrase 
(35), a na-phrase (36) or a phrase with a demonstrative (37). 

(33) Dpi ?a d3D ?1 
Opi/chief POSS house FOC 
(a) '(It's) Opi's house.' 
(b) * '(It's) a chief s house.' 

(34) (änä-ä ) ädrupl ?ä dj6 ö-gwe rä 
3S-POSS brother SPEC POSS house 3-burn AFF 
'Her brother's house has certainly burnt down.' 
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(35) madi azö π ?a pa ko-qo m 
person tall DEF POSS leg 3-break FOC 
'It is the / a tall person's leg which will break.' 

(36) koim nä ?a pa 5-ηό ra 
chair AFR POSS leg 3-break AFF 
(a) 'The aforementioned chair's leg is certainly broken.' 
(b)?? One / the one that is a chair's leg is certainly broken.' 
(c) 'The (his / her) chair's leg is certainly broken.' 

(37) ago na ?a ädrupi ?1 
man that POSS brother FOC 
'(It's) that man's brother.' 

An indefinite nonspecific zl-phrase can also take ?a 

(38) ago zz ?a ädrupi ?i 
man other POSS brother FOC 
'(It's) a certain man's brother.' 

The only type of definite noun phrase which cannot be the possessor is a 
noun phrase with definite specific LOW (this type of noun phrase is 
never capable of being a possessor: it is also not found as a possessor 
with dn). 

(39)* mdn " ?a pa 
goat SPEC POSS leg 
'The goat's leg.' 

An indefinite noun phrase cannot be a possessor with ?a. 

(40)* koim ?a pa ö-ηο ra 
chair POSS leg 3-break AFF 
Ά chair's leg is certainly broken.' 

13.1.2.3. Possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are NS-pronouns which are complements to the 
postposition ?a. The postposition raises the tone on the singular pronoun 
(all postpositions do this to singular pronouns and demonstratives). Both 
the glottal [?] and the final vowel of the pronoun are deleleted, with low 
tones also lost; these are all typical phonological processes of the 
language. 
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Table 43. Possessive pronouns 
underlying after raising deletion of deletion of surface form 
form = NS of the tone glottal in vowel in 
pronoun + on singular postposition pronominal 
postposition pronominal 

my mä ?a ma ?a ma 
\ 

a m' 
\ 

a mä 

our ami ?a amä ?a amä a am 
s 

a amä 

your(S) pi ?a pi ?a ßi 
\ 

a β a ßa 

your(PL) api ?a * "" Ο* apt ?a api a aß a äpä 

his, her, its anil ?a äni ?a äni a än' a änä 

their a?l ?a a?l ?a ä?l 
Ν 

a a ?1 
V 

a ä?lä 

13.1.2.4. Possessive ?a as a postposition in relation to locational ?a 

?a has the syntax of a postposition, in that it can take a full noun phrase 
complement. Furthermore ?a has the effect of raising the tone on a 
preceding pronoun or deictic. This is an effect seen with postpositions, 
which further justifies the identification of ?a as a postposition. As is 
often the case with sequences of grammatical words, there is also the 
potential for deletion of segments. This is seen when a pronoun is 
followed by ?a. The glottal stop is deleted, and the final vowel of the 
pronoun is deleted; tones remain. Thus for example 'your (singular)' is 
not pi ?a but pa. The vowel of the combined pronoun + postposition 
can itself be deleted along with the low tone: thus ma ?a indre is 
realized as mendre 'my mother'. 

The possessive postposition ?a might in principle be related to the 
locative postposition ?a 'in' (parallel to the relation between possessive 
dri and locational drt). The phonological difference between ?a and ?a 
might possibly be a manifestation of the floating low determiner which 
perhaps always following the postposition phrase when it expresses 
possession, which by a regular phonological process would lower the mid 
tone: ?a + % —> ?a. The possibility that the specific LOW determiner 
follows the word might explain why no other determiner can follow it. It 
also recalls the possibility of having the low determiner suffixed to a 
postposition phrase with dri (whose tone would not be affected). 
However, there are three clear differences between ?a and ?a apart from 
the tone, which somewhat militates against the possibility that one is 
derived from the other. First, ?a is more widely used as a locational 
postposition in Ugandan Ma'di than in Lokai, but ?a is not used as a 
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possessional postposition at all. Second, locational ?ä takes only an 
inanimate complement; this is not true for possessional ?a. Third, 
locational ?ä takes an indefinite complement, while possessive ?a takes a 
definite complement. Finally we note that 'Burulo has ?a but does not 
have the LOW specific determiner, which also somewhat militates against 
our hypothetical derivation. 

13.1.2.5. A special use of ?a-possession to indicate location 

The syntax of ?a-possession makes possible some interesting sentences. 

(41) 

(42) 

o-ti ma opi ?a vu ga 
IND-born IS Opi POSS after LOC 
Ί was born after Opi. ' 

ju 6a opi pi ?a Ιείε ga ito tro 
2SDIR put Opi PRPL POSS between LOC Ito COMT 
'(You should) put it in between Opi and Ito.' 

In these sentences the possessed noun is a location, which is then the 
complement to the postposition ga. In the second example the 
postposition phrase 'with Ito' is further added to the sentence. 

13.1.2.6. Dialectal variant ('Burulo) 

In 'Burulo, the ?a phrase can optionally be followed by the definite article 
ri. 

(43) j o di ma-a ( n ) 
house this lS-POSS DEF 
This house is mine.' 

?t 
FOC 

The Lokai equivalent involves dn instead. 

(44) d^o di ma dn 
house this lS-POSS 
'This house is mine.' 

π 
DEF 

?1 
FOC 

['Burulo] 

[Lokai] 
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13.2. Postmodifiers 

13.2.1. The structure of postmodification 

A postmodifier must be followed by a determiner. 

( 4 5 ) * basi tqgwe έ-tfa ra 
bus white (3)-VE-arrive AFF 
'The / a white bus has certainly arrived.' 

Apparent exceptions to this can be analyzed as compounds. Thus the 
noun-adjective sequence 6a 1ηςwe 'white people' is not followed by a 
determiner, but it is also a fixed sequence best treated as a compound. 

(46) 6a tqgwe ga ε-νυ m 
people white few (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
Ά few white people came.' 

The determiner which follows a postmodifier can be n, nä, zi or a 
demonstrative. While π is otherwise a definite determiner, if there is a 
postmodifier before π the phrase is ambiguous between definite and 
indefinite (13.2.9.1). 

(47 ) opi ka gan ali n e-d3e ra 
Opi 3 bicycle short(S) AFR (3)-VE-buy AFF 
(a) Opi will certainly buy a short bicycle.' 
(b) Opi will certainly buy the short bicycle.' 

While nä is otherwise a definite determiner, with a postmodifier the 
phrase is indefinite only (13.2.9.2). 

(48) opi e-d3e gan all nä aü 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle short AFR FOC 
(a) 'It's a short bicycle that Opi bought.' 
(b)* 'It's the short bicycle that Opi bought.' 

With the demonstratives, the phrases are definite only (as elsewhere with 
demonstratives). 

(49 ) opi e-d^e gan ali cfi ad^im 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle short this yesterday 
(a) Opi bought this short bicycle yesterday.' 
(b)* 'Opi bought a short bicycle yesterday.' 
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(50) opi e-d3e all na m adjinl 
Opi (3)-VE-buy short that SPEC PR yesterday 
(a) Opi bought that specific short one yesterday.' 
(b)* Opi bought a specific short one yesterday.' 

The interpretation of zi is also unaffected by the presence of the 
postmodifier. 

(51) ago äfi zi ε-νύ di?a ra 
men short (PL) other (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Some short men certainly came here.' 

Of all the determiners, only the LOW determiner is incompatible with a 
postmodifier. 

(52)* dsS iijgwe m cfi 
house white SPEC PR this 
'Here is the white house.' 

The head noun (the modified noun) may be omitted in all cases where 
there is postmodification. The presence or absence of the head noun does 
not affect the interpretation or the syntactic distribution of the noun 
phrase. 

13.2.2. Adjective phrase as postmodifier 

A bare adjective can function as a postmodifier: 

(53) opi ö-cfü galamu lk£ π ?1 
opi 3-take pen red DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the red pen that Opi took.' 
(b) 'It is a red pen that Opi took.' 

13.2.3. Noun phrase as postmodifier 

13.2.3.1. Bare indefinite as postmodifier 

A bare indefinite can function as a postmodifier. This can lead to 
ambiguity, since in a noun + determiner sequence the noun might be the 
head (interpretation (a) below) or the modifier (interpretation (b) or (c) 
below). Where it is a modifier, the indefinite reading becomes available 
with the determiner n. 
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(54) ago η 
man DEF 
(a) 'the man (we were discussing earlier)' 
(b) 'a male one' 
(c) 'the male one' 

(55) ago na ό-pa ku 
man AFR iND-eat NEG 
(a) 'The aforementioned man is not eaten.' (odd meaning) 
(b) 'The male one is not eaten.' 
(c) Ά male one is not eaten.' 

The head noun can co-occur with the noun interpreted as a modifier. 

(56) madi adrupl n ocfä rü ϊΐέ-ηΊ kü 
person brother(lND) DEF act REFL that-like NEG(N) 
Ά person who is a brother won't behave that way.' 

(57) ädrupl η ocfä rü ίΐέ-ηΐ kü 
brother(IND) DEF act REFL that-like NEG(N) 

(a) 'One with the qualities of a brother won't behave that way.' 
(b)* Ά brother won't behave that way.' 

The noun can be a postmodifier only with the determiners π and nä. It 
cannot be a postmodifier with a demonstrative determiner or with zl 

( 5 8 ) * madi adrupl zi Sda ru ιΐε-ηΐ kü 
person brother(IND) DEF act REFL that-like NEG(N) 
Ά person who is a brother won't behave that way.' 

(59) ädrupl zi Sdä rü ile-nl kü 
brother(IND) DEF act REFL that-like NEG(N) 

(a) 'No other brother will behave that way.' 
(b)* 'No other one who is a brother will behave that way.' 

We noted in 12.8.2 that in a Ν + η structure, the noun is interpretable 
only as a modifier if the verb is habitual or negated with kü. 

13.2.3.2. Bare zi-phrase as postmodifier 

A bare zi-phrase (ie. with the indefinite nonspecific determiner zi) can be 
a postmodifier. 
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(60) ago zi π boggu ako 
man other DEF clothes without 
(a) 'The other man (in question) was without clothes.' 
(b) One of the men (in question) was without clothes.' 
(c)* 'Another man (in question) was without clothes.' 

(61) zi π ö-fe pi 
other DEF 3-run COM 
(a) 'The other one fled off.' 
(b) One of the others fled off.' 
(c)* Others have fled off.' 

(62) zi nä ö-fe pi 
other AFR 3-run COM 
(a) 'Another one fled off.' 
(b)* 'The other one fled off.' 
(c)* Others have fled off.' 

Like postmodification by a bare indefinite noun, this use of zi is possible 
only when the determiner is π or nä, and not when it is a demonstrative. It 
might be asked whether this is in fact a case of double determination, with 
the specific determiner zi followed by the definite determiner π or nä. 
However, evidence that this is indeed a postmodification structure with zi 
as a postmodifier comes from the fact that the ri-phrases are ambiguously 
definite or indefinite, and the nä-phrase is only indefinite. This is a pattern 
we see when there is a modifier in the phrase. 

A bare demonstrative cannot be a postmodifier, eg. * cfi η 'the this 
one', but this might be because there is an incompatibility between the 
physical context interpretation of the demonstrative and the discourse 
context interpretation of n. 

13.2.3.3. Pronoun as postmodifier 

A third person pronoun can be a postmodifier, but only if followed by the 
deteminer n. 

(63) am (?Ί) π (rii) cfi 
3s FOC DEF PR this 
'This / here is the one which is it.' 

(64) a?l ( ? f ) π ( n l ) cfi 
3PL FOC DEF PRPL this 
'These / here are the ones which are them.' 
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13.2.3.4. Possessed noun as postmodifier 

A noun phrase may consist of a noun combined with a possessive phrase. 
Noun phrases of this kind can function themselves as postmodifiers. 

A noun phrase consisting of [indefinite possessor + nl + possessed] 
functions as a postmodifier. 

(65) ijιό m ßära π 5-dra m 
crocodile POSS child DEF 3-die FOC 
'It is the / a thing which is child of a crocodile which has died.' 

A full nä-phrase, consisting of a noun followed by the determiner nä, 
can function as a postmodifier. nä always has a possessive interpretation 
in these structures. It is worth noting that the noun preceding nä cannot 
be omitted. This shows that the Ν + nä phrase is the modifier of a 
preceding, omitted, head. 

(66) opi ö-sl d$0 nä na ( m ) m 
Opi 3-build house AFR that PR FOC 
'It is Opi [1] who built that house of his [2].' (built that thing 
which was a house of his) 

The following example shows the nä phrase with another modifier. 

(67) ädrupl nä löso η öcfä rü ile(di)-m kü 
brother-IND AFR good DEF (3)-act REFL that-way-like NEG(N) 
'Someone who is a good brother of his won't behave that way.' 
(indefinite) 

A noun phrase containing an ?a possessor can be a postmodifier. 

(68) ma ndre opi a ad^u nä gbu küru 
IS see Opi POSS spear AFR before NEG(P) 
Ί haven't seen the one which is Opi's spear before.' 

13.2.4. Postposition phrase as postmodifier 

A postposition phrase can function as a postmodifier. 

(69) rukünu ga na ogu 
corner LOC that thief 
"That one at the corner is a thief.' 
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(70) ovl na am π (m) 5-1ε 
behaviour that like DEF PR 3-like 
'That sort of behaviour is not wanted.' 

13.2.5. Temporal noun as postmodifier 

A temporal noun can function as a postmodifier. 

(71) cfi basi tebe π ?Ί 
this bus earlier-today DEF FOC 
'This is the bus of earlier in the day.' 

It is worth noting that while some place names such as fouba can 
function without a postpostion as a location expression (72), they cannot 
function as modifiers of a noun (73). 

(72)* ma mü d3uba 
IS N-go Juba 
Ί am going to Juba.' 

(73)* d3D d^uba π 
house Juba DEF 
'The house in Juba.' 

rü ku 
REFL NEG(N) 

13.2.6. Relative clause as postmodifier 

A relative clause (ch.10) usually containing a suffixed verb, can be a 
postmodifier, with an overt or missing head noun. 

(74) ago ά nä egwe-re di π di ?i 
man [cow AFR (N)-get lost-SB COM] DEF this FOC 
'The man whose cow got lost is this one.' 

(75) ägo qgwa m cß-re kpo η opt ?1 
man [son SPEC PR N-kill-SB dead] DEF Opi FOC 
(a) 'The man [1] who killed his [1,2] son is Opi.' 
(b) 'The man [1] who is going to kill his [1,2] son is Opi.' 

(76) (fi-dzo π ad3U ali ali π ?1 
[(N)-kill-SB] DEF spear short short DEF FOC 
(a) 'The one that was used for killing it is the shorter spear.' 
(b) 'The reason it (he) was killed is the short spear.' 
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(77) ago ti na Spi a lgwe-le di η cfi ?1 
man [cow AFR Opi POSS (N)-lose-SB COM] DEF this FOC 
'The man whose cow Opi lost is this one.' 

A sentence with an unsuffixed verb can be a relative clause in the 
following kind of construction. 

(78) ago ti nä egwe di π cfi ?1 
man [cow AFR (3)-get lost COM] DEF this FOC 
'The man whose cow got lost is this one.' 

(79) ago ti nä opi Igwe di η cfi ?1 
man [cow AFR (Opi) (3)-lose COM] DEF this FOC 
'The man whose cow Opi lost is this one.' 

The relative clause has an explicit subject and object; the modified noun is 
the possessor of the object. It is referred back to by nä, which always 
takes a close antecedent, here within the upper clause. 

13.2.7. Other types of postmodifier 

13.2.7.1. 'the same issue' älü alu (a) 

Note that a (a morpheme which we have not seen elsewhere) seems to 
reinforce the sense of repetition over and over. 

(80) ka lefo älü älü η ü-n aü kipä ktpä 
3 issue one one DEF (3)-ITER-insist FOC year year 
'She keeps on repeating the same issue year after year.' 

(81) ka lefo alü älü ä η u-n äü kipa kipä 
3 issue one one DEF (3)-ITER-insist FOC year year 
'She keeps on repeating the same issue over and over year after 
year.' 

13.2.7.2. anl-phrase 

A phrase with am 'like' can be a postmodifier. 

(82) gälämu Spi dn am ή esu-kä nä okpo 
pen Opi POSS like DEF (N)-find-SB AFR hard 
'It is difficult to find a pen like Opi's.' 
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13.2.8. Multiple postmodification 

13.2.8.1. Two postmodifiers in sequence 

Two bare adjectives can be put in sequence, with the first of the two 
interpreted as more emphasized. 

(83) ju sü öoqgv ifca azo π au 
2SDIR wear dress red long DEF FOC 
'(You should) put on the red long dress.' 

(84) ju sü ßorjgu azö Ikä π aü 
2SDIR wear dress long red DEF FOC 
'(You should) put on the long red dress.' 

An adjective can be followed by a postposition phrase. 

(85) m -e-dse sati tqgwe ΊηΊ tro η ?] 
lS-VE-buy shirt white black with DEF FOC 
Ί bought the / a black with and white shirt.' (spotted, ie. black 
background with white spots or vice versa) 

/ / - / V \ _ V / \ 

(86) ago loso ambamba mupira ga η e-mu ad^im 
man good a lot football LOC DEF (3)-VE-go yesterday 
'The / a man who is really good at football' 

A postposition phrase can be followed by an adjective. 
s / \ / _ « » / > 

(87) ago mupira ga loso ambambä η e-mu ad^im 
man football LOC good a lot DEFVE-go yesterday 
'The / a man who is really good at football came yesterday.' 
(unclear what the emphasis is) 

A temporal noun can be followed by a postposition phrase 

(88) ago ad^im d^o dn ga π Spi Τι 
man yesterday house on LOC DEF Opi FOC 
'The man who yesterday was on top of the house was Opi.' 

A postposition phrase can be followed by a temporal noun 

(89) ago d$o dn ga ad3inl η Spi ?1 
man house on LOC yesterday DEF Opi FOC 
'The man who was on top of the house yesterday was Opi.' 
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In the following example, there is a preference for keeping the 
adjective losS and the degree modifier ambambä together, though it is 
possible to move the degree modifier to after the postposition phrase 
within the noun phrase. 

(90 ) ago löso ambambä mupira ga π e-mu ad^inl 
man good a lot football LOC DEF (3)-VE-go yesterday 
'The / a man who is really good at football came yesterday.' 
(emphasizing good) 

(91) ago löso mupira ga ambambä η e-mu adjim 
man good football LOC a lot DEF (3)-VE-go yesterday 
'The / a man who is really good at football came yesterday.' (the 
whole notion of 'good at football' is being emphasized) 

13.2.8.2. Conjoined postmodifiers 

Two postmodifiers can also be conjoined with 66 'and also'. 

(92 ) ärabiä udi oo pelere aga-re dt?ä si 
car new and also clean (N)-pass-SB here SR 

ad^inl η et/5 ru m 
yesterday DEF (3)-overturn REFL FOC 

'It is the new and also clean car which passed through here 
yesterday that overturned.' 

13.2.9. Postmodifiers and definiteness 

Postmodifiers have an effect on the definiteness of noun phrases with the 
determiner η or nä. They do not affect the definiteness of other types of 
noun phrase (eg. with demonstratives). 

13.2.9.1. Modification in a rephrase 

A ri-phrase without a postmodifier is definite; the referent must be 
discovered from the preceding discourse. When a modifier is added 
before n, the phrase loses its discourse definiteness. Instead, the phrase is 
now ambiguous between indefinite and definite, and if definite the referent 
may be found in the preceding discourse, in the physical context, or in 
general knowledge. The head can be omitted without affecting the 
ambiguity. 
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(93) Dpi ka gan all π e-d^e ra 
Opi 3 bicycle short(S) AFR (N)-VE-buy AFF 
(a) 'Opi will certainly buy a short bicycle.' 
(b) Opi will certainly buy the short bicycle.' 

(94) ijgwa * m cfi-re kpo η ogu 
[ son SPEC PR N-kill-SB dead] DEF thief 
(a) 'The one [ 1 ] who killed his [ 1,2] son is a thief.' 
(b) 'He [1] who kills his [1,2] son is a thief.' 

(95) opi o-du ika π ?i 
opi 3-take red DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the red one that Opi took.' 
(b) 'It is a red one that Opi took.' 

With modification and n, the indefinite reading allows a singular or 
plural interpretation. The definite reading is interpreted as singular, unless 
there is morphological marking for plural. 

(96) ma ndre indn Iqgwe η aü 
IS see goat white DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the white goat that I saw.' 
(b) 'It is a white goat that I saw.' 
(b)* 'It is the white goats that I saw.' 
(c) 'It is white goats that I saw.' 

(97) ma ndre hdn äfi η aü 
IS see goat short(PL) DEF 
(a) 'It is the short goats that I saw.' 
(b) 'It is short goats that I saw.' 

FOC 

If ?1 is used to focus the modified noun phrase, it is the modifier which 
is focused. Thus in the sentence below the implication is that there is a set 
of bicycles presupposed and that Opi has bought specifically a (or the) 
white bicycle from that set. 

(98) opt e-dse gan irjgwe η ?Ί 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle white DEF FOC 
(a) 'It was the white bicycle that Opi bought.' 
(b) 'It was a white bicycle that Opi bought.' 
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312 Modification of the noun (including possession) 

If the focus marker is ad, the focus is on the referent as a whole, or 
possibly just on the modified noun. Thus in (99) it is a white bicycle 
rather than something else. This would be compatible with the focus 
actually being on the common noun gan 'bicycle'. 

(99) Spi e-dje gan lijgwe η aü 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle white DEF FOC 
(a) 'It was the white bicycle that Opi bought.' 
(b) 'It was a white bicycle that Opi bought.' 

The indefinite interpretation, introduced by the presence of the 
postmodifier, is lost in three circumstances. First, the possibility of an 
indefinite interpretation is reduced or removed if there is more than one 
modifier. 

( 1 0 0 ) basi tqgwe adsinl η ε-tfa ra 
bus white yesterday DEF (3)-VE-arrive AFF 
(a) 'The white bus of yesterday has certainly arrived.' 
(b)* Ά white bus of yesterday has certainly arrived.' 

Second, where the η phrase also includes the LOW determiner, the 
indefinite interpretation is not available. 

( 1 0 1 ) ma ndre gan iqgwe η adzim 
Is see bicycle white DEF yesterday 
(a) Ί saw the white bicycle yesterday.' 
(b) Ί saw a white bicycle yesterday.' 

( 1 0 2 ) ma ndre gan tqgwe η % nl ad3trii 
Is see bicycle white DEF SPEC PR yesterday 
(a) Ί saw the (specific) white bicycle yesterday.' 
(b)* Ί saw a white bicycle yesterday.' 

Third, plural pi is compatible only when the noun phrase has the definite 
interpretation. 

( 1 0 3 ) ma ndre ago π pi adzim 
IS see men DEF PRPL yesterday 
(a) Ί saw the men (in question) and their associates 

yesterday.' 
(b)* Ί saw men and their associates yesterday. 
(c) Ί saw the male ones yesterday.' 
(d)* Ί saw male ones yesterday.' 
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13.2.9.2. Modification in a na-phrase 

Α nä-phrase without postmodification is interpreted either (a) as definite, 
with the referent discovered in the immediate discourse context, or (b) as 
possessed, with nä referring to the possessor. When there is a 
postmodifier, the meaning is indefinite and non-specific. There is no 
possessive meaning in any of the following examples. 

(104) opi e-dje gan all nä äü 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle short AFR FOC 
(a) 'It's a short bicycle that Opi bought.' 
(b) * 'It's the short bicycle that Opi bought.' 

(105) ago nä ö-ko ta m 
man AFR 3-catch thing FOC 
(a) 'It is a male one that got caught.' 
(b)* 'It is the male one that got caught.' 
(c)* 'It is the aforementioned male one that got caught.' 

(106) mä 1ε eßi ßä-ΐε nä rä 
IS want fish [N-eat-SB] AFR ÄFF 
(a) Ί certainly want fish (for me, someone) to eat.' 
(b)* Ί certainly want the fish (for me, someone) to eat.' 

(107) opi ni nä i/o 
Opi BEN AFR absent 
'There isn't any (set aside) for Opi.' 

(108) opi ?a 1ε-1ε na cfi?a ijo 
[Opi POSS (N)-want-SB] AFR here absent 
'There's none here that Opi likes.' 

13.2.10. Postmodifiers as relative clauses 

Various kinds of phrase can function as postmodifiers, including adjective 
phrases, postposition phrases, various kinds of noun phrase, and 
sentences (with relative clause structure, involving suffixation of the verb). 
It is however possible that all these types of postmodifier are actually 
relative clauses, such that the postmodifier is a predicate in a subjectless 
nonverbal clause (a type of clause structure which can be shown to exist 
elsewhere, for example as complement to a verb). Consider for example 
the postmodifier ijö in the following example: 
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(109) Dpi ljo η 
chief absent DEF 
'the absent chief 

Two possible structures might be hypothesized here, one in which the 
adjective is a predicate in a subordinate clause and the other in which the 
adjective phrase directly modifies the noun. We suggest that (110) is the 
correct analysis. 

(110) Spi ljo π 
chief absent DEF 

[S MISSING SUBJECT PREDICATE ] 
'the absent chief (ie. perhaps also thought of as 'the chief who 
is absent') 

(111) Spi ijö η 
chief absent DEF 

[AP ] 
'the absent chief 

The evidence in favour of analyzing at least some postmodifiers as 
relative clauses is that they can be followed, within the noun phrase, by 
morphemes which are normally found only at the end of a sentence. Thus 
a postmodifier can usually be negated with ku, a sentence-final adverbial. 

(112) lapwqpi ku ή e-mu adsim 
teacher NEG(N) DEF 3-VENT-go yesterday 
'The one who is not a teacher came yesterday.' 

(113) rukünu ga ku na ogu 
corner LOC NEG(N) that thief 
'That one not at the corner is a thief.' 

(114)? gan irjgwe ku π ο-ηο ra 
bicycle white NEG(N) DEF 3-break AFF 
'The bicycle which is not white is certainly broken.' 

A pronoun can be a postmodifier. It can also take ?i, which strongly 
suggests that it is being interpreted as a predicate in this case (ie. as a 
subordinate nonverbal clause with a null subject). The option of taking ?1 
does not seem to affect interpretation. 

(115) änl π (nl) cfi 
3S DEF PR this 
'This / here is the one which is it.' 
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(116) am ?1 η (nl) cfi 
3s FOC DEF PR this 
'This / here is the one which is it.' 

The evidence against analyzing postmodifiers as relative clauses is that 
in some cases the postmodifier cannot by itself function as a predicate. 
An example is a phrase with nä which by itself (without ?J) cannot be a 
predicate but can be a postmodifier. 

(117)* cfi djo na 
this house AFR 
(a) 'This is his house.' 
(b) 'This is the aforementioned house.' 

(118) cfi d3o nä ?i 
this house AFR FOC 
(a) This is his house.' 
(b) 'This is the aforementioned one which is a house.' 

Another example is a temporal modifier like tebe which can be a modifier 
but which cannot be a predicate. 

(119)* ago η tebe 
man DEF earlier today 
'The man was of earlier today.' 

(120) ago tebe η d^S dn ga 
man earlier DEF house on LOC 
'The man of earlier today is on the roof.' 

13.3. A 'separable' modifier: the drf-phrase 

A dri-phrase is a postposition phrase which expresses alienable 
possession or temporary location. It characteristically appears as a 
postmodifier, but is able to appear also in other positions; it is the only 
postmodifier which might be said to 'float'. 

13.3.1. The dn-phrase in postmodifier position 

The dri phrase seems to be similar to an ordinary postmodifier in some 
cases, coming before a demonstrative or before n. It cannot come before 
nä or z). 
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(121) ago ma dn cfi o-fi im k-e-mu oßu 
man IS POSS this 3-say 3S 3-VE-go tomorrow 
'This man of mine [1] says that he [1] will come tomorrow.' 

(122) pi dn η nl eg we ad3inl 
2S POSS DEF SPEC PR get lost yesterday 
(a) 'The one which is yours got lost yesterday.' 
(b) 'The one which is with you got lost yesterday.' 

13.3.2. The dn-phrase on its own (without an explicit possessed) 

The ώϊ-phrase can stand on its own without a determiner or an explicit 
possessed phrase. It is the only noun phrase modifier which has this 
possibility. 

13.3.2.1. The dW-phrase in subject position 

The dn phrase, without a determiner, can be in 'subject' position. Note 
that only the possessive meaning is available here, not the temporary 
location meaning. 

(123) opt dn o-fe pi 
Opi POSS 3-run COM 
(a) Opi ' s (has) fled off.' 
(b)* 'The one with Opi (has) fled off.' 

The location meaning is available only when there is also a determiner. 

(124) opi dn η ö-fe pi 
Opi POSS DEF 3-run COM 
(a) 'Opi's has fled off.' 
(b) 'The one with Opi (has) fled off.' 

13.3.2.2. The dri-phrase as a complement to za 'exceed' 

The phrase can be a complement to zä 'exceed'. 

(125) ma ?a ad^u azö ö-zä βί dn ra 
IS POSS spear long 3-exceed 2S POSS AFF 
'My spear is certainly longer than yours.' (literally 'My spear 
is long it exceeds yours.') 
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Note that the first and second halves of this sentence have different kinds 
of possession structure. An ?a-phrase is used with the noun in the first 
half, a dri-phrase is used without the noun in the second half. 

In contrast, note that the first possession expression in the following 
example involves a dn-phrase following a bare indefinite, with no 
determiner (ie. paralleling the second dn-phrase). 

(126) adju ma dn azö 5-zä pi dn ra 
spear Is POSS long 3-exceed 2s POSS AFF 
'My spear is certainly longer than yours.' (literally 'My spear 
is long it exceeds yours.') 

It seems to be precisely the parallel between the phrases which permits the 
first noun phrase to have this structure. A drc-phrase (unlike an ?a-phrase) 
cannot normally do this. 

(127)* adju ma dn azö 
spear IS POSS long 
'My spear is long.' 

(128) ma ?a ad^u azö 
IS POSS spear long 
'My spear is long' 

The following shows plural structure. 

(129) adju ma dn äzö 5-zä ύ ju dn ra 
spear Is POSS long (PL) 3-exceed PL 2s POSS AFF 
'My spears are certainly longer than yours.' (literally 'My 
spears are long they exceed yours.') 

13.3.2.3. The dri-phrase with kinship LOW 

The dji-phrase can also come before the LOW specifier, with a kinship 
interpretation. This is quite unexpected; normally kinship LOW will 
follow only a noun. There cannot be an overt noun in this case. 

(130) ma da a?l dn ni dn 
IS put 3PL POSS SPEC BEN on 
Ί put it on (top of) theirs.' 

This use of a LOW determiner is the basis of an idiomatic use of the 
dn-phrase, illustrated here. 
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( 1 3 1 ) ßa ama-dn 
p e o p l e 2PL-POSS SPEC 
'My people!' (literally 'our people') 

( 1 3 2 ) madi ma-dn 
person lS-POSS SPEC 
'My man!' (literally 'my man') 

ah ma dn" is used to express a strong disgust - to the effect 'don't 
disturb me, oh no not again'. It may be used by itself in response to a 
statement or can be used with an additional utterance: 

(133) ah ma dn 
ah IS POSS SPEC 
'Oh no - don't bother me' or ' Oh no -not again!' 

( 1 3 4 ) ah ma dn ma 1ε ta ϊΐέ-m tied* kü 
ah IS POSS SPEC IS want thing that-like that NEG(N) 
Oh no (as for me) - don't bother me. I don't want that type of 
behaviour (thing).' 

ma dri 'as for me' is perhaps a toned down version of this. 

(135) ma dn ma 1ε kü 
IS POSS IS want NEG(N) 
'(As for me) I don't want it.' 

( 1 3 6 ) m a dii ki-r-iri md ιύ undtf 
is POSS 3-REFL-(N)-hear IS BEN b a d ( S ) 
'(As for me) it sounds horrible for me.' 

( 1 3 7 ) ma dn ma ju d$ εηάτυ tro 
IS POSS IS 2S take today COMT 
'(As for me) I will take you with me today.' 

( 1 3 8 ) pi dn ma pi dji εηάτυ tro 
2S POSS IS 2S take today COMT 
'(As for you) I will take you with me today.' 

13.3.3. The dri-phrase separated from the possessed phrase 

The dn-phrase, expressing the possessor, can be separated from the noun 
phrase which expresses the possessed thing. This seems to occur only in 
certain kinds of sentence, which we list here. 
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13.3.3.1. Sentences based on the nonverbal predicate a?a 'present' or 
ijo 'absent' 

The possessed thing can be the subject of the nonverbal predicate ä?ä 
'present' or ijö 'absent', or some more complex expression based on 
these predicates. Note that the possessed thing can be a bare indefinite, a 
ζί-phrase, or a /r-phrase. 

The dn-phrase can come before the subject. 

(139) leä nä dn ßära a?a 
elephant AFR POSS child present 
'The (aforementioned) elephant has a child.' 

(140) lea nä dn ta ßära η ijö 
elephant AFR POSS thing child DEF absent 
'The aforementioned elephant has nothing called a child.' 
(literally: O f the aforementioned elephant, the thing which is a 
child, it is absent.') 

(141) ma dn d^S ko -mü k-ölu ä?ä 
IS POSS house 3-N-go 3-stay present 
Ί will have a house (in future).' 

In the following example, the ώί-phrase is separated from the subject 6pl 
by the modal modifier ra n. 

(142) ämä dn ra η 6pi ä?ä m 
lPL POSS AFF DEF chief present FOC 
'What we have (present) is a chief.' (ie. not a king) 

The dn-phrase can also come after the subject. 

(143) ßära lea nä dn ä?a 
child elephant AFR POSS exist 
'The (aforementioned) elephant has a child.' 

(144) ta ßära η lea nä dn ijö 
thing child DEF elephant AFR POSS absent 
'The elephant has nothing called a child.' (literally: 'The thing 
which is a child, of the aforementioned elephant, it is absent.') 

Other kinds of adjectival predicate do not allow a dri-phrase to behave 
in this manner. 
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(145)* fiara lea nä dn löso 
child elephant AFR POSS good 
'The child of the aforementioned elephant is good.' 

13.3.3.2. Sentences based on comparison with am 'like' 

A drl-phrase can be separated off from the possessed noun phrase in a 
comparison sentence with am. 

(146) ma dn galamu opi dri am 
IS POSS pen Opi POSS like 
(a) 'Mine is a pen like Opi's.' 
(b)* 'My pen is like Opi's.' 

(147) ma dn d^o opi dn am jajadru 
IS POSS house Opi POSS like many 
POSSESSOR 1 POSSESSED 1 POSSESSOR 2 
(a) Ί have many houses like Opi.' 
or 
POSSESSOR 1 POSSESSED 2 POSSESSOR 2 
(b) 'Mine are like Opi's many houses.' 

It is worth noting that the combination of drf-phrase and am can also be 
placed inside the noun phrase as a postmodifier; the NP-dn am sequence 
might be analyzed as a reduced relative clause. 

(148) dzo opt dn am η jajadru 
house Opi POSS like DEF many 
There are lots of houses like Opi's.' 

(149) opi dn am ή jajadru 
Opi POSS like DEF many 
'There are many like Opi's.' 

13.3.3.3. Separation of the ώί-phrase is otherwise not possible 

The dre-phrase is not normally separable from a possessed noun phrase. 

(150) opi εδε ma dn d^o 
Opi (3)-leave IS POSS house 
(a) 'Opi left (with) me a house.' (not necessarily for me) 
(b)* Opi left my house.' 
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(151)* ma dn d3o όρί έδε 
IS POSS house Opi (3)-leave 
'My house Opi left.' 

13.3.4. The structure of the dn-phrase 

13.3.4.1. The temporariness of possession or location with dn 

A postposition phrase based on dri can express alienable possession or 
temporary location. 

(152) S-Ιε Dt/ε izi η dn ή ?1 
3-want dog woman DEF POSS DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the woman's dog that he wants.' 
(b) 'It is the dog that is with the woman that he wants.' 

(153) pa ma dn η 5-qo m 
leg IS POSS DEF 3-break FOC 
(a)* 'It is my leg that got broken.' 
(b)* 'It is my leg that he broke himself.' 
(c) 'It is the leg which is with me that is broken.' 
(d) 'It is the leg which is with me that he broke himself.' 

(154) gan ma dn η 5-ηο m 
bicycle IS POSS DEF 3-break FOC 
(a) 'It is my bicycle that got broken.' 
(b) 'It is my bicycle that he broke it himself.' 
(c) 'It is the bicycle which is with me that is broken.' 
(d) 'It is the bicycle which is with me that he broke himself.' 

13.3.4.2. The possessor (the complement to dn) 

The noun phrase which is the preceding complement of dn is interpreted 
as the possessor. This must be a definite noun phrase: a name, a ^-phrase, 
a kinship LOW-phrase, etc. 

(155) 6pi drt d^S ijö 
Opi/chief POSS house absent 
(a) 'Opi doesn't have a house.' 
(b)* Ά chief doesn't have a house.' 
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(156) korm arabia η dn η eft 
chair car DEF POSS DEF this 
'This / here is the chair of the car (in question).' 

(157) d3D äna ädrupi * dri ögwe ra 
house 3S-POSS brother SPEC POSS (3)-burn AFF 
'His brother's house has certainly burned down.' 

A na-phrase can only be a complement (the possessor) to dn if the phrase 
is definite (as indicated by taking a deictic as predicate in (159)). 

(158) korm lea na dn η dt 
chair elephant AFR POSS DEF this 
'Here / this is the (aforementioned) elephant's chair.' 

(159)* pa komi na dn η o-qo m 
leg chair AFR POSS DEF 3-break FOC 
'It was the leg of the aforementioned chair which broke.' 

The only type of definite noun phrase which is clearly impossible as a 
possessor complement to dri is a phrase with non-kinship LOW (such a 
phrase can never be a possessor). 

(160)* korm lea dn η di 
chair elephant SPEC POSS DEF this 
'Here is the elephant's chair.' 

(161)* otfe 5-tfi mdn " nl pa 
dog 3-bite goat SPEC PR leg 
Ά dog bit the goat's leg.' 

dn cannot take a bare indefinite noun as the possessor. 

(162)* komi arabia dn η di 
chair car POSS DEF this 
'This / here is the chair of the car.' 

A zi-phrase cannnot directly be the complement to dri but can be a 
modifier within a ziä-phrase, which is a complement to dn. 

(163) ago zi nä dn djo ijo 
man another AFR POSS house absent 
'One of the men doesn't have a house.' (speaking of a member 
of a known group) 
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Chapter 14 
Nonsingular noun phrases 

In this chapter we gather together topics relating to nonsingular noun 
phrases, including the coding of number, methods of conjunction, and the 
use of quantifiers and numerals. 

14.1. The number of the subject 

14.1.1. The number of the subject 

First and second person pronouns code the number of the subject 
(singular or plural). Third person subject pronouns do not code the 
number of the subject, but are interpreted as singular in the absence of 
any other overt marking of plural. This is true of the U-paradigm third 
person pronoun ο-, including when phonologically deleted before a 
vowel-initial verb, and also the I-paradigm pronoun ka. 

(1) ö-fe na?ä lele 
3-run there towards 
(a) 'She ran that way.' 
(b)* 'They ran that way.' 

(2) ko fe na?a lele 
3 (N)-run there towards 
(a) 'She is running that way.' 
(b)* 'They are running that way.' 

The third person subject pronoun will be interpreted as plural if and only 
if one of the following is true: 

(i) ύ % is present (14.1.2). 
(ii) There is a morphologically plural lexical subject (6.1). 
(iii) The lexical subject is pre-adjoined to pi (14.2). 
(iv) The verb is vu, plural 'go' (14.1.3). 

Any of these is sufficient to determine the plurality of the subject; they 
can also be combined. Thus if the verb is vu or if the subject has pi, k£ is 
optional and its presence or absence does not affect the meaning at all. 

The presence of a quantifying modifier, such as kwitf'i 'all (of them)' 
is not sufficient to force a plural reading onto a subject where there is no 
other coding of plurality. 
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(3) ka efii pa kwitfi ra 
3 fish N-eat all AFF 
(a)* 'All of them will certainly eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'He will certainly eat all of the fish.' (object modified) 

In the absence of overt expression of plurality, the inherent ambiguity 
of indefinite/inclusive pronouns means that there can be a singular or 
plural interpretation; these pronouns can be interpreted either as 
first/second person plural or as third person singular. 

(4) S-pä ad^im 
IND-eat yesterday 
(a) 'We (including you) ate it yesterday.' 
(b) 'It was eaten yesterday.' 

s \ 

14.1.2. The subject plural morpheme ki 

la forces a plural interpretation on a third person subject. 

(5) 3-fe id na?£ lele 
3-run PL there towards 
(a)* 'She ran that way.' 
(b) 'They ran that way.' 

(6) ka ki fe na?ä lele 
3 PL (N)-run there towards 
(a)* 'She is running that way.' 
(b) 'They are running that way.' 

14.1.2.1. The location of ki " 

la follows the subject if the verb is inflected, and follows the verb if the 
verb is uninflected or directive. 

/ Ν —j V _ / 

(7) ka ki ebi pa ra 
3 PL fish N-eat AFF 
'They will certainly eat fish.' 

(8) 5-si ki ma m ofu cfi m 
3-write PL Is BEN message this FOC 
'They are the ones who wrote for me this letter.' 
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(9) ko-pa ki eßl ra 
3DIR-eat PL f ish AFF 
'(Ensure that) they should definitely eat fish.' 

There is some optionality in the placement of kV when the verb is 
inflected; it is just possible to place kV after the verb. 

(10) ka ki flä-ä ra 
3 PL eat-OBJ AFF 
'They will certainly eat it.' 

(11)? ko- pa-a ύ ra 
3- (N)-eat-OBJ PL AFF 
'They will certainly eat it.' 

ki" may be separated from the uninflected verb or from the directive 
verb by the reflexive pronoun rü, or rü may come after ki. 

(12) ö-zl rü ki ra 
3-greet REFL PL AFF 
"Diey have certainly greeted each other.' 

(13) ö-zl k? rü ra 
3-greet PL REFL AFF 
"Hiey have certainly greeted each other.' 

(14) ko-d^e rü to 
3DIR-wash REFL PL 
'They should wash themselves.' 

(15) ko-d3e ha rü 
3DIR-wash PL REFL 
'They should wash themselves.' 

When the verb is inflected, kf must precede rü which then immediately 
precedes the inflected verb. 

(16) ka ki ru d^e 
3 PL REFL (N)-wash 
(a) 'They are washing themselves.' 
(b) 'They are washing each other.' 
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(17)* ka ru la dje 
3 REFL PL (N)-wash 
(a) 'They are washing themselves.' 
(b) 'They are washing each other.' 

14.1.2.2. Restrictions on the use of ki 

la co-occurs only with a definite third person subject. Thus when kl is 
combined with an indefinite/inclusive subject pronoun, only the (definite) 
inclusive reading is available. 

(18) acfi ki d^S si 
IND PL house N-build 
(a) 'We (I and you / we and you) are building a house.' 
(b)* Ά house is being built.' 

(19) da ko-vu ki 
INC 3DIR-go PL 
(a) 'Let's go!' (I and you / we and you should go) 
(b)* 'People should go.' (no specification as to who) 

(20) 6-vu ki 
IND-gO PL 
(a) 'Let's go!' ( I and you / we and you should go) 
(b)* 'People should go.' 

Note that while ki" is clearly incompatible with an indefinite lexical 
subject, this can alternatively be explained by its general incompatibility 
with a lexical subject. 

(21)* Idre 5-pa id ad^im 
rat 3-eat PL yesterday 
'Rats ate yesterday.' 

kT cannot be used with a headless noun phrase consisting just of an 
adjective followed by an article, unless pi is additionally used. It makes no 
difference whether the article is unmarked for number or morphologically 
plural. This might be the result of the optional indefiniteness of these 
noun phrases; if so this is interesting as it suggests they are basically 
indefinite. It also suggests that pi adds definiteness or is found only with 
a definite interpretation. 
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( 2 2 ) * IqgwE π 5-flä kf eßi π adzim 
white DEF 3-eat PL fish DEF yesterday 
'The/a white ones ate the fish yesterday.' 

(23 ) IrjgwE π pf 5-pä ( k i ) eßi η ädjml 
white DEF PRPL 3-eat PL fish DEF yesterday 
'The/a white ones ate the fish yesterday.' 

( 2 4 ) * au η o-pa ki eßi π ad^im 
short (PL) DEF 3-eat PL dish DEF yesterday 
'(The) short ones ate the fish yesterday.' 

( 2 5 ) äß π pi 5-pä ki eßi η ädzirii 
short (PL) DEF PRPL 3-eat PL dish DEF yesterday 
'(The) short ones ate the fish yesterday.' 

ki co-occurs with a lexical adjoined subject only if the subject is pre-
adjoined to pi or if the subject is morphologically plural. 

(26 ) 6pi pi ö-dje ( k i ) m 
Opi PRPL 3-buy PL FOC 
(a) 'It is those of Opi (Opi and associates) who bought it.' 
(b) 'They are the ones who bought those of Opi.' (needs ki) 

(27) Z2 π pi 5-fe ( k T ) pi 
other DEF PRPL 3-run PL COM 
'The others have fled away.' 

(28) ögü n ( p i ) ögu (ki ) maa gan tro 
thieves (PL) DEF PRPL(3)-steal PL lS-POSS bicycle COMT 
'The thieves stole my bicycle too.' 

If the subject is not morphologically plural, ki is ruled out. The presence 
of ki will thus force any initial noun phrase which is not overtly plural to 
be interpreted as the object, as in the following examples. 

(29 ) idre η pi o-pa ki ad^inl 
rat DEF PRPL 3-eat PL yesterday 
(a)* 'The rats (in question) ate it yesterday.' 
(b) 'They ate the rats (in question) yesterday.' 
(c) 'They ate the rat ones yesterday.' 
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(30) idre π ö-pa kf adzhn 
rat DEF 3-eat PL yesterday 
(a)* 'The rats ate it yesterday.' 
(b) 'They ate the rat (in question) yesterday.' 
(c) 'They ate the rat one yesterday.' 

(31) idre η β 5-pä ad3inl 
rat DEF PRPL 3-eat yesterday 
(a) 'The rats in question ate it yesterday.' 
(b)* 'They ate the rats in question yesterday.' 
(c) 'The rat ones ate it yesterday.' 

kf is dispreferred (but can be used) if there is some other coding of 
plural. Thus a lexical noun phrase which precedes the subject pronoun 
can often be interpreted either as referring to the subject which takes pi 
and thus in principle is compatible with kl* or (topicalized) as referring to 
the object, with a preference for reference to the subject, (32a). 

(32) Dpi pi ö-dze m 
Opi PRPL 3-buy FOC 
(a) Opi and associates are the ones who bought it.' 
(b) 'He was the one who bought those of Opi.' 

However, in (33) where kf is used the preferred reading is (33b): the 
initial noun phrase is interpreted as the object. Presumably in (33), Ja is 
redundant if the subject is already plural (a), but not redundant if it is the 
only marker of plurality for the subject in the preferred interpretation (b). 

(33) opi pi ö-d$e kl m 
Opi PRPL 3-buy PL FOC 
(a) 'Those of Opi (Opi and associates) are the ones who 

bought it.' 
(b) 'They were the ones who bought those of Opi.' 

The same effect is seen where the initial noun phrase is 
morphologically plural. If kt is also used, the preferred reading is that the 
initial noun phrase is a fronted object. 

(34) äß π (pi) 5-fli ad3inl 
short (PL) DEF PRPL 3-eat yesterday 
(a) 'The short ones ate it yesterday.' 
(b) 'He ate the short ones yesterday.' 
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(35) äü π (pi) ο-pä ki 
short (PL) DEF PRPL 3-eat PL 
(a) 'They ate the short ones yesterday.' 
(b) 'The short ones, they ate them yesterday.' (preferred) 

ad3ini 
yesterday 

(36)' aß π o-pä ki eßl π adjinl 
short (PL) DEF 3-eat PL fish DEF yesterday 
'The short ones ate the fish yesterday.' 

A quantifier such as amgbu 'most' which modifies the subject is not 
compatible with 

(37) amgbu egwe 
most (3)-get lost 
'Most are lost.' 

(38)* amgbu egwe ki 
most (3)-get lost PL 
'Most are lost.' 

(39) egwe 
(3)-get lost 

'Most are lost.' 

amgbu 
most 

di 
COM 

di 
COM 

di 
COM 

(40)* egwe ki amgbu 
(3)-get lost PL most 

'Most are lost.' 

If amgbu modifies the object there is no problem: 

(41) amgbu igwe ki 
most (3)-cause to get lost PL 
'They have lost most.' 

di 
COM 

COM 

14.1.2.3. The morphosyntactic status of ki and the combination ki na 

ki" does not harmonize for ATR, and there is no good reason to think of 
it as a bound morpheme. It is possible that the particle has the structure id 
+ LOW, with LOW being the LOW determiner, ki appears without the 
LOW determiner when it is in combination with the determiner nä: 

(42) d30 kl nä dii ako 
house PL AFR head without 
'Their house is without a roof.' 
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kf is not able to 'terminate' an uninflected verb (7.5) in which it 
resembles reflexive rü. 

We note that Tucker (1940:144) says that in Central Sudanic 
languages the plural particle (eg. k f ) is 'not so much used in the 
indefinite tenses' (ie. with inflected verbs). This is not true of Ma'di. 

14.1.3. The subject is interpreted as plural if the verb is 
morphologically plural 

The only verb in Ma'di which has a plural form is the verb meaning 'go': 
mü if the subject is singular and νϋ if the subject is plural. The subject of 
mu can only be interpreted as singular (hence kf is excluded), and the 
subject of νϋ can only be interpreted as plural (Ja is optional). 

(43) 5-mu (* ki ) ad^ini 
3-go(S) PL yesterday 
(a)* 'They went yesterday.' (ok for some Ugandan speakers) 
(b) 'She went yesterday.' 

(44) o-vu ( k f ) ad^im 
3-go(PL) PL yesterday 
(a) 'They went yesterday.' 
(b)* 'She went yesterday.' 

(45) o-vu ( ki ) adzirii 
iND-go(PL) PL yesterday 
(a) 'We (including you) went yesterday.' 
(b) 'People went yesterday.' (only if ki is absent) 
(c)* 'They went yesterday.' 

No other verbs force plurality on the subject in this manner. Thus 
while the iterative prefix ϋ- makes the verb 'plural' (in the sense of 
indicating multiple action), the subject is not necessarily interpreted as 
plural. 

(46) otfe ϋ-tfi mä gbu 
dog (3)-lTER-bite Is before 
(a) Ά dog has bitten me before.' (the same dog several times; 

single bites) 
(b) 'Dogs have bitten me before.' (different dogs several 

times; single bites) 
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(47 ) otfe υ-tfi mä gbu 
dog ITER-bite IS before 
(a) Ά dog has bitten me before.' (the same dog several times; 

multiple bites) 
(b) 'Dogs have bitten me before.' (different dogs several 

times; multiple bites) 

14.2. Adjunction to pi 

A noun phrase can be pre-adjoined to pi (or its variant tl) giving the 
interpretation 'N and associates'. It can be subject or object. 

(48) opi pi ö-d^e id m 
Opi PRPL 3-buy PL FOC 
(a) 'They are the ones who bought those of Opi.' 
(b) 'It was those of Opi who brought it.' 

(49) opi pi o-dje ni 
Opi PRPL 3-buy FOC 
'It is those of Opi (Opi and his associate(s)) who bought it.' 

(50) äß π β ε6έ endru 
short (PL) DEF PRPL (3)-leave today 
(a) 'The short ones left it today.' 
(b) 'He left the short ones today.' 

(51 ) ma ndre mdn π pi aü 
i s see goat DEF PRPL FOC 
(a)* 'It's the goat that I saw.' 
(b) 'It's the goats (the goat and its associates) that I saw.' 
(c) 'It's the goat ones that I saw.' 

(52 ) opi pi uridyl 
Opi PRPL bad (PL) 
'Those of Opi are bad people.' 

The noun phrase pre-adjoined to pi can also be part of a predicate if 
further adjoined to ?1 (note this is also a possible focus strategy, 19.3). 

(53 ) a?l-a avuund^l moria pi ?1 
3PL-POSS sister-IND Moria PRPL FOC 
'Their sisters are Moria and (her, their) associates.' 
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We note an idiomatic use of pi as part of the object when the verb is d^i as 
in the following sentence; any male or female name followed by pi can 
mean 'a male child' or 'a female child' respectively in this context. 

(54) mona e-d^i ito pi ?1 
Moria (3)-VE-bring Ito PRPL FOC 
'Moria brought those of Ito.' (idiomatically meaning 'Moria 
fathered a male child') 

14.2.1. Types of noun phrase which can be pre-adjoined to pi 

Most kinds of noun phrase can be adjoined to pi. This includes names 
(55); kinship terms with the LOW tone (56), noun phrases with the 
definite article η (,57,58), noun phrase with a demonstrative (59), noun 
phrases with nä (60-62). 

(55) opi pi S-vu eßu ga 
Opi PRPL 3-go(PL) work LOC 
"Those of Opi (Opi and his associates) have gone to work.' 

(56) m pi cfi 
wife SPEC PRPL this 
(a) 'This is his wife and their associates.' 
(b) 'Here is his wife and their associates.' 

(57) md ndri hdA ill A ( p i ) £ö 
IS see goat short(PL) DEF PRPL FOC 
(a) 'It's short goats that I saw.' 
(b) 'It's the short goats and their associates that I saw.' 

(58) mdri η a?u ή pi tro äzl-ΐέ ku 
goat DEF chicken DEF PRPL COM [(N)-sell-SB NEG(N)] 
'The goat, the chicken, and their associates are not for sale.' 

(59) rn-äzi a?u cfi pi pi 
lS-sell chicken this PRPL COM 
(a) Ί have already sold these hens and their associates.' 
(b) Ί have already sold this hen and its associate(s).' 

(60) pa na pi ö-qo m 
leg AFR PRPL 3-break FOC 
(a) 'It is the (his, her, its) legs and other parts that broke.' 
(b) 'It is the (his, her, its) legs and other parts that broke it.' 
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(61) pa ki na ο-ηο m 
leg PL AFR 3-break FOC 
(a) 'It is their legs that broke.' 
(b) 'It is their legs that broke it.' 

_ % 
(62) pa ki na pi ο-ηο m 

leg PL AFR PRPL 3-break FOC 
(a) 'It is their legs and other parts that broke.' 
(b) 'It is their legs and other parts that broke it.' 

pi is also found after an indefinite with zi or a bare indefinite, interpreted 
as generic. When pi follows a noun phrase consisting just of a noun it 
gives it a representative status 'the type of thing'. This can be seen when 
pi is added after a name, giving it a meaning of 'someone like'. 

(63) d^S zi pi ädi küru 
house other PRPL (3)-collapse NEG(P) 
'Some of the houses have not collapsed.' 

(64) rndn pi ogu-le π ?1 ku 
goat PRPL [(N)-Steal-SB] DEF FOC NEG(N) 
'The likes of goats are not worth stealing.' 

(65) mdn pi ka d$o si wa ή 
goat PRPL 3 house N-build POSS RHE 
'Can the likes of goats really build houses?' 

(66) opi pi ka d30 si wa π 
Opi PRPL 3 house N-build PS RHE 
'Can someone like Opi really build a house?' 

The one kind of noun phrase which cannot be adjoined to pi is a non-
kinship LOW phrase (note that in this, pi differs radically from ni, which 
is obligatory after such a phrase in certain positions). 

(67)* d^S pi cfi 
house SPEC PRPL this 
'This/here is her and her associates' house.' (ok in Ugandan) 

14.2.1.1. pi and the definiteness of the pre-adjoined NP 

pi forces a definite interpretation on a noun phrase which without pi is 
ambiguous between definite and indefinite. 
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(68) ma ndre hdri aß η aü 
IS see goat short(PL) DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the short goats that I saw.' 
(b) 'It is short goats that I saw.' 

(69) ma ndre mdn all η pi aü 
IS see goat short(PL) DEF PRPL FOC 
(a) 'It's the short goats and their associates that I saw.' 
(b)* 'It is short goats that I saw.' 

This is not something that happens with m. 

14.2.2. A singular interpretation of noun phrase + pi 

pi 'the named and others' may be used even when reference is actually 
being made to one person. This is possible only in two situations, as 
described here. 

A person asked to try a new feat would reply: 

(70) ami pi i f ( ?1 ) 
lPL(EXC) PRPL what about FOC 
'The likes of me...' ('... can't be expected to do that.') 

Note the plurality of the pronoun in the above example, with singular 
interpretation. 

(71) opt pi 1ε ?1 
Opi PRPL what about FOC 
'The likes of Opi...' ('... can't be expected to do that.') 

In both examples above reference is made to one individual only; the 
speaker in (70) and Opi in (71). 

pi is also used to refer to one individual only in 'what is it?' questions. 

(72) opi (pi ) dn acfü η 
Opi PRPL POSS What RHE 
'What is the matter with you Opi?' (no pause before Opi) 

(73) Spi (pi ) dn 6a zi-d$o kü η acfü π 
Opi PRPL POSS people N-greet-SB NEG(N) DEF what RHE 
'What is it with you Opi that you don't (want to) greet people.' 
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14.2.3. pi and 'grammatical' nl 

'Grammatical' nl is used as a way of allowing definite and specific noun 
phrases to be object or subject of nonverbal predicate position. These 
noun phrases, names, LOW phrases and compounded LOW phrases (eg. 
η + LOW), can generally only appear in these positions if they are pre-
adjoined to nl. However, pre-adjunction to pi is an alternative, and permits 
the phrase to appear in the appropriate position. 

Though pi performs a similar function to nl, it is more generally used 
than nl in three respects, presumably because unlike nl, pi has semantic 
content as well as performing a grammatical function. The three respects 
in which pi has a wider distribution than nl are in the types of noun 
phrase which can be pre-adjoined to it (eg. nonspecifics and indefinites), 
in the positions in which it can be found (eg. verbal subject position), and 
in the fact that it can be part of a predicate with ?1. 

In one respect, pi is more restricted than nl, in that a non-kinship 
LOW-phrase cannot be adjoined to pi whereas this type of phrase must 
obligatorily be adjoined to nl in certain circumstances. 

( 7 4 ) * ma dro ogu pi adsinl 
IS chase thief SPEC PRPL yesterday 
Ί chased the thief and his associates yesterday.' 

(75) ma dro ogu " nl ad3inl 
IS chase thief SPEC PR yesterday 
Ί chased the thief yesterday.' 

14.3. Conjunction of noun phrases (and other constituents) 

In Ma'di conjunction of two noun phrases is always asymmetrical 
between the two phrases. The first conjunct is the true argument (subject 
or object), while the second conjunct is best treated as a non-argument 
within the clause; the second conjunct need not be in an argument 
position, is focused like a modifier, and so on. 

14.3.1. Conjunction with tro 

tro is a postposition, meaning 'with'. It is used in noun phrase 
conjunction. The first conjunct is a standard noun phrase and is the 
argument (subject or object); the second conjunct is in the tro phrase and 
has the syntax of postposition phrases in general, ie. that of a more freely 
placed sentential modifier. The following examples illustrate conjunction 
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where the first conjunct is a subject (76), or an object (77). 

( 7 6 ) idrazi η pi d^allgo π tro ätfi ( k T ) 
old woman DEF PRPL old man DEF COMT go(PL) PRPL 

eßu ga ku 
work LOC NEG(N) 

'The old woman and the old man do not go to work.' 

(77 ) opi ö-d3e arabia gan tro 
Opi 3-buy car bicycle COMT 
Opi bought a car and a bicycle.' (one or more of each) 

Pronouns cannot be conjoined in this kind of structure (eg. 'you and 
they' would be expressed just by the second person plural). 

The function of pi here seems to be to indicate that there is another 
conjunct to come - it does not make the noun phrase attached to it itself 
plural; thus in (76) there is only one old woman. If the second conjunct is 
separated, pi becomes obligatory, presumably for functional reasons to 
indicate that there is a second conjunct to come. The second conjunct 
does not require pi in any circumstances, and if pi is added, it forces a 
meaning of 'and associates': 

(78) opi pi ö-fe (ki ) ito pi tro 
Opi PRPL 3-run PL Ito PRPL COMT 
Opi and his associates (on the one hand) ran with Ito and his 
associates (on the other hand).' 

These are some more complex examples of the same phenomenon: 

(79 ) udi ή pi pelere π pi tro 
new(S) DEF PRPL clean(S) DEF PRPL COMT 
'The new one mixed with the clean ones' 

(80 ) udl η pi pelere η pi tro 
new(PL) DEF PRPL clean(PL) DEF PRPL COMT 
'The new ones in addition to the clean ones' 

14.3.1.1. Adjacency between the two conjuncts 

The two conjuncts can optionally be adjacent (they can also be separated). 
Where the two subject lexical noun phrases are adjacent, the first noun 
phrase need not be explicitly coded as plural, pi is optional without 
affecting the meaning. 
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(81) tdrandfi η ( p i ) d^altgo tro atfi eßu ga kü 
old women DEF PRPL old men COMT (3>go(PL)\MDdc DOC NBG(N) 
'The old men and old women do not go to work.' 

The conjunct taking pi cannot be indefinite. While an indefinite noun 
phrase can be pre-adjoined to pi it is interpreted only as 'the likes of and 
is not available for a conjunction construction. 

(82)* idrandfi pi d^altgö tro ätfi eßu ga kü 
old women PRPL old men COMT (N)-go(PL) work LOC NEG(N) 
Old men and old women do not go to work.' 

14.3.1.2. Postposing of the second conjunct 

The two conjuncts can optionally be separated. The first conjunct is in 
argument position, but the second conjunct can be postposed to later in 
the sentence. The following examples show the first conjunct in subject 
position and the second conjunct postposed to the end of the sentence. 

(83) ago π pi ö-fä ( k l ) izT tro 
man DEF PRPL 3-fight PL wife(SPEC) COMT 
'The man and his wife fought (each other).' 

(84) ago π pi ö-mgbä ( k j ) izi tro 
man DEF PRPL 3-beat PL wife(SPEC) COMT 
'The man and his wife beat it.' 

(85) ago π pi ka kT mgbä-ä izi tro 
man DEF PRPL 3 PL (N)-beat-OBJ wife(SPEC) COMT 
'The man and his wife will beat it.' 

(86) shows the first conjunct in preverbal object position and the second 
conjunct optionally postposed; it can also precede the verb. 

(86) ka ago π pi mgba izT tro 
3s man DEF PRPL (N)-beat wife-SPEC COMT 
'He beat the man and his wife.' 

(87) ka ago π pi izi tro mgbä 
3S man DEF PRPL wife-SPEC COMT N-beat 
'He beat the man and his wife.' 
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When the second conjunct is postposed, the first conjunct must be 
obligatorily coded as plural, either by adjoining it to pi or by using a 
plural pronoun. Note that the plurality holds of the pair of conjuncts not 
of the first conjunct alone; thus the plural first person pronouns ama is 
interpreted as Τ not as 'we' in this case. 

(88) opi pi ö-fe (id ) ito tro 
Opi PRPL 3-run PL Ito COMT 
(a) Opi and Ito ran.' (just the two of them) 
(b) Opi and his associates (on one hand) ran with Ito (alone 

on the other hand).' 

(89)* opt 5-fe ( k V ) ito tro 
Opi 3-run PL Ito COMT 
(a) Opi andItoran.'(justthetwoofthem) 
(b) Opi and his associates (on one hand) ran with Ito (alone 

on the other hand).' 

(90) ama pä opi tro 
lPL(EXCL) eat Opi COMT 
Opi and I ate it.' 

(91)* ma pä opi tro 
IS eat Opi COMT 
Opi and I ate it.' 

It appears that there is no way of saying Opi and we'. 
If the subject is indefinite/inclusive and the second conjunct is 

separated, only the inclusive reading is possible for the subject. 

(92) ό-pä ju tro 
IND-eat 2s COMT 
(a) 'You and I ate it.' 
(b)* 'It was eaten with you.' 

The second conjunct (the iro-phrase) can separately be focused by the 
LOW-?I strategy generally used for postposition phrases. The tro phrase 
must be initial or final (ie. in both cases, separated from the subject). 

(93) opi tro ama pä ?1 
Opi COMT lPL(EXC) eat SPEC FOC 
'It is with Opi that I ate it.' 
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(94) ama pa Spi tro * ?1 
lPL(EXC) eat Opi COMT SPEC FOC 
'It is with Opi that I ate it.' 

14.3.1.3. 'Interpretive spreading' from second to first conjunct 

In this section we look at two cases in which a characteristic of the second 
conjunct (the tro phrase) has an effect on the interpretation of the first 
conjunct, removing an ambiguity which would otherwise exist. 

Some adjectives alternate morphologically for number (eg. all 'short' 
singular, äfi plural); others do not (eg. hjgwe 'white' singular and plural). 
A noun phrase with a non-alternating adjective is in general open to either 
singular or plural interpretation; this is true for Iggwe η 'the white 
one/ones' in the examples in this section in both object and subject 
positions. 

(95 ) ma 1ε äfi π Iqgwi η tro 
IS want short (PL) DEF white DEF COMT 
(a) Ί want the short ones and the white ones.' 
(b) Ί want the short ones and the white one.' 

However, in object conjunction, if a non-alternating adjective is in the first 
conjunct and the second conjunct contains an adjective which is coded for 
plural, the first conjunct must be interpreted as plural, an unexpected 
effect. 

(96 ) ma 1ε trjgwi π äfi η tro 
IS want white DEF short(PL) DEF COMT 
(a) Ί want the white ones and the short ones.' 
(b) Ί want white ones and short ones.' 

This does not occur in subject position, where the number of the second 
conjunct does not affect the number of the first (note that here the two 
conjuncts are not adjacent). 

(97) Iqgwi π pi έ-ά^ί äli π tro 
white DEF PRPL (3)-VE-take short(SG) DEF COMT 
(a) 'The white one and the short one brought it.' 
(b) 'The white ones and the short one brought it.' 

(98 ) Iqgwi π pi äfi π tro 
white DEF PRPL (3)-VE-take short(PL) DEF COMT 
(a) 'The white ones and the short one brought it.' 
(b) 'The white one and the short one brought it.' 
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A π-phrase containing an adjective is in general ambiguous between 
definite and indefinite. 

(99) ucfi π pelere η tro 
new(PL) DEF clean(PL) DEF COMT 
(a) 'New ones and clean ones' 
(b) 'The new ones and clean ones' 
(c) 'New ones and the clean ones' 
(d) 'The new ones and the clean ones' 

Where pi follows just the second of two noun phrases with plural 
adjectives, both must be interpreted as definite. Thus again we see a 
'spread', here of definiteness, from second to first adjective in a 
conjunction structure. 

(100) ucfi η pelere π pi tro 
new(PL) DEF clean(PL) DEF PRPL COMT 
(a) 'The new ones and the clean ones and their associates' 
(b)* 'New ones and the clean ones and their associates' 

This does not happen if pi follows only the first noun-adjective 
constituent; in this case, the second constituent is free to be interpreted as 
definite or indefinite. 

(101) ucfi η pi pelere π tro di?a 
new(PL) DEF PRPL clean(PL) DEF COMT here 
(a) 'The new one and its associates and the clean ones are 

here.' 
(b) 'The new one and its associates and clean ones are here.' 

14.3.2. Conjunction with oo 

DD can be translated as 'and also', giving an 'afterthought' effect not seen 
in conjunction with trS. DD is possibly borrowed from Arabic wa 'and', 
though it does not have the same breadth of function in Ma'di as wa has 
in Arabic, DD is used between two conjuncts, or between the last two 
conjuncts in a list. It can imply sequence ('and then') between two events. 

(102) ka galamu π oo buku η e-d^i 
3 pen DEF and book DEF (N)-VE-take 
'She is bringing the pen and the book.' (no focus on the 
objects) 
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(103) e-dje gan, at/6 66 arabia 
(3)-VE-buy bicycle hoe and vehicle 
'She bought a bicycle, a hoe and also a car.' 

The two conjuncts do not need to agree in definiteness. 

( 1 0 4 ) ka galamu 66 buku η e-dji 
3 pen and book DEF (N)-VE-take 
'She is bringing a pen and the book.' 

14.3.2.1. Postposing of the second conjunct 

If the verb is inflected, the first conjunct must precede the verb. The 
second conjunct can precede or follow the verb, implying perhaps that it is 
not interpreted as part of the object but as a more freely placed adjunct of 
some kind. Note that this also suggests that 66 + NP is a constituent. 

( 1 0 5 ) ka galamu η 66 buku π i-d^i 
3 pen DEF and book DEF (N)-VE-take 
'She is bringing the pen and the book.' (no focus on objects) 

(106) ka galamu η ε-ά3ΐ 66 buku π ?1 
3 pen DEF (N)-VE-take and book DEF FOC 
'It's the pen that she is bringing and the book.' (focus on both 
objects) 

( 1 0 7 ) ka galamu 66 buku e-d3i 
3 pen and book (N)-VE-take 
'She is bringing a pen and a book.' 

(108) ka galamu i-d3i 66 buku 
3 pen (N)-VE-take and book 
'She is bringing a pen and a book.' (No focus) 

The focus facts here are interesting; we discuss them further in 19.3.1.1. 

14.3.2.2. Conjunction of two sentences with 66 

oo can also be used to conjoin two sentences. 

( 1 0 9 ) ka galamu i-d3i ^ ka buku k£ 
3 pen (N)-VE-take and 3 s book (N)-give 
'She is bringing a pen and giving a book.' 
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Elsewhere we suggest that the sequence of object and verb might be a 
constituent because it is contrastively negated as a constituent (19.10.2). 
However this sequence cannot be conjoined as a constituent. 

(110)* ka galamv i-dzi do buku ki 
3 pen (N)-VE-take and book (N)-give 
'She is bringing a pen and giving a book.' 

14.3.3. Conjunction with oqguru 

öqgürü is interpreted as 'and also' or as 'and then'. It is used between 
two conjuncts or between the last two conjuncts in a sequence. Note that 
there can be an effect of temporal sequence between two eventualities 
(seen also with oo). 

(111) e-ifee gan öqgürü arabia 
(3)-VE-buy bicycle and also vehicle 
'She bought a bicycle and also / and then a car.' 

(112) sati nä Ikä iqgwe öqgürü Im 
shirt AFR red white and also black 
'The shirt is red, white and also black.' 

14.3.3.1. Conjunction of adjectival predicates 

öqgürü can be used to conjoin adjective phrases. 

(113) dzo 6pi?a Ιε-ΐέ kü π okü oqgüru and/ 
house [Opi POSS (N)-want-SB NEG(N)] DEF old and-also dirty 
'The house that Opi does not want is old and also dirty.' 

(114) sati opi ?a d^e-le ή Iqgwe öqgürü ml (tro) 
shirt [Opi POSS (N)-buy-SB] DEF white and also black with 
'The shirt that Opi bought is black and also with white.' 

14.4. Quantifiers 

14.4.1. kwitfi 'all' 

kw'itfiis interpreted as 'all'. 
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_ \ 
(115) kwitfi ε-νυ ra 

all (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All certainly came.' 

(116) ago π kwitfi ε-νύ ra 
men DEF all (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All the men certainly came.' 

14.4.1.1. Location of kwitfi 

The quantifier kwitfi is freely placed within the sentence, and thus 
resembles the 'free adverbials' discussed in 18.1. If it precedes the lexical 
subject or follows a final adverbial, it must be separated from the sentence 
by a pause. Otherwise it can precede the pronominal subject, come before 
or after a preverbal object, follow the verb, and follow the object. (In 
contrast, the other quantifiers are more restricted in where they can move.) 

If kwitfi precedes the pronominal subject, it can be interpreted as 
quantifying over either the subject or the object. 

(117) kwitfi ka ki ßä-ä ra 
all 3 PL (N)-eat-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'They will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of it/them.' (object modified) 

(118) kwitfi S-flä ra 
all 3-eat AFF 
(a) 'All certainly ate (it).' (subject modified) 
(b) 'He certainly ate all.' (object modified) 

(119) ago π kwitfi ka ki ßä-ä rä 
men DEF all 3 PL (N)-eat-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'The men will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'The men will certainly eat all of it/them.'(object modified) 
(c) 'They will certainly eat all of the men.' (object modified) 

If the subject is not coded as plural, any object will be construed with the 
quantifier. 

(120) kwitfi ko- ßa-a ra 
all 3- N-eat-OBJ AFF 
(a)* 'All of them will certainly eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'He will certainly eat all of it.' (object modified) 
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kwitfi can be used with the plural marker ki\ If kwitfi precedes the 
subject, only the subject is quantified over. (Without ύ "the object could 
also be quantified over in this structure.) 

(121) kwitfi 5-pä ki ra 
all 3-eat PL AFF 
(a) 'All of them certainly ate it.' (subject modified) 
(b)* 'They certainly ate all of it.' (object modified) 

(122) kwitfi ka kT eßl pä ra 
all 3 PL fish N-eat AFF 
(a) 'All of them will certainly eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b)* 'They will certainly eat all of the fish.' (object modified) 

However, if the object is realized by the clitic ?a, it can also be quantified 
over. 

(123) kwitfi ka kT pä-?ä ra 
all 3 PL N-eat-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'All of them will certainly eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of the fish.' (object modified) 

If kT exceptionally follows the clitic in this structure, only the object is 
quantified over. 

(124) kwitß kS- ßä-ä ki ra 
all 3- N-eat-OBJ PL AFF 
(a)* 'They will certainly all eat it/them.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all.' (object modified) 

If the quantifier follows the subject of an inflected verb and is followed 
by an overt object (and then the verb), only the subject is quantified over. 

(125) ka ki kwitfi eßl pi ra 
3 PL all fish N-eat AFF 
(a) 'They will certainly all eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b)* 'They will certainly eat all the fish.' (object modified) 

(126) ka ki eßl kwitfi pä- ra 
3 PL fish all N-eat AFF 
(a)* 'They will certainly all eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of the fish.' (object modified) 
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If the quantifier follows the subject of an inflected verb and the object is 
realized by a clitic, either subject or object can be quantified over. 

(127) ka ki kwitß ßä-ä ra 
3 PL all N-eat-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'They will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of it' (object modified) 

If there is no object (ie. the verb is intransitive) the quantifier can follow 
the subject and quantify over it. 

If the quantifier follows an uninflected verb (with a postverbal or null 
object), the quantifier is interpreted as modifying the object, and not the 
subject. 

(128) 5-flä kwitfi 
3-eat all 
(a) 'He has eaten all.' 
(b)* 'They have all eaten it.' 

(129) 5-ßä kwitfi eßl 
3-eat all fish 
(a) 'He ate only fish.' (he ate many dishes, all were fish) 
(b)* 'They all ate fish.' 

(130) ό-flä lipa ή kwitfi 
3(lND)-eat food DEF all 
(a) 'All of the food (in question) has been eaten.' 
(b) 'All that is food has been eaten.' ('food' as a modifier) 

This restriction holds also when the quantifier is an afterthought, 
separated by pause intonation. 

(131) 5-ßä ra , kwitfi 
3-eat AFF all 
(a) 'He has certainly eaten them all.' 
(b)* "They have certainly all eaten them.' 

In contrast, if the quantifier follows an inflected verb (with a preverbal 
or clitic object) it can quantify over either subject or the object. 

(132) ka ki eßl ßä kwitfi ra 
3 PL fish N-eat all AFF 
(a) 'All of them will certainly eat fish.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of the fish.' (object modified) 
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(133) ka ki flä-ä kwitfi ra 
3 PL (N)-eat-OBJ all AFF 
(a) 'They will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat all of it' (object modified) 

The same effect holds if Jfcf exceptionally follows the verb. 

(134) ko- ßä-a ki kwitfi ra 
3- N-eat-OBJ PL all AFF 
(a) 'They will all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will eat all.' (object modified) 

A bare pronominal subject must be accompanied by kV if it is to be 
interpreted as modified by the quantifier. The quantifier by itself is 
insufficient to force a plural reading onto the third person subject. 

(135) ko pa-a kwitfi ra 
3 N-eat-OBJ all AFF 
(a)* 'They/he will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'He will certainly eat all of it' (object modified) 

14.4.1.2. Combinations of kwitfi with types of noun phrase 

It is worth noting that kwitfi is the only quantifier which can be associated 
with a noun phrase with the definite determiner n. Thus, unlike the other 
quantifiers, kwitfi can be adjacent to a definite or indefinite noun phrase. 

(136) ago n kwitfi ε-νύ (Ια) ra 
men(PL) DEF all (3)-VE-go(PL) PL AFF 
(a) 'All the men (in question) certainly came.' 
(b) 'All the male ones certainly came.' 

(137) ago π ε-vu (ki ) kwitfi ra 
men(PL) DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) PL all AFF 
(a) 'All the men (in question) came.' 
(b) 'All the male ones came.' 

(138) ago kwitfi ε-νυ ra 
men(PL) all (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All (the) men certainly came.' (not specific men) 
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(139) ago έ-νύ kwitfi 
men(PL) (3)-VE-go(PL) all 
'All (the) men came.' (not specific men) 

la is, as expected, excluded in (140) where the subject noun phrase with 
kwitfi is indefinite, showing that kwitfi does not make the subject definite. 

(140)* ago kwitfi ε-νυ ki ra 
men(PL) all (3)-VE-go(PL) PL AFF 
'All (the) men certainly came.' (not specific men) 

kwitfi cannot quantify over an indefinite third person pronominal. 

(141) o-flä kwitfi ra 
IND-eat all AFF 

(a)* 'They will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'All of it has certainly been eaten.' (object modified) 

(142) kwitfi 6-jlä ra 
all IND-eat AFF 
(a)* 'They will all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'All of it has been eaten.' (object modified) 

14.4.1.3. Constructions involving kwitfi 

kwitß π means 'the whole thing' or 'the whole one'. It can only be a left-
dislocated object. 

(143) kwitfi π opi 5-pä m 
all DEF Opi 3-eat FOC 
'It is Opi who has eaten everything.' 

kwitfi π cannot be interpreted as the subject. 

(144)* kwitfi η egwe di 
all DEF (3)-get lost COM 
'All of them are lost.' 

kwitfi cannot combine with nä (unlike the other quantifiers). 

(145)* kwitß nä Ikä 
all AFR red 
'All of them are red.' 
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(146) kwitfi Iki 
all red 
'All of them are red.' 

kwitfi can be followed by drü (probably a postposition), with the 
interpretation 'all of them'; other quantifiers cannot. Normally, nouns are 
followed by drü and we take this as supporting evidence that kwitfi is a 
noun. 

(147) kwitfl drü ε-νυ ra 
all as (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All of them certainly came.' 

__ \ 
(148) ago η kwitfi dru ε-vu ra 

men DEF all as (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
(a) 'All the men (in question) certainly came.' 
(b) 'All the male ones certainly came.' 

_ Ν 

(149) ago kwitfi dru ε-νυ ra 
men all as (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'All the men certainly came.' 

(150) ma pa kwitfi drü 
IS eat all as 
Ί have eaten all of it.' 

(151) ma ßä-?ä kwitfi drü 
IS N-eat-OBJ all as 
Ί will eat / am eating all of it.' 

'Everyone' is formed by adjacency between the indefinite noun 6a 
'people' and kwitfi. 

• Ν 

(152) 6a kwitfi ε-νυ ra 
people all (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
'Everyone certainly came.' 

If kwitfi is separated from 6a, the specific meaning of 'everyone' is lost. 
— Ν 

(153) 6a ε-νυ kwitfi ra 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) all AFF 
'The people certainly came, all of them.' 

Note the differences in interpretation between 'everyone' and 'the men 
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air, as revealed by the possibility of specifically contrastive focus. 

(154)* 6a kwitfi ε-νυ ni 
people all (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was everyone who came.' 

If kwitfi is placed elsewhere in the sentence, modifying 6a with the 
meaning 'all of them', ni can be used to focus 6a, showing that the 
meaning of 'everyone' is lost. 

(155) 6a ε-νυ kwitfi m 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) all FOC 
'It was all people who came.' 

(156) kwitfi 6a ε-νυ m 
all people (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was all people who came.' 

(157) 6a ε-νυ ni kwitfi 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC all 
'It was all people who came.' 

14.4.2. amgbu 'most' or 'many' 

amgbu can be interpreted as 'most' when bare or when combined with a 
noun. It can also be interpreted as 'many' when bare, but not when 
combined with a noun; to express 'many' with a noun, jajadru is used. 

(158) 5-pi amgbu 
3-eat many 
(a) 'He has eaten most.' 
(b) ' He has eaten many.' 

(159) amgbu ε-νυ ra 
many (3)-VE-go(PL) COM 
(a) 'Most came.' 
(b) 'Many came.' 

(160) ago ή ambgu ε-νυ ra 
men DEF many (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
(a) 'Most of the men came.' 
(b)* 'Many the men came.' 
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14.4.2.1. Location of amgbu 

ambgu takes scope over any object, regardless of its position. 

( 1 6 1 ) ka ki amgbu pä ra 
3 PL many N-eat AFF 
'They will certainly eat most.' 

( 1 6 2 ) amgbu ka ki pä ra 
many 3 PL (N)-eat AFF 
'They will certainly eat most.' 

( 1 6 3 ) amgbu 5-pä kü 
many 3-eat NEG 
'Most are not edible.' 

( 1 6 4 ) 5-pa amgbu kü 
3-eat many NEG 
'Most are not edible.' 

14.4.2.2. Combinations with types of noun phrase 

When amgbu immediately follows the phrase it quantifies over, the 
phrase must be a bare indefinite (in which it resembles ga 'few'). 

( 1 6 5 ) 6a-lqgw£ amgbu ε-νυ ni 
people-white most (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was mostly white people who came.' 

(166)* 6a-iggwe η amgbu ε-νυ m 
people-white DEF most (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was mostly white people who came.' 

However this restriction is relaxed when the quantifier is not adjacent to 
the noun phrase it quantifies over. 

( 1 6 7 ) 6a-lqgwe i-vu amgbu m 
people-white (3)-VE-go(PL) many FOC 
'It was mostly white people who came.' 

( 1 6 8 ) 6a-lqgwi η ε-νυ amgbu nt 
people-white DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) many FOC 
'It was mostly white people who came.' 
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14.4.2.3. Constructions involving amgbu 

amgbu can be followed by the definite determiner ή in which case it has 
the interpretation 'most of them'. Note that the 'many' interpretation is 
lost in this case, amgbu is the only quantifier which combines with π 

(169) amgbu η eg we di 
many DEF get lost COM 
(a) 'Most of them are lost.' 
(b)* 'Many of them are lost.' 

amgbu can combine with nä. 

(170) amgbu nä lösS 
many AFR good 
'Most of them are fine.' 

Unlike kwitfi, amgbu cannot be combined with drö, though it can be 
followed by the version of dru meaning 'because of it' or 'with it', 
interpretations (b) and (c) below. 

(171) ma pä amgbu drö 
IS eat many as 
(a)* Ί have eaten a lot of it.' 
(a) Ί have eaten a lot because of it.' 
(b) Ί have eaten a lot with it.' 

\ ν / 

14.4.3. jajadru 'many' 

jajadru is interpreted as 'many' on its own or combined with a noun. 
\ \ ^ / 

(172) ecfef jajadru 
(3)-bring many 
'She brought many.' 

(173) ba jajadru ενυ m 
people many (3)-VE-go-PL FOC 
'Many people came.' 

Λ . » . ' (174) ba ενυ jajadru 
people (3)-VE-go-PL many 
'Many people came.' 

In Ugandan Ma'di, ekpädru 'many' is a dialectal equivalent to jajadru. 
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14.4.4. ga 'afew' 

ga is interpreted as 'a few' when on its own or combined with a noun. 

(175) S-flä ga 
3-eat few 
'He has eaten a little.' 

(176) ga ε-νυ m 
few (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was only a few who came.' 

(177) ago ga ε-νυ ra 
men few (3)-VE-go(PL) AFF 
Ά few men certainly came.' 

(178) ka id pä-?ä ga 
3 PL (N)-eat-OBJ few 
'They will eat a few / a bit.' 

14.4.4.1. Combinations of ga with types of noun phrase 

Like amgbu 'many', when ga immediately follows the phrase that it 
quantifies over, the phrase must be a bare indefinite, kf cannot be used in 
the sentences below. 

(179) ßa-lqgwe ga ε-νυ m 
people-white few (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
Ά few white people came.' 

(180)* fia-fj/gwe η ga ε-νυ ηϊ 
people-white DEF few (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
Ά few white people came.' 

(181) 6ά-^ννε ε-νύ ga m 
people-white (3)-VE-go(PL) few FOC 
'Of the white people a few came.' 

(182) 6 ά - 1 ι π έ-νύ ga m 
people-white DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) few FOC 
Of the white people a few came.' 

ga is also an adjective meaning 'small', though as an adjective it cannot 
stand bare in the sentence. 
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14.4.4.2. Combinations with ga 

ga can combine with π if it is reduplicated or takes the diminutive aqgwa', 
in this construction it functions as a modifier of a noun. 

(183) opi nl ga ga η e-mu m 
Opi PR small small DEF(3)-VE-go FOC 
'It is the smaller/younger Opi who came.' 

(184) opt m ga aqgwa ή e-mu ni 
Opi PR small DIM DEF(3)-VE-go FOC 
'It is the smaller / younger Opi who came.' 

(185)* opi m ga η e-mu m 
Opi PR small DEF(3)-VE-go FOC 
'It is the smaller / younger Opi who came.' 

Where there is no overt noun, ga can combine with n. 

(186) ga (aqgwa) π opi c-d^i m 
small DIM DEF Opi (3)-VE-take FOC 
'The smaller one was brought by Opi.' 

ga can combine with nä. 

(187) ga nä losS 
small AFR good 
Ά small one is fine.' 

ga combines with drü only with its meaning of 'because of it', 'with it'. 

(188) ma pä ga dru 
IS eat small as 
(a) * Ί have eaten a little of it.' 
(b) Ί have eaten a little because of it.' 
(c) Ί have eaten a little with it. 

There is also a combination ga aqgwa drü 'a small amount', but this 
may be the adjective ga 'small' rather than the quantifier. 

(189) ma c/je labolö ga aqgwa dru 
IS buy banana small DIM as 
(a) Ί bought bananas, a small amount.' 
(b) Ί bought a small amount of bananas.' 
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14.4.5. zi 'some' 

zi can be a determiner, taking a preceding noun phrase, with the meaning 
'a certain' or 'some' or 'another' or 'other'. 

(190) agö äß η έ-νυ dt?a ra 
men short (PL) other (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Some short men certainly came here.' 

It also functions as a bare phrase on its own in which case it is a 
quantifier meaning 'some' or 'others'. 

(191) zi ε-νύ di?ä ra 
other (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Others have certainly come here.' 

14.4.5.1. Location of zi 

In the following examples, a lexical subject is quantified over by a 
following quantifier zi. 

(192) agö äß sü π zi ö-pä eßi ra 
men short (PL) four DEF other 3-eat fish AFF 
(a) Of the four short men, some certainly ate fish.' (could be 

one or two or three of the men, but not four of the men) 
(b) 'There's a set of four short men, and another set of four 

short men certainly ate fish.' 

(193) ago äß sü α ö-pä eßi ra 
men short (PL) four other 3-eat fish AFF 
(a)* 'Of the four short men, some certainly ate fish.' (could be 

one or two or three of the men, but not four of the men) 
(b) 'There's a set of four short men, and another set of four 

short men certainly ate fish.' 

(194) agö Inä äß π ζϊ έ-νΰ dt?ä rä 
men three short (PL) DEF other (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Of the three short men, some of them certainly came here.' 
(preferred interpretation is is that two men came) 

Where there is not an overt object, zi is interpreted as the object. 
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(195) zi ka kl ßä-a ra 
some 3 PL N-eat-OBJ ÄFF 
(a)* 'Some of them will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat some of it/them.' (object modified) 

(196) ka id η ßä ra 
3 PL some N-eat AFF 

(a)* 'Some of them will certainly all eat it.' (subject modified) 
(b) 'They will certainly eat some of it/them.' (object modified) 

The following example has a rather puzzling shape, for several reasons, 
not least because an adjectival modifier appears to lack a following 
determiner. We suggest that the best way to understand this sentence is 
that zi äü is a nonverbal subordinate clause meaning 'others are short' 
which is inserted into the sentence after the subject of the verb. 

(197) ago zz aft ε-νυ di?ä ra 
men other short (PL) (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Some short men certainly came here.' (some men, others short, 
came here.) 

14.4.5.2. Combinations with zi 

ζι combines with a numeral (14.5.1.4). It can also be followed by nä. 

(198) ka ki n nä äzi-ä äzi 
3s PL some AFR (N)-sell-OBJ sell-FOC 
'They will sell some.' 

(199) zz nä kä & äzl-ä äzi 
some AFR 3S PL (N)-sell-OBJ sell-FOC 
'Some they will sell.' 

(200) τι nä Ikä 
some AFR red 
(a) 'Others are red.' 
(b) O n e of them is red.' 

There is no negative quantifier (ie. equivalent to English 'no' in 'no 
person'). The meaning of 'no-one' is expressed periphrastically, using zi, 
the nonspecific indefinite determiner. 
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(201) madi zi e-mu kurv 
person another (3)-VE-go NEG(P) 
'Nobody came.' 

(202) madi zi di?ä ijö 
person another here absent 
'There's no other person here.' (no-one else) 

(203) a?l m ?ä ga madi zi di?ä ijö 
3 PL BEN in LOC person another here absent 
'One of them did not come.' (among them a person is absent) 

14.4.6. Two other quantifying expressions 

Two other expressions can be used to indicate that there are too many of 
an entity to be counted. One is kare ako, a postposition phrase made up 
of kare 'place' + ako 'without', and is generally sentence-final. 

(204) 6a ε-vu kare ako 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) countless 
'Many people came.' 

The second involves a subordinate clause consisting of a verb suffixed 
with -le and negated with kü. 

(205) 6a ε-νυ Jö-le kü 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) (N)-see-SB NEG 
'Too many (to be mentioned) people came.' 

14.5. Numerals 

The numerals are listed in 6.7. They have a syntactic behaviour similar to 
quantifiers. Thus for example they can be separated from the nouns 
which they count. 

14.5.1. Structures in which numerals are found 

14.5.1.1. Bare numerals 

Numerals can be 'bare' in the sense that they are not combined with a 
noun or a determiner. 
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(206) mä ndre su 
IS see four 
Ί saw four.' 

14.5.1.2. Numeral + η 

Numerals can also be followed by the definite determiner n. This may be 
an instance of the numeral functioning as a modifier of an omitted head 
noun (probably the source of reading (b), and possibly of reading (a)). 

(207) na π ö-qmä ra 
three DEF 3-rot AFF 
(a) 'Three of them are certainly rotten.' 
(b) 'The ones that are three are certainly rotten.' 

(208) opi 5-re a?u ikä en π ?Ί 
Opi 3-slaughter(PL) chicken red two DEF FOC 
'Opi slaughtered the two red hens.' 

Note that the π-phrase can have LOW added to it to make it specific, 
which then forces the presence of nl. 

(209) sü π 5-ndre 6a 
four DEF 3-see people 
'The four that he saw were people.' 

(210) su π * nl 5-ndri da 
four DEF SPEC PR 3-see people 
'The four that he saw were people.' 

14.5.1.3. Numeral as part of a sequence of modifiers in a τι-phrase 

Where there is an overt noun and an adjective in addition to the numeral 
(and the determiner), the numeral must be adjacent to the determiner. 

(211) Spi 5-re a?u Iki en η au 
Opi 3-slaughter(PL) chicken red two DEF FOC 
Opi slaughtered the red hens, two of them.' 

(212)* opi D-re a?u eri tka ή aü 
Opi 3-slaughter(PL) chicken two red DEF FOC 
Opi slaughtered the two hens, which are red.' 
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Where there is no overt noun, the numeral need not be adjacent to the 
determiner. 

(213) cfi en äfi εά$ί-1ε ad^im ri (pi) ?1 
this [two short (PL) (3)-VE-take-SB yesterday] DEF PRPL FOC 
'These are the two short ones bought yesterday.' 

14.5.1.4. Numeral as part of a sequence of modifiers in a zi-phrase 

A numeral can be combined with zi in a sentence. 

(214) ο-Ιε α tuuden zi Μ 
3-want cow seven other again 
'He wants seven more cows.' 

(215) ο-1ε Μ α tuuderi zi 
3-want again cow seven other 
'He wants seven more cows.' 

Note that zi need not be adjacent to the numeral; as the following example 
shows it can be freely placed in the sentence in any of the positions In 
contrast, tuuderi cannot be moved around in the sentence. 

(216) @ ö-Ιε @ ft' @ tuuderi @ idi 
3-want cow seven again 

@ = Zi 
'He wants seven more cows.' 

A numeral can be part of a sequence of modifiers in a zi-phrase. Note that 
the numeral is closer to the head noun than the adjective (compare the η 
phrase above). 

(217) ago Ina äß zi ε-νυ dt?a ra 
men three short (PL) other (3)-VE-go(PL) here AFF 
'Three other short men certainly came here.' (an additional three 
men to three previously known or completely new men.) 

14.5.2. The relation between numeral and noun phrase 

14.5.2 .1 . Numerals and implicit object 

The numeral can apply to an implicit object. 
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(218) ma ndre su 
IS see four 
Ί saw four.' 

(219) sü , ma ndre ra 
four IS see AFF 
Ί certainly saw four.' 

14.5.2.2. Numeral and overt object 

The numeral can apply to an overt object. It generally immediately follows 
the object but can be separated from it in certain circumstances. The 
following examples show the numeral following the object. 

(220) ma d^o sü si 
IS house four N-build 
41 am building four houses.' 

(221) ma ndre ago sü 
IS see men four 
4I saw four men.' 

(222) o-ndre 6a sü 
3-see people four 
4He saw four people.' 

In general (other than the exceptions discussed below), the numeral on its 
own can be separated from the object only as an afterthought. 

(223) ma d$0 si , sü 
Is house N-build four 
Ί am building four houses.' 

The pronoun a?l can directly precede the numeral, or a?l can first be 
adjoined to nl. 

(224) ma ndre a?l sü 
IS see 3PL four 
Ί saw four.' 

(225) ma ndre a?l nl sü 
IS see 3PL PR four 
Ί saw four of them.' 
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This is possible only for this pronoun and not for any others. This is the 
only sentence in which a pronoun can be followed by m (with the 
exception of the elliptical stucture in (226)). 

(226) m a nl ögu ündji 
IS PR theft bad 
Ί then told her "theft is not good".' 

The noun 6a with its meaning of 'people' can optionally be separated 
from the numeral by the focus particle aü, in which case the numeral 
appears to function as an afterthought. 6a cannot be interpreted as 
inclusive 'us' in this sentence. 

(227) 5-ndre 6a au su 
3-see people FOC four 
'It's four people that he saw.' (four people not four of 
something else) 

(228) 5-ndre 6a sü aü 
3-see people four FOC 
'It's four people that he saw.' 

If the numeral is followed by the free adverbial tua it can be separated 
from the object (or left with the object), tua need not follow the numeral. 

(229) ma a?l ndri sü tua 
IS 3 PL N-see four all 
Ί can / will see all four of them.' 

(230) ma a?l su ndre tua 
IS 3PL four N-see all 
Ί can / will see all four of them.' 

14.5.2.3. Numeral and subject 

The numeral cannot be separated from the subject. 

(231) 6a sü ömgbä mä m 
people four 3-beat IS FOC 
'It was four people that beat me.' 
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14.5.3. Focus on a numeral 

A numeral is focused in a manner typical of sentential modifiers such as 
postposition phrases and adverbials that is, it is focused by putting a low 
tone (probably the specific determiner) at the end of the sentence, and 
adding ?1. 

(232) sü ma ndri a?l m " ?1 
four IS see them PR SPEC FOC 
'It was four of them that I saw.' 

(233) sü ma ndri ago ?1 
four IS see men SPEC FOC 
'It's four men that I saw.' 

The combination of noun and numeral can be focused together, with the 
remnant taking LOW+?7 

(234) a?l (η?) sü ma ndri v ?1 
3PL PR four IS see SPEC FOC 
'It was four of them that I saw.' 

(235) ago su ma ndre * ?1 
men four IS see SPEC FOC 
'It was four men that I saw.' 

Note that the adverbial can come between the noun and the numeral; this 
works for other nouns as well. 

(236) @ 6a @ mudn @ ε-νύ @ m @ 
people ten (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 

@ = ire 'almost' 
'Nearly ten people came.' 
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Chapter 15 
Postposition phrases and other location expressions 

This chapter is primarily devoted to postposition phrases (PP), in which 
postpositions follow a noun phrase complement. We also examine 
superficially similar location phrases in which a noun expressing location 
stands on its own or is preceded by a noun phrase possessor. 

15.1. Postpositions and their complements 

Certain postpositions place restrictions on their preceding noun phrase 
complements. Thus for example dn 'temporary location at' takes only a 
definite complement while drü takes only an indefinite complement. Some 
postpositions will not take animate complements; these include dn 'on 
the surface o f , and ga 'location: at, to, in'. 

Some postpositions can take a postposition phrase as a preceding 
complement. The outstanding example of this is ga, which seems to 
function as a generic location postposition and can be preceded by more 
specific postpositions (and locational nouns). Another postposition which 
takes a wide range of complement types including postposition phrases 
and sentences is si, which has a range of 'source' meanings, and is 
unusual in a number of respects. 

Most postpositions raise the tone on preceding singular pronouns and 
demonstratives; si is the main exception to this. Thus the first person 
singular pronoun mä becomes ma when complement to a postposition: 

(1) 5-kc ma ni 
3-give IS BEN 
'She gave it for me.' 

When the pronominal is the complement of a postposition, there is a 
dialectal variation in the third person singular: Lokai has a raised tone on 
the final vowel to give am, whereas 'Burulo has at/? which is the ordinary 
NS-pronominal without raising of the final tone. 

15.2. Syntactic locations of postposition phrases 

Postposition phrases tend to come towards the end of the sentence, after 
the verb, but can be moved to other locations. A postposition phrase can 
be the complement of a verb or the modifier of a verb, but this does not in 
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general seem to correlate with syntactic location. Only the postposition si 
varies in interpretation depending on its location in the sentence (15.3). 

15.2.1. Post-verbal Ρ Ρ (the default location) 

By default, a PP follows the verb, whether the verb is uninflected (2,3), 
inflected (4,5,6,7,8) or directive (9). 

(2) 6-mu sukuru ga 
3-go school LOC 
'She has gone to school.' 

(3) otfe o-tfi opi m pa ga 
dog 3-bite Opi PR leg LOC 
Ά dog bit Opi on the leg.' 

/ / / ^ \ • ^ 

(4) opi k-on otfe si 
opi 3-(N)-fear dog SR 
Opi is fearful of dogs.' 

(5) k-ä?i-ä pi m ra 
3-(N)-agree-OBJ 2s BEN AFF 
'She will certainly give you permission.' (literally: 'She will 
agree it for you.') 

(6 ) Spi ka buku ke ito m 
opi 3 book (N)-give Ito BEN 
Opi is giving a book for Ito.' 

(7) opi ka boqgu d$e sabuni si 
Opi 3 clothes (N)-wash soap SR 
Opi is washing clothes with soap.' 

(8) opi ka d^o si endre m 
Opi 3 house N-build mother BEN 
Opi [1] is building a house for the mother [1,2].' 

(9) opi ko-sl d3o indre ni 
Opi 3DlR-build house mother BEN 
Opi should build a house for the mother.' 
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If there is an object after the verb, the PP can follow the object. 

(10) opi ids e6u dzuba ga ra 
Opi 3-do work Juba LOC AFF 
Opi has certainly worked in Juba.' 

(11) opi o-ke buku ito ni 
Opi 3-give book Ito BEN 
Opi gave a book for Ito.' 

(12) opi ö-dje boqgu π saburn si 
Opi 3-wash clothes DEF soap SR 
Opi washed the clothes (in question) with soap.' 

However, the PP can also precede the postverbal object (but still follow 
the verb) without any clear difference in interpretation. 

(13) Dpi ede dzuba ga eßu ra 
Opi 3-do Juba LOC work AFF 
Opi has certainly worked in Juba.' 
/ / — V ^ / / / \ 

(14) Dpi D-ke ito ni buku 
opi 3-give Ito BEN book 
Opi gave for Ito a book.' 

A final PP can be focused by the LOW-?i strategy, in which case it may 
follow a modal particle such as ra. 

(15) Dpi ede eßu ra d^uba ga % ?1 
Opi 3-do work AFF Juba LOC SPEC FOC 
'It is in Juba that Opi has certainly worked.' 

75.2.2. Pre-verbal PP (restricted option) 

There appears to be a restricted option of placing the PP between the 
subject pronoun and a pre-verbal object. 

(16) Dpi ka ito m d$S si 
opi 3 Ito BEN house N-build 
Opi is building a house for Ito.' 

This acceptable example may differ from the next one in that the action of 
the acceptable example involves a longer time-span. 
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(17 )* opί ka / to m buku ke 
opi 3 Ito BEN book (N)-give 
Opi is giving a book for Ito.' 

The following acceptable example is a response to 'where's the soap?'. 

(18) opt ka sabuni π st boqgu dje 
Opi 3 soap DEF SR clothes (N)-wash 
(a) Opi is, with the soap (in question), washing clothes.' 
(b) 'Opi is with the soapy one washing clothes .' 

15.2.3. Left-dislocated PP 

The PP can be left-dislocated with an optional pause. 

(19) d^uba ga ( , ) opi id£ eßu ra 
Juba in Opi 3-do work AFF 
'In Juba, Opi has certainly worked.' 

(20) eßu ga ( , ) ö-mü η) 
work LOC 3-go FOC 
'She is the one who went to work.' 

(21) i to m ( , ) opi 5-ke buku π aü 
ito BEN Opi 3-give book DEF FOC 
(a) 'To Ito, Opi gave the book (in question).' (not something 

else) 
(b) 'To Ito, Opi gave the one which is a book.' 

(22) sabuni η si ( , ) opi ka boqgu d$e 
soap DEF SR Opi 3 clothes (N)-wash 
(a) 'With the soap (in question) Opi is washing clothes.' 
(b) 'With the one which is soap Opi is washing clothes.' 

(23) sukuru ga ( , ) ko-mü oßu 
school LOC 3-N-go tomorrow 
'To school, she is going / will go tomorrow.' 

This strategy can be combined with the LOW-?? focus strategy (19.8), to 
focus the postposition phrase. The postposition phrase can also be 
focused in final position. 
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(24) opt ni ( , ) 5-dl % ?1 
Opi BEN 3-cook SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It's for Opi that he cooked it.' 
(b) 'It is for Opi that it got cooked.' 

\ X V 

(25) sukuru ga ( , ) o-mu ?i 
school LOC 3-go SPEC FOC 
'It is to school that she went.' 

It is possible to front both a postposition phrase and an object. 

(26 ) ito m buku π opi 5-ke au 
ito BEN book DEF Opi 3-give FOC 
(a) 'For Ito, it is the book (in question) that Opi gave.' 
(b) 'Opi is giving Ito the one which is a book.' 

_ \ 

(27 ) i to m buku π ke-a au 
ito BEN book DEF (N)-give-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'For Ito, it is the book (in question) which is being/will 

be given.' 
(b) 'It is the one which is a book which is being / will be 

given.' 

15.2.4. Multiple PPs 

There can be more than one PP, both following the verb. 

(28 ) opi ka waräga si i to m galamu si 
Opi 3 letter (N)-write Ito BEN pen SR 
Opi is writing a letter for Ito with a pen.' 

(29 ) ma 1ε d^S sl-le m-endre m bati si 
IS want house N-build ls-mother BEN iron SR 
Ί want to build a house for my mother (with a roof) of 
corrugated iron.' 

Two PPs can both be left-dislocated but if this occurs, focus on one of the 
PPs is obligatory, using the LOW-?7 strategy. 

(30 ) ito m galamu si opt ka waräga si ?1 
Ito BEN pen SR Opi 3 letter (N)-write (SPEC) FOC 
'It is with a pen that Opi is writing a letter for Ito.' 
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(31) galamu si ito m opi ka waräga si ?1 
pen SRlto BEN Opi 3 letter (N)-write (SPEC) FOC 
'It is with a pen that Opi is writing a letter for Ito.' 

Without focus these are unacceptable. 

(32)* ιto m galamu si opi ka waräga si 
Ito BEN pen SR Opi 3 letter (N)-write 
'For Ito with a pen Opi is writing a letter.' 

(33)* galamu si ito m opi ka waräga si 
pen SR Ito BEN Opi 3 letter (N)-write 
'With a pen for Ito Opi is writing a letter.' 

75.2.5. PP in nonverbal clause 

In a nonverbal clause, the PP may precede the predicate or precede the 
subject. 

\ / V 

(34) sukuru d3Üba ga ij5 
school Juba LOC absent 

'There are no schools in Juba.' 
X / \ 

(35) d^uba ga sukuru ijo 
Juba LOC school absent 
'There are no schools in Juba.' 

(36) vu d^uba ga atfi 
weather Juba LOC hot 

'It's hot in Juba.' 

(37) dzuba ga vu atfi 
Juba LOC weather hot 
(a) 'It's hot in Juba.' 
(b) 'Things are pretty hot in Juba.' (idiomatic) 

The PP can be in final position only if it is focused with LOW-??. It is not 
possible to focus the PP in this type of clause by fronting it and using 
LOW-??. 

(38) sukuru ijo d$uba ga ?1 
school absent Juba LOC SPEC FOC 
'It is in Juba that there are no schools' 
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15.3. si: source 

The postposition si expresses meanings associated with 'source': the si 
phrase can be used to express a tool, vehicle, ingredient, place from which 
something came, reason, and so on. It can take the widest range of 
complement types of any postposition; it is the only kind of postposition 
which can take a clausal complement (expressing a reason), si is unusual 
in a number of other respects: it does not raise the tone on a preceding 
singular pronoun or demonstrative, and its interpretation is to some extent 
dependent on its location in the sentence. 

15.3.1. Noun phrase + si 

si can take as its complement a noun phrase. The noun phrase can be a 
bare noun, a rephrase, a nä phrase, a LOW phrase, or a demonstrative 
phrase. 

(39) ma di iza si 
IS cook meat SR 
Ί cooked it with meat.' 

(40) ö-mü gan si 
3-go bicycle SR 
'She went on a bicycle.' 

(41) opi o-ri (I36 π arabia n si 
Opi 3-hit house DEF car DEF SR 
Opi hit the house (in question) with / because of the car (in 
question).' 

(42) ö-fi ill nä si 
3-cut knife AFR SR 
'He cut it with / because of his/her knife' 

(43) pi si 5-Jo " ?1 
2S SR 3-say SPEC FOC 
'It's because of you that she said it.' 

(44) 6vi cfi si adi esu-ä όρί Iko eßu kpo 
way this SR HMD (N)-find-OBJ Opi finish work all 
'In this way, we (you inclusive) will find that Opi has finished all 
the work.' 
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(45) 5-zi ma all si m 
3-exceed Is shortness SR FOC 
'She is the one who is shorter than me.' 

(46) opt k-on pi si 
Opi 3-(N)-fear 2s SR 
Opi is afraid / fearful of you.' 

(47) ö-mü küru όή si 
3-go NEG(P) fear SR 
'She did not go, because of fear.' (Note that the si-phrase here 
follows but can also precede the negation.) 

(48) ερε mä äzo si tfa 
exceeds IS tallness SR COM 
'She is taller than me.' 

(49) ö-zä mä äzo st m 
3-exceed l s tallness SR FOC 
'She is the one who is taller than me.' 

(50) äsa äzo si m 
excel tallness SR FOC 
'She is the tallest.' 

15.3.1.1. 'Cognate object' si-phrases 

Some intransitive verbs expressing motion such as fe 'run' and äga 
'crawl' can take si phrases with specialized meanings analogous to the 
use of cognate objects. 

(51) ma fe 
IS (N)-run 
Ί am running.' 

(52) mä fe gän si 
IS (N)-run bicycle SR 
(a) Ί am riding a bicycle.' (I am running with a bicycle) 
(b) Ί am running because of a bicycle.' (in fear of) 

(53) mä fe äggu si 
IS (N)-run race SR 
Ί am running.' 
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(54) ma fe pa si 
IS (N)-run leg SR 
Ί am running on foot.' 

(55) tian ko-fe örü si 
plane 3-N-run up SR 
'Planes fly.' (literally 'run from up') 

(56) ma äga 
IS (N)-crawl 
Ί am crawling.' 

(57) m -äga a/a si 
lS-N-crawl knee SR 
Ί am crawling on my knees.' 

15.3.1.2. A si-phrase as the subject of nonverbal predication 

A phrase with si and a bare noun or pronominal complement can be 
interpreted as 'instead of NP'. 

(58) ma si όρι ?Ί 
Is SR Opi FOC 
'Opi would be better than me.' (in answer to the question 
'would you prefer me or Opi') 

(59) arabia si gan 
car SR bicycle 
Ά bicycle is preferable.' (eg. preferable to a car) 

A slightly longer utterance with the same meaning would also include 
drußa (si) or drußa si\ Brackets indicate optionality. 

(60) arabia si drußa (si) gan 
car SR instead SR bicycle 
Ά bicycle is preferable.' (eg. preferable to a car) 

(61) arabia si drußa (si ) gan 
car SR instead SR bicycle 
Ά bicycle is preferable.' (eg. preferable to a car) 
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15.3.2. Temporal noun + si 

si can take as its complement a temporal noun. As a bare noun εζε 
'past' must be accompanied by si. 

(62) εζε si ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
past SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'In the past I didn't have anything in my hand.' (ie. I didn't 
have any money) 

(63) äniqga εζε ( si) ( esu ) vu dn ga läzä läzä ijö 
in the past past SR find earth on LOC illness illness absent 
'In the past there were no ailments on earth.' 

(64) oßu ( si) ka r-etfo lefo 
tomorrow SR 3 REFL-(N)-turn problem 
'It will turn into a bigger issue tomorrow.' 

15.3.2.1 . Temporal noun + demonstrative as complement to si 

A combination of temporal noun followed by a demonstrative cannot by 
itself be a sentential modifier, but it can be if combined with si. Examples 
of this include Ιεΐέ di si 'at this time' and ΙεΙε na si 'at that time', sa s di 
si 'at this time' and sa ' na si 'at that time', ödu di si'on this day' 
(present, compatible with habitual), and ödu na si 'on that day' (future or 
past; incompatible with habitual). 

(65) ΙεΙε di si ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
time this SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'Nowadays (these days) I don't have anything in my hand.' (ie. 
I don't have any money) 

(66) ΙεΙε na si ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
time that SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'At that time, there was nothing in my hand.' (ie. I didn't have 
any money; the situation no longer holds.) 

(67) odu di si ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
day this SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'These days I don't have anything in my hand.' (ie. I don't 
have any money) 
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(68) odu na si emu kuru 
day that SR (3)-VE-go NEG(P) 
'She didn't come on that day.' 

(69) sa eft si ta ma-a dn ga i f i 
time this SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'At this time, there is nothing in my hand.' (ie. I don't have any 
money) 

(70) sa na si ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
time that SR thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
'At that time there was nothing in my hand.' 

15.3.2.2. Temporal noun + π as complement of si 

endru ή 'on this particular day' can be used as a temporal modifier only 
if combined with si It is used to contrast the eventuality with the normal 
practice, η is used to get the meaning of 'on this particular day' (ie. a 
discourse deixis). 

(71) endru π si ebi ö-mü dwän ga küru 
today DEF SR lion 3-go hunting LOC NEG(P) 
'On this particular day, Lion did not go hunting.' (Lion used to 
go hunting but did not go on this day) 

(72) endru π si efi o-cfi . ra 
today DEF SR rain 3-fall all night. 
On this particular day, it rained throughout the night.' (It used 
not to rain throughout the night, but it did on this day) 

15.3.3. Sentence + si 

si is unique among the postpositions in taking a clausal complement, with 
the suffix -kä. This suffix makes the clause as a whole behave like a noun 
phrase, which fits with its taking a postposition, si is interpreted as 
'because' in this case. 

(73) ändrä nä lös6 Spi ?a d^o sl-kä tro si 
face AFR good [ Opi POSS house N-build-SB COMT ] SR 
'She is lucky because of Opi having built a house as well (when 
he was here).' 
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(74) ama a si Icfße a?l-a ε-νυ-ka ra st 
lPL(EXC) heart cold (PL) [3PL-POSS VE-(N)-go(PL)-SB ÄFF] SR 
'We have been made happy because of their certain coming.' 
(future and past) 

15.3.4. Focus particle au + si 

The focus particle aü can be a complement of si; the combination is then 
interpreted as 'because of it' or 'with it'. The instrumental interpretation 
('with it') of the si-phrase requires it to be in postverbal position. 

(75) ö-mü aü st küru 
3-go FOC SR NEG(P) 

(a) 'She did not go as a result of it.' 
(b) 'She did not go with it.' 

The si-phrase can be left-dislocated or right-dislocated, but is then 
restricted to the reason interpretation ('because of it'). 

(76) 

(77) 

au 
FOC 
(a) 
(b)* 

(a) 
(b)* 

Si o-mu 
SR 3-go 

'Because of it she did not go.' 
'With it she did not go.' 

o-mu 
3-go 

'She did not go because of it.' 
'She didn't go with it.' 

küru 
NEG(P) 

\ si kuru au 
NEG(P) FOC SR 

15.3.5. Postposition phrase + si 

si can take certain postposition phrases as complements. 

15.3.5.1. NP + ga + si 

ga is a general locational postposition. The addition of si makes the 
location more clearly a source. 

(78) laza S-Βέ eßu ga si 
sickness 3-throw work LOC SR 
(a) 'He was overcome by sickness from the workplace.' 
(b) 'He was overcome by sickness while in the workplace.' 
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(79) m-επ d^uba ga si 
lS-hear Juba LOC SR 
(a) Ί heard it from Juba.' 
(b) Ί heard it while in Juba.' 

(80) ö-cfü ma ?a bärä ga si 
3-take IS POSS side LOC SR 
(a) 'She took it from beside me.' 
(b) 'She took it while near me.' 

15.3.5.2. NP + dri + si 

The postposition dri expresses temporary possession, and can also 
express 'to' (direction towards). The addition of si forces the directional 
meaning and reverses its direction, thus again making the complement 
into a source. 

(81) opi 1m gan mona dn si ni 
Opi (3)-teach/learn bicycle Moria BEN SR FOC 
'It was Opi who learned how to ride a bicycle from Moria.' 

(82) όρι in ma dn si 
Opi (3)-hear I s BEN SR 
O p i heard it from me.' 

There is also a possibly idiomatic interpretation, 'according to', nicannot 
be used instead of dn in this construction. 

(83) ma dn si ρ-εδε k-5l6 
IS EEN SR 2SDiR-VE-leave 3-stay 
'In my view, forget about it.' 

(84) opi dn si ito ögu m 
Opi BEN SR Ito (3)-steal FOC 
'According to Opi, it is Ito who stole it.' 

15.3.5.3. NP + ni + si as a modifier in a na-phrase 

The postposition ni expresses 'benefactive' so that eg. ami ni means 'on 
behalf of us, for us'. The addition of si again reverses the direction so that 
the noun phrase is now the source. The combination NP + ni si can only 
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be used as a modifier in a headless noun phrase ending in the 
demonstrative na. The phrase as a whole, eg. amä ηί si na is then 
interpreted as 'we thought': it literally means something like 'that which 
is from us', dn cannot be used in this construction. 

(85) ami m st na opi ko-mü m 
lPL(EXC) BEN SR that Opi 3-N-gO FOC 
'We thought that Opi would be the one going.' 

(86) opi ko-mü m amä ηί st na ?1 
Opi 3-N-gO FOC lPL(EXC) BEN SR that FOC 
'We thought that Opi would be the one going.' (with final 
emphasis) 

(87) arabia η m si na ma kü ledji 
car DEF BEN SR that IS N-turn left 
'The car thought that I was turning left.' 

15.4. dri : temporary location (at, to) 

The postposition dn expresses the movement of something temporarily to 
another location; it can be used to express temporary transfer or 
temporary possession. It is also used as a possessive postposition (13.3), 
for alienable possession only. Unlike ηί it lacks a 'benefactive' meaning. 

(88) ma ke buku η Spi dn 
IS give book DEF Opi BEN 
Ί gave the book (in question) to Opi.' 

15.4.1. The complement of dn 

dri can take as its complement a name, pronoun, or phrase with a 
determiner. 

(89) ε6ε ma dn 
leave Is BEN 
'She left it with me.' (to keep temporarily) 

(90) εβε όρί dn 
leave Opi BEN 
'She left it with Opi.' 
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(91) εδε madi zi dn 
leave person another BEN 
'She left it with another person.' 

dri will not take a N+LOW as a complement, unless it has a kinship 
interpretation. 

(92)* Spi ειδε l£a dn 
Opi leave elephant SPEC BEN 
Opi left it with the elephant.' 

(93) Spi εδε za dn 
Opi leave daughter SPEC BEN 
Opi [1] left it with the / his [1,2] daughter.' 

dri cannot in general take an indefinite noun as a complement 
(interpretation (b) below). 

(94) e-mu Spi dn ra 
(3)-VE-go Opi / chief BEN AFF 
(a) 'He certainly came to Opi.' 
(b) * 'He certainly came to the chief.' 

However dn will take an unrestricted complement only in the following 
idiom (where it can also take a restricted complement, including with a 
determiner). 

(95) arabia dn para ku 
car BEN long-time NEG(N) 
'It won't take long for a car.' (implying either that a car is a fast 
thing, or that carelessness with a car can soon lead to disaster) 

(96) Spi dn para ku 
Opi BEN long-time NEG(N) 
'It won't take long for Opi.' (implying that Opi is fast with 
things, or that Opi will soon strike back if you continue to play 
with him) 

15.5. ?a : possession 

The postposition ?a takes a noun phrase complement and the phrase 
expresses a possessor within a noun phrase (13.1.2). It is also used for 
the subject in subordinate clauses with suffixed verbs (chapter 10). 
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15.6. ga : location at or to 

ga expresses location at or to. It takes noun phrase complements; 
indefinites are directly complements to ga, while definite noun phrases are 
mediated by (n)t. It does not take an animate complement (because it 
takes locations). There is a 'Burulo variant ge. 

y 

15.6.1. Noun Phrase + ga 

ga can take a bare noun phrase complement. 

(97) mi d3D ga 
IS house LOC 
Ί am in (the house).' 

(98) ma mu sukuru ga 
IS N-go school LOC 
Ί am going to school.' 

(99) opi ε6ε mä eßu ga 
Opi leave IS work LOC 
(a) Opi left me at work.' 
(b) Opi left me working / busy.' 

Bare noun complements sometimes take on slightly idiomatic 
interpretations. 

(100) änl dra ga 
3s death LOC 
'She is at a funeral.' 

(101) äiu öcfu ga 
3s sleep LOC 
'She is sleeping.' 

(102) am Spa ga 
3S food LOC 
'She is eating.' 

(103) opi m eßu ga 
Opi PR work LOC 
(a) Opi is at work (place).' 
(b) Op i is working now.' 
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( 1 0 4 ) agS of6 π Pa llile dwan ga η Spi Pi 
man news DEF POSS (N)-catchout-SB hunting LOC DEF Opi FOC 
'The man who the news found hunting was Opi.' (ie. he missed 
the news because he was hunting) 

The complement can be a bare noun pre-possessed by an ?a-phrase (and 
interpret«! as indefinite). 

( 1 0 5 ) m-εΒε Spi ?a bärä ga 
lS-leave Opi POSS side LOC 
Ί left it near Opi.' (by Opi's side) 

The complement can be a z/-phrase. Note that this involves ga selecting 
for an indefinite but not for a bare indefinite noun. 

(106) m-έδε opi m Sie zi ga 
lS-leave Opi PR place another LOC 
Ί left Opi at another place.' 

The complement can be a place name, but it cannot be a personal name 
because ga cannot take an animate complement. 

( 1 0 7 ) Spi m d3uba ga 
Opi PR Juba LOC 
Opi is in Juba.' 

(108) ma mü d3uba ( g a ) o6u 
IS N-go Juba LOC tomorrow 
Ί am going to Juba tomorrow.' 

(109)* ma ki Spi (m) ga 
IS give Opi PR LOC 
Ί gave it to Opi.' 

The immediate complement cannot be a definite phrase. 

(110)* m'-esu dukam η ga 
lS-find shop DEF LOC 
Ί found it at the shop (in question).' 

(111)* Spi i-dii d$S " ga si 
Opi (3)-VE-bring house SPEC LOC SR 
Opi brought it from the house.' 
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* * 

15.6.2. Noun phrase + (n)i + ga 

ga can take as its complement a restricted noun phrase only if the 
restricted noun phrase is followed by m or ί (ie. the [n] is optional). 

(112) m-esu dukam π m ga 
lS-find shop DEF BEN LOC 
Ί found it at the shop (in question).' 

(113) m-hjgwl galamü η ole nä (n)i ga 
lS-return pen DEF place AFR PR LOC 
Ί returned the pen (in question) to its place / its aforementioned 
place.' 

(114) m'-esu opi nl dukam π (ή) ί ga 
lS-find Opi PR shop DEF PR LOC 
Ί found Opi at the shop (in question).' 

(115) sukuru di (n)i ga ögu ijö 
school this PR LOC theft absent 
'There is no theft in this school.' 

(116) eg we Ιείε na (ή)ί ga 
lost period that PR LOC 
'It got lost during that time.' 

(117) eg we Ιείε π (ή)ί ga 
lost period DEF PR LOC 
'It got lost during the time.' 

A LOW-phrase must take nl before it can take (n)l 

(118) djo * nl (n)i ga 
house SPEC PR PR LOC 
'in the house' 

A bare indefinite noun cannot be followed by (n)i and then ga. 

15.6.2.1. What is (n)i ? 

(n)i superficially resembles the pronominal nl in that it mediates between 
certain types of noun phrase and a particular position. But (n)l is 
probably not a version of nl. The main reason for thinking this is that it is 
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required after non-specific «-phrases, a place where m is not required. 
However, (n)i is not obviously a postposition either. If (n)i was a 

postposition then ga would be taking a PP complement when it takes a 
(n) /-complement; but ga can take no other postposition phrase as a 
complement. (n)i also differs from the postposition ni (whose nasal 
cannot be lost) in that ni does not have a definiteness constraint on its 
complement. 

(119) am-e-dsi d$o ni 
lPL-VE-take house SPEC BEN 
'We have brought it for the/her house' 

Thus the category of (n)i remains something of a puzzle as to its 
category. It is worth noting that there is some evidence that all 
postpositions are preceded by a floating high tone, perhaps depending on 
context, and that this high tone causes tone raising on some preceding 
grammatical words. This can be seen also for drü (4.3.3.2) in all 
contexts. It is also worth speculating whether ni and i are versions 
(allomorphs) of the high tone which may be present before other 
postpositions when they take certain complements. 

15.7. ni: benefactive 

ni involves permanent transfer of something for an animate or inanimate 
beneficiary who can but need not be the actual recipient of the transfer. 

(120) eße ma m 
leave I s BEN 
'She left it for me.' (to keep permanently) 

(121) εΒε sukuru m 
(3)-leave school BEN 
'She left it for the school.' 

(122) ma ke: buku η opi m 
IS give book DEF Opi BEN 
Ί gave the book (in question) for Opi's use.' (either directly to 
him for his use or to someone else for Opi's use) 

Both dri and ni mean 'to' but with different kinds of meaning, dri 
basically means 'temporary location at or movement towards', and ni 
basically means 'for the benefit o f . (Each word also has a range of other 
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meanings.) Thus we endorse Crazzarola's (1960: 52) comments on the 
distinction between dri and ni in Logbara: "Again and again the following 
idea was expressed to the author, while others seem to deny it: ni would 
imply some idea of ownership or the intention of giving something as 
such, dri does not imply anything of the kind." ni can be used with the 
object of a verb of telling, teaching, etc., but dn cannot be used in this case 
because the movement or possession is not temporary. 

(123) ma f ö opi m äcfute 
Is tell Opi BEN alone 
Ί told Opi alone.' 

(124) opi Im gan moria m m 
Opi teach bicycle Moria BEN FOC 
'It was Opi who taught Moria (how to ride) a bicycle.' 

15.7.1. NP + ni 

m can take any kind of noun phrase complement, definite or indefinite. 

(125) opi e-dje am ni gan udt 
opi (3)-VE-buy 3S BEN bicycle new 
Opi has bought himself a new bicycle.' 

(126) ka ädrupl m d^o si 
3 brother SPEC BEN house N-build 
'She [1] is building a house for the brother [1,2].' 

(127) ju-ke ago na ( p i ) ni ä?a 
2SDlR-give men that PRPL BEN present 
'(You should) give some for those men.' 

(128) ma 6a a?l dn na m 
IS put 3PL POSS that BEN 
(a) Ί put it on theirs (which is over there).' 
(b) Ί put theirs on that one.' 

(129) add 5-li w arabia ni ra 
oil 3-want REFL car BEN AFF 
'There's certainly need for fuel for the car.' 

dn 
on 

(130) arabia m fe-ka acfute okpS 
car BEN (N)-run-SB alone difficult 
'For a car to self-drive itself is difficult.' 
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15.7.2. Syntactic distribution of ni-phrases 

15.7 .2 .1 . flf-phrase as the subject of a nominal predicate 

A /if-phrase can be the subject of a nominal predicate expressing a state. 

( 1 3 1 ) opt m ödu 
Opi BEN sleep 
Opi is sleepy.' 

(132) opi m abin 
Opi BEN hunger 
O p i is hungry.' 

We note that it is also possible to have a subject with m in these types of 
example, though we think this may be reflecting the influence of Arabic 
since it reflects the Arabic pattern of having two noun phrases unmediated 
by a postposition. 

(133) Spit m abin 
Opi PR hunger 
O p i is hungry.' 

15.7 .2 .2 . fli-phrase and subordinate clauses 

The m-phrases in the following are best analysed as external to the 
subordinate clause and thus modifiers within the root sentence, rather than 
as subjects within the subordinate clause. 

(134) ma nl e-mu-dso opi k-e-si ofu 
IS BEN VE-(N)-go-SB Opi 3DIR-VE-write message 
'(In order) for me to come, Opi should send a message.' 

(135) arabia m fe-kä äcfute okpo 
car BEN (N)-run-SB alone difficult 
'For a car to drive itself is difficult.' 

15.7 .2 .3 . Idiomatic uses of ni-phrases 

A directive verb can take a final pronoun + ni This combination is not an 
argument of the verb and perhaps best thought of as a fixed adverb; the 
sentence has the interpretation 'just (do something)'. 
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(136) ju du jii m 
2SDIR take 2S BEN 
(a) '(You should) take it for yourself.' 
(b) '(You should) just take it.' (as though there's some 

reluctance on the part of the person to take it) 

(137) ju mu ju m 
2SDIR go 2S BEN 
'(You should) just go' (eg. said to a child who is afraid of a dog, 
implying that it's safe to go) 

A pronoun + ni can combine with preceding or following atl 'first' to 
give an interpretation of 'earlier than'. 

(138) opi ε-tfa atl ma ni 
Opi (3)-VE-reach first Is BEN 
Opi arrived earlier than me.' 

(139) opi ε-tfa ma ni atl 
Opi (3)-VE-reach Is BEN first 
Opi arrived earlier than me.' 

This effect does not arise with any other numbers. 

(140)* opi ε-tfa νυΐε ma m 
Opi (3)-VE-reach last I s BEN 
O p i arrived later than me.' 

It also does not arise with dn. 

(141) opi ε-tfa aß ma dn 
Opi (3)-VE-reach first Is BEN 
Opi arrived to me (ie. where I am) first.' 

It is possible to add to the sentence a postposition phrase which consists 
of a pronoun (coreferential with the subject) followed by m. Note that it is 
generally possible for a NS-pronominal to be coreferential with a subject 
within the same clause (6.4.7.2). The effect is to indicate a more 
conscious undertaking of the action. 

(142) ju ga imgb£ 
2S(DIR) refuse COM(NEG) 
'(You should) reject it.' (unmarked) 
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(143) ju ga βi ni imgbe 
2s refuse 2s BEN COM(NEG) 
'(You should) reject it.' (a more conscious act of refusal) 

(144) S-ke opi m 
3-give Opi BEN 
'He gave it for Opi.' 

(145) S-ke am ni opi m 
3-give 3S BEN Opi BEN 
'He gave it for Opi.' 

There can also be a true benefactive object with ni. The 'additional' 
postposition phrase is closer to the verb. 

(146) ma ke opi ni 
IS give Opi BEN 
Ί gave it for Opi.' (unmarked) 

(147) ma ke ma ni opi ni 
IS give IS BEN Opi BEN 
Ί gave it for Opi.' (a more conscious act of giving implying that 
the giving is unexpected) 

When the verb is directive fa 'say' a meaning of causation is added. 

(148) ju Jo pi m ma ku 
2SDIR say 2S know IS NEG(N) 
'(You should) say that you do not know me.' (unmarked) 

(149) ju Jo ju ni ju ni ma ku 
2SDIR say 2S BEN 2S know IS NEG(N) 
(a) '(You should) say that you do not know me.' (If you 

must say something then say you do not know me.) 
(b) 'It's because you do not know me.' (Whatever has 

happened is because you do not know me.) 

Compare the effect instead of using a ώτ-phrase. 

(150) ju Jo jii dri jii ni mä kü 
2SDIR say 2s BEN 2s know Is NEG(N) 
(a) 'Say that you do not know me.' (If you must say 

something then deny knowing me. Denial is stronger here.) 
(b)* 'It's because you do not know me.' (Whatever has 

happened is because you do not know me.) 
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15.8. tro : with 

The postposition tro means 'with'. It is used in conjunction structures 
(14 .3 .1) . 

( 151 ) ju d3l Dpi m tro 
2SDIR take Opi PR COMT 
'Take Opi with you.' 

It is also used as a predicate expression to express possession. 

(152) mi mi tro 
IS eye with 
(a) Ί have eyes.' 
(b) Ί am literate.' (idiomatic) 

Note that in contrast the meaning of 'without' is expressed not by a 
postposition but by adjectival predication with ako 'absent'. 

15.9. a-phrases as locational expressions 

There is a word a which we take to be a postposition expressing both 
location and possession. It is not interchangeable with the possessive 
postposition ?a, thus suggesting that it is not a phonological variant of it. 
a takes as its preceding complement a plural kinship noun or a plural 
third person pronoun a?l. The a-phrase must be in final position of a 
verbal clause or the predicate in a nonverbal clause. The interpretation is 
that the subject of the sentence is a kin relation to the possessor 
complement of a, and that the possessor defines the location. 

(153) S-ggwl a?l -a 
3-return 3PL POSS 
'She returned to theirs.' (ie. to her own people's home) 

(154) am a?l -a 
3S 3PL POSS 
'She is at theirs.' ('they' includes 'she') 

(155 ) δ-mü ßondji -a 
3 - g o child(PL) POSS 
'He went to his children's.' 
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The possessor must be marked as plural, even if it has a singular 
interpretation as in the following example (a man can only have one 
mother). Note that the subject must be kin to all the possessors, which 
rules out (b). 

( 1 5 6 ) ö-mü endre - a 
3-go mother(PL) POSS 
(a) 'He went to his mother's.' (ie. to the home of his mother 

and her kin) 
(b)* 'He went to their mothers'.' 

This interpretation of singularity for a plural possessor will work only in 
this structure. If there is an overtly possessed noun, it is not possible. 

( 1 5 7 ) ö-mü endre -a baru 
3-go mother(PL) POSS home 
(a)* 'She went to her mother's home.' 
(b) 'She went to their mothers' homes.' 

If the a-phrase is further followed by dn, it has both the singular and 
plural interpretations. 

( 1 5 8 ) ö-mü endre -a dn 
3-go mother(PL) POSS BEN 
(a) 'She went to her mother's.' (ie. to the home of her mother 

and her kin) 
(b) 'She went to their mother's.' (ie. to the home of her and 

other people's mothers) 

Compare (159) with no possession; coreference is possible but is not 
forced. 

( 1 5 9 ) ö-mü endre dn 
3-go mother(SG) BEN 
'She went to her mother.' (hers or someone else's) 

While an overt noun can be added for a kinship term, this is not 
possible for a pronominal possessor. 

( 1 6 0 ) o-Tjgwl a?l -a 
3-return 3PL POSS 
(a) 'She returned to her home.' 
(b) 'She returned to their home.' 
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(161)* o-qgwt a?l -a ßaru 
3-return 3 PL POSS home 
(a) 'She returned to her home.' 
(b) 'She returned to their home.' 

The possessor can be made overt. 

(162) 5-vu id a?l -a endre -a 
3-go(PL) PL 3PL POSS mother(PL) POSS 
"ITiey went to their mothers' (home).' 

(163) 5-mü a?i -a endre -a 
3-go 3PL POSS mother(PL) POSS 
'He went to his mother's.' (ie. his and others' mothers) 

15.10. ?a 'in the centre of (Ugandan Ma'di) 

?a has a grammatical meaning of 'centre' and a lexical meaning of 
'stomach'. With its grammatical meaning it is basically a Ugandan Ma'di 
word (rarely used in Lokai) and can also express location inside a 
temporal interval. 

(164) m esu galamu cfi let! ?ä 
ls-find pen this road in 
Ί found this pen on the road.' 

(165) pi ßa leiΊ ?a (ga) 
2SDIR put road in LOC 
'(You should) put it on the road.' 

(166) sa na ni ?ä (ga) esu 6a m rü eri 
time that PR inside LOC 3(IND)-find people POSS body two 
'Within that time two bodies were found.' 

(167) sa na ni ?ä ga 
time that BEN in LOC 
'within that time' (incompatible with habitual) 

It is worth comparing ?ä with another location word ga; the latter 
expresses general location, and is not used with the 'lying on the surface 
of interpretation. 
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(168) m'esu 6pi nl le6 ga 
ls-find Opi PR road LOC 
(a) Ί met Opi on the road.' 
(b)* Ί found Opi lying on the road.' (ie. drunk or dead) 

(169) m'esu opi nl let1 ?ä 
ls-find Opi PR road in 
(a)* Ί met Opi on the road.' 
(b) Ί found Opi (lying) on the road.' (ie. drunk or dead) 

15.11. Lexical nouns which express location 

15.11.1. Place names (with optional ga) 

A place name can stand on its own as a location expression, or can be pre-
attached to ga. 

( 1 7 0 ) ma mu d^uba { g a ) 
IS go Juba LOC 
Ί went to Juba.' 

( 1 7 1 ) opi nl d^uba ( g a ) 
Opi PR Juba LOC 
Opi is in Juba.' 

( 1 7 2 ) ma mü d^uba ( g a ) oßu 
IS N-go Juba LOC tomorrow 
Ί will go to Juba tomorrow.' 

ga is optional if the place name is in sentence-final position, but ga is 
required in sentence-initial or sentence-medial position. 

(173 ) d^uba ga sukuru ijo 
Juba LOC school absent 
There are no schools in Juba.' 

(174)* d^uba sukuru ijo 
Juba school absent 
'There are no schools in Juba.' 

( 1 7 5 ) sukuru d^uba ga ijo 
school Juba LOC absent 
There are no schools in Juba.' 
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(176)* sukuru d^uba ljo 
school Juba absent 
'There are no schools in Juba.' 

15.11.2. Nouns representing extended locations 

Bare nouns which represent extended places without insides (eg. river, 
riverbank, road) can stand on their own as location expressions. 

Ν ι ν ^ 

(177) pi d^i men 
2SDIR take river '(You should) take it to the river.' 

(178) pi d$ aßuti 
2SDIR take riverbank 
'(You should) take it to the riverbank.' 

The noun can be pre-attached to ?ä ga or to ga. 

(179) ju 6a led (ga) 
2S put road LOC 
'You put it on the road.' 

(180) pi 6a leti (?a ga) 
2SDIR put road in LOC 
'(You should) put it in the road (in the inner part of the road).' 

15.11.3. Location nouns which represent expanded locations 

Nouns which describe expanded places which have insides (house, field) 
cannot stand on their own as location expressions. In this they differ from 
nouns describing extended locations. Nouns describing expanded places 
generally take ga but vary in how acceptable ?a or ?ä ga is, and where ?a 
is used it forces an 'inside area' reading on the noun. 

(181) sukuru a6utl ga ijö 
school riverbank LOC absent 
'There are no schools near water sources.' 

(182)* sukuru aßuü ijö 
school riverbank absent 
'There are no schools near water sources.' 
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( 1 8 3 ) * ju CI3I amvu 
2SDIR take field 
'(You should) take it to the field.' 

15.12. 'Grammatical' location nouns 

Where a location word can take a preceding complement (the located 
thing), we suggest two alternative possibilities as to structure. Some 
location words are, we argue, true postpositions; others are nouns which 
are pre-possessed by the locations. The postpositions take the preceding 
noun phrases as complements, and in general must have a preceding 
complement. The location nouns are in general possessed by the 
preceding noun (often with full possession syntax), and in general can 
stand without a preceding 'located' noun phrase; many of the location 
nouns must be embedded under the postposition ga. 

These are the words we consider to be location nouns rather than 
postpositions: 

Table 44. Nouns of location. 
Location 
noun 

location 
meaning 

?a-
possess-
ion 

nl-
possess-
ion 

nä-
possess-
ion 

noun 
phrase can 
directly 
precede 

stands on 
its own 

aga in the 
centre 

no yes yes no yes 

ändä in front yes yes no no yes 

νυΐε behind, at 
the back 

no no no no yes 

ogü behind, at 
the back 

yes yes yes no yes 

ιέιέ place 
between 

yes yes yes no yes 

pa underneath yes yes no yes yes 

bärä or 
lagä 

place 
beside 

yes yes yes yes yes 

ß at the edge yes yes yes yes no 

dfl on, about yes yes no yes no 

si on pointed 
thing 

no yes no yes no 
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15.12.1. aga ga 'in the centre' 

aga as a location noun obligatorily takes ga. aga ga can function as a 
complete phrase without having to be combined with the located entity. 

(184) jή 6a aga ga 
2SDIR put centre LOC 
'(You should) put it in the centre / middle.' 

(185) c/30 nä aga ga 
house AFR centre LOC 
'Her / the house is in the centre.' 

( 1 8 6 ) 5-tfe ha mä aga ga 
3-surround PL IS centre LOC 
'They have surrounded me (in the middle).' 

(187) d3D aga ga η ädi m 
house centre LOC DEF (3)-collapse FOC 
'It is the house in the middle that collapsed.' 

aga can be preceded by a possessive /»-phrase, as is generally the case 
for a bare noun. With the 'centre' meaning this is the only possible 
possession strategy, it cannot be possessed by the ?a strategy unless it 
has the body part lexical meaning, aga cannot be possessed by nä. 

(188) mesu djo nl aga ?ä { g a ) 
lS-find house POSS centre in LOC 
Ί found it in the centre of the house.' 

aga also has a lexical meaning 'chest (of body)'. 

(189) ma ?a aga fin 
IS POSS chest hole 
'My chest is weak.' 

(190) änl ma m aga ga 
3s IS BEN chest LOC 
'She reaches up to my chest.' 

15.12.2. ändä 'front' 

ändä as a location noun obligatorily takes ga. It can be used without a 
complement. 
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(191) Slu andä ga 
stay front LOC 
(a) 'It is still to come (or happen).' (temporally) 
(b) 'We are still to reach it.' (spatially) 

(192) äm ma ni andä ga 
3s Is BEN front LOC 
'She is ahead of me.' 

There are some idiomatic uses. 

(193) im nä ändä ga 
eye AFR front LOC 
'Her eyes are set ahead.' (to things to come) 

ändä can be possessed by an ?a phrase and by a n7-phrase. It cannot 
be possessed by nä. 

(194) ju 6a ma-a anda ga 
2SDIR put 1S-POSS front LOC 
'(You should) put it in front of me.' 

(195) 6a nl ändä gä 
INC PR front LOC 
'ahead of us' 

(196) d30 m ändä 
house PR front 
'front part of a house' 

ändä has a grammatical meaning 'front' and a lexical (body part) 
meaning of 'face'. 

15.12.3. vule 'behind', 'at the back' 

νυΐε optionally takes ga. It can be used without a complement. 

(197) äräbla nä vule 
car AFR behind 
"The aforementioned car is behind.' (yet to be brought) 

(198) m-έδε opi nl vule (ga) 
lS-leave Opi PR behind LOC 
Ί left Opi behind.' 
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(199) am ma m νυΐε 
3s IS BEN behind 
'She is behind me / after me.' (literally 'for me behind') 

(200) ju 6a νυΐε (ga) 
2SDIR put back LOC 
'(You should) put it at the back.' 

νύΐε cannot be possessed, νυΐε does not have a body part meaning. 

15.12.4. ogü 'back' (takes no complement) 

ogü obligatorily takes ga. It can be used as a bare location noun. 

(201) ö-n ogü ga 
3-sit back LOC 
(a) 'She sat at the back / behind.' 
(b) 'She is sitting at the back / behind.' (state) 

ogü can be possessed by ?a-phrase, by m-phrase, or by nä. 

(202) 5-n dso nl ogü ga 
3-sit house PR back LOC 
'She sat behind the house.' 

(203) im Spi ?a ogü ga 
3S Opi POSS back LOC 
'She is behind Opi.' (in a queue or by order of birth) 

(204) ogü nä όρί ?1 
back AFR Opi FOC 
'The one who followed him is Opi.' (in order of birth) 

(205) ma m ogü nä kö-kä ερε 
IS BEN [back AFR N-catch-SB] easy 
'It is easy for me to have another child (after this one).' 

ogü has a lexical meaning 'back of body'. 

15.12.5. ΐέΐε 'place between' 

ogü obligatorily takes ga. Ιείε cannot stand on its own except in its 
temporal meaning of 'period'. The noun Ιείε 'place between' is pre-
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possessed by a single (plural) possessor, or is part of a coordinate 
structure (possessed by the first conjunct). It can be possessed by the ?a 
strategy or the nl strategy (depending on the definiteness of the 
possessor). 

( 2 0 6 ) ta zi a?l-a ΙεΙε ga ijo 
thing another 3PL-POSS between LOC absent 
'There is nothing between them.' 

( 2 0 7 ) opt pi ?a ΙεΙε ga mona tro 
Opi PRPL POSS between LOC Moria with 
'(It is) between Opi and Moria.' 

( 2 0 8 ) m-esu koim η pi ?a ΙεΙε ga 
ls-find chair DEF PRPL POSS between LOC 
Ί found it in between the chairs.' 

( 2 0 9 ) m-esu koim nl ΙεΙε ga 
ls-find chair PR between LOC 
Ί found it in between chairs.' 

ΙεΙε does not have a body part meaning. However it does have another 
meaning of 'period of time'. 

( 2 1 0 ) ΙεΙε na si ma-a rü lo?u 
period that SR lS-POSS body painful 
Ί was unwell at that time.' 

15.12.6. pa 'underneath' 

pa optionally takes ga. pa cannot stand on its own. pa can be possessed 
by the ?a strategy. It cannot be possessed by nä. 

(211) ju 6a kwi η ?a pa ga 
2SDIR put tree DEF POSS under LOC 
'(You should) put it under the tree.' 

If preceded by a bare noun the noun phrase immediately precedes pa. 

(212) pi 6a kwi pa ( g a ) 
2SDIR put tree under LOC 
'(You should) put it under the tree.' 
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(213) ju 6a korm pa 
2SDIR put chair under 
'(You should) put it under the chair.' 

Other types of noun phrase require (n)l 

(214) ju 6a kwe ή (n)i pa ( g a ) 
2SDIR put tree DEF BEN under LOC 
'(You should) put it under the tree.' 

pa has a lexical meaning 'leg'. (It is also used to mean 'wheel'.) 
There is an unrelated homophone pa 'first, before'. A dialectal alternative 
in Ugandan which means 'underneath' is ζείε 'vagina'. 

15.12.7. barn or lagä'place beside' 

bärä and lagä are fully interchangeable. They both require ga. They can 
be used as bare location nouns. 

(215) ößa bärä ga 
3-put side LOC 
'She put it aside.' 

ßärä and lagä can be possessed by either possession strategy. They can 
also be possessed by nä. 

(216) εδε ana-a 6oqgu kwe n 
leave 3S-POSS cloth tree DEF 
'He left his clothes near (by) the tree.' 

(217) εδε äna-a 6oqgu kwi η 
leave 3S-POSS cloth tree DEF 
'He left his clothes near (by) the tree.' 

(218) εδε äna-a 6oqgu barn nä 
leave 3S-POSS cloth beside AFR 
'He left his clothes beside it.' 

A bare indefinite noun phrase immediately precedes bärä. 

(219) d3D bärä 
house beside 
'near a house' 

?a laga ga 
POSS beside LOC 

m lagä ga 
POSS beside LOC 

(n)i ga 
PR LOC 
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If preceded by a noun phrase with a determiner, the noun phrase requires 
(n)l 

(220) ju si d30 opi dn π (n)i bärä (ga) 
2SDIR build house Opi POSS DEF PR side LOC 
'(You should) build a house near Opi's.' 

lagä and bärä also mean 'side of body'. 

15.12.8. ü'edge, mouth' 

tl represents liminal zones: the lintel of the door, the edge of a river, tl 
cannot stand on its own. It can be possessed by an ?a phrase or a dr'i 
phrase. It cannot be possessed by nä. 

(221) m-esu änl aßu η ?a 6 ga 
lS-find 3S river DEF POSS mouth LOC 
Ί found her near the water source.' 

(222) m-esu änl aßu m 6 ga 
lS-find 3S river POSS mouth LOC 
Ί found her near a water source.' 

It can be immediately preceded by a noun phrase. 

(223) ju 6a d$o Β (ga) 
2SDIR put house mouth LOC 
'(You should) put it near / at the door (post).' 

(224) o-mgba TU aßu β (ga) kü 
IND-beat REFL river mouth LOC NEG(N) 
'No fighting near water sources.' (a saying: ie. because this is 
somewhere where people collect water from) 

rJhas a lexical meaning of 'mouth'. 

15.12.9. dn 'on' (eg. house), 'about' 

dn has a grammatical meaning of 'on'; it can be used both for physical 
location on and also 'on' a topic. When drl is followed by ga, some 
speakers pronounce it as dri which is then homophonous with 'head'; 
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this may be an example of raising of tone on a grammatical word before a 
postposition, drl cannot be used as a bare location noun. It can be 
possessed by ?a-possession (in Lokai), by m-possession but not by nä. 

\ _ _ 
(225) o-fo acfu d3uba ?a dn ( g a ) ?i 

3-say what Juba POSS on LOC SPEC FOC 
'What did he say about Juba?' (ie. issues pertaining to Juba) 

(226) Ö-/Ö acfü d3uba m dn ( g a ) ?Ί 
3-say what Juba POSS on LOC SPEC FOC 
'What did he say about Juba?' (ie. issues pertaining to Juba) 

A bare noun can directly precede dn. 

(227) jii 6a dn ( g a ) 
2SDIR put house on LOC 
'(You should) put it on the roof.' 

(228) ßt 6a d3D dn 
2SDIR put house on 
'(You should) put it on the roof.' 

V \ / s 

(229) ε6ε teremeza dn 
(3)-leave table on 
'He left it on the table.' 

(230) Ö-/Ö acfü mdri dn " ?] 
3-say what goat on SPEC FOC 
'What did he say about the goat?' 

(231)* Ö-/Ö acfü dsuba dn (ga) " ?1 
3-say what Juba on LOC SPEC FOC 
'What had he to say about Juba?' 

When the preceding noun phrase is a definite noun phrase it requires (n)l 

(232) β i 6a d3D η (n)i dn ( g a ) 
2SDIR put house DEF BEN on LOC 
'(You should) put it on the roof.' 

(233) Ö-/Ö ta 6ära η (n)i dn ( g a ) küru 
3-say thing child DEF BEN on LOC NEG(N) 
'She didn't say anything about the child.' 
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(234) 0 - / 0 add d$uba (n)i dn ( g a ) ?1 
3-say what Juba BEN on LOC SPEC FOC 
'What did he say about Juba?' (Ugandan Ma'di and 'Burulo) 

(235) Ö-/Ö adö dzo N (n)i dn ( g a ) 
3-say what house SPEC BEN on LOC 
'What had he to say about the house?' 

dn may possibly be related to (the tonally different) dn 'head'. 

15.12.10. si'place on' 

In keeping with its lexical meaning (tooth), si as a locational noun takes a 
pointed inanimate object as a complement (in fact it mostly takes kwe 
'tree' as a complement; note that dn 'on' can also be used with kwi). 
Thus note that si cannot express 'on' for a flat object like a roof. 

(236)* yif 6a d^S si (ga) 
2SDIR put house on LOC 
' (You should) put it on the roof.' 

Note also the idomatic: 

(237) Slu si am 
3-stay on in it 
(a) 'It's still stuck there (literally in its tooth).' 
(b) 'She is still at it.' 

si cannot stand on its own. si can be possessed by the nf-strategy but not 
by the ?a-strategy. It cannot be possessed by nä. 

(238) am kwe * m si (ga) 
3S tree SPEC PR on LOC 
'She is on a (specific) tree.' 

si can be preceded directly by a noun phrase, mediated by (n)i if the noun 
phrase is definite. 

(239) äm kwe si (ga) 
3S tree on LOC 
'She is on a tree.' 
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(240) am kwi <fi (n)i si (ga) 
3S tree this BEN on LOC 
'She is on this specific tree.' 

si has a lexical meaning 'tooth'. 

15.13. Location pronominale 

15.13.1. The 'indirect'pronoun lakä 'there' or 'to him/her' 

There is an invariant 'indirect' pronoun lakä which is interpreted as 
'there' or as '(to) him/her' and thus equivalent to änl ηί. We gloss lakä 
as PRBEN. 

(241) ma mü οδό d^uba. lakä \ra ijö 
IS N-go tomorrow Juba PRBEN beer absent 
Ί am going tomorrow to Juba. There is no beer there.' 

(242) pi fi lakä m-e-mu oßu 
2SDIR tell PRBEN lS-VE-go tomorrow 
'(You should) tell him I will come tomorrow.' 

(243) d^S nä opi 5-ke lakä m 
house POSS Opi 3-give PRBEN FOC 
(a) 'His/the (aforementioned) house was given to him by Opi.' 
(b) 'The house one was given to him by Opi.' 

lakä can only be interpreted as singular. It is always used in a discourse 
context where the referent has previously been mentioned. Thus it is 
aligned with /^-phrases and /la-phrases, rather than with demonstrative 
phrases which find their referent in the physical context. 

15.13.2. Bare dru 'with it' 

The word dru has a variant dru, ie. underlyingly 'dru (4.3.3.2). When it 
lacks a complement it is interpreted as 'with it'. 

(244) opi ko-mu dru m 
opi 3DIR-go as FOC 
Opi should be the one to go with it.' 
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There is also a word drü (with the same morphology, presumably related), 
which has a nonverbal predicate pre-adjoined to it. This can lead to 
ambiguities. 

(245) ßt d3e boggu drü 
2SDIR wash clothing as 
(a) '(You should) use it for washing clothes with.' (bare drü) 
(b) '(You should) wash it as (if) clothes.' (predicate-taking drü) 

15.13.3. aru 

There is a word äru which we speculate might be a compound of the 
postposition ?a (in' in Ugandan Madi) and the pronoun ru ( 'self). The 
tone would have to be raised on rü but this might be an effect of its being 
the complement of a postposition, in this case following the postposition. 

Like di?ä etc. äru has the placement of a postposition phrase but in 
final position does not require LOW-?? 

(246) ago nä äru ijö 
man that in-it absent 
"That man was not one of them.' 

(247) aru ago nä ijö 
in-it man that absent 
'That man was not one of them.' 

(248) aru ljo ago na 
in-it absent man that 
'That man was not one of them.' 

In all these examples äru can be replaced by ?ä nä (η)ί gä. In a nonverbal 
clause it is freely placed in the sentence, in any of the positions 

(249) @ a?l @ en @ 
3pl two 

@ = äru or ?a nä (n)i gä 
'There are two of them in it.' 

It is not freely placed in a verbal clause. 
It can combine with lägä 'beside', 'side'. 
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(250) ε-ße ana-a ßoggu 
(3)-VE-leave 3S-POSS cloth 
'He left his clothes by her side.' 

laga aru 
beside in-it 

Ugandan Ma'di combines aru with dn to give dn-äru for third person; 
this is dispreferred in Lokai. For the rest of the persons, both use the 
Lokai strategy (253). 

< - * 
(251) e-mu dn-aru 

(3)-VE-go POSS -in it 
'He came to him.' 

(252) e-mu ini dn 
(3)-VE-go 3s POSS 
'He came to her.' 

(Ugandan Ma'di) 

(Lokai) 

(253) e-mu ma dri 
(3)-VE-go IS POSS 
'He came to me.' (Lokai and Ugandan Ma'di) 

15.13.4. Demonstrative locatives: di?ä 'here' etc. 

The postposition ?ä combines with deictic words, raising the preceding 
tone. Thus for example, the deictic term di?ä 'here, near speaker' is based 
on the deictic determiner di 'this' embedded under ?a. The tone on the 
deictic is raised because it precedes a postposition: thus dl?ä rather than 
*di?ä. Similarly iledi?ä 'there, near hearer' is based on ϊΐε 'there' d) 
'this' and ?ä while na?ä 'there, near neither' is based on na 'that'. There 
are no other postpositions which compound with grammatical words in 
this way. These phrases have roughly the distribution of other 
postposition phrases (rather than eg. locational nouns like d3uba). 

(254) änl di?ä ij5 
3S here absent 

'He is not here.' 

(255) dt?ä am ijo 
here 3S absent 
'He is not here.' 

However, unlike other postposition phrases, they can also be in final 
position without requiring L O W - ? J : 
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(256) im ljo di?ä 
3S absent here 

'He is not here.' 

15.14. Modifiers of location expressions 

15.14.1. furu 

furu precedes an expression of time or place. It expresses the distantness 
of the time or place from 'here'. 

(257) ö-mü furu dzuba 
3-go at Juba 
'She went as far away as Juba.' 

(258) e-mu furu d^uba ga si 
(3)-VE-go since Juba LOC SR 
'She came from as far (away) as Juba.' (ie. She came from 
Juba, which is a long way away.) 

(259) ö-mü furu ad^im 
3-go since yesterday 
'She went since yesterday.' (implication: It's such a long time 
since then that she should have reached it by now, or should have 
come back by now.) 

(260) ö-mü furu adu qgani 
3-go since when 
'Since when did she go?' 

(261) k id^la furu οδό 
3-VE-(N)-bring-OBJ as far as tomorrow 
'She will bring it (as far away timewise as) tomorrow.' 

(262) k o-dl-ä furu o6u 
3-N-cook as far as tomorrow 
'She will cook it (as far away timewise as) tomorrow.' 

Unlike bi (discussed below), furu does not express a stretch of time. 

(263)* ma te ju furu add gga m 
1 s (N)-wait 2s as far as what-time-for 
'Up to when should I wait for you?' 
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15.14.1.1. The syntax of furu 

furu is not a postposition. It cannot follow the noun phrase. 

(264)* o-mü d^uba (ga) furu 
3-go Juba LOC as far as 
'She has been up to Juba.' 

furu can be left-dislocated along with the expression which follows it. 

(265) furu ad3uu e-mu " ?1 
since yesterday (3)-VE-go SPEC FOC 
'Since yesterday, she came.' 

furu can be followed by a si-phrase expressing time. Here dsuba ga si 
expresses a time rather than a place, and follows furu with a time 
interpretation. 

(266) ö-mü furu dsuba ga si 
3-go as far as Juba LOC SR 
'She went as long ago as when she was in Juba.' 

Without si this sentence is ungrammatical. 

(267)* ö-mü furu dzuba ga 
3-go as far as Juba LOC 
'She went as far as Juba.' 

However, we note that the following sentence is grammatical, where furu 
is in an embedded clause. 

(268) o-mu eds'ia furu d^uba ga 
3-go [ (3)-VE-take-OBJ as far as Juba LOC] 
'She has gone to bring it as far as Juba.' 

15.14.2. bi 

bi is followed by an expression of time or place. It expresses a length of 
time or place, terminating at the point indicated by the time/place 
expression which follows it. In this it differs from furu which expresses 
simply the relative distance of the time or place from now. 
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(269) o-mü bi d^uba 
3-go until Juba 
'She went as far as Juba.' (ie. wandered) 

bi is used by preference with 'imperfective' or continuous activities. If bi 
is used to express a period ending in a past moment, there is a need to 
make the sentence imperfective by using on. 

(270) on atfi-re bi adzim 
3-stay (N)-walk-SB until yesterday 
'She has been walking here up until yesterday.' 

(271)* e-mu bi adzim 
3-VE-go until yesterday 
'She came up until yesterday' 

If bi is used to express a period ending in a future moment, such as when 
it modifies oBu 'tomorrow', the verb is able to express a continuous 
action. 

(272) ama am te bi oBu ( h a ) 
lPL(EXC) 3S (N)-wait until tomorrow only 
'We (excluding you) will wait for him until tomorrow (only).' 

(273) ma te pi bi acfü gga m 
IS (N)-wait 2s until when period BEN 
'Up to when should I wait for you?' 

(274) ko-cß-ä bi o6u 
3-N-cook until tomorrow 

'She will cook it until (it will take her as long as) tomorrow.' 

When the action is non-continuous, bi is not used. 
(275)? k-e-dzi-ä bi οδό 

3-VE-N-bring-OBJ until tomorrow 
'She will bring it by tomorrow.' 

Interestingly, however, bi can be used in the following sentence, where the 
addition of ra appears to alter the aspect of the sentence from expressing 
an action to expressing a state (in a manner similar to English perfect), 
thus permitting bi to be used because the state holds continuously. 
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(276) k-e-d^t-ä bi οδό ra 
3-VE-N-bring-OBJ until tomorrow AFF 
'She will certainly have brought it by tomorrow.' (Be patient, it 
will happen tomorrow.) 

15.14.2.1. The syntax of bi 

bi appears to be structurally similar to furu. It is not a postposition. It 
cannot follow the noun phrase. 

(277)* ö-mü d^uba (ga) bi 
3-go Juba LOC as far as 
'She has been up to Juba.' 

bi can be followed by a ga postposition phrase. 

(278) ö-ndu bi d3uba ga 
3-search as far as Juba LOC 
'She searched for it as far afield as in Juba.' 

bi can be left-dislocated along with the expression which follows it. 

(279) bi d3uba ga ö-mü " ?1 
as far as Juba LOC 3-go SPEC FOC 
'As far as Juba it is that she went.' 

15.14.3. lele'towards' 

lele means 'in the (general) direction of'; ie. the movement need not end 
up located exactly at a particular point as a consequence. It follows a 
locational expression and we interpret it as a modifier of a locational 
expression rather than itself being a postposition. 

15.14.3.1. Noun Phrase + lele 

lele can optionally follow a location expression. 

(280) ju 6a aqgwe lele 
2SDIR put outside towards 
'Put it towards outside.' 
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(281) o-mba 6aru lele 
3-stand home towards 

'She is standing towards home (side facing home).' 

With a locational noun like d$uba, ga is obligatory before lele. 

15.14.3 .2 . PP + lele 

lele can be preceded by a postposition phrase with ga or dn. 
\ / \ 

(282) o-mu sukuru ga 
3-go school LOC 
'She has gone to school.' 

\ / Ν 

(283) o-mu sukuru ga lele 
3-go school LOC towards 
'She went towards the school.' 

_ A 

(284) ke-r-e-ze opi dn 
3-REFL-(N)-VE-move Opi BEN 
'She is moving to Opi.' 

(285) ke-r-e-ze Spi dn lele 
3-REFL-(N)-VE-move Opi BEN towards 
'She is moving towards Opi.' 

(286) ju 6a na?ä 
2SDIR put there 
'(You should) put it there.' 

(287) ju 6a na?a lele 
2SDIR put there towards 
'(You should) put it towards there.' 

(288) d30 nä dt?ä lele 
house AFR here towards 
'Her house is towards here (this side of us).' 
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Chapter 16 
Verbs and clausal complements 

In chapter 10 we looked at the internal structure of subordinate clauses. In 
this chapter we look at the distribution of subordinate clauses as 
arguments and adverbials. The chapter is organized by type of verb, 
beginning with lexical verbs which take full clausal complements, then 
lexical verbs which take suffixed clausal complements; then we consider a 
group of grammatical verbs which take clausal complements and express 
sequence; then each section which follows is devoted to a specific 
grammatical verb. 

16.1. The syntactic location of clausal complements 

All clausal complements can follow the verb or can be left-dislocated. The 
following examples show an uninflected verb in root position, taking a 
clausal complement. 

(1) pi J5 k-e-mu οδό 
2S say [ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 
(a) 'You said that she should come tomorrow.' 
(b) 'You told her to come tomorrow.' 

(2) k-e-mu oßu pi Jo 
[3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 2S say 
'She should come tomorrow, you said.' 

The following examples show a directive verb in root position, taking a 
clausal complement. 

(3) pi JÖ k-e-mu oßu 
2SDIR say [ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 
(a) '(You should) tell her to come tomorrow.' 
(b) '(You should) tell her that she should come tomorrow.' 

(4) k-e-mu oßu pt Jö 
[ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 2SDIR say 
(a) '(You should) tell her to come tomorrow.' 
(b) '(You should) tell her that she should come tomorrow.' 

If the verb is inflected, the clause (following the verb, or fronted) doubles 
the clitic ?ä. 
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(5) ßi Jo ?£ k-e-mu oßu 
2s N-say OBJ [ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 
(a) 'You will (on reaching there or on meeting her) tell her to 

come tomorrow.' 
(b) 'You will (on reaching there or on meeting her) tell her 

she should come tomorrow.' 

(6) k-e-mu o6u pi Jo ?a 
[ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow ] 2s N-say OBJ 
(a) 'You will (on reaching there or on meeting her) tell her to 

come tomorrow.' 
(b) 'You will (on reaching there or on meeting her) tell her 

she should come tomorrow.' 

kä-clauses (which show noun-phrase-like behaviour) can follow the 
inflected verb, doubling the clitic like the other types of subordinate 
clause. The Ira-clause can also be left-dislocated in this kind of structure. 

(7) k-a?i-ä dfi-kä ra 
3-agree-OBJ [ N-take-SB ] AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' 
(b)* 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' 

(8) d$-ki k-a?i-ä ra 
[ N-take-SB ] 3-agree-OBJ AFF 
(a) 'She will certainly agree to take it.' 
(b) 'She will certainly agree to its being taken.' (preferred 
reading) 

However, the Ira-clause can also precede the inflected verb, unlike any 
other type of clausal complement; in this case it does not double the clitic, 
which is omitted. 

(9) ama bast ?a qgä-kä m te aü 
2PL(EXC) [bus POSS (N)-depart-SB] SPEC PR (N)-wait FOC 
'It is the bus's departure that we (excluding you) await.' 

16.2. Lexical verbs which take full clausal complements 

In this section we look at lexical verbs which take as their complements 
full clauses. These are subordinate clauses which resemble root clauses. 
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16.2.1. Lexical f o 'say' 

Lexical fö 'say' takes as its complement a full clause, which has an 
unsuffixed verb and a bare overt subject. 

(10) ö-fö ma mü küru 
3-say [ I S go NEG(P) ] 
(a) 'She said I did not go.' 
(b) 'She said "I did not go".' (I = she) 

(11) ma f ö όρί e-mu ku 
IS say [ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] 
Ί said that Opi will not come / is not coming.' 

(12) ma f ö ?a opi e-mu kü 
2S N-say OBJ [ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] 
Ί will have to say (on meeting her or reaching there) that Opi 
will not come.' 

(13 ) ju f ö k-e-mu oßu 
2SDIR say [ 3-VE-go tomorrow ] 
(a) '(You should) say "she will come / is coming tomorrow".' 
(b) '(You should) tell her that she will come tomorrow.' 

(14 ) ju f ö k-e-mu oßu 
2SDIR say [ 3DlR-VE-go tomorrow ] 
'(You should) tell her that she should come tomorrow.' 

As (13) shows, the subordinate clause can express indirect speech or 
direct speech. If the verb is directive, the subordinate clause can express 
an indirect command. Of the various verbs of speaking, only fö 'say' 
and za 'shout' may take full clausal complements. Other verbs such as 
ürjgwe 'call', nd^e 'explain' may not take full clausal complements. In 
addition to lexical fö, there is also a grammatical verb fö (16.4.1). 

16.2.2. Lexical ni 'know' 

Lexical ni 'know', 'think' takes as its complement a full clause (ie. with 
an unsuffixed verb and a bare overt subject). 

(15) ma m ?a opi e-mu ku 
IS know OBJ [ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] 
Ί think Opi is not coming / will not come.' 
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(16) 6-ni ra Dpi m ogu ?1 
IND-know AFF [ Opi PR thief ] FOC 
'That Opi is a thief is certainly known (by someone / us).' 

There is also a grammatical verb ni (16.5). 

16.2.2.1. Subject + ni + rü 
ö-ni rü, consisting of a third person pronoun, the uninflected ni, and the 
reflexive π7, expresses common knowledge and can be glossed as 'it is 
known that'. There are two positions in which its complement, the 
subordinate clause, can appear. If it follows ö-ni rü the subordinate clause 
is optionally adjoined to ?1; the use of ?1 focuses the complement (ie. 
"That Opi is a thief is known.'). 

(17) ö-ni rü ra ö-cfü m (?1) 
3-know REFL AFF [ 3-take FOC ] FOC 
'It is certainly known that she was the one who took it.' 

(18) ö-ni rü ra Dpi m ogu {?!) 
3-know REFL AFF [ Opi PR thief ] FOC 
'It is certainly known that Opi is a thief.' 

Alternatively the subordinate clause precedes ö-ni rü and is adjoined to m. 

(19) ö-cfü ni m ö-ni rü ra 
[ 3-take FOC ] PR 3-know REFL AFF 
'That she was the one who took it, it is is certainly known.' 

(20) Dpi m ogu m ö-ni rü ra 
[ Opi PR thief ] PR 3-know REFL AFF 
'That Opi is a thief, it is certainly known.' 

The directive form of öni rü is koni rü and can be glossed as 'that 
means that'. It does not imply consequence and is thus not related to the 
grammatical ni which will be discussed in 16.5. In this directive form, the 
subordinate clause does not take ?i and is not fronted with nl. 

(21) ko-ni rü 6pi ka gbanda ε-dji ni 
3DlR-know REFL [ Opi 3 cassava (N)-VE-take FOC] 
"That means that it is Opi who will bring cassava.' 
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There is no inflected version of 5-ni ru, thus no ka η1 ni or korii ru. 

(22)* ka rü m ra opi m ogu ?1 
3 REFL (N)-know AFF Opi PR thief FOC 
'It will certainly be known that Opi is a thief.' 

The future meaning can be expressed by using the lexical verb 'hear'. 

(23) ka r-εή ra opi m ogu ?1 
3 REFL-(N)-hear AFF Opi PR thief FOC 
'It will certainly become known that Opi is a thief.' 

16.2.3. ra 'think' 

ra 'think' takes as its complement a full clause (ie. with an unsuffixed 
verb and a bare overt subject). 

(24) ma ra ?a opi e-mu kü 
IS think OBJ [ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] 
Ί think Opi is not / will not be coming.' 

The addition of a reflexive pronoun and a /w-phrase ma ni 'to me' allows 
the interpretatation 'it seems to me that' (along with the interpretation of 
Ί think that'). 

(25) ka ru ra ma m opi e-mu ra 
3 REFL think IS BEN [ Opi (3)-VE-go AFF] 
'It seems to me /1 think that Opi has certainly come.' 

(26) ka ru ra ma m opi 
3 REFL think Is BEN [ Opi 
Ί think Opi isn't coming / won't come.' 

e-mu ku 
(3)-VE-gO NEG(N)] 

(27) ka ru ra ma m opi 
3 REFL think 1S BEN [ Opi 
Ί think Opi didn't come.' 

e-mu kuru 
(3)-VE-go NEG(P)] 

(28) ka ru ra ma ni opi k-e-mu ku 
3 REFL think Is BEN [Opi 3DIR-VE-go NEG(N)] 
Ί think Opi shouldn't come.' 
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16.2.4. on 'fear' 

on 'fear' takes as its complement a full clause, with an unsuffixed verb 
and a bare overt subject. This verb can only be inflected (nonpast); there 
is no uninflected (past) form. The subordinate clause can be fronted. Note 
that the root verb can be final, as we would expect for an inflected verb. 

(29) opi e-mu ku ma ön 
[ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] IS (N)-fear 
Ί fear Opi is not / will not be coming.' 

To get a past interpretation, the past habitual verb ή must be used (16.10). 

(30) ma ön opt e-mu kü 
IS (N)-ear [ Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) ] 
Ί fear Opi is not / will not be coming.' 

16.2.5. ΐέ 'want' 

16.2.5.1. With an animate subject 

1ε 'want' takes different kinds of clausal complement, including a full 
clausal complement and a suffixed-verb clausal complement (see chapter 
10). Here we focus on the situation in which l i 'want' takes as its 
complement a full clause, with an unsuffixed verb and a bare overt 
subject. 

(31) 5-1ε opt k-e-mu 
3-want [ Opi 3DIR-VE-go ] 
'He wants Opi to come.' 

(32) ma 1ε opi k-e-mu ra 
IS want [ Opi 3DIR-VE-go AFF ] 
(a) Ί want Opi certainly to come.' 
(b) Ί wanted Opi certainly to come.' 

(33) acß 5-Ιε mdn η i-d^i-ka küru m 
who 3-want [goat DEF (N)-VE-take-SB NEG(P) ] FOC 
'Who is it among you that wanted the non-bringing of the goat 
(in question)?' (describing a situation that held in the past but 
no longer holds today) 
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(34) ma 1ε όρί k-e-mu kü m ra 
IS want [ Opi 3DIR-VE-come NEG(N) ] PR AFF 
'That Opi should not come is what I certainly want.' 

(35) όρί k-e-mu kü nl ma 1ε ra 
[Opi 3DIR-VE-C0me NEG(N) ] PR IS want AFF 
'That Opi should not come is what I certainly want.' 

In all the above examples, the upper and lower verb have noncoreferential 
subjects. In order to express the meaning of Opi wants to come', a 
subordinate clause with a suffixed verb must be used. 

(36) opί ö-ΐε e-mu-le 
Opi 3-want [(N)-VE-go-SB] 
Opi wants to come.' 

The clausal complement can be followed by m, or by LOW-??. 

(37) ma 1ε όρί k-e-mu in ra 
IS want [ Opi 3DIR-VE-go ] PR AFF 
"That Opi should come is what I certainly want.' 

(38) ma 1ε όρί k-e-mu % ?7 
IS want [ Opi 3DIR-VE-go ] SPEC FOC 
'It is Opi's coming that I had wanted.' 

l i can take a /if-phrase as an additional complement (expressing the 
person for which something is wanted). The πί-phrase can precede or 
follow the clausal complement. 

(39) ma 1ε όρί m e-mu-kä ra 
IS want Opi BEN [ (N)-VE-gO-SB ] AFF 
Ί certainly want Opi to come.' (the coming has my blessing) 

(40) ma 1ε e-mu-kä όρί ηί ra 
IS want [ (N)-VE-go-SB ] Opi BEN AFF 
Ί certainly want Opi to come.' (the coming has my blessing) 

Compare the different structures of the following examples. 

(41) ma 1ε όρί ηί e-mu-kä kü 
IS want Opi BEN [(N)-VE-go-SB] NEG(N) 
(a) Ί don't want Opi to come.' (permission withheld) 
(b) 'It's not my desire that Opi comes.' 
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(42) ma 1ε opi k-e-mu m ku 
IS want [Opi 3DIR-VE-go] PR NEG(N) 
(a) 'It's not my desire that Opi comes.' (focus on event) 
(b) Ί want that Opi should not come.' (focus on event) 

Instead of a clausal complement, l i can also take a noun phrase 
complement, including a headless relative: 

(43) ma 1ε opi m buku π ra 
IS want Opi BEN book DEF AFF 
Ί certainly want the book for Opi.' 

(44) ma 1ε flä-ΐέ na ra 
IS want [(N)-eat-SB] AFR AFF 
Ί certainly want the one which can be eaten (by me, someone).' 

In 7 . 4 .1 .3 we comment on the fact that 1ε does not have an inflected 
form, and has an unusual tense behaviour. 

16.2.5.2. With an impersonal subject: it is necessary that /1 think 

Lexical verb 1ε means 'want' or 'allow', and can take impersonal subject. 

(45) ό-1ε eßu 6a di?ä ra 
iND-want work people here AFF 
'Workers are certainly needed here.' 

(46) eßu 6a 5-1ε rü ra 
work people 3-want REFL here AFF 
'There is certainly need for workers here.' 

(47) ο-1ε k-e-mu 
IND-want 3DIR-VE-go 
'It is wanted that she should come.' 

As a grammatical verb 1ε is used in constructions which mean 'it is 
necessary that' or Ί think that'. As a grammatical verb it is always 
inflected and takes a third person subject and a clitic object. 

koteä + full clausal complement pronounced 
ko ΐέ ?ä + full clausal complement underlying 
3- (N)-want -OBJ 
'it is necessary that..' or 'there is a need for..' or Ί think that..' 
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(48 ) kolea yii mu 
3-(N)-want-0BJ 2SDIR go 
(a) 'It is necessary that you go.' 
(b) Ί think that you should go.' 
(c) 'She will want you to go.' (literal meaning) 

The lexical reading ((b) above) of the verb is generally also available. 
In the lower clause, the subject can be in any person (with a slight 

dispreference for first person), and can also be impersonal. 

(49) koleä ma pä eßl ra 
3-(N)-want-OBJ lSDlR eat fish AFF 
(a) '(It is necessary that) I should certainly eat fish.' 
(b) Ί think I should certainly eat fish.' 
(c) 'She will certainly want me to eat fish.' 

(50) kolea 6 mvu i ra ku 
3-(N)-want-OBJ IND-(DIR)-drink beer NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is necessary that you don't / should not drink beer.' 
(b) Ί think you should not drink beer.' 
(c) 'She will want you not to drink beer.' (literal meaning) 

The object in the embedded clause can optionally be put at the beginning 
of the embedded clause or at the beginning of the root clause before 
koliä (grammatical and lexical readings are both possible). Thus ha cfi 
'this beer' can be in any position @, including extreme left-dislocation: 

(51) @ koleä @ 6 mvü @ ku 
3-(N)-want-OBJ IND-(DIR)-drink NEG(N) 

@ = ira cfi 'this beer' 
(a) 'It is necessary that you don't / shouldn't drink this beer.' 
(b) 'It is necessary that this beer should not be drunk.' 
(c) 'She will want this beer not to be drunk.' 
(d) Ί think this beer should not be drunk.' 

The tense of the embedded clause appears to be relatively freely 
interpretable. With οΒυ 'tomorrow' the embedded clause is interpreted as 
future. With adsim 'yesterday', the clause is interpreted as past; note that 
this is not an option for lexical 1ε. 

(52 ) kolea k-e-mu oßu ra 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 3DIR-VE-go tomorrow AFF 
(a) 'She should certainly come tomorrow.' 
(b) Ί think she should certainly come tomorrow.' 
(c) 'She will want her to certainly come tomorrow.' 
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(53) koleä k-e-mu ad^im ra 
3-(N)-want-0BJ 3DIR-VE-go yesterday AFF 
(a) 'She should certainly have come yesterday.' 
(b) Ί think she should certainly have come yesterday.' 
(c)* 'She will want her certainly to have come yesterday.' 

The meanings 'it is necessary that' and Ί think' can be separated; if 
the sentence does not include ra, the Ί think' reading is unavailable. 

(54) koleä k-e-mu ra 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 3DIR-VE-gO AFF 
(a) 'It is necessary that she comes / should come.' 
(b) Ί think she has come.' 

(55) koleä k-e-mu 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 3DIR-VE-go 
(a) 'It is necessary that she comes / should come.' 
(b)* Ί think she has come.' 

In the 'Burulo dialect, kulee is the variant equivalent to Lokai koleä. 
Unexpectedly, there is a variation also involving the subject of the lower 
clause in the 'Burulo dialect. A first or second person singular pronoun 
should be ma or pi respectively. However, in this construction the first 
and second person singular pronouns are realized as first person plural 
ami and second person plural apt. 

(56) kulee äpi mü ßoru 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 2S go(S) home ['Burulo] 
(a) 'It's necessary that you(S) go home.' 
(b) 'She will want you(S) to go home.' 

(57) koleä ju mü ßäru 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 2s go home [Lokai] 
'It is necessary that you go home.' 

These forms are otherwise unattested; they resemble the singular forms in 
their final tones, but resemble the equivalent plural forms in their initial 
vowel; the regular plural forms are first person plural ama and second 
person plural apt, as illustrated in (58). 

(58) kulee apt vo ßoru 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 2PL go(PL) home ['Burulo] 
(a) 'It's necessary that you (PL) go home.' 
(b) 'She will want you (PL) to go home.' 
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Lexical verbs with full clausal complements 419 

However, the embedded verb can also take a low prefix which 
expresses directive; in this case the second person pronoun is pi, the 
normal form of the second person singular. 

(59) kulee pi mü ßoru 
3-(N)-want-OBJ 2S DIR-go home 
(a) 'It's necessary that you(S) go home.' ['Burulo] 
(b) 'She will want you(S) to go home.' 

This is as if the low tone prefix on the verb is equivalent to the low tone 
and vowel before the pronoun. 

16.2.6. 6a or εδε 'make' (causatives) 

Both causative verbs, 6a 'make' and έδέ 'let', have identical syntax. Each 
takes as its complement a full clause (ie. with an unsuffixed verb and a 
bare overt subject). 

(60) opi o-6a ma cfi efi/ ad 
opi 3-make [ Is cook fish ] FOC 
Opi made me to cook fish.' 

(61) 5-6a ki ama k-öcfu abiri 
3-made PL [ lPL(EXC) catch-sleep hunger ] 
'They made us (excluding you) go to bed without eating.' 

(62) ko-6a-ä 6a Izo-kä ko-?e okpo 
3-(N)-make-OEff [[people (N)-(CAUS)-raise-SB] 3-N-become hard] 
'She will make / is making it difficult to bring up children.' 

16.2.7. andre 'seem' 

andre 'seem' takes as its complement a full clause (ie. with an 
unsuffixed verb and a bare overt subject), andre also takes a ma ni 
phrase, which is optional. The subordinate clause optionally ends on azu. 

(63) k -andre (ma ni) opi e-mu ku (am) 
3-(N)-look IS BEN [Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N)] like 
'It seems to me that Opi will not come.' 

(64) k -andre: (ma ni) opt e-mu küru (am) 
3-(N)-look IS BEN [Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(P)] like 
'It seems to me that Opi has not come.' 
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Note by contrast that am is obligatory if the subordinate is a nonverbal 
predicate (without its own subject). 

(65) k'-ändre ma ni lapwopi am 
3-N)-look IS BEN teacher like 
'It seems to me to be a teacher.' 

16.3. Lexical verbs which take suffixed clausal complements 

A few lexical verbs also take complements which have suffixed verbs, 
usually with -1ε as the suffix. 

ΐέ can take a full clausal complement, but can also take a subordinate 
clause with a verb suffixed with -Ιέ or -ka and an omitted subject. 

(66) ma ΐέ änl flä-ΐε ra 
IS want [ 3s N-eat-SB ] AFF 
(a) Ί certainly want to eat it.' 
(b) Ί certainly want it to be eaten.' (I give my consent) 

(67) am fla-le ma 1ε ra 
[ 3S N-eat-SB ] IS want AFF 
(a) 'Eat it, is what I certainly want to do.' 
(b) Ί certainly want it to be eaten.' (I give my consent) 

When le takes a complement which is a verb suffixed by -kä, negation of 
ΐέ with kü or küru is possible. 

(68) ma le mü-kä küru 
IS want [ (N)-go-SB ] NEG(P) 
(a) Ί didn't want to go.' 
(b)* Ί don't want to go.' 

(69) idre 5-ΐέ iza pä-kä kü 
rat 3-want [ meat N-eat 1 NEG(N) 
(a) 'Rats don't want to eat meat.' 
(b) 'Rats don't want meat to be eaten.' 

6i and ma, two verbs which mean 'try', can take two kinds of suffixed 
clausal complement. They can take a subordinate clause with a verb 
suffixed with ΐέ and an omitted subject. 

(70) ma 6i mü-le ra 
IS try [ (N)-go-SB ] AFF 
Ί (have) certainly tried to go.' 
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(71) yif ma-a mu-le ra 
2s (N)-try-OBJ [ (N)-gO-SB ] AFF 
'You will certainly try to go.' 

They can take a subordinate clause with a verb suffixed with d$0 and an 
omitted subject. 

(72) ma 6i mu-d^o ra 
I S try [ (N)-go-SB ] AFF 
(a) Ί certainly tried it for going with.' 
(b) Ί certainly tried going.' 

ido 'start' can take two kinds of suffixed clausal complement. It can 
take a subordinate clause with a verb suffixed with 1ε and an omitted 
subject. 

(73) opi ido flä-ΐε ra 
Opi (3)-start [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 
(a) 'Opi has certainly started to eat it.' 
(b) Opi has certainly started it for eating.' 

It can take a subordinate clause with a verb suffixed with d^o and an 
omitted subject. 

(74) opi ido pa-d^o ra 
Opi (3)-start [ N-eat-SB ] AFF 
Opi has certainly started to eat with it.' 

esi 'fit, suit' can take a subordinate clause with a verb suffixed with 1ε 
and an omitted subject. 

(75) esi dü-ΐε ra 
(3)-fit [(N)-take-SB] AFF 
'She is certainly suited to be married.' 

16.4. Grammatical verbs (with full clausal complements) which 
express sequence 

There is a set of grammatical verbs, some homophonous with other verbs 
with lexical or grammatical meanings, which express sequence. All take 
full clausal complements with unsuffixed verbs and containing overt 
subjects which are coreferential with the subject of the grammatical verb. 
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16.4.1. Grammatical fo: sequence 

The grammatical verb fö takes as its complement a full clause which 
contains a directive verb. The subject of fö and the subject of the 
subordinate clause must be coreferential. The interpretation is that the 
eventuality described in the complement clause precedes some other 
eventuality which is not described. The upper clause with fö is itself a 
subordinate clause within a larger clause. 

(76) ma fo m-εδε opi m , 
[ I S say [ lSDlR-leave Opi PR ] ] 

ma-a ßdri itfö rü mgbl rere 
1S-POSS life (3)-turn REFL different completely 

'Following / since my leaving Opi, my life has turned 
completely round.' 

(77) eji ö-fö änl ko-cß , 6a η ö-vü tfin 
[rain 

3-say [3S 3DlR-rain] ] people DEF 3-silence quiet 
'Following / since the rain, they all went quiet.' 

(78) ma-a pa ö-Jö änl ko-ηο , 
[1S-POSS leg 3-say [ 3S 3DIR-break ]] 

ma m Slu nl lSso δ-?ε ijö 
Is BEN living PR goodness 3-become absent 

'Following / since the breaking of my leg, life has become 
difficult for me.' 

(79) ö-Jö ki a?l k-e-νυ (ki ) , 
[3-say PL [ 3PL 3DIR-VE-go(PL) PL 1 ] 

6a Π Ö-VÜ t/in 
people DEF 3-keep quiet 

'Following/since their [1] arrival, they [2] all went quiet.' 

The verb fö can be directive or uninflected without apparently affecting 
the meaning. 

(80) opi ko-fo änl k-e-mu , 6a n o-vu tfin 
[Opi 3DIR-say [3S 3-DIR-VE-go]] people DEF 3-keep quiet 
'Following / since Opi's arrival, they all went quiet.' 

(81) opi ö-fo änl k-e-mu, , 6a η ö-vu tfin 
[ Opi 3-say [ 3S 3-DIR-VE-go ] ] people DEF 3-keep quiet 
'Following / since Opi's arrival, they all went quiet.' 
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There is a floating high tone immediately after the ö/ö clause in a slow 
deliberate speech. This floating high tone is not found when the meaning 
is 'say'. We do not have an explanation of its presence. 

16.4.1.1. Dialectal variation ('Burulo) 

'Burulo uses the verb / ö or do, either of which must be directive. 

(82) όρί ku-dö acfi k-e-mu 
[Opi 3-say [ 3S 3DIR-VE-go]] 

ön k5 6a π j» tfwi 
fear catch people DEF PRPL COM ['Burulo] 

'Following Opi's arrival, fear has gripped them.' 

16.4.1 .2. kojo ru as a sentential modifier 

fi is the basis of a clause which functions as a free modifier within a 
sentence. The clause is kojö rü, consisting of the directive third person 
pronominal followed by the verb followed by the reflexive pronoun. It 
expresses consequence. It is possibly related to the use of / ö described 
above since it expresses consequence, with rü substituting for the 
subordinate clause. 

(83) ko-fö rü opi ka da ?a gbanda e-d^i m 
[3DlR-say REFL] Opi 3 INC POSS cassava (N)-VE-take FOC 
'That means it is Opi who will bring / is bringing our (you 
inclusive) cassava.' 

(84) ko-fö rü όρί i-dji 6a ?a gbanda m 
[ 3DIR-say REFL ] Opi (3)-VE-take INC POSS cassava FOC 
"That means it is Opi who brought our (you inclusive) cassava.' 

kojö rü can be freely placed within the clause, in any of the positions 
marked 

(85) όρί @ ka @ 6a ?a gbanda @ e-dzi @ m @ 
Opi 3 INC POSS cassava (N)-VE-take FOC 
@ = kofö rü 
'That means it is Opi who will bring / is bringing our (you 
inclusive) cassava.' 
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16.4.1.3. Lexical / ö 'say' 

fö is also a lexical verb meaning 'say' (16.2.1). As a lexical verb it has 
the same complement clause structure as when it is a grammatical verb: a 
full clause with an unsuffixed verb. 

16.4.2. (Grammatical) dn: sequence 

The grammatical verb dn takes as its complement a full clause with an 
inflected verb and controlled bare noun phrase as an overt subject, dn or 
its variant di adds a meaning of 'then' in the past or future, indicating that 
the sentence is to be interpreted as subsequent to some other eventuality 
such as an eventuality mentioned in a preceding sentence. 

(86) opi 5-dn lipa cfi 
Opi 3-then [ food N-cook ] 
(a) Opi then cooked food.' 
(b) Opi will then cook food.' 

(87) 6-dn bilo ß 
iND-then [ sheep (N)-cut ] 
(a) 'We (you inclusive) will then slaughter a sheep.' 
(b) Ά sheep will then be / was then slaughtered.' 
(c) 'We (you inclusive) then slaughtered a sheep.' 

(88) ka-dn buku la 
3-(N)-then [ book (N)-read ] 
(a) 'He then read a book.' 
(b) 'He will then read a book.' 
(c) 'Then he may read a book.' (permission) 

(89) adn sl-ä 
IND-(N)-then [ (N)-build-OBJ ] 
(a) 'We (you and I) then built it.' 
(b) 'We (you and I) will then build it.' 
(c) 'It was then / will then be built.' 

As (88) and (89) show, dn has two peculiarities when it is itself 
inflected. First, the inflected form of the verb can be interpreted as past; 
this is in fact the typical way of expressing past sequence in a narrative. 
Second, the inflected forms of the verb, third person and indefinite, have 
non-standard pronominals, with kadrl rather than the expected kodri in 
the third person and adrl rather than the expected adrl dn in the 
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indefinite. We suggest that the morphological peculiarities of the 
pronouns can be resolved by suggesting that the inflected form of dn is 
actually adn, thus a suppletion rather than a prefixing of the low tone. 
Thus the third person would have ko-acft which would resolve to kadn, 
and the indefinite might result from adding a high tone prefix to adn. 

When sentences with inflected dn end in ra or kü or küru and a high 
tone, a kind of conditional warning meaning emerges. The negation 
particles are contrastive (19.10.2, 19.10.3.1). The high tone is probably 
the yes-no question morpheme (20.3.1.1). 

(90) ka dn bilo äzl ra 
3 then sheep (N)-sell AFF Q 
'Should he definitely sell the sheep...' (this is a warning 
implying that there is a price to pay for selling it) 

(91) βί dn dn d3e ra kü 
2S then hand (N)-wash AFF NEG(N) Q 
'Had you not definitely washed your hand...' (you'd have been 
in real trouble) 

(92) jii dn dn cfee kü 
2 s then hand (N)-wash NEG(N) Q 
'Had you not washed your hand...' (you'd have been in real 
trouble) (The event of washing taking place a few moments ago) 

(93) jii dn dn d3e küru 
2S then hand (N)-wash NEG(P) Q 
'Had you not washed your hand...' (you'd have been in real 
trouble) (The event of washing taking place possibly in the past.) 

16.4.3. (Grammatical) ηg^: sequence 

The grammatical verb qgo takes as its complement a full clause with a 
verb and controlled bare noun phrase as an overt subject. The root verb 
qg5 and the subordinate verb have the same form, both uninflected or both 
inflected or both directive. The interpretation is that an action follows 
another action. 

/ / — _ _ \ / \ 
(94) opi o-ggo o-la buku 

opi 3-then [ 3-read book ] 
Opi then read a book.' 
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(95) ma qgo ma buku la 
I s N-then [ IS book (N)-read ] 
Ί will then read a book.' 

(96) ju qgo βϊ cfje okodjo cfi ra 
2SDIR then [ 2SDIR wash utensil this AFF ] 
'You should then wash these utensils.' (at some later time) 

Where the subject is plural, plurality must be marked in the embedded 
sentence with kf but is optional in the root sentence. 

(97) ka ki qgo ka ki buku la 
3 PL (N)-then [ 3 PL book (N)-read ] 
'They will then read a book.' 

(98)* ka ki qgo ka buku la 
3 PL (N)-then [ 3 book (N)-read ] 
'They will then read a book.' 

(99) ko qgo ka kl buku la 
3 N-then [ 3 PL book (N)-read ] 
'They will then read a book.' 

16.4.4. (Grammatical) qga: sequence 

The grammatical verb qgä takes as its complement a full clause with a 
verb and controlled bare noun phrase as an overt subject. The 
interpretation is that the action follows some other action. It is 
homophonous with a verb having a lexical meaning of 'rise', leading to 
ambiguity as seen in gloss (100b). 

(100) ju qgä ju mü eßu ga 
2SDIR get up 2SDIR go work LOC 
(a) '(You should) then go to work.' 
(b) '(You should get up and) go to work.' 

If the subject is plural, plurality must be encoded in both embedded and 
root sentences (unlike qgo). Hence if there is a mismatching plurality, the 
verb can only be interpreted as the lexical verb 'rise' (reading (b)). 

( 1 0 1 ) kS-qgä ka ka να eßu ga 
3-N-rise 3 PL go(PL) work LOC 
(a)* 'They will then go to work.' (grammatical verb) 
(b) 'As he was leaving they were going to work.' (lexical verb) 
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The lexical verb ggä 'rise' is further illustrated here; it is followed by a 
full clause but it is not clear that there is a relation of subordination 
between them. Instead these may be a pair of clauses in sequence. 

(102) opl ö-qgä 5-la buku 
Opi 3-rise 3-read book 
Opi rose and read a book.' 

(103) ka ki qgä ka kf Vi) eßu ga 
3 PL (N)-rise 3 PL go(PL) work LOC 
'They will leave and go to work.' 

16.4.5. (Grammatical) ko: sequence 

The grammatical verb ko takes as its complement a full clause with a verb 
and controlled bare noun phrase as an overt subject. It expresses a 
meaning of sequence. It can be inflected or uninflected or directive; the 
root verb ko and the subordinate verb seem in general to agree in this 
regard. 

/ \ - / Ν _ _ y y 

(104) ma ko ma mu ocfu ga 
IS N-then [ IS N-go sleep LOC ] 
Ί will then go to sleep.' 

(105) ma ko ma hdn ko 
IS N-then [ IS goat N-catch ] 
Ί will then catch a goat.' (to be slaughtered) 

(106) ma ko ma Ε hdn 
IS then [ Is cut goat ] 
Ί then (got hold of and) slaughtered a goat.' 

(107) ma ko ma mü öcfu ga 
IS then [ IS go sleep LOC ] 
Ί then went to sleep.' 

(108) opi ö-kö ö-mü lösi ga 
Opi 3-then [ 3-go cultivation LOC ] 
Opi then went to dig.' 

(109) ju ko jn d$e Skod^S cfi ra 
2SDIR then [ 2SDIR wash utensil this AFF ] 
'You should then wash these utensils.'(after finishing what you 
are doing) 
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Note however that it seems just possible to have a mismatch in tense 
between the two verbs; kö can be inflected and the other verb uninflected. 

' < - . -

(110)? opi o-ko ka d^o si endre ni 
opi 3-then [ 3 house N-build mother-SPEC BEN ] 
Opi then will build a house for the mother.' 

However, when inflected, k5 cannot take a uninflected complement. 
— 

(111)* opi kD -kD D-SI djo endre ni 
Opi 3-N-then [ 3-build house mother-SPEC BEN ] 
Opi will then build a house for the mother.' 

If the subject is plural, both verbs must carry the plural morpheme. 

(112) ka ki kö ka ki ta la 
3 PL (N)-then [ 3 PL thing (N)-read ] 
'They will then read.' 

(113)* ka ki kö ka ta la 
3 PL (N)-then [ 3 thing (N)-read ] 
'They will then read.' 

(114)* ko ko ka ki ta la 
3- N-then [ 3 PL thing (N)-read ] 
'They will then read.' 

(115) ka kf k5 ta la 
3 PL (N)-then [ thing (N)-read ] 
(a) * 'They will then read.' 
(b) 'They are about to read.' (prospective, 16.8) 

16.4.5.1. Other ko verbs 

There are two other words with the form ko: a lexical verb 'catch' and a 
grammatical verb expressing the prospective (16.8). 

(116) ma mdri kö 
IS goat N-catch 
Ί am catching a goat.' 

(117) ma kö mü öcfu ga 
Is N-PROS [ N-go sleep LOC ] 
Ί am about to (go to) sleep.' 
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16.5. Grammatical ni: consequence 

The grammatical verb ni takes as its complement a full clause with a verb 
and omitted subject. The subject of ni is interpreted as the subject of the 
complement verb. The interpretation is that of forced consequence, an 
action taken out of necessity rather than desire. The grammatical verb ni is 
used in the third of the sentences below, which should be taken as a 
connected discourse. 

(118) opi pi έ-νυ di?ä ad^ini 
Opi PLPR (3)-VE-go (PL) here yesterday 
'Those of Opi (Opi and his associates) were here yesterday.' 

(119) esu ta ma-a dn ga ijö 
find thing lS-POSS hand LOC absent 
Ί had nothing (at hand) to offer them.' 

(120) ma m pa-a a?u kö a?i ni 
IS THEN [ lS-POSS hen N-catch 3PL BEN ] 
'(Forced by the circumstance) I had to kill your hen for them.' 

ni can be uninflected, inflected, or directive, as illustrated by the three 
possible continuations of the first sentence below. 

(121) να <5-/<5 am k-i-de abin di 
earth 3-say 3S 3-(N)-VE-fall famine this 
'Following the succumbing of earth to hunger...' 

(122) ito o- m ana-a gan azi pi 
Ito 3- then [3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell COM] 
'lto had to sell his bicycle.' (sold at the outset of famine) 

(123) ito ko- m ana-a gan azl p i 
Ito 3- then [ 3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell COM] 
'Ito had to sell his bicycle.' (sold later during the famine) 

(124) ito ko- m äna-a gan äzi pi 
Ito 3DlR-then [ 3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell COM] 
'Ito had to sell his bicycle.' (implying some reluctance either on 
the part of Opi in selling, or the speaker thinks he should not 
have sold it and blames him for it) 

When ni is inflected it does not take an object clitic, unlike other inflected 
verbs which take sentential complements. This might suggest that the 
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complement to m is not a sentential complement to a verb. 
Negation with küru is possible; kü cannot be used. All three 

continuations of the first sentence below have the same meaning. 

(125) vü ö-fö am k-e-de abin di 
earth 3-say 3S 3-VE-fall famine this 
'Following the succumbing of earth to hunger...' 

(126) /to ö-nii äna-a gan äzl küru 
Ito 3-then 3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell NEG(P) 

(127) jto ko-m ana-a gan azi küru 
Ito 3DlR-then 3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell NEG(P) 

(128) ito ko-ni äna-a gan äzl küru 
Ito 3-then 3S-POSS bicycle (N)-sell NEG(P) 
'Ito decided not to sell his bicycle.' (the bicycle was already 
marked for sale, but the selling did not take place as a 
consequence of the famine) 

Note that the presence of küru is puzzling in the last of the above 
examples, because küru does not normally co-occur with inflected verbs. 

16.6. Grammatical mu and tfä : something is going to happen 

The verbs mü / vu 'go' and tfä 'reach' can take one of two kinds of 
complement clause. The clause can be a full complement clause with the 
verb 5lu 'stay' and its own subject or it can be a clause with a verb 
suffixed with -re. 

16.6.1. mu etc. with α full clausal complement containing olu 

When the complement clause taken by mü or tfä has as its verb 5l6, the 
complement of olu is a nonverbal predicate. The embedded constituent 
has its own subject. 

(129) ma mü ma olu lapwqp'i 
IS go [ I S stay teacher ] 
(a) Ί (went and) became a teacher.' 
(b)* Ί will become a teacher.' 
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Grammatical mü and tfä 431 

(130) ma mu ma olu lapwopi 
IS N-go [ IS stay teacher ] 
(a) Ί am going to become / be a teacher.' 
(b) Ί will become / be a teacher.' 

(131) ma mü ma olu lapwopi ra 
IS N-go [ IS stay teacher ] AFF 
Ί am going to become a teacher.' (for sure) 

Negation by küre) has the expected past interpretation. 

(132) ma mü ma 5lu lapwopi küru 
IS go [ IS stay teacher ] NEG(P) 
Ί did not go and) become a teacher.' 

Negation by kü allows both a nonpast interpretation. We assume this is 
because kü can be taken as negating either the verb mü, giving a nonpast 
interpretation to the clause as a whole, or the nonverbal predication, 
leaving a past tense verb in the main clause. 

(133) ma mu ma olu lapwopi kü 
IS go [ IS stay teacher ] NEG(N) 
(a) Ί will not become / be a teacher.' 
IS go [ IS stay teacher NEG(N) ] 
(b) Ί did not (go and) become a teacher.' 

16.6.2. mu and tfa with re complement 

mü and tfä can take a complement with a suffixed verb with re and a 
missing subject. 

16.6.2.1. mu-clauses as post-modifiers 

mü or tfä can take a re clause as a complement, and then can itself be the 
basis of a relative clause. 

(134) otfe ko-mü mä tfi-re π ko-drä ra 
dog [3-N-go [IS N-bite-SB]] DEF 3-(N)-die AFF 
"The dog that is going to bite me will certainly die.' 

We make two observations on this structure. First, mü is an inflected 
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432 Verbs and clausal complements 

unsuffixed verb which is unusual in a postmodifier. Second, the 
complement to mü contains the suffix re, unlike when mü is the root verb, 
as discussed above, when mü takes an unsuffixed clausal complement. 

Note that it is also possible to relativize mü without changing the 
meaning. 

(135) otfe mü-re mä tfi-re π ko-dra ra 
dog [(N)-gO-SB [IS N-bite-SB]] DEF 3-(N)-die AFF 
'The dog that is going to bite me will certainly die.' 

16.6.2.2. mu-clauses as bare modifiers 

A clause with mü or tfä can function as a freely placed modifier within a 
higher clause. 

A modifier clause with tfä represents an eventuality which has not yet 
begun at the time of the eventuality represented by the higher clause. 

(136) ma tfä dn d3e-re lijia öko ra 
[ IS N-reach [hand (N)-wash-SB]] food 3-finish AFF 
'Before I washed my hands the food was certainly finished.' 

In the third person, the motion meaning of tfä seems to be stronger. It 
has the effect of 'by the time he reached...' rather than 'before he 
could...' 

A modifier clause with mü represents an eventuality which is not 
finished at the time of the eventuality represented by the higher clause. 

(137) ma mu dri d^e-re lißa oko ra 
[IS N-go [ hand (N)-wash-SB]] food 3-fmish AFF 
'Before I finished washing my hands the food was certainly 
finished.' 

While it is normal for mü to be associated with 'beginning' rather than 
ending, the verb Iko 'finish' can be a complement to mü. 

(138) ma mü dn d^e-kä lko-re lißa öko rä 
[IS N-go [[hand (N)-wash-SB] (N)-finish-SB]] food (3>finishAFF 
'Before I could finish washing my hands the food was certainly 
finished.' 

Recursive embedding of grammatical mü is possible: the headless relative 
is headed by mü, which takes a complement with grammatical mü 
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suffixed with -re, and which in turn takes another complement with a verb 
suffixed with -re. It denotes the time before the action could be started, 
and can be moved around within the clause. 

(139) izi K ö-cfü rü pi 
wife-DEF 3-take REFL COM 

ko-mu mu-re d$o si-re 
[3-N-go [ (N)-go-SB [ house N-build-SB ]]] 

'His wife had already eloped (with another man) before he could 
build a house.' 

(140) ko -mü mü-re d^S si-re 
[3-N-go [ N-go-SB [ house N-build-SB ]]] 

izi δ-cfü rü pt 
wife-SPEC 3-take REFL COM 

'Before he could build a house his wife had already eloped 
(with another man).' 

In bare modifier constructions of this type, tfä can be negated with 
küru. When it takes a subordinate clause, as in this kind of construction, 
tfä cannot be negated with kü. 

(141) ma tfa dn d^e-re küru lipa öko ra 
[IS reach [hand wash-SB] NEG(P) ] food finish AFF 
'Before I could wash my hands the food was certainly 
finished.' (eg. Food is being served. You need to wash your 
hands While still washing your hands or even before starting to 
wash, all the food has gone.) 

(142)* ma tfä dn d^e-re kü lipa öko ra 
[IS reach [hand (N)-wash-SB] NEG(N)] food (N)-finish AFF 
'Before I wash my hands, food will be finished.' 

tfä can be put into the directive, as a way of issuing a threat, tfä is negated 
in this type of construction, while mü is not negated. 

(143) ma tfä dn d^e-re küru lipa k-öko ra 
[lSDlR reach [hand (N)-wash-SB] NEG(P)] food 3DlR-finish AFF 
'Before I could wash my hands the food should certainly get 
finished.' (eg. You are issuing a threat, namely you are going to 
wash your hands - and that would have serious consequences -
unless the kids finish the food before you wash your hands.) 
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434 Verbs and clausal complements 

16.6.3. Dialectal variation 

In Ugandan Ma'di these verbs take a different kind of clausal 
complement, a complement with the re suffix. 

(144) ama vu su-re-a 
lPL(EXC) go(PL) [(N)-pour-SB-OBJ] [Ugandan] 
'We are going to pour it.' 

16.6.4. An error in Tucker's analysis of tense 

mü plays a part in an error in Tucker's analysis of tense in Ma'di. Tucker 
(1940: 207) implies that reduplication has a role in defining tense; 
however his example with future mü 'go' involves not reduplication but 
the grammatical verb mü with a future meaning followed by the lexical 
verb mü. If the lexical verb in his example is changed there is no 
semblance of reduplication. 

16.7. (Grammatical) fu: consequential non-occurrence 

fu is a grammatical verb which takes as its complement a full clause with 
an inflected verb and omitted subject. The subject of fu is interpreted as 
the subject of the subordinate verb. The clause with fu precedes or 
follows another clause; this may be a paratactic relationship rather than a 
relationship of subordination. The interpretation of the pair of clauses is 
that the fu clause describes an eventuality which has as its consequence 
the non-occurrence (or putting in doubt) of another eventuality, the one 
described in the non-fu clause. We gloss fu as IRR to indicate that there is 
an irrealis element to this construction. 

(145) pi fu äga otfe di 5-tfi jü kü 
[2S IRR [(N)-pass]] dog this 3-bite 2S NEG(N) 
'Even if you pass, this dog will not bite you.' (said to a person 
fearful of a dog) 

(146) ma fu pi mgbä 
[IS IRR [ 2 s N - b e a t ] ] 

pa-a ädrupi ö-fö ta alü saa kü 
2S-POSS brother 3-say thing one even NEG(N) 

Ί can beat you without your brother saying even a single word.' 
(said to a person whose big brother forbids him being attacked) 
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The non-/u clause can be omitted; this implies that nothing will happen as 
a result or in the process of the eventuality represented by the /u-clause. 

(147) ju fu äga 
2s IRR (N)-pass 
'You can pass safely.' (nothing will happen as a result or in the 
process) 

(148) ma fu ju mgbä 
IS IRR 2S N-beat 
Ί can beat you.' (nothing will happen as a result or in the 
process) 

Example (149) below can be followed either by (150) or by (151), which 
illustrate the use of this verb in context. In (151) the ηοη-Λ) clause is 
omitted. 

(149) opt ?a öcfu und^i 
Opi POSS sleep bad 
Opi is a bad (restless) sleeper.' 

(150) 6-fu ta ögu ö-m kü 
[IND-IRR [thing (N)-steal ]] 3-know NEG(N) 
(a) 'Things were stolen without him knowing.' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) stole things without him knowing.' 

(151) adi fu ta ögu 
[IND IRR [ thing (N)-steal ] ] 
(a) 'Things can be stolen (without him knowing).' 
(b) 'We (you inclusive) can steal things (without him 

knowing).' 

16.7.1. Tense agreement 

The tense of the fa-clause depends on the tense of the non-fu clause. 
Thus if the ηοη-Λ) clause is past, so is the ft}-clause. köru, nonpast 
negation, codes tense in the following examples. 

(152) ma fu mü opi ö-dje ßära köru 
[ IS IRR [(N)-go] ] Opi 3-wash child NEG(P) 
(a) 'Since I left Opi has not washed the baby.' 
(b) 'Until I left Opi had not washed the baby.' 
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436 Verbs and clausal complements 

(153) ma fu lipa di opt o-d$e ßara kuru 
[IS IRR [ food N-cook ] Opi 3-wash child NEG(P) 
Ί finished cooking without Opi having washed the baby.' 

(154) opi 5-fu eßl nä d$i , ükwe rubia nä küru 
[Opi 3-IRR [fish AFR N-take]] (3)-pay money AFR NEG(P) 
(a) 'Since Opi took her fish, he has not paid her the money.' 
(b) 'Since Opi took her the fish, she has not paid him the 
money.' 

If the non-fu clause is non-past, so is the fu-clause, kü, past negation, 
codes tense in the following examples. 

(155) ma fu mü opi ö-dze ßärä kü 
[is IRR [(N)-go] ] Opi 3-wash child NEG(N) 
(a) 'Even if I leave, Opi will not wash the baby.' 
(b) 'Until I leave Opi will not wash the baby.' 

(156) ma fu lipa cß όρί o-dje ßara ku 
[IS IRR [food N-cook]] Opi 3-wash child NEG(N) 
Ί will even finish cooking without Opi washing the baby.' (I'll 
cook in vain) 

(157) ko-fu mu , ρ -olu di?ä 
[3S-IRR [(N)-go]] 2s-stay here 
(a) 'Until he leaves, you will stay here.' (He will go and come 

back you will have to be put here, you may go after that) 
(b) 'Since he left, you have been here.' (He went and came 

back-you are still here) 
(c) 'Even if he goes, you will stay here.' (where your leaving 

is dependent upon my going and returning) 

fu is directive if the non-fy-clause is directive. 

(158) ko-fu mü , o-mü eßu ga kü 
[3DIR-IRR [(N)-go]] INDDIR-gO work LOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'Until he leaves, don't go to work.' 
(b) 'Even if he leaves, don't go to work.' (where your going 
is dependent upon his going to work) 

(159) ma fu ε-qgwi Spi k-e-tfa di?ä kü 
[ 1SDIR IRR [(N)-VE-reach]] Opi 3DIR-VE-reach here NEG(N) 
'Until I return, Opi should not come here.' 
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16.7.2. Characteristics of the non-fu-clause) 

The non-fi) clause most typically has verbal negation with kd or küru. 
The ηοη-Λ) clause can also be a question. 

(160) ma fu mu opi ε-tfa dt?ä ra 
[IS IRR [(N)-go]] Opi (3)-VE-reach here AFF Q 
(a) 'Since I left, has Opi definitely been here?' 
(b) 'Until I left, has Opi definitely been here?' 

The non-fa clause in the following examples indicates an on-going 
state which is not completed. 

(161) opi ko-fu lipa & , 
[opi 3-IRR [food N-cook]] 

p-ölu buku aid ή la-re ga 
2s-stay book one DEF (N)-read-SB SPEC LOC 

'Opi will finish cooking while you are still reading the same 
book.' 

V ν _ . / / . 

(162) ma fu mu , p-olu cfi?a 
[1S(DIR) IRR [(N)-go]] 2s-DlR-stay here 
'Until I leave, stay here.' (until I return, be here; don't move 
anywhere) 

The ηοη-Λ) clause cannot express a completed action. 

(163)* ma fu mü Dpi ε-tfa di?ä ra 
[IS IRR [ go]] Opi (3)-VE-reach here AFF 
'Since / until I left, Opi has definitely been here.' 

16.7.3. fu with modal force 

It is also possible to use fu with modal force. In this construction fu takes 
as its complement a clause ending in s\, the source postposition which 
here means 'because'. Thus we can see fu in this case as taking as its 
complement a postposition phrase containing a clause, fu must be negated 
with küru. The inflected form of fu, which is ko-fu, cannot be used here. 

(164) ma-fu ta pä si küru 
lS-IRR [ thing (N)-eat ] SR NEG(P) 
Ί have not been able to eat.' (ie. didn't get the time) 
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(165) νΰ ö - / ö am k-e-cfe abin cfi 
[ earth 3-say [ 3S 3-(N)-VE-fall famine ] ] this 

lto 5-fu äna-a gan äzi si küru 
[Ito 3-IRR [ 3S-P0SS bike (N)-sell] SR NEG(P)] 

'Following the succumbing of earth to hunger, Ito as a 
consequence did not sell his bicycle.' 

The following example has both the non-modal fu and the modal fu. 

( 1 6 6 ) 5-fu mü όρί 5-fu ά$6 si si küru 
3-IRR go Opi 3-ACC house N-build SR NEG(P) 
'Since she left, Opi has not been able to build a house.' 

fu can be directive in this construction, without apparently changing the 
meaning, but the presence of küru as a negator of fu means that fu cannot 
be inflected in this construction, kü cannot be used. 

(167)* ma-fu ta pä si kü 
lS-IRR thing (N)-eat SR NEG(N) 
Ί have not been able to eat anything.' 

16.7.4. Lexical fu 'go out' 

There is a lexical verb fu which means 'go (out)'. 

(168) 5-fu dnadrü 
3-go now 
'He has just gone out.' 

(169) ko-fu aqgwe kü 
3DIR-gO out NEG(N) 
'She shouldn't get out.' 

16.8. (Grammatical) ko : prospective 

Prospective k5 is always inflected. It takes as its complement a clause 
with an inflected verb and an omitted subject. It expresses prospective 
meaning, 'something is about to happen'. 

(170) ma k5 ajü uqgwe 
i s N-PROS [ 2PL (N)-call ] 
Ί am about to call you.' 
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( 1 7 1 ) ka ki kö ö-pä-ä 
3 PL (N)-PROS [ (N)-ITER-eat-OBJ ] 
'They are about to eat them.' 

Verbal negation is not possible in these clauses, presumably because 
the verb ko is always inflected (incompatible with verbal negation). The 
negation particle kü can only be used with the prospective in contrastive 
negation: ie. if the clause as a whole is opposed to something else. 

( 1 7 2 ) ma kö mü kü \male cfe-ΐε , vuru 
IS N-PROS [ N-go ] NEG(N) Is want (N)-lie-SB down 
Ί am not about to go; I want to lie down.' 

The whole clause can function as a relative clause, though kö (heading 
the relative) is unsuffixed in this case, and takes a subject, parallel to the 
relativization of a clause with mü. Note the use of pi as the pronoun in the 
two examples. 

( 1 7 3 ) ago pi kö izi nl ndri π όρί ?1 
man [2s N-PROS [wife-DEF PR(N)-see]] DEF Op FOC 
'The man (you are about to see his wife) is Opi.' 

The object of the complement verb can be raised into the £5-clause: 

( 1 7 4 ) ago pi izi nl kö ndri η opi ?1 
man [2S wife-DEF PR N-PROS see] DEF Opi FOC 
'The man whose wife you are about to see is Opi.' 

There is another verb kö which expresses sequence, and takes a full 
clausal complement (16.4.5). 

16.9. (Grammatical) zl: simultaneous action 

zl takes as its complement a clause which is embedded under the source 
postposition st. The clause has an uninfected unsuffixed verb with an 
omitted subject. The meaning is simultaneity between this eventuality and 
some other eventuality. The other eventuality can be implied (175), or 
overt (176). 

(175) ma z? Üpa cß si 
IS N-SIM [ food N-cook ] SR 
Ί will simultaneously be cooking' (eg. while doing your hair) 
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(176) ka slta pa imndrä nä ko-zl ra si 
3 pepper (N)-eat [tears AFR 3-N-SIM leak] SR 
'She was eating pepper as her eyes were (continuing) running'. 

Two ζϊ-clauses can be put in sequence. 

(177) ko-zl sita pä si mindrä nä ko-zl rä si 
[3-N-SIM [ pepper eat ]] SR [ tears AFR 3-N-SIM [ leak ]] SR 
'She was (continuing) eating pepper as her eyes were 
(continuing) running'. 

Some verbs seem not to be able to be complements to zl 

(178)* ogu π ko-kwl d^S ga ka kT zl öcfu kö si 
thief DEF3-N-enter house LOC [ 3 PL SIM [sleep N-catch] SR] 
'The thief was breaking into the house as they were (continuing) 
sleeping' 

(179) ogu π ko-kwl d^o ga kakizi ndre-ä si 
thief DEF 3-N-enter house LOC [ 3 PL SIM [ (N)-see-OBJ ] SR ] 
'The thief was breaking into the house as they were 
(continuing)watching him.' 

16.9.1. The verb zi vs. the fixed adverbial leru 

There is a temporal modifier leru with a rather similar meaning of co-
occurrence; however, while zi implies simultaneity, leru can have this 
meaning but can also imply that one action is put on hold in favour of 
another action by the speaker, leru is used primarily with directive verbs, 
and is never used with a past tense verb. 

(180) ju ή mü si 
2SDIR SIM [ N-gO ] SR 
(a) '(You should) keep on going.' (I'll catch up with you; 

journey is interrupted) 
(b)* '(You should) go ahead.' (I will join you later; journey has 

not started). 

(181) pi mü leru 
2SDIR go meantime 
(a) '(You should) in the meantime keep on going.' (I'll catch 

up with you; journey is interrupted) 
(b) '(You should) go ahead.' (I will join you later; journey has 

not started) 
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(182) ma zi Upa dl si 
IS N-SIM [ food N-cook ] SR 
'(I will do it at the same time as) I continue with cooking food.' 
(the two events will run simultaneously) 

(183) ma lipa cfi lew 
Is [ food N-cook ] meantime 
Ί will be cooking in the meantime.' (I will attend to you later; 
one event follows the other) 

zi and lew may be combined together. 

(184) ma zl lipa dl st lew 
IS N-SIM [ food N-cook ] SR meantime 
Ί will continue with cooking in the meantime.' (when you come 
I'll then attend to you) 

16.10. (Grammatical) r i : past habitual 

ή is uninflected (ie. it has a past interpretation) and takes as its 
complement a clause with a verb suffixed with re and an omitted subject. 
The sentence as a whole is interpreted as describing a progressive or 
habitual action or state which began in the past and continues up to the 
moment of utterance, π also is a lexical verb 'sit'. 

(185) ma π d^o sl-re 
IS be [ house N-build-SB ] 
(a) Ί was building a house.' 
(b) Ί have been building a house.' 

(186) ma π ά$ό u-si-re wa 
IS be [ house (N)-ITER-build-SB PS ] 
Ί used to be able to build houses.' (habitually able) 

The unmarked interpretation with π is progressive; habitual interpetation 
requires the embedded verb to be prefixed with 0- (note that the example 
then becomes ambiguous between types of present interpretation). 

(187) opi D-π 6oqgu u-d^e-re 
Opi 3-be [ clothes (N)-ITER-wash-SB ] 
(a) Opi was washing clothes.' 
(b) Opi has been washing clothes.' 
(c) Opi used to wash clothes.' 
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The subordinate verb can be 5lu, which in turn takes a complement with a 
nonverbal predicate. This allows the expression of a state which began in 
the past and continues up to the present. 

(188) ofa o-n olu-re 
war 3-be [ (N)-stay-SB 
"There was (used to be) war.' 

a?a 
present ] 

(189) ma η olu-re 
IS be [ (N)-stay-SB 
Ί used not to be a teacher.' 

lapwopi 
teacher 

kü 
NEG(N) ] 

There is an implicature that the continuous situation from the past to 
the present no longer holds; however, this implicature can be cancelled. 

/ y — ^ ^ ν _ 

(190) opi o-n pi te-re 
Opi 3-be [ 2S N-wait-SB ] 
Opi was waiting for you.' (implication: no longer waiting) 

(191) esu opi o-n ßi te-re 
find Opi 3-be [ 2s N-wait-SB ] 
(a) 'Opi was waiting for you (at that time).' (implication: no 

longer waiting) 
(b)? Opi has been waiting for you.' 

(192) όρί 5-n pi te-re adi ka jü te 
Opi 3-be [ 2S N-wait-SB still ] 3 2s N-wait 
Opi was waiting for you and is still waiting for you.' 

However the implicature cannot be cancelled where the embedded verb is 
Slu with a nonverbal predicate complement 

(193)* όρί 5-n olu-re padere adi am padere 
opi 3-be [(N)-stay-SB priest ] still 3s priest 
Opi used to be a priest and he still is.' 

16.11. (Grammatical) ipa : something almost happened 

äpa is always inflected and takes as its complement a clause with a 
suffixed verb (with 1ε or djo or re) or an unsuffixed inflected verb; in all 
cases the clause lacks an overt subject. There are two possible 
interpretations. 
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(a) The eventuality almost happened (or almost never happened). 

(b) The eventuality happened by chance (in a more restricted range of 
syntactic structures). 

We gloss the verb äpa as 'almost' (there does not seem to be an 
equivalent English verb). 

(194) efij η äpa cfi-ΐέ ra 
fish DEF (3)-almost [ N-cook-SB ] AFF 
(a) "The fish certainly chanced to be cooked.' (unintentionally 

cooked) 
(b) 'The fish was definitely almost cooked.' (was not put on 

fire or was put but is still uncooked) 
(c) 'The fish definitely almost cooked it.' 

(195) opt äpa maqga pä 
Opi (3)-almost [ mango (N)-eat ] 
(a) Opi almost ate mango.' 
(b)* 'Opi chanced to eat mango.' 

äpa is found only in the past: uninflected and negated only by küru. 

(196) opi äpa d^i-le ra 
Opi (3)-almost [ N-take-SB ] AFF 
(a) 'Opi certainly almost took it.' 
(b) Opi was certainly taken accidentally.' (Opi accidentally 

happened to be taken) 

(197) 6pi äpa dft-ΐε küru 
Opi (3)-almost [ N-go-SB ] NEG(P) 
(a) 'Opi almost never took it.' 
(b) 'Opi never chanced to be taken.' 

(198) opi äpa Ίηυ-le küru 
Opi (3)-almost [N-go-SB] NEG(P) 
Opi almost never went.' 

(199)* όρί äpa mu-le ku 
Opi almost [N-go-SB] NEG(N) 
Opi is almost not going.' 

äpa can itself be embedded; in (200-202) it is in a headless relative. 
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(200) apä-ri cfi-re η eßl η ?1 
[(N)-chance-SB [ N-cook-SB ] ] DEF fish DEF FOC 
(a) The one which chanced to be cooked is the fish in question.' 
(b) The one which almost cooked it is the fish in question.' 

(201) äpä-ri cft-d^S η eßl η ?1 
[(N)-chance-SB [N-cook-SB ] ] DEF fish DEF FOC 
(a)'The one with which it chanced to be cooked is the fish in 

question.' 
(b)'The one with which it was almost cooked is the fish in 

question.' 

(202) apa-ri di-ΐε η eßl π ?1 
[(N)-chance-SB [ N-cook-SB ] ] DEF fish DEF FOC 
(a) 'The one which chanced to be cooked is the fish in 

question.' 
(b) "Hie one which was almost cooked is the fish in question.' 

The 'almost never happened' interpretation is always available, but the 
'chanced to happen' interpretation is more restricted. It does not arise 
when the embedded verb is inflected and not suffixed (203), when non-
possibility kpe is used (204), when the subject is indefinite (205), when 
the embedded verb is intransitive and ra is not present (206). 

(203) opi apa maqga pä 
Opi (3)-almost [ mango (N)-eat ] 
(a) 'Opi almost ate mango.' 
(b)* 'Opi chanced to eat mango.' 

(204) äpa hi dü-le kpe 
(3)-almost [ wife N-take-SB NPS ] 
(a) 'He almost never found a wife.' 
(b)* 'He chanced never to find a wife.' 

(205) äpa opi nl sü-ΐέ sidjim ga 
IND-almost [ Opi PR N-put-SB prison LOC ] 
(a) Opi was almost put in prison.' 
(b)* Opi chanced to be put in prison.' 

(206) äpa mü-le 
(3)-almost [N-go-SB] 
(a) 'She almost went.' 
(b)* 'She chanced to go' 
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(207) apa mu-le rä 
(3)-almost [N-go-SB] AFF 
(a) 'She certainly almost went.' 
(b) 'She certainly chanced to go.' (she went accidentally) 

(208) äpa %cfi-ΐε 
(3)-almost [N-cook-SB] 
(a) ' She almost cooked (it).' 
(b) 'She (or it) chanced to be cooked.' 

(209) äpa cß-ΐε ra 
(3)-almost [N-cook-SB] AFF 
(a) 'She certainly almost cooked (it).' 
(b) 'She (or it) certainly chanced to be cooked.' 

äpa is found in some idioms, with a subject and no clausal 
complement, and negated by ku. 

(210) 6 nä äpa rä 
mouth POSS (3)-almost AFF 
'She certainly had a slip of the tongue.' 

(211) opi ?ä dn äpa rä 
Opi POSS hand (3)-almost AFF 
'Opi's hand certainly strayed.' (eg. he accidentally killed her, he 
unintentionally took it) 

(212) dn nä k-äpa kö 
hand AFR 3DIR-almost NEG(N) 
'May her hands not stray.' (I pray, wish) 

16.12. Coreference involving arguments in different clauses 

16.12.1. The use of am to force coreference in an unsuffixed subordinate 
clause 

In the following sentence in which there is a root verb and an unsuffixed 
subordinate verb, the subject of the root sentence is not coreferential with 
the subject of the subordinate sentence. 

(213) ö-/ö amä 5-cfi eßl ad^inl 
3-say [ that 3-cook fish yesterday ] 
(a) 'He [1] said that he [2] cooked fish yesterday.' 
(b)* 'He [1] said that he [1] cooked fish yesterday.' 
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446 Verbs and clausal complements 

However, if an NS-pronoun änl or plural a?l is added in pre-subject 
position (ie. as an adjoined pronominal subject), coreference is now 
obligatory. 

(214) ö-Jö amä äm 5-cfi eßl äd^im 
3-say [ that 3S 3-cook fish yesterday ] 
(a) 'He [1] said that he [1] cooked fish yesterday.' 
(b)* 'He [1] said that he [2] cooked fish yesterday.' 

It is noteworthy that änl and a?l cannot appear in this 'adjoined 
subject' position in a root sentence. 

(215)* äm 5-cfi eßl 
3s 3-cook fish 
'She cooked fish.' 

Note also that when änl is used in the adjoined subject position, its final 
vowel is not deleted (compare first and second person, where it is deleted 
under identity with the following vowel). 

änl is found in subject position both in subordinate and in coordinate 
clauses. 

(216) ko-fö-ä ko-mü rä 
3-N-say-OBJ [ 3-N-go AFF ] 
(a) 'He [1] will say that he [2] will certainly leave.' 
(b) 'He [1] will say (it) and he [1,2] will certainly leave.' 

(217) ko-fö-ä äm ko-mü ra 
3-N-say-OBJ [ 3S 3-N-go AFF ] 
(a) 'He [1] will say that he [1] will certainly leave.' 
(b) 'He [1] will say (it) and he [1,2] will certainly leave.' 

When the lower subject is plural, the coreference is overlapping rather 
than fully coextensive. Thus note the following inclusive reading with a 
singular upper and plural lower subject. 

(218) ö-/ö amä a?l 5-cfi eßl äd^tm 
3-say that 3PL 3-cook fish yesterday 
'He said that they (including he) cooked fish yesterday.' 

(219) ö-/ö kl amä a?l 5-cfi eßl ad^im 
3-say PL that 3PL 3-cook fish yesterday 
'They said that they (including them or coextensive with them) 
cooked fish yesterday.' 
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(220) 0-/0 amä 5-di ki eßl adsinl 
3-say that 3-cook PL fish yesterday 
'He said that they (excluding him) cooked fish yesterday.' 

(221) ö-/ö kl amä 5-di eßl ad^inl 
3-say PL that 3-cook fish yesterday 
'They said that he cooked fish yesterday.' 

When a?J is used in the upper clause, icf cannot also be used in the 
lower clause. 

(222) ö-fö ki amä a?i 5-di eßl adzirii 
3-say PL that 3PL 3-cook fish yesterday 
'They [1] said that they [1] cooked fish yesterday.' 

(223)* ago η kwitß drü ö-fö kl ama a?i 5-di 
men DEF all as 3-say PL that 3PL 3-cook 

kl eßl adsint 
PL fish yesterday 

'All the men [1] (in question) said that they [1] cooked fish 
yesterday.' 

However, ki can be used in the lower clause when there is no adjoined 
pronoun. 

(224) agö π kwitß drü o-fö (kl ) amä ö-dl kl eßl ad^inl 
men DEF all as 3-say PL that 3-cook PL fish yesterday 
'All the men [1] (in question) said that they [2] cooked fish 
yesterday.' 

(225) o-/o kT ama 5-di ki eßl ad3ml 
3-say PL that 3-cook PL fish yesterday 
(a) 'They [1] said that they [2] (excluding him) cooked fish 

yesterday.' 
(b)* 'They [1] said that they [1] cooked fish yesterday.' 

16.12.2. Coreference with the subject in α subordinate suffixed clause 
with -1ε 

Where the subordinate verb has a suffix -1ε, the subordinate subject is 
null. In these clauses, there is normally no coreference between the root 
and subordinate subject. 
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(226) ma Ιε-a ra 
IS (N)-want-OBJ N-eat-SB AFF 
(a)?* Ί will certainly want to eat it.' (subject control) 
(b) Ί will certainly want it to be eaten.' 

However, if änl is added, coreference becomes an option. 

i s (N)-want-OBJ 3S N-eat-SB AFF 
(a) Ί will certainly want to eat it.' (subject control) 
(b) Ί will certainly want it to be eaten.' 

16.12.3. Coreference with the subordinate subject when the subordinate 
clause is a nonverbal predicate 

Where änl is the subject of a subordinate nonverbal clause, it can 
optionally be interpreted as coreferential with the root subject. 

(228) Ö-/Ö amä änl lapwqpi 
3-say [ that 3S teacher ] 
'He [1] said he [1, 2] is a teacher.' 

(229) ko-fö-ä ami änl lapwqpi 
3-N-say-OBJ [ that 3S teacher ] 
(a) 'He [1] says that he [1, 2] is a teacher.' 
(b) 'He [1] will have to say that he [1, 2] is a teacher.' 

(230) ö-fö amä änl esu lapwqpi 
3-say [ that 3s find teacher 1 
'He [1] said he [1, 2] was (at that time) a teacher.' 

Note that there is no possibility of having an additional NS-paradigm 
pronoun (as in 16.12.1). 

(231)* o-fo ama am am lapwopi 
3-say that 3S 3S teacher 
'He [1] said he [1,2] is a teacher.' 

The reflexive pronoun rö can be used instead. 

(232) ö/o amä rü läpwopl 
3-say that REFL teacher(P) 
'He said we (including you) are teachers.' 

(227) mä Ιε-a am jia-ΐε ra 
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16.12.4. Coreference between two subordinate clauses: no restrictions 

There are no coreference restrictions between a clausal subject and a 
clausal predicate. 

(233) ina-a i-d3i-d3D π äna-ä läzä π ?1 
[3S-POSS (N)-VE-bring-SB DEF] [3S-POSS illness DEF ] FOC 
(a) 'When she [1] brought her [2] it was because of her [1,2] 

illness.' 
(b) 'Why she [1] brought her [2] was because of her [1,2] 

illness.' 

(234) am e-d^i-dzo η äna-a laza η ?Ί 
[3S (N)-VE-bring-SB DEF] [3S-POSS illness DEF] FOC 
(a) 'When she [1] was brought was because of her [1,2] 

illness.' 
(b) 'Why she [1] was brought was her [1,2] illness.' 

(235) äna-a e-dsi-djo η 
[3S-POSS (N)-VE-bring-SB DEF] 

ana-a olu-ka vuru vuru m si 
[3S-POSS (N)-stay-SB down down ] PR SR 

(a) 'Whenshe[l] brought her [2] it was because of her[1,2] 
continuous staying in bed.' 

(b) 'Why she[l] brought her [2] was because of her [1, 2] 
continuous staying in bed.' 

16.12.5. Coreference and first and second person 

The root and subordinate subjects can be coreferential if they are both 
first person or both second person. Both 'long' and 'short' forms of the 
first and second person pronouns can be used in the lower clause. 

(236) ma f ö ama ma cfi eßl ad3inl 
IS say [ that Is cook fish yesterday ] 
Ί said that I cooked fish yesterday.' 

(237) m a / o ama a di eßl äd^inl 
IS say [ that Is cook fish yesterday ] 
Ί said that I cooked fish yesterday.' 
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16.12.6. Coreference with the subordinate object in a subordinate 
clause with -re 

In the following examples the modified noun can is optionally 
coreferential with the object am. This is similar to the relation between 
subject and object äni in the same clause. 

(238) ago paa ill ke-re am m η ?1 
man(S) [2S-POSS knife (N)-give-SB 3s BEN] DEF FOC 
'the man [1] who gave your knife for her [2] / himself [1]' 

(239) ago pa-a Μ ke-ßä a?l m ή ?Ί 
men(PL) [2S-POSS knife (N)-give-SB(PL) 3PL BEN] DEF FOC 
'the men [1] who gave your knife to them [2] / themselves [1]' 

With lakä coreference between root subject and embedded object is no 
longer possible. 

(240) ago pa-a Hi ke-ri lakä η ?1 
man [ 2S-POSS knife (N)-give-SB PRBEN ] DEF FOC 
(a) 'the man [1] who gave your knife to her [2]' 
(b)* 'the man [1] who gave your knife to himself [1]' 
(c) 'the man [1] who you gave a knife {to / for} him [1]' 

(241) ago Iii ke-re lakä π ?1 
man [ knife (N)-give-SB PRBEN ] DEF FOC 
(a) 'the man [1] who gave a knife to her [2]' 
(b)* 'the man [1] who gave a knife to himself [1]' 
(c)* 'the man [1] who you gave a knife {to / for} him [1]' 

Coreference is not possible between the subject of a root clause and 
the object of a clause interpreted as a temporal modifier. 

(242) ma-a am ndre-re η o-sü satt Ikä 
[ 1S-POSS 3S (N)-see-SB DEF ] 3-wear shirt red 
'When I saw him [1] he [2] was wearing a red shirt.' 

Note however that coreference is possible if the lower object is implicit. 

(243) ma-a ndre-re η ö-sü sati Ikä 
[ 1S-POSS (N)-see-SB DEF ] 3-wear shirt red 
'When I saw him [1] he [1, 2] was wearing a red shirt.' 
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Chapter 17 
Modals and negation 

This chapter discusses a group of words which have similar syntax, and 
express modality and affirmation/negation: 

ra expressing affirmation, completion (and perhaps 
also necessity) 

wa possibility 
kpe non possibility 
kü non-past negation 
küru past negation 

These words are found 'bare' and also in combination with the definite 
article n. The structure with π is discussed in detail in the Focus chapter 
(19.11). 

17.1. ra : affirmation, certainty 

The word ra comes at the end of the sentence. The sentence can be 
interpreted as past or future (depending on the verb, uninfected or 
inflected respectively). The sentence cannot have a present interpretation, 
even if the verb is inflected (nonpast). This has the consequence that if ra 
is combined with an inflected (nonpast) verb, the sentence can only have a 
future interpretation. 

ra has three meanings: 

(a) ra affirms an eventuality, perhaps with some sense of personal 
endorsement that it has happened or will happen, thus with some kind 
of evidential force. 

(b) ra functions as a modal of necessity: it can be used to indicate that 
something must take place. 

(c) ra is a 'generic completive' indicating the completion of an 
eventuality. 

Meanings (a) and (b) are clearly related, and are the 'modal' meanings of 
ra. These meanings differentiate it as an affirmative form from negative 
ku or küru, and as a necessity form from possibility wa. Meaning (c) is 
more like an aspectual meaning, forcing a perfective interpretation on a 
clause. This might explain why ra is not found in a sentence with a 
present tense intepretation because the present is always imperfective in 
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452 Modals and negation 

Ma'di. In its completive meaning it can act as a generic substitute for 
other completive particles which are specifically selected by verbs 
(18.2.2.1). We gloss ra as AFF for 'affirmative' and we translate it into 
English as 'certainly' or 'definitely' or 'really' or sometimes by 
stressing part of the sentence. 

Crazzarola (1960: 97) describes the Logbara cognate ra as expressing 
definiteness or determination, the idea that an action has actually taken 
place, or that a state really exists or will have to take place.' Djuruni 
(1983: 87) translates Logbara ra into French as 'effectivement'. 

17.1.1. ra as an 'affirmative' 

The affirmative effect of ra can be seen in the following sentence where it 
is put in contrast to kdru (past negation). 

(1) esu i-d3e ra ole i-d3e küru 
find 2s-buy AFF or 2s-buy NEG(P) 
'whether you have paid or you have not paid for it' 

Given the affirmative force of ra, it is worth noting that ra can come at 
the end of a sentence which begins with conditional d$o. 

(2) d$D 6pi e-mu ra ko-vü atfi 
if Opi (3)-VE-go AFF 3DIR-blow fire 
'If Opi definitely comes let him light a fire.' 

(3) d3D opt k-e-mu ra kD-νύ atfi 
if Opi 3DIR-VE-go AFF 3DIR-blow fire 
(a) 'Should Opi definitely come, let him light a fire.' 
(b) 'Should Opi come, he should light a fire.' 

(4) c f p 6pi ko-sl d^D ra pi / ö ma ni 
if Opi 3DlR-build house AFF 2SDIR say Is BEN 
(a)* 'If Opi definitely built a house (you should) tell me.' 
(b) 'Should Opi definitely build a house (you should) tell me.' 

Like all sentences, a sentence ending in ra can take a final high tone, 
turning it into a yes-no question (20.3.1). 

(5) yu si waräga ra 
2s write letter AFF Q 
'Have you definitely written a letter?' 
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ra : affirmation, certainty 453 

17.1.2. ra as a 'certainty modal' 

ra expresses the meaning that something definitely happened, or 
definitely will happen. In this sense it has epistemic modal force, 

ra is found in the past. 

(6) ma mü eßu ga 
IS go work LOC 
Ί had gone to work.' (that's why you didn't get me) 

(7) ma mu eßu ga ra 
IS go work LOC AFF 
Ί did go to work.' (I was certainly there) 

ra is also found in the future. 

(8) ma mü eßu ga oßu 
IS N-go work LOC tomorrow 
Ί will go to work tomorrow.' 

(9) ma mü eßu ga ra 
IS N-go work LOC AFF 
Ί will go to work.' (I will certainly be there) 

In directive sentences ra expresses a strengthening of the obligation 
carried by the directive. 

(10) ko-mü 
3DIR-gO 
'She should go.' 

(11) ko-mü ra 
3DIR-gO AFF 
'She should definitely go.' (ensure that she goes) 

(12) jit ßa opi ko-mu sukuru ga 
2SDIR allow Opi 3DlR-go school LOC 
'(You should) let Opi go to school.' 

(13) yii ßa 6ρί ko-mü sukuru ga ra 
2SDIR allow Opi 3DlR-go school LOC AFF 
'(You should) ensure that Opi goes to school.' 
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454 Modals and negation 

17.1.3. ra expresses α meaning of'this eventuality is completed' 

The following sentences bring out the meaning of 'completeness' with 
ra. 

(14) opi e-d$e ηπια-Γε π ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-rot-SB ] DEF FOC 
Opi bought the one which is rotting / getting rotten.' 

(15) opi e-d3e ηmä-re ra π ?ι 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-rot-SB AFF ] DEF FOC 
'Opi bought a rotten one.' 

(16) opi e-d3e cß-ΐε π ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-cook-SB ] DEF FOC 
Opi bought the one which is for cooking / to be cooked.' 

(17) opi e-c/je cfi-Ιε ra π ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-buy [ N-cook-SB AFF ] DEF FOC 
Opi bought an already cooked one.' 

(18) iledl ßära tl-ΐε ra n dn ?1. 
that child [ N-born-SB AFF ] DEF POSS FOC 
'That's for a child already born.' 

- . / 

(19) άε u-ndsi Soqgv o-ko ra api vu 6aru 
if (3)-lTER-take off clothes 3-finish AFF 3PL go(PL) home 
'After stripping off your clothes, you go home.' 

While ra expresses a general meaning of 'completeness' it does not 
express telicity. Thus ra cannot be used to distinguish between an action 
which has reached its endpoint and one which has not. For example, one 
can 'climb a mountain' where one either does or does not reach the top; 
using ra does not make a difference; it is compatible with either 
interpretation, and just expresses certainty here. 

(20) ma tu fie dn ga ra 
IS climb mountain on LOC AFF 
Ί certainly climbed a mountain.' (either to the top or just 
partway) 
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17.1.3.1. ra compared with 'extremity adverbials' 

There is a set of final particles which express the fact that something has 
happened to a certain degree or extent. We call these 'extremity 
adverbials'. They express meanings such as completeness of closure, 
extent of dispersal, length of time, depth, etc., in all cases expressing a far 
extremity. They have something in common with ra, which also expresses 
the completeness of an action. 

When compared with these, we can see that ra fundamentally 
functions to affirm that the action has taken place or will take place and 
does not compete with these adverbials in expressing the 'extremity' of 
the action. 

(21) ma so-ä ηώ 
IS (N)-spear-OBJ COM 
Ί will spear it firmly.' (ie. with the spear protruding from it) 

(22) ma so-ä ra 
IS (N)-spear-OBJ AFF 
Ί will definitely spear it.' 

(23) ma so-ä ndi ra 
IS (N)-spear-OBJ COM AFF 
Ί will definitely spear it firmly.' 
r / — _ _ S 

(24) opt o-mvu ru de 
Opi 3-drink REFL COM 
Opi is completely drunk.' 

(25) opi 5-mvu ru kujukufu 
Opi 3-drink REFL COM 
Opi is completely drunk.' 

(26) opi o-mvu rü ra 
Opi 3-drink REFL AFF 
Opi certainly did drink.' 

The extremity adverbial indicates that the result of the eventuality still 
holds. Unlike ra it does not strongly affirm that the eventuality certainly 
took place. 

(27) bilo eg we ra 
sheep lost AFF 
Ά sheep definitely got lost.' (strongly affirmed) 
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(28) bilo egwe di 
sheep lost COM 
Ά sheep is lost.' (less strongly affirmed) 

17.1.4. ra and tense 

ra is generally not compatible with a present-tense interpretation. In fact, it 
is one of the means used to differentiate a present from a future reading, 
as in the following subordinate clause. 

V • / / / \ ^ / ^ _ / / 

(29) dso opi ka d$o si ra pi fo ma ni 
[if Opi 3 house N-build ÄFF] 2SDIR say IS BEN 
'If Opi will build a house, you should tell me.' 

(30) d30 opi ka dso si pi / ö ma ni 
[if Opi 3 house N-build ] 2SDIR say IS BEN 
'If Opi is building a house, you should tell me.' 

A present tense sentence can express the incipience of an event (hence a 
kind of implied future), but in contrast the sentence with ra expresses the 
futurity of an event in terms of its being certain to happen. 

(31) pi mü 
2S N-go Q 
'Are you going?' (Are you willing to go?) 

(32) ju mü ra 
2 s N-go AFF Q 
'Will you definitely go ?' (Is it certain?) 

When we compare an extremity adverb with ra, we see that the extremity 
adverb is compatible with a present tense interpretation (perhaps with an 
'incipience' interpretation), and thus differs from ra. 

(33) ma galamu dt vl 
IS pen this (N)-throw 
Ί am throwing this pen.' 

(34) ma galamu cfi vl pi 
IS pen this (N)-throw COM 
Ί am throwing away this pen.' (immediate future) 

(35) ma galamu di vl ra 
IS pen this (N)-throw AFF 
Ί will certainly throw away this pen.' (more distant future) 
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Similarly, the extremity adverbial can be used in running commentary, 
which is a kind of narrative present, while ra cannot. 

(36) lia ?a an ko-ti ebi k'6-mbi-ä pi 
Lia POSS blood 3-(N)-drip Lion 3-N-lick-OBJ COM 
(a) '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion licks it up.' 
(b) 'Lia's blood is dripping, Lion is licking it up.' 

(37) lia ?a an ko-ti, ebi k o-mbi-a ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-(N)-drip Lion 3-N-lick-OBJ AFF 
(a)* '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion will lick it up.' 
(b)* 'Lia's blood is dripping, Lion is licking it up.' 
(Both the above are acceptable when interpreted as two different 
sentences. Lia's blood is dripping. Lion will lick it.) 

Note that ra can be used with the small set of stative verbs which when 
uninflected have past or present tense interpretations. Thus (b) is 
apparently a 'present' with ra. This suggests that the 'present' 
interpretation here arises pragmatically rather than as part of the syntax of 
tense; hence in the (b) reading ra is still combined with a past 
(uninflected) verb even though there is an implicature of present. 

(38) ma 1ε ha ra 
IS want beer AFF 
(a) Ί (had) certainly wanted beer.' 
(b) Ί certainly want beer.' 
(c)* Ί certainly will want beer.' 

(39) ma 1ε ba 
Is want beer 
(a) Ί (had) wanted beer.' 
(b) Ί want beer.' 
(c)* Ί will want beer.' 

17.1.4.1. ra π is incompatible with present tense 

Like ra, the combination ra η is found in past and future sentences, but is 
not found in present tense sentences. 

(40) ra η ma mü eßu ga mä ?i 
AFF DEF Is N-gO work LOC lS FOC 
'The one who will definitely go to work will be me.' 
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(41) ρ -εΐό add ra π au 
2S-touch what ÄFF DEF FOC 
'What is it that you have definitely touched?' 

(42) ra η opii ko-pä-ä m 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'The one who is going to eat it is Opi.' 
(b)* 'Opi is the one who is eating it.' 

However, note reading (44c) below, where the 'incipient' reading is 
apparently compatible with ra π (a reading not compatible with ra on its 
own). 

(43) opi k o-pa-a ra 
Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 

(a) 'Opi will eat it.' 
(b)* Opi is eating it.' 
(c)* 'Opi is about to eat it.' 

(44) ra η opi k o-pä-ä πι 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'The one who will definitely eat it is Opi.' 
(b)* 'The one who is definitely eating it is Opi.' 
(c) 'The one who is definitely about to eat it is Opi.' 

17.1.5. ra in α subordinate clause 

ra can come at the end of a relative clause. 

(45) a?l-a fo-le ra η 
[ 3PL-POSS (N)-say-SB AFF] DEF 

gart π ?a ηο-kä ?Ί 
bicycle DEF POSS (N)-break-SB SPEC FOC 

'What they did mention for certain was the bicycle (in question) 
breaking.' 

(46) a?l-a fo-le n 
[3PL-POSS (N)-say-SB ] DEF 

gan n ?a ηο-kä ?1 
bicycle DEF POSS ( N)-break-SB SPEC FOC 

(a) 'What they mentioned was the bicycle (in question) 
breaking.' 

(b) 'What they mention is the bicycle (in question) breaking.' 
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ra can also come at the end of a complement clause. 

(47) ma 1ε mü-le ra 
IS want [ (N)-go-SB AFF ] 
Ί want definitely to go.' (The going is certain but is likely not 
to be immediately.) 

(48) ma 1ε mü-le 
IS want [ (N)-go-SB ] 
Ί want to go.' (The going is likely to be immediate.) 

17.1.6. Initial ra 

ra can appear on its own in initial position, followed by a pause. This 
option is only barely acceptable, but may perhaps be understood as 
involving an ellipted article n. It functions to assert that something has 
taken place, followed by a description of what has taken place. 

(49) ?* ra , opi e-mu m 
AFF Opi (3)-VE-gO FOC 
'It has taken place, Opi has come.' 

In contrast, kü in sentence intitial position is interpreted as 'no'. Unlike 
ra, the words wa, kpe and küru can all be sentence-initial with the LOW-
?1 focus construction. 

17.1.7. ra ra 

ra can be reduplicated like other words and phrases, to form an adverbial. 
It has slightly different tense properties when reduplicated (18.2.5.2). 

17.2. wa: possibility 

wa appears in sentence-final position and is compatible with all tenses. 
wa appears to offer four possible interpretations, depending on other 
aspects of the structure. The four interpretations are: 

(a) possibility 
(b) permission, with some indication also of obligation 

(inflected/nonpast only) 
(c) ability (the ability of the subject) 
(d) something is done to perfection, with the effect that it causes awe 

or admiration (uninflected/past only) 
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The following sentence illustrates the first three types of interpretation. 

(50) ma gan tü wa 
IS bicycle (N)-tread PS 
(a) 'It is possible for me to ride a bicycle.' 
(b) Ί am allowed to ride a bicycle.' 
(c) Ί can ride a bicycle.' 
(d)* Ί rode a bicycle to perfection.' 

The 'to perfection' interpretation is illustrated below. 

(51) lipa ö-pä rü wa 
food 3-eat REFL PS 
'The food has really been eaten.' (either by us or by others, as 
a result we/they are completely full or a significant amount has 
been eaten) 

With the 'to perfection' interpretation, compare wa with 'completion' ra. 

(52) lipa o-pä rü ra 
food 3-eat REFL AFF 
'The food has really been eaten.' (either by us or by others; as 
a result we (they) are completely full or a significant amount of 
the food has been eaten) 

17.2.1. wa and tense 

17.2.1.1. Interpretation of wa with an uninflected (past) verb 

If the verb is uninflected, the 'to perfection' reading is generally available. 
The 'permission' reading tends not to be available. The 'possibility' and 
'ability' interpretations are available in some sentences and not in others, 
apparently depending on the object. 

The following sentence has wa and an uninflected verb with an implied 
object. 

(53) o-sl wa 
3-build PS 
(a)* 'It was possible for him to build it.' 
(b)* 'He is allowed to build it.' 
(c)? 'He was able to build (it).' 
(d) 'He really built it.' (implying the artistry was admirable, or 

that he spent a long time on it, or built multiple things) 
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The following sentence has wa and an uninflected verb whose object is 
headed by a noun. 

( 5 4 ) idre 5-pä ha η wa 
rat 3-eat meat DEF PS 
(a)* 'It was possible for rats to eat the meat (in question) 
(b)* 'Rats were allowed to eat the meat in question.' 
(c)* 'Rats were able to eat the meat (in question).' 
(d) 'Rats really ate the meat (in question).' (till they were 

completely full or a significant amount was eaten) 

The following is the same sentence, but here the object is headless and the 
noun is a modifier within the headless phrase. 

% ' % 
( 5 5 ) idre o-pa iza η wa 

rat 3-eat meat DEF PS 
(a) 'It was possible for rats to eat the meaty one.' 
(b)* 'Rats were allowed to eat the meaty one.' 
(c) 'Rats were able to eat the meaty one.' 
(d) 'Rats really ate the meaty one.' 

The following sentence has wa and an uninflected verb with a definite 
object, but with endru 'today' coming between the object and wa. 

( 5 6 ) idre 5-pä iza π endru wa 
rat 3-eat meat DEF today NPS 
(a) 'It was possible for rats to eat the meat (in question) 

today.' 
(b)* 'Rats were allowed to eat the meat (in question) today.' 
(c) 'Rats were able to eat the meat (in question) today.' 
(d) 'Rats really ate the meat (in question) today.' (ie. till they 

were completely full or ate a significant proportion of it) 

The following sentence has wa and an uninflected verb with a definite but 
predictable object. 

o-sl d$o π wa 
3-build house DEF PS 
(a) 'It was possible for him to build the house (in question).' 
(b)* 'He was allowed to build the house (in question).' 
(c) 'She was able to build the house (in question).' 
(d) 'She built the house to perfection.' 

The next sentence is the same, except that the determiner is di. 
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(57) o-sl (J36 eft wa 
3-build house this PS 
(a) 'It was possible for him to build this house.' 
(b)* 'He was allowed to build this house.' 
(c)* 'She was able to build this house.' 
(d) 'She built this house to perfection.' (or several houses) 

The following sentence has wa and an uninflected verb with an 
indefinite and predictable object. 

(58) ö-sl (I3S wa 
3-build house PS 
(a) 'It was possible for him to build a house.' 
(b)* 'He was allowed to build a house.' 
(c) 'She was able to build a house.' (contrary to expectations) 
(d) 'She built the house to perfection.' 

Finally we see the following contrast involving intransitive and 
transitive verbs in a subordinate clause; we assume that wa is in the root 
clause. 

(59) fl-eße-ä ko-mü wa 
2s-(N)-allow-OBJ [3-N-go ] PS 
'You can (or may) let her go.' 

(60)* p-eßi-ä ka dsS si wa 
2S-(N)-allow-OBJ [3 house N-build] PS 
'You can (or may) let her build a house.' 

17.2.1.2. Interpretation of wa with an inflected (nonpast) verb 

If the verb is inflected (ie. nonpast), the 'possibility', 'permission' and 
'ability' interpretations tend to be possible, but the 'perfection' 
interpretation is not, presumably because this requires the event to have 
been completed in the past. 

(61) ka dso ri si wa 
3 house DEF (N)-build PS 
(a) 'It will be possible for him to build the house (in question)' 
(b) 'He will be allowed to build the house (in question).' 
(c) 'He can build the house (in question).' 
(d)* 'He can really build a house (in question).' 
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A past interpretation is available with an inflected verb by the use of esu', 
now the 'to perfection' reading is also possible. 

(62) esu ju mü wa 
find 2s N-go PS 
(a) 'It should have been possible for you to go.' 
(b) 'You should have been allowed to go.' 
(c) 'You should have been able to go.' 
(d) 'You can really go.' 

17.2.2. wa at the end of a subordinate clause 

wa can be the final element in a subordinate clause, ambiguous between 
past and present in this example. 

(63) pa-a εΐό-ΐε wa ή adt ?1 
[ 2S-POSS (N)-tOUCh-SB PS ] DEF who FOC 
(a) 'Who is the one that you can touch?' 
(b) 'Who is the one that you were able to touch?' 

17.2.3. Initial wa 

The particle wa, like kpe and küru, can appear in sentence-initial position 
followed by a pause and with the sentence which follows ending in 
LOW-??. 

(64) wa , pi mu ?1 
PS 2S N-go SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is possible for you to go.' 
(b) 'You can go.' 

17.2.4. Tucker on wa 

Tucker says that wa is attached to the verb in Lokai and separated in 
Panderiki (ie. the 'Burulo dialect). We have found no evidence for 
attachment to the verb in any dialect. It may be that Tucker is 
reinterpreting the fact that Lokai differs from 'Burulo in that it can have 
object-verb order, where the verb is capable of being followed 
immediately by wa. 
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17.3. kpe: non-possibility 

kpe appears at the end of the sentence and is found with all tenses, kpe is 
the negative counterpart of wa and expresses non-possibility. The relation 
between kpe and wa is illustrated below. 

(65) ji-e-ke-ä ma ni wa ole kpe 
2S-(N)-VE-give-OBJ IS BEN PS or NPS 
(a) 'Can you give me some or not?' 
(b) 'Are you able to give me some or not?' 

Like wa, a sentence with kpe has a number of possible interpretations: 
(a) non-possibility 
(b) non-permission 
(c) non-ability 
(d) something is done in vain (an interpretation allowed for some 

verbs but not others) 
The four interpretations are shown below. Interpretation (d) is clearer 
when the subject is not first person. 

(66) ma pi te kpe 
IS 2S (N)-wait NPS 
(a) 'It is not possible for me to wait for you.' 
(b) Ί can't wait for you.' (because I am not permitted to) 
(c) Ί am not able to wait for you.' 
(d) Ί will wait for you in vain.' (I will spend time waiting, but 

it will be in vain.) 

Some verbs do not allow the 'in vain' interpretation. 

(67) ka ßara eft ndji kpe 
3 child this (N)-cany NPS 
(a) 'It is not possible that she carries the child.' 
(b) 'She can't carry this child.' (permission reading) 
(c) 'She is not able to carry this child.' 
(d)* 'She will carry this child in vain.' 

The 'in vain' meaning can alternatively be communicated by the use of 
isä; here there is no meaning of ability. 

(68) ma mü isä 
IS N-go only 
(a)* Ί can't go.' (ability) 
(b) Ί will go / am going in vain.' 
(c) Ί will go / am going for no apparent reason.' 
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17.3.1. kpe and tense 

All four interpretations are available when the verb is inflected. When the 
verb is uninflected, only the 'in vain' interpretation is available. 

(69) ma te jü kpe 
IS wait 2S NPS 
(a)* 'It was not possible for me to wait for you.' 
(b)* Ί was unable to wait for you.' 
(c) Ί waited for you in vain.' 

It is possible to express the meaning 'was unable to' in the following 
way. 

(70 ) ma ma ju te-le kpe ad^im " ?1 
IS try 2s (N)-wait-SB NPS yesterday SPEC FOC 
(a) Ί was not able to wait for you yesterday.' 
(b) Ί tried in vain to wait for you yesterday.' 

Unexpectedly, kpe cannot terminate the uninflected verb. In this it differs 
from the other modals/negation/affirmation particles. 

y / _ s / 

(71)* opi o-dra kpe 
Opi 3-die NPS 
Opi could not die.' 

(72 ) opi ko-dra kpe 
Opi 3-(N)-die NPS 
Opi can't die.' 

17.3.2. kpe at the end of a subordinate clause 

kpe can come at the end of a subordinate clause, such as the following 
headless relative clauses. 

(73 ) pi pä-ä kpe π adüqgani 
[2S N-eat-OBJ NPS ] DEF when 
'When is it that you won't be able to eat it?' 

(74 ) idre ?a ma-le ßä-le kpe π tza η ?1 
[rat POSS (N)-try-SB N-eat-SB NPS] DEF meat DEF FOC 
'What rats were not able to eat was the meat (in question).' 
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17.3.3. Initial kpe 

The particle kpe (like wa and kuru) can appear in sentence-initial position 
followed by a pause and with the sentence which follows ending in 
LOW-?I. 

(75) kpe , ma te jn ad^im " ?1 
NPS Is wait 2S yesterday SPEC FOC 
'In vain, I waited for you yesterday.' 

17.4. Negation: kü (nonpast) and küru (past) 

'Descriptive negation' with kü or küru is the basic kind of negation, 
where the sentence states that something did not happen, is not happening, 
or will not happen. Descriptive negation is achieved by placing kü or küru 
at the end of the sentence. The negation particles also have focus-related 
behaviour, discussed in the focus chapter: kü can be used to contrastively 
negate a constituent of the sentence (19.10.2); both kü and küru combine 
with π to form freely placed adverbials (19.11). Phonologically kü fits a 
general pattern in Nilo-Saharan where a negative word often has the 
phonological structure [k]+vowel (Bender 2000: 65). 

17.4.1. Negation and tense 

In descriptive negation, the verb is always uninflected, never inflected. The 
uninflected vs. inflected distinction normally expresses tense on the verb; 
in descriptive negation, the tense is expressed instead by the negation 
particle. Djuruni (1983: 91) proposes a functional explanation of why 
descriptive negation in Logbara takes the 'past tense' syntax, which is 
that the past is like negation in that they both involve 'non-presence'. 
Some descriptions of Central Sudanic languages propose, in our view 
incorrectly, that the distinction between kü and küru or cognates is one of 
aspect rather than tense, parallel to a claim made in these descriptions that 
object-verb order distinguishes aspect rather than tense (8.4.2.4). 

17.4.1.1. kü : nonpast 

kü combines with an uninflected verb, and expresses nonpast (present or 
future) tense. The combination of the uninflected verb with kü appears to 
be equivalent to the inflected verb in that it expresses nonpast, either 
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Negation: kü (nonpast) and kuru (past) 467 

habitual, progressive or future. 

(76) m -äwl djotl kü 
lS-open door NEG(N) 
(a) Ί won't open the door.' 
(b) Ί don't open doors.' 
(c) Ί am not opening the door.' 

(77) ma mu ku 
IS go NEG(N) 
(a) Ί will not go.' 
(b) Ί am not going.' 

kü can co-occur with the directive verb: 

(78) ko-cii lißa kü 
3DIR-cook food NEG(N) 
(a) 'She should not cook.' 
(b) 'You should not cook.' 
(c) 'It is not food that she / you should cook.' 

ku cannot co-occur with an inflected verb, the kind of verb which 
normally expresses nonpast. 

(79)* 5-di lißa kü 
3-cook food NEG(N) 
'She did not cook food.' 

Unlike the bare final kü discussed here, the 'adverbial' combination 
kü π combines with an inflected verb and not with an uninflected verb 
(19.11.1.1). Thus there is no general prohibition on the co-occurrence of 
kü with an inflected verb in the same sentence. 

(80) kü π ma eßl β a 
NEG(N) DEF Is fish N-eat 
'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 

(81)* kü π ma pä e6l 
NEG(N) DEF IS eat fish 
(a) 'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 
(b) 'The one that I didn't eat is fish.' 
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Similarly, in contrastive negation, the negation particle ku can co-occur 
with an inflected verb (19.10.2). 

(82) ma mi1 eßu ga kü 
IS N-go work LOC NEG(N) 
'It is not to work that I am going...' 

Specifically future negation is achieved by negating the periphrastic 
future verbs 5lu or mü / vu with ku. 

(83) idre 5-vu o-pa )za ku 
rat 3-go(PL) 3-eat meat NEG(N) 
'Rats will not eat meat (in future / as a result).' 

(84) ma Slu lapwopi ku 
IS stay teacher NEG(N) 
(a) Ί will not be a teacher.' 
(b) Ί am not still a teacher.' (ie. I ceased being a teacher.) 

(85) ma 5lu lapwopi drü kü 
IS stay teacher as NEG(N) 
(a) Ί will not be (as) a teacher.' 
(b) Ί will not be (stay) as a teacher.' 

The negation particle kü gives a nonpast interpretation, but is chosen 
with a past interpretation as the final part of the following three-sentence 
discourse; küru cannot be used instead. Without this context, the third 
sentence would be interpreted as 'But I don't want it'. 

(86) adzim m-e-qga opt pi dn 
yesterday lS-VE-come Opi PRPL BEN 
'Yesterday I came from those of Opi.' 

(87) ε-ke ki ma ni ha 
(3)-VE-give PL Is BEN beer 
'Tliey gave me beer.' 

< < 
(88) lakini ma 1ε ku 

but IS want NEG(N) 
'But I didn't want it.' 
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17.4.1.2. kuru: past 

The past negation particle küru must co-occur with an uninflected verb. 
The uninflected verb normally expresses past tense. 

(89) m-äwl d^otl küru 
lS-open door NEG(P) 
Ί did not open the door.' 

(90) ma mü küru 
IS go NEG(P) 
Ί did not go.' 

(91) ma olu lapwopi dru küru 
IS stay teacher as NEG(P) 
Ί have not been as a teacher.' 

küru cannnot co-occur with the directive verb, presumably because 
directive is inherently nonpast. 

(92)* ko-cfi lipa küru 
3DIR-cook food NEG(P) 
'She should not cook (it).' 

The past negation particle küru cannot co-occur with an inflected verb, the 
kind of verb which usually expresses nonpast tense. 

(93)* ma ά$όΓι äwi küru 
IS door N-open NEG(N) 
Ί did not open the door.' 

The combination küru π combines only with an uninflected verb which 
has past interpretation (19.11.11.1). 

(94) küru π ma pa eßl 
NEG(P) DEF IS eat fish 
'The one that I didn't eat was fish.' 

(95)* küru η ma eßl pä 
NEG(P) DEF IS fish N-eat 
'The one that I didn't is eat fish.' 
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17.4.2. Negation, definiteness and habituality 

There are some restrictions on the descriptive negation of habituals. 
Where the sentence expresses a habitual state of affairs with both 

arguments indefinite, negation is possible with kü. 

(96) idre S-jm stza kü 
rat 3-eat meat NEG(N) 
'Rats don't eat meat 

(97) idre 5-pä iza kü m 
rat 3-eat meat NEG(N) FOC 
'It is rats that don't eat meat.' 

With küru where both arguments are indefinite, the past habitual 
interpretation (98a) is not possible, though there is an interpretation (98b), 
perhaps a form of constituent negation with küru negating 'meat'. 

(98) idre 5-pä iza küru 
rat 3-eat meat NEG(P) 
(a)* 'Rats didn't use to eat meat.' 
(b) 'No rat ate it.' (The meat was not eaten by any rat.) 

The object can be implicit. 

(99) Idre o-pä küru 
rat 3-eat NEG(P) 
'Rats didn't eat it.' 

Where one argument is definite, a habitual interpretation is possible 
under negation only if the verb itself is made lexically habitual by the 
addition of iterative u-. 

(100) otfe η ö-tß mdn ni kü 
dog DEF 3-bite goat FOC NEG(N) 
(a)* 'It isn't the dog (in question) that bites goats.' 
(a) 'It isn't the dog (in question) that bit the goat.' 
(b) 'It is not the dog one that bit a goat.' 
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(101) ot/ε η u-tfi hdn m ku 
dog DEF (3)-ITER-bite goat FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'It isn't the dog (in question) that habitually bites goats.' 
(a) 'It isn't the dog (in question) that bit the goat.' 
(b) 'It is not the dog one that bit the goat.' 

Where the subject is indefinite, a habitual interpretation (102a) is 
unavailable if the object is definite 'the meat in question', but possible if 
the object is interpretable as indefinite even though it has π as in (102b). 
A non-habitual interpretation is possible; (102c) shows future and (103) 
shows past. 

(102) idre 5-pa iza π kü 
rat 3-eat meat DEF NEG(N) 
(a)* 'Rats don't eat the meat (in question).' 
(b) 'Rats don't eat the meaty one.' 
(c) 'Rats won't eat the meat (in question).' 

(103) idre 5-pä iza ή küru 
rat 3-eat meat DEF NEG(P) 
(a) 'Rats didn't eat the meat (in question).' 
(b) 'Rats didn't eat the meaty one.' 

17.4.3. ku in α nonverbal clause 

küis the only particle which can be used in a nonverbal clause, negating a 
nonverbal predicate. 

(104) mi lapwqp'i kü 
IS teacher NEG(N) 
Ί am not a teacher.' 

(105) änl 15SD kü 
3S good NEG(N) 
'She isn't fine / good.' 

It is worth noting that the same negative particle kü is found with both 
verbal and non-verbal predicates in Ma'di. Djuruni (1983: 104) says that 
this is not the case in Logbara, where jo is found with nonverbal 
predicates and kö with verbal predicates. 

küru cannot negate a non-verbal predicate; this is as we would expect 
as non-verbal predicates are interpreted as nonpast. 
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(106)* mä lapwqpi kuru 
IS teacher NEG(P) 
Ί was not a teacher.' 

(107)* änl löso küru 
3S good NEG(P) 
'She isn't fine / good.' 

In the following sentence, we see a subordinate nonverbal clause 
negated with kö and embedded under the 'past verb' n. Note that kü is 
now in a clause with a past interpretation, küru cannot be used because it 
cannot be used with a nonverbal clause. 

(108) ma π οΐυ-τε 
IS be (N)-stay-SB 
Ί used to be not a teacher.' 

lapwopl 
teacher 

kü 
NEG(N) 

(109)* ma ή δΐυ-τέ lapwqpi 
IS be (N)-stay-SB teacher 
Ί used to be not a teacher.' 

küru 
NEG(P) 

Something similar is seen again here with the nonverbal clause negated by 
kü and esu used to put it into the past. 

(110) esu mä lapwopl kü 
find IS teacher NEG(N) 
Ί was not a teacher (at that time).' 

(Ill)* esu ma lapwopi kuru 
find IS teacher NEG(P) 
Ί was not a teacher (at that time).' 

17.4.4. kü and küru at the beginning of a clause 

The particle küru, like wa and kpe and certain other fixed adverbials, can 
appear in sentence-initial position followed by a pause and with the 
sentence which follows ending in LOW-??. 

(112) küru , ö-mü ?1 
NEG(P) 3-gO SPEC FOC 
'It did not take place, his going.' 
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kö can be used in sentence-initial position, and means 'no'. The 
sentence which follows must be negated with (another) kü. We note that 
in some dialects, ku is not used in this way; instead one of the other 'no' 
words is used such as a?£ or υ?ϋ. 

(113) ku , o-mu ku 
NEG(N) IND-DIR-gO NEG(N) 
'No, don't go.' 

(114) ku , fli-mu ku 
NEG(N) 2SDIR-gO NEG(N) 
'No, don't go.' 

(115) kü , ö-mü kü 
NEG(N) 3-gO NEG(N) 
'No, she won't go.' 

Note the similar use of ka to answer yes/no questions in the negative. 

(116) ka , ö-mü kü 
n o 3 - g o NEG(N) 
'No, she will not go / is not going.' 

(117) ka , o-mu küru 
n o 3 - g o NEG(P) 
'No, she did not go.' 

17.4.5. ku and kuru at the end of a subordinate clause 

kü and küru can both negate a suffixed subordinate verb. 

(118) ago 1ε-1ε kü η iqgo ?Ί 
man [ (N)-like-SB NEG(N) ] DEF which FOC 
'Which is the man that is not liked?' 

(119) indn e-d3i-re küru η adi ?1 
[ goat (N)-VE-take-SB NEG(P) ] DEF who FOC 
'Who is it that did not bring a goat ?' 

Note the following difference in focus between negation of a -kä clause 
and negation of a ΐέ-clause. 
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(120) ma 61 iza cß-ka kuru 
IS try meat N-cook-SB NEG(N) 
Ί haven't tried cooking fish.' 

(121) ma 6i ha cfi-ΐε kuru 
IS try meat N-cook-SB NEG(N) 
I haven't tried cooking meat.' (ie. tried other things like fish) 

17.4.6. Two constructions based on ku 

A directive clause ending in nä kü describes a line of action that should 
have been taken but was not taken. 

(122) ko-vl pi nä kü , 5-dji ßaru 
3DlR-throw COM AFR NEG(N) 3-take home 
'Instead of throwing it away, she took it home.' (should have 
thrown it away) 

(123) k-äzl okü η pa nä kü, 
3DIR-sell old DEF first AFR NEG(N) 

e-dje udi nä re re 
3-buy new AFR immediately 

'Instead of selling the old one first, he immediately bought a new 
one.' 

Both ädute and hä means 'alone' or 'only' and can be used to focus 
on an argument in the sentence. In final position and negated with kü it 
expresses 'not only'. 

(124) pa nä ö-ijo m ädute kü, dn na ägü tro 
leg POSS 3-break FOC alone NEG(N) hand POSS sprain COMT 
'It is not only her leg that broke, her hand sprained as well.' 

(125) ögu bonggu äü isä kü, 
steal clothes FOC only NEG(N) 

äzl ädrupi ?ä gän tro 
sell brother-SPEC POSS bicycle COMT 

'Not only did she steal clothes, she sold her brother's bicycle as 
well.' 
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Chapter 18 
Adverbials 

We use the term 'adverbial' to group words (and lexicalized phrases and 
clauses) by function. In this chapter we separate kinds of adverbials, into 
sections depending on their syntactic behaviour; we have not found clear 
correlations between syntactic and semantic characteristics of the different 
kinds of adverbial. Adverbials can be freely placed in the clause, fixed in 
final position or fixed in initial position. We separately consider temporal 
nouns, subordinate clauses functioning as adverbials, and adverbials 
which have a discourse function rather than a syntactic role. 

18.1 Freely placed adverbials 

Freely placed adverbials express a range of meanings including location 
in time and fixing the temporal reference point, modality and negation, 
hearsay, contrast, etc. The adverbials and their meanings are listed in 
Table 45. Freely placed adverbials can appear at the beginning of the 
sentence or at the end of the sentence or between almost any pair of 
sentence-level constituents. This is illustrated in the following examples, 
where @ indicates positions where the adverbials in question can appear. 

(1) @ p-ogu @ 6pi ?a gan @ jß Τι @ 
2S-steal Opi POSS bicycle 2S FOC 

@ = ό/ö 'it is said' 
'It is said that you were the one who stole Opi's bicycle.' 

(2) @ ö-cTi kl" @ opi nl @ m @ 
3-kill PL Opi PR FOC 

@ = amä 'allegedly' 
'Allegedly, they were the ones who killed Opi.' 

(3) @ 6pi nl @ ogu @ 
Opi PR thief 

@ = tfan 'by the way' or 'you know' 
'Opi is, by the way, a thief.' or Opi is, you know, a thief.' 

(4) @ opi @ e-mu @ ra @ 
Opi (3)-VE-go AFF 

@ = ru 'still' 
'Opi definitely came (in spite of everything).' 
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476 Adverbials 

The placement of freely placed adverbials at the end of the sentence is 
worth commenting on. As the above sentences show, the adverbial can 
either precede or follow a focus particle or focused constituent. The 
adverbials can usually follow negation only if they are focused by the 
LOW-?? strategy. Freely placed adverbials differ in whether they can 
terminate an uninflected verb (7.5). Thus he 'almost' cannot, while rniri 
'recently' can. 

(5)* opi 5-j.m be 
Opi 3-eat almost 
Opi almost ate it.' 

(6) opi ö-mü iiun 
Opi 3-go recently 
Opi went recently.' 

Freely placed adverbials cannot appear between a verb and the plural 
particle Ja. 

( 7 ) * ö-cfi ami id opi m m 
3-kill allegedly PL Opi PR FOC 
'Allegedly, they were the ones who killed Opi.' 

Freely placed adverbials cannot appear between possessor and possessed. 

(8 )* fl-Sgu opi ?a o/o gan pi ?1 
2S-steal [ Opi POSS it is said bicycle ] 2S FOC 
'(It is said) that you were the one who stole Opi's bicycle.' 

Freely placed adverbials cannot appear between a noun phrase and a 
postposition. 

(9)* o-sl ά$ό opi ami ni m 
3-build house [Opi allegedly BEN ] FOC 
'Allegedly, she was the one who built a house for Opi.' 

Table 45. Freely placed adverbials 

adverbial meaning comments 

amala because 

drö si instead possibly a PP 

an (?or kan) contrarily takes final cfo 
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dnadrü now 
< < \ mm 

oijguru 

ovgo 

mgbe 

vuäru 

tiaru 

gbu sää 
küru 

x ' r< < 

ΟΖΟ Qi-ti 

WO 

mgbe saa 

tebe cfi etc. 

drona etc. 
νύ + alu 'once' 
etc 

recently, nowadays, soon 

also, next (marks the event as 
taking place in addition to another 
unnamed event or action, either 
subsequent to it or just in 
addition to it) 

also, next (same as oqgürü ) 

immediately 

after it, after him, in its place 

after it, after him, in its place 
(same as vuäru) 

'never before' 

kuwa 

ra n, ku r) etc. 

äcfute or acfite 

tjari 
\ -ire 

by now 

from now on 

immediately then 

should have...at that time 

habitually...at that time 

once 

never, at all 

(nominalized modals, negation, 
etc.) 

only, alone, on my/his own 

by the way, you know 

almost, about to 

possibly clause: subject 
prefix o- verb ηgo and 
reflexive object ru 

alternative form of oqguru 

there is also a fixed adverbial 
mbge mgbe 'recently' and 
a free adverbial mgbe saa 

possibly NP: vu 'traces' + 
possessive ?a + noun ru 
'body' 

possibly NP: tl 'mouth' + 
possessive ?a + noun ru 
'body' 

negation with kuru is 
obligatory. There is also a 
fixed adverbial gbu. The 

s > 

noun saa means 'time' 

section 18.1.2.6 
/ \ 

saa means 'time' 

section 18.1.2.11 

section 18.1.2.8 

section 18.1.2.5 

section 18.1.2.3 

usually found only in clauses 
with focus and discussed in 
19.11 

section 18.1.2.4 
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id! no wonder adl na is an independent 
utterance meaning 'no 
wonder!' 

amä allegedly, it is said section 18.1.2.1 

In! allegedly, it is said section 18.1.2.1 

kü saa allegedly (with modal force) section 18.1.2.2 

kü na allegedly (with modal force) section 18.1.2.2 

duba ( sV ) at least 

druna instead 

ru in spite of everything 

18.1.1 Miscellaneous freely placed adverbials exemplified 

In this section we provide sentences illustrating all the adverbials not 
otherwise discussed in sections of their own. In all cases @ marks a 
position where the adverbial in question can be placed. 

(10) ama 1ε äm dt?ä kü @ änl @ ogu @ 
lPL(EXC) want 3S here NEG(N) [ 3S thief ] 
@ = amala 'because' 
'We do not want him here because he is a thief.' 

(11) @ ö-dje @ endre m @ 
3-buy mother BEN 

@= dw st 'instead' 
'He bought it for the mother instead.' 

(12) @ ö-fö @ änl @ k -e-mu @ oßu @ do @ 
3-say 3S 3-(N)-VE-go tomorrow 

@= an 'yet' 
'Yet he said that he will be coming tomorrow.' (why does he 
want you to go now to his house again?) 

(13) @ ka @ rö ßa @ loso @ 
3 REFL N-eat good 

@ = gbo 'regardless of everything' 
'It still tastes nice.' (regardless of what happened to it) 
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(14) opi @ atfi @ dt?a @ ku 
Opi go here NEG(N) 
@ = inin 'recently, nowadays, soon' (note not at beginning) 
'Opi does not come here nowadays.' 

(15) @ ma @ Dpi m @ zl @ άϋ @ 
IS Opi PR N-ask FOC 

@ = dnadrü ' now ' 
'Now I am asking / will ask Opi.' 

( 1 6 ) @ ma 1ε @ mü-le @ eßu ga @ 
IS want (N)-go-SB work LOC 

@ = öqgürü 'in addition' 
(a) 'Next I want to go to work.' (after going elsewhere) 
(b) 'Also I want to go to work.' (as well as going elsewhere) 

(17) @ opi ko-mü @ m @ 
Opi 3-N-go FOC 

@ = vuäru or tiäru 'after it, after him, in its place' 
(a) 'It is Opi who is going after him.' 
(b) 'It is Opi who is going in her place.' 

( 1 8 ) @ Spi ε-tfa @ ho @ 5-ggä @ 
Opi VE-reach Ito 3-leave 

@ = mgbe 'immediately' 
'As soon as Opi arrived Ito left.' 

(19) @ m'-i-qgw'i @ ra @ 
lS-VE-return AFF 

@ = OZD di-ti 'by now' 
Ί could definitely have come back by now.' 

(20) @ e-mu @ dt?ä @ 
(3)-VE-go here 

@ = mgbi saa 'immediately then' 
'He came immediately at that time here.' 

(21) @ όρί nl @ ogu @ 
Opi PR thief 

@ = tfan 'by the way' or 'you know' 
Opi is, by the way, a thief.' 
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(22) @ üggwe @ mä @ kuru @ na 
no wonder call IS NEG(N) that 
@ = adl 'no wonder' 
'No wonder he didn't call me.' (that explains it!) 

(23) @ e-mu @ di?ä @ küru 
(3)-VE-go here NEG(P) 

@ = gbu saa 'before' (if sentence-final must be focused with 
LOW-?* strategy.) 
'She has never been here before.' 

(24) ad^im pi mü na p'-esu opi ö-k-öcfu irjgorii 
yesterday 2s go that 2s-find Opi 3-catch-sleep how 
'When you went yesterday how was Opi?' (This question is 
answered by the following sentence.) 

(25) @ 516 @ na-nl @ 
stay that-like 

@ = ru 'still' 
'He is still as he was.' (inspite of everything done, e.g. medical 
attention, the rest) 

18.1.2 Comments on specific freely placed adverbials 

18.1.2.1 amä and Inl as markers of reported speech 

ami indicates that the sentence is reported speech. It can be used to 
express hearsay, or can be used where there is a specific speaker. 

(26) @ ö-cTi ki @ 5ρί m @ m @ 
3-kill PL Opi PR FOC 

@ = amä 'it is said' 
'Allegedly, they were the ones who killed Opi.' 

It can be combined with ö-fö '3-say' to give a freely placed combination 
ö-fö amä. 

(27) @ ma mü @ rä @ 
IS go AFF 

@ = ö-fö amä 'he/she said' 
(a) 'She said "I certainly went".' 
(b) 'She said that I certainly went.' 
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It can also be combined with the nonpast clausal construction ko-Jö-ä to 
give a freely placed combination ko-fö-ä amä. 

(28 ) @ ma mü @ küru @ 
IS g o NEG(P) 

@ = ko -fö-ä amä 'he/she said' 
(a) 'She is saying / will that I did not go.' 
(b) 'She has to say that I did not go.' 

1m also indicates that the sentence is reported speech, but unlike amä, 
ml is not used in an embedded clause which is a complement to a verb of 
speaking. If clause-initial, ml must be followed by a pause, which is not a 
requirement with amä. 

(29 ) @ , Spi @ D-dji @ m @ 
Opi 3-take FOC 

@ = Inl 'it is said' 
(a) '(It is said) that it was Opi who took it.' 
(b) 'The thing is, it was Opi who took it.' 

There is an emphatic form of Inl, as ml followed by a pause, which 
seems to carry an additional meaning of Ί say', 'the thing is'. 

(30 ) Inl , Dpi D-d^i m 
that O p i 3-take FOC 
"The thing is /1 say, it was Opi who took it.' 

18.1.2.2 kü sää, kü nä and ( aha ) kü nä as markers of reported speech 

These freely placed sentential modifiers indicate that the containing 
sentence is reported speech, but add an expression of uncertainty, kü säa 
indicates uncertainty about the proposition expressed. 

(31) ju du Ika π ?1 ku saa Inl π ?1 
2s take red DEF FOC NEG(N) even black DEF FOC 
'Take the red one or the white one.' (This is not just just a 
matter of 'or' but communicates the uncertainty of the speaker 
about the right action). 

kü na (or kü η in Ugandan Ma'di) expresses hostility towards the 
proposition expresed; aha kü na expresses stronger hostility. 
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(Next example: Context: a court situation where a lawyer is 
quoting a witness. (32) is a neutral quoting, while (33) and even 
more (34) makes the witness seem unreliable. 

(32) o-/ö amä opi ögu m d$o kü saa ho ?1 
3-say that Opi (3)-stealFOC if NEG(N) even Ito FOC 
'She said " it was Opi who stole it" and "if not it was Ito".' 

(33) ö-/ö ami opi ögu m, kü na ito ?1 
3-say that Opi (3)-steal FOC NEG(N) that Ito FOC 
(First) she said "It was Opi who stole it" and then she said "if 
not it was Ito who stole it".' 

(34) ö - / ö ami opi ögu m, aha kü na ito Τι 
3-say that Opi (3)-steal FOC oh no! NEG(N) that Ito FOC 
(an exaggerated form of (B)) 

The sentence containing the adverbial can be an embedded sentence, as 
above, or a root sentence as below, implying some preceding sentence. 

(35) @ ito @ ögu @ m @ 
Ito (3)-steal FOC 

@ = (aha) kü nä 
O r that it was Ito who stole it.' 

(36) kü saa opi ögu m 
NEG(N) even Opi (3)-steal FOC 
O r else it was Opi who stole it.' 

Pause intonation is required when the adverbial is at the beginning of the 
clause, whether root or subordinate. 

(37) ö - / ö amä, kü saa , opi ögu m 
3-say that NEG(N) even Opi (3)-steal FOC 
'He said that, or else, it was Opi who stole it.' 

(38) kü saa , ö-fö ama opi ögu m 
NEG(N) even 3-say that Opi (3)-steal FOC 
'Or else, he said, that it was Opi who stole it.' 

Note the difference in modality between the following clauses. (39) has 
focus on the subject and expresses probability; (40) has focus both on the 
subject and on kü saa and expresses possibility. 
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(39) 0-/0 ami opi ogu ku saa m 
3-say that Opi (3)-steal NEG(N) even FOC 
'He said that it was Opi who probably stole it.' 

(40) Ö-/Ö amä opi ögu m ku saa ?1 
3-say that Opi (3)-steal FOC NEG(N) even FOC 
'He said that it was Opi who stole it, possibly.' 

18.1.2.3 kuwa 'never' 

kuwa can be translated as 'never', or 'at all', kuwa can appear on its own, 
as an answer to a question and meaning 'never'. Or it can be freely 
placed in the clause including at the end of the clause, as in the following 
examples. 

.» — < 
(41) @ m -awi @ ti @ kuru @ 

lS-open mouth NEG(P) 
@ = kuwa 'never' 
Ί never opened my mouth.' 

(42) @ opi @ o-jia @ ha @ kü @ m 
Opi 3-eat meat NEG(N) FOC 

@ = kuwa 'never' 
'It is Opi who does not eat meat.' 

kuwa is a negative polarity item, which means that it co-occurs with a 
word (including a negative particle kü or küru) which expresses negation. 
As the examples above show, kuwa and the negative word do not seem to 
be in any particular relative order. 

(43) ju zä kü kuwa 
2S pass NEG(N) never 
'You will never pass.' 

(44) pi mü ku kuwa π iqgo 
[ 2S go NEG(N) never ] DEF where 
'Where is it that you will never go?' 

(45) kuwa pi zä kü π ju ?1 
[ never 2S pass NEG(N) ] DEF 2S FOC 
'The one who will never pass is you.' 
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(46) m-awi 6 kuru kuwa 
lS-open mouth NEG(P) never 
Ί never opened my mouth.' 

(47) yia-re kuwa kuru π ßl ?1 
[ (N)-eat-SB never NEG(P) ] DEF 2S FOC 
'The one who has not eaten any at all is you.' 

The adverbial kuwa can also co-occur with the negative modal kpe (48), 
and the verb ijö 'not exist' (49). 

(48) ju zä kpe kuwa 
2S N-pass NPS never 
'You will never be able to pass.' 

(49) ma dn rubija zz ijö kuwa 
Is POSS money other absent never 
Ί don't have any more money at all.' 

kuwa cannot be used if there is no negative word (except when it is a one-
word utterance meaning 'never!'). 

(50)* jή zä kuwa 
2S pass never 
'You never passed.' 

It is notable that kuwa does not co-occur with either of the 'nominalized' 
negation particles küru π or kü π, suggesting that these are unable to 
license a negative polarity item. 

18.1.2.4 äcfute or acflte 'alone' 

äcfute can modify either the object or the subject of the sentence when it 
is in sentence-final position. 

(51) ma ndre madi aid acfute 
IS see person one alone 
(a) Ί saw one person on his/her own.' 
(b) Ί on my own saw one person.' 

In addition to modifying the noun phrase argument of the verb, it is also 
possible for ädute to modify a possessed noun within that noun phrase. 
This is dependent on the noun phrase argument being in focus. 
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(52) @ pa na @ ο-ηο @ m @ 
leg POSS/AFR 3-break FOC 

@ = äcfute 'only' 
(a) 'It was only him whose leg broke.' 
(b) 'It was only his leg that broke.' 

(53) pa nä ö-ηό @ 
leg POSS 3-break 
@ = äcfute 'only' (only sentence-final) 
'It was only him whose leg broke.' 

äcfute can be found in a subordinate clause with -k£ or -1ε. In final 
position it can be interpreted as having scope over subject or object. It is 
fixed in position in the following sentences. 

(54) pä-kä äcfute okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] difficult 
'To eat it alone is difficult.' (with other people or eaten along 
with other things) 

\ _ y _ / _ ν / 

(55) pa-ΐε acfute okpo 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] difficult 
T o eat it alone is difficult.' (It should be eaten with other 
things.) 

(56) ßä-le acfute n l5so 
[ N-eat-SB alone ] DEF easy 
"The one that is eaten alone (without other things or other 

people) is good.' 

18.1.2.5 vu + alü 'once', vu + jajadru 'many times' 

When number of times is being counted, the noun vu 'times' is 
combined with a numeral or other modifier. 

(57) e-mu @ cfi?ä @ 
(3)-VE-go here 
@ = vu alu 'once' (at beginning only if focused with LOW-??) 
'She came here once.' 

(58) e-mu <fi?ä vu jajadru 
(3)-VE-go here time many 
'She came here many times.' 
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The phrase is focused by the standard LOW+?7 strategy. 

(59) vu alu, e-mu dt?ä * ?1 
time one (3)-VE-go here SPEC FOC 
Once, it is that she has been here.' 

The meaning of 'not even once' is expressed as follows. 

(60) e-mu di?ä vu aid saa küru 
(3)-VE-go here time one even NEG(P) 
'She has not been here even once.' 

18.1.2.6 wo 'from now on' 

w5 marks a turning point and charts a new direction. Thus it can be used 
to express permission now being given where it was previously denied, 
though a permission interpretation is not obligatory, wo co-occurs with 
inflected, uninflected and directive verbs. It is dispreferred at the 
beginning of the sentence. 

(61) ?@ jii @ eßl @ yiä @ wa @ 
2s fish N-eat PS 

@ = wo 'from now on' 
'You can from now eat fish.' (You were previously prohibited 
from it.) 

(62) ebi D-Ιε iza pä-kä kü 
Lion 3-want meat N-eat-SB NEG(N) 
'Lion does not want to eat meat.' 

(63) ebi wö ο-Ιε iza ßä-kä kü 
Lion from now 3-want meat N-eat-SB NEG(N) 
'At this point Lion refused to eat meat.' 

wo can also be used to reinforce another temporal expression, which it 
immediately follows. 

(64) endru η si WD ebi ö-mü dwän ga küru 
today DEF SR from now lion 3-go hunting LOC NEG(P) 
'On this particular day, Lion did not go hunting.' 

(65) endru rt si ebi ö-mü dwän ga küru 
today DEF SR lion 3-go hunting LOC NEG(P) 
'On this day, Lion did not go hunting.' 
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18.1.2.7 ire 'almost' 'about to' 

be 'almost' can modify the verb; note that it can mean 'about to' with an 
inflected verb. (There is another word ire 'nearby' which is a final 
adverbial.) 

(66) @ opi @ 5-p£ @ ra @ 
Opi 3-eat AFF 

@= ire 'almost' 
Opi certainly almost ate it.' (he didn't actually eat it) 

(67) @ ka @ jü @ üqgwe @ 
3 2s (N)-call 

@= ire 'almost' 
'She is about to call you.' 

It can also modify a numeral, and can come between noun and numeral. 

(68) @ 6a @ mudn @ e-vu @ m @ 
people ten (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 

@= ire 'almost' 
'Nearly ten people came.' 

ire has an odd effect on tense interpretation, allowing an inflected verb 
which is normally nonpast apparently to have a past tense interpretation 
(69b). Note that this interpretation arises only when be is a free adverbial 
meaning 'nearly' (meanings 69a and 69b) and not a fixed adverbial 
meaning 'nearby' (meanings 69c and 69d). 

(69) ma mü be 
IS N-go near 
(a) Ί am nearly going.' 
(b) Ί nearly went.' 
(c) Ί am going nearby.' 
(d)* Ί went nearby.' 

18.1.2.8 drona and drona si and dro si 'habitually in the past' 

drona and variants drona si and dro si are freely placed adverbials which 
express the meaning 'habitually in the past'. drona is an adjective which 
means 'usual'. If drona is in sentence-final position it must be focused 
by the LOW-?? strategy. 
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(70) @ όρί @ k-ät/i @ cfi?a @ itu azia tfidru @ 
Opi 3-travel here day six all 

@ = drona; LOW-?? required if final. 
'(In the days gone) Opi used to come here every Saturday.' 
(context: Opi is known to you as a person who does not drink 
beer. On learning of his drunken exploits in disbelief you may 
say this.) 

drona can shift the temporal reference point into the past, and so can co-
occur with an inflected verb or with kü (both normally present 
imperfective) in a sentence which has a past imperfective interpretation. 

(71) drona k -atfi di?ä tro tro 
days gone 3-travel here occasionally 
'She used to come here (occasionally).' 

(72) drona opi ö-mvü tra kü cfo 
days gone Opi 3-drink beer NEG(N) 
'(In the days gone) Opi used not to drink beer.' (how come he 
behaved thus) 

drona will co-occur with an uninfected verb only if the verb is marked as 
iterative. It will not co-occur with kürueven if the verb is iterative. 

(73) drona ü-ndre ßa tro tro 
days gone (iND)-lTER-see people occasionally 
'Occasionally what you should do is to visit people.' 

(74) drona opi ü-mvu ira kü 
days gone Opi (3)-ITER-drink beer NEG(N) 
'Opi used not to drink beer.' 

(75)* drona όρί ü-mvu ha küru 
days gone Opi (3)-lTER-drink beer NEG(P) 
Opi used not to drink beer.' 

\ \ / / — _ ^ / « . \ 

(76 )* drona opi o-mvu tra kuru 
days gone Opi 3-drink beer NEG(P) 
'(In the days gone) Opi used not to drink beer.' 

drona can be nominalized with π (gloss (77a)), in the focus construction. 
Note that the verb is here an inflected verb and yet the sentence is still 
interpreted as past because of the presence of drona. This shows that the 
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nominalized form can still shift the temporal reference point of the whole 
clause into the past even though it is embedded under η 

(77 ) drona π opi k-ad^l-a m 
usual DEF Opi 3-(N)-take(PL)-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'Usually he was taken about by Opi.' 
(b) 'The usual one was taken about by Opi.' 

drona can be used in the same sentence as a reduplicated final element 
like ra ra or barn barn. This is also acceptable if the sentence is in the 
past. 

18.1.2.9 dröna 'instead' 

drüna is a freely positioned sentential modifier which means 'instead'. 

(78) ko-d3e dn pa nä kü 
3DIR-wash hand first AFR NEG(N) 

@ ö-sü @ dn @ mgbe @ ita ?ä @ 
3-dip hand straight-away dish in 

@ = drüna 'instead'. 
'Instead of washing her hand first, she dipped it in the dish 
straight away.' 

In the following example, drüna can be interpreted as modifying the root 
or subordinate verb. 

(79) ö-ή rü drüna ö-mü tro 
3-insist REFL instead 3-go COMT 
(a) 'She insisted instead and went along.' 
(b) 'She insisted and instead went along.' 

The additional use of sV seems to add emphasis. 

(80) druna sV ju 6a opi ko-mü m 
at least 2SDIR allow Opi 3DlR-go FOC 
'Instead let Opi be the one to go.' (ie. not like that, on the 
contrary) 

drüna is possibly a combination of drü + na 'that' (but without the 
raising of the mid tone of drüna after a mid or low tone, as is seen with 
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drü, 4.3.3.2). The tone on drü is by preference (but optionally) lowered to 
give free variation between drüna and druna with the latter perhaps a 
spreading of the low tone from the demonstrative. 

(81) drü na opi ko-mü m 
instead Opi 3DlR-go FOC 
'Instead (of you) it is Opi who should go.' 

(82) dru na opi ko-mü m 
instead Opi 3DlR-go FOC 
'Instead (of you) it is Opi who should go.' 

18.1.2.10 duba ( si ) 'at least' 

The freely placeable sentential modifier duba ( si ) means 'at least'. The 
'source' postposition si is optional. The different tone on sf may be a 
slow speech effect or perhaps a different 'imploring' meaning. 

(83) duba Sp'i ko-mu m 
at least Opi 3DlR-go FOC 
'Preferably it is Opi who should go.'(He would do a better job.) 

(84) qgwi-kä νόΐε si pi ή rü duba ( s i ) 
return-SB (back SR) 2SDIR insist REFL at least SR 

pi mü tro 
2SDIR go COMT 

'Instead of going back insist and at least go.' 

(85) duba si mona Ti 
at least SR Moria FOC 
(a) 'Preferably Moria.' (ie. Moria would do a better job.) 
(b) 'At least Moria ' (ie. please give her the chance.) 

duba can also combine with η (86), perhaps as a truncated form of (87). 

(86) duba η mona ?i 
at least DEF Moria FOC 
'The better one is Moria.' 

(87) duba mon tro π mona ?1 
at least strength COMT DEF Moria FOC 
'The one with at least some strength is Moria.' 
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18.1.2.11 tebe (or tee) + di (or na) 'should/could.. .at that time' 

tee or tebe 'earlier today' is a freely placed noun of temporal location . 

(88) e-mu tebe 
(3)-VE-go earlier in the day 
'She came earlier in the day.' 

When followed by a demonstrative di 'this' or na 'that' the constituent 
becomes a free adverbial. It shifts the temporal reference point back into 
the past, di 'this' is used for more recent and na 'that' for less recent. It 
also adds modal force. With an uninflected verb (normally past tense), it 
produces a past-in-the-past reading (89,90). When used with an inflected 
verb or a directive verb it produces a directive-in-the-past reading (91,92). 

(89) kesu /μ jö lakä ra @ emu @ diä @ ra @ 
3-find 2s say PRBENAFF (3)-VE-go here AFF 
@ = tebe di 'earlier in this day' 
'If you had definitely told him, he would have come by now.' 

(90) tee eft m -ε-ης\ν1 ra 
earlier-today this lS-VE-return AFF 
Ί could certainly have come back by now.' 

(91) tee cfi jn mü na-nl 
earlier-today this 2s N-go that-like 
'You should have gone like that.' 

(92) tee cfi ko-mü na-nl 
earlier-today this 3DIR-go that-like 
'He should have gone like that.' 

18.1.3 Freely placed 'hearsay' adverbials based on /o 'say' 

The verb Jö 'say' is the basis for clause-like constituents which function 
as freely-placed sentential modifiers and indicate hearsay or edicts of 
societal values. 

18.1.3.1 o/o 

The past form of f ö is o/ö which is a complete sentence consisting of the 
indefinite subject and the verb, with a past tense syntax. It means 'it is 
said' (past and present). 
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(93) 6-fö laru hsS 
IND-say respect good 
'(It is said) that respect is good.' (society demands it) 

(94) p-ogu 6-fö opt ?a gan ju ?1 
2s-steal IND-say Opi POSS bicycle 2S FOC 
(a) '(It is said) that you were the one who stole Opi's bicycle.' 
(b) 'Allegedly, you were the one who stole Opi's bicycle.' 

Hearsay ofö is freely distributed within the clause in the positions 
though it is preferred in first position. 

(95) @ p-ogu @ opi ?a gan @ ju ?1 @ 
2S-steal Opi POSS bicycle 2S FOC 

@ = 6-fö 'it is said' 
'(It is said) that you were the one who stole Opi's bicycle.' 

When ofö is sentence-initial, there is some ambiguity between a hearsay 
interpretation and an interpretation of the sentence as 'someone said 
that..' with the verb fö taking a clausal complement. This form of the verb 
can be negated; however, it cannot be moved within the clause when 
negated since here it is a root verb taking a clausal complement. 

(96) 6-fo kuru ma mü ?1 
IND-say NEG(P) IS (DIR) go FOC 
'That I should go has not been said.' 

18.1.3.2 föä 

The non-past form is föä, which is a combination of the verb with the 
object clitic ?a and hence a non-past syntax. Unusually, it lacks a subject 
pronoun. It means 'it will be said'. 

(97) fö-ä ma ko apl t f i 
(N)-say-OBJ IS catch 2PL COM 
'(It will be said that) "I have caught you".' 

Compare the non-hearsay clause with a full future form of fa. 

(98) ka ki fö-ä ma ko apl t f i 
3 PL (N)-say-OBJ Is catch 2PL COM 
'They will say, "I have caught you".' 
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Hearsay Jöa is freely distributed within the clause in the positions 

(99) @ ma kö @ ajn @ t f i @ 
IS catch 2PL COM 

@=Jöä 'it will be said' 
'(It will be said that) I have caught you.' 

18.1.3.3 p'i / ö ? a 

This is another type of adverbial clause based on Jö. Though the subject 
is second person singular, this sentence does not necessarily address 
anyone; instead the subject yii seems to refer to the speaker him or 
herself. It expresses the speaker's opinion, in the context of doubts about 
the truth of what the speaker is saying. 

(100) ko-sl-ä oßu 
3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow 
'She will build it tomorrow.' 

(101) ßi Jö ?a ko-sl-ä oßu 
2S N-say OBJ 3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow 
Ί think she will build it tomorrow.' (implies that doubts have 
been raised about when it will be built) 

When the modal wa is added to the end of the sentence which also 
contains ßijö ?ä, it has a negating effect, implying that though one might 
say this, it is not true. 

(102) ßi Jo ?a k o-sl-a oßu wa 
2S N-say OBJ 3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow PS 
'One might think she will build it tomorrow but in fact she 
can't. ' 

This effect requires the presence of p'ijo ?a. 

(103) ko-sl-ä oßu wa 
3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow PS 
'She will be able to build it tomorrow.' 

If instead we add aril (meaning 'as i f or 'how come?') to the 
sentence, it functions as a kind of quotative. The preceding sentence is 
now seen to express an opinion to which the speaker is not committed. 
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(104) ßi f ö ?£ k'o-sl-ä oßu am 
2S N-say OBJ 3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow as if 
'I 'm saying "I think she will build it tomorrow".' (But that's 
not really my opinion; I have doubts about whether it will 
happen, but I am being polite and don't want to say this 
directly.) 

It is possible for the opinion itself to contain wä; thus am in effect 
reverses the workings of wa. 

(105) ju fo ?a ko-sl-a ό6ύ wa am 
2S N-say OBJ 3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow PS as if 
'I'm saying "One might think she will build it tomorrow but in 
fact she can't".' (But that's not really my opinion even though I 
don't directly want to say so; instead I'm quoting someone 
else's opinion without wanting to directly go against it.) 

This way of using am requires the presence of ß i f ö ?ä; without this, 
sentence-final an?functions to make a sentence into a question (20.3.1.3). 

(106) ko-sl-ä oßu am 
3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow why 
'Why is she bulding it tomorrow?' 

(107) ko-sl-ä oßu wä am 
3-N-build-OBJ tomorrow PS why 
'Why will she be able to build it tomorrow?' 

pTfö?ä can be freely placed. If it is clause internal, the effects described in 
the previous section do not arise, perhaps suggesting that the constituent 
no longer has scope over the sentence as a whole. 

(108) ko-sl-ä ßi f ö ?ä oßu 
3-N-build-OBJ 2S N-say OBJ tomorrow 
Ί think she will build it tomorrow.' 

(109) k o-sl-ä ßi f ö ?ä oßu wä 
3-N-build-OBJ 2s N-say OBJ tomorrow PS 
Ί think she can build it tomorrow.' 

(110) ko-sl-ä ßi f ö ?ä oßu am 
3-N-build-OBJ 2S N-say OBJ tomorrow as if 
'It seems as if she will build it tomorrow.' 
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(111) ko-sl-a jΗ fo ?a oßu wa am 
3-N-build-OBJ 2S N-say OBJ tomorrow PS as if 
'It seems as if she will be able to build it tomorrow.' 

18.1.4 Freely placed tense-shifting adverbials based on esu 'find' 

The freely placed adverbial esu shifts the temporal reference point into the 
past. There is an implicature that the past situation no longer holds at the 
moment of utterance, but this is cancellable as in (113). 

(112) esu Spi e-mu küru 
(3)-fmd Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(P) 
'Opi had not arrived (at that time).' 

(113) esu opi nl padere adi am padere 
(3)-find Opi PR priest still 3S priest 
Opi was (at the time) a priest and he still is.' 

The morphologically related word kesu shifts the point of temporal 
reference in to the past (or sometimes just makes it hypothetical without a 
specifically past meaning) and also gives the interpretation 'if X had 
happened...'. 

(114) kesu opi k-e-mu m ape 
[ 3-(N)-find Opi 3-VE-DIR-go FOC ] fine 
'If it were Opi who had come, (it would have been) fine.' 

(115) kesu opi ka d3o si endre ni m 
[3-(N)-find Opi 3 house N-build mother BEN FOC] 

k -lko-a ra 
3-(N)-finish-OBJ AFF 

'If it were Opi building a house for the mother, he would 
certainly finish it.' (but there is no hope that this will happen) 

(116) kesu opi ka djo si endre m m 
[3-(N)-find Opi 3 house N-build mother BEN FOC] 

Iko ra 
3-finish AFF 

'If it were Opi building a house for the mother, he would 
certainly have finished it by now.' 

There are no sentence-internal modifiers which shift the temporal 
reference point into the future. 
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esu is homophonous with the lexical verb esu meaning find. 

( 1 1 7 ) esu opt e-mu kvru 
(3)-find Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(P) 
'S/he found Opi had not arrived.' 

The adverbial esu is best interpreted as a one-word sentence, consisting of 
a subject and an uninflected (past) verb; the subject pronominal is deleted 
before the initial vowel. The related form kesu can be interpreted as the 
directive form of esu, as ka + esu. 

esu can combine with an uninflected (past) verb, to give past in the 
past. 

(118) esu ej'i o-dl ra 
at that time rain 3-rain AFF 
'At that time it had certainly rained.' 

( 1 1 9 ) esu ej'i ö-di küru 
(3)-find rain 3-rain NEG(P) 
'It had not rained at that time.' 

esu can combine with an inflected (nonpast) verb to give past 
progressive or past habitual. 

(120) esu ma ju te 
(3)-fmd IS 2S (N)-wait 
Ί was waiting for you at the time.' 

( 1 2 1 ) esu ka madi β Jö wa 
(3)-find 3 Ma'di language N-speak PS 
'She was able to speak Ma'di at that time.' 

If the sentence with the uninflected verb also contains ra (ie. usually 
forcing a future interpretation), the meaning is of an event which was 
future relative to some past temporal reference point. 

(122) esu ma pi te ra 
(3)-find IS 2S (N)-wait AFF 
Ί was certainly going to wait for you (at the time).' (implication: 
but something happened which made it not possible for me to do 
so) 

The sentence can contain an uninflected verb and the nonpast negation kö. 
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(123) esu ej'i o-di ku 
(3)-find rain 3-rain NEG(N) 
(a) 'It didn't used to rain (at that time).' 
(b) 'It wasn't raining (at that time).' 
(c) 'It wasn't going to rain (at that time).' (then something 

happened and it rained) 

esu may be used with negation to indicate a practice or convention that 
held in the past as in the following example. 

(124) d^o pi dü madi zi ?a izi ?1 
if 2S take person other POSS wife-SPEC FOC, 

kasurube nä ofa 
fine AFR war 

adrupi rezt nl izi esu o-du ku 
brother fellow POSS wife at that time 3-take NEG(N) 

'Should you snatch someone else's wife, it is like declaring war; 
the amicable settlement of the fine is not easy. A fellow brother's 
wife used not to be snatched.' 

The inflected form with esu can also take on a directive interpretation 
but without directive morphology (the same effect is seen with te' di 
18.1.2.11). 

(125) esu pi mu na-m 
(3)-find 2S N-go that-like 
(a) 'You should have gone like that.' 
(b) 'You were going to go like that.' 

esu can be found in a nonverbal clause, and again shifts the temporal 
reference point into the past, giving a past state. 

/ Ν 

(126) esu opi m padere 
(3)-find Opi PR priest 
Opi was a priest (at that time).' 

(127) esu 6Ja ä?a 
(3)-find war present 
"ITiere was war (at that time).' 

(128) esu mä lapwopi kü 
(3)-find IS teacher NEG(N) 
Ί was not a teacher (at that time).' 
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(129) kesu όρί m padere o-du w ku 
[3-(N)-find Opi PR priest ] 3-take woman NEG(N) 
'Had Opi been a priest, he would not marry.' (he's 
contemplating marriage) 

Note that (130a) is ruled out, suggesting that esu mä lapwopi is not 
interpreted as a past tense sentence for the purpose of negation, because it 
is still (relative) present. (130b) shows the lexical interpretation of esu as 
'he found', which is perfectly acceptable with küruas we would expect. 

(130) esu mä lapwopi küru 
(3)-fmd IS teacher NEG(P) 
(a)* Ί was not a teacher (at that time).' 
(b) 'He didn't find me as a teacher.' 

In general, adding esu to a nonverbal clause does not enable the clause to 
include any modals or negation, with the exception of kö which is always 
possible in a nonverbal clause. 

Both esu and kesu are freely placed in the sentence, including at the 
end of the sentence (without requiring focus). 

(131) @ vu @ ede @ abin @ 
earth (3)-VE-fall hunger 

esu = @ 
'The world had fallen into famine (at that time).' 

(132) @ Dpi m @ padere @ 
Opi PR priest 

esu - @ 
Opi was a priest (at that time).' 

(133) @ Dpi m @ padere @ ( , ) ö-dü izi küru 
Opi PR priest 3-take wife NEG(P) 

kesu = @ 
Opi, were he a priest, he would not have married.' 
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18.2 Fixed final adverbials 

18.2.1 The syntax of fixed final adverbials 

Fixed final adverbials have a syntax similar to the modal and negation 
particles. They tend to be sentence-final, can be 'nominalized' with n, can 
be left-dislocated, and sometimes show restrictions in combination with 
past or nonpast verbs. Some of the fixed final adverbials are selected by 
specific verbs, while others can be combined with any verb. Adverbials 
which are selected by specific verbs often express the completion or 
exhaustion of the action. Some of the adverbials are homophonous with 
singular adjectives (6.6.2), such as pe/ere, but this is not true of all the 
completion adverbials. Thus ρά for example is only an adverbial. 

Fixed final adverbials are among the words characteristically found at 
the end of the sentence. 

(134) 5-sl d^S π lSso 
3-build house DEF good 

'He built the house (in question) well.' 

In a subordinate clause, the fixed final adverbial follows the suffixed verb. 

(135) o-ndre ot/ε dra-re kpo π ?1 
3-see dog [ (N)-die-SB dead ] DEF FOC 
'He saw a dog that had (already) died.' 

A fixed final adverbial can precede a final focus constituent and can 
also follow a final focus constitutent, in which case the adverbial is also 
focused. 

(136) ma mü pi mi ?1 
IS g o COM IS FOC 
'The one that went away was me.' (the others didn't go) 

(137) ma mü mä ?1 pt 
IS go IS FOC COM 
'Its me that went awav.' 

(138) opt ö-mü pit m 
Opi 3-go COM FOC 
Opi is the one who has gone.' 

(139) opi ö-mü m pt 
Opi 3-go FOC COM 
O p i is the one who has gone awav.' 
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A fixed adverbial can precede or follow the second part of a reduplicated 
(focused) verb, with different interpretations (19.2.1.5). 

(140) ma mgbä mgbä kpo 
IS beat beat-FOC dead 
Ί beat it to death.' (Here, the hearer already knows that the 
animal is dead, but it is the manner of death which is focused.) 

(141) ma mgbä kpo mgba 
IS beat dead beat-FOC 
Ί beat it to death.' (It was by beating not by some other action. 
In this case also the hearer already knows that the animal is 
dead.) 

Fixed final adverbials can be left-dislocated: put at the beginning of a 
sentence and followed by a pause, with the sentence ending with the 
LOW-?? focus strategy. In this, the fixed adverbials resemble the modal 
and negation particles (chapter 17). 

(142) pelere , o-ndzi " ?1 
properly 3-explain SPEC FOC 
'Properly, he explained it.' 

Many fixed final adverbials are capable of combining with π to form a 
phrase which can be freely distributed in the sentence except in final 
position. 

(143) 6pi o-mü pi m 
Opi 3-go COM FOC 

Opi is the one who has gone.' 

(144) pi π opt ö-mü m 
away DEF Opi 3-go FOC 
'The one who has gone away is Opi.' 

(145) opi ö-mü t f e t f e m 
Opi 3-go slowly FOC 

Opi is the one who went slowly.' 

(146) t f e t f e π opi o-mü ni 
slowly DEF Opi 3-go FOC 
'The one who went slowly is Opi.' 
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Many of the fixed final adverbials will not co-occur with a final modal 
or negation. If they do co-occur, the adverbial precedes the modal or 
negation. Thus for example compare the following examples where ra can 
combine with the completion adverbial kp6 but only if there is an object: 

(147) ma dl madi kp6 ra 
IS kill person dead AFF 
Ί have certainly killed a person (before).' 

(148)* ma dl kpo ra 
IS kill dead AFF 
I have certainly killed (before) 

A fixed final adverbial can occur after a modal or negation particle only if 
it is an afterthought (ie. with pause intonation). 

(149) ko- mü ra , t f e t f e 
3-N-go AFF slowly 
(a) 'She will go slowly.' 
(b) 'She will go gradually.' (in time) 
(c) 'She will go, slowly.' (Handle her, the situation carefully; 

don't hurry her/ it.) 

Fixed final adverbials cannot be predicates in nonverbal clauses. 

18.2.1.1 Restrictions relating to inflection of the verb 

Some of the fixed adverbials show restrictions relating to the inflection 
(tense) of the verb. Thus leru 'meanwhile' is used by preference with a 
directive verb, and cannot be used with a past tense verb. (In the future, 
the meaning of 'meanwhile' involves the verb zl, 16.9.) 

(150) opi k-e-mu leru 
Opi 3DlR-VE-go meanwhile 
'Meanwhile Opi can come.' 

(151)* Dpi ö-sl djD leru 
Opi 3-build house meantine 
'Meanwhile Opi came.' 

tfetfe means 'slowly' only if used with a nonpast verb, and means 
'gently' only if used with a past verb. There is no equivalent constraint 
involving π ή 'quickly'. 
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S Ν _ 

(152) opi ko-so-a tfetje 
Opi 3-(N)-sew-OBJ slowly 
Opi sews / will sew it slowly.' 
/ • — \ 

(153) opi o-so sati η tfetje 
Opi 3-sew shirt DEF gently 
Opi sewed the shirt gently.' 

gbu is found only in past tense sentences (18.2.4.2). 

(154) opii ocfü m gbu 
Opi 3-take woman before 
Opi was married before.' 

(155)* opt ka izi \fü gbu 
Opi 3 woman N-take before 
Opi was married before.' 

18.2.2 Fixed final adverbials listed 

Table 46. Fixed final adverbials not selected by specific verbs 

adverbial meaning comments 

pelere 

Bo 

tfin or tfitfin 

lSso 
τ -» η η 

έζε εζε 

tfe tfe 

Μ 

tro tro 

clean, properly 

intact 

silently 

well 

quickly 

quickly (nonpast) 

slowly (nonpast), gently (past) 

again 

slightly, occasionally 

homophonous with adjective 
meaning 'clean' (when it 
alternates for number) 

homophonous with adjective 
meaning 'good' 

homophonous with adjective 
meaning 'quick' 

— % 

perhaps related to εζε 'a 
long time ago'. Not 
compatible with a past verb. 

homophonous with adjective 
meaning 'slow' 
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udi recently 

mgbe mgbe recently 

65 60 dru 

60 Bo dru 

lew 

lmbii 

kpuru 

furu furu 

t f i 

tro 

gbu 

hä 

tro 

pa 

cfinl 

P* 

vuru 

dakü 

gbo 

ru 

forever, permanently 

temporarily 

meanwhile 

mostly unsuccessfully 

largely missed 

narrowly escaped 

successfully 

successfully 

once before 

only, without 

as well 

first 

as soon as 

away 

down 

a lot 

regardless 

regardless 

homophonous with adjective 
meaning 'new' 

perhaps related to the free 
adverbial mgbe 
'immediately' 

combines with verbs of 
motion, selling, saying 

combines with verbs of 
motion 

da 'a lot' + ku negation; 
found in nonpast and past 
tense sentences. 

Ugandan Madi also has ote as a final completive particle, which goes with 
verbs of knowledge and perception. 
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18.2.2.1 Fixed final adverbials expressing 'completion' 

There is a subgroup of fixed final adverbials which have two distinctive 
characteristics: (a) the adverbials are selected by specific verbs or verb-
object combinations, and (b) the adverbials express completion or finality 
or extremity, depending on the meaning of the verb. 

Thus for example the combination cfei in; means 'close eye', while cfj) 
ml ii or cfji ml tfi or dji ml ndi means 'close eye firmly', using the final 
adverbial it or tfi or ndl. While these adverbials are interchangeable with 
d$i ml, they are not interchangeable in all combinations. Thus kö 5du ll 
means 'asleep', so ndi means 'spear firmly', and dj) tl tfi means 'close 
mouth firmly', and in each case the adverbial cannot be substituted by one 
of the others. The combination d3i tl means 'close mouth' and the 
combination d^i tl gbiri or i/31 tl tfi or dzi tl ndi means 'close mouth 
completely'; note that t f i can be used also with 'close eye' but gbiri or 
ndi cannot be used with 'close eye'. 

Table 47. Adverbials expressing completion, selected by specific verbs 
adverbial meanings of verbs with which it comments 

combines 

li 

gbiri 

ndi 

ndi 

tß 

* 

ti 
de 

dl dl 

kata kata 

kufu kufu 

kafa kafa 

mgbu 

close eye (d^i ml); fall asleep (kö 
ödu) 

close mouth (dji tl) 
close mouth (dji tl) 

\ 
spear, stab etc (so etc.); close eye 
(d3i ml) 
close eye (afji ml), close mouth 
(d3i tl) 
fill up (ga) 
fill up, be/get drunk (ga); be angry can be a predicate meaning 
(äpa) 'be M r 

scatter, disperse (are ru) 

break (go)·, scatter, disperse (are 
rü, Ire rü, ätsa rü); be/get drunk 
(mvü rö, Imen) 

as for kata kata can be a predicate meaning 
'drunk' or 'in pieces' 

scatter, disperse (are ru, Ire rü, 
ätsa rü), break, get drunk 
break (go) 
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66 
65 
muo 

Bööö dru 

guru 

dodoro 
tfa 

Iqgwe 

to 
ndro 
d\ 
\ < 
mi 

imgbe 

kpen 

kpo 

fluru 

leave (εδε), stay (Slu) 
stay (cfe) 

stay (de), go (mu) 
go (mü) 

impress, indent (ma, epi, gä) 

grow (zö, wi) 

explain (ndzi), exceed in height 
(ερε, igo), jump (ämvü) 
thrash (ί/ö, ütu) 
become dry, tired (o?wi) 
like (1ε) and other verbs of desire 

— χ get lost, be forgotten (egwe) 

put out fire, light, eyesight (ozi, 
Izi, να) 
refuse (gä) 
burst ( f e ) 

die (dra), kill (dl), beat (mgbä) 

catch (k5), indent, deflate (si) 

'leave intact', 'stay intact' 

'stay forever' 
'stay/go forever' 

'have gone forever and be 
long overdue' 
'make a deep impression'; 
can be a predicate meaning 
'deep' 
'grow really tall'; 

with 'jump' meaning is 
'jump across' 

also means 'white' 

in all cases meaning '..to 
death' 

18.2.2.2 Fixed final adverbials expressing manner 

There are a few fixed final adverbials, possibly all ideophones, which 
express the manner of the action and are selected by specific verbs. 

(156) 5-n fia 
3-sit comfortably 
'She sat comfortably.' (in a relaxed manner) 

(157) arabia π aga di?ä si wiu 
car DEF pass here SR fast 
'The car passed in a flash.' (at a lightning speed) 

Some combinations are idiosyncratic or idiomatic, with the verb supplying 
relatively little of the final meaning. 
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(158) kS-?a ή f f (or ήε ήε ) 
3-sit ID 
'She is breathing labouredly.' (like an asthmatic person in 
gasps) 

(159) Spi 5-6ε tfakalü 
Opi 3-throw unsatisfyingly 
Opi devoured it in one unsatisfying go.' (he remained hungry) 

18.2.3 Miscellaneous fixed final adverbials exemplified 

The following examples illustrate a selection of fixed final adverbials 
from Table 46. 

(160) Spi ö-d3e pelere 
Opi 3-wash clean 
' Opi washed it clean.' 

(161) Spi 5-d3i 6d 
Opi 3-take intact 
Opi took it intact.' (ie. didn't pinch any of it) 

(162) Spi 5-n tfin 
Opi 3-sit silently 
Opi sat silently.' 

(163) Spi 5-so lösS 
Opi 3-sew good 
Opi sewed it well.' 

(164) Spi 5-so ή ή 
Opi 3-sew quickly 
Opi sewed it quickly.' 

(165) Spi e-d3e gan ucfi 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle recently 
(a) Opi bought a bicycle recently.' 
(b) Opi bought a new bicycle.' 

(166) esu Spi ε-tfa mgbi mgbi 
find Opi (3)-VE-reach recently 
(a) 'She found that Opi had just arrived.' 
(b) Opi had just arrived.' (when the thing happened) 
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(167) opi o-cfu izi Μ 
Opi 3-take woman again 
Opi is married again.' 

(168) ka ät/i di?ä tro tro 
3 go here occasionally 
'She comes here occasionally.' 

(169) ka ät/i tro tro wa 
3 go slightly PS 
'She can move a bit.' 

(170) ka ätfi dt?ä tro tro 
3 go here occasionally 
'She comes here occasionally.' 

(171) ka ätfi tro tro wa 
3 go slightly PS 
'She can move a bit.' 

(172) opi ε-ke mä m 60 65 dru 
Opi (3)-VE-give Is BEN forever 
Opi gave it for me forever.' 

(173) opi S-dfi ßo 6o dru 
Opi 3-take temporarily 
Opi took it temporarily.' 

The following examples illustrate some fixed final adverbials expressing 
completion and selected by specific verbs, from table 47. 

(174) opi ?a pa ö-ηο kufukufu küru 
Opi POSS leg 3-break ID NEG(P) 
Opi's leg did not break completely into pieces.' 

(175) opi ?a pa 5-qo mgbu 
Opi POSS leg 3-break COM 
Opi's leg is completely broken.' 

(176) m-ego opi m tfa 
ls-exceed Opi PR COM 
Ί am taller than Opi.' (literally Ί exceed Opi in height.') 
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( 1 7 7 ) opi ?a dn o-sl ru irjgwe 
Opi POSS head 3-thin out REFL white 
Opi ' s head has gone completely bald.' 

( 1 7 8 ) 5-ga mü-kä imgbe 
3-refuse [ (N)-go-SB ] COM 
'She has completely rejected go ing . ' 

( 1 7 9 ) opi ?ä 6ond3i Slu 6o (dru) 
Opi POSS children stay intact as 
Opi 's children are intact.' (none of them has died) 

(180) ε6ε όρί ni ßo 
leave Opi BEN intact 
'He left it intact for Opi.' (opt ni can be moved to the end of the 
sentence) 

18.2.4 Comments on specific fixed final adverbials 

18.2.4.1 'Negative completion': imbli 'mostly unsuccessfully', kpuru 
'largely missed', t/i 'successfully', ra the affirmation modal. 

imbil and kpuru combine with the verbs </BJ 'kick, shoot', ko 'catch, 
hold', re 'hit', vl 'hit with a stone', frü'tread, kick', dl 'slap, hit with 
hand', mcßl 'kick a ball etc., shoot (gun, arrow)', kpuru indicates that the 
action mostly missed the target with some contact made, with the final 
particle imbli meaning 'largely missed'. 

( 1 8 1 ) ma kö imbi 
IS catch COM 
Ί have failed to catch it.' 

(182) ma kö kpuru 
IS catch COM 
Ί have narrowly failed to catch it.' (it was in the hand but 
slipped away) 

There are corresponding 'positive completions' for these verbs. 

(183) ma ko t f i 
IS catch COM 
Ί have caught i t . ' (it is in my hands) 
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(184) ma ko tro 
IS catch COM 
Ί have caught it.' (I did make catching contact with it) 

(185) ma ko ra 
IS catch AFF 
Ί certainly did catch it.' (this happened) 

18.2.4.2 gbu 'once before' 

gbu affirms that a currently occurring eventuality has happened before. 
gbu is found only in past tense sentences. 

(186) ma mü d^uba ga gbu 
IS go Juba LOC once before 
Ί have been to Juba before.' (this will not be my first journey) 

(187) opi ö-cfü izi gbu 
Opi 3-take woman once before 
Opi has married before.' 

The unmarked interpretation is that the event has happened once before; 
multiple previous occurrences can be indicated by using the iterative ϋ-
prefix on the verb. Temporal modifiers can be used in combination with 
gbu only if they are generic rather than referring to a specific time. 

(188) ε-tfa cfi?a gbu mini εζε " ?1 
(3)-VE-reach here once before morning early SPEC FOC 
'She has been here before early in the morning.' 

(189)* ε-tfa dt?ä gbu tebi ' ?1 
(3)-VE-reach here once before earlier-today SPEC FOC 
'She has been here (before) earlier in the day of the speech 
event.' 

18.2.4.3 isa 'only', 'without' 

isä expresses a meaning that something is absent without specifying what 
it is; the addressee must fill in the missing portion, hä is not associated 
with any particular verb, unlike the 'negative completion' particles 
discussed in 18.2.4.1. It is always sentence-final. 
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(190) ma pä kiata cfi hä 
Is eat potatoes this without 
Literally: Ί ate these potatoes without' 
Interpretable as for example: 
(a) 'late these potatoes without sauce.' 
(b) Ί ate these potatoes without incurring any expenses.' 
(c) Ί ate these potatoes for no apparent reason.'(ie. I was not 

hungry) 

(191) m'-esu Spit m hä 
lS-find Opi PR without 
Literally: Ί found Opi without' 
Interpretable as for example: 
(a) Ί found Opi without clothes on.' 
(b) Ί found Opi without incurring any expenses.' 
(c) Ί found Opi without any thing.' (ie. in utter poverty) 

(192) ögu boqgu aü hä 
steal clothes FOC only 
'She only stole clothes.' 

(193) mä mü hä 
Is N-go only 
(a) Ί will go/ am going in vain.' 
(b) Ί will go/ am going for no apparent reason.' 

(194) mä ndri mädi älö hä 
IS see person one only 
Ί saw only one person.' 

18.2.4.4 tro 'in addition' 

The fixed adverbial tro adds the meaning of 'in addition' to the sentence. 
The eventuality represented by the sentence is interpreted as the result of 
the subject's staying around to do it, or as its being something additional 
or incidental to some other eventuality. Thus in the following example, I 
stayed around long enough to taste the mango, or tasting the mango was 
one of the things that I did there though not the primary tiling. 

(195) mä 6i mäqgä π tro 
IS taste mango DEF as well 
Ί tasted the mango (before leaving).' 
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The following example expresses an incidental action. The implication is 
that building a house was not his main intention; he may perhaps have 
gone to the village for a holiday (principal aim) but built a house as well 
(incidental action); or he stayed long enough to build the house. 

(196) 5-sl d3o π tro 
3-build house DEF as well 
'She built the house (in question) as well.' 

The subject need not be animate. 

( 1 9 7 ) ere vi ö-nd3Ü d^S m dn tro 
wind 3-blow house POSS roof as well 
'The wind blew off the roof of the house as well.' 

(198) eji ö-dl tro 
rain 3-rain as well 
'It rained as well.' 

The notion of additional action can be focused specifically on the object, 
as in the following example, where there are other things initially to be 
bought, and the bananas were bought in addition to them. 

( 1 9 9 ) p-e-dje läbölö tro 
2SDiR-VE-buy banana as well 
'(You should) buy bananas as well.' 

The main action might be stated in one clause with the additional action in 
a subordinate clause (200,201). 

(200) ma mbä magga η ?a ta äßi tro 
IS take care mango DEF POSS thing ripe as well 
Ί kept the mango until it had ripened.' 

< * -(201) ma pa-a ta mba pi zo tro 
IS 2S-POSS thing (N)-takecare 2s N-grow as well 
Ί will take care of you until you are grown up.' 

There is also a meaning of 'until'. 

(202) ma pi mgba p-owo tro 
IS 2S N-beat 2s-cry as well 
Ί will beat you until you cry.' 
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(203) opi ka ju te tro 
Opi 3 2S (N)-wait as well 
Opi will wait for you (until you finish).' 

In another meaning, it implies that the eventuality has just now 
occurred; thus it affirms but also carries meanings of tense. Note that 
non-immediacy is indicated by use of the ventive verb. 

(204) otfi o-so ma ?a pa tro 
thorn 3-prick I s POSS leg as well 
Ά thorn has (just now) pricked my leg.' 

(205) otfi ε-SD ma ?a pa tro 
thorn (3)-VE-prick I s POSS leg as well 
Ά thorn had pricked my leg.' (elsewhere; I am here now) 

tro is also a postposition meaning 'with' and found in conjunctions 
(15.8) . It is possible that this meaning is relevant in the following 
examples, where tro might be interpreted as 'with you' or 'with him', 
thus deriving a sense of the additional. 

(206) fl-i-d^i galamu tro 
2SDIR-VE-take pen as well 
'(You should) bring a pen with you.' 

And compare the examples below with and without tro. 

(207) opi ö-dfi mona m ißu ga 
Opi 3-take Moria PR work LOC 
Opi took Moria to work.' 

(208) opi o-d^i mona m eöu ga tro 
Opi 3-take Moria PR work LOC COMT 
(a) 'Opi took Moria with him to work.' (Moria is 

accompanying Opi not necessarily going to work.) 
(b) Opi took Moria to work as well.' (Opi is going to work or 

elsewhere and took along Moria who is going to work.) 

18.2.4.5 pa 'first' 

pa 'first' appears at the end of the first of two clauses, with the second 
clause having a word expressing temporal sequence clause. It must be 
clause-final, and it can terminate an uninflected verb. 
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(209) o-cß lipä pa . o-dn (vuaru ) buku la 
3-cook food first 3-then after-it book (N)-read 
(a) 'He cooked first, then he read a book.' 
(b) 'He cooked first before reading a book.' 

(210) ju mü pa . ma dn e-mu 
2SDIR go first IS then VE-go 
'(You should) go first, then I will come (there).' 

18.2.4.6 dim 'as soon as' 

dim is a combination of dt 'this' and am 'like'. Its basic meaning seems 
to be 'like this'; there is also a combination nam which means 'like that'. 

(211) djo si-ä na-ήί 
house N-build-OBJ that-like 
'Houses are built like that.' 

(212) pi ke opi ni di-m 
2SDIR give Opi BEN this-like 
(a) 'Give it to Opi as it is.' 
(b) 'This is how you should give it to Opi.' 

(213) yii fo opi ni di-m 
2SDIR say Opi BEN this-like 
'This (what I just told you) is what / how you should tell Opi.' 

However, dim also can come at the end of a clause and means 'as 
soon as (clause)'. It might be interpreted as conjoining two root clauses, 
or as subordinating the first to the second. The first clause, ending in dim 
usually contains a punctual verb; it expresses an event which closely 
precedes or is simultaneous with that expressed by the second clause. 

(214) opi ε-tfä di-m ito ö^gä 
Opi (3)-VE-reach this-like Ito 3-leave 
'As soon as Opi arrived, Ito left.' 

(215)* opi ö-ßä di-m rü nä ε-do cß-kä 
Opi 3-eat this-like body AFF (3)-VE-start Ν-shake-SB 
'As soon as Opi ate it, he started to shiver.' 

(216) Spi 5-te di-nl rü nä ε-do dt-kä 
Opi 3-swallow this-like body AFF (3)-VE-start Ν-shake-SB 
'As soon as Opi swallowed it, he started to shiver.' 
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mgbe or mgbe sa* may come at the beginning of a new clause, after 
clause-final dim, particularly if both clauses have preferential subjects. 

(217 ) munduku ö-vu di-nl mgbe 6a edo ätfa-kä 
gun 3-silent this-like immediately people start (N)-disperse-SB 
'As soon as the guns went silent, people started immediately to 
scatter.' 

(218 ) opt Iko sukuru dim mgbe sa 5-kwl bolisi (ga) 
Opi finish school this-like immediately time 3-enter police LOC 
'As soon as Opi completed his studies, he immediately at that 
time joined the police.' 

Negation of either clause is impossible with a clause with dim, suggesting 
that dim adds a sense that the events have certainly taken place, analogous 
to the use of ra. 

18.2.4.7 vuru 'down' 

vuru 'down' is selected by: π 'sit' llü 'lower', ga 'chop, slay', tü 'empty 
out, unload solids', lä 'to lay down to sleep', de 'fall'. 

(219 ) 5-rt vuru 
3-sit down 
(a) 'She sat down.' 
(b) 'She is sitting down.' (state; nb. 'progressive' interp.) 

( 2 2 0 ) llü dn vuru 
(3)-lower head down 
'She lowered her head down.' 

(221) ßi tü vuru 
2SDIR empty down 
'(You should) empty it down.' 

(222) ßi lä ßära vuru 
2SDIR lay child down 
'(You should) lay the child down.' 

( 2 2 3 ) egä ru vuru 
(3)-fall REFL down 
(a) 'She fell down.' 
(b)* 'It fell down.' 
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(224) S-de vuru 
3-fall down 
(a)* 'She fell down.' 
(b) 'It fell down.' 
(c) 'She lay / is lying down.' 

vurule means 'downwards'. The unrelated ofi means 'upside down'. 

18.2.4.8 oru 'up' 

örü is selected by qgä 'wake up, get up, stand up', eqga 'come from 
above' (the ventive form of qgä), ή 'sit', 6a 'put up'. 

(225) ß-l-qgä opi nl örü 
2SDIR-CAUS-wake Opi PR up 
'(You should) wake up Opi.' 

(226) 5-n örü 
3-sit up 
(a) 'She sat up (high).' 
(b) 'She is sitting up.' 

(227) ide örü äcfute 
(3)-stand up alone 
'She stood up on her own.' 

(228) β i 6a kubaja iledi örü 
2SDIR put cup that up 
'(You should) put that cup (near you) up.' 

(229) 5-t)gä örü 
3-rise high 
'She got up.' 

(230) ε-qga örü 
(3)-VE-rise high 
'It came from above / up.' 

örüle means 'upwards, northwards, north'. The word for 'south' is Hie 
which also means 'downwards'; there is no obvious synchronic root 
resembling li, so this word must be considered monomorphemic. These 
are generally found in sentence final positions. 
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18.2.4.9 gbo and ru 

gbo has a subject-oriented modal force, relating to permission or will, and 
is used when the obstacles relate to the subject, while the free adverbial ru 
lacks this modal force is used for obstacles unconnected to the subject. 

(231) op! e-mu ra gbo 
Opi (3)-VE-go AFF still 
Opi definitely still came.' (Regardless of circumstance; he 
wasn't allowed to go or had said he wouldn't go, but he went.) 

(232) opi e-mu ra ru 
Opi (3)-VE-go AFF still 
Opi definitely still came.' (In spite of the difficulties he faced, 
eg. broken bridge, insecurity etc. he still came.) 

(233) o-kwl sukuru ga ra gbo 
3-enter school FOC AFF still 
'She has definitely been to school.' (In spite of the fact that she 
cannot write or was not allowed to go, she has been to school.) 

(234) 5-kwl sukuru ga ra ru 
3-enter school FOC AFF still 
'She has definitely been to school.' (in spite of her handicap, 
absence of fees) 

18.2.4.10 dakü 'a lot' 

dakü 'a lot' emphasizes the eventuality in a verbal clause. It is made up 
of da 'fine, ok' and the negation kü, and is found in nonpast as well as 
past tense sentences. 

(235) ka 6a itfändi dakü 
3 people (N)-disturb a lot 
'It disturbs people a lot.' 

(236) 6a ε-νυ dakü 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) a lot 
Ά lot of people came.' 

(237) 5-le ru opi si dakü 
3-like REFL Opi SR a lot 
'She likes Opi a lot.' 
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18.2.5 Reduplicated constituents as fixed final adverbials 

In this section we look at reduplicated constituents, either single words or 
postposition phrases, which are used as fixed final adverbials. Thus in the 
following example the noun ßaru 'home' is reduplicated to give a 
meaning of 'home regularly, as soon as the opportunity arises'. The 
objects being taken home are either the same objects or different objects 
being taken each time. 

(238) acfei 6aru 6aru 
(3)-ITER-take home home home 
'She took them / it home (regularly)'. 

In the following example (gloss a) the postposition phrase opi dn 'to 
opi' is reduplicated to mean 'to Opi regularly'. (Gloss b translates a 
different syntactic structure and is not relevant here.) 

^ \ / • • / / / 

(239) pi ke opi dn opi dri 
2SDIR give Opi BEN Opi BEN 
(a) '(You should) give it / them to Opi (regularly).' (eg. you 

are regularly paid money by someone and this person must 
regularly give it to Opi) 

(b) '(You should) give Opi's to Opi.' (In this reading, the 
first dn is possessive, and this is not a reduplicated form) 

There is a core meaning in all cases which is that the eventuality 
immediately follows on from another eventuality. The two eventualities 
might be different in kind or might be of the same kind repeated. By 
preference the verb is nonpast and with a habitual interpretation. Iterative 
forms of verbs are also preferred. 

Though noun + postposition combinations can be reduplicated, 
reduplication here looks like a lexical rather than a syntactic process. 
First, the base need not itself be capable of functioning as a fixed 
adverbial. Thus ktpa 'year' is not a temporal modifier but lqpa kipa 'year 
after year' is. The same is true of vu ga and its reduplication. 

(240)* 6a η ε-νΰ νό ga 
people DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) after LOC 
'They came one after the other.' 

(241) 6a η έ-νυ vu ga vu ga 
people DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) after LOC after LOC 
"They came one after the other.' (in a steady flow) 
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Second, there is generally complete copying of the constituent and no 
pause between the parts. In some cases such as tfitfin 'silently' (possibly 
related to tfin 'silent') it is not clear whether the form is reduplicated or 
not. Third, tonal patterns in these reduplicated forms resemble the tonal 
patterns of lexical items (see 3.5.2.6). 

The reduplicated form can itself be reduplicated again. In the doubly 
reduplicated form the tonal change marks the plurality, with (the 
pragmatically odd) several things killed several times. 

(242) ma mgbä a?l kpo kpo 
IS beat 3PL COM COM 
Ί beat them all dead.' (killing a number of things one at a time) 

(243) ma mgbä a?l kpo kpo kpo kpo 
IS beat 3PL COM COM COM COM 
Ί (individually) beat them to death.' (a series of killings 
involving a series of dead individuals) 

Some reduplicated final adverbials must be followed by nl. We think 
this is most likely to be a shortened form of am 'like' (ie. we do not 
consider it to be related to the m required after arguments, 12.1.3). 

(244) ka la 5lu dso (I3S m 
3 PL (N)-stay house house as/like 
'They are always in the house.' (rarely do they go out) 

(245) ka ätfi tfitfin m 
3 (N)-move(PL) silently as/like 
'He moves silently.' 

The reduplicated adverbial can follow a focus particle aü as (247) 
shows, and can terminate an uninflected verb as (238) shows. 

18.2.5.1 Kinds of reduplicated adverbial 

The location noun ßaru 'home' can be reduplicated, as we have seen. 

(246) k-ad^l-ä ßaru ßaru 
3-(N)-iTER-take-OBJ home home 
(a) 'She takes them /i t home (regularly)'. 
(b) 'She will take them / it home (regularly).' 
(In both cases, either the same thing or different ones are being 
taken each time - as soon as the opportunity arises.) 
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If the verb is not iterative, daru ßaru can only mean something like 
'homelike'. 

A temporal noun Jqpa 'year' can be reduplicated. 

\ _ Ν . 

(247) ka lefo alu alu π u-ri au kipa kipa 
3 issue one one DEF (N)-lTER-insist FOC year year 
(a) 'She keeps on repeating the same issue year after year.' 
(b) 'She will keep on repeating the same issue year after year.' 

A postposition phrase can be reduplicated. 

(248) ju 6a ds6 ga ά$ο ga 
2SDIR put house LOC house LOC 
'(You should) put it / them in the house.' (the same thing 
several times or different things as soon as you get them) 

Most of the completion particles can be reduplicated to give a meaning of 
immediate sequence, with the participants taking part in a sequential 
repetition of the action. 

(249) ma-a dn 5-ηό mgbu 
1S-POSS hand 3-break COM 
'My hand is completely broken.' 

(250) ma-a dn ö-ηο mgbu mgbu 
1S-POSS hand 3-break COM COM 
'My hand is completely broken.' (either one hand into several 
pieces or both hands each with a fracture) 

Copying (complete reduplication) of a cardinal number gives a meaning 
of 'at a time' or 'each'; the same applies to question words which 
question a number. 

alü alü 'one at a time, one each' 
en en 'two at a time, two each' 
nä nä 'three at a time, three each' 
si si 'how many a time? how many each?' 
iggo pi iggo pi 'how much at a time? how much each?' 

Note the following difference in interpretation with singular and plural 
subjects, with 'each' applying either to the plural subject if there is one, or 
to the object otherwise. 
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(251) JH cfü en en 
2SDIR take two two 
(a) 'You should take two of each type.' 
(b) 'You should take two at a time.' 

(252) afli cfü en en 
2PLDIR take two two 
(a) 'You should take two each.' 
(b) 'You should take two at a time.' 
(c) 'Two of you should (join together to) take (it).' 

18.2.5.2 Reduplicated ra or pi: the adverbials ra ra and pi pi 

It is particularly interesting that the affirmative modal ra can be 
reduplicated. The following shows (253) a two-sentence combination with 
the second sentence ending in ra, and then (254) a two-clause 
combination with the second sentence ending in ra ra. 

(253) lia ?a an kS-ii. ebi ko-mbe-ä ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-N-drip Lion 3-N-lick-OBJ AFF 
'Lia's blood is dripping. Lion will lick it up.' 

(254) lia ?a an ko-ti, ebi ko-mbe-ä ra ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-N-drip Lion 3-N-lick-OBJ AF AFF 
'(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion licks it up.' 

When ra ra is combined with a non-iterative inflected (nonpast) verb, as 
above, the sentence has only a present interpretation, or possibly a sense 
that the action is repeated from present into future. This is unexpected 
because ra on its own forces a future interpretation with a nonpast verb. 

In contrast, if ra ra is combined with an iterative verb, both a present 
and a future reading are available. The future reading (gloss b) represents 
a sequence: {drip-{lick, lick, lick}, drip-{lick, lick, lick}, drip-{lick, lick, 
lick}}. It cannot be interpreted as one drip followed by a sequence of 
groups of lickings. 

(255) lia ?a an ko-ii, ebi k ύ-mbe-ä ra ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-N-drip Lion 3-N-ITER-lick-OBJ AFF AFF 
(a) '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion licks it up.' (for every drip, 

several lickings up sequentially repeated) 
(b) '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion will lick it up.' (for every 
drip, several lickings up sequentially repeated) 
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If the first verb is non-iterative, futurity does not carry over to the 
subordinate clause: it cannot mean 'As Lia's blood will drip, Lion will 
lick it up.' If both verbs are iterative, it is also possible to interpret the 
first clause as future or present. 

(256) lia ?a an ku-ti, ebi k u-mbi-ä ra ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-N-ITER-drip Lion 3-N-lTER-lick-OBJ AFF 
(a) '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion licks it up.' 
(b) '(As) Lia's blood drips, Lion will lick it up.' 
(c) '(As) Lia's blood will drip, Lion will lick it up.' 
(Repeated drips followed by repeated lickings up.) 

We offer another example, this time with a directive verb. Given that ra 
can express meanings of certainty, is worth noting that there is no obvious 
sense of certainty being added here. 

(257) p-ü-mbi dn 
2SDIR-ITER-lick hand 
'You should lick your hands.' (ie. do it now) 

(258) p-u-mbe dri ra ra 
2SDIR-ITER-lick hand AFF AFF 
'(You should) lick your hands.' (Regularly as you eat. This is a 
habit you should develop, which could start now and extend into 
the future.) 

ra ra can be found in a past sentence but only in a separate root 
clause. Both verbs must be iterative. 

(259) lia ?a an u-ti vuru. ebi u-mbi ra ra 
Lia POSS blood 3-lTER-drip down. Lion 3-lTER-lick AFF AFF 
'Lia's blood dripped. He licked it up.' 

The 'extent' adverbial pi behaves in a manner similar to ra. 

(260) lia ?a an kS-ti, ebi ko-mbe-a pi pi 
Lia POSS blood 3-N-drip Lion 3-N-lick-OBJ COM COM 
'As soon as Lia's blood drips, Lion licks it up.' 
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18.3 Temporal nouns 

18.3.1 The syntax of temporal nouns 

Temporal nouns can be adjoined subjects and can be objects; they can 
take η and they can be complements to prepositions; they are 
compounded like nouns. Thus categorially they are nouns, but they 
characteristically function as adverbials. They tend to be sentence-final, 
sometimes in larger constituents. They differ in how they interact with 
final modals (eg. ra) as illustrated in 18.3.3. 

(261) opt e-mu βύζείε si 
Opi (3)-VE-go dawn SR 
Opi came at dawn.' 

(262) opi e-mu aß oru 
Opi (3)-VE-go early morning sun up 
Opi came when the early morning sun was up.' (mid-morning) 

(263) opi e-mu ündrwe (laga) 
Opi (3)-VE-go evening side 
Opi came in the evening.' 

(264) opi e-mu mini 
Opi (3)-VE-go morning 
Opi came in the morning.' 

(265) opi e-mu ltu 
Opi (3)-VE-go sun 
Opi came at dawn.' 

a/i cannot be sentence-final, but can be sentence-internal. 

(266) ama aß jü 
lPL(EXC) early morning sun N-bask 
'We (excluding you) are basking in the early morning sun.' 

(267)* e-mu aß (st) 
(3)-VE-go early morning sun SR 
'She came in the early part of morning.' 

In storytelling, there are some specialized syntactic possibilities such as 
the use of endru between object and verb in the following sentence; this 
noun but not others can be used in this way. 
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( 2 6 8 ) opi ka eßl endru cfi 
Opi 3 fish today (N)-cook 
Opi is fish today cooking.' (storytelling register) 

18.3.1.1 Temporal noun + qga 

qga can be the final part of various temporal modifiers. It can be 
possessed, using the ?a possession strategy as in andranl ?a qgä 'two 
days ago', or can be compounded with a preceding noun as in νυΐέ qgä 
'in time to come'. It is combined with a usually plural preceding noun 
phrase and nl in a phrase meaning 'during X's time' as in opi pi ni qga 
'during the days of Opi and his associates', or ami ni qga 'in our days'. 
When reference is made to a reign rather than an individual then the plural 
marker pi is not needed. Thus in the example below it is the reign of Opi 
which is the focus. 

( 2 6 9 ) opi ni qga Ifömä fö-ä ßaru ετο pa 
Opi BEN period courting (N)-say-OBJ home granary under 
'In the days (ie. reign) of Opi, courting was done at home under 
the granary.' 

It is ambiguous: it may refer to the past or the future depending on 
whether the person being referred to is older than the speaker (270a) or 
younger than the speaker (270b). 

( 2 7 0 ) a?l ni qga Ifömä fö-ä öäru ετο pä 
3PL BEN period courting (N)-say-OBJ home granary under 
(a) 'During their time, courting was done at home under the 

granary.' 
(b) 'During their time, courting will be done at home under the 

granary.' 

äniqgä is possibly a combination of the third person pronoun änl' he, 
she' and qga 'period', omitting the connecting ni. The whole phrase may 
be used together or split in two with no significant change of meaning. 

( 2 7 1 ) äniqgä εζε äbin ε-άε vu dn 
in the past early hunger (3)-VE-fall earth on 
Ά long time ago famine had fallen over the earth.' 
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18.3.2 List of temporal nouns 

Table 48. Temporal nouns 
Noun meaning comments 

εζε a long time ago, early in 
the past early in the 
future 

combines also with 
postposition si 

endru today 

tebe earlier today (ie. preceding 
the speech event, on 
the same day) 

cannot be used with gbu 
in the same clause 

ad^im yesterday 

andram ( ?a qga ) the day before yesterday 

andram εζε the day before yesterday, a 
long time ago 

oßu tomorrow 

oßutl in the morning, tomorrow (Ugandan Ma'di) 

druzi the day after tomorrow 

mini in the morning 

lovuru in the morning 
/ / / - V 

inini εζε early in the morning a compound of 'in the 
morning' + 'early' 

undrwe in the evening 

ondrwe lagä in the evening hours compound 'evening'+'side' 

Μ during the day 
\ ' * r< itu atfi during the day 
* / 

mi at night 

βύζείε at dawn combines with si 
V / 

aß early morning sun (early 
part of the morning 
before the sun becomes 
too hot, possibly 
around 8-10 am) 

lußalagga or lußalaqga at a time when the sun is 
not strong (ie. between 
afternoon and evening) 
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18.3.3 Temporal nouns exemplified 

18.3.3.1 εζε 'early', 'a long time ago' 

εζε is freely placed but is usually sentence-final. In the past it can mean 
'a long time ago'. 

(272) e-mu εζε 
(3)-VE-go early 
(a) 'She came early.' 
(b) 'She came a long time ago.' 

(273) k-e-mu εζε 
3-VE-(N)-go early 
'She will come early.' 

(274) @ ö-mü @ sukuru ga @ 
3-go school LOC 

@ = εζε. If initial it must be focused by the LOW ?1 strategy. 
'He joined / started school early.' 

It can follow a modal ra with both meanings (in the past). 

(275) e-mu ra εζε 
(3)-VE-go AFF early 
(a) 'She certainly came early (at one point).' 
(b) 'She certainly came a long time ago.' 

(276) k-e-mu ra εζε 
3-VE-(N)-go AFF early 
'She will certainly come early.' 

If it precedes the modal ra it cannot mean 'a long time ago' 

(277) e-mu εζε ra 
(3)-VE-go early AFF 
(a) 'She certainly came early (at one point).' 
(b)* 'She certainly came a long time ago.' 

(278) k -e-mu εζε ra 
3-VE-(N)-go early AFF 
'She will certainly come early.' (the event will take place) 
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It can be left-dislocated but in this case the sentence must either end in ra 
in in the LOW-?? focus strategy. 

(279)* εζε e-mu 
long (3)-VE-go here 
'She came here early / a long time ago.' 

(280) εζε e-mu 
ra 

long (3)-VE-go here AFF 
'In the past she certainly came here.' 

18.3.3.2 oßu 'tomorrow' 

oßu is characteristically sentence-final. 

(281) ma ßoqgu d$e oßu 
IS clothes (N)-wash tomorrow 
'It's tomorrow that I'm washing clothes.' 

It can precede a modal but it cannot come after the modal except as an 
afterthought. 

(282)* όρί ko- mü ra oßu 
Opi 3-N-go AFF tomorrow 
Opi will certainly go tomorrow.' 

(283) opt ko- mü ra , o6u 
Opi 3-N-go AFF tomorrow 
Opi will certainly go, tomorrow.' 

It can be left-dislocated. The sentence must end in LOW-?? focus strategy 
or in ra. 

(284)* oßu ko-mü 
tomorrow 3-N-go 
'Tomorrow he will go.' 

(285) oßu ko-mü * ?1 
tomorrow 3-N-go SPEC FOC 
'It is tomorrow that he will go.' 

(286) oßu ko-mü ra 
tomorrow 3-N-go AFF 
'He will definitely go tomorrow.' 
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It can force a future reading. 

( 2 8 7 ) ko-mü 
3-N-go 
'He is going.' 

( 2 8 8 ) ko-mü oßu 
3-N-go tomorrow 
'He is going / will go tomorrow.' 

( 2 8 9 ) ko-mü oßu ra 
3-N-go tomorrow AFF 
'He will definitely go tomorrow.' 

18.3.3.3 adsim 'yesterday' 

adz'im can terminate an uninflected verb 

(290) e-mu ad^im 
(3)-VE-go yesterday 
'He came yesterday.' 

It can be left-dislocated; the sentence can but need not end in ra. However, 
in this case a past tense verb cannot be sentence-final so something must 
terminate the verb. 

(291)* ad&m ö-mü 
yesterday 3-go 
'Yesterday he went.' 

(292 ) adslnl o-mu ra 
yesterday 3-go AFF 
'Yesterday he did go.' 

( 2 9 3 ) adzim ö-mü " ?1 
yesterday 3-go SPEC FOC 
'It is yesterday that he went.' 
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18.4 Sentence-initial adverbials 

In this section we consider adverbials which appear at the beginning of 
the sentence, whether a root or subordinate clause. They are not 
interpreted as left-dislocated and need not be focused when in sentence-
initial position, and in this they differ from the sentence-final adverbials. 
Some of these adverbials, such as id or lakini 'but' can appear also at the 
end of the sentence. 

Table 49. Fixed initial adverbials 
adverbial meaning notes 

ki but can be sentence final 

laktni but can be sentence final; of 
Arabic origin 

* ti but used in (root) questions 
only 

dna (drö) next 

kara or contrary to expectations 

kara suke 
ambisi contrary to expectations (preferred in UM and 

'Burulo) 
> 1 DZl yet may be related to the verb 

zt (used for two 
overlapping events) 

dru drü at a time when 

au si (dru) as a result, because of it 

adü si ku the reason being; why not 

(294) ki pi mu pi Τι 
but 2S N-go 2S FOC 
'But it is you who is going / will go.' 

(295) ö ö-ni m 
but 3-know AFF Q 
'But does she really know?' 

(296) ama ή pi ndru-re . kara suke p-e-mu pi 
lPL(EXC) be [ 2s N-look-SB ] yet 2s-VE-go COM 
'We were looking for you when you had already come (home).' 
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(297) dna (dru) d»pi k-e-mu 
now Opi 3DIR-VE-go 
'Next Opi should / can come.' 

(298) ama π pi m ndu-re . ambisi p-e-kl pi 
lPL(EXC) be [2S PR (N)-go look for-SB] yet 2S-VE-go COM 
'We were looking for you yet you had already come (home).' 

(299) opi 5-n ha mvü-re , ozl amä ko-mvü kü 
Opi 3-be [beer N-drink-SB] yet that 3DIR-drink NEG(N) 
Opi has been drinking beer, yet he has been told not to drink.' 

(300) vu atfi. ozl eji ko-cfi 
earth hot yet rain 3-N-rain 
'It is hot. Yet it is raining.' 

(301) ozl pi mü ra 
yet 2S N-go AFF Q 
'Yet you are going?' (despite everything) 

(302) ama 1ε änl di?ä kü acfü si kü 
lPL(EXC) want 3S here NEG(N) [what SR NEG(N) 

änhjga e-mu df?ä ögu ma-a buku tro 
period past (3)-VE-go here steal 1S-POSS book COMT ] 

'We do not want him here because when he came here the other 
time, he stole my book.' 

(303) opt k-e-qgwi ra 
Opi 3-VE-(N)-return AFF 

acfu si kü εδε ana-a gan di?ä 
[ what SRNEG(N) (3)-leave 3S-POSS bicycle here] 
'Opi will come back because he has left his bicycle here.' 

18.4.1. dru drü 

dru drü can be interpreted as 'at a time when'. 

(304) e-mu (dru drü) opi m Sp) ga π Τι 
(3)-VE-go Opi PR chiefdom LOCDEFFOC 
'She came when Opi was reigning.' 

(305) e-mu Ιείε (dru drü) opi nl opi ga π ?1 
(3)-VE-go period Opi PR chiefdom LOC DEF FOC 
'She came at a time when Opi was reigning.' 
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In a root clause like the following it can express consequential action. 
What is to be done has to wait until the completion of the present activity; 
some time may elapse after the completion of the current event or activity. 

(306) (dru dru ) 6-vu k$ 
IND-go(PL) PL 

'So that we go.' (ie. after you have finished eating) 
Context: The speaker is waiting for Opi to finish eating. 

18.4.2. au si (dru) 'as a result, because of it' 

The optional use of dru seems to be to strengthen the meaning of 'as a 
result of it' rather than 'as a result'. 

(307) aü si (dru) ama 1ε £nl di?ä kü 
FOC SR as lPL(EXC) want 3s here NEG(N) 
'As a result, we do not want him here.' (context: When Opi 
was here he stole a book.) 

(308) ö-mü kü aü si dru 
3-go NEG(N) FOC SR as 
'She will not go / is not going as a result of it.' 

(309) ö-mü kü aü si 
3-gO NEG(N) FOC SR 
'She will not go / is not going as a result.' 

18.4.3. cfi si dru, na si dru and ilecfi si dru 'as a result of this' 

di s) dru 'for this' is temporally closer to the present than na st dru 'for 
that'or iledi si dru 'for that near you'. 

(310) cfi si (dru) ama 1ε ärii di?ä kü 
this SR as lPL(EXC) want 3 s here NEG(N) 
(Context: When Opi was here he stole a book.) 
'As a result of this, we do not want him here.' 

(311) cfi si dru opi ö-mü ta ögü-re 
this SR as Opi 3-go thing (N)-steal-SB 
'As a result of this Opi went to steal.' 
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(312 ) vu ε-cfe abiri 
earth (3)-VE-fall hunger 

di si dru ta ßä-ΐε dt-nl sa )jo 
this SR as thing (N)-eat-SB this-like even absent 

'The earth had fallen to hunger. As a result of this, there was not 
even a thing to be eaten.' 

18.4.4. kani'supposedly' 

kani is a loanword from Arabic kaan 'supposedly'. If the sentence has 
an inflected verb (nonpast tense), the meaning is that the eventuality 
described by the sentence was desired but did not, is not or will not occur 
in all its details (eg. the event does occur but with different participants). 

( 3 1 3 ) kani 6pi k-e-d^i-a m 
suppose Opi 3-VE-(N)-bring-OBJ FOC 
Opi is supposed to bring it.' (future and past) 

( 3 1 4 ) kani opi k-e-d^e udi π ?1 
suppose Opi (DIR)-VE-buy new(S) DEF FOC 
(a) 'Opi should have bought a new one.' (He bought old one.) 
(b) 'Opi should buy a new one.' 

If the sentence has an uninflected verb (ie. past tense), the eventuality did 
occur but there is some problem relating to it. 

( 3 1 5 ) kam opi ε-dsi m 
suppose Opi (3)-VE-bring FOC 
'It was brought by Opi.' (But either the thing brought is no 
longer there or is misfunctioning and hence can't be used, or 
someone does not want it used.) 

( 3 1 6 ) kani ma si djo cfi ma ?1 
suppose IS build house this Is FOC 
Ί was the one who had built this house.' (Either the house is no 
longer being used or I am denied access.) 

If the sentence has a nonverbal predicate there is a meaning of 'supposed 
to be', esu reinforces this meaning. 

( 3 1 7 ) kani opi m ma-a ädrupi ?1 
suppose Opi PR lS-POSS brother FOC 
'Opi was supposed to be my brother.' (His behaviour was un-
brotherly.) 
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(318) esu kani opi m ma-a ädrupi ?1 
find suppose Opi PR lS-POSS brother FOC 
Opi was supposed to be my brother.' (But his behaviour 
doesn't show brotherliness.) 

18.5 Adverbials with a discourse function 

The words discussed in this section come at the end of the root sentence. 
They have a discourse function; they do not terminate an uninflected verb 
and appear not to have any clear syntactic relation to the rest of the 
sentence. 

18.5.1 6a: reaffirmation 

6a is used by a speaker to re-affirm the truth of one's statement in the 
face of doubts. In reasserting one's stand it also dismisses the false 
claims of the allegations made by implying: 'believe me, it is the truth'. It 
is found at the end of the sentence, following any modals. It places focus 
on the final element of the sentence, preceding 6a. 

(319) ma ke opi m ru6ia π ra 6a 
IS give Opi BEN money DEF AFF AFF 
Ί did give Opi the money (in question).' (Context: You are 
supposed to give some money to Opi. You did give the money. 
But you hear rumours to the contrary. In defense you will say 
this.) 

(320) ma ke opi m ru6ia 6a 
IS give Opi BEN money AFF 
'It is money that I did give Opi.' (It's not true that I didn't.) 

(321) ma ke opi ni ra 6a 
Is give Opi BEN AFF AFF 
Ί did give Opi some.' (It's not true that I didn't.) 

(322) ma ke opi m 6a 
IS give Opi BEN AFF 
'It is for Opi that I gave it.' (not for someone else) 

In directives, 6a can be used to make the directive more polite, in some 
cases implying a question. 
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(323) pi cß eßl di ra ßa 
2SDIR cook fish this AFF AFF 
(a) 'Do cook this fish please.' 
(b) 'Do cook this fish, is it clear?' 

18.5.2 do: reaffirmation 

do is used with various functions. It is more 'appealing' than 6a, used 
when you want your point to be believed. It is used for example to 
reaffirm one's own statement and refute another's in the same breath. 

(324) ma Jo opi ni ra do 
Is say opi BEN AFF AFF 
'But I have told Opi.'(How come he says that he didn't know 
about it?) 

(325) o-mvü ira kü do 
3-drink beer NEG(N) AFF 
'But he does not drink.'(How come he behaved like that?) 

It is used to exclaim. 

/ \ . / 

(326) pi mu do 
2S N-gO AFF 
'So you are going!' 

(327) p-e-mu ra do 
2S-VE-gO AFF AFF 
'So you have come!' 

It is used to make an observation. 

(328) 6pi o-n tfin do 
Opi 3-sit silent AFF 
Ί notice Opi is sitting quietly.' 

(329) m-εή amä pi mü ra do 
lS-N-hear that 2S N-go AFF AFF 
Ί hear that you are going.' 

It is used to entreat, beg, ask or plead for mercy. There is no other word 
for 'please' in Ma'di. 
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(330) βt mü do 
2SDIR go AFF 
'Please do go.' 

(331) ρ-ε6ε k-5lu do 
2SDIR-let 3DIR-stay AFF 
'Please do spare him.' (You have given him enough thrashing.) 

The use of do appears to be ruled out in the following example because it 
is a nonverbal clause (though 6a can be used in this kind of clause). 

(332)* ago na όΐε do 
man that witch AFF 
Ί notice that man is a witch.' 

18.5.3 π : precautionary warning 

η is placed at the end of the sentence to draw attention to an event as a 
way of making a precautionary warning. Compare the pairs below with 
and without π . 

(333) dzo di ko-rä m 
house this 3-N-leak FOC 
'It is this house which is leaking / leaks.' 

(334) d3D di ko-rä m η 
house this 3-N-leak FOC (warning) 
'(Look) it is this house which is leaking / leaks.' (I can't be 
expected to sleep in it, put things in it, buy it etc.) 

(335) eji ko-cfi 
water 3-N-rain 
'It is raining.' 

(336) eji k o-di η 
water 3-N-rain (warning) 
'(Look) It is raining.' (Implicature -1 can't go in the rain; you 
can't go out now. Context: a child sent to a shop can say this to 
draw attention to her plight or unwillingness to go.) 

η is generally found only with an inflected verb. It is not found in 
sentences with an uninflected or directive verb unless ra is also used. 
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(337)' eji 
water 
'It rained.' 

o-cfi 
3-N-rain 

π 
(warning) 

% 
π (338) eji 5-cTi ra 

water 3-N-rain AFF (warning) 
'It has certainly rained, I assure you.' 

18.5.4 Ida : tentative affirmation 

The word kla is used at the end of a sentence, following any modals or 
negation, to make the affirmation more tentative. It is like a hedged form 
of ra. 

(339) opt ko -mü sukuru ga Ida 
Opi 3-N-go school LOC (hedge) 
Opi is going to school, isn't he?' (context: You want Opi to 
run an errand for you. But Opi has to be in school. You may be 
reminded with these words) 

(340) opi ö-flä eßl kö Ida 
Opi 3-eat fish NEG(N) (hedge) 
Op i doesn't eat fish, does he?' (context: Opi is paying you a 
visit. You want fish to be prepared for him. But he does not eat 
fish. You may be reminded with these words.) 

A typical idiom is for kta to follow pi ndri ra interpreted as 'have you 
seen', 'see?' and 'look!'. 

(341) pi ndri ra, S-Ιε kl amä-ηί äli-kä kü Ida 
2S see AFF3-want PL 1 PL-BEN (N)-pass-SB NEG(N) 

'You see, they don't want us to go past, isn't that so?' 

The segmentally similar but tonally different word kta is used to 
disparage or question the worth of a person or thing, mostly in non-
tensed constructions. This is used disparagingly to suggest that a thing is 
not worth bothering about. 

(342) opt k -e-mu m ' . laa 
Opi 3-(N)-VE-go FOC Q (hedge) 
'Is it Opi who is coming? Forget about it.' (Nothing good will 
come out of it.) 
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(343) opi m padere ' . kia 
Opi PR priest Q (hedge) 
'Is Opi a priest?' (Only heaven knows how low the church has 
stooped.) 

18.6 Subordinate clauses which function as adverbials 

18.6.1 Headless relatives expressing location in time 

A headless relative is a noun phrase with an omitted noun, a full clause 
(with all arguments present), and a determiner. The determiner can be ή or 
a demonstrative. The headless relative can be used as a free adverbial with 
a 'when' or 'while' meaning. In final position it must be followed by the 
LOW -? j focus strategy. 

(344) ma qo-ä η όρί m ljö 
[ IS (N)-break-OBJ ] DEF Opi PR absent 
'When I broke it / was breaking it Opi wasn't around.' 

(345) eji k o-cfi ad^im π ama odu ko 
[water 3-N-rain yesterday] DEF lPL(EXC) sleep N-catch 
'When it was raining yesterday we were sleeping.' 

(346) 6pi ka ama i-tfa-ri η eßl pä 
Opi 3 [lPL(EXC) (N)-VE-arrive-SB ] DEF fish N-eat 
(a) 'When we arrived Opi was eating fish.' 
(b) '(Up to the point) when we arrived Opi used to eat fish.' 

With di 'this' as the determiner instead of ri, the relative clause is 
interpreted as describing an event immediately preceding the event of the 
main clause, na 'that' as the determiner instead of η gives a greater sense 
of temporal remoteness from us. 

(347) bilo egwe di ama ko ama ke ofu opt ni 
[sheep lost ] this lPL then lPL give news Opi BEN 
'Following the loss of the sheep we (immediately) informed 
Opi'. 

(348) ö-mü eft, add Ide ru m 
[3-go] this what do REFL FOC 
'Having gone, what happened?' 
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The headless relative can also be based on a clause with the verb 
suffixed with re. The interpretation is similar. 

(349) ogu 5-kwl a?l-a öcfu kö-ri π ?1 
thief 3-enter [3PL-POSS sleep N-catch-SB] DEF FOC 
'A/the thief entered when they were sleeping.' 

(350) ej'i ?a cfi-re ad^im ή ama öcfu kö 
[water POSS (N)-rain-SB yesterday] DEFlPL(EXC) sleep N-catch 
'When it was raining yesterday we were sleeping.' 

The relative clause with the re-suffixed verb can take the low determiner 
and postposition ga or the noun nga to express location in time. 

(351) m-εβε am m-endre ?a Slu-re % ga 
lS-leave 3s [ls-mother POSS (N)-stay-SB] SPEC LOC 
Ί left him where my mother stays / stayed.' 

(352) ma in! ndri ltu ?a di-ri qga 
IS 3S N-see [ sun POSS (N)-set-SB] SPEC period 
Ί will see him when the sun is setting.' 

18.6.2 'Because' clauses 

A 'because' clause is a a full clause with an unsuffixed verb which ends 
in a?7 or the 'source' postposition si with which it is freely exchangeable. 
This clause can be at the beginning or end of the root clause. 

(353) yii darn ε6ε wa ma mü kü a?l 
2S child leave PS [IS (N)-go NEG(N)] because 
'You can leave the child, since I am not going.' 

(354) opi ko-ndji-a kp£ a?l pi nd3i-ä pi ?1 
[Opi 3-(N)-carry-OBJ NPS] because 2S N-carry-OBJ 2S FOC 
'Because Opi can't carry it, you will have to carry it yourself.' 

18.6.3 Conditional subordinate clauses 

A conditional clause is a subordinate clause with its full argument 
structure and an unsuffixed verb (ie. the same syntax as a root clause), 
and an appropriate internal structure, as described shortly. The conditional 
clause then itself acts as a modifier. Subordinate conditional clauses are 
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not completely freely placed: they can come at the beginning or the end of 
the clause, but cannot be focused. Conditional clauses can also be 
subjects of predication with ape 'fine, right, okay' (11.2.4.2). 

A conditional clause can contain a freely placed conditional adverbial 

(355) @ opi @ e-d^i @ ira π @ ra ko-ßa örü 
[ Opi (3)-VE-take beerDEF AFF ] 3DiR-put up 
@ = d3D 
'Should Opi bring the beer, he should put it up (on the shelf).' 

Alternatively the conditional can have directive modality (djo can also be 
added to the clause). 

(356) ma si lakä waräga endru k-esu-ä oßu 
[1S(DIR) write PRBEN letter today ] 3-(N)-find-OBJ tomorrow 
'Should I write to her a letter today, she will receive it 
tomorrow.' 

(357) ju vu tfin ku , p-Swo ra 
2SDIR keep quiet NEG(N) 2s-cry AFF 
'Unless you keep quiet, you will cry.' 

Alternatively the conditional contains saa 'even' (djo can also be added to 
the clause). 

(358) o-vu m saa , esu (ki ) opi m kü 
[3 (IND)-go(PL) FCX: even] (IND)-find PL Opi PR NEG(N) 
'Even if we (you inclusive) go, we will not find Opi.' 

Alternatively the conditional contains kesu. The clause with kesu tends to 
come first, but it can be final, if focused by the LOW-?i strategy. 

(359) tee cfi m -e-d^e udi ή ra 
earlier today this lS-VE-buy new(S) DEF AFF 

kesu pi / ö ma m ra ?1 
[ if 2SDIR say I s BEN AFF ] SPEC FOC 

'By now I could certainly have bought a new one, had you told 
me.' 

kesu can also be found in a clause consisting of just a focused noun 
phrase and negation, giving the effect of greater emphasis. In this 
sentence, kesu cannot be omitted or replaced with esu. 
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(360 ) kesu jü ?1 kü , mä ijö 
[ if 2s FOC NEG(N) ] I s absent 
'Had it not been for you, I would be no more.' 

( 3 6 1 ) kesu jii ?1 kü ?1 , mä ijo 
[ find 2S FOC NEG(N) ] SPEC FOC IS absent 
'Had it not been for you, I would not be alive.' 
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Chapter 19 
Focus and Information structure 

19.1 Order and realization of arguments, and information 
structure 

19.1.1. Realization of subject and object 

19.1.1.1. Options for realization of the subject 

In our view, every root clause whether verbal or nonverbal always has a 
pronominal subject. The pronominal subject can optionally be preceded 
by a 'subject' noun phrase, which we call the 'adjoined subject' because 
it is in a sense 'adjoined' to the true pronominal subject. In the 
pronominal paradigm for the uninflected verb (the U-paradigm), the first 
or second person pronominal subject can either be 'short', consisting of a 
vowel prefix only, or 'long', consisting of the vowel prefix to which a full 
independent pronoun is adjoined. There does not appear to be any 
significant difference in information structure between the short and long 
pronominals. The difference, if anything, is associated with dialectal 
tendencies, with some speakers preferring one and some the other form, 
though we note that some speakers who use both long and short forms 
think the long pronoun is (in their words) more 'emphasized'. 

19.1.1.2. Options for realization of the object 

The uninflected verb can either have a noun phrase object following the 
verb or can omit its object completely; this is true for all verbs. We 
assume that the omitted object is nevertheless structurally present (it 
appears that it can still for example be focused). The inflected verb can 
either have a noun phrase object preceding the verb or can take a postclitic 
-?ä, which is equivalent to the omitted object of the uninflected verb. 

19.1.2. Left-dislocation 

Various constituents can be left-dislocated, put at the beginning of the 
sentence. This includes postposition phrases as well as the object. In 
some cases a pause is required after the left-dislocated constituent. 

The object can be placed before the subject, at the beginning of the 
sentence, ie. 'left dislocated'. Left-dislocation makes the object a topic, 
with the rest of the sentence the comment. That is, the object is identified 
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as something which is already under discussion or a member of a set of 
things which have previously been discussed. All verbs permit this. The 
left-dislocated object can also be a wh-object (which always has the same 
syntactic distribution as the non-wh-object). 

This left-dislocated object is best treated as a copy of the object rather 
than the true object, because if the verb is inflected the left-dislocated 
object must leave a clitic after the verb, and we take this clitic to be the true 
object. 

(1) boggu η 6pi ko-d^e-ä sabuni η si 
clothes DEF Opi 3-(N)-wash-OBJ soap DEF SR 
(a) Opi is washing the clothes (in question) with the soap (in 

question).' (The clothes, Opi is washing with the soap.).' 
(b) Opi is washing the ones which are clothes with the soapy 

one.' 

If the verb is uninflected, the left-dislocated object does not leave a clitic 
but in this case the true object may perhaps be implicit. 

The left-dislocated object can be focused (by the aü focus strategy). 
This can only be interpreted as contrastive focus: the object is interpreted 
as 'this specific member of the set under discussion'. 

(2) adö ju ßä aü 
what 2S eat FOC 
'What (among the things we have been discussing) did you 
eat?' 

(3) eßl π ma ßä aü 
fish DEF IS eat FOC 
'It was the fish (among the things we have been discussing) that 
I ate?' 

(4) d3D ma sl-?ä aü 
house IS N-build-OBJ FOC 
'It's a house (among the things we have been discussing) that I 
am building.' 

19.1.3. Right-dislocation 

Some constituents can be put at the end of the sentence, after a pause. 
These are interpreted as afterthoughts. 
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19.1.4. Focus 

19.1.4.1. Focus on subject or object 

Subject or object can be focused, using one of four strategies: 
the aö strategy 
the null strategy 
the ?7 strategy 
the m strategy 

The strategies differentiate among arguments by: 
(a) Grammatical function: aö and the null strategy are found only with 

objects. 
(b) Person: m focuses third person subjects while ?1 focuses first and 

second person subjects. 
(c) Definiteness: the null strategy is used for final bare indefinites and 

the ??-strategy for other kinds of final noun phrase. 
(d) Wh- vs. non-wh-: m will normally not focus an object, but will 

focus a wh-object in certain circumstances. 
(e) Type of verb: the null strategy can be used to focus a final bare 

indefinite object of an uninflected verb but not the final bare 
indefinite object of a directive verb. 

A pronominal argument can be focused. A null object can be focused. A 
left-dislocated object (which leaves a pronominal copy behind) can be 
focused. A subject or object which is a wh-phrase must be focused, and 
can in addition optionally be left-dislocated. 

19.1.4.2. Focus on other constituents 

It is also possible to focus the verb, by copying it into final position and 
adding a low tone at the end. Another focus strategy puts a low tone 
(probably the specificity determiner) at the end of the sentence, followed 
by ?1\ this is used to focus non-arguments within the sentence, or can also 
be used to focus the sentence as a whole. 

19.1.4.3. Contrastive and noncontrastive focus 

Where more than one focus strategy is available, there is a partitioning of 
contrastive vs. noncontrastive focus between the two strategies This 
seems to arise when a final object can in principle be focused either by 
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null or ?1 in which case it is noncontrastively focused, or by aü in which 
case it is contrastively focused. 

Where only one focus strategy is available, both contrastive and 
noncontrastive focus are delivered by the same strategy. (Null and 71 
strategies count as the same here because they apply to complementary 
types of phrase.) This seems to arise when the subject is focused by m or 
by copy+?i or when the preverbal object is focused by aü, or when a 
modifier is focused (only null and ?1 strategies seem to be able to do this). 

In certain circumstances (eg. when the focused item is also a topic), 
only contrastive focus is possible. Hence a left-dislocated object, focused 
by aü, is only contrastively focused. 

19.2 Null focus 

'Null focus' is a focus strategy which does not require any special focus 
particle. Instead, an object is interpreted as 'in focus'. Where this kind of 
focus interpretation is available, it is always optional. 

19.2.1. Noun phrases which can take bare focus 

The only type of noun phrase which can be focused by the null focus 
strategy is a bare indefinite. This can be a noun phrase consisting just of a 
noun and interpreted as indefinite, or the indefinite wh-phrase acfü. 

(5) ma pä eßl 
Is eat fish 
(a) 'It was a fish I ate.' (focus reading) 
(b) Ί ate a fish.' (no focus) 

(6) ju d^e acfü 
2s buy what 
'What did you buy?' 

A final quantifying modifier can apparently also be focused by this 
strategy. There is contrastive focus here. 

(7) ma d3e läbölö ga aqgwa drü 
I s buy banana small DIM as 
I bought bananas, a small amount.' (not a large amount) 

A noun phrase which is definite or in any other way complex cannot be 
focused by the null strategy. Thus for example a possessed noun phrase 
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cannot be focused by this strategy. 

(8)* ορί ö-ηο ma-a gan nl pa 
Opi 3-break lS-POSS bicycle POSS leg 
'It is the wheel of my bicycle that Opi broke.' 

(9)* cfi izi η ?a d$6 
this woman DEF POSS house 
'This is the woman's house.' 

19.2.2. Syntactic structures which permit bare focus 

Bare focus most characteristically involves an object following an 
uninflected verb. The verb need not have a past tense interpretation, so 
long as it is uninflected. 

(10) ma ΐέ gan 
IS want bicycle 
(a) 'It's a bicycle I want.' (focus reading) 

(b) Ί want a bicycle.' (non-focus reading) 

A final object inside a subordinate clause can be interpreted as in focus. 

(11) d3D 6pi ö-sl d$D ju Jö ma ni [ if Opi 3-build house ] 2SDIR say Is BEN 
(a) 'If Opi has built a house (and not something else) you 

should tell me.' 
(b) 'Should Opi build a house (and not something else) you 

should tell me.' 

(If the object ά$ό is followed by aü in the subordinate clause the 
interpretation would be non-contrastive focus.) 

There is some limited evidence that the object which precedes an 
inflected verb can also be interpreted as in focus. In general a bare 
indefinite in this kind of position is not interpreted as in focus (12). 

(12) ma gan dje 
IS bicycle (N)-buy 
Ί am buying a bicycle.' (no focus on bicycle) 

But evidence that this is a position which in certain circumstances is open 
to bare focus comes from the fact that a wh-phrase, adü, can appear here 
(13). Because in all clear cases a wh-phrase must be focused, and because 
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we know that this type of phrase can be focused by null focus, we suggest 
that the preverbal object can have have null focus. 

(13) mdn di ka add tfi 
goat this 3 what N-bite 
'What is this goat biting?', 'What does this goat bite?' 

Wh-phrases which are not capable of null focus cannot appear in this 
position (without an explicit focus particle), providing further evidence 
that this is an instance of null focus. 

(14)* otfe na ka adi m tfi 
dog that 3 who PR N-bite 
'Who is that dog biting?' 

Further evidence that a preverbal bare indefinite can be focused comes 
from sentences with nominalized modals such as ra n. Normally these 
modals require focus on the subject or object. But it is possible for a bare 
indefinite to lack an overt focus particle. 

(15) ra η ka efil di 
AFF DEF 3 fish N-cook 
'The one that she will definitely cook is fish.' 

The focus particle au can also be used (and is preferred). 

(16) ra π ka e6i di au 
AFF DEF 3 fish N-cook FOC 
'The one that she will definitely cook is fish.' 

19.2.3. Syntactic structures which do not permit null focus 

If a temporal noun follows, the object is no longer in focus. 

(17) e-dje kl eßi ad^im 
(3)-VE-buy PL fish yesterday 
'They bought fish yesterday.' (no focus on fish) 

If the verb is followed first by a postposition phrase and then by the 
object (an unusual order, but possible), the object is not in focus. 

(18) opt ö-ß endre m ά 
Opi 3-cut mother BEN cow 
Opi slaughtered a cow for his mother.' (no focus on cow) 
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If the sentence ends on a modal or negation, null focus is impossible. 

(19) d3D opi ö-sl d3o ra ju Jo ma ni 
[if Opi 3-build house ÄFF] 2SDIR say Is BEN 
(a) 'If Opi's building a house takes place, you should tell me.' 
(b) 'If Opi completes building a house you should tell me.' 

(20) idre 5-pä ha kü 
rat 3-eat meat NEG(N) 
'Rats don't eat meat.' (no focus on meat) 

Neither constituent of a conjoined noun phrase is interpretable as in focus 
by this strategy (in contrast, focus by ?1 is possible). 

(21) pi d$e buku ole galamu 
2S buy book or pen 
'Did you buy a book or a pen?' (no focus on either 
constituent) 

(22) e-dji galamu oo buku 
(3)-VE-take pen and book 
'She brought a pen and a book.' (no focus on either 
constituent) 

(23) ka galamu E-D^I DO buku 
3 pen (N)-VE-take and book 
'She is bringing a pen and a book.' (no focus) 

Perception verbs do not participate in a structure where the sentence ends 
on a bare indefinite. This rules out the possibility of having null focus in 
these sentences (but aü or ??-focus are both possible). 

(24)* ma ndri ot/ε 
IS see dog 
(a) Ί saw a dog.' 
(b) 'It is a dog that I saw.' 

Though it is clause-final, the object of a directive verb cannot be 
interpreted as in focus by the null strategy (focus by aü or ?1 is possible.) 

(25) pi pä iza 
2SDIR eat meat 
(a)* 'It is meat that you should eat' 
(b) 'You should eat meat.' (no focus) 
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19.3 Focus particle ?t 

?] is used to focus a clause-final definite object noun phrase (more 
specifically anything other than a bare indefinite), and a first or second 
person subject. 

19.3.1. Object focus with ?1 

?Ί is used to focus a clause-final (ie. postverbal) definite object noun 
phrase. This includes a definite noun phrase with η (26), a definite wh-
phrase (27,28), a pronominal object (29), including an inclusive (30), and 
a noun phrase object which is both definite and specific either with the 
specificity determiner LOW (31) or a name (32). 

(26) ma d$i gan π ?1 
IS take bicycle DEF FOC 
Ί took the bicycle.' 

(27) ρ-eh acfi ?1 
2S-touch who FOC 
'Who is it that you touched?' 

(28) pi ze eßu ga iqgo ?1 
2s send work LOC which FOC 
'Which one did you sent to work?' 

(29) opi 5-li mä ?1 
Opi 3-want Is FOC 
'It is me who Opi wants / wanted.' 

(30) ö-Ιε ki 6a ?1 
3-want PL INC FOC 
(a) 'It is us (you inclusive) they want.' 
(b)* 'It's people they want' 

(31) ma dse za ?1 
IS buy daughter-SPEC FOC 
Ί married the (her, his) daughter.' 

(32) opi o-dji ito ?1 
Opi 3-take Ito / rabbit FOC 
(a) 'Opi took Ito.' (ie. the name reading of ito) 
(b)* Opi took a rabbit.' (ie. the bare indefinite reading of ito) 
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An unfocused specific noun phrase is followed by m or p? (12.1.3) when 
in object position. When the specific noun phrase is focused with ?1 
(31,32), mis omitted. 

19.3.1.1. Focus on conjoined objects, including right-dislocation of a 
conjunct 

Conjoined noun phrases are focused by adjoining each one to ?1. 

(33) e-dsi galamu η ?1 DO buku η ?1 
(3)-VE-take pen DEF FOC and book DEF FOC 
'It's the pen (in question) and the book (in question) that she 
brought.' 

Both conjuncts must be focused if postverbal (with an uninflected verb). 

( 3 4 ) * i-d$i galamu η oo buku π ?1 
(3)-VE-take pen DEF and book DEF FOC 
'It's the pen (in question) and the book (in question) that she 
brought.' 

Note however that it is possible to focus a right-extracted conjunct when 
the verb is inflected and takes a preverbal object. 

(35) ka galamu π c-d^i oo buku n ?1 
3 pen DEF (N)-VE-take and book DEF FOC 
'It's the book that she is bringing, along with the pen.' 

But in this case it is impossible to focus both noun phrases. 

( 3 6 ) * ka galamu π ?1 i-d$i oo buku π ?2 
3 pen DEF FOC (N)-VE-take and book DEF FOC 
'It's the pen (in question) that she is bringing and the book (in 
question).' (focus on both objects) 

It is impossible to move a conjunct to the end of the sentence without 
focusing it with ?1. Thus the general constraint against ending a sentence 
with a definite noun phrase holds also for conjunct extraction. 

(37 )* ka galamu π ε-dsi oo buku π 
3 pen DEF (N)-VE-take and book DEF 
'She is bringing the pen (in question) and the book (in 
question).' 
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19.3.1.2. Focus on a modified object 

When a noun phrase takes a postmodifier, it also takes a definite 
determiner such as ή but can have either an indefinite or a definite 
interpretation. Noun phrases of this kind are focused with ?1. Focus is 
either contrastive or noncontrastive. 

(38) ma 1ε kubaja pelere π ?1 
IS want cup clean DEF FOC 
(a) Ί want a clean cup.' 
(b) Ί want a cup, the one which is clean.' 

(39) ma tfi fulu aqa π ?1 
IS bite groundnut bitter DEF FOC 
(a) Ί bit the bitter groundnut and not something else.' 
(b) Ί bit a groundnut, it was bitter.' 

(40) ma d$e läbölo ga aqgwa drü η ?1 
IS buy banana small DIM of DEF FOC 
Ί bought the small bunch of bananas, (and not the large bunch 
of bananas) 

(41) ma c/je ga aqgwa drü π ?1 
IS buy small DIM as DEF FOC 
Ί bought a / the small one.' 

Note that in the following example it is the modifier which is being 
focused, and not the noun. 

(42) ma dse ga aqgwa drü η ?1 
IS buy small DIM as DEF FOC 
Ί bought a / the small one.' 

(43) ma d$e läbölö ga aqgwa drü π ?1 
IS buy banana small DIM as DEF FOC 
(a) Ί bought the bananas, a small bunch.' 
(b) Ί bought the small bunch of bananas.'(and not the large 

bunch of bananas) 

19.3.2. Subject focus with 7i 

A first or second person subject, or an inclusive subject, is focused by 
leaving it in place and putting a copy + ?1 in final position. The subject 
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can be the long (44) or short (45) version of the pronoun, singular or 
plural (46,47), and the copy is the NS-paradigm version of the pronoun. 
The ?1 strategy is not used to focus a third person subject, or an indefinite 
subject (which is a type of third person subject). 

(44) pi ke j ß ?1 
2s give 2S FOC 
(a) 'You were the one who gave it.' 
(b) 'You gave it yourself.' 
(c) 'It was you who gave it.' 

(45) j- ke pi ?1 
2 S give 2S FOC 
(a) 'You were the one who gave it.' 
(b) 'You gave it yourself.' 
(c) 'It was you who gave it.' 

(46) api jp-a apl ?1 
2PL break-OBJ 2PL FOC 
(a) 'You will be the ones to break it.' 
(b) 'You are the ones (who are) breaking it.' 

(47) ama d^e ami ?1 
lPL(EXC) wash lPL(EXC) FOC 
(a) 'We (not other people) were the ones who washed it.' 
(b) 'We (not other people) washed it ourselves.' 
(c) 'It was we (not others) who washed it.' 

If the subject is conjoined, both parts of the conjunction are focused. 

(48) ama pä 6pi tro ama ?1 
lPL(EXC) eat Opi COMT lPL(EXC) FOC 
'It was Opi and I that ate it.' 

If the subject is the inclusive pronoun, the indefinite interpretation is 
unavailable either because it is indefinite or because this would be third 
person and neither type of pronoun is focused with ?1. The 'copy' of the 
inclusive (49) is the word 6a, as we would expect since this is the NS-
paradigm form of the inclusive, as found in object position. 

(49 ) 6-sl d3ok0ni 6a ?1 
IND-build kitchen INC FOC 
'We (you inclusive) were the ones who built a kitchen.' 
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19.3.2.1. Focus on dissimilar subjects 

The combination of noun phrase (eg. repeated subject) and ?J can be 
conjoined with another NP + ?1 combination or even with the subject 
focus particle u# on its own. This suggests that NP + ?1 is a single 
constituent. 

(50) pi mü pi ?Ί ole opi ?1 
2S N-go 2S FOC or Opi FOC 
'Is it you going or is it Opi?' 

(51) acß ko-mü η) , jü ?1 ole opi ?1 
who 3-N-go FOC 2S FOC or Opi FOC 
'Who is going? you or Opi?' 

(52) Dpi ö-mü ni ole ito ?1 
Opi 3-go FOC or ito FOC 
'Was it Opi who went or was it Ito?' 

19.3.2.2. The possibility of pausing before the ??-focused subject 

The combination of subject copy and ?? can be separated from the 
preceding sentence by a pause (ie. right dislocated). This is the only 
circumstance in which modals can co-occur with ?7-focus. 

(53) ma pa labolo ra , ma ?1 
IS eat bananas AFF Is FOC 
'It is me who has definitely eaten bananas.' 

(54) ma pi läbölö ku ( , ) mi ?1 
IS eat bananas NEG(N) IS FOC 
'It is me who does not eat bananas.' 

Note that the object cannot be definite, perhaps because the sentence 
represents a general state of affairs rather than a specific situation 
involving specific bananas. 

(55)* ma pi läbölö π kü , ma ?Ί 
IS eat bananas DEF NEG(N) Is FOC 
'It is me who will not / does not eat the bananas (in question).' 

While a focused subject can be right dislocated in this manner, a focused 
object cannot. 
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(56)* ma pa ra , labölo η ?1 
Is eat AFF banana DEF FOC 
'It was the banana that I definitely ate.' 

19.3.2.3. A structure involving subject focus and a demonstrative 

Note the following structure, which involves subject focus, and a 
demonstrative (either hid) or dΪ could be substituted for na). The context 
for these examples is as follows: Supposing there are signs of trouble in 
the neighbourhood. To advise against getting involved in it, a speaker may 
say (57) in general terms but (58) when the person going to investigate is 
a known troublemaker herself. 

(57) jn mü Sfa eh-re 
2s N-go fight touch-SB 
'You are going to look for a fight.' (You will probably get into 
problems.) 

(58) pi mü ju ?1 na 6/a eh-re 
2s N-go 2s FOC that fight touch-SB 
'You are going, if it is you, to look for a fight.' (you will 
definitely get into problems) 

19.4 Object focus particle au 

aü places focus on any kind of object, of an inflected, uninflected or 
directive verb. Thus it is much wider in the range of objects it can focus 
than is 71. In general, it seems to be used primarily for contrastive focus 
(less narrow contrast than with ?J), though it seems also to be used for 
general broad presentational focus. 

aü must follow the verb and is normally sentence-final but can be 
followed for example by a postposition phrase. 

(59) opt ka maqga e-d^i aü endre m 
Opi 3 mangoes (N)-VE-bring FOC mother-SPEC BEN 
'It is mangoes that Opi is bringing/will bring for the mother.' 

(60)* opi ka maqga ad c-d^i endre ni 
Opi 3 mangoes FOC (N)-VE-bring mother-SPEC BEN 
'It is mangoes that Opi is bringing/will bring for the mother.' 
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19.4.1. Focus on postverbal object of uninflected verb 

Here aü focuses a constituent in a similar position to the constituent 
focused by ?1. The object can be a bare indefinite (61), including the bare 
indefinite wh-word adü (62); it can be definite (63), including the definite 
wh-word acfi (64); and can be possessed, indefinite (65) or definite (66). 

(61) ma dje gan aü 
IS buy bicycle FOC 
'It is a bicycle that I bought.' 

/ — ^ / 

(62) β -εΐο acfu au 
2s-touch who FOC 
'Who is it that you have touched?' 

(63) ma dje gan η au 
IS buy bicycle DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the bicycle (in question) that I bought.' 
(b) 'It is the bicvcle one that I bought.' 

(64) fl-ih acfi m aü 
2S-touch who PR FOC 
'Who is it that you have touched?' 

(65) ma ndre opi ?a djo au 
IS see Opi POSS house FOC 
'It is Opi's house that I saw.' 

— * 

(66) ma ndre opi ?a djo π au 
IS see Opi POSS house DEF FOC 
'It is Opi's house (the one in question) that I saw.' 

The object can be implicit, either on its own (67), or as an implicit copy of 
a left-dislocated object (68). 

A _ 
(67) ma e-d^e au 

IS VE-buy FOC 
'It is it that I bought.' 

(68) ha π ßära η 5-cfi aü 
meat DEF child DEF 3-cook FOC 
(a) 'It is the meat (in question) which the child (in q.) cooked.' 
(b) 'It is the meaty one (not the bony one) which the child one 
cooked.' 
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The object need not be final in the clause, and can be separated from the 
particle aü (in this it differs again from the ?1 strategy). 

(69) pi ze hjgo m eßu ga aü 
2s send which PR work LOC FOC 
'Which one did you send to work?' 

The following example possibly shows focus on a conjunct; it is 
alternatively possible that the 'or-phrase' is treated as a kind of 
afterthought. 

(70) ju d$e buku aü ole galamu 
2S buy book FOC or pen 
'Was it a book that you bought or a pen?' 

19.4.2. Preverbal object of an inflected verb 

The aü strategy is the primary strategy available for focus on the object of 
an inflected verb, which precedes the verb; this is because aü need not be 
adjacent to the focused object. Again, it can focus a bare indefinite object 
or wh-phrase (71,72), or a definite object or wh-phrase (73,74). 

(71) ma gan d^e aü 
IS bicycle (N)-buy FOC 
'It is a bicycle that I am buying / will buy.' 

(72) tndn di ka adü pä aü 
goat this 3 what N-eat FOC 
(a) 'What is it that this goat will eat?' 
(b) 'What is it that this goat is eating?' 
(c) 'What is it that this goat eats?' 

(73) opt ka ito pi e-d^i aü 
Opi 3 Ito PRPL (N)-VE-bring FOC 
'It is Ito and his associates who Opi will bring / is bringing.' 

(74) pi acß m eh aü 
2S who PR (N)-touch FOC 
'Who is it that you are touching / will touch?' 

Just as aü will focus a null object of an uninflected verb so it will focus 
the equivalent clitic object ?ä of an inflected verb, either on its own (75) or 
associated with a left-dislocated object (76) and wh-object (77). 
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(75) ma d3e-?ä aü 
IS N-buy-OBJ FOC 
'It is it that I am buying.' 

(76) gan π ma d3e-ä aü 
bicycle DEF I s N-buy-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'It is the bicycle in question that I am buying / will buy.' 
(a) 'It is the bicycle one that I am buying / will buy.' 

(77) adl pi ap-azi-a aü 
who PRPL 2PL-(N)-sell-OBJ FOC 
'Who and their associates is it that you are selling?' 

19.4.3. Object of α directive verb 

aü can be used to focus the postverbal object of a directive verb. The ?J 
strategy cannot be used in this case. The directive sentence takes on a 
meaning of 'let her for the moment,' or 'let her concentrate on', 's/he is 
better off doing', etc. The object can be explicit (78,79) or implicit (80). 
When it takes an overt object, aü is used to suggest to a person that she 
had better limit herself to the named activity rather than attempt whatever 
else (which is unnamed) she intends to do. 

(78) ko-mvü ira aü 
3DIR-drink beer FOC 
'Let her concentrate on her drinking.' (That's the only thing 
she is good at.) 

(79) ko-zl mä aü 
3S(DIR) Is FOC 
'She should ask me.' 

(80) ka 6pi m ndre ra. ko-pä aü 
3 Opi PR (N)-see AFF. 3DIR-eat FOC 
'She will certainly have the wrath of Opi. Let her for the moment 
eat it.' 

/ _ 

19.4.4. Noun phrases which cannot be focused by au 

aü will not focus an inclusive pronoun, so that 6a in (81) can only be 
interpreted as a noun 'people' and not as the inclusive pronoun. 
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(81) ο-Ιε ki 6a au 
3 -want PL INC FOC 
(a)* 'It is us they want.' 
(b) 'It's people they want.' 

aü will not focus a wh-object in a sentence which ends with a modal or 
negation particle. In this case, the subject focuser ni must be used to focus 
the object (19.5.3). This is an unexpected fact. 

(82)* ρ -εΐό adi m ra au 
2S-touch who PR AFF FOC 
'Who is it that you have certainly touched?' 

(83)* ρ -εΐό add ra aü 
2s-touch who AFF FOC 
'Who is it that you have certainly touched?' 

(84)* ρ-εΐό acfi m au ra 
2S-touch who PR FOC AFF 
'Who is it that you have certainly touched?' 

aü is not used to focus the following kinds of wh-phrase: iqgo si 'with 
which one', iqgo 'where', iqgo si 'where', iqgö 1ε 'in which place', acfü 
qga (ni) 'when', iqgo nl 'how', iqgo pi 'how big', si 'how much / 
many', vu si 'how many times', acfü si 'how' and 'why'. A final 
modified phrase cannot be focused with aü along the lines seen earlier for 
null and ??-focus. 

19.4.5. The requirement for nl is preserved under au 

A specific noun phrase normally must be followed by nl. This remains 
true when it is focused by aü. 

(85) ρ -εΐό acfi m aü 
2S-touch who PR FOC 
'Who is it that you touched?' (There is a presupposition that 
you touched someone, and the question asks who that person is.) 

(86)* ρ -ih adt aü 
2s-touch who FOC 
'Who did you touch?' 
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In contrast, mis not used if the specific noun phrase is focused with ?Ί. 

(87 )* β-έΐό acß m ?Ί 
2s-touch who PR FOC 
'Who is it that you touched?' 

(88) β-eh acß ?1 
2S-touch who FOC 
'Who is it that you touched?' (There is no presupposition that 
you touched someone.) 

19.4.6. Other uses of ad 

Note the following use of aü at the end of a sentence after a pause. It is 
not possible to use ?1 in this manner. 

(89) ma ndre a?l sü , ad 
IS see 3PL four FOC 
Ί saw four, it's them that I saw.' 

The postposition si can take aü as its complement. This is the only 
circumstance in which a focus morpheme can be the complement to a 
postposition, and perhaps correlates with the fact that si can take a 
sentence as its complement, suggesting that aü might possibly stand for 
the sentence. The interpretation is either 'because of it' or 'with it'; the 
latter interpretation requires the phrase to be final within the clause. 

(90) o-mu au 
3-go FOC 

(a) 'She did not go because of it.' 
(b) 'She didn't go with it.' 

Si 
SR 

kuru 
NEG(P) 

(91) au si o-mu 
FOC SR 3-go 
(a) 'Because of it she didn't go.' 
(b)* 'With it she didn't go.' 

kuru 
NEG(P) 

(92) o -mü 
3-go 

(a) 'She did not go because of it.' 
(b)* 'She didn't go with it.' 

\ 
si kuru au 

NEG(P) FOC SR 

aü si dru means 'as a result of it'. 
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Note also the following structure, where left-dislocated add is, focused, 
but with a pause. 

(93) acfü, p i le au 
what 2S want FOC 
'What is it that you want?' 

19.5 Focus particle hi 

19.5.1. Focus on the third person subject 

m focuses a third person subject, and is the only focus strategy available 
for a third person subject. It appears to allow both contrastive and 
presentational focus. All kinds of third person subject including wh-
forms and conjoined subjects, of all kinds of verb, can be focused by m. 

(94) ago π ö-sl dsokoni dt m 
man DEF 3-build kitchen this FOC 
(a) 'It is the man (in question) who built this kitchen.' 
(b) 'It is the male one who built the kitchen.' (contrastive) 

(95) acfi έΐό pi m 
who (3)-touch 2s FOC 
'Who is it that touched you?' 

(96) hjgo ö-ΐε ju mgbä-ΐέ m 
which 3-want 2s N-beat-SB FOC 
(a) 'Which one (among them) wants to beat you?' 
(a) 'Which one (among them) wanted to beat you?' 

(97) acfi ?a mdn 5-pä apa cfi m 
who POSS goat 3-eat grain this FOC 
'Whose goat is it that ate this grain?' 

(98) mdn acfi dn 5pa apa di m 
goat who POSS 3-eat grain this FOC 
'Whose goat is it that ate this grain?' 

(99) ötfe ö-tß mdn m 
dog 3-bite goat FOC 
'It was a dog that bit a goat.' 
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(100) add 5-dji pi na?a m 
what 3-take 2s there FOC 
(a) 'What is it that took you there?' (for what reason?) 
(b) 'What took you there?'(by what means?) 

(101) ö-mü eßu ga m 
3-go work LOC FOC 
'She was the one who went to work.' 

(102) adl o-dl ta küru m 
who 3-cook thing NEG(P) FOC 
'Who is it that has not cooked?' 

(103) 6pi ka dsokoni di si m 
Opi 3 kitchen this (N)-built FOC 
'It is Opi who is building / will build this kitchen.' 

(104) opi pi 5-tfl (ki ) mdn m 
Opi PRPL 3-bite PL goat FOC 
'It is Oßi and his associates who bit a goat.' 

(105) όρί pi ö-fe it6 tro ni 
Opi PRPL 3-run Ito COMT FOC 
'It was Opi and Ito who ran.' 

(106) opi ?ä otfe o-pa \za η m 
Opi POSS dog 3-eat meat DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is Opi's dog that ate the meat (in question).' 
(b) 'It is Opi's dog which ate that which is meat.' 

The focused subject can be preceded by a left-dislocated object. 

(107) galamu η aeft ö-cfü m 
pen DEF who 3-take FOC 
'Who is it that took the pen (in question)?' 

(108) hdri eft adu 5-tfl ru 
goat this what 3-bite FOC 
'What is it that bit this goat?' 

This strategy can also be used to focus the subject of a nonverbal 
predicate. 
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(109) adl m lapwopi m 
who PR teacher FOC 
'Who is it that is a teacher?' 

19.5.2. Types of subject which cannot be focused by ni 

m cannot be used to focus an indefinite/inclusive pronoun. We assume 
that the indefinite is unsuited to focus because it is not new information. 
The inclusive would not be third person and so is focused by a different 
strategy. 

(110)* 6-dzl eßu ga m 
IND-take work LOC FOC 
(a) 'Someone took her to work.' 
(b) 'We (including you) were the ones who took her to work.' 

n) cannot be used to focus the combination 6a kwitfi 'everyone'. It can 
however be used to focus 6a in association with kwitfi with the 
interpretation 'all people'. 

(111)* 6a kwitfi ε-νυ m 
people all (3)-VE-go(PL) FOC 
'It was everyone who came.' 

(112) 6a ε-νυ kwitfi m 
people (3)-VE-go(PL) all FOC 
'It was all people who came.' 

m is not used to focus the following kinds of wh-phrase: iqgo si 'with 
which one', iqgo 'where' , iqgo s) 'where', iqgo 1ε 'in which place', add 
qga (ni) 'when', iqgo m 'how', iqgo pi 'how big', si 'how much / 
many', νύ si 'how many times', adu si 'how' and 'why', adü ni 'why'. 

19.5.3. Focus on α wh-object in α sentence ending in α modal 

While m normally focuses only a third person subject, there is one case in 
which it can focus a third person object. The object in question is a wh-
object. In this kind of structure, the sentence must end on a modal or 
negation; this is the only situation in which a final modal or negation co-
occurs with a focus particle. 

Any kind of wh-object can be focused in this manner, including an 
indefinite (113) , definite with nl (114), and possessive (115,116) . 
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(113) fl-έΐό adu ra m 
2S-tOUch who AFF FOC 
'Who is it that you have certainly touched?' 

(114) ji-εΐό adi m ra m 
2S-touch who PR AFF FOC 
'Who is it that you have certainly touched?' 

(115) acß ?a ßoqgu pi so küru ni 
who POSS clothes 2S sew NEG(P) FOC 
'Whose clothes is it that you have not sewn?' 

(116) adü m iza ko-di kpe m 
what PR meat 3-N-cook NPS FOC 
'What sort of meat is it that can't get cooked? 

The wh-object can be left-dislocated (leaving a clitic behind with the 
inflected verb). 

(117) trjgo m ap-izi wa m 
which PR 2PL-sell PS FOC 
'Which one is it that you were able to sell?' 

(118) hjgo m ap-azl-?£ wa m 
which PR 2PL-(N)-sell-OBJ PS FOC 
'Which one is it that you can sell?' 

The final modal or negation can be λα (119), küru (115), ra (120), wa 
(121), kpe (122). Nominalized modals/negation will not do this (19.11.3). 

(119) pi n) adi m ku m 
2S know who PR NEG(N) FOC 
'Who is it that you do not know?' 

( 1 2 0 ) pi so adi ?a ßoggu ra m 
2 s sew who POSS clothes AFF FOC 
'Whose clothes is it that you have certainly sewn?' 

( 1 2 1 ) apt iggo m izi wa ιϊϊ 
2PL which PR (N)-sell PS FOC 
'Which one is it that you can sell?' 

( 1 2 2 ) ka hjgö m d^e kpe m 
3 which SPEC PR (N)-wash NPS FOC 
'Which one is it that she cannot wash?' 
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The final adverbial, modal etc. is obligatory. 

(123)* fl -eh acfi iu m 
2s-touch who PR FOC 
'Who is it that you have touched?' 

(124)* fl -eh add m 
2s-touch who FOC 
'Who is it that you have touched?' 

A non-wh-object cannot be focused with m. 

(125)* fl -eh opi m ra m 
2S-touch Opi PR AFF FOC 
'It was Opi that you certainly touched.' 

(126)* fl -εΐό opt m ra m 
2S-tOUCh O p i PR AFF FOC Q 
'Was it Opi that you touched?' 

Note that the subject is not interpreted as in focus (as it normally would 
be if m is present). 

(127) elo adt m ra m 
3s-touch who PR AFF FOC 
(a) 'Who is it that she has definitely touched?' 
(b)* 'It is her that definitely touched who?' 

19.5.4. The position ofm 

m is normally in final position but other constituents can follow, with an 
optional pause. 

/ / / / \ ^ __ V / 

(128) opi ε-d^i rnagga m ( , ) endre ni 
Opi (3)-VE-take mangoes FOC mother BEN 
'It was Opi who brought mangoes for the mother.' 

19.5.5. The morphology ofm 

Is m a combination of rii and a low tone? Phonological processes seen 
elsewhere in the language would allow m to be derived by suffixing a 
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floating low tone to m. In principle this might be the same low tone as 
seen in verbal focus, which might also be the same low tone determiner as 
seen in specific noun phrases. 

19.6 The object focus strategies compared 

19.6.1. ?1 focus vs. null focus 

The basic difference between ?7-focus and null focus is in the type of 
noun phrase they apply to: the latter focuses only a bare indefinite noun 
phrase and the former focuses any other kind of noun phrase. (This 
division of labour between the two types of focus strategy recalls the two 
types of predication strategy, discussed in 11.1.1 and 11.1.2, and this 
suggests a connection between focus and predication, 19.7) However, 
there are also three differences between ?J-focus and null focus, as 
follows. First, the ?f-strategy can be used with the sentence-final object of 
a directive verb; the null strategy cannot. 

(129) β ι ßä ha η ?1 
2SDIR eat meat DEF FOC 
(a) 'It is the meat (in question) that you should eat.' 
(b) '(You should) eat the meaty one.' 

Second, the ??-strategy is not affected by a postposition phrase between 
verb and object. 

(130) Spi ö-fi έηάτε ni ά η ?1 
Opi 3-cut mother BEN cow DEF FOC 
(a) 'Opi slaughtered for the mother the cow (in question).' 
(b) Opi slaughtered for the mother the one which is a cow.' 

Third, the ?i-strategy can be used to focus the object of ndre 'see', unlike 
the null strategy. 

(131) ma ndre otfe η ?1 
I s see dog DEF FOC 
'It is the dog (in question) that I saw.' 

19.6.2. ?l-focus vs. aü-focus 

A final definite noun phrase can be focused both by ?J-focus and by aö-
focus. 
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19.6.2.1. Noncontrastive vs. contrastive focus 

Where exactly the same kind of phrase can take both strategies, it appears 
that the ?f-strategy is noncontrastive and the aü strategy is contrastive. 

(132) Dpi e-dsi gan η ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-take bicycle DEF FOC 
'It is the bicycle (in question) that Opi brought.' (specifically, 
the bike) 

(133) opi e-d3i gan η aü 
Opi (3)-VE-take bicycle DEF FOC 
'It is the bicycle (in question) that Opi brought.' (not a book) 

(134) ju cfü Ikä η ?1 
2SDIR take red DEF FOC 
'You should take the red one.' (no choice, can only take red) 

(135) pi cfü Ikä η aü 
2SDIR take red DEF FOC 
'You should take the red one.' (not the blue or green one) 

19.6.2.2. Noun phrase types which can only be focused by one or the 
other strategy 

It is possible that modifier phrases attached to nouns and pronouns can 
only be focused by the ?i-strategy and hence this strategy allows both 
contrastive and noncontrastive focus. 

Certain types of possessed noun phrase are focusable only by aü and 
not by ??. 

[ [ NP + ?a + Ν ] + m + Ν ] FOC 

(136) Dpi D-qD ma-a gan nl pa aü 
Opi 3-break lS-POSS bicycle POSS leg FOC 
'It is the wheel of my bicycle that Opi broke.' 

(137)* Spi D-qD ma-a gan ru pa ?1 
Opi 3-break lS-POSS bicycle POSS leg FOC 
'It is the wheel of my bicycle that Opi broke.' (ok in Ugandan) 
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[NAME + ?a + Ν ] FOC 

(138) ö-cfü 
3-take 

opi 
Opi 

'He took Opi's bicycle.' 

(139)* ö-cfü 
3-take 

opi 
Opi 

'He took Opi's bicycle.' 

?a gan au 
POSS bicycle FOC 

?a gan ?1 
POSS bicycle FOC 

However, note the grammaticality of focus with both aü and 71 in the 
following type of structure. 

[ [ NP + ?a + Ν ] + η + ?a + Ν ] FOC 

(140) 

(141) 

/ / — 

opt ο-ηο ma-a gan n ?a pa \ au 
Opi 3-break lS-POSS bicycle DEF POSS leg FOC 
'It is the wheel of my bicycle (in question) that Opi broke.' 
/ / — \ 

opi ο-ηο ma-a gan n ?a pa ?1 
Opi 3-break lS-POSS bicycle DEF POSS leg FOC 
'It is the wheel of my bicycle (in question) that Opi broke.' 

19.6.3. Null focus vs. au focus 

A bare indefinite noun phrase can in principle be focused either by null 
focus or by au. The null predication focus reading is reported by native 
speakers to give the effect as if the focus particle au were missing from 
the end of the sentence. However, as in the contrast between aü and ??, 
when there is a choice between aü and null focus, aü gives a contrast 
focus interpretation. 

(142) 6pi e-dje gan 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle 
'It is a bicycle that Opi bought.' 

(143) Dpi e-dje gan aü 
Opi (3)-VE-buy bicycle FOC 
'It is a bicycle (not some other kind of vehicle) that Opi bought.' 

This distinction is seen also when a wh-phrase in preverbal position is 
focused by either null focus or by aü focus. 
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(144) pi acfu pa 
2s what N-eat 
(a) 'What are you eating?' 
(b) 'What do you eat?' 
(c) 'What will you eat?' 

(145) ρi acfü pä av 
2S what N-eat FOC 
(a) 'What (specific thing) is it that you are eating?' 
(b) 'What (specific thing) is it that you eat?' 
(c) 'What (specific thing) is it that you will eat?' 

19.7 Similarities between focus on an object and nonverbal 
predication 

Two of the focus strategies resemble a pair of strategies for nonverbal 
predication. Thus a bare indefinite in final position or a noun phrase + ?1 
in final position is either focused in a verbal clause, or is a predicate in a 
nonverbal clause. A connection between focus and predication is thus 
likely. 

Could the final NP or NP+?J in a verbal clause be a predicate? It is 
relevant to consider the possibility that these NPs are not actually the 
object of the verb but instead are copies of the object. This is because the 
NPs in both cases follow uninfected verbs, which can always omit their 
object and have a null object instead; thus it is possible that the focused 
NP is actually a copy of the true (null) pronominal object, and thus not 
itself an argument. Evidence that the NP in the NP-?* structure is a copy 
comes also from the fact that it is clearly a copy in subject focus, where 
the first or second person subject remains in place and is copied into final 
position. This would all make it more plausible to claim that the focused 
NP might be a predicate. 

subject verb ( implicit object i ) predicate-NP i 
subject verb ( implicit object i ) predicate-NP i ft 
subject i verb predicate-NP i ?1 

The predicate NP can be seen as the predicate in a presentational 
sentence; its subject can be interpreted as coreferential with the implicit 
object of the preceding verb or with the verb's overt subject. 

Two further considerations further suggest a link between focus and 
predication. First, it may be possible to combine focus with bare 
predication as in the following clause. 
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(146) ojo ma cfü ma ?1 kü η Spi ?1 
3-say i s take IS FOC NEG(N) DEF Opi FOC 
'He said that it was me who took it or else that it was Opi.' 

Second, nonverbal clauses do not permit focus on a subject. This might 
be considered evidence that the predicate effectively constitutes the focus 
strategy; it would mean that the predicate would have to be considered as 
in focus in a nonverbal clause. 

However, there is also a clear difference, which is that certain types of 
possessed phrase cannot (except in special contexts) be focused by the ?Ί-
strategy. 

(147) ö-ß izi η ?a mdri au 
3-cut woman DEF POSS goat FOC 
'It's the woman's goat she slaughtered.' 

(148)* ö-ß izi π ?a mdn ?1 
3-cut woman DEF POSS goat FOC 
'It's the woman's goat she slaughtered.' 

Nevertheless, these types of possessed phrase can be predicates by the ?t-
strategy. 

(149) di izi π ?a d30 ?1 
this woman DEF POSS house FOC 
'This is the woman's house.' 

19.8 The LOW-?? focus strategy 

In this section we consider a focus strategy where the clause ends in a low 
tone followed by ?J. This appears to be used both to focus a non-
argument (eg. an adverbial or postposition phrase) within the clause and 
to give presentational focus on the whole clause. 

19.8.1. Focus on α non-argument within the clause 

The non-argument can be in final position, and can be a postposition 
phrase (150), a temporal noun (151), a degree modifier (152), gbo (153), 
etc. 
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(150) ma mü eßu ga ?1 
IS N-go work to SPEC FOC 
'It is to work that I am going.' 

(151) ma Jo ma έΐο )tu ?1 
IS say IS touch sun SPEC FOC 
'What I am saying is that it is during the day that I touched it.' 

(152) o-dje pelere rere ?1 
3-wash clean really SPEC FOC 
'It was really clean that she washed it.' 

(153) Dpi e-mu ra gbo ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-go AFF still SPEC FOC 
'It was regardless of the circumstances that he certainly came.' 

The non-argument can be right-dislocated, following a pause; note that the 
object is also focused in this clause. 

(154) opi e-dzi maqga π ?1, endre m ?1 
Opi (3)-VE-bring mangoes DEF FOC mother BEN SPEC FOC 
'It is the mangoes (in question) that Opi bought, for the 
mother.' 

The non-argument can also be left-dislocated (155,156), to indicate that 
the left-dislocated phrase is new information. 

(155) bast si ma mu ?1 
bus SR IS g o SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It was in a bus that I went.' 
(b) 'It was because of a bus that went.' 
(c) '(I am saying that) I went in a bus.' 

(156) hso o-sl ?1 
good 3-build SPBC FOC 
'He built it well.' 

The left-dislocated non-argument (under contrastive focus) can be 
followed by a pause. 

(157) pelere , o-ndje " ?1 
clean 3-explain SPEC FOC 
'Properly, he explained it.' 
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( 1 5 8 ) tfa , S-nd3e % ?1 
clean 3-explain SPEC FOC 
'Properly, he explained it.' 

Note that in this structure, both gbu and wa can also be focused. 

( 1 5 9 ) gbu , m'-ögu tza ?1 
once before lS-steal meat SPEC FOC 
'Before this, I had stolen something.' 

(160) wa , jii mu ?1 
PS 2S N-gO SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is possible for you to go.' 
(b) 'You can go.' 

19.8.1.1. Where there are multiple non-arguments 

In this section we consider clauses with focus where there are two non-
arguments, ad3im 'yesterday' and di?ä 'here'. In the first example, one 
non-argument is left-dislocated and the other non-argument is in final 
position. This is ambiguous: either non-argument or both can be 
interpreted as in focus. 

( 1 6 1 ) adjinl ßorondfi η ε-νυ di?ä ?1 
yesterday children DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) here SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It was yesterday that the children (in question) came here.' 
(b) 'It was here that the children came yesterday.' 
(c) 'It was here and it was yesterday that the children came.' 
(ie. in response to where and when did the children come) 

In the second example, both non-arguments are left-dislocated, with the 
same ambiguities. 

( 1 6 2 ) di?a ad3im öorondzt η ε-νυ ?t 
here yesterday children DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It was here that the children came yesterday.' 
(b) 'It was yesterday that the children came here.' 
(c) 'It was here and it was yesterday that the children came.' 

In the third example, both non-arguments are placed at the end of the 
clause. The meanings are the same; it is still ambiguous. 
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(163) ßorondü η ε-νυ di?ä ad3inl * ?1 
children DEF (3)-VE-go(PL) here yesterday SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It was here that the children came yesterday.' 
(b) 'It was yesterday that the children came here' 
(c) 'It was here and it was yesterday that the children came' 

19.8.2. Focus on the whole clause 

The LOW-?* strategy can be used to focus a whole clause which is 
represented as something said. This is a kind of presentational focus. 
What is said can be a subordinate clause which is the complement of a 
verb of speaking. 

(164) ö-Jö βϊ mü jü ?i ?1 
3-say [2S-DIR go 2s FOC SPEC FOC] 
'It is you who should go, that's what she said.' 

Alternatively, what is said can be the root clause containing a headless 
relative, or an adverbial such as ami 'allegedly', in both cases indicating 
that it is spoken. 

(165) ma a fö-le π itu m atfi ?1 
[IS POSS say-SB] DEF sun SPEC PR hot SPEC FOC 
'What I said was that, that it is hot.' 

(166) ö-cfi ki amä opi m m ?1 
3-kill PL allegedly Opi PR FOC SPEC FOC 
'It was alleged (specifically) that they were the ones who killed 
Opi.' (ie. The subordinate clause is in focus.) 

The verb of speaking can be omitted, in which case the implied speaker 
can be someone else or oneself. 

(167) ju mü jü ?1 N ?1 
2SDIR go 2 s FOC SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is you who should go...' (It is the case.) 
(b) 'It is you who should go...' (That's what he said.) 

(168) ma mü ?1 
IS N-go SPEC FOC 
'Im going...' (eg. said when taking leave) 

If the verb is directive the interpretation 'it is now time for...' can arise. 
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(169) jif zz opi m " ?f 
2SDIR ask Op i PR SPEC FOC 
'It is now time for you to ask Opi...' 

If the verb is nonpast, either present or future interpretations are possible. 

opi ka dzokoni cfi si ?1 
Opi 3 kitchen this (N)-build SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is that Opi is building the kitchen.' 
(b) 'It is that Opi will build the kitchen.' 

19.8.3. The low tone can be omitted 

In some cases the low tone can be omitted. There is no difference in the 
proposition expressed, but the examples with the low tone seem in some 
sense to be more intimate. 

(170) ö-/ö ö-mü ra " ?1 
3-say 3-go AFF SPEC FOC 
(a) 'What he said was that she definitely went.' (ie. He did not 

say anything else on the topic.) 
(b)* 'What he definitely said was that she went.' 

(171) Ö-/Ö ö-mü ra ?1 
3-say 3-go AFF FOC 
'What he said was that she definitely went.' (ie. He did not say 
anything else on the topic.) 

(172) ta Ιε-ΐέ η pi mü kü ?ι 
[thing (N)-want-SB ] DEF 2SDIR go NEG(N) SPEC FOC 
'What is needed is that you should not go.' 

(173) ta Ιε-ΐέ η ju mü kü ?1 
[thing (N)-want-SB] DEF 2S go NEG(N) FOC 
'What is needed is that you should not go.' 

(174) 5-Ιε m-Slu kpo " ?1 
3-want lS-stay dead SPEC FOC 
'It is death that she really wants.' 

(175) o-le m-olu kpo ?1 
3-want ls-stay dead FOC 
'It's that she wants me dead.' 
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19.8.4. Ambiguity between whole-clause focus and non-argument focus 

The same strategy is used for whole-clause focus as for non-argument 
focus and this can lead to ambiguity, where either type of focus can be 
interpreted. 

(176) ma mi1 eßu ga ?1 
IS N-go work to SPEC FOC 
(a) 'It is to work that I am going...' 
(b) '(I am saying that) I am going to work...' 

19.8.5. The structure of LOW-?1 focus 

What is the LOW tone in this structure? There are several other types of 
low tone which might be the same as this. 

(a) It might be the low tone determiner, which makes a noun phrase 
specific; in this case it perhaps makes the preceding clause 
specific (in some sense). We think this is the best analysis. 

(b) It might be the same low tone as is attached as a suffix to the 
focused verb (and is possibly seen also in nt). 

(c) It might be the low tone prefix seen on nonpast (and subordinate 
suffixed) verbs, presumably attaching as a prefix in this case to ?1 
which would thus be in some sense verb-like. 

Or it might be a different morpheme from any of these. In glossing the 
examples we have assumed that it is (a) the specific determiner. 

19.9 The use of saa 'even' in focus constructions 

19.9.1. Focused item + saa 

saa is preceded by the item it focuses. This item appears to be a phrase 
focused by the null or ?1 strategy. If it is indefinite or a non-argument it 
immediately precedes saa. 

(177) oßu saa e-mu kü 
tomorrow even (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
'Even tomorrow she won't come. 

If it is definite, the sequence is NP + ?1+ saa, which can be collapsed to 
NP + Isaa. 
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(178) oßü η Isaa e-mu ku AS PRONOUNCED 
oßu η ?1 saa e-mu kü UNDERLYING 
tomorrow DEFFOC even (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
'Even the one of tomorrow won't come.' 

If the phrase is a third person subject, the subject is followed by ?1 and 
then saa. Note that m is not used, even though it normally would be with a 
focused third person subject. 

(179) opi 1-saa e-mu kü 
Opi PR-even (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
Opi too will not come.' 

If the phrase is a first or second person subject, it is the copy which takes 
saa; thus saa appears to be exploiting a pre-existing NP-?7 structure. 

(180) ma e-mu kü ma 1-saa 
IS (3)-VE-go NEG(N) IS FOC-even 
Ί too will not come.' 

The focused structure mä 1-saa can be freely placed within the clause; 
thus in the following example küru comes at the end of the clause and the 
focused structure can be moved. 

(181) mä Isaa ma si d3D gbu (saa) küru 
IS PR-even IS build house before even NEG(P) 
'Neither have I built a house before.' 

mä Isaa may occupy any of the following positions @. 

(182) ma si @ cfeo @ gbu (saa ) küru 
IS build house before even NEG 
@ = ma Isaa 
Ί have not even built a house before.' 

Note a third possibility, exceptionally found here. This is to use the 
subject-?? strategy for a third person subject, by copying the subject into 
final position as a third person pronominal aril. 

(183) op* e-mu kü än-1-saa 
Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 3s-FOC-even 
'Opi too will not come.' 
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19.9.2. The combination alü saa 'not only one' 

sa * can immediately follow alü 'one' to give a meaning of 'not only 
one', which in turn can optionally be preceded by a noun phrase. The 
whole constituent can be in place or left-dislocated 

(184) madi alü saa e-mu-re ra nä ijö 
person one even (N)-VE-go-SB AFF AFR absent 
'There is not even one person definitely who came.' 

(185) ta alü saa ö-fö küru 
thing one even 3-say NEG(P) 
'Not even one word did she say.' 

(186) alü saa ö-fö ta küru 
one even 3-say thing NEG(P) 
'Even one word, he did not say.' 

An alü phrase can be used on its own, but note that it involves a LOW-?? 
strategy, even though it is the object which is being focused. Normally 
this strategy is used for adjuncts or whole-clause focus. 

(187) ta alü ö-fö ' ?Ί 
thing one 3-say SPEC FOC 
'She said only one thing.' 

The following combinations are also possible. 

alü ole en 
alü kü saa en 
alü dso kü saa en 

'one or two' 
'one or even two' 
'one if not two' 

(188) p-c-ke ma m ate-re tfupa 
2SDIR-VE-give I s BEN (N)-reach-SB bott le 

alü ole en ni η ?1 
one or two BEN DEF FOC 

'Give me what is enough for a bottle or two.' 

(189) p-c-ke ma m äte-ri tfupa 
2SDIR-VE-give IS BEN (N)-reach-SB bott le 

alu ku saa en ηί η ?1 
one NEG(N) even two BEN DEF FOC 

'Give me what is enough for a bottle or even two.' 
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« \ / / — \ _ 

(190) β-ε-ke ma m ate-τε tfupa 
2SDlR-VE-give IS BEN (N)-reach-SB bottle 

alü dso kü saa en ni η ?1 
one if NEG(N) even two BEN DEF FOC 

'Give me what is enough for a bottle, if not two.' 

In these sentences, the noun tfupa 'bottle' is the object of ate not of ke. 
The numerals are conjoined. The postposition m relates to the numeral 
(ie. 'for a bottle or two'). 

19.10 Focus and the bare modal/negation particle 

In this section we look at the combination of focus and a final (bare) 
negation or modal particle. In 19.11 we look at negation or modal 
particles combined with the determiner n, whose syntax is associated with 
the syntax of focus. 

19.10.1. Modal or negation followed by focus 

All the modal/negation particles except ra can be followed by the subject 
focus particle ni 

(191) opi ka dso si wa m 
Opi 3 house N-build PS FOC 
'It is Opi who can build a house.' (the others can't) 

(192) opi ka dso si kpe m 
Opi 3 house N-build NPS FOC 
'It is Opi who can't build a house.' (ability) 

(193) acTi ö-ßä eßl kü ηι 
who 3-eat fish NEG(N) FOC 
'Who is it that does not eat fish?' 

(194) opi 5-kwä dndi küru m 
Opi 3-shave hair NEG(P) FOC 
'It is Opi who has not shaved (his head).' 

All the modal/negation particles except ra can be followed by a copied 
subject + ?1. 
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( 1 9 5 ) ma läbolö pa kpe mä ?~i 
IS bananas N-eat NPS Is FOC 
'It is me who can't eat bananas.' 

ra cannot be followed by a subject focuser, except in the anomalous 
situation in which the subject focuser m focuses a wh-object (19.5.3). 

(196)* Dpi ö-d3e ßoqgu ra m 
Opi 3-wash clothes AFF FOC 
'It is Opi who has (definitely) washed (his) clothes.' 

(197) β'-eh add ra m 
2S-touch what AFF FOC 
'What is it that you have (certainly) touched?' 

The object focus strategies cannot combine with modals or negation if 
they come outside the modal or negation. Thus the modal/negation cannot 
be followed by ??-object focus though it can be followed by ?f-subject 
focus, and it can be followed by m object focus. The following examples 
show that ad cannot follow a modal or negation. 

(198)* opi ö-dje öoggu ra aü 
Opi 3-wash clothes AFF FOC 
'It is Opi who has certainly washed (his) clothes.' 

(199)* acfi 5-flä eßl kü aü 
who 3-eat fish NEG(N) FOC 
'Who is it that doesn't eat fish?' 

19.10.2. Contrastive negation 

If a focused constituent is followed by negation, the negation particle has 
scope specifically over the focused constituent; thus we get contrastive 
negation. 

(200) o-pa eßl aü kü 
3s-eat fish FOC NEG(N) 
'It is not fish that she ate.' (ie. she ate other things.) 

( 2 0 1 ) idre 5-pä iza π m kü 
rat 3-eat meat DEF FOC NEG(N) 
'It is not rats that ate the meat (in question).' 
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(202) idre 5-p£ iza η ?1 ku 
rat 3-eat meat DEF FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is not the meat (in question) that rats ate...' 
(b) 'It is not the meat one that rats ate.' 

In the following example, we get contrastive negation if we assume a null 
focus strategy (203 a) and not if we assume no focus (203 b). 

(203) ma d$e gart ku 
IS buy bicycle NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is not a bicycle that I bought...' 
(b) Ί will not buy a bicycle.' 

Similarly, if there is a postposition phrase in final position, there is a 
contrastive negation reading. 

(204) ma mu eöu ga ku , ma mu sukuru ga 
IS go work LOC NEG(N) IS go school LOC 
'It is not to work that I went, I went to school.' 

The negation particle kü can follow a sentence ending on a negation 
particle or a modal. It is possibly the modal or negation itself which is 
being contrastively negated here. 

(205) opi ö-cfü izi ra ku 
Opi 3-take woman AFF NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is certainly not that Opi is married...' 
(b)* 'It is not that Opi is certainly married...' 
(c)* 'Opi is certainly not married.' 

(206) ma ira π äzl kpe kü 
IS beer DEF sell NPS NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is not that I can't sell the beer (in question)...' 
(b) 'It is not that I can't sell the one which is beer.' 

(207) ma mu kü ku 
IS go NEG(N) NEG(N) 
'It is not that I am not going...' 

(208) ma mu küru kü 
IS go NEG(P) NEG(N) 
'It is not that I did not go...' 
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There is no contrastive negation on a focused wh-phrase. 

(209)* adi 5-pä eßl m kü 
who 3-eat fish FOC NEG(N) 
'Who is it that does not eat fish?' 

If the subject is not a wh-phrase, the sentence is grammatical. 

(210) idre 5-pä eßl m kü 
rat 3-eat fish FOC NEG(N) 
'It is not rats that ate fish.' 

Note the grammaticality of the following sentence, where the object is 
contrastively focused, followed by the subject focus particle, focusing a 
wh-phrase. 

(211) acß 5-pä eßl äö kü m 
who 3-eat fish FOC NEG(N) FOC 
'Who is it that does not eat fish?' 

When kü follows an object-verb sequence, contrastive negation 
includes both object and verb, as though these constitute a (verb phrase) 
constituent which together can be negated (but see 14.3.2.2 for evidence 
otherwise). 

(212) kä gälämu i-dji kü , kä d$6 sl äü 
3 pen (N)-take NEG(N) 3S house N-build FOC 
'It is not bringing a pen that she is doing, it's building a house' 

(213) ma ödu kö kü mä buku la 
I s sleep N-catch NEG(N) Is book N-read 
' I 'm not sleeping, I 'm reading a book.' 

This is of particular interest when we consider that if the object follows 
the verb, the verb + object combination is no longer contrastively negated. 
This suggests that the verb + object combination do not together constit-
ute a phrase (a verb phrase), though it leaves open the possibility that the 
object + verb combination is a verb phrase. 

(214) e-djl gälämu ku 
(3)-VE-take pen NEG(N) 
(a)* 'It is not bringing a pen that she is doing.' 
(b) 'She is not bringing a pen...' 
(c) 'She won't bring a pen...' 
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(215) e-ofjf galamu π ku 
(3)-VE-take pen DEF NEG(N) 
(a)* 'It is not bringing the pen that she is doing.' 
(b)* 'She is not bringing the pen...' 
(c) 'She won't bring the pen...' 

Contrastive negation of a focused constituent requires that the focus 
particle precede negation; if the focus particle follows negation there is no 
contrastive focus. 

(216) 6pi ö-flä iza π kü m 
Opi 3-eat meat DEF NEG(N) FOC 
(a) 'It is Opi who will not eat the meat (in question).' (He 

will eat other meats.) 
(b) 'It is Opi who will not eat the meat one.' 

(217) Dpi 5-flä iza π ni kü 
Opi 3-eat meat DEF FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'It was not Opi who ate the meat (in question).' (Someone 

else did.) 
(b) 'It was not Opi who ate the meat one.' 

19.10.2.1. Dialectal variation: Constrastive negation in 'Burulo. 

In Lokai, as we saw above, the object+inflected verb sequence can be 
contrastively negated as a constituent but not the uninflected verb+object 
sequence. In 'Burulo, the object follows the inflected verb; in this case, 
negation following the object can be interpreted either as contrastive 
negation on just the object or on the verb+object sequence, suggesting 
that again it can be taken as a constituent (ie. a verb phrase). 

(218) k- ε-zi galamu ku 
3 -VE-take pen NEG(N) ( 'Bu ru lo ) 
(a) 'It is not a pen she is bringing.' 
(b) 'It is not that she is bringing a pen.' 

19.10.3. Focus followed by other modal or negation particles 

19.10.3.1. contrastive küru 

In general, küru is not used as a contrastive negation particle. 
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Focus and the bare modal/negation particle 581 

(219)* ma pä labölo ή ma ?1 kuru 
IS eat bananas DEF I s FOC NEG(P) 
'It was not me who ate the bananas.' 

However, it can have this function at the end of a subordinate clause, in 
which it resembles kü. 

(220 ) ma 1ε mü-le kuru 
IS want (N)-go-SB NEG(P) 
(a) 'It's not that I wanted to go...' 
(b)* Ί didn't want to go.' 

(221 ) ma 1ε mü-le kü 
IS want (N)-go-SB NEG(N) 
(a) 'It's not that I want to go...' 
(b)* Ί don't want to go.' 

19.10.3.2. A possible case of constrastive wa 

kpe can be directly followed by wa. 

(222) ma-re kpe π opt ?1 
[ (N)-try-SB NPS ] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who tried in vain is Opi.' 

( 2 2 3 ) ma-ri kpe: wa π opi ?Ί 
[ (N)-try-SB NPS PS ] DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who made vain attempts was Opi.' 

wa can come after the focus particle m. It is possible that in this case the 
modal specifically applies to m, along the same lines as negation. 

(224) opi ka dz6 si m wa 
Opi 3 house N-build FOC PS 
(a) 'Opi can be the one to build a house.' (It is right that he 

should.) (epistemic reading of the modal) 
(b)* Opi is the one who can build a house.' 

wa can co-occur with the focus particle aü, affecting the modality. What 
appears to be happening here is that the modality shifts away from the 
subject (eg. towards the object) by using aü. 
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(225) 6pi ka djo si au wa 
Opi 3 house N-build foe PS 
'It should be possible that a house will be built by Opi.' (ie. 
epistemic modality) 

(226) 6pi ka d^o si wa 
Opi 3 house N-build PS 
Opi should be able to build a house.' (ie. subject oriented) 

19.10.3.3. Contrastive kpe 

kpe can follow the ?7-subject-focus, and the nt subject focus. 
y _ _ _ ν _ . ^ χ 

(227) ma labolo pa ma ?i kpe 
IS bananas N-eat IS FOC NPS 
Ί can't be the one to eat bananas.' (others should) 

(228) Dpi ka d^6 si m kpe 
Opi 3 house N-build FOC NPS 
Opi can't be the one to build a house.' (It isn't right that he 
should.) 

19.10.3.4. Contrastive ra 

There does not seem to be a general option of using ra for contrastive 
focus. 

(229)* 6pi ö-d$e ß^gu m ra 
Opi 3-wash clothes FOC AFF 
'It is definitely Opi (among them) who has washed clothes.' 

However, the following may be an example of contrastive focus with ra. 
Note the unexpected interpretation: it is used to make predictions about 
things that will not happen. This unexpected interpretation requires 
contextualization, along the lines of 'Time is running out for Opi; he is 
maybe in his forties or he speaks against marriage'. 

(230) 6pi ö-cfü m ku ra 
Opi 3-take woman NEG(N) AFF 
'(It is possible that) Opi will not get married.' (a prediction or 
deduction based on evidence available) 
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Final ra cannot be combined with kuru. 

( 2 3 1 ) * opi ö-dü izi küru ra 
Opi 3-take woman NEG(P) AFF 
'Opi definitely never took a wife.' 

19.11 Focus and Modals/negation/adverbial + ri 

Modals, negation particles and fixed adverbials normally appear 'bare' at 
the end of the clause. However, they can also be combined with π to give 
for example ra η and then are treated like freely placed adverbials. They 
are found only in sentences with focus on an argument. Verbal focus, 
discussed in 19.12, will not license these forms. The particle + r) 
construction functions like some of the other free adverbials such as esu 
in that it takes a clause which is complete, and fully interpreted, and then 
'relocates' it. Thus there are free adverbials (and drona n) which take a 
clause and shift its temporal reference point. What the nominalized 
modals and negation seem to do is something similar. Thus for example 
kü π takes a full affirmative clause with a focused argument, and then 
says that for the focused argument the clause is not the case, or ra π says 
of the focused argument that the clause is certainly true. 

( 2 3 2 ) opi k-e-mu m 
O p i 3DIR-VE-go FOC 

'It is Opi who will come.' 

( 2 3 3 ) ra π Spi k-e-mu m 
AFF DEF O p i 3DIR-VE-gO FOC 
'The one who should certainly come is Opi.' 

One way of thinking about these is that they are just ways of combining a 
modal with focus, where the focus takes scope over the modal. Thus 
compare nominalized negation (234) with contrastive negation (235). 

(234) kü π ma mü edu ga 
NEG DEF IS N-go work LOC 
'Where I am not going is to work.' 
(in answer to: which place is it that you are not going to?) 

(235) ma mü eßu ga kü 
IS N-go work LOC NEG(N) 
'It is not to work that I am going..'(but instead to the park, etc) 
(In answer to: 'Is it to work that you are going?) 
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Next compare a nominalized modal (236) with the modal having scope 
over the verb (237). 

( 2 3 6 ) kpe η ma läbölö ßä mä ?2 
NPS DEF IS bananas N-eat IS FOC 
'The one who can't eat bananas is me.' 

( 2 3 7 ) ma libolo pa kpe mä ?1 
IS bananas N-eat NPS Is FOC 
'It is me who can't eat bananas.' 

All the modals and negation particles can be nominalized in this 
manner: ra (affirmation), wa (possibility), kpe (non-possibility), kü 
(nonpast negation), and küru (past negation). In addition to combining 
with n, the nonpast negation form kiJ can also combine with 
demonstrative na. Fixed final adverbials can also be nominalized: 

(238) t f e t f e π opi o-mü m 
slowly DEF Opi 3-go FOC 
'The one who went slowly is Opi.' 

(239) t f e t f e π o-mu ni 
slowly DEF 3-go FOC 
(a) 'It's the slow one who went.' 
(b) 'He was the one who went slowly.' 

(240) opi ö-mü pi π m 
Opi 3-go COM DEF FOC 
'The one who has gone away is Opi.' 

(241) pi η όρί o-mü m 
COM DEF Opi 3-gO FOC 
'The one who has already gone is Opi.' 

For some of the n-adverbials, there is an ambiguity between treating the 
word as an adverbial or treating it as an adjective. In the following 
example, gloss (242a) treats the word as an adjective and thus permits the 
τϊ-phrase to be the adjoined subject. Gloss (242b) in contrast treats the 
word as an adverbial and thus the phrase is a true ri-adverbial. 

(242) π π ή e-mu ni 
fast DEF (3)-VE-go FOC 
(a) 'It's the fast one who came.' 
(b) 'It was he who came fast.' 
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19.11.1. The syntax of particle + ή 

Some native speakers seem to think of ra ή (and the others) as a single 
word. However, the fact that the first part can be replaced by the other 
particles, and the second part can be replaced in some cases by the 
determiner na suggests that this is a sequence of the particle followed by 
the definite article. 

There is some reason to think that ra η and other particle + ri 
combinations might be the righmost remnants at the end of an ellipted 
clause (with only ra remaining at the end of it); evidence comes from data 
like the following, where the particle + ri seems to be a fragment of a 
relative clause in subject position of a nonverbal clause. 

(243) dn dje-re ra π acfi ?1 
[hand (N)-wash-SB AFF ] DEF who FOC 
Question: 'Who is it that has definitely washed his hands?' 

(244) ra π 6pi Τι 
AFF DEF Opi FOC 
Answer: 'The one who definitely has is Opi.' 

(245) küru π opi ?1 
NEG(P) DEF Opi FOC 
'The one who did not is Opi.' 

19.11.1.1. Scope over the containing clause 

When they are in final position, the negative particles kü and küru co-
occur only with an uninfected verb. When they are combined with π this 
is no longer the case. The negative particles retain their tenses but now 
they agree with the tense of the verb, so that kö η co-occurs with the 
inflected verb (both nonpast) and kuru π co-occurs with the uninflected 
verb (both past). 

kü π can license a negative polarity item in the main clause. 

(246) kuwa pi zä kü η pi ?1 
never 2S pass NEG(N) DEF 2S FOC 
'The one who will never pass is you.' (more specific) 

(247) kuwa pi zä kü pi ?1 
never 2S pass NEG(N) 2s FOC 
'It is you who will never pass.' (less specific) 
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drona is a free adverbial which expresses a past habitual. It can shift 
the temporal reference point of a sentence into the past whether it is a free 
adverbial or it is embedded under τι. Thus the following sentence is 
inflected but interpreted as past. 

(248) drona ή opt k-adzl-a m 
usual DEF Opi 3-(N)-take(H>FOC FOC 
'Usually he was taken about by Opi.' 

(249) opi k o-flä-a ra 
Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 

(a) Opi will definitely eat it.' 
(b)* Opi is definitely eating it.' 
(c)* Opi is definitely about to eat it.' 

(250) ra π 6pi k o-flä-a m 
AFF DEF Opi 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 
(a) 'The one who will eat it is Opi.' 
(b)* 'The one who is eating it is Opi.' 
(c) 'The one who is about to eat it is Opi.' 

19.11.2. The position of particle + η 

The particle+π combination has the syntax of a free adverbial. In final 
position it must be followed by ?i or possibly by L O W - ? j with a 
phonologically deleted low tone (19.8). The initial position may be a 
default position. When the focused item is the subject, the nominalized 
modal/negation always precedes the subject. When the focused item is the 
object, and the ?1 or null strategy is used (including in the latter, sentence-
internal null-focused objects) the nominalized modal/negation always 
precedes the object. Thus in the following sentence, kü π can come at the 
beginning of the sentence, or after the subject. 

(251) ku n ma eßl jia 
NEG(N) DEF IS fish N-eat 
'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 

(252) ma kü π eßl jiä 
IS NEG(N) DEF fish N-eat 
'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 

It cannot follow the object. 
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(253)* ma eßl kü π pä 
IS fish NEG(N) DEF N-eat 
'The one that I don't eat is fish.' 

In the following sentence where the nominalized negation with küru 
follows the object, focus is only on the adjunct. 

(254) ma pi eßl küru π eßu ga s) 
IS eat fish NEG(P) DEF work LOC SR 
(a)* 'What I didn't eat at work was fish' 
(b) 'Where I didn't eat fish was at work.' 

However, if the object is focused by aü, the nominalized 
modal/negation can follow the focused object (but precedes aü). Note the 
subtle difference in meaning between the various possibilities with aü. 
The first (255) is the default case. 

(255) ra π ka eßl cfi aü 
AFF DEF 3 fish N-eat FOC 
'What she will definitely cook is fish.' 

(256) ka ra ή eßl dl aü 
3 AFF DEF fish N-eat FOC 
'What she will definitely do is cook fish.' (ie. drawing more 
attention to the subject, perhaps sarcastic) 

(257) ka eßl dl ra π aü 
3 fish N-eat AFF DEF FOC 
'It is fish that she will definitely cook tomorrow.' 

19.11.3. The nominalized particle can combine with focus on various 
kinds of constituent. 

The nominalized particle can combine with a subject focused with m. 

(258) ra η Spi k-e-mu m 
AFF DEF Opi 3DIR-VE-gO FOC 
'The one who should (for certain) come is Opi.' 

(259) kü η opi k-e-mu m 
NEG(N) DEF Opi 3DIR-VE-gO FOC 
'The one who should not come is Opi.' 
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(260) kuru η opi o-sl d3D m 
NEG(P) DEF Opi 3-build house FOC 
'The one that didn't build a house is Opi.' 

(261) gbu η Dpi e-mu ni 
before DEF Opi (3)-VE-go FOC 
"The one who has been here before is Opi.' 

The nominalized particle can combine with a subject focused with ?l 

(262) ra η ma mu eßu ga ma ?1 
AFF DEF Is N-gO work LOC IS FOC 
'The one who will certainly go to work will be me.' 

(263) ma mü küru η ma ?1 
IS go NEG(P) DEF lS FOC 
'It is me who did not go.' 

(264) wa π pi mü pi ?1 
PS DEF 2S N-gO 2S FOC 
(a) 'The one who is able to go is you.' 
(b) 'The one for whom it is possible to go is you.' 

(265) kuru π ma mü mä ?1 
NEG(P) DEF IS go lS FOC 
'The one who did not go is me.' (This seems to mean 
something like 'the event that didn't take place, it was my 
going.' as though there is a predication structure.) 

The nominalized particle can combine with an object focused with au. 

(266) ra η ρ-εΐό acfü au 
AFF DEF 2S-touch what FOC 
'The one you have touched, what is it?' 

(267) kü π ka e6l pa aü 
NEG(N) DEF 3 fish N-eat FOC 
'What she doesn't eat is fish.' 

(268) opi azi fulu kpe π aü 
Opi sell groundnuts NPS DEF FOC 
'It was groundnuts that Opi was not able to sell.' 
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(269) pi wa π acfi m eh au 
2S PS DEF who PR touch FOC 
'Who is it that you can touch?' 

The nominalized particle can combine with an object or some other final 
constituent focused with the null strategy. 

(270) ra π ko-di eßl 
AFF DEF 3DIR-C00k f ish 
'What she should definitely cook is fish.' 

(271) pi pä kü η acfü 
2s eat NEG(N) DEF what 
'What is it that you don't / won't eat?' 

(272) opi ko mü ra η οδό 
Opi 3-N-go AFF DEF tomorrow 
'It is tomorrow that Opi will definitely go.' 

The nominalized particle can combine with an object focused with the ?1 
strategy. 

(273) dn d$e-re ra η acfi ?1 
[hand (N)-wash-SB AFF] DEF who FOC 
'Who is it that has definitely washed his hands?' 

(274) wa π pi mü pi ?1 
PS DEF 2s N-go 2S FOC 
(a) 'The one who is able to go is you.' 
(b) 'The one for whom it is possible to go is you.' 

Note that when the object is a wh-object it is focused by the usual au 
strategy, and not with m (19.5.3), though there is a modal in the clause. 

(275) ρ -εΐό acfü ra π aü 
2S-touch what AFF DEF FOC 
'What is it that you have definitely touched?' 

(276) pi wa π acfi m el6 aü 
2S PS DEF who PR touch FOC 
'Who is it that you can touch?' 

It seems that a combination of verb and object can be taken as in focus. 
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(277) küru π όρί o-sl d^S 
NEG DEF Opi 3-build house 
'What Opi didn't do is build a house.' 

19.11.3.1 . Some puzzles involving 'focus on an object' 

In some cases, an object appears not to be focused and yet the 
nominalized modal can be used. In the following sentence the definite 
object is sentence-internal but is not focused by aü as we might expect. 

(278) kpe n ma Dpi m te 
NPS DEF IS Opi PR wait 
(a)* Ί will not be able to wait for Opi.' 
(b) 'The one I will wait for in vain is Opi.' 

However, indefinite and definite objects appear to differ, as in the 
following examples; the definite object requires final aü. 

(279) kü π ma eßl pä 
NEG(N) DEF l S fish N-eat 
'What I don't eat is fish.' 

(280)* kü π ma eßl η pä 
NEG(N) DEF lS fish DEF N-eat 
'What I don't eat is the fish.' 

(281) kü η ma eßl η pä äü 
NEG(N) DEF lS fish DEF N-eat FOC 
'What I don't eat is the fish.' 

In the (282), a final possessed object is not followed by a focus marker 
though we would expect it to be (i) because it is possessed, and (ii) 
because the verb is directive and so the null strategy should not be 
allowed. 

(282) kü π opi kD-dfi ma-a gän 
NEG(N) DEF opi 3DlR-take lS-POSS bicycle 
'The one which Opi should not take is my bicycle.' 

(283) kü π 6pi kD-dfi mä-ä gän ?1 
NEG(N) DEF opi 3DIR-take lS-POSS bicycle FOC 
'The specific one which Opi should not take is my bicycle.' 
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The ζϊ-adverbial cannot directly follow an argument ending in n. 

(284) * ma d3i gan π ra η au 
IS take bicycle DEF AFF DEF FOC 

'It is a bicycle that I have definitely taken.' 

(285) ma gan η dp ra π aü 

IS bicycle DEF take AFF DEF FOC 

'What I will take for certain is the bicycle.' 

(286) ra η ma dfi gan π aü 

AFF DEF IS take bicycle DEF FOC 
'It is the bicycle (in question) that I have definitely taken.' 

(287) * opi o-d^i gän ή ra π m 
Opi 3-take bicycle DEF AFF DEF FOC 
'It is Opi who has definitely taken the bicycle.' 

19.11.3.2. With focus on a final non-argument 

In the following examples, the focus appears to fall on a final non-
argument. The expected LOW-?? strategy is not found here. 

(288) ra π ma mu eßu ga 

AFF DEF IS N-go work LOC 
'Where I will definitely go to is work (place).' 

(289) ra η ka kf vu opi tro 

AFF DEF 3 PL (N)-gO-PL O p i COMT 

'The one who they will definitely go with is Opi.' 

(290) ku π ma mü eßu ga 

NEG DEF IS N-go work LOC 
'Where I am not going to is work.' 

(291) köre} π ma mü eßu ga 
NEG(P) DEF IS go work LOC 

'Where I did not go is to work.' 

( 2 9 2 ) ku η ju si ?ä hjgo (1ε) 
NEG(N) DEF 2S N-build OBJ which-place 
'Where is it that you are not building / will not build it?' 
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(293) ßi mu ku η acfu st 
2S go NEG(N) DEF what SR 
(a) 'What is it that will make you not go?' 
(b) 'What means is it that you will not use?' 

19.11.3.3. Sentences where focus is ambiguous between object and 
adjunct 

Given that an adjunct in final position can be interpreted as 'in focus' in 
these types of sentence, and given that a nonfinal object can also be 
interpreted as 'in focus', where the verb is followed by an object and an 
adjunct, the interpretation can be ambiguous. The following sentence has 
both an object and an adjunct. 

(294) ma pä eßl eßu ga si 
IS eat fish work LOC SR 
Ί ate fish while at work.' 

Either kü π or körn η can be used in a sentence of this kind. In (295) it is 
ambiguous between picking out the object or the adjunct for contrastive 
focus. 

(295) ma ßa kuru π eßl eßu ga si 
IS eat NEG(P) DEF fish work LOC SR 
(a) 'What I didn't eat while at work was fish.' 
(b) 'Where I didn't eat fish was at work.' 

If kuru ri comes at the beginning of the sentence, the preferred reading is 
that it picks out the object for contrastive focus. 

(296) kuru π ma pä eßl eßu ga si 
NEG(P) DEF i s eat fish work LOC SR 
(a) 'What I didn't eat at work was fish.' 
(b)?* 'Where I didn't eat fish was at work.' 

19.11.4. Contrastive negation on the focused item 

19.11.4.1. ra π and contrastive negation on the focus 

The negation particle kü can follow a focus particle to give contrastive 
negation. 
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(297) opi o-sl dso m ku 
Opi 3-build house FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'It is not Opi who has built a house.' 
(b) 'It is not Opi who will build / has built a house...' 

ra π can combine with contrastive negation on the focus; note that it adds 
a meaning of 'the action was certainly completed'. 

(298) ra π opt o-sl (I3S m kü 
AFF DEF Opi 3-build house FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'The one that has completed building a house is not Opi.' 
(b) 'The one that will complete building a house is not Opi.' 

19.11.5. 'Focus' on the nominalized modal/negation 

19.11.5.1. Initial position, preceding a pause 

All the nominalized modal/negation particles can be focused in sentence 
initial position, to give some kind of double focusing. This is possible 
also when the subject or object is focused. 

(299) kü π jn mü hjgö (1ε) 
NEG(N) DEF 2S N-go which-place 
'Where is it that you are not going?' (It is known that there is a 
certain place you are not going to, which place is it?) 

(300) kü η Τι, pi mü hjgö (1ε) 
NEG(N) DEF FOC 2s N-go which-place 
'Where is it that you are not going?' (It is known that there is a 
certain place you are not going to, which place is it?) 

(301) küru η ja mü 1ης5 (1ε) 
NEG(P) DEF 2S go which-place 
'Where is it that you are not going?' (It is known that there is a 
certain place you are not going to, which place is it?) 

(302) küru n ?1, pi mü iqgö (1ε) 
NEG(P) DEF FOC 2s go which-place 
'Where is it that you did not go?' (It is known that there is a 
certain place you did not go, which place is it?) 
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19.11.5.2. Final position 

In final position, the particle + η must be followed by ?1 (or possibly 
LOW-??; because π ends on a low tone this is impossible to tell directly if 
the low tone is present). Again, this is an example of the particle + ή 
being focused. 

(303) ju mü pi ?1 wa π ?1 
2 s N-gO 2 s FOC PS DEF (? SPEC) FOC 
'It is you who can go.' 

The form can be separated from the preceding clause by a pause. 

(304) Spi TU pi zi-ä ju ?1 , ra η ?1 
Opi PR 2S N-ask-OBJ 2S FOC AFF DEF (? SPEC) FOC 
'You are the one who can ask Opi yourself (for certain).' 

The following example is of particular interest. Either we have the LOW 
determiner replacing ή or we have deletion of γΪ before the LOW-?J 
strategy. 

(305)? opi m ju zl-ä ju ?1 , ra ?1 
Opi PR 2S N-ask-OBJ 2 s FOC AFF SPEC FOC 
'You are the one who can ask Opi yourself (for certain).' 

The n-adverbial cannot be sentence-final. In this regard, it resembles an 
object ri-phrase, which also cannot be sentence final. 

(306)* 6pi ko mü ra π 
Opi 3-N-go AFF DEF 
'It is Opi who definitely will go.' 

(307)* Spi ö-mü ra π 
Opi 3-N-go AFF EEF 
'It is Opi who definitely went.' 

19.11.6. Specialized meanings of the modal + particle or negation + 
particle construction 

In the following example, ra π is found in a clause without focus on an 
argument and appears to have a discourse function. 
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(308) ra η opi ka asi-a asi 
AFF DEF Opi 3 (N)-fry-OBJ fry-FOC 
'Except that Opi will definitely have to fry it.' (In response to a 
question about what kind of job a person wants.) 

In the following example ra η is in a nonverbal clause without focus and 
seems to mean 'possibly'. 

(309) ra π läpwöpi 
AFF DEF teaching 
'Possibly teaching.' (I can consider teaching.) 

In the following example, kü π means 'or else that'. 

(310) öjö ma cfü mä ?1 kü η opi öcfü ηϊ 
3-say IS take IS FOCNEG(N) DEF Opi 3-take FOC 
'He said that it was me who took it or else that it was Opi who 
took it.' 

Note the following where the clause with kü π introduces an alternative 
consisting just of an ?f-phrase. kü π is not freely placed here. 

(311) öjö ma cfü mä ?1 kü η opi ?1 
3-say IS take IS FOC NEG(N) DEF Opi FOC 
'He said that it was me who took it or else that it was Opi.' 

Some sentences are ambiguous between the currently relevant 
interpretation (312a) and the focus meaning (312b). 

(312) kü η opt k-e-mu m 
NEG(N) DEF Opi 3DIR-VE-gO FOC 
(a) Or that Opi should be the one to come.' 
(b) 'The one who should not come is Opi.' 

19.12 Focus on the verb 

19.12.1. The syntax of verbal focus 

Ma'di focuses the verb by copying it into final position. The copy of the 
verb is followed by a low tone. The low tone replaces a final mid tone on 
a copied verb, thus superficially appearing to change the verb's form, eg. 
from mvu to mvu. This is fully characteristic of Ma'di tonal phonology 
(4.3). 
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596 Focus and information structure 

All verbs, in all inflectional forms, and all syntactic structures, can be 
focused in this manner. Tucker (1940: 306) claims otherwise but we 
believe that he is wrong. Thus the focused verb can be uninfected (313), 
inflected (314), directive (315). 

( 3 1 3 ) Spi esu galamu eft esu 
Opi find pen this find FOC 
Opi found this pen.' (ie. He didn't buy or steal it.) 

( 3 1 4 ) pi erua mvü mvu 
2s medicine N-drink drink-FOC 
(a) 'You drink medicine.' 
(b) 'Medicines are drunk.' 

( 3 1 5 ) j a mvü erua cfi mvu 
2SDIR drink medicine this drink-FOC 
'You should drink this medicine.' 

The verb can have an agent or patient (316) subject. 

( 3 1 6 ) erua mvü-ä mvu 
medicine N-drink-OBJ drink-FOC 
'Medicines are to be drunk.' 

The focused verb can be subordinated in a headless relative clause, the 
verb either suffixed (317) or unsuffixed (318). The copy is always 
unsuffixed. 

( 3 1 7 ) ma mgbä-le mgba η adt ?1 
[IS N-beat-SB beat-FOC] DEF who FOC 
'Who is it that I beat?' 

(318) ma mu mu η οδό 
[IS N-go go-FOC ] DEF tomorrow 
(a) 'It is tomorrow that I will walk.' (rather than run) 
(b) 'It is tomorrow that I will simply go.' (for no compelling 

reason) 

19.12.1.1. Verbal focus followed by modals 

The copy of the verb can be followed by a modal (including the 
affirmation particle ra) or negation. 
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Focus on the verb 597 

(319) ma mvu erua mvu ra 
IS drink medicine drink-FOC AFF 
Ί did drink (rather than inject) medicine.' (once in the past) 

(320) opi k-asl-ä äsi wa 
Opi 3-N-fry-OBJ fry-FOC PS 
(a) Opi can fry it.' 
(b) 'It is possible for Opi to fry it.' 

(321) eßl äsl-ä äsi kpe 
fish (N)-fry-OBJ fry-FOC NPS 
'Fish can't be fried.' 

There is an interesting difference between (323) and (324). (323) is 
possibly ruled out for pragmatic reasons, eg. in this sentence to do with 
the fact that it is too obvious to suggest that 'frying fish is a possibility'. 

(322) eßl äsl-ä äsi wa 
fish (N)-fry-OBJ fry-FOC PS 
(a) 'Fish can be fried.' 
(b) 'It is possible to fry fish.' 

(323)* opi ka eßl äsi äsi wä 
Opi 3 fish (N)-fry fry-FOC PS 
'It is possible for Opi to fry fish.' (rather than boil) 

(324) opi ka mdn ögu ögu wa 
Opi 3 goat (N)-steal steal-FOC PS 
'It is possible for Opi to steal goats.' (rather than buy) 

19.12.1.2. Contrastive negation on a focused verb 

The focused verb can be negated, whether in base position it is uninflected 
or inflected. 

(326) m- ävü kiäta π ävu kü 
IS- boil potato DEF boil-FOC NEG(N) 
(a) Ί didn't boil the potatoes (in question).' 
(b) Ί didn't boil / don't boil the one which is potatoes.' 
(c) Ί won't boil the potatoes (in question).' 
(d)* Ί don't boil the potatoes (in question).' 
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(326) m- avu kiata avu kü 
IS- boil potato boil-FOC NEG(N) 
'I don't boil potatoes.' 

With verbal focus, the tense interpretation appears to relate to the 
definiteness of the object. 

(327) ma kiata η avü kü 
IS potatoes DEF (N)-boil NEG(N) 
(a) Ί am not boiling the potatoes (in question).' 
(b)* Ί will not boil the potatoes (in question).' 
(c) Ί am not boiling the one which is potatoes.' 

(328) ma kiata η ävü ävu kü 
IS potatoes DEF (N)-boil boil-FOC NEG(N) 
(a) Ί am not boiling / will not boil the potatoes (in 

question)...' (I'll possibly fry it) 
(b) Ί am not boiling / will not boil the one which is potatoes 

(in question).' 

If the object is indefinite, the interpretation is as we would expect nonpast, 
specifically habitual (329). 

(329) idre η 5-pä ha pa kü 
rat DEF 3-eat meat eat-FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'The rat (in question) doesn't eat meat.' (does other 

things with it) 
(b) 'The one which is a rat doesn't eat meat.' (does other 

things with it) 

If the object is definite, however, the interpretation is unexpectedly past 
(320). The definiteness of the subject makes no difference. 

(330) idre η 5-pä )za η pa kü 
rat DEF 3-eat meat DEF eat-FOC NEG(N) 
(a) 'The rat (in question) didn't eat the meat (in question).' 

(did other things with it) 
(b) 'The rat one didn't eat the meaty one.' (did other things 

with it) 

19.12.2. The morphology of verbal focus 

The low tone is retained when the verb has a high tone (331). It replaces a 
mid tone on a verb (332). It is not audible when the verb has a low tone 
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(333), though the final vowel of the verb is lengthened in this case. These 
are all predictable and context-free regular phonological processes. 

( 3 3 1 ) opi esu munduku eft esu 
Opi find gun this find FOC 
Opi found this gun.' 

( 332 ) pi mvu erua cfi mvu 
2SDIR drink medicine this drink-FOC 
' (You should) drink this medicine.' 

(333) opi ögu mdn π ögu 
Opi steal goat DEF steal-FOC 
Opi stole the goat (in question).' (He came to possess the goat 
through theft.) 

The copied verb has no suffixes, such as the object suffix ?a (334) or any 
relativizing suffix (335). 

( 3 3 4 ) erua mvü-ä mvu 
medicine (N)-drink-OBJ drink-FOC 
'Medicines are (to be) drunk.' 

( 3 3 5 ) ögu-le ögu η hjgo ?1 
(N)-steal-SB steal-FOC DEF which FOC 
(a) 'Which is the one that is the stolen one?' 
(b) 'Which one is it that is to be stolen?' 

The copied verb has all lexical prefixes (eg. iterative ö- and ventive έ- but 
does not have a subject prefix. 

( 3 3 6 ) opi ϋ-sD erua η ü-so 
Opi (3)-ITER-inject medicine DEF ITER-inject-FOC 
O p i injected the medicine (several times).' 

( 3 3 7 ) opi ε-SD erua η e-SD 
Opi (3)-VE-inject medicine DEF VE-inject-FOC 
Opi injected the medicine (from elsewhere).' 

(338) 6pi δ-fe efiii ga fe 
Opi 3-run work LOC run-FOC 
Opi ran to work.' 
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600 Focus and information structure 

It is impossible to tell whether the copied verb has a low prefix. No low 
prefix is ever phonologically realized here, but in principle this might be 
because it has been generated and then deleted by phonological rules. If 
the verb is a monosyllable then in focus form it will always have low tone, 
which would lead to the deletion of any low prefix. If the verb is a 
polysyllable then the low tone would always be deleted anyway because 
in Lokai all polysyllabic verbs begin with a vowel and a low tone is 
deleted before a vowel (4.3.2.1). 

19.12.3. Interpretation of verbal focus 

19.12.3.1. Contrastive focus on the manner of action 

A sentence with a focused verb can be interpreted as having contrastive 
focus on the manner of action. 

(339) ma mgbi mgba 
IS beat beat-FOC 
Ί beat it.' (What I did to it was beating.) 

Crazzarola (1960: 93) comments on the possibility in Logbara of 
reduplicating the verb, and says that it is 'used for the purpose of 
emphasizing the inherent nature or meaning of the verb... It gives a plastic 
descriptive effect to the sentence.' It can be used to bring out the precise 
lexical meaning of the verb. Crazzarola thinks that the copied verb in the 
uninflected context (ie. where the verb and its copy are separated by the 
object) involves the verbal copy being 'a kind of cognate object'. 

19.12.3.2. The 'just did it (for no particular reason)' interpretation of 
verbal focus 

Another interpretation of verbal focus is that an action has been 
performed for no particular reason (similar to the use of 'just' as a verbal 
focuser in English), in which case there is no focus on the verb (340b). 

(340) ma β Jo 
IS say say-FOC 
(a) Ί said it.' (rather than communicating it in other ways) 
(b) Ί just said it.' (for no apparent reason) 

It is also possible to add dru m 'for no particular reason' after the verbal 
focus, and (341b) might perhaps be seen as a clipped version of the 
longer sentence. 
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(341) ma f o f o dru m 
IS say say-FOC as FOC 
(a)* Ί just said it.' (for no apparent reason; rather than 

communicating it in other ways) 
(b) Ί just said it.' (for no apparent reason) 

If the verb has a complement, dru πι must be present in order to obtain 
this interpretation. 

(342) ma f o opt m f o 
IS say Opi BEN say-FOC 
(a)* Ί just told Opi.' (for no apparent reason) 
(b) Ί told Opi.' (ie. informed him verbally rather than 

communicate it in other ways) 

(343) ma Jo opi m f o dru m 
IS say Opi BEN say-FOC as FOC 
(a) 'Ijust told Opi.' (for no apparent reason) 
(b)* Ί told Opi.' (ie. informed him verbally rather than in 

some other way) 

Some verbs have this kind of interpretation only if dru m is present. 

(344) ma mvü mvu 
IS drink drink-FOC 
(a)* 'Ijust drank it.' 
(b) Ί drank it.' (ie. didn't inject it) 

(345) ma mvu mvu dru m 
IS drink drink-FOC as FOC 
(a) 'Ijust drank it.' 
(b)* Ί drank it.' (ie. didn't inject it) 

( 3 4 6 ) ma mvu erua η mvu 
IS drink medicine DEF drink-FOC 
(a)* 'Ijust drank the medicine (in question).' (for no apparent 

reason) 
(b) Ί drank the medicine (in question).' (rather than injected it) 

( 3 4 7 ) ma mvü erua π mvu dru m 
IS drink medicine DEF drink-FOC as FOC 
(a) Ί just drank the medicine (in question).' (for no apparent 

reason) 
(b)* Ί drank the medicine (in question).' (not injecting) 
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19.12.4. Effect on the object: indefinite interpretation ruled out 

If the object of the verb is a noun-headed noun phrase, it cannot be 
interpreted as indefinite; it can only be interpreted as generic. 

(348) 6pi ögu indn ogu ku 
Opi steal goat steal-FOC NEG(N) 
(a)* Opi won't steal a goat.' 
(b) Opi doesn't (habitually) steal goats.' (He buys them.) 

(349) opt 5-cfi mdn di ku 
Opi 3-cook goat cook-FOC NEG(N) 
Opi doesn't cook goat.' 

(350) ju mvü erua mvu 
2SDIR drink medicine drink-FOC 
'(You should) drink medicine.' 

19.12.5. The position of the copied verb 

The copied verb is basically clause-final, but can be followed by other 
characteristically clause-final constituents such as gbu. 

(351) m-äsi eßi äsi gbu 
lS-fry fish fry-FOC before 
Ί have fried fish before.' (contrastive, eg. not boiling fish) 

Verbal focus can co-occur with various kinds of final completive particles, 
such as kpo in (352, 353). The completive particle can come after the base 
verb or the copy, with different interpretations. 

(352) ma mgbä mgba kpo 
IS beat beat-FCC dead 
Ί beat it to death.' (Here, the hearer already knows that the 
animal is dead, but it is the manner of death which is focused.) 

(353) ma mgbä kpo mgba 
IS beat dead beat-FOC 
Ί beat it to death.' (It was by beating not by some other action. 
In this case also the hearer already knows that the animal is 
dead.) 
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19.12.6. An example which needs further consideration 

vl and ede are verbs expressing equivalence, with no difference in 
interpretation; vl requires its object to be rü. They can be focused. 

(354) all ύ nä 5-vi rü vi 
shortness PL AFR 3-equal REFL equal 
'They are of the same shortness (height).' 

(355) all id na ovl ru ra 
shortness PL AFR 3-equal REFL AFR 
'They are certainly of the same shortness (height).' (literally 
'their shortness is equal') 

(356) £zo id n£ ede ede 
tallness PL AFR equal equal 
'They are of the same tallness (height).' 

(357) azo ki na ede ra 
tallness PL AFR (3)-equal AFR 
'They are certainly of the same tallness (height).' 

19.13 Sentences with multiple focus 

Where there is multiple focus, one of the focus strategies is always 
contrastive (there is no evidence for two noncontrastive focus structures in 
the same sentence). Thus verbal focus is contrastive and can co-occur 
with the various argument focus strategies. 

19.13.1. Verb focus and argument focus 

19.13.1.1. Verb focus + ni-focus 

m can follow the copied verb. 

(358) Dpi ka erua ögu ögu m 
Opi 3 medicine (N)-steal steal-FOC FOC 
'It is Opi who steals medicine.' 

(359) adi äzl äzi m 
who sell sell-FOC FOC 
'Who is it that sold hers?' 
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(360) ka kf hjgo m azl azi m 
3 PL which PR (N)-sell sell-FOC FOC 
'Which one is it that they are selling?' 

19.13.1.2. Verb focus + a J-focus 

aü can follow the copied verb. 

(361) ka ki d3D na äzi azi aü 
3 PL house that sell sell-FOC FOC 
'It is that house that they are selling.' 

19.13.1.3. Verb focus + ??-focus 

Verbal focus can combine with ?i focus only by putting the verbal focus 
as an afterthought. Note that this differs significantly from the 
combination with the other argument-focusers. 

(362) ma mgbä Spi ?1 , mgba 
IS beat Opi FOC beat-FOC 
'It is Opi that I beat.' 

19.13.1.4. Verb focus + null focus (not possible) 

Verbal focus cannot combine with null focus; this is an expected result 
since the 'focused' noun phrase is no longer final. 

(363)* ma pä eßl ( , ) pa 
IS eat fish eat-FOC 
Ί ate fish.' 

19.13.2. Argument focus + argument focus 

19.13.2.1. aü object focus (+ negation) + m subject focus 

The aü focus strategy can combine with the ni focus strategy, aü can also 
be negated in this structure. 

(364) acß 5-pä eßl aü m 
who 3-eat fish FOC FOC 
'Who is it that ate fish?' (both in contrastive focus) 
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(365) acß 5-jia eßl au ku m 
who 3-eat fish FOC NEG(N) FOC 
'Who is it that does not eat fish?' 

No other orders are possible. 

( 3 6 6 ) * acß 5-flä eßl m aü 
who 3-eat fish FOC FOC 
'Who is it that ate fish?' 

(367)* acß 5-pa eßl au m ku 
who 3-eat fish FOC FOC NEG(N) 
'Who is it that did not eat fish?' 

(368)* acß o-fla eßl ku au m 
who 3-eat fish NEG(N) FOC FOC 
'Who is it that does not eat fish?' 

Because the wh-subject must be focused, m is obligatory. 

(369)* acß 5-flä eßl aü kü 
who 3-eat fish FOC NEG(N) 
'Who is it that doesn't eat fish?' 

19.13.3. LOW-71 focus and other kinds of focus 

LOW-?7 focus can follow argument focus with m, ?1 or au, and can also 
follow verbal focus (373). 

(370) ö-cß ki amä Spt m m " ?1 
3-kill PL allegedly Opi PR FOC SPEC FOC 
'It was alleged that they were the ones who killed Opi...' 

(371) ju wa η mü jil ?1 " ?1 
2S PS DEF (N)-go 2S FOC SPEC FOC 
'It is you who is the one who can (for certain) go...' 

(372) ju ra n opi dn π d$ aü ?1 
2S AFF DEF Op i POSS DEF (N)- take FOC SPEC FOC 
'The one you can (for certain) take is the one of Opi...' 

(373) ma mü mu ?1 
I s N-go g o (SPEC) FOC 
Ί will just go.' (despite her opposition or the circumstance) 
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Chapter 20 
Questions 

In this chapter we look at wh-questions and yes-no questions. Wh-
questions have the syntax of declarative sentences, with the wh-phrase in 
place or left-dislocated just like a non-wh-phrase. Yes-no questions have 
the syntax of declarative sentences with a final rising tone. We look at 
various specialised words used in questions, carrying various 
(conventional) implicatures. 

20.1. Information ('wh-') questions 

In an information question, the questioned phrase is substituted by a 'wh-
phrase* such as adl 'who', iggS si 'where from', and so on. The wh-
phrase can remain in place, or can be left-dislocated either to the 
beginning of its clause, or in some cases to the beginning of a higher 
clause. In general, wh-questions appear to have the syntax of equivalent 
declarative sentences. Intonation is not distinctive for wh-questions 
(unlike yes-no questions which end on a final high tone). 

20.1.1. Wh-words and phrases 

20.1.1.1. The wh-words and phrases listed 

The wh-words show three basic morphological types: (a) adu / adl, (b) 
iggo and tonal variations, (c) si. Wh-phrases are noun phrases, or 
postposition phrases with m or si. 

Table 50. Wh-words and their combinations 
Basic wh-word combined form meaning notes 

adl acTi who 

adö adö what 22.1.1.2 

adö ni why (what for) 

adu si how or why (what with) 

adö rjga ( ni) when (whatperiod) 

22.1.1.3 

22.1.1.4 

22.1.1.5 

tggo which 

«jg° SI which with 
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kgä kgö 

iqgö si 

iggo lele 

iqgo esl 

where 

where from 

towards where, from where, in 
which direction 

same meanings as iqgo lele 
and possibly dialectal variant 

irjgo pi how big, how much 22.1.1.6 

kgs kgole where (in, to which place) 22.1.1.7 

kgonl how 22.1.1.8 

si si how much or how many 22.1.1.9 

si nl how (variant of iqgonl) 22.1.1.10 

Bender (2000: 65) identifies η as a characteristic interrogative formative in 
innovative Nilo-Saharan languages, citing for example the Lugbara 
'general interrogative marker' qgo. 

20.1.1.2. Idomatic use of acfu 'what', and acfu 

acfü is used in a greetings idiom, as in the following exchange. 

(1) lejo acfü 
word what 
'How are you?' (What's the matter?) 

(2) lifo i/o 
word absent 
'I'm fine.' (Nothing is the matter.) 

We note that acfü with high initial tone (as opposed to the low tone in acfü 
'what') can be used as a 'fumble word' translatable as 'whatsit'. 

(3) acfu π ujgo 
whatsit DEF where 
'Where is the whatsit.' 

This 'fumble word' can be used, followed by a pause, to draw the 
hearer's attention. 

(4) acfü , opi nl IqgS 
whatsit Opi PR where 
'Whatsit, where is Opi?' 
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20.1.1.3. Some implications of acfu ni 'why' 

acfü ni 'why' is used to question why something was done, with the 
implication that it should not have been done. 

(5) ju mgbä mä acfü ni 
2s beat IS what BEN 
'Why (what for) did you hit me?' 

This phrase is used also in combination with esu in a sentence type which 
has the syntax of a question but is interpreted as expressing a 
justification. 

Thus consider a situation in which child A takes child B's book. 
Asked why she has taken the book, child A answers back: 

(6) esu 5-ηο ma-a galamu adü ni 
find 3-break lS-POSS pen what BEN 
'Why had she broken my pen?'(implying eg. this is the reason I 
took her book) 

Compare (7) without esu. 

(7) 5-ηο ma-a galamu adu nl 
3-break lS-POSS pen what BEN 
'Why did she break my pen?' 

20.1.1.4. The ambiguity of acfu si: 'how' vs. 'why' 

acfü st is ambiguous between 'how' and 'why', an ambiguity which we 
might expect from the postposition si which gives rise to a variety of 
'source' meanings including instrument (the 'how' reading) and reason 
(the 'why' reading). 

(8) o-mu acfu si 
3-go what SR 
(a) 'How did she go?' (by what means?) 
(b) 'Why did she go?' (for what reason?) 

(9) ö-mü n , acfü si 
3-go DEF what SR 
'Why is it that she went?' (for what reason did she go?) 
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20.1.1.5. The postposition ni in adυ qga ni 

acfö qga or acfü qga ni means 'when'. 

(10) pi mgbä mä acfö qga ( n i ) 
2S beat Is what period BEN 
'When did you hit me?' 

The benefactive postposition ni is unexpected here; compare the non-
question version of 'at that time' which involves the source postposition 
Si. 

(11) k -e-mu saa na si m 
3-(N)-VE-go time that SR FOC 
'It is she who is coming at that time.' 

20.1.1.6. The derivation of iqgo from iqgo 

iqgo pi 'how big, how much' is probably based on iqgo with a raised final 
tone. Compare di pi where the tone of cfi 'this' is raised. 

(12) opt m iqgo pi 
Opi PR how much 
'How big is Opi?' 

(13) opi m Si pi 
Opi PR this much 
Opi is this big.' 

20.1.1.7. The morphology of iqgole 

iqgole 'where, which place' has iqgo as the first part of a compound. 

(14) pi 6a iqgole: 
2S put which-place 
'Which place did you put it in?' 

iqgole is possibly related to o/e iqgo 'which place', or iqgö lele 'which 
towards', or possibly a suffixed form with a restrictively distributed 
suffix ΐέ (compare vule). 
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(15) pi 6a ole iqgo (n)i ga 
2s put place which PR LOC 
'Which place did you put it in?' 

Compare without ole. 

(16) pi 6a iqgo (n)i ga 
2s put which PR LOC 
'Which one did you put it in?' 

20.1.1.8. The morphology of iqgoiii 

iqgonl 'how' 'by what means' 'for what reasons' is probably based on 
iqgo + am 'which like'. Note the following exchange in greetings. 

(17) iqgonl 
how 
'How are you?' 

(18) iqgonl kü 
how NEG(N) 
Ί am fine.' 

20.1.1.9. Some combinations with si 

si can combine with vu 'times' (possibly in a compound). 

(19) yif 1ε mafö pi ni vu si pi dn in-ä 
2S want IS say 2s BEN times how-many 2S then (N)-hear-OBJ 
'How many times do you want me to tell you before you get it?' 

si can combine with postposition s), meaning 'for/with how much'. 

(20) k-azl-ä si si 
3-(N)-sell-OBJ how-much SR 
'(For) how much is she selling each?' 

20.1.1.10. si iii 

si combines with änl, giving sin1 (without ATR harmony) or sinl (with 
harmony). 
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(21) ?£-ä si (ä)nl 
(N)-do-OBJ how like 
(a) 'How is it done?' 
(b) 'How will we do it?' 

20.1.2. Definiteness and wh-phrase types 

In this section we consider four of the types of wh-phrase, and compare 
them to kinds of noun phrase, each with slightly different distributional 
characteristics. Noun phrases based on the noun adl 'who' or the 
determiner ίηgo 'which' generally have the characteristics of definite 
noun phrases, while noun phrases based on the noun acfö 'what' or the 
determiner si 'how many' generally have the characteristics of indefinite 
noun phrases. The two distinctive characteristics of definite noun phrases 
are (a) that they take ?1 when focused, when in final position, and when a 
non-verbal predicate, and (b) they take nl either obligatorily or optionally 
in certain positions such as subject of nonverbal predicate and object. 

20.1.2.1. acfi 'who' (definite) 

acfi takes ?1 suggesting that it is a definite noun phrase. 

(22) ot/ε dt 5-tfj acfi ?1 
dog this 3-bite who FOC 
'Who did this dog bite?' 

(23) pa-a ädrupi nl acfi ?1 
2S-POSS brother PR who FOC 
'Who is your brother?' 

acfi also takes nl or pi suggesting that it is a specific definite noun phrase. 

(24) hdri cfi ka acfi m tfl au 
goat this 3 who PR N-bite FOC 
'Who is it that this goat will bite?' 

(25) acfi m pa-a ädrupi ?1 m 
who PR 2S-POSS brother FOC FOC 
'Who is it that is your brother?' 

(26) djo cfi acfi pi dn ?1 
house this who PRPL POSS FOC 
'Whose (PL) house is this?' 
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20.1.2.2. adü 'what' (indefinite) 

adü does not take ?1 suggesting that it is an indefinite noun phrase. 

(27) otfe di 5-tfi adü 
dog this 3-bite what 
'What did this dog bite?' 

(28) ndre-?a kpe π adu 
[(N)-see-OBJ NP ] DEF what 
'What is it that can't be seen?' 

adü is generally not followed by nl, again suggesting that it is an 
indefinite noun phrase. 

(29) mdn di ka acfü tß aü 
goat this 3 what N-bite FOC 
(a) 'What is it that this goat will bite?' 
(b) 'What is it that this goat is biting?' 

(30) acfu Spi k o-ndre-a kpe η aü 
what [ Opi 3-N-see-OBJ NP ] DEF FOC 
'What is it that Opi can't see?' 

There is an apparent exception (31), but this might possibly be analyzed 
by seeing it as a noun phrase containing adü as the possessor, followed 
by possessive nl and then the possessed noun (thus this example might 
be literally 'what's seed'). 

(31) adu nl ekwi 
what PR seed 
'What sort of seed is it?' (seed of what plant) 

adü cannot be accompanied by the plural pronominal pi. 
Note that when adü is possessed (32, 33) the noun phrase as a whole 

is treated as definite (as always where the noun phrase is possessed). 

(32) lapwopi η äna-a adü ?1 
teacher DEF 3S-POSS what FOC 
(a) 'What (relation) of his is the teacher?' 
(b)* 'What of the teacher is it?' 

(33) pi du opt ?a adü 71 
2s take Opi POSS what FOC 
'What of Opi did you take?' 
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The low (specific) determiner, carrying a possessive interpretation, 
similarly is able to tum adö into a definite noun phrase. 

( 3 4 ) lapwofll η add * ?1 
teacher DEF what SPEC FOC 
(a) 'What (relation) of his is the teacher?' 
(b) 'What of the teacher is it?' 

20.1.2.3. \qgo 'which' (definite) 

In final object position, iqgo must take ?1, like a definite. 

( 3 5 ) opi 5-1ε buku iqgo ?1 
Opi 3-want book which FOC 
'Which book is it that Opi wants?' 

(36 ) ju 1ε iqgo ?1 
2S want which FOC 
'Which one is it that you want?' 

When it is a non-verbal predicate, iqgo must also take ?1. 

( 3 7 ) cfi-ri adsinl η iqgo ?1 
[(N)-cook-SB yesterday] DEF which FOC 
(a) 'Who is the one who cooked yesterday?' 
(b) 'Which one is it that was cooked yesterday?' 

It does take m and pi with aü. 

(38) e-flfef iqgo m aü 
(3)-VE-take which PR FOC 
'Which one is it that she brought?' 

(39) ε-afji iqgo pi ?1 
(3)-VE-take which PRPL FOC 
'Which ones (which one and its associates) did she bring?' 

A noun phrase with iqgo can be interpreted as referring to a person or to 
a thing (ie. like adl or add respectively). 
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20.1.2.4. si 'how many' (indefinite) 

si 'how much, how many' can stand for an object and, like an indefinite 
noun phrase, can be final in the clause. 

(40) pi dü si 
2S take how-many 
'How many did you take?' 

Like an indefinite, if unaccompanied it can be a nonverbal predicate (41). 

(41) a/5 si 
3 PL how many 
'How many are they?' 

20.1.3. Wh-phrases left-dislocated 

The wh-phrase object can be left-dislocated without a pause, or with a 
pause. The syntax of sentences with a left-dislocated wh-phrase is 
identical to the syntax of sentences with other kinds of left-dislocated 
object. A copy of the object is left behind (realized by a null object with 
the uninflected verb and an obligatory clitic object with the inflected verb). 

20.1.3.1. A LOW-?? based strategy 

A wh-phrase can be put in sentence-initial position, followed by a pause, 
with the rest of the sentence ending with the LOW-?? focus strategy. The 
wh-phrase can be an object or a non-argument. 

(42) acfi pi ?1 , e-dji " ?1 
who PRPL FOC 3-VE-bring SPEC FOC 
'Those of who did she bring?' (Is it you or us, ie. male or 
female, that she gave birth to?) 

(43) add, pi d3e " ?1 
what 2S buy SPEC FOC 
'What is it that you bought?' 

(44) adü , ju d3e-?ä * ?] 
what 2S N-buy-OBJ SPEC FOC 
'What is it that you are buying?' 
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(45) iqgo, pi si ?1 
where 2S build SPEC FOC 
'Where is it that you built it?' 

(46) add m , pi ze Spi m aü " ?1 
what BEN 2S send Opi PR FOC SPEC FOC 
'Why (what for) is it that it is Opi you sent?' 

(47) irjgöle , si-?ä ?1 
where-towards (N)-write-OBJ SPEC FOC 
'Towards which place is it that it is being written?' 

(48) iqgo st , e-mu " ?1 
where SR (3)-VE-go SPEC FOC 
'From where is it that she came?' 

(49) aduqgani , ρ -e-mu ?1 
when 2s-VE-come SPEC FOC 
(a) 'When is it that you are coming?' 
(b) 'When is it that you came?' (past meaning comes from 
ventive, 5.1.2.1) 

(50) iqgo pi , i-d3i " ?t 
how much (3)-VE-bring SPEC FOC 
'Of what size was it that she brought?' 

(51) si , p -i-d3i x ?1 
how many 2s-VE-bring SPEC FOC 
'How many did you bring?' 

(52) vu si , ρ -i-d^i ?1 
how many times 2S-VE-take SPEC FOC 
'How many times was it that you brought it?' 

We note that the pause appears to be optional with the following adjunct 
wh-phrases. 

(53) irjgom ( , ) di-a ?i 
how (N)-Cook-OBJ SPEC FOC 
'How is it that it is cooked?' 

(54) add si ( , ) pi ze opi m aü ?1 
what SR 2S send Opi PR FOC SPEC FOC 
'Why (what for) is it that it is Opi you sent?' 
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This strategy (ie. including fronting) is not available with iqgo si 'with 
which one' iqgo 'where' iqgö si 'where from' iqgö ΐέ 'in which place' 
acfö qga (ni) 'when' iqgo nl 'how' iqgo pi 'how big' si 'how much / 
many' vu si 'how many times'. 

Note that the adjunct can be left in place before LOW ?1; in this case 
there is no special focus on the adjunct and the clause as a whole has an 
'old information' interpretation. 

(55) 5-6a iqgo " ?1 
3-put where SPEC FOC 
'Where is it that she put it?' (that is what I am asking) 

(56) 5-6a iqgo 
3-put where 
'Where did she put it?' 

20.1.3.2. Left-dislocated wh-phrases and nonverbal clauses 

In these clauses, the left-dislocated wh-constituent can be interpreted as a 
nonverbal predicate, with the remnant, a noun phrase containing a 
headless relative, as the subject of the predicate. Thus (57) and (58) have 
very similar interpretations, but (57) focuses the predicate. 

(57) acfi ?? , pa-a m-le ku π ?1 
who FOC [2S-POSS (N)-know-SB NEG(N)] DEF SPEC FOC 
'Who is it that you do not know?' 

(58) pa-a rii-le kü η acfi " ?1 
[2S-POSS (N)-know-SB NEG(N)] DEF who SPEC FOC 
'Who is it that you do not know?' (The person you do not know 
is who?) 

The pause is obligatory. 

(59) acfi ?a ?Ί , paa cfü-le π " ?1 
who POSS FOC [2S-POSS (N)-take-SB] DEF SPEC FOC 
'Whose is it (the one) that you took?' 

(60) iqgo ?1, le-re 
which FOC [(N)-want-SB 

pi ni dn d^e-kä kö π ?Ί 
[ 2S BEN hand (N)-wash-SB ] NEG(N)] DEF SPEC FOC 

'which one is it that did not want you to wash (your) hands?' 
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(61) hjgö , pa-a Ιε-Ιε η ?Ί 
where [ 2S-POSS (N)-want-SB ] DEF SPEC FOC 
'Where is the one that you want?' 

/ \ / s \ \ / ^ V ^ 

(62) iggote , jia-a 1ε-1ε π ?ι 
which place [ 2S-POSS (N)-want-SB ] DEF SPEC FOC 
'In which place is the one that you want?' 

(63) si , pa-a 1ε-1ε η ?Ί 
how many [ 2S-POSS (N)-want-SB ] DEF SPEC FOC 
'How many (of them) do you want?' 
Ν _ — 

(64) acfu ni , ά$-1ε π ?ι 
what BEN [ (N)-take-SB ] DEF SPEC FOC 
'What was the one taken for?' 

20.1.4. Multiple wh-questions 

If both subject and object are questioned, the null focus strategy is used. 

(65) acfi ka acfü pä 
who 3 what N-eat 
'Who is eating what?' 

(66) acfi ö-pä acfü 
who 3-eat what 
'Who ate what?' 

(67) borondsi agö π o-pa eßl, 
children male DEF 3-eat fish 

mdsondsl η 5-pa osu 
girls DEF 3-eat beans 

'The boys ate fish, the girls ate beans.' 
— — y / 

(68) borond^t ago π opa e6i, md3ond3i π o-pa osu 
children male DEF 3-eat fish girls DEF 3-eat beans 
'The boys ate fish, the girls ate beans.' 
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20.1.5. Some syntactic environments in which wh-phrases are found 

20.1.5.1. Wh-phrase in subject of nonverbal predicate position 

A wh-phrase can be subject of a nonverbal predicate. It must be focused, 
using m. 

(69) acfi m lapwopi m 
who PR teacher FOC 
'Who is it that is a teacher?' 

(70)* acfi m lapwopi 
who PR teacher 
'Who is a teacher?' 

Note however an alternative strategy. 

(71) acfi nl , pi zi kü η ?Ί 
who PR 2S greet NEG(N) DEF FOC 
'Who is it that you don't greet?' 

20.1.5.2. Wh-phrase in a postposition phrase or other adjunct 

The wh-phrase can be the complement of a postposition. The postposition 
phrase can be 'argument'-like (eg. benefactive) or 'adjunct'-like (eg. 
temporal location). There is no overt focus particle in this case. 

(72) ap-azl-ä acfi m 
2PL-(N)-sell-OBJ who BEN 
'For whom are you selling it?' 

(73) opi 5-ke buku ra π acfi m 
Opi 3-give book AFF DEF who BEN 
'Who is it that Opi has definitely given a book for?' (It is 
known that has given a book, but to who.) 

(74) o-mü acfü ni 
3-go what BEN 
'Why did she go?' (She should not have gone.) 

(75) k -e-mu adüqgani 
3-(N)-VE-go when 
'When is she coming?' 
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(76) o-mü adu si 
3-go what SR 
(a) 'Why did she go?' 
(b) 'How did she go?' 

(77) e-mu iqgo si 
(3)-VE-go which SR 
(a) 'With which one did she come?' 
(b) 'For which one did she come?' 

(78) sj-a iggoie 
(N)-write-OBJ which-place 
'Where is it being written?' (towards which place) 

(79) pi 6a IqgS 
2S put where 
'Where did you put it?' 

(80) e-mu kg 5 si 
(3)-VE-go where SR 
'Where did she come from?' 

(81) cß-ä iggoni 
(N)-cook-OBJ how 
'How is it cooked?' 

(82) e-d3i IqgS pi 
(3)-VE-bring (how much) 
'How much did she bring?' (of what size) 

(83) p -ökwe si 
2s-pay how much 
(a) 'How much did you pay?' 
(b) 'How many did you pay?' 

(84) β -e-d3i vu si 
2s-VE-take times how many 
'How many times did you bring it / them?' 

Another constituent can be focused when there is a wh-adjunct. 

(85) ö-cfü izi na aü ado si 
3-take woman that FOC why SR 
'Why is it that she married that woman?' 
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( 8 6 ) ίηgo si pi mu j ß ?Ί m 
which SR 2S go 2S FOC FOC 
(a) 'Which one is it that you were the one who went with?' 
(b) 'Because of which one you were the one who went?' 

20.1.5.3. Wh-phrase as nonverbal predicate 

Where the wh-phrase is itself a nonverbal predicate, it takes the focus 
marker ?1 if it is acfi (87). It does not take a focus marker (as elsewhere) if 
it is adü (88). It does not take a focus marker if it is another kind of wh-
phrase such as iggS 'where' (89, 90). 

( 8 7 ) galamu Ιε-re π acfi ?1 
pen (N)-want-SB DEF who FOC 
'Who is it that wants a pen?' 

( 8 8 ) d30 si-re di?ä π acfü 
house N-build-SB here DEF what 
(a) 'What is it that built a house here?' 
(b) 'What is it that is building / will build a house here?' 

( 8 9 ) lipa cfi-re adshü π hjgö 
food N-cook-SB yesterday DEF where 
(a) 'Where is the one who cooked yesterday?' 
(b) 'Where is the food that was cooked yesterday?' 

( 9 0 ) pa-a re-ΐε π iqgzni 
2S-POSS (N)-knock-SB DEF how 
'How is the one you knocked down?' 

20.1.6. Wh-phrases as complete utterances 

A wh-phrase can be combined with ?1 to form a complete utterance. The 
wh-phrase must be definite inherently (ie. consisting of acfi etc.) or must 
be made definite by embedding it under the LOW determiner or under ή. 
Where the wh-phrase is inherently definite it can be immediately followed 
by ?1. The glottal is lost in fast speech (4.4.1). 

(91) acfi ?1 or in fast speech acfi 1 
who FOC 
'Who (is it)?' 
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( 9 2 ) acfi ?a ?Ί or in fast speech acfi a 1 
who POSS FOC 
'Whose (is it)?' 

(93) acfi ?a ?1 or in fast speech acfi a (I3S1 
who POSS house FOC 
'Whose house (is it)?' 

/ \ 

(94) iqgo ?i or in fast speech iqgo 1 
which FOC 
'Which one (is it)?' 

Where the wh-phrase is not inherently definite it is followed by the low 
determiner and then ?1. 

(95) kgö v S 
where SPEC FOC 
'Where's it?' 

( 9 6 ) ίηςο 1ε " ?1 
where place SPEC FOC 
'Where's it?' (in which place is it ?) 

( 9 7 ) acfü -qga -ni " ?1 
what - period-for SPEC FOC 
'When is it?' 

(98) si N ?1 
how-many SPEC FOC 
'How much / many is it?' 

(99) vu si " ?1 
times how many SPEC FOC 
'How many times is it?' 

(100) acfü -ni v ?1 
what-for SPEC FOC 
'What is it for?' (why?) 

If this strategy is used for aVäthe specific determiner must be interpreted 
as possessive. 

(101) add v ?i 
what SPEC FOC 
'What is it (of his)?' 
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The wh-phrase can also be embedded under the determiner n; this is the 
only strategy for acfümeaning (non-possessive) 'what'. 

(102) adü π ?1 
what DEF FOC 
'What one is it?' (the one which is which?) 

(103) ίηgo π ?1 
where DEF FOC 
'Which one is it?' (the one which is where?) 

(104) hjgöle π ?1 
where DEF FOC 
'Where's it?' (the one which is in which place?) 

(105) acfuqgani π ?1 
when DEF FOC 
'When is it?' (the one of when) 

(106) si ή ?1 
how-many DEF FOC 
'How much / many is it?'(the how much/many one?) 

(107) vu si π ?1 
times how many DEF FOC 
'How many times is it?' (the how many times one?) 

(108) acfü w π ?1 
what BEN DEF FOC 
'What is it for?' (the one which is for what?) 

(109) acfü-qga -ni η ?1 
what-period-for DEF FOC 
'When is it?' (the one which is when?) 

(110) hjgo pi ή ?1 
how-much DEF FOC 
'Which one is it?' (the one which is how big?) 

(111) acfü π 71 
what DEF FOC 
'What one is it?' (the one which is what?) 
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20.2. Information ('wh-') questions in subordinate clauses 

20.2.1. Wh-phrase in a tensed clause, complement to fo 

The verb fö takes a subordinate clause which has a structure resembling a 
root clause (ie. a fully realized argument structure, and no special 
morphology on the verb). 

The object in the subordinate clause can be replaced in situ by a wh-
phrase; ami can be used (116). 

Ν _ — 

(112) pi fo opi o-ndre acfu 
2s say [ Opi 3-see what ] 
'What did you say Opi saw?' 

(113) pi / o opi o-ndre acfi ?1 
2S say [ Opi 3-see who FOC ] 
'Who did you say Opi saw?' 

(114) pi fö ?a opi ka add ndri 
2s N-say OBJ [ Opi 3 what N-see ] 
'What will you say (on meeting her) Opi is seeing?' 

(115) pi fo ?a opi ka acfi m ndri 
2S N-say OBJ [ Opi 3 what PR N-see ] 
'Who will you say (on meeting her) Opi is seeing?' 

V — 

(116) pi fo ama opi o-ndre acfu 
2S say [ that Opi 3-see what ] 
'What did you say that Opi saw?' 

The object can be left-dislocated to the beginning of the subordinate 
clause. The object is doubled by a clitic with the inflected verb (117). The 
clause must then end in LOW-??, without which it is ungrammatical (119). 

(117) pi fö ado opi ko-ndri-?a ?1 
2S say [ what Opi 3-N-see-OBJ SPEC FOC ] 
'What is it that you said Opi will see / is seeing?' 

/ V _ S S \ 

(118) pi fo adu opi o-ndre ?i 
2S say [ what Opi 3-see SPEC FOC ] 
'What is it that you said Opi saw?' 

/ _ \ . / / _ _ 

(119)* pi fo adu opi o-ndre 
2S say [ what Opi 3-see ] 
'What did you say Opi saw?' 
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amä cannnot be used when the object is fronted to the beginning of the 
subordinate clause (interpretations (a) below). When it is used in a 
sentence of this kind, the word amä can only be interpreted as a freely-
placed modifier within the clause, meaning 'it is said that' (interpretations 
(b) below). 

(120) pi fi adü amä opi kS-ndre-?ä ?1 
2s say [what that Opi 3-N-see-OBJ SPEC FOC] 
(a)* 'What is it that you said Opi will see / is seeing?' 
(b) 'You said what it is said that Opi saw.' 

(121) pi fi amä adü Dpi k6-ndre-?ä ?1 
2S say [that what Opi 3-N-see-OBJ SPEC FOC] 
(a)* 'What is it that you said Opi will see / is seeing?' 
(b) 'You said it is said that what is it that Opi saw.' 

The wh-object can be left-dislocated out of a tensed subordinate clause to 
the beginning of the root clause, amä is optional at the beginning of the 
subordinate clause. 

(122) ado pi fi opi ko-ndri-ä * ?1 
what 2S say [ Opi 3-N-see-OBJ SPEC FOC] 
'What is it that you said Opi will see / is seeing?' 

(123) adü pi fi Spi S-ndre " ?1 
what 2s say [ Opi 3-see SPEC FOC] 
'What is it that you said Opi saw?' 

(124) adü pi fi amä opi S-ndre " ?1 
what 2S say [ that Opi 3-see SPEC FOC] 
'What is it that you said that Opi saw?' 

(125) ö - f i adü hdn dn 
3-say what goat on 
'What did he say about the goat?' 

(126) ö - f i adü l e f i ndzi-Ιε ad^inl η (η)ί dn 
3-say what issue N-explain-SB yesterday DEF BEN on 
'What did she say about what was discussed yesterday?' 

20.2.1.1. wh-subject 

The (adjoined) subject in the subordinate clause can be questioned in situ. 
amä is optional. 
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(127) ö-fö (ama) acfi 5-cfi eßl ad^inl m 
3-say that who 3-cook fish yesterday FOC 
'Who [1] did he [2] say cooked fish yesterday?' 

Non-coreference between the root and subordinate subject follows the 
same pattern as when the subordinate subject is an ordinary pronoun. 

(128) ö-fö (ami) 5-cfi eßl ad&m 
3-say that 3-cook fish yesterday 
'He [1] said that he[2] cooked fish yesterday.' 

The strategy of adding am to force coreference between the two subjects 
(16.12.1) is not available when the lower subject is questioned. 

(129) ö-fö (ami) am 5-cfi eßl ad$im 
3-say that 3S 3-cook fish yesterday 
'He [1] said that he[l] cooked fish yesterday.' 

(130)* ö-fö (ama) am acfi 5-cfi eßl ad^inl 
3-say that 3S who 3-cook fish yesterday 
'He [1] said that he[l] cooked fish yesterday.' 

The subject cannot be left-dislocated out of a tensed clause (unlike an 
object). It makes no difference whether ami is present. 

(131)* acfi m ö-fö (ami) 5-cfi eßl adjfiiü m 
who PR 3-say that 3-cook fish yesterday FOC 
'Who did he say cooked fish yesterday?' 

20.2.1.2. wh-adjunct 

A wh-adjunct is a questioned phrase relating to time, place, etc. Like a 
subject, it can be questioned in situ when it is in a tensed subordinate 
clause but cannot be left-dislocated out of the tensed subordinate clause. 

(132) ö-fö 5-cfi eßl ad^inl hjg5 
3-say [ 3-cook fish yesterday where ] 

'Where did he[l] say he[2] cooked the fish yesterday?' 

(133)* iqg5 ö-fö 5-cfi eßl adsinl 
where 3-say [ 3-cook fish yesterday ] 
'Where did he say he cooked the fish yesterday?' 
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20.2.1.3. Multiple wh-phrases 

There can be more than one in situ wh-phrase in the subordinate clause. 

(134) pi fi opt 5-ndri adü hjgö 
2s say [ Opi 3-see what where ] 
'What did you say Opi saw and where?' 

(135) ju fö adi S-ndri add 
2s say [ who 3-see what ] 
'You said who saw what?' (severally - ie. A saw Χ, Β saw Y, C 
saw Ζ etc.) 

20.2.2. Wh-phrase in a tensed clause, complement to 1ε 

Where le 'want' is the root verb, the wh-subject or the wh-adjunct can be 
in situ or can be extracted from a tensed subordinate clause. 

(136) pi 1ε adi k-e-mu m 
2s want [ who DIR-VE-go FOC ] 

'Who do you want to come?' 

(137) adi m pi 1ε k-e-mu iu 
who PR 2S want [ DIR-VE-go FOC ] 
'Who is it that you want to come?' 

When the adjunct is left-dislocated out of its subordinate clause the LOW 
?1 strategy is used. 

(138) pi li k-e-mu hjgö 
2S want [ DIR-VE-go where ] 

'Where do you want him to come?' 

(139) hjgö pi 1ε k-e-mu * ?1 
where 2s want [ DIR-VE-go SPEC FOC ] 
'Where do you want him to come?' 

The adjunct cannot come at the beginning of the subordinate clause. 

(140)* pi 1ε hjgö k-e-mu " ?1 
2S want [ where DIR-VE-go SPEC FOC ] 
'Where do you want him to come?' 
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20.2.3. Subordinate clauses with the wh-word iqgom 

A subordinate question with ίηgam 'how, 'why' ends with iqgom. The 
subordinate clauses can be focused by ja ?1 or by LOW-??. 

(141) pi zl ö-mü iqgonl 
2SDIR ask [ 3-go how ] 
(a) 'You should ask how she went.' 
(b) 'You should ask how it (the event) went.' 

(142) pi z? ö-mü iqgonl ja ?1 
2SDIR ask 3 -go how Q FOC 
'The thing you should ask is how she / it went.' 

(143) ma m ra ta eft 5-6a ru ίηgonl ja ?1 
IS know AFF thing this 3-put REFL how Q FOC 
Ί certainly know how this thing came to be (so).' 

(144) ma m ra ta eft 5-6a ru vjgoni ?1 
IS know AFF thing this 3-put REFL how SPEC FOC 
Ί certainly know how this thing came to be (so).' 

If the clause is fronted, the ?1 is lost and ja is optional. In this case, we 
assume that the fronting of the clause is sufficient to focus it. 

(145) ta cfi 5-6a rü iqgom (ja)nl ma m ku 
thing this 3-put REFL how Q PR IS know NEG(N) 
'How this thing came to be so, I do not know.' 

Note that focus is not required for IqgSnl itself, for example in a non-
subordinate clause. 

(146) ö-mü iqgonl 
3-go how 
(a) 'How did he go?' (means) 
(b) 'Why did he go?' (reason) 
(c) 'How did it go?' (event) 

20.2.4. Wh-phrase in a subordinate clause with -ka 

Where the subordinate clause contains a verb suffixed with -kä, the 
'possessive' subject can be questioned. We suggest elsewhere that these 
clauses might be noun phrases (10.5.1). 
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(147) ßl ΐέ opt ?a e-mu-kä rä 
2S want [ Opi POSS (N)-VE-go-SB AFF ] 
'You like Opi's certain coming.' (in the future or past) 

(148) pi Ιε acß ?a e-mu-kä ra m 
2s want [ who POSS (N)-VE-gO-SB AFF FOC ] 
'Whose certain coming is it that you like?' (future or past) 

20.2.5. Demonstrative at the end of a pre-question clause 

A clause which states a circumstance in preparation for a question ends in 
a demonstrative, presumably inside the subordinate clause and at its end. 

(149) opi äzi eßi di 
[opi sell fish this] 

5-6a rußia na iggö 
3-put money AFR where 

'Having sold fish (on this occasion), where did Opi put the 
money?' 

(150) opi ö-mü na ε6ε endre nl adi dn 
[Opi 3-go that] leave mother-SPEC PR who BEN 
'As Opi went, who did he leave his mother with?' 

(151) ρi ma-a dn kwä na 
[2S 1S-POSS head (N)-shave tha] 

/ ^ — / \ \ ^ / 

pi ni ku o-kwa ama dn ku ?i 
2s know NEG(N) IND-shave lPL(EXC) head NEG(N) FOC Q 

'As you shave my hair, don't you know that our (ie. my) hair is 
not to be shaved?' 

(152) apt π cfi 
[2PLDIR sit this] 

sukuru dn ga aju Jo acfu 
school on LOC 2PL say what 

'Having met (on this occasion), what did you discuss about 
education?' 

(153) apt η na 
[2PLDIR sit that] 

sukuru dn ga apt fö add 
school on LOC 2PL say what 

'Having met (on that occasion), what did you discuss about 
education?' 
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Two demonstratives may be used, with the demonstrative tlecft 'that near 
you' followed by na 'that', tlecft adds a sense that the going is immediate 
(without ilecfi the going is only imminent). This is the only circumstance 
in which a noun phrase can end with two demonstratives in sequence. 

(154) pt mu ilecfi na 
[2S N-go that (near you) that] 

pi ßära eße adi dn 
2S child leave who BEN 

'Now that you are going who are you leaving the child with?' 

(155) pt mü na 
[2s N-go that] 

pi ßära eße acfi dn 
2s child leave who BEN 

'As you are going who are you leaving the child with?' 

There is a clash between a π object and dt as the demonstrative. This 
seems to be a consequence of the implication of π as a determiner that the 
eventuality took place some time in the past, combined with the proximal 
implications of eft. The clash does not arise if the demonstrative is distal 
na. 

(156)* opt äzi eßl η dt 
[Opi sell fish DEF this] 

ö-ßä rußia nä hjgö 
3-put money AFR where 

'Having sold the fish in question (on this occasion), where did 
Opi put the money?' 

(157) opt äzl eßl η na 
[Opi sell fish DEF that] 

5-ßa rußia nä hjgö 
3-put money AFR where 

'Having sold the fish in question (on that occasion), where did 
Opi put the money?' 

Note that in the previous sentence the ή phrase is not followed by the 
focus/predication particle ??, which would be required if the phrase was 
final within its clause. This is our justification for thinking that the 
demonstrative is within the subordinate clause and final within that clause, 
rather than outside the subordinate clause and thus after it. 
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20.2.5.1. Sentence final di + high question tone. 

The demonstrative di 'this' may be used for sentential emphasis when 
it is sentence final. When used this way it takes a high floating tone at the 
end, the type used in questions. It is used to insist on a point of view, or to 
stress the urgency of the particular moment; the implicatures (in brackets 
in the gloss) are there only when dΪ is present. 

(158) ma f ö jn mü kü di 
IS say 2s go NEG(N) this Q 
Ί have already told you that you are not going.' (why the 
insistence?) 

( 1 5 9 ) 6-kwä dnßi nä kü di 
IND-DIR-shave hair AFR NEG(N) this Q 
'Do not shave his hair.' (I have already told you that, so why are 
you still insisting on the shaving?) 

20.2.6. adü si in final position 

The final negative particle can be followed by the question phrase adü si 
(160), and also by aü st both meaning 'because of it'. 

(160) pi mü ku adu si 
2S go NEG(N) what SR 
(a) 'Why won't you go?' 
(b) 'Why are you not going?' 
(c) 'What means won't you use?' 

20.3. Yes-no questions 

20.3.1. Structure of yes-no questions 

20.3.1.1. The final rising tone 

It is possible to add a final rising tone to a declarative sentence, to turn it 
into a yes-no question. 

(161) ago na ule 
man that witch 
'That man is a witch.' 
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(162) ago na ύΐε 
man that witch Q 
'Is that man a witch?' 

(163) pi mü ra 
2S N-go AFF 
'You will definitely go.' 

(164) p i mü ra 
2s N-go AFF Q 
'Are you definitely going?' or 'Will you definitely go?' 

It is possible to have a high tone on yes-no questions especially when 
repeating what has been said or for emphasis. 

(165) jw Jo acfö 
2s say what 
'What did you say?' 

(166) pi Jö acfö 
2s say what Q 
'What is it that you said?' (used when you missed what a 
person has just said and want it repeated, ie. it is known that you 
have said something, what is it?) 

There is a general constraint that an uninflected verb must always be 
followed by something in the sentence; we call this the 'termination 
constraint' (7.5). The final high tone is not able to terminate the 
uninflected verb. 

(167)* pi mü 
2S go Q 
'Did you go?' 

(168) pi *mü 
2S N-go Q 
'Are you going?' 

Thus some other element must be present in these sentences to terminate 
the verb, such as ra in the following sentence. 

(169) pi mü ra 
2 s go AFF Q 
'Did you definitely go?' 
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20.3.1.2. Ugandan Ma'di variant, final a 

Ugandan Ma'di has final aas a question particle instead of the high tone 
which is found in Lokai Ma'di. Like the high tone question particle 
discussed in the previous section, the question particle cannot terminate an 
uninflected verb. 

(170) l-m madi cfi ote ä 
2PL-know person this COM Q 
'Do you know this person?' (Ugandan Ma'di) 

(171) api m madi cfi ra 
2PL know person this AFF Q 
'Do you definitely know this person?' (Lokai) 

20.3.1.3. Final an? 

The word am can be added to the end of a sentence finally to turn it into a 
question, asking why the action was not undertaken, or to make a 
suggestion. This is a polite strategy. There is no rising intonation, and am 
must be sentence-final. Note that it does not terminate the verb, 
suggesting that it is possibly external to the sentence (7.5). 

(172) pi cfü iza zi kü am 
2S take meat another NEG(N) why 
'How come you are not taking another piece of meat?' (you 
should take more) 

(173) opi S-n tfm am 
Opi 3-sit silent why 
'How come Opi is sitting silently?' (he should be talking) 

(174) pi ke opi m gwe-re ra η aü am 
2S give Opi BEN [N-burn-SB AFF] DEF FOC why 
'How come you gave Opi the burnt one?' (you should have 
given him a good one) 

am may be derived from adü 'what' + ni the benefactive postposition, 
and thus meaning 'for what?' Thus it is probably not be related to its 
homophone am which is a third person pronoun with various uses (cf. its 
meaning in 'looks like a...', 11.5.3). 
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20.3.1.4. Final ja 

Final ja is found only in subordinate clauses. It is found in both yes-no 
and wh-questions; ja is also used in conditionals to express doubt or a 
weakened probability, ja possibly functions to affirm, similarly to ra, with 
a meaning of i s it the case that..?'. It is like a gambit, used in shouting 
especially where there is a distance between the speakers. Note that there 
is no high tone at the end, although it is a yes-no question, ja cannot 
terminate an uninflected verb. 

(175) ma fö pi mü ra ja 
IS say [2S N-go AFF Q] 
Ί said, will you definitely go?' 

(176)* pi mü ra ja 
2S N-gO AFF Q 
'Will you definitely be going?' 

ja is used also, in alternation with a floating low tone, after a sentence 
ending in tggom which is a complement to 'know'. In questions it cannot 
be replaced by a floating high tone. 

(177) äwi-ä irjgari* ja η* ηι kü 
(N)-open-OBJ how Q PR IS know NEG(N) 
Ί don't know how it is opened.' 

20.3.1.5. Questions with ole 'or' 

Two constituents can be conjoined with ole, to make an 'or' question. 

(178) pi mü pi ?1 ole opi kö-mü m 
2s N-go 2S FOC or Opi 3-(N)-go FOC 
'Is it you going or is it Opi going?' 

(179) pi mü pi ?f ole 6pi ?1 
2 S N-go 2S FOC or Opi FOC 
'Is it you going or Opi ?' 

(180) pi 1ε indn ole bilo 
2s want goat or sheep 
'Do you want a goat or a sheep?' 

There is no rising tone in these sentences, suggesting that ole by itself is 
able to code the utterance as a question. 
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20.3.1.6. Yes-no questions as subordinate clauses 

Subordinate yes-no questions can be coded just by rising intonation, in 
which case they are interpreted as 'direct' questions. 

(181) ma jß zl pi dü Spi ?a rubia ra 
IS 2S N-ask [ 2S take Opi POSS money AFF Q] 
Ί am asking you, "Did you definitely take Opi's money?'" 

Indirect yes-no questions have two distinct characteristics, both relating to 
focus. The subordinate clause is focused, usually either by the standard 
event-focusing strategy LOW-?! or by ja + ?1 (possibly ja + LOW-??; if 
syntactically present the low determiner would be phonologically deleted). 

(182) ö-ni rü kü k-e-mu ra ja ?1 
3-know REFL NEG(N) 3-(N)-VE-gO AFF Q (?SPEC) FOC 
'It is not known if she will definitely come.' 

In addition, the subordinate clause can optionally contain a freely placed 
word di ' if ' which places focus on the constituent which follows it, 
questioning that particular part of the clause, di can be in any position 
marked @ in the following examples 

(183) pi zi am ... 
2S(DIR) a s k 3 s 
'Ask him...' 
@ ö-ni @ kü @ on 6a @ 5-pä @ lea @ kü ?1 
[3-know NEG(N) spirit people 3-eat elephant NEG(N) FOC ] 
@ = di ' i f 
'...if he doesn't know whether people possessed by spirits do 
not eat elephant meat?' 

(184) ma ju η ... 
IS 2s N-ask 
Ί am asking you...' 
@ p i du @ 6pi ?a rubia @ ra @ ja ?1 @ 
[ 2s take Opi POSS money AFF Q FOC ] 
@ = di ' i f 
'...if you have definitely taken Opi's money?' (I am not asking 
you about other things.) 

Instead of di, it is also possible to use the freely placed (used also in 
conditionals). 
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(185) ma ju £ d^o ju cfu Dpi ?a rubia ra ja ?1 
IS 2s (N)-ask [if 2s takeOpi POSS money AFFQFOC] 
Ί am asking you if you have definitely taken Opi's money.' 

Finally, note the following construction, where a 'subordinate' clause is 
unembedded, with the rising intonation typical of yes-no questions. 

(186) di ö-ni kü 
if 3-know NEG(N) 

ön 6a 5-ßä lea kü ja ?1 
[spirit people 3-eat elephant NEG(N) ] Q FOC Q 
'Does he not know that the possessed do not eat elephant meat?' 

We note that in the above clause, if di is omitted then ja can also be 
omitted. 

20.3.2. Words for 'Yes' 

20.3.2.1. ohö 

A yes-no question might be answered with a nod accompanied by oho 
'yes', oho can be used to introduce a declarative sentence. 

(187) oho ju 6pi ?1 
yes 2S Opi FOC 
'Yes, you are Opi.' 

(188) ohö e-mu ra 
yes (3)-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she has certainly come.' 

(189) ohö k-e-mu 
yes 3DIR-VE-go 
'Yes, she should come.' 

oho cannot be used to introduce a directive sentence which ends with ra 
(unlike ije, below). 

(190)* ohö k-e-mu ra 
yes 3DIR-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she should certainly come.' 
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oho cannot be used to introduce a question. 

(191)* oho βΐ 6pi ?1 
yes 2S Opi FOC Q 
'Yes, so you are Opi?' 

20.3.2.2. ije 

ije is used to answer a yes-no question where consent is involved, and 
thus can introduce directives or clauses otherwise interpretable as 
expressing permission (193). It is also used in exclamations. 

(192) ije k-e-mu ra 
yes 3DIR-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she should definitely come.' 

(193) ije k-e-mu ra 
yes 3-N-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she will definitely come.' (I will give her permission.) 

(194) ije jü opi ?1 
yes 2s Opi FOC Q 
'(Oh) so, you are Opi?' 

ije is not used to introduce a declarative sentence (unlike oho). 

(195)* ije e-mu ra 
yes (3)-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she has definitely come.' 

20.3.2.3. ani am 

äni am literally means 'like it'. At the beginning of a sentence in any 
tense it can be interpreted as 'yes'. 

(196) äni am k-e-mu ra 
3s like 3-(N)-VE-go AFF 
'Yes, she will definitely come.' (It is like that; she will come.) 

If the first äni is replaced by a demonstrative, the 'like it' meaning 
remains, but the 'yes' meaning is lost. 
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( 197 ) tf i anl k-e-mu ra 
this like 3-(N)-VE-go AFF 
'The way it is, she will definitely come.' 

(198 ) na am k-e-mu ra 
that like 3-(N)-VE-go AFF 
'The way it is, she will definitely come.' (discussed a long way 
back) 

It can be negated with the nonpast negation particle kü, in which case it 
can be used only in a nonpast sentence. 

20.3.3. Words for 'No' 

20.3.3.1. 6?ü 

The response to a yes-no question may be 6?ϋ (possibly nasalized) which 
may be accompanied by a head-shake. The same word is used for 
declaratives and directives (unlike the words for 'yes'). 

(199) 6?u 
'No. ' 

(200) υ?ϋ όρί e-mu kü 
no Opi (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
'No, Opi won't come / isn't coming.' 

( 2 0 1 ) υ?ϋ opi k-e-mu kü 
no Opi 3DIR-VE-go NEG(N) 
'No, Opi shouldn't come.' 

20.3.3.2. kaa 

kaa 'no' usually comes sentence initially with pause intonation. 

(202) kaa , e-mu ra 
No (3)-VE-go AFF 
'No, she certainly came.' 

( 203 ) kaa , e-mu küru 
N o (3)-VE-gO NEG(P) 
'No, she didn't come.' 
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(204) kaa , e-mu ku 
N o (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
'No, she won't come.' 

(205) kaa , Spi ?1 kü 
N o Opi FOC NEG(N) 
'No, not Opi.' (someone else) 

\ . -20.3.3.3. ijo 

It is also possible to use ijo, normally found as a predicate meaning 'not 
present', in fronted position and interpreted as 'no' (ie. similar to kaa). 

(206) jjö opi e-mu m 
absent Opi (3)-VE-go FOC 
'No, it was Opi who came.' 

(207) ijo opi e-mu m kü 
absent Opi (3)-VE-go FOC NEG(N) 
'No, it wasn't Opi who came.' 

20.3.3.4. kia 

kia is a more disparaging way of saying 'no' used to devalue the worth 
of a person or a proposal. Unlike the others, this word is only found in 
negative statements (with negation) or yes-no questions, and mostly in 
nonverbal predications. 

(208) kia , opi ?1 kü 
N o Opi FOC NEG(N) 
'No, not Opi.' (It'll need a worthier person.) 

(209) kta , opi ö-dsl m 
No Opi 3-take FOC Q 
'No, is it Opi who took it?' (A worthier person should have 
taken it.) 

20.3.3.5. äni am ku 

äni am kü literally means 'not like it'. At the beginning of a sentence it 
can be interpreted as 'no'. It can be used only in a nonpast sentence (as 
we would expect from the use of nonpast negation kü). 
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(210) ani am ku , e-mu ku 
3S like NEG(N) (3)-VE-go NEG(N) 
'No, (it's) not like that, she will not come.' 

(211) ani am ku , e-mu kuru 
3S like NEG(N) (3)-VE-go NEG(P) 
'No, not like that, she did not come.' 

Any of the three demonstratives can replace the pronoun äni in the 
examples above, to give eg. di ant kü, 'no not like this', etc. 

20.4. Implicatures of certain questioning strategies 

20.4.1. A satirical question with final π 

The particle ri is used to give an implication of mockery on the part of the 
speaker, and has negative meanings, typically belittling a person's ability. 

(212) pi d3e-ä wa π 
2s N-buy-OBJ PS RHE 
'Can you (really afford to) buy it?' 

A _ / / 
(213) pi mu ra π 

2S go AFF RHE 
'Did you really go?' (a taunt) 

(214) im tro η 
eye with RHE 
(a) 'Has he any eyes?' (taunt, implying blindness) 
(b) 'Can he read?' (taunt, implying illiteracy) 

The more usual plain question forms are the following respectively. 

(215) pi d^e-a wa 
2s N-buy-OBJ PS Q 
'Can you (afford to) buy it?' 

(216) pi mü ra 
2S go AFF Q 
'Did you definitely go?' 

When used with question words η sounds very abrupt and rude. 
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( 2 1 7 ) ago m hjgo ?1 
husband SPEC PR which FOC 
'Which one is the husband?' 

( 2 1 8 ) ago m iqgo ?1 π 
husband SPEC PR which FOC RHE 
'Which of them is her husband?' (She has been boasting of 
him; let me see and judge for myself.) 

20.4.2. A specialized use of esu 

A question can be embedded under esu . The result is to justify an act, 
often unpleasant one. It has a rhetorical resonance and takes esu 'it 
finds' + adü-ni 'what for?' or esu + kü(ru) + am. 

• / _ _ / Ν ^ / \ - / 

( 2 1 9 ) esu o-cfu ma ?a tza acfu-m 
find 3-take Is POSS meat what-for 
'Why did he take my piece of meat?' (eg. in answer to the 
question 'why did you hit him?' and implying that what I have 
done is the consequence of him taking my piece of meat) 

( 2 2 0 ) esu ö-dä id ma adü-ni 
find 3-insult PL IS what-for 
'Why did they insult me?' (what I did to them is the 
consequence of their insulting me) 

(221) esu ö-mü nn ku am 
find 3-go quickly NEG(N) why 
'Why wasn't he moving quickly?' (what I did to him is the 
consequence of his moving slowly) 

The above, number excepted, may be in response to the question below. 

( 2 2 2 ) y u so Spi pi ?a gan nl pa acfüni 
2S pierce Opi PRPL POSS bicycle POSS leg what-for 
'Why did you puncture those of Opi's bicycle?' 

The more usual plain question forms are without the esu as in: 

( 2 2 3 ) 5-da kl ma adü-ni 
3-insult PL IS what-for 
'Why did they insult me?' 
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20.4.3. The use o f f l i fo to express covert disagreement 

pi Jö 'you say' is used when a person wants to sound polite about a 
statement that she believes is wrong, but does not want to disagree with 
the speaker, perhaps a superior or an elder or simply out of politeness; 
instead she poses the same issue as a question. TTie result is to give a 
meaning of 'do you think...' or 'does it seem to you...'. The structure is 
that of a 'yes-no' question. 

(224) ju fi Spi ö-cfü m 
2s say Opi 3-take FOC Q 
'Do you think that it was taken by Opi ?' (Something has been 
stolen. Opi is widely believed to have taken it, but speaker thinks 
otherwise. Rather than say so she poses it as a question.) 

She could have made a plain denial (225) or a plain 'Do you think... / 
Does it seem...' (226) which are less polite, if not more confrontational. 

(225) opi δ-cfü m ku 
Opi 3-take FOC NEG(N) 
'It wasn't Opi who took it.' 

(226) ka ru ra fu m opt ö-cfü m 
3 REFL (N)-think 2s BEN Opi 3-take FOC Q 
'Do you think that it was taken by Opi?' 

20.4.4. ti 'but' 

This is like id 'but' (18.4), except that it is only used in questions, unlike 
id which cannot be used in questions. 

(227) ti ö-cfü Spi nl acfü ηί 
but 3-take Opi PR what BEN 
'But why did she marry Opi?' (she shouldn't, given Opi's 
record) 

(228) 6 e-mu acfü ηί 
but (3)-VE-go what BEN 
'But why did he come?' (he shouldn't have come) 

(229)* kl e-mu acfü ηί 
but (3)-VE-go what BEN 
'But why did he come?' 
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Implicatures of question strategies 

ti is placed freely in the clause, in any position marked @. 

( 2 3 0 ) @ ö-mü @ küru ant @ 
3-go NEG(P) what-for 

'But why did she not go?' (she should have gone) 
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Chapter 21 
Lexicon 

In this chapter we provide a sample word list, and list words from selected 
semantic fields. 

21.1. Word list 

This English-Ma'di vocabulary list is an enlarged version of the list 
proposed for word lists in Comrie and Smith (1977). Blackings (2000) 
is a complete English-Ma'di and Ma'di-English dictionary 

We differentiate singular [S] and plural [P] where they exist. Words 
in round parentheses indicate optional expansions with a similar meaning. 
Some words are discussed elsewhere in the grammar as we indicate under 
the 'Section' heading. 

English word Madi equivalent Section 
all tua, kpo ( dru ), tfidru, 14.5.2.3, 

kwitß 14.4.1 
and öqgürü, 66 14.3 
animal (in general) apukwa, pukwa 
animal (wild) paragä 
ashes ufudro 
at ga 15.6 
back [adverb] vule 
back [noun] ögü 
bad [S] und3i 
banana läbölö 
banana [Ugandan Ma'di] bugu 
bark [noun] ofio, ßoro 
bark [verb] Igbo 
because acfu st ( ku ), au si ( dru ) 
belly (potbelly) Id! 
belly (stomach) ?ä 
big amgbugodrü, nd^a, retu, 

ogboro 
11.6.3.5 

bird ariaqgwa, ana, anqgwa 
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bite Φ 
black " Ι τ im 
blood \ / 

an 
blow (fire, whistle) vö 
blow (wind) lwe 
bone kwa 
breast ba 
breathe ?a 
burn, set alight du, gwe, Igwe, za 
child [S] öära, däraqgwa 
children [P] dondii, ßorSndsi, ßatfin 
claw tfukwa 
cloud rudü, lofu 
cold ltfße 
come emu 
count, read Ii 
cut Γι 
day öcfu 
daytime ιίύ ( atfi ) 
die dra 
dig so 
dirty and'i 
dog otfe 
drink (alcoholic) f ra 
drink [verb] mvü 
dry a?wi 
dull (appearance) ovl ako 
dust urufucfu, futu 
ear bl 
earth (land) vu 
eat flä 
egg ( a?u) ele 
elbow logule 
elephant lea 
eye ml 
fall (down) de, egä ( rü ) 
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far lolu 

fat (grease) 6sa 

fat (in size) lus we 

father ata 

fear öri 
feather \ / / 

( an ) 6i 
few ga 
fight fi 
fire, hot atfi 
fish eßl 
five tou 
float di, äwe 
flow dl 
flower ofü 
fly δηύ, όβύ 

fog lofu 
foot pa 
four sü, Isü 

freeze / curdle kd 
frog udru 
fruit o?ä 
full de 
give ke 

go mi1 
good lösD, tfüwi 
grass äjise 
green äjise äjise 
guts, tripe, intestine tkwi 
hair (of head) dnßi 
hand dri 
he, she, it äm 
head dn 
hear in 
heart äsi ( t l ) 
heavy ändsi 
here cfi?ä 

14.4.4 

6.7 

20.1.4 

6.4 
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hit 
hold 
horn (car) 
horn (animal) 
how 
hunting 
husband, the 
I 
ice (hailstone), snow 
if 
in it 
kill 
knee 
know 
lake 
laugh 
leaf 
left side 
leg 
lie (untruth), [noun / verb] 
lie (down) 
live [S] 
liver 
long 
louse (of the body) 
louse (of the head) 
man, male 
many 
meat, flesh 
moon 
mother 
mountain 
mouth, language 
name 
narrow 
near 

6.4 

15.13.3 

dn, mgbä 
kö 
bure 
ujo, ofu 
tqgSrii 
dwari 
* / \ 

ago 
mä 

/ / 

sii 
d$o, di 
?ä ru 
dl 
a/a 

\ ni 
men 
gü 
bi, Iblbi 
dn ledsl 
pa 
ind30 
de ( vurij ), lä rü ( vuru ) 
ltdrl 
logo 
azö 
gumüru 
orl 
ago 
jajadru, ekpädru, kareako 14.4.3 
iza 
tmba 
endre 
fie 
β 
ru 
6iri, uluru 
ire 
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neck embe 

new ucfl 
night ini 
nose omvo 

not [nonpast] ku 

not [past] küru 

old okü 

one alü 

other \ 
ZI 

people 6a 

person macfi 

play 5va, äva 

pull ku, se 
push qm\ 1Ϊ 

rain eß 
red Ikä 

rib luro, luro kwa, mara kwa 
right, correct anda 
right side drl anda 

ring [noun] ringt, katlmu 
river men 
road let1, gucfu 
root zu 

rope iba 
rotten qmä 
round mgburu 

rub tri, ßi 
salt afi 
sand tfipa, tßßaku, tfipakwi 
say ß , tfe 
scratch gwi 

sea τηεή 
see ndre 
seed ekwi 
sew SD 
sharp i6tß 

17.4 
17.4 

6.7 
12.3 

20.1.4 
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short all 

sing Ü9Ö 

sit \ 
η 

skin έηί 

sky ßu, rußü 

sleep ödu 

small ga ( aqgwa drü ), foro 
smell [verb, transitive] ψ ύ 

smell [noun] adjj 
smoke atfika 

smooth rwe, rwe rwi 

snake im 

snow, ice / / 

SU 

some, other \ 
ZI 

spit Wi 

split indsü, äpi 

squeeze (press) ma, zl 

squeeze (squash) Ipi, zl, pl 

squeeze (wring) τ 
Zl 

stab, pierce SD 

stand mbä, έάέ 

star lelego 

stick (walking) oto, bele 

stone Olli 

straight anda 

suck ndrü, nd3Ü 

sun iW 

swell Pi 

swim de 

tail sa 

ten müdri 

that na 

there na?ä 

they a?l 

thick (wide, broad) ekpä 

thin (elongated) dsurulala 

12.3 

6.5.1 
6.4 
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thin (narrow) 6in 

thin (narrow esp. hole) uluru 

thin (slim) urwe 

think ra 

this d) 

three nä, Ina 

throw down, drop 6έ 

throw, fling Vi 

tie ümbe, ϋά, ?ϊ 

tongue ledrä 

tooth si 

tree kwi 

turn (over) etfö 

turtle a 'bui 'bui 

two 
» Ί \ 

en , η 

vomit fiTße 

walk (on foot) mu pa st 

warm jojo 

wash dje 

water 
\ y 

eji 

we [exclusive] amä 

we [inclusive] acfi, 6a 

wet ebl 

what adü 

when adü qga nl 

where tggö 

white iqgwe 

who acfi ?1 

wide ekpä 

wife, the 1Z1 

wind ere vi, eri 

wing opmtfetfe 

wipe Ιέ, efü, ß 

with ν . * 
SI, tro 

woman izi 

wood (firewood) idsakwi 

6.5 
6.7 

6.7 

6.4 
6.4 

20.1.4 
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wood (log) kwe 
worm oßü 
year kifla 
yellow lofara, lofue, a?u ele a?u 20.1.4 

ele 
you [S] fli 6.4 
you [P] ijil 6.4 

21.2. Some lexical classes of verbs 

In this section we present some classes of verbs and verb-based idioms 
which are defined by semantic field rather than any particular syntactic 
characteristics. 

21.2.1. Cooking verbs 

dl to cook 
ävö to boil esp. cassava, potatoes and maize in water 
äßt to roast esp. cassava, potatoes, maize and meat in open 

fire; barbecue 
äza to singe fowl; roast unshelled groundnuts 
äsl to fry in oil; to roast beer dough; to roast sesame, 

shelled peanuts 
ütfe to knead iijia 'dumpling, polenta' 
tfe (of iijia 'dumpling' being made) to be left on fire to 

cook for a while before kneading 
61 to cook porridge; to whisk seasoning 
enl to cook porridge 
eml, 1ml to reheat food; to boil tea 
εδυ to cook broth in a hurry; to brew tea hurriedly; (ie. 

taking a short cut to deal with a situation where 
someone is about to leave etc.) 

öbikä (of cassava, potatoes, maize and alcohol being distilled) 
not to be well cooked or brewed, undercooked or 
brewed 

amy (of food) not well cooked, undercooked 
dru to burn food 
Iwüsu (from Arabic) to make klslra a chapati like bread. 
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Some lexical classes of verbs 653 

21.2.2. Eating verbs 

pä to eat; chew food already in the mouth 
ν J to swallow usually in whole or large chunks 
t i to swallow; (of fowl) to peck; to lick peanut butter, etc. 
am J to keep (food) in the mouth 
tjΊ to bite; to eat lipa 'dumpling', cooked cassava, potatoes 

without broth 
mbi to lap especially porridge; (usually of a dog) to lap 

water 
ätfi to be sick as a result of overeating; have constipation 
gä to eat raw cassava, potatoes 
mvü to drink (beer, water, porridge) 
εδυ to have a sip 
iklli to eat a relished thing slowly so as to make it last long 
mvS to take a mouthful of usually powdery food stuff; 

(derogatory) to eat hurriedly, to gobble 
Jru to be sick of a particular type of food because of 

overeating or some form of aversion 
ndru to suck (breast or bottle milk, sweets) 
Jto to be fed, to feed 
äsi to hang around and wait for other people's food 
nd3Ü (of a person lacking appetite) to keep food in the mouth 

for a long time ; to eat sugarcane; (in some dialects - to 
suck fruits like mango, pawpaw) 

öji to eat and leave a clean plate 
61, ma to taste 
do to eat snacks (roasted simsim, peas etc.) 
ά to pinch a handful of lipa 'dumpling' to eat. 
du to dip lipa 'dumpling' into broth. 

21.2.3. Verb-based idioms which express bodily functions 

Some bodily functions are expressed by intransitive verbs. These include 
</Se 'vomit' and 5w6 'cry'. 

(1) ma 5 wo 
IS cry 
Ί am crying.' 
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'Bleeding' and 'sweating' are expressed intransitively with the 
experiencer as possessor. 

(2) ma-a an ko-ra 
1S-P0SS blood 3-N-leak 
Ί am bleeding.' 

(3) ma-a on ko-ra 
1S-P0SS sweat 3-N-leak 
Ί am sweating.' 

'Bleeding' can also be expressed without making 'blood' overt. 

(4) ma-a rä 
1S-POSS leak 
(a) Ί am bleeding.' 
(b)* Ί am sweating.' 

Other bodily functions are expressed by an idomatic combination of 
verb and object. These include Βέ + okolo 'throw cough' (cough), i/o 
omvo 'beat nose' (sneeze), su üdrwe 'pour urine' (urinate), ζε ιζε 
'excrete excreta' (defecate). 

(5) ma omvo tfö 
I s nose N-beat 
Ί am sneezing.' 

A few bodily functions are expressed by a subject + transitive verb 
combination, leaving the object (the experiencer) free. 

(6) olori ka ma si 
hiccup 3 IS hit 
Ί am having hiccups.' (literally: hiccups are hitting me) 

(7) abin ka ma ά 
hunger 3 Is shudder 
Ί am hungry.' (literally: hunger is shuddering me) 

21.2.4. Idiomatic verb + body part combinations with non-body part 
meanings 

Specific combinations of verbs and body part nouns take on meanings 
which do not relate directly to body parts. Thus for example R 'cut' can 
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take dri 'head' as an object and in addition to the literal body part 
meaning of 'cut off head' can also have an idiomatic meaning of 'meet 
someone'. 

(8) ma dn nä ß leß 
IS head POSS N-cut road 
(a) Ί will meet her on the way.' 
(b) Ί will chop off the head on the way.' (literal) 

In the following table the citation form of the verb verb carries a -kä 
suffix and a low tone prefix in all examples in this section. 

Table 51. idiomatic verb + body part combinations 
esl 'meet on the 

way' 
drl 'head' dn eslkä 'to go and meet a 

person long overdue 
on the way to find 
out why' 

η 'cut' drl 'head' dn Ilka 'to intercept a 
person' 

Ikäla 'delay' dn 'head' dn Ikäläkä 'to keep a person 
occupied' 

tß 'confuse' drl 'head' dn tfikä 'to confuse or be tß dn tfikä 
confused; to struggle 
to make ends meet' 

trä 'collect, 
gather' 

äsi 'heart' äsi träkä 'to concentrate' 

d3i 'strangle' 
* * asi 'heart' äsi d3ikä 'to persevere' 

indsu 'make thin' 
* * asi 'heart' äsi mdsukä 'to give a person a 

hard time usually 
through 
interrogation' 

ndse 'take out, 
off 

äsi 'heart' äsi nd3ekä 'to give up on' 

mgbä, 'beat' ml 'eye' ml 'to flirt; adventure' 
ßü mgbäkä 

gä 'cut' pä 'leg' pä gäkä 'to stop frequenting 
a place' 

so 'dig' bi 'ear' bi sokä 'to pay attention; to 
instigate' 

ku, sc 'drag, pull' bl 'ear' bi sekä 'to learn from one's 
mistakes' 

I f e 'burst' bi 'ear' bi ifekä 'to come to one's 
senses' 
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nd^e 'take out' drl 'hand' dn ndzeka 'to abrogate one's 
responsibilty' 

15 'stir' "7 'mouth' ti *lökä 'to talk a lot' 

SÜ 'put in, on' tl 'mouth' tl sükä 'to interfere' 

mgbä 'beat' tl 'mouth' tl mgbäkä 'to talk a lot' 

Γι 'cut' ledra 'tongue' ledra Ilka 'to make a 
disparaging or 
abusive remark' 

21.3. Some lexical classes of nouns 

21.3.1. Names 

Names are usually given by women, though men may also name, and they 
can be given at any time. Thus some of the names listed below are given 
to indicate current marital status. Many names may be given to an 
individual; only the ones people find 'light' (ie. easy) become the 
established names. 

A name is always specific as to gender. There are no systematic means 
of distinguishing male from female names, with the exception of the use 
of -a in some cases. 

Table 52. Male and female names 
male female characteristic of the child 

opt 
/ / \ 

opia first of a set of twins 

äqgu äqgua born when one or both parents are in flight 
from war or domestic violence 

oja ofaßa born to warring parents or during war 

mori moria born before the bride price could be settled 

However, female names do not have to end in -a and male names can end 
in -a. It is generally only male names which are based on nouns for 
animals; they include ase 'a mud fish species', ödrü (from odru 
'buffalo'), oku 'tortoise'. The only exception we know is ho 'hare' 
which can be a male or female name. 

Names can be derived from syntactic expressions. 
tarakpe (female): said of one parent, 'unable to think; can't think': 

(9) ta ra kpe 
thing think NPS (= cannot) 
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asijö (female): 'heartless, unable to think and/or act promptly': 

(10) asi ljö 
heart absent 

aslendzo (female): usually of a woman who thinks she has been misled 
by her heart into choosing the wrong man, 'the heart is a liar; the heart 
can deceive, mislead': 

(11) asi end^o 
heart liar 

hdreraa (male): 'have you seen (how this man/woman is?)': 

(12) j ndri ra 
2PL see AFF Q 

A subgroup of Ma'di names are related to death. These names are 
given to children born following the immediately preceding death of one 
before them, or often the deaths of two or more people. Thus gull 
'pickaxe' (used for digging a grave) is a man's name as are draßaru 
'death at home' and dragü literally 'death laugh', perhaps implying 
'mocked, laughed at by death', drandw 'death is fine; full of death' is a 
woman's name. Other death names are based on postposition phrases or 
other syntactic structures; these include the man's names drani 'for 
death', νύηί 'for earth, for grave', ipani 'for the soil, for the grave', 
dravu 'born after the dead', and draßuga 'death at the grave'. Compare 
also the woman's name fiua 'in a hole, in grave' (with the locative 
postposition ?a) with the man's name 6uga 'in a hole; in a grave' (with 
the locative postposition ga). 

21.3.2. Kinship nouns 

Ma'di kinship terminology classifies kinship by blood and by marriage. 
There are no special terms for adoptive relationships, fostering 
relationships or affiliation relationships. Some kinship terms are common 
nouns which require a low determiner for the kinship meaning to arise, 
and then are interpreted either as 'the...' or as 'his/her/its ...' (12.6.2). 
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21.3.2.1. Kinship by blood 

Table 53. Words for parents, grandparents and lineage 
Singular Plural Abstract noun 

mother endre endre endre endre 
father atä atä ata ata 
grandmother adra ädrä ädrä ädrä 
grandfather / aßi aßi äßi äßi 
ancestors in general 

Abstract Nouns can be formed from the plural, as in endre endre 
'motherhoods'. The same term is used for paternal grandmother or 
grandfather and maternal grandmother or grandfather. The term äßi 
'grandfathers' also refers to one's ancestors in the lineage: 

(13) ido w furu ama aßl m gga 
start REFL since lPL(EXC) grandfathers SPEC BEN period 
'It started right from the time of our ancestors.' 

Table 54. Words for children 
Singular Plural Abstract noun 

child (of either gender, 
ambiguous between 
kin/relationship and (non-
kin) age meaning) 

ßärä Borondzi or 
ßSnd3i 

ßörönd3i or 
ßond3i 

girl (not a kin term) zaa or zaggwa (no term) (no term) 
(the/his/her /its) daughter 

A \ 

za ind^Sndzi IndzSnd^i 
female descendent of Pä pä or oil (no term) 
boy (not a kin term) ßära-go ßorondsi ago (no term) 
(the/his/her/its) son qgwa (no term) (no term) 
male descendent of όή pä or ofj (no term) 

The terms for 'son' and 'daughter' exist only in combination with the 
low definite article. Thus there is no independently attested word zä or 
ηgwä. The terms pä 'female descendent', plural pä 'descendents' must 
immediately be followed by the name of the person associated with them 
(ie. in a compound-like structure). The singular appears to be definite and 
the plural appears to be indefinite (we know this because ?1 is required 
after a final definite noun phrase, not after an indefinite, 12.1.2). 

(14) mä pä opi ?1 
IS daughter Opi FOC 
Ί am Opi's daughter / female descendant' 
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(15) ami pa opi 
lPL(EXC) descendants Opi 
'We are descendants of Opi.' (nb. not 'the descendents') 

They cannot be possessed. 

(16)* na ma yia ?1 
that 1S-P0SS daughter FOC 
'That is my daughter / female descendant.' 

In contrast, za 'his/her daughter' has the syntax we would expect of a 
noun (with the specific/kinship low tone determiner). It can be possessed. 

(17) mä opi ? a z a ?1 
IS Opi POSS daughter-SPEC FOC 
Ί am Opi's daughter.' 

(18) na ma za ?1 
that 1S-POSS daughter-SPEC FOC 
"That is my daughter.' 

Distinct terms are used for a child born where a parent, usually assumed 
to be the mother, is thought to be barren (for example where the child is 
the first born after a long period of marriage). A girl child is ondoa, a boy 
child is ondogo. The term Sndo means 'barren' or 'infertile', ondo is 
'barrenness' and ondo 'barren people'. Specific terms are used for 
children of a foreign parent, or born in a foreign land. A girl is dzurua, a 
boy is d$urugo; dsurü means 'foreigners'; d3urugo also means 'male 
foreigner' (also d^uru), d^uruzl is 'female foreigner'; d^uru is 
'foreignness'. 

Table 55. words for siblings and twins 
Singular Plural Abstract noun 

sister ämvotl ävund3l ävünd3i 
brother ädrupl ädrund^l or 

ädrindsl 
ädründzi 

twin (no term) led^ü led^u 
first bom male twin opi 

- - τ 

Dpi opi 
first born female twin 

* * \ 

opia 
" - I 

Dpi Dpi 
second born male twin eremugo eremu eremu 
second born female twin mujää (no term) (no term) 
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The words for sister and brother can be extended to mean 'step-sister' 
and 'step-brother'. They are shortened versions of long descriptive terms 
such as ma luku ?a qgwa% ?1 'my father's co-wife's son' and they are 
used to make the distant relations seem closer and more familial. The 
word for first born male twin opt is also the word for 'chief' (male or 
female). The derived female form opia means first born female twin. The 
word for second born twin eremugo is similar (with the exception of the 
final vowel) to eremugo the word for 'blacksmith' or 'artisan'. Negative 
associations hold for eremugo ; blacksmiths are traditionally regarded as 
a lazy bunch who spend their time in sheds while the rest are busy toiling 
the fields or setting animal traps. The female form mujaa is possibly 
related to the male form via muje 'leftover of melted iron'. There are no 
words for triplets or larger sets of siblings. 

21.3.2.2. Kinship by marriage 

The terms for 'wife' and 'husband' are based on the terms ίζί 'woman' 
and ago 'man' but must be followed by the low tone definite article in 
order to be interpreted as kinship terms. Thus ίζί is 'his/the wife' and 
ago" is 'her/the husband'. Note that the low tone forces a kinship 
reading; thus ίζί must mean 'his/the wife' and not 'the woman' which 
can only be expressed by ίζί η 'the woman (in question)'. The plural 
forms are correspondingly based on the plural forms of 'women' and 
'men' and are üku' and ago. The abstract nouns mean both 'wifehood' 
and 'womanhood' (üku) and 'husbandhood' and 'manhood' (ago). 

Table 56. Kinship by marriage 
Singular Plural Abstract noun 

his/the wife < <«• IZl uku* üku 
her/the husband 

* 

ago ago* ägo 
the/his mother's sister endreri endreri (endreri) 

endreri 
the/his father's brother atari atari (atari) atari 
wife's sister/brother's wife iziri or izm üküri üküri 
husband's brother or woman's agori agön ägöri 
sister's husband 
mother's brother ädrüä ädrüä ädrüä ädrüä 
father's sister ä?u ä?u ä?ü ä?u 
wife's brother / sister's lotu lötu lötu 
husband 
husband's sister lajl läji läji 
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people who marry from the ußazi ußazi ußazl ußazi 
same family 
spouse's father ändri andri andrl ändri 

spouse's mother ändnziä ändri uku ändri üku 

The terms for the same-sex siblings 'mother's sister', 'father's brother', 
'wife's sister', and 'husband's brother' are derived from the kin term for 
'mother', 'father', 'wife' and 'husband' respectively, by the addition of 
n. The term for 'mother's brother' is morphologically related to the term 
for 'brother', as they share the same root adru- (factoring out harmony 
and tone). There is no morphological relationship between 'father's 
sister' and 'sister'. In Ma'di society, the mother's brother has a special 
familial role (ie. the avunculate); the same does not apply to the father's 
sister. The term for 'mother in law' is derived from the term for 'father in 
law' by adding ziä in the singular and ukü in the plural. 
Table 57. Relationships involving the co-wife 

Singular Plural Abstract noun 

co-wife (the father's other wife) äfäzi / ίζίτεζί äfäzi äfäzi 

a woman with whom one's mother luku lukü lüku 
shares a husband; or step-mother 
child from a previous marriage a όηί aqgwa (no term) önl äijgwa 
woman brings into a new marriage 

The term a/a is 'jealousy' and äfäzi is jealousy resulting from sharing a 
husband; it is possible that the term for 'co-wife' is actually derived from 
the term for jealousy. The term for mother's co-wife luku (singular), lukü 
(plural) is related to the term uku meaning 'women'. The initial [1] may 
be a derivational prefix (seen elsewhere in the lexicon though not now 
productive). The noun luku refers to the mistreatment a child receives 
from a luku. The term oni aqggwa is a compound with the literal meaning 
'the daughter of the grinding stone', from όηί 'grinding stone' and 
aqgwa 'small, tiny, worthless'. A grinding stone usually consists of two 
parts; the main one on which grain is ground called όηί endre 'mother 
stone' and the small one with which it is ground called όηί äqgwä 'the 
small stone.' The term when used to refer to a child brought from a 
previous marriage is used for both boys and girls. 
Table 58. Those without a partner 

singular plural abstract 
widow äwizi » -1 -> 

awizi äwizi 
divorced man mud^ula mud^ulä müdsula 
man who has never married lofuno (no term) (no term) 
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Some Ma'di speakers use the word for 'widow' also for 'widower' (ie. a 
man whose wife has died), even though it is strictly a female term because 
it includes zi 'woman'. There is no special word for widower. A man who 
is never married is called by the same name as an adolescent boy, lofuno 
(and has the funeral rites of such a boy). There is no word for a woman 
who has never married, which would be considered culturally 
unimaginable. 

Table 59. Other terms relating to marriage 
Singular Plural abstract 

courtship Ifömä (no term) Ifömä 

the bride price (paid by the 
man's parents to the woman's 
parents) 

fiml (no term) ßml 

the negotiation and paying of 
a bride price 

ladse lädsi läd^e 

marriage negotiations all (no term) aß äli 

taking a wife/ husband ladu lädü läcfü lädü 
a go-between (for the girl or 
the boy) 

madzu mads ü mäd3u 

fine imposed for sleeping with 
a girl in her maiden home 

kumbere dri (no term) (no term) 

a goat given to the bride's 
mother 

adra mdri (no term) (no term) 

a hoe given to the bride's 
mother after the bride has 
given birth (at one time, this 
would have been the famous 
4Madi hoe') 

adra at/6 (no term) (no term) 

naming ceremony after three 
days for a boy or four days for 
a girl 

lad [pekä] (no term) (no term) 

The boy and his fellows may take the girl, in an elopement, called rögukä 
(ago ga). The parents of the boy pay a fee to the emissary of the girl's 
parents who enters into subsequent marriage negotiations with the parents 
of the boy; there is no special terms for the emissary sent. The payment to 
the emissary is ändrali tfö, literally 'dew drenched', the discomfort of the 
emissary who has supposedly been forced to leave his house to look for 
the girl. The somewhat larger payment to the emissary when the emissary 
has to travel far, not only in elopement cases, is mvdkä sü, literally 
'putting on the shoes'. The second of our complete texts in chapter 22 is 
a length discussion of fines for elopement and related matters. 
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21.3.3. Body-part nouns 

21.3.3.1. List of body-part nouns 

In this section we list the body-part nouns, to illustrate another subgroup 
of nouns. 

Table 60. Body part nouns 
stomach 

chest 

shin bone 

palate 

heart 

face 

knee 

ear 

hair 

head 

hand 

cerebrum 

cheek 

tendon 

kidney 

neck 

penis 

part of back above 
buttocks 
throat 

?a 

aga 

alakwa 

araraa 

asiti 

ändrätl 

a /a 

bl 

ά 

dr.Ϊ 

dri 

d$urukude 

elemvu 

ekpe or lekpe 

ekwl ekwt 

cmbe 

edl 

emßl 

gboro 

'belly' is ?a adrä 

see note 1 

see note 1 

(second part of several 
compounds) 
and compounds: see note 2 

and compounds: see note 3 

ekwi means 'seed' and 
'coarse'; ekwi ekwi also 
means 'loose coins in the 
pocket' and 'coarsely 
ground' 

embe as a verb means 'to 
take an oath' or 'to ritually 
cleanse self after spilling 
human blood' 
edlkwe refers to the 
stinging organ of a bee, 
wasp etc., aculeate. 
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pot belly idi 
intestine ikwi 
bones kwa 
tongue ledrä 
liver logo 
clitoris lobiri 
elbow joint k ^ g u 

elbow loguli 
thigh meli 

eye ml and compounds: see note 4 

nose omvS see note 5 

heel omvohkotü 
armpit omvorokiti 
waist opt 

chin otjokpo 
belly button ο tu 

umbilical cord ο tu a 
shoulder owolokodri 
shoulder, arm owu (the extension of meaning 

to 'arm' is more common 
for animals) 

leg, foot, paw, wheel pa and compounds: see note 6 

tooth si also a postposition 

shin tele 
mouth iJ also language 

nail (fingernail or toenail) tfukwa 
brain ud^e 

vagina zele and compounds: see note 7 

Note 1. ändrä is literally 'fate' and strictly speaking 'face' is ändrä tl, 
'face-mouth', but ändrä can also be used to mean 'face', ändrä si, 'face-
tooth' is forehead. Similarly äsi means 'feelings, thoughts, reactions' 
and strictly speaking 'heart' is äsi tl (ie. 'heart-mouth') but äsi can also 
be used to mean 'heart'. 
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Note 2. dn 'head' is the basis of compounds expressing non-physical 
characteristics. 

Table 61. Compounds based on dn 'head' 

head dri 

hair drißi head + hair 

shame dnnd3a head + big 

independence drimgbö head + open 

Note 3. Parts of the hand and hand-related words are similarly expressed 
by compounds with dn 'hand' as the first member. 

/ 

Table 62. Compounds based on dri 'hand' 

hand dri 

right hand 
* V / 

dri andra hand + right 

left hand dri ledsi hand + left (handed) 

thumb dri endre hand + mother 

finger next to the thumb dri ago hand + man 

finger (other than thumb) dri aijgwa hand + small 

the little finger (dn ) pidi hand + finger /small finger 

back of the hand dri ogü hand + back 

clasped hand, fist dri mgburu hand + clasped 

unclasped hand dri ekpele hand + flat 

Note 4. The eye and related words use ml 'eye', ml also refers to spirits 
which all animals and humans have and can return to haunt if a person or 
an animal is wrongfully killed, ml ßi 'eye' + 'hair' means 'eyelash' and 
ml ogoroßi 'eye' + 'cave' + 'hair' means 'eye sockets' 

Note 5. omvö 'nose' compounds with be 'throw' to give omvöße 
'mucus', omvo looks similar to the words omvolokotü 'heel' and 
omvorokiti 'armpit', though the second parts lokotü and rokiti (or forms 
resembling them) are not independently attested. 

Note 6. Parts of the foot and foot-related words are expressed by 
compounds with pa as the first member. 
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s 
Table 63. Compounds based on pa 

leg, foot, paw, wheel pa 
big toe pa εηάτε foot + mother 

the toe next to the big one. pa ago foot + man 

the third and fourth toes pa aqgwa foot + small 

the foot arch pa ?adä foot + inner part 

sole pa (nl) ?a foot + (PR) + inside 

heel, back of the foot [calcis bone]. pa logü foot + back 

heel pa vüdü foot + ? 

footprint pa mvu foot + traces 

a disability in which only the tip of the 
toe has contact with the ground. 

pa si foot + tip 

Note that while pa aqgwa means specifically third or fourth toe, dri 
aqgwa means any finger other than the thumb. Other words relating to 
feet but not derivationally related include: pamgbolö 'a wound on the big 
toe' (also idiomatically 'a troublesome person', and 'apple of one's 
eye'); and the ideophone tfuwi tfuwe 'the foot steps of a person walking 
stealthly or of a person worn out by illness'. 
Note 7. The vagina, buttocks and anus are expressed by words involving 
ζείε. 'Buttocks' is zeledri, literally 'vagina' + 'head', while 'anus' is 
zeleml literally 'vagina' + 'eye'. 

21.3.3.2. Body part based idioms expressing personal qualities 

Many body part nouns combine idiomatically with adjectives or de-
adjectival nouns to express particular qualitites of the individual. The 
default combination is that the body part is the first member of a 
compound noun with the deadjectival noun as the second member; the 
compound expresses a quality (19). The body part can also be the subject 
of a nonverbal predication expressing a proposition (20). 

(19) asi «/Be 
heart coldness 
'being warm-hearted' (sic), 'happiness' 

(20) asi nä icf6e 
heart POSS cold 
(a) 'She is happy.' 
(b) 'She is a good person.' 
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Table 64. Body part based idioms expressing personal qualities 
heart + coldness asι Icfße being warm hearted, happiness, 

goodness 
blood + coldness an Icfße being slow to react to events 
body + coldness rü Icfße being in good health 
nose + hotness omvS ätß being easily driven to anger or 

violence 
blood + hotness an ätß being prone to misfortunes 
body + hotness rü ätß being prone to misfortunes 
leg + hotness pä ätß being prone to misfortunes 

(possible Arabic borrowing in 
this compound) 

eye + cleanliness ml pelere soberness, not being drunk 
heart +cleanliness äsl pelere being clean hearted, good 

naturedness, honesty 
stomach + bitterness ?ä äqa bitterness 
heart + bitterness asi äga bitterness 
heart + whiteness asi Iqgwe being good natured 
eye+ whiteness ml Iggwe lewdness 
eye + hardness ml 5kp6 being not easily conned 
head + hardness dri Skpo being stubborn 
hand + hardness dri Skpo being miserly 
heart + hardness asi okpo being brave 
ear + hardness bi Skpo being quick to comprehend or pick 

out things 
mouth + hard tl Skpo being able to argue one's corner 
hand + longness / tallness dri äzo being a thief 
face + goodness ändrä ISso being lucky 
body + goodness rü ISso being healthy 
face + badness ändrä ünd3i being unlucky 
body + badness rü ünd3i being unwell 
mouth + heaviness tl änd^i not being articulate; being slow in 

learning languages 
body + heaviness rü änd3i being pregnant; being lazy 
stomach + openness ?ä mgbo being gluttonous 
eye + sharpness ml iStß being sharp eyed 
nail+ sharpness tfukwä IStß being a thief 
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hand+ sharpness dn lotfi being a sharp shooter (with a gun) 

tongue+ sharpness lidrä lotfi having a sharp tongue 

ear + sharpness bi lotfi being a good listener -quick to 
pick out details 

mouth + sharpness tl lotfi having a sharp tongue 

In addition, body part nouns can combine with ako 'withoutness' and tr. 
'with'. 
Table 65. Idioms based on body part + with / body part + without 
eye + without ml ako being illiterate; blindness 

eye + with ml tro literate, can read; still alive; has 
a vengeful spirit 

body + without rü äko thin 

body + with rü tro fat 

ear + without bi äko being obstinate; deafness 

mouth + without tl äko not being able to speak a foreign 
language; dumbness 

heart + without äsi äko carefreeness 

tongue + with lidrä tro having a sharp-tongue 

stomach + with ?ä tro pregnant 

blood + without an tro has leprosy 

The meaning of 'leprosy' arises from from the folk medicine view that 
you have leprosy because you have blood on your hands from an action 
you or someone else in your line has undertaken, especially killing 
someone in cold blood. 

21.4. Colour adjectives 

There are three basic colour terms, meaning 'white', 'black' and 'red'. 
The adjectives 'black' and 'white' refer specifically to colours, and not to 
dark or light shading or illumination in general. The three basic colour 
terms (and only these) can also be the basis of verbs. 
Table 66. Basic colour terms 
adjective noun verb 
Iggwe white iggwi whiteness Iggwe to whiten; thrash 

thoroughly; make 
dusty 

τ -r 
mi black "I % mi blackness mi to blacken; to 

Ikä ikä 
darken; make dirty 

Ikä red Ikä redness ikä to redden 
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Other colour terms are foreign borrowings or derivations. 

Table 67. Other colour terms 
adjective noun 

lofara yellow löfära yellowness 

lofue yellow lofue yellowness 

lofota greyish yellow (no term) 

a?u ele a?i1 ele 
χ — 

yellow (from a?u 
ele 'hen egg') 

(no term) 

girini green (from 
English) 

(no term) 

lojuwe green (from juwe 
'young fresh grass 
that grows after 
cutting or burning') 

(no term) 

juwe juwe green (from juwe 
young fresh grass 
that grows after 
cutting) 

(no term) 

äjise äjise green (from a jise 
'grass') 

äjlse äjlse greenness, 
grasslikeness 

bulu blue (from English) (no term) 

zakäri blue (from Arabic) zakari blueishness 

loßue deep blue (no term) 

waka dark brown (no term) 

wara light brown (no term) 
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Chapter 22 
Texts 

This chapter consists of two spoken texts, recorded at Alere Refugee 
Camp in Northern Uganda in 1994 by Mr. Joseph Lamini. These texts 
were recorded for the use in educational purposes by the U.K. Ma'di 
Association to be distributed as widely as possible (including Ma'di 
Lelego, the newspaper published quarterly by the Association). 

22.1 Hare, Caragule, and the water dance 

In this story, the trickster Ito (hare) imitates a rain-making song, but does 
so incorrectly because of his speech defect ( ho tl 'Hare's language' in 
which [1] and [r] are replaced by the glide [j]). As a result he is cursed 
using a curse in which the words mean the opposite of their literal 
meaning. The narrator ends by stating a moral (as in all the narratives 
recorded on the Alere tape). 

First speaker (introducing the narrator): 

(1) dna cfi nusita kmsitofa apama m lapwopi 
now this Mister Christopher Anyama PR teacher 

alere primary school ga η kotoä m. 
Alere Primary School LOC DEF 3-(N)-tell-it FOC 

'Now this one, Mr Christopher Anyama, who is a teacher at 
Alere Primary School, he is the one narrating it.' 

Mr. Christopher Anyama: 

(2) ma indso okpo si amba. 
IS thank strength SR big person 
Ί thank you a lot, elder.' 

(3) 5da di 6a en ga. 
story this people two LOC 
'This story is about two people.' 

(4) maa Sda fci. 
1S-POSS story leaf/ear 
'This version of my story.' 
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(5) ito pi ädrupi nl tfaragule tro. 
Ito PRPL brother-SPEC PR Caragule COMT 
'Ito (Hare or Rabbit) and his brother Caragule.' 

(6) Scfa di ?1 ko-mu dim. 
story this FOC 3-N-go like this 
'This story, it goes like this.' 

(7) öcfu zi si alu esu vu meH. 
day another SR once 3-find earth dry-season 
On one day, it was the dry season.' 

(8) dna ito ädrupi nl tfaragule nl wgwe 
now Ito brother PR Caragule PR call 

6a mia azia ani ni amvu so-r£. 
people hundred six 3 s BEN plot (N)-cultivate-SB 

'Now, Hare's brother, Caragule - he called six hundred people 
to cultivate for him a field .' 

(9) dna 6a cfi uggwe cfi 
now people this (time) iND-call this EMPH 

ito nl änl 1-sa a ru a?a. 
Ito PR 3s FOC-also inside it present 

'Now these people, having been called (at this time), Hare too, he 
was present among them.' 

(10) dna 6a Stfe a?l koso amvu otja nusu ga 
now people 3-say 3PL 3-DIR-dig plot 3-reach half LOC 

mgbe eji-vi o-zä 6a kpo. 
immediately water-thirst 3-overpower people COMP 

'Now, these people, having dug and with the field half dug, 
immediately, they were completely overcome by thirst.' 

(11) 6a ta so-kä cfi ö-ΐε eji. 
people thing (N)-dig-SB this 3-want water 
'These people, who were digging wanted water.' 

/ / \ / 

(12) tfaragule o-ndre loku dru 
Caragule 3-see true for 

eji esu-kä okpS vu mili si. 
water (N)-find-SB hard earth dry-season SR 

'Caragule saw, in reality, finding water was difficult, as it was the 
dry season.' 
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(13) ede ana mm na?a. 
(3)-VE-make 3s-P0SS trick there 
'He performed his tricks there.' 

(14) ö-ηgo IcfS eji tü-kä. 
3-then started water N-dance-SB 
'He then started dancing for water.' 

(15) να 6kp6 st k-ü-mvu. 
earth hard SR 3-(N)-ITER-jump 
'In spite of the hard ground, he was jumping up and down.' 

(Start of song) 

(16) mä tfaragule ?1. mi ?1. tenders. 
IS Caragule FOC Is FOC upright, huge and strong 
Ί am Caragule. It is me. Upright, huge and strong.' 

(17) mä tfaragule ?1. mä ?1. tendere. 
IS Caragule FOC IS FOC upright, huge and strong 
Ί am Caragule. It is me. Upright, huge and strong.' 

(18) meli k-e-cfe amä ni tü-le. 
dry-season 3-DIR-VE-fall 2PL BEN (N)-dancing-SB 
'Let the dry season come for us to dance.' 

(19) mä ?1. tendere 
IS FOC upright 

'It is me. Upright, huge and strong.' 

(end of song) 
(20) o-tu eji bi aga si. 

3-dance water until chest SR 
'He danced (for water) until (the water rose) chest deep.' 

(21) eji eti 6a ö-mvü eji ά ά. 
water ooze people 3-drink water COM COM 
'Water trickled, people drank water until they were all full.' 

(22) 5qg5 6a ü-d3e-rü kwitfi pelere. 
and-then people (3)-ITER-wash-REFL all clean (SG) 
'And also people bathed, all clean.' 
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(23) ocfn ki vü ßaru. 
3-then 3PL go(PL) home 
'Then they went home.' 

(24) am Isa 5g6 sa alüa η am 
it FOC-also similar even one-in DEF like 
'This one as well similar in the same way like the previous one.' 

(25) ito ka r-ößi ta si ößi. 
Ito 3 REFL-imitate thing SR imitate-(FOC) 
'Hare likes imitating things.' 

(26) ödu zj si alü ito Isa o-fö 
day certain SR once Ito FOC-also 3-say 
'One day, Hare too said' 

— - ' \ 1 ' ' 

(27) adrupi m tfaragule k-e6u ani ni 
brother PR Caragule 3-DlR-call 3s BEN 

ρ ' ' ·ΐ " 

6a mia azrn. 
people hundred six 

'His brother Caragule should get the service of six hundred 
people for him.' 

. S V _ • / 

(28) am isa o-vu ana cfukwi so-re. 
3s FOC-also IND-go 3S-P0ss millet (N)-dig-SB 
'He too, people should go to sow his millet.' 

(29) ito ?a ädrupi üqgwe 6a π ?1. 
Ito his brother-SPEC call people DEF FOC 
'Hare's brother called them, the people.' 

(30) 5-vu kl ta di so-re. 
3-go 3PL thing this (N)-dig-SB 
"iliey went to sow this thing.' 

(31) 5-so kiv to 5-tfä be ilka rii nusu ga 
3-dig 3PL again 3-reach near acre PR half LOC 

eji vi 5-zä 6a kp6. 
'They dug, water-thirst 3-overpower people dead 

'And when it too was about to reach half an acre, thirst overcame 
people completely.' 
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(32) oqgu 6a di o-fo a?l m eji vi. 
and-then people this 3-say they BEN water thirst 
'And the people too said they were thirsty.' 

(33) di si ito m änl Isa k-ößi rü 
this SR Ito PR 3s FOC-also 3-(N)-imitate REFL 
'Because of this, Hare himself also started to imitate.' 

(34) Ido rü-mvu-kä nä?ä. 
3-start REFL-(N)-lTER-jump-SB there 
'He started jumping about there.' 

(start of song) 

(35) mä ito go una ?Ί. mä ?1. tendeje. 
IS Hare mighty trick FOC Is FOC huge and upright 
Ί am Hare, the mighty trickster. It is me. Huge and upright.' 

(36) mä ito go ima ?1. mä ?1. tendeje. 
IS Hare mighty trick FOC Is FOC huge and upright 
Ί am Hare, the mighty trickster. It is me. Huge and upright.' 

(37) meji k-ede ämä m tüje. mä ?1. tendeje. 
dry-season 3DIR-fall lPL BEN (N)-dance-SBlS FOC huge 
'The dry season should come for us to have a dance. It is me. 
Huge and upright.' 

(end of song) 

(38) sä eji egä ku kuwa. 
all the same water 3-VE-ooze NEG(N) never 
'All the same water was not filling up (in the well).' 

(39) dnä dnnd^a si ädrupi nl tfärägule 
now shame SR brother-SPEC PR Caragule 

5-ndre dim, tfärägule nl dnnd$ä ö-kö t f i . 
3-see like this Caragule PR shame 3-catch COM 

'Now, because of shame, his brother, Caragule, having seen 
(how things were developing) this way, he, Caragule, was 
overcome completely by shame.' 

(40) ö-ni e-mu änl Isä edo eji tü-kä. 
3-then VE-come 3s FOC-also 3-start water N-dance-SB 
'He too came, and he also started dancing for water.' 
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(start of song) 

(41) mä tfaragule ?t. mä ?1. tenders. 
IS caragule FOC IS FOC upright and huge 
'IamCaragule. It is me. Upright and huge.' 

(42) ma tfaragule ?1. mä Τι. tendere. 
IS caragule FOC Is FOC upright and huge 
'IamCaragule. It is me. Upright and huge.' 

(43) meli k-ecfe ami ni tüle. mä ?f. tendere. 
dry-season 3DIR-fall lPL BEN N-dance-SB IS FOC huge 
'Dry season should come for us to have a dance. It is me. 
Upright and huge.' 

(end of song) 

(44) e-mvu pi. 
(3)-VE-jump COM 
'He jumped out.' 

(45) äcfü si 5-m öte tfüwi drü 
what SR 3-know COM (perfectly) well for-it 

6a na aril uqgwe m ku 
people that 3S (3)-called FOC NEG(N) 

'Because he knew perfectly well that these people, he didn't call 
them.' 

(46) ito nl adrupi ungwe ni. 
Ito PR brother-SPEC (3)-called FOC 
'Hare, his brother he called them.' 

(47) S-tö äfä gä. e-mvu pi. 
3-dance knee LOC (3)-VE-jump COM 
'He danced (until) knee deep. He jumped out.' 

(48) 6a ö-mvü eji. vi. eji ö-tfä ku. 
people 3-drink water thirst. water 3-reach NEG(N) 
'People drank water. Thirst. The water was not enough.' 

(49) lipa sa 5-cTt ga aqgwä drü. 
food even 3-cook small DIM for 
'Even food, only a small amount was cooked.' 
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Hare, Caragule, and the water dance 677 

(50) diia 6a 5-vu ü-za si. 
now people 3-go (3)-ITER-shout SR 
'As a result people went away, grumbling.' 

(51) ό-fö ito pi le pa dukwi ko-?a 
iND-say 'Ito 2s-as-for 2S-POSS millet 3-DlR-yield' 
'They said "Hare as for you, your millet should yield!'" 

(52) ekwi nä pa cfukwl ko-?ä na 
meaning AFR 2S-POSS millet 3-DlR-yield that(time) EMPH 

6a ökü m 6 si 
people past PR language SR 

/ / ν _ _ y y / / 

pa dukwi ko?a ku rere. kuwa. 
2S-POSS millet 3-DIR-yield NEG(N) completely never 

'The meaning of the language of the elders was that your millet 
should not yield at all. Never.' 

(53) amala adü si tfaragule dn ό-fö tfaragule pa 
because what SR Caragule to IND-say Caragule 2S-POSS 

adü ko?ä kü rere kuwa. dukwi. 
whatsit 3DlR-yield NEG(N) completely never millet 

'Because the one of Caragule, it was said, "Caragule, your 
whatsit, it should not yield completely, never, the millet.'" 
χ / _ / / % y \ / / \ _ 

(54) ekwi na tfaragule ?a dukwi ko-?a. 
meaning AFR Caragule POSS millet 3-DIR-yield 
'The meaning - Caragule's millet should yield.' 

(55) tfaragule ?a dukwi 5-?a tamamu 
Caragule POSS millet 3-yield properly 
'Caragule's millet yielded well.' 

(56) D-?a andra andra. 
3-yield straight straight 
'It yielded with the ears all straight up.' 

(57) ito dri ta o?e ijö. 
Ito BEN thing 3-become absent 
'Hare came to have nothing.' 

(58) dn na tfiri ειηgwa drü. 
head AFR tiny DIM for 
'The ears were all tiny.' 
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(The next part is a conventionalized ending to the story, difficult to 
translate word for word) 

(59) di si ma 5da kele kele drt ?ä 
this SR my story ? 

16a tfele udru äka tuwa. kot/ε kü. 
string .frog ? answer all 3-DIR-snap NEG(N) 

twara 6 pi ni sa 
twara IND-be interlaced FOC also 

'With this my story ( ). Even when twara is interlaced'(twara 
is a plant used in making ropes), it should not snap.' 

(60) /ίο ο pi ni sa ko-tji ku. 
plant sp. IND-be interlaced FOC also 3-DIR-snap NEG(N) 
'Even when lio rope is interlaced it should not snap.' 

(61) 5da di Im amä djo ßl ta ako 
story this teach lPL if 2s thing without 

oßi-riι madi ta tro π st ku 
iND-imitate-REFL person thing with DEF SR NEG(N). 

'This story has taught us that if you do not have anything, do 
not behave like a person who has things.' 

(62) 5vl-rü vi toßofia 6a ilecfi Isa 
3-like-REFL like-FOC kiosk people those FOC-also 
'It is like the kiosk owners.' 

(63) d^D jn Isa" pi r-oßt aü si 
if 2s FOC-also 2s REFL-imitate FOC SR 

pi Jö-a pi Isa pi pa ta aqgwa 
2s N-say-OBJ 2S FOC-also 2s 2s-POSS thing small 

esu pi mü lakä pe de ra. 
find 2s-N-go there 2s-N-VE-fail AFF 

'If you too model yourself on them (the kiosk owners), saying 
that you too will find a small thing (business), you will certainly 
fail.' 

(64) di ?l ma mba 
this it Is stop here 
'This is it. I stopped here.' 
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22.2 Fines and violations 

This is an interview with elders about traditional practices involving 
marriage and related matters, with insights into the changes brought about 
by the displacement to the refugee camp. 

Lemini: 
_ V» V 

(65) ma-a adruund^i 
1S-POSS brother SPEC 
'My brothers.' 

(66) dna amba man ko-ro-fo 
now elder Man 3-REFL-say 

DVI dnadrü r-lde-τε ama lofo ga 
way now (N)-REFL-happen-SB lPL(EXC) among LOC 

kembi ?ä dt?£ η [n]i dnle ga. 
camp in here DEF BEN about LOC 

'Now, our elder Man is talking to us [literally 'himself] about 
what is happening among us now in the camps here 

(67) ka ondro ta paulino moporo ?a 
3 exactly thing Paulino Monyoro POSS 

rö-fo-re ga dn ä-ru cfi jo au. 
REFL-(N)-say-SB SPEC LOC headit-REFL this say FOC 

'He will talk about the same matters that Paulino Monyoro 
talked about before.' 

_ χ 

(68) ma am zi k-e-fo ama ni 
IS 3s N-ask 3DlR-VE-say lPL(EXC) BEN 

ekwi nä pelere dnadrü r-lde-ri 
seed AFR clean now (N)-REFL-happen-SB 

kembl ?ä ga di?ä η ?1. 
camp in LOC here DEF FOC 

Ί am asking him that he should now explain to us clearly what 
is now happening in our camps here.' 

(69) misitä paulo man, pi-nd3e ta 
mister Paulo Man 2S-DIR-explain thing 

iadje dnadrü ama-dsi-i 
marriage now lPL(EXC)-(N)-take-OBJ 

kembi ?ä ga di?ä η irjgonl. 
camp in LOC here DEF how 

'Mr Paulo Mari explain to us how marriage is being handled 
today in the camps here.' 
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Paulo Mari: 

(70) ma ölu and^o lemini. 
Is stay thanks Lemini 
Ί am grateful Lemini.' 

(71) ma ölu and^o ta 
Is stay thanks thing 

paulino moporo ?a ta ηά^ε-Ιε η si. 
Paulino Monyoro POSS thing (N)-explain-SB DEF SR 

Ί am happy with what Paulino Monyoro has explained.' 

(72) gbadru apt tro ε-νυ di?ä 
true 2PL COMT VE-go(PL) here 

kipa mu(Ti aro ?a timbi dntfalü si. 
year tens eight POSS remainder nine SR 

'It's true that you and I came here in eighty nine.' 

(73) sudani ga si ε-νυ ?i. 
Sudan LOC SR (3)-VE-go(PL) SPEC FOC 
'It is from the Sudan that we came.' 

(74) ki saa 6a-a ε-νύ-ri η 
but time INC-POSS (N)-VE-go(PL)-SB DEF 

kasurubee 6a dn mdjondsl dn ?1 
fine INC POSS girls POSS FOC 

siiiqgi είιίυ nä. 
shillings thousand three 

'But at the time of our coming here the fine imposed for 
violating a girl was three thousand shillings.' 

na. (75) ' ε-dsi di?a είιίυ 
IND-VE- take here thousand three 
'We brought it here at three thousand.' 

(76) id D-νυ itfa di?ä cfi mgbi 
but IND-go(PL) IND-VE-reach here this immediately 

kipa aid 5-tfä εΓιίυ azia. 
year one 3-reach thousand six 

'But on our arriving here, just within one year it reached six 
thousand.' 
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(77) kipa en ga mgbe 5-?ε 
year two LOC immediately 3-do 

efifu müdi iimbi n. 
thousand ten remainder two 

'Within only two years it soon became twelve thousand.' 

(78) drta kipa zi si 5-?ε eßfu mud1 η... 
now year another SR 3-do thousand ten two 
'The following years it rose to twenty thousand...' 

Unknown speaker: 

(79) iimbi su 
remainder four 
'(twenty) four' 

Paulo Man: 

(80) mudi ή iimbi sü 
ten two remainder four 
'twenty four.' 

(81) dna ta eft ko -mu andra ga. 
now thing this 3-N-go ahead LOC 
'It is still going up.' 

(82) ki cfi si gba gba drü amä di?ä nusu ä?a 
but this SR true true for lPL-EXC here half present 

6a di?ä nusu a?a 
people here half present 

nusu k-endre ta era-ki 
half 3-(N)-seem thing (N)-remember-SB 

ta cfi ko -tü di-nl add si ja zi. 
thing this 3-N-climb this-like what SR Q ask 

'As a result of this (rise), in truth, a few of of us here, there are a 
few people here, a few who can look back with concern asked 
why this amount is rising like this.' 

(83) am-ε-νύ ama ii dru vuru. 
1 PL-EXC-go(PL) lPL-EXC sit for down 
'We (excluding you) came and sat down about it.' 
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Lemini: 

(84) tfuwi dna aßi ή na kasumbee dn ga 
good now 2PL sit that fine on LOC 

gba π apt f ö add ta. 
true DEF 2PL say what thing 

'Good, having sat (to discuss the) fine imposed for violating a 
girl, exactly what did you discuss?' 

Man: 

(85) kasurubee dn ga a-fo ta kasurubee tledt 
fine on LOC lPL(EXC)-say th ing fine that 

koleä ko-ke w s)lujg) eßfu müdi llmbi π 
need 3DlR-give REFL shilings thousand ten remainder two 

md^ondzi dn ?1. 
girl POSS FOC 

On violation fines, we (excluding you) said that this thing, 
violation fine, should be set at twelve thousand shillings for 
girls.' 

(86) dondsi dn koleä k-5lu silhjg) eßfu azia. 
children POSS need 3DlR-stay shillings thousand six 
'That involving children should be six thousand shillings.' 

(87) kasumbee 6ond3l tfin dn ?1. 
fine children small POSS FOC 
'That's the violation fine where a child is involved.' (ie. results 
in pregnancy) 

Lemini: 

(88) tlecfi ßära tl-le ra η dn ?Ί. 
that child N-born-SB AFF DEF POSS FOC 
'That's for a child already born.' 

Man: 

(89) ßara ß-le ra η dn ?1. oho. 
child N-born-SB AFF DEF POSS FOC yes 
'That's for a child already born. Yes.' 
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( 9 0 ) namba nä. 
number three 
'Third.' 

(91) (J3S p '-lnd3irezi % ?a zaqgwa m dn md^t 
if 2s-spoil fellow SPEC POSS girl PR head spoil-FOC 

ßt-ßa ßära tro ?ä ga 
2s-put child comt stomach LOC 

5-qgü ßi-jä Ρ* te kü 
3-then 2S-go 2s want NEG(N) 

a-dn darn iledt Β 
iND-then child that born 

'Should you just ruin someone else's daughter by getting her 
pregnant, and then disown her, and then that child is born,' 

( 9 2 ) koleä äna-a kasurubee nl zaqgwa di dn 
need 3S-POSS fine PR girl this POSS 

pl-ke-ä siliqg) e ß f ö müdl lhnbi tou. 
2s-(N)-give-OBJ shillings thousand ten remainder five 

ν \ s y \ _ ν . / / 

amala ßi-ΐε bate e-d^i-le 
because 2s-want prostitution (N)-VE-take-SB 

mdjondß amä dn nl dri k-lnd^i-rü. 
girls lPL(EXC) POSS POSS head 3-(N)-spoil-REFL 

'The fine for violation of this girl, you'll have to pay fifteen 
thousand shillings because you want to encourage prostitution 
among our girls and lead them astray.' 

( 9 3 ) ko -?i dru eßfu mudi nä. 
3-N-do for thousand ten three 
'As a result you will pay thirty thousand in all.' 

Lemini: 

( 9 4 ) tfuwi dna ß-e-fo ma m 
good now 2S-VE-say Is BEN 

de dna pi cfü macfi zi nl izi na 
if now 2s take person another PR wife that 

kasunibee nä si apa ßa-re " ga ?1. 
fine POSS howmuch 2PL(N)-put-SB SPEC LOC SPEC FOC 

'Good, now tell me; if you marry someone else's wife, after that, 
how much have you fixed its fine?' 
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Mari: 

d30 ßi du madi 
\ 

Zl Pa 
< < IZl ?1 

if 2s take person another POSS wife SPEC FOC 
kasurubee na oja. 
fine AFR war 

'Should you take someone else's wife, the fine is (like 
declaring) war.' 

(96) adrupl rezi rii izi esu odü ku. 
brother fellow PR wife find 3-take NEG(N) 
Ά fellow brother's wife used not to be snatched.' 

(97) pi ndru ra 
2s search AFF 

koleä ßi-ke siiiggi müdi iimbi... 
need 2SDIR-give shillings ten remainder 

adü mudi ri limbi sü. 
whatsit ten two remainder four 

'Having certainly looked for (the trouble), you should pay 
...whatsit... twenty four shillings.' 

(98) dna di ama 1ε k-lde-ru ctiiu. 
now this lPL(EXC) want 3-do-REFL this-like 
'Now, this is how we want it to be done.' 

Lemini: 

(99) tfüwi dnsoo m-olu ßi tro lazi ga misita paulo 
good still lS-stay 2s COMT greetings LOC mister Paulo 
'Fine, I have still questions for you Mr. Paulo.' 

(100) izi madi zi dn 
woman person another POSS 

dja i-dü esu esu 6a ago atl η ni kpa, 
if 2s-take find find people man first DEF BEN first 

Jo-a lati am dn βϊ-ρε. 
say-OBJ traditions 2s POSS 2SDlR-perform 

'As for someone else's wife, if you marry her when she has had 
a child with the first husband first, you will be asked to initiate 
her into your clan.' 
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(101) fl-lde ta zi ka r-uggwe gumbere dri. 
2s-do thing another 3 REFL-(N)-call skin head 
'You will be asked to perform a ritual called bed-cleansing.' 

(102) gumbere dn di ?1, add. 
skin head this FOC what 
'This bed cleansing, what is it?' 

Mari: 

(103) olai gumbere dn iledi ?1, lemini. 
oh, skin head that FOC Lemini 
Oh, that bed cleansing Lemini.' 

/ _ — 

(104) ma i-saa a-du tfarama ra. 
IS FOC-even lS-take non-maiden AFF 
Ί too have certainly married a woman who has been married 
before.' 

(105) ki ma dü tfarama ate en saa 
but Is take non-maiden reach two also 

ta di til ma dri o-zl ma ni kuru. 
thing this PR IS POSS IND-ask IS BEN NEG(P) 

'Although I have married at least two women who have been 
married before, this particular thing, as for me, I have not been 
asked for.' 

(106) ki m-esu dt?a dna ό-ßa eßu dru. 
but lS-find here bow ind-put work for 
Ί have found that people mean serious business with it here.' 

(107) ozl na si 6a o-dra ku. 
yet that SR people 3-die NEG(N) 
'Yet no-one dies of it.' 

(108) acfi fo-a fli-ke gumbere dn. 
IND N-say-OBJ 2s-give skin head 
'Yet you will be asked to pay for bed cleansing.' 

(109) gumbere dri dru pi adü Ide aü. 
skin head for 2s what do FOC 
'In bed cleansing, what is it that you do?' 
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(110) adt Ιε-ä ρί-dn mdn. 
IND (N)-want-OBJ 2S-POSS goat 
Ά goat will be demanded of you.' 

(111) p-esu mdngo okpo. 
2S-find he-goat strong 
'You should supply a virile he-goat.' 

( 1 1 2 ) tuba nä d^o tou. 
cigarettes POSS house five 
'For the aforementioned's (= the ritual's) cigarettes, you'll need 
five packets.' 

( 1 1 3 ) p-igg5 pi acfü cfü.... 
2s-then 2s whatsit N-take.. 
'You will then supply, whatsit...' 

Unknown speaker 

( 1 1 4 ) ...mdn arSm... 
goat female 
Ά she-goat.' 

Mari: 

( 1 1 5 ) mdn arom. 
goat she 
'a she-goat.' 

(116) pi cfü-ä. pi ke-ä. 
2s N-take-OBJ 2S (N)-give-OBJ 
'You'll get it. You'll give it 

( 1 1 7 ) pi ko pi kitambola ?ϊ ra, pi cfi-ä. 
2s N-then 2S ...(?) tie ÄFF 2S N-cook-OBJ 
'You will then certainly get the goat and cook it.' 

( 1 1 8 ) koleä lombo ΰ pi d$e-a sufia e n . 
need cup PRPL 2S N-buy-OBJ tins two 
'As regards drinks, two tins will be required.' 

( 1 1 9 ) 6a ko-dn mvü-ä. 
people 3-then drink-OBJ 
'People will then drink it.' 
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(120) cfi üqgwe-a gumbere dn. 
this call-OBJ skin head 
'These constitute bed cleansing.' 

(121) cfi ta cfi o-6a w acfu si ja m 
but thing this 3-put REFL what SR Q PR 

mal-saa mä paülo si ma-dn a-ni ku. 
IS FOC-even Is Paulo SR lS-POSS lS-know NEG(N) 

'But how this thing came to be so, even I, Paulo, do not know.' 

(122) ra π nasi 6a amba ka ama ni 
AFF DEF probably people elder 3 lPL-exc BEN 

ta e-nd3£ ta cfi ί-dn ga aqgwadrü. 
thing (3)-VE-explain thing this BEN-on small DIM 

'Possibly, our elders will be able to fill us in a bit on this issue.' 

Lemini: 

(123) dna ma p-e-zi. 
now IS 2S-VE-ask 
'Now, I am asking you.' 

(124) jaba füranlko k-e-mu ko-nd3e-a ra. 
elder Franko 3-VE-go 3-N-explain-OBJ AFF 
Our elder, Franko will certainly explain it to us.' 

(125) ma p-e-zi iledi, lacfu ga zi dna 
Is 2s-VE-ask that marriage LOC another now 

r-tde-re ama lofo di?£ η si. 
(N)-REFL-do-SB lPL(EXC) among here DEF SR 

"There, I am now going to ask you about one other marriage 
issue that is happening among us here.' 

(126) ta äza-re ama 1ε ko-?e ijö π 
thing (N)-pain-SB lPL(EXC) want 3-do absent DEF 

pi ta i-ndze dn ä-ru π ?1. 
2S thing N-VE-explain on on-it DEF FOC 

'Something that is causing us pain and that we want to see an 
end to is what you are going to talk to us about.' 

(127) ta zi ka r-üggwe ß äwi. 
thing another 3 REFL-(N)-call mouth open 
'There is another thing called mouth-opening.' 

— < 
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(128) d30 i-mgbä pä-a ίζΐ 5-ja ßaru 
if 2s-beat 2S-P0SS wife-SPEC 3-go home 

esu l-dje ra ole i-d3e küru 
find 2S-buy AFF or 2S-buy NEG(P) 

cfeo i-le pa-a ändri tro apt fö lejo nä 
if 2S-want 2S-POSS inlaws COMT 2PL say issue AFR 

adl fo-a p-äwi a?l-a tl. 
IND N-say-OBJ 2s-open 3PL-POSS mouth 

'If you beat your wife and she goes to her parent's home, 
whether you have paid the bride-price or you have not paid, if 
you wish to discuss the issue with your in-laws, you will be 
asked to open their mouths.' 

(129) ta di andraa εζε si ljo. 
thing this past long SR absent 
'This thing was not there in the past.' 

(130) ta di ädü ta. 
thing this what thing 
'This mouth-opening, what sort of thing is it?' [literally: this 
thing, what is the thing?! 

(131) p-e-ndse ämä ηί ta dnle ä-ru. 
2S-VE-explain lPL-EXC BEN thing about on-it 
'Explain to us something about it.' 

Mari: 

(132) ta uqgwe-le tl awl iledi ?1, 
thing (N)-call-SB mouth open that FOC 
kpoo lpii-ΐε jaba ?a Jo-d^o lpii-ΐέ 
all (N)-multiply-SB elder POSS (N)-say-SB (N)-multiply-SB 

k'-indri ta nä mägendo dru π am. 
3-appear thing AFR blackmarket for DEF like 

'This thing called mouth-opening, with everything increasing as 
our elder has just said, has been inflated like something on the 
blackmarket.' 

(133) tl awi ijö andraä εζε si Ti. 
mouth open absent past long SR FOC 
'There was no mouth-opening in the past.' 
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( 1 3 4 ) am-dn andraa εζε si pa-a ίζί 
3S-POSS past long SR 2S-POSS wife 

api /a äni tro ra 
2S fight 3S COMT AFF 

'In the past if your wife has certainly gone' 
'you have certainly fought with her' 

(135) pi vu nä kö. 

2 s back AFR N-catch 

'you follow her.' [literally: you are catching her back] 

( 1 3 6 ) ata " ka änaa zaqgwa ΰηςν/ε. 
father-SPEC 3 3S-POSS girl call 
'The father would call his daughter.' 

( 1 3 7 ) ko-kö ko-zl-ä 

3-N-then 3-N-ask-OBJ 

p-e-mu acfü si ja. 

2S-VE-go what SR Q 
'He will then ask her, "What is it that brings you (here)?'" 

( 1 3 8 ) zaa nä ko -kö ka ta.... lefö nd^c. 
girl AFR 3-N-then 3 thing issue N-explain 
'The daughter then will explain the thing ....the reason.' 

( 1 3 9 ) S-nd^e ra, acfi pi ago " zl 

3-explain AFF HMD 2S man N-ask 
'Having certainly explained, you the husband will then be 
asked.' 

( 1 4 0 ) o-zl pi ra, 

IND-ask 2S AFF 

vu ä-ru koleä... of δ ajiwa. 

back on-it need.... IND-say okay 
'Having certainly completed asking you, after it, then it can be 
said, okay.' 

(141) d3o esu pi e:gö kü... 

if IND-find 2 S wrong NEG(N) 

pa-a ändri m pi ig 5 kü 

2S-POSS in-laws BEN 2S wrong NEG(N) EMPH 
'Should you not be found guilty, in the eyes of your in-laws you 
are not guilty.' 

o-mu ra 
3-go AFF 
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(142) acfi fö-ä zaa cfi pi ?i, 
IND N-say-OBJ girl this 2s FOC 

pi dn pi-ggwi pa-a ago tro. 
2S POSS 2SDIR-return 2S-POSS man-SPEC COMT 

'It will then be said that as for you, girl, you should go back with 
your husband.' 

(143) Ja dna pi ama andn, 
but now 2S lPL(EXC) in-law 

ρ-ε-mu ami di?ä jß ?Ί. 
2s-VE-gather lPL here 2s FOC 

'But now, you our in-law, you are the one who assembled us 
here.' 

(144) p-itfa ami. 
2S-disperse lPL(EXC) 
'Disperse us.' 

Unknown speaker: 

(145) ledi andraa εζε id^l-i 
that past long (N)-Take-OBJ 
"That's how it was done in the past.' 

Man: 

(146) ju ηςο pi 6a cfi itja. 
2S then 2s people this (N)-disperse 
'You will then disperse these people.' 

(147) esu zaggwa igo saa 
IND-find girl wrong even 

pa-a tl awl tlicfi 5-cfi ra. 
2S-POSS mouth open that 3-fall AFF 

'Even if the girl is found to be in the wrong, you will certainly 
still lose on your mouth-opening.' 

Lemini: 

ϊΐεηΐ. 
that-way 

(148) tl awl drü pi adü ki ad. 
mouth open for 2s what (N)-give FOC 
'What is it that you give as mouth-opening?' 
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Mari: 

( 1 4 9 ) yu pesa ke av. 
2S money (N)-give FOC 
'It is money that you give.' 

( 1 5 0 ) siiiggi eßfu alü..... eßfu müdn. 
shillings thousand one thousand ten 
One... ten thousand shillings.' 

( 1 5 1 ) 6a zi ko-qo-ä eßfu müdi limbi tou. 
people other 3-(N)-break-OBJ thousand ten remainder five 
'Some would charge you fifteen thousand.' 

( 1 5 2 ) acß le-ä pike. 
JND (N)-want-OBJ 2SDIR-give 
'You will be required to pay.' 

Lemini: 

( 1 5 3 ) tfuwi rmsita paulo. 
good Mister Paulo 
'Good Mr. Paulo.' 

( 1 5 4 ) zi i-ga m-olu adn lazi ga 
another BEN-LOC lS-stay still question LOC 

lacfu nl rü ga, ovl dnadw r-lde-τέ 
marriagePR REFL LOC way now REFL-(N)-do-SB 

kembi ga di?ä η ?a rü ga. 
camp LOC here DEF POSS REFL LOC 

'Again, I still have questions for you about marriage, on what is 
now happening here in the camps.' 

' 1 — 

( 1 5 5 ) m -επ-a d$o ßaraqgwa ο-Ιε zaqgwa ogu-le 
lS-(N)-hear-OBJ if child 3-want girl (N)-steal-SB 

ko-jä zaqgwa nl ä?ü ga. 
3-N-go girl PR aunt LOC 

au lai ga. 
or sister-in-law LOC 

kü saa luku ga. 
NEG(N) even step-mother LOC 

Ί hear that if a boy wants to elope with a girl, he goes to her 
aunt, or to the girl's sister-in-law, or even to the step-mother.' 
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(156 ) ka rubia zi ke madi di m. 
3 money another give person this BEN 
'He gives some money to this person.' 

(157) rubia di ka-r-uqgwe lisira ß. 
money this 3-REFL-(N)-call papyrus mat fold 
'This money has come to be known as bed folding.' 

(158) ta di ekwi-ä m add. 
thing this seed-AFR PR what 
'What is the meaning of this thing?' (The use of rit here is 
characteristic of Ugandan rather than Lokai Ma'di) 

(159 ) ß-lfe ama ni kpen. 
2SDIR-burst lPL(EXC) BEN COM 
'Explain it to us clearly.' 

Man: 

(160) 

(161) 

(162) 

ta di kpoo iflet ru ana αϊ/a Kemoi ta ga 
thing this all mutliply REFL now here camp in LOC 
'These things have all increased here within the camps.' 

dna di?a kembi ?ä 
% 

si. 
SR 

ta üqgwe-le lisira li ή andraä έζε si ijo. 
thing (N)-call-SB papyrus mat fold DEF past long SR absent 
'What is known as bed folding used not to be there in the past.' 

andraa εζε 
past long 

zaqgwa 
girl 

ka ta 
3 thing 

\ 
Si 
SR 
d30 
if 
di 
this 

ο-Ιε r-ogu-ΐε 
3-want REFL-(N)-steal-SB 
fi ädruundfi " ni. 
say brothers-SPEC BEN 

'In the past, if a girl wants to elope, she will give this information 
to her brothers.' 

(163 ) adruundsi " ka ru-bi letI 
brothers-SPEC 3 REFL-(N)-lay road 
'The brothers would ambush you.' 

(164) acß aßt ko leti ga si. 
IND 2S catch road LOC SR 
'You will be intercepted on the way.' 
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(165) 0 - / 0 ama ko apl t f i . 
iND-say lPL(EXC) catch 2s COMP 
'It will be said "we have caught you".' 

( 1 6 6 ) jala. 
okay 
" ' O k a y . ' " 

(167) d3D ma k5 apl t f i di jala ap-ündii sati. 
if IS catch 2PL COM this okay 2PLDIR-take off shirts 
'(Having said) "Now I have caught you" (next you say) 
"remove your shirts".' 

(168) apt sati ündji. 
2PL shirt (N)-remove 
'You remove your shirts.' 

Unknown speaker: 

(169) ap-und^l-a 
2s-(N)-remove-OBJ 
'You remove them.' 

Man: 

(170) djo esu rü 
if find REFL 

skt apa rü ga ga aqgwadrü ä?a, 
money 2PL-POSS body LOC small dun present 

nasi tfupa aid, en π ?1, ρί-ke-ä a?l ni. 
probably bottle one two DEF FOC 2s-(N)-give-OBJ 3PL BEN 

'Should it chance that you have a small amount of money on 
you, you give it to them (to buy) a bottle or two.' 

(171) ka ki zaqgwa cfi έδέ pi -d^l-a. 
3 PL girl this leave 2s-N-take-OBJ 
'They (the brothers) will leave the girl to go with you.' 

(172) kl di dna drüna uku gba π.... 
but this now instead women true DEF 

uku ko -pä-ä ni. 
women 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 

'Instead now it is women, in truth, it is women who consume it.' 
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(173) siiiggi eßfu müdn pi-ke-ä izi ni iledia pa. 
shillings thousand ten 2s-(N)-give-OBJ woman BEN there in vain 
'You will give ten thousand shillings for women for no 
purpose.' 

(Laughter) 
Unknown speaker (addressing a woman in the audience): 

(174) ko-pä-ä η 
3-N-eat-OBJ RHE 
Ί assure you women will consume it.' 

Lemini: 

(175) tfuwi d) ke-r-in tfuwi. 
good this 3-REFL-(N)-hear good 
'Good, this sounds good.' 

(176) dna zi nä i-ga ma pi " zi 
now another AFR BEN-LOC I s 2S N-ask 

lazi dra dn * a-ru ga. 
question death POSS EMPH on-it LOC 

'Now on another issue, I will ask you a question about death.' 

(177) ow5 ρ-ε-ndse ma ni ta 
yes 2SDlR-VE-explain Is BEN thing 

dn ?ä-ru tfüwi am saa ?1. 
head on-it good 3S even FOC 

'Yes, explain to me something about it clearly as well.' 

(178) ta zi dna di?ä da nl ?ä Ind^i-re ή 
thing another now here people PR stomach (N)-spoil-SB DEF 

ka r-üqgwe ävu ä?i. 
3 REFL-(N)-call dead accept 

'The other thing that is making people unhappy here is called 
receiving-the-dead.' 

(179) djo madi 5-dra ni ävu ä?i 
if person 3-die FOC dead accept 

ka 6a nl asi e-du däkü. 
3 people PR heart (N)-VE-take a lot 

'Whenever a person dies, receiving-the-dead gives people a lot 
of heart-ache.' 
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(180) avu £?i dru add. 
dead accept for what 
'What is receiving-the-dead?' 

( 1 8 1 ) pi-nd3£ ta ama ni dn a-ru pelere. 
2SDIR-explain thing lPL(EXC) BEN on it-on clean 
'Explain to us about it clearly.' 

(182) ju amba ama lofo ga di?ä ?Ί. 
2s elder lPL(EXC) among LOC here FOC 
'You are an elder among us here.' 

Man: 

/ y / 

(183) avu a?i iledi tee 
dead accept that earlier-today 

mmta moporo ?a fo-d^o η am 
mister Monyoro POSS (N)-say-SB DEF like 

'That thing, the receiving-of-the-dead, is as explained by Mr. 
Monyoro earlier.' 

(184) esu tfara si andram eze madi 5-dra ra 
find tradition SR past long person 3-die AFF EMPH 

βi (hi jii adrua β -e-mu ra 
2S POSS 2S uncle 2S-VE-go AFF EMPH 

ßi dn βί η vuru. 
2s POSS 2s sit down 

'In the past, if a person certainly died, and you as an uncle, you 
have come, as for you, you sit down.' 

(185) ßi fo-a ajiwa. 
2S N-say-OBJ okay 
'You will say "OK".' 
Ν — _ \ — S Ν · Ν 

(186) ap-e-ke anaa avu a?i m. 
2PL-VE-give 2PL-POSS dead accept SPEC FOC 
'Give me her receiving-of-the-dead".' 

(187) adi ε?ε ke au, 
IND arrows give FOC 

kö saa sllujgi na. 
NEG(N) even shillings three 

'It is arrows that are given, or else three shillings.' 
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Unknown speaker: 

(188) acß mad! tledi 
EMD person that 

acß ta iledi ke aü. 
IND thing that give FOC 

'It is that person, it is that thing that is given. 

Man: 

(189) fli-qgo pi fo-a 
2s-then 2s N-say-OBJ' 

ma-a ämvotl ?a ßära 6-se vuru. 
2S-POSS sister POSS child IND-N-bury down' 

'You'll then say,"My sister's child should be laid to rest."' 

(190) i e / ό 6-se kü. 
word iND-bury NEG(N) 
'Issues are not buried (together with the dead).' 

(191) au si dra i e / ό ä?a η 
FOC SR death issue present DEF 

acß vu acß Jo-ä ra. 
ind go(PL) IND N-say-OBJ AFF 

'As a result, whatever outstanding death problems are, they can 
be discussed and certainly resolved (after the burial).' 

(192) ύ dna di ozl ana-a ämvotl ?a ßara nl 
but now this yet 2S-POSS sister POSS child SPEC FOC 

dra k -o-kö-ä e-mu saa ndre-ä ru ku. 
death 3-N-catch (3)-VE-go evensee-OBJ REFL NEG(N) 

'Yet today when his sister's child was being overwhelmed by 
death, he isn't there to even pay her a visit.' 

(193) eds'i saa erua ku. 
(3)-VE-take even medicine NEG(N) 
'Neither does he bring medicine.' 

Unknown speaker: 

(194) DO 5-vü saa kü 
and 3-clean even NEG(N) 
'And he doesn't even cleanse her.' 
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Man: 

(195) ko-te-ä ko-dra kpo kpa. 
3-(N)-wait-0BJ 3-(N)-die dead first 
'He will wait until she is dead.' 

(196) d^o 5-dra ra ka dn e-mu. 
if 3-die AFF 3 then (3)-VE-go 
Once she is dead, he then comes.' 

(197) am ädrüa am di. ävu 6a m ata. 
3S uncle 3s this dead people PR father 
'He is uncle; here he is. The owner of the deceased.' 

(198) p-e-du ellfu müdn. 
2s-VE-take thousand ten 
'Give ten thousand.' 

(199) p-e-du efifu mudi nä. 
2S-VE-take thousand ten three 
'Give three thousand.' 

(200) p-e-du ellfu müdn. 
2S-VE-take thousand ten 
'Give ten thousand.' 

(201) djo äni am ku madi iledi 6-se ku. 
if 3S like NEG(N) person that IND-bury NEG(N) 
'If not, then that person is not buried.' 

(202) apt lefo jo zi si odu n. 
2pl word N-say another SR day two 
'At times you may discuss the issue for two days.' 

(203) madi iledi k -o-qmä d$o ga. 
person that 3-N-rot house LOC 
'That person would be rotting in the house.' 

(204) anl iledi dnadrö saa di si ama J5 
3S that now time this SR lPL(EXC) say 

ta ilerii led) k-5lu i/o. 
thing that that 3-stay absent 

'On that, we have now decided that sort of thing should cease.' 
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(205) pi madi Ίηιηά. ädü m. 
2s person CAUS-rot what for 
'You are making a person rot. What for?' 

(206) di si ko-leä ßär^gwa, 
this SR 3-(N)-need child 

djo madi amba 
if person big 

ko-leä o-se eüfu alü si. 
3-need iND-N-bury thousand one SR 

'As a result be it a child or a big person, he / she should be 
buried for one thousand shillings.' 

Lemini: 

(207) iledi i-ga ma lazi ind^a dim. 
that BEN-LOC Is question (N)-add this-like 
On that, I want to add the following question.' 

(208) ta ile-nl ζι η dna ka r-uqgwe 
thing that-like another DEF now 3-REFL-(N)-call 

kembi ?ä ga cfi?a ad3U nd^i. 
camp in LOC here spear retrieve 

'The other thing now, in the camp here is called spear-retrieval.' 

(209) ad3u nd^e dru adü. 
spear retrieve for what 
'What is spear-retrieval?' 

Mari: 

(210) ad3u nd^e ladt andranl ama atä ο-Jo, 
spear retrieve that past lPL(EXC) fathers-SPEC 3-say 

adju nd^e ledi kt-r-lde wa k -esu-ä 
spear retrieve that 3-REFL-(N)-do PS 3-(N)-find-OBJ 

pa-a dii äpa madi rü. 
2S-POSS hand chance person body 

'That thing, spear-retrieval, in the past our fathers had said that 
that spear-retrieval can take place when you accidentally killed a 
person.' [idiomatic, literally 'hand chance' meaning 'kill'] 
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(211) pi mgbä madi nä mgbä. 
2S beat person AFR beat-FOC 
'(Either) you beat the person to death.' 

(212) au pi mgbä odo si. 
or 2S beat stick SR 
O r you killed him with a stick.' 

(213) au pi dn dn si. 
or 2S hit hand SR 
'Or you killed him with your hand.' 

(214) au pi dl ad3u si. 
or 2s kill spear SR 
Or you killed him with a spear.' 

(215) au pi g£ tolu si. 
or 2s cut axe SR 
Or you killed him with an axe.' 

(216) au pi gä pagga si. 
or 2S cut machete SR 
O r you killed him with a machete.' 

(217) am lecfi ka r-wjgwe ad3u ηά$ε. 
3s that 3 REFL-(N)-call spear retrieve 
'That is called spear-retrieval.' 

(218) ju indii aroni ke dru wa. 
2S goat female (N)-give for PS 
'You can, for the above, (be asked) to give a she-goat.' 

(219) lakmi d^o dna macti laza έ-ko ni 
but if now person sickness (3)-VE-catch FOC 

malena S-ko ni 
malaria 3-catch FOC 

kü saa otfa 5-kS ni 
NEG(N) even dysentry 3-catch FOC 

diia adl fö-ä ma ke adju nd$i. 
now IND N-say-OBJ 1S(DIR) give spear retrieve 

'But now should a person be taken ill by an ailment, should she 
contract malaria, or even should she be suffering from dysentry, 
now, I will be asked to give spear-retrieval.' 
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(220) adjii nd^c tledi ma ke-a na, 
spear retrieve that Is (N)-give-OBJ that 

fa üqgwe-le ad$u nd^e η add. 
thing (N)-call-SB spear retrieve DEF what 

'Now that I am being asked to give that spear retrieval, what 
exactly is spear-retrieval?' 

(221) 6a ö-m ekwi nä kü. 
people 3-know seed AFR NEG(N) 
'People do not understand what it means.' 

y _ 

(222) ga aqgwadru 
small DIM 
Ά small 

Unknown speaker (who starts in 'Burulo but shifts into Lokai) 

(223) esu w pi ndre qga lakä kü. 
find REFL 2S see thing PRBEN NEG(N) 
'It is because it transpired that you didn't pay attention to his/her 
welfare.' 

(224) β -Imve kuru. 
2S-nurse NEG(P) 
'You didn't nurse her.' 

(225) pi da bi ku. 
2S put ear NEG(N) 
'You haven't paid any attention.' 

(226) ladt Jö-ä ρϊ ke ad^u nd^i. 
that (N)-say-OBJ 2SDIR give spear retrieve 
'For the above you will be asked to pay spear-retrieval.' 

Man: 

(227) au st ad3u ηά$ε ilecfi m esu 
FOC SR spear retrieve that PR find 

erua si saa ad^u nd$e kü. 
medicine SR even spear retrieve NEG(N) 

'Even then it used to be that spear-retrieval, even with poison it 
used not to be spear-retrieval.' 
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(228) fo-a fami. fo-a ad^u nd^e kü. 
(N)-say-OBJ fine (N)-say-OBJ spear retrieve NEG(N) 
'It was called fine. It is not called spear-retrieval.' 

unknown speaker (the same person as above) 

(229) 5-dra pi si cfo... 
3-die 2S SR EMPH 
'But you were the cause of her death...' 

(230) ί-ßa hi kü 
2S-put ear NEG(N) 
'You didn't care about her!' 

Mari: 

(231) 5-dra ma si kü. 
3-die IS SR NEG(N) 
'She didn't die because of me.' 

(232) ko-dra ma si iqgonl. 
3-die IS SR how 
'How did she die because of me?' (Mari is speaking not as an 
individual but as a representative of whoever is responsible for 
the deceased.) 

Lemini: 

(233) ucfuku zi. 
voice another 
'Another thing.' 

• \ ^ / / y / „ \ ^ _ _ _ / χ 

(234) maa e-zi-le pi ni kuru η lad3e aru ga. 
1S-POSS (N)-VE-ask-SB 2S BEN NEG(N) DEF marriage it-on LOC 
the thing that I haven't asked you yet is about marriage.' 

(235) dna m -era ra. 
now lS-remind AFF 
Ί have certainly remembered it now.' 

(236) ma zl pi ni tro. 
lSDIR ask 2S BEN COMT 
Ί should ask you about it too.' 
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(237) oho andranl εζε 
yes past long 

zaqgwa pi cfü-ä aid 
girl 2s N-take-OBJ one 
ka zaqgwa ga aqgwadrü nä 
3 girl small DIM AFR 

ε-dzi alü mad^u drü. 
(N)-VE-take one go-between for 

'Yes, in the past you take one girl (elope with a girl) and that 
small girl brings one girl as a go-between.' 

(238) zaqgwa di k-5lu hnba alv, en. 
girl this 3-(N)-stay month one two 
'This girl will stay for one or two months.' 

(239) d3o ko- -qgwl acTi mdn aroni kö alü 
if 3-N-return EMD goat female catch one 

ko-qgwl ad tro. 
3-N-return FOC COMT 

'When the time comes for her to return, a female goat will be 
given to her to return home with.' 

(240) ki dnadru zaqgwa ka r-e-du alu 
but now girl 3 REFL-(N)-VE-take one 

k a md^ondji a?l dn e?i ga η ε-tra tua. 
3 girls 3PL POSS home LOC DEF (N)-VE-collect all 

müdri. mudl n\.. 
ten ten two 

'But today one girl is taken (in marriage), she collects all the 
girls in her village, ten, twenty of them....' 

(laughter) 

(241) kεmbi di dna da k -ungwe-a konvöi. 
camp this here people 3-(N)-call-OBJ convoy 
'In the camp here people call it "convoy".' 

(242) dt nl ozl mundru 6. 
this PR yet white-person speech 

ki 6a k -üqgwe-ä konvöi. 
but people 3-(N)-call-OBJ convoy 

'Even though this is in the white person's language, still people 
call it convoy.' 
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ν — < 
(243) ρ-ε-nd'3ε ama ni ta ta ilecfi ?a dnda ga. 

2S-(N)-VE-explain lPL BEN thing thing that POSS about LOC' 
'Explain to us something - about that thing.' 

(244) api eßu Ide hjgom ru ä-τύ ?1. 
2PL work do how REFL it-on SPEC FOC 
'What progress have you made on it?' 

Man: 

(245) am t-saa fo-le tebe η am. 
3S FOC-even (N)-say-SB earlier DEF like 
'This too is like what has been discussed earlier in the day' 

(246) ta ilecfi ϊρέϊ kpoo dru kembi ?ä ga di?ä. 
thing that multiply all for camp in LOC here 
'All these things increased in the camps here.' 

(247) ku saa kuku m sisltlmu o-ko au. 
NEG(N) even Kuku PR system iND-catch FOC 
'Or else we borrowed the system from the Kuku.' 

(248) ta ilecfi andraä ama dn madi ga di?a ijö. 
thing that past lPL POSS Ma'di LOC here absent 
'This sort of thing was not there among the Ma'di.' 

/ ^ _ 

V S \ 

(249) zaqgwa, d^o i-le pa-a izi ra 
girl if 2S-want 2S-POSS wife AFF 
ka mad3u dß alü. ku saa ko-djl-i en. 
3 go-between N-take one NEG(N) even 3-N-take-OBJ two 

mdsondjl 5go saizi tfin π Τι. 
girls similar to mentioned size small DEF FOC 

kipa tuuden, aro, mudri ni. 
year seven eight ten BEN 

Ά girl....Should you definitely need your wife, she would bring 
one as a go-between, or she may take two; again, (she'll take) 
young girls (similar to the above), go approaching seven or eight 
or ten (years).' 

(250) kipa mudi limbi tou m i-d^i ku. 
year ten remainder five PR 2s-take NEG(N) 
'You do not take any who is fifteen years.' 
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(251) amala im saa ate ago m ra. 
because 3S even fit husband BEN AFF 
'Because she too is fit for marriage.' 

(252) pi dsi-a add m. 
2S N-take-OBJ what BEN 
'Why would you want to take her?' 

(253) aü si pi a?l na d^l ko-vu 
FOC SR 2s 3PL that take 3-(N)-go(PL) 

ka ki eji u-b) na?ä. 
3 PL water ITER-(N)-fetch there' 

'You take them to go and help with fetching water there.' 
_ \ 

(254) vu a-ru de 6a o-vu ra ka ki vu 
back on-it if people 3-go AFF 3 PL (N)-go 

• / ν Ν >» / / \ . _ _ / 

ka ki vu ka ki zaqgwa alu na e-cfu. 
3 PL (N)-go 3 PL girl one AFR (N)-VE-take 

'After that should people follow the eloped girl, they (the people) 
will go, they will go and bring back one of the girls.' 

(255) ε-djf-a pi. zi na π k -as). 
lND-(N)-VE-take-OBJ COM another AFR DEF 3-(N)-remain 
'She will be brought home. The other one remains behind.' 

(256) pi ja pi zangwa di ni hdn arom ke aü. 
2s N-go 2S girl this BEN goat female (N)-give FOC 
'You (the suitor) will then give this girl (returning home) a 
female goat.' 

(257) ύ dnadrü öcfu (fi si ή adi trä-ä mudiri. 
but now day this SR DEFIND N-collect-OBJ twenty 
'But these days twenty (girls) are collected.' 

(258) tfarama djo ga ή ka ago eße ra 
married-woman house LOC DEF 3 man (N)-leave AFF 

adn ko-νΰ zaqgwa dfi-re. 
still 3-(N)-go(PL) girl N-take-SB 

'Even a married woman in the house would certainly leave the 
husband and go to escort a girl in marriage.' 

(laughter) 
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( 2 5 9 ) ε6έ ago nl ά$ό ga dt?ä abin tro m 
leave husband-SPEC PR house LOC here hunger COM PR 

o-m kü.... 
3-know NEG(N) 

'That she has left her husband dying of hunger she does not 
know.' 

Unknown speaker: 

(260) ko mu Ini-a. 
3-N-go (N)-teach-OBJ 
'She is going to teach her.' 

Man: 

( 2 6 1 ) au si tiedt ta na ilecfi ego. 
FOC SR that thing AFR that wrong 
'As a result that thing is wrong.' 

(262) aö si ama f ö ta ilecfi ego. 
FOC SR lPL(EXC) say thing that wrong 
'As a result we said that thing is wrong.' 

( 2 6 3 ) druba si madt k -ε6ε ra. 
at least SR Ma'di 3-leave AFF 
"The Ma'di should at least definitely leave it.' 

( 2 6 4 ) ta iledi ijö. 
thing that absent 
'That type of thing does not exist.' 

Lemini: 

( 2 6 5 ) tfuwi ma and^o ra ma-a adruund^T ma-a avuundsl. 
good IS thank AFFlS-POSS brothers-SPEC lS-POSS sisters-SPBC 
'Good, I certainly thank you my brothers and sisters.' 

(266 ) di ma-a adruundji ma-a avuund3t tro. 
this lS-POSS brothers-SPEC lS-POSS sisters COM 
'This my brothers and sisters.' 
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(267) cTf ofu losD ama Jö kl-r-lde 
this message good lPL(EXC) say 3-REFL-REFL 

ama lofo ga kembt ?a π ?i. 
lPL(EXC) between LOC camp in here DEF FOC 

"This is one good thing that we want to happen among us herein 
the camp 

(268) 6a SMCA 
people SMCA 

ka ta cfi tde Skpo si. ο-Ιε ki k-ldü-rü. 
3 thing this (N)-dohard SR 3-want PL 3-(N)-adjust-REFL 

'The people in SMCA (Sudanese Ma'di Cultural Association), 
they are working hard on these matters. They want it to be put 
right.' 

Lemini: 

(269) amba franiko olali nl pagen ga η ka ta e-nd^e 
elder Franiko Olali PR Pageri LOC DEF 3 thing (N)-VE-explain 

dna kwiaka ta üqgwe-le gumbere dn ή ?a rü ga. 
now clearly thing (N)-call-SB skin head DEF POSS REFL LOC 

'Elder Franiko Olali, the one from Pageri, he is going to explain 
something clearly now about what is called bed-cleansing.' 

(270) ap-έπ. 
2PL-hear 
'Listen.' 

Olali: 

(271) ta gumbere dn π ad π i-ga 
thing skin head DEF first DEF BEN-LOC 

de zaqgwa 5-tä ago 6aru adl vu adi bilo k5. 
if girl 3-bring man home IND go(PL) IND sheep (N)-catch 

"This thing called bed-cleansing, in the first place, if a girl 
sleeps with a man in her maiden home, a sheep will be 
demanded.' 

(272) di Β adi dfi-ä koß. a<ß Γι-ä kpo. 
this PRPL IND N-take-OBJ door IND N-cut-OBJ COM 
'This and other things will be taken by the doorpost. They will 
be slaughtered.' 
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(273) lecfi ka r-uqgwe luki. 
that 3 REFL-(N)-call fine 
'That is called a violation fine.' 

(274) dnadrü m ö-mü ε6έ ago m ra. 
now woman 3-go leave husband-SPEC PR AFF 
'Now a woman, she goes to leave her husband.' 

(275) ö-cfü ago zi aü. adl ε-vu gumbere dn lde-re. 
3-take man another FOCIND VE-go(PL) skin head (N)-do-SB 
'She marries another man. People come to cleanse the bedding.' 

(276) cfL. 
this 
'this...' 

Unknown speaker: 

(277) waja nä..... 
cleansing POSS 
'her ritual cleansing....' 

Olali: 

(278) ε-ko ovl alü iledt ?1. 6vl ilecfi ?1 
(3)-VE-follow way one that FOC way that FOC 
'It is based on the same principles. The same practice.' 

(279) jam ka r-ungwe luki. 
so 3 REFL-(N)-call fine 
'It is called a violation fine.' 

(280) adl mdn iledi Ii aü st. 
IND goat that cut FOC SR 
'That goat is killed because of it.' 

(281) dnadrü kare ßa-Ιε a?l aka na m na nl 
now place (N)-put-SB 3PL others that BEN that PR 

ta ego η ?1. 
thing wrong DEF FOC 

'Now the demands being made of those others, those ones are 
the wrong things.' [aka is a 'Burulo word.] 
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(282) andranl acß pa-a 
past IND N-eat 

ama di pi η ύηgwe lakä kü. 
lPL(EXC) this much DEF call PRBEN NEG(N) 

'When it was being eaten in the past when we were this size we 
were not allowed to eat it.' 

(283) ßa ämbä ko-pä-ä m. 
people big(PL) 3-N-eat-OBJ FOC 
Only elders eat it.' 

(284) o-/o pi 1-saa pa-a ml k -o-mu k -Slu lotß. 
IND-say 2S FOC-even 2S-POSS eye 3-N-go 3-(N)-stay sharp 
'Supposedly lest you develop an appetite for it.' 

(285) o-ßa aü si, pi eft mdn di m e-mu fi-re kü. 
3-put FOC SR 2s then goat this PR (3)-VE-go N-cut-SB NEG(N) 
'So that you don't go and slaughter a goat.' 

(286) di ?1 ta at1 n ?l 
this FOC thing first DEF FOC 
'This is the first thing.' 

Unknown: 

(287) aha 
'aha' 

Olali: 

(288) eh, lejo na o-mba di?ä. gumbere dn n ?1. 
eh word AFR 3-stand here skin head DEF FOC 
'Yes, that's all about bed-cleansing.' 

(289) dnadrü ßa π ε-ßa iledi ego. 
now people DEF (3)-VE-put that wrong 
'What is being demanded now is wrong.' 

(290) badem dnadrü a?l dn Ijömä dii di ??.... 
later now 3PL POSS courtship POSS this FOC 
'Next, this thing about courtship.' 
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. \ 
(291) ρ-ε-ke ma ni atfi au. 

2S-VE-give IS BEN fire FOC 
'Just pass me fire.' (to light tobacco with) 

Marko: 

(292) cfi am jaba. ma pi m e-zi-ä. 
this like elder Is 2s BEN (N)-VE-ask-OBJ 
'Like this elder, I am asking you something.' 

(293) mä manko esipitfo ?1 
IS Marko Espico FOC 
Ί am Marko Espico.' 

(294) andranl εζε Ifomä 6a ko -fo-ä iqgom. 
past long courtship people 3-N-say-OBJ how 
'How was courtship done in the past?' 

Olali: 

(295) Ifömä api vu 6aru. 
courtship 2PL go(PL) home 
'You went home to court.' 

(296) acß api m kotm 6a apt π vuru ετό piro. 
IND 2PL BEN chair put 2PL sit down granary shade 
Ά chair is put for you and you sat down under the granary.' 

(297) di dna api fö Ifoma o-ko ra, 
if now 2PL say courtship 3-finish AFF 

acfi , apt ε?ε ε-dji tou. 
IND 2PL arrow (N)-VE-take five 

'If you now definitely finish the courtship, someone, you, bring 
five arrows.' 

(298) ε?ε tou il£cfi adl apt d^l dru d^o ga. 
arrows five that IND 2DIR take because of it house LOC 
'Those five arrows will enable you to enter the house.' 

(299) dnadru wh d3o ap-ε-νυ ra saa 
now from now if 2PL-VE-go(PL) AFF even 

api Ifoma fo d$0 ga si. 
2PL courtship N-say house LOC SR 

'From then whenever you came for courting you are allowed to 
enter the house.' 
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(300) aßt Ifima jo. 
2PL courtship N-say 
'You do your courtship.' 

(301) dso ozi dnadrü aju jö Ijömä iledi öko ra 
if yet now 2PL say courtship that finish AFF 
'Now if you are certainly finished with that courtship' 

(302) endru de ap-ε-νύ izi am cfi d£-re 
today if 2PL-VE-go(PL) woman 3S this (N)-take-SB EMPH 
'If today you are coming to take this woman' 

(303) ajii dfi-ä owiö ßaru. 
2PL N-take-OBJ now home 
'You now take her home.' 

(304) d^o apt dji ßaru mgbe koim-to ilecfi 
if 2PLDIR take home immediately chair-taking that 

adl at/6 ke aö. 
IND hoe (N)-give FOC 

'Should you take her home, as chair-taking-in, you will give a 
hoe.' 

(305) ka r-üqgwe komi to d^o ga iledi ?1 
3 REFL-(N)-call chair take house LOC that FOC 
'That's known as chair-taking-in.' 

(306) a?l na ί-ga acfi atfo ke au. 
3PL that BEN-LOC IND chair (N)-give FOC 
'For those it is hoes that are given.' 

(307) badem vu a-ru mdn kare 
again after on-it goat male EMPH 
'After that a male goat.' 

(308) iledi aniqga adl dn Ifömä mdn. 
that past whatsit POSS FOC courtship goat 
'That was in the past ..of whatsit...courtship goat.' 

(309) fa nä dkl 
thing AFR this-like 
'This is how it was.' 
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( 3 1 0 ) ta £h ga atl acfi cfißa rii üqgwe au. 
thing marriage LOC first IND this-PL SPEC PR call FOC 
'In marriage negotiations these are the first things to be 
requested.' 

Marko: 

( 3 1 1 ) k -endre ma ni cfi am jaba pa-mvü ta ra. 
3-(N)-seem Is BEN this like elder 2S-jump thing AFF 
'It seems to me, elder, you have certainly skipped a few things.' 

(312 ) esu male pi nd^i kwiaka, 6i si 6i si. 
find IS want 2SDIR explain clear hair SR hair SR 
Ί had wanted you to explain to me clearly, step by step.' 
[literally 'hair by hair'] 

( 3 1 3 ) andranl am-en-i. 
past lPL-(N)-hear-OBJ 
'In the past we used to hear it.' 

( 3 1 4 ) ami 1-saa ama ndre-le tro π ?1. 
PL(EXC) FOC-even lPL(EXC) (N)-see-SB COMT DEF FOC 
'Some of it we too have seen.' 

( 3 1 5 ) d j o atl 6a ko-νύ Ifömä ga, 
if first people 3-(N)-go(PL) courtship LOC 
jafi ka r-e-dl kaki gudum dn äR tuu. 

suitors 3 REFL-(N)-VE-line 3 PL road PR head cut COM 
lokombe si aga ga. 
piano SR centre LOC 

'If first people are going to court, suitors assemble and line up 
from one end of the road to the other, with a thumb piano in the 
centre of the group of people.' 

(316) d^o o-vu ki ra 
if 3-go(PL) PL AFF 

t ' 
ka ki ru tra ero pa. 
3 PL REFL (N)-gather granary under 

'Having reached (the girl's house) they gather under a granary.' 

( 3 1 7 ) S-6a o - / o komi aü kü. 
3-put IND-say chair FOC NEG(N) 
'Chairs were not put out for them.' 
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( 3 1 8 ) d3o 5-tra ki\. 
if 3-gather PL 
'Having gathered...' 

Olali: 

( 3 1 9 ) koim tro π atl η ?!.... 
chair COMT DEF first DEF FOC 
'The ones that involved chairs are the earlier ones...' 

Marko: 

( 3 2 0 ) d3D D-trä ru k? ero pa 
if 3-gather REFL PL granary under 

zangwa adn ka r-ö-na lem 
girl still 3 REFL-(N)-lTER-dodge that-like 

Once they are gathered under the granary, the girl would still 
take her time' 

( 3 2 1 ) ka dn mü e-mu-re. 
3 then go (N)-VE-go-SB 
'After a while then she would come.' 

adl fö-a 
IND N-say 

dn Pi dn. 
POSS BEN POSS 

dü ama. 
take lPL 

(322) dzo dna e-mu ra 
if now (3)-VE-go AFF 

am-ε-νύ ami 
1 PL(EXC)-VE-gO lPL(EXC) 

ama 1ε ju 
lPL(EXC) want 2SDIR 

'Once she has certainly come, it will be said, as for us, we have 
come to you; we want you choose one of us.' 

( 3 2 3 ) zaa ko qgS ka madi 5-vl 6a ilecfi.... madi.... 
girl 3-N-then 3 person 3-select people that person 

jaß ilecfi m ?ä ga alü. 
suitors that BEN in LOC one 

'The girl then chooses from those people, from those suitors one 
person.' 

( 3 2 4 ) na ta ilem ilecfi esu £?a 
that thing that that find present Q 
'Now has that type of thing ever existed?' 
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Olali: 

(325) 

(326) 

ma-a Jo-le cfi ati 
1S-POSS (N)-say-SB this first DEF 
'The one I mentioned was before yours.' 

% 
π ?l 

FOC 

ati 
first 

ama 
lPL(EXC) 

ama 
lPL(EXC) 

uku ama 

d^e-d^o 
(N)-marry-SB 

Pi 
PRPL 

indre m 
mothers-SPEC PR 

avuund^l nl, 
sisters-SPEC PR 
1 Jo-le ή ?a d^e-d^S π ?1. 

women lPL(EXC) court-SB DEF POSS (N)-buy-SB DEF FOC 
'(What I said was) Earlier ones, at the time of the marriage of 
our mothers, and the ones during our sisters' marriage, and how 
the women we courted were married.' 

(327) ko-vu adn 
3DlR-aside still 

api dri ώ 
2PL POSS this 

acfi r-ecfi 
IND REFL-line 

apt 
2PL 

dn 
POSS 

gba dru 
true as 
let! ?ä 
road in 

di ra. 
this AFF 
lokombe 
piano SR 

ga ru ru ru ru ru 
LOC ID 

51 

'This is certainly different from yours, the one of yours, truly, 
with thumb pianos where people line up the road marching 

Unknown speaker: 

( 3 2 8 ) pi cfü amä nl lakä 
2S take 2PL(exc) PR PRBEN 
'"Choose one of us.'" 

Olali: 

(329) 

(330) 

de driadru o-cfu ra, ap-ε-νυ ojiö 6aru. 
if now IND-takeAFF 2PL-VE-go(PL) now home 

api api Ifömä f ö kpoodru. 
2PL 2PL courtship N-say all 

'Once a boy has certainly been chosen, from then you can 
frequent the girl's home, and you...you finish courtship.' 
— / 

o-ko ra ap-ε-νυ zaggwa ogu-re. 
3-finish AFF 2PL-VE-go(PL) girl (N)-steal-SB 
'Once certainly finished you come to elope with the girl.' 
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(331) ap-ε-νυ, ap-έ-νυ api zaqgwa ogu. 
2PL-VE-go(PL) 2PL-VE-go(PL) 2PL girl (N)-steal 
'You come, you come and elope with the girl.' 

(332) zaqgwa ka ofu ke ädruund3i" ni. 
girl 3 message (N)-give brothers-SPEC BEN 
"The girl passes the information to her brothers.' 

(333) dnadrü akin ga am dn ?1. 
now end LOC 3S POSS SPEC FOC 
'Now that has to be at the latter stages.' 

(334) zaqgwa ka ofu ke ädruundfi * ni. 
girl 3 message (N)-give brothers-SPEC BEN 
'That's when the girl passes the information to her brothers.' 

(335) admundfi ka api te leö. 
brothers-SPEC 3 2PL (N)-wait road 
"The brothers lie in wait for you by the road.' 

(336) ko-n-ä apa ßorjgo ü-ndji-le. 
3-N-start-OBJ 2PL-POSS clothes (N)-ITER-take off-SB 
'He starts to take off your clothes.' 

(337) ka ap-a ßoggu d-nd^i. 
3 2PL-POSS clothes (N)-ITER-take off 
'He takes off your clothes.' 

(338) de ü-nd3t ßoqgu ö-ko ra api vu ßaru. 
if (3)-ITER-take off clothes 3-fmish ÄFF 3PL go(PL) home 
'After having definitely finished stripping you of your clothes, 
you go home.' 

Marko: 

(339) kl d3o di-nl amä dn amä i-gga ama 
but if this-like lPL(EXC) POSS lPL(EXC) BEN-period lPL(EXC) 

ndre-le ßond^l nl ml si tro di ni kwiaka m. 
(N)-see-SB childhood PR eye SR COMT this PR clear FOC 

'If it's like that then the one in our time which we have also seen 
with our childhood eyes is more straightforward.' 
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(340) adu st kü adl Jo-a ßi du ama. 
what SR NEG(N) IND N-say-OBJ 2PL take lPL(EXC) 
'Because it includes "choose one of us".' 

(341) zaqgwa ka ago du iledtä alü.... 
girl 3 man N-take there one 
'The girl chooses one lover there.' 

Olali: 

(342) ύ ma fi ra na do 
but IS say AFF that EMPH 
'Well, I have certainly said that haven't I?' 

Marko: 

(343) tledi anda 
that right 
'That's right.' 

Olali: 

(344) ma Jö ra na do. 
IS say AFF that EMPH 
Ί have certainly said that, haven't I? 

Marko: 

(345) d30 dna iledt i-ga ö-t/ε am ko-du ago alu 
if now that BEN-LOC 3-say 3s 3DIR-take man one EMPH 

djo esu asitl nä 5-1ε ta kü 
if find heart AFR 3-want thing NEG(N) 

ka ßäraqgwa ga aggwadrü ämfa-re kü π..... 
3 child small dim (N)-fit -SB NEG(N) DEF 

'Following that if she chooses one of the boys, if she doesn't 
want any of you, she would choose an unworthy child under 
age.' 

Unknown speaker 

(346) kodü-ä aü 
3-N-take-OBJ FOC 
'She will choose him.' 
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Marko: 

( 3 4 7 ) kodü-ä aü. 
3-N-take-OBJ FOC 
'She will choose him.' 

( 3 4 8 ) iledi m änl 1-saa ajii Itln-ä asi ga 
that PR 3s FOC-even 2PL (N)-know-OBJ heart LOC 

5-le apl kü. 
3-want 2PL NEG(N) 

'With that you will know in your hearts that she does not want 
(any of) you.' 

(349) d3D ku saa ka am m ltu tou δ 
if NEG(N) even 3 3s BEN sun five PRPL 

ltu eri tro ηο au. 
sun two comt (N)-break FOC 

'Or else she would ask you to come on friday ('fifth day') or 
tuesday ('second day').' 

(350 ) ιΐεάϊ tjelewa. 
that delay 
"That delay' (That's the day the steamer used to dock at Nimule 
from Uganda and everyone was there; there won't be any girl 
waiting for you at home.) 

( 3 5 1 ) zaggwa hid) ö-Ιε apl kü. 
girl that 3-want 2s NEG(N) 
'That girl does not want you.' 

( 3 5 2 ) di 1-saa ma-a ndri-ΐέ 
this FOC-also lS-POSS (N)-see-SB 

- I - I % ' % nl 
bond^i m mi si ra n ?i. 
childhood PR eye SR AFF DEF FOC 

'This too is what I have seen with the eyes of childhood, 
certainly.' 

Marko: 

( 3 5 3 ) ma-a ädrupi d^osefu tore, 
lS-POSS brother Joseph Tore 
'My brother Joseph Tore' 
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(354 ) jn ni da tjm ama dn dnadru η ?1 
2s know people small lPL(EXC) POSS now DEFFOC 

ka Iföma f ö iqgoni ja nl ote. 
3 courtship N-say how Q PR COM 

'You know how our kids court today.' 

( 3 5 5 ) β -£-nd3€ adn amä ni. 
2S-VE-explain still lPL(EXC) BEN 
'Brief us about it.' 

Tore: 

( 3 5 6 ) mä d30sefu tore ?i. mä alere 
IS Joseph Tore FOC IS Alere 
Ί am Joseph Tore. I am in Alere One.' 

( 3 5 7 ) id Ifömä dna η ma ndre 
but courtship now DEF Is see 

ama dn π am ku. 
lPL(EXC) POSS DEF POSS NEG(N) 

'But today's courtship, I see is not as the courtship we used to 
have (in my time).' 

( 3 5 8 ) de acfi dislko k -5wo, hid3ond3l 
if IND .. . disco 3-cry girls 

ka Ifömä If6 add dislko ga. 
3 courtship court whatsit disco LOC 

'If people...disco is playing, girls court, whatsit... during discos.' 

( 3 5 9 ) e n d3oa n, z^gwa k -e-mu eji ga tenki ga 
two number DEF girl 3-(N)-VE-go water LOC tank LOC 

ko-νυ ka ki r-e-tß leß. 
3-(N)-go(PL) 3 PL REFL-(N)-meet road 

'Secondly when a girl goes to fetch water at a water pump they 
go and meet on the way.' 

( 3 6 0 ) wo nä d3oä ή ka r-etfi elegi ga. 
now three number DEF 3 REFL-(N)-meet prayer LOC 

ekelezla ga. ka ki ε-νυ ka ki r-esu lakä. 
church LOC 3 PL (N)-VE-go(PL) 3 PL REFL-(N)-find PRBEN 

'Now thirdly, they meet during prayers in the church.. They go 
and meet there.' 

warn. 
one 

Ifoma 
courtship 
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( 3 6 1 ) ΐά k'-indre ma m 
but 3-(N)-see Is BEN 

indsondß amä dn dnadrü saa cfi si 
girls lPL(EXC) POSS now time this SR 

, " , <K -I r ' · v % ' r ~ n ^ ' -I \ . -

ka ki r-ifo jam 0-/0 ßaru m ijo. 
3 PL REFL-(N)-court that IND-say home PR absent 

'But it seems to me that our girls at this particular time can't be 
said to court themselves at home.' 

( 3 6 2 ) de k-e-mu ßaru akin ga 
if 3-(N)-VE-go home final LOC 

k-esu-i iko ki a?l-a Ijömä nl tua. 
3-(N)-fmd-OBJ finish PL 3PL-POSS courtship-SPEC PR all 

'When he (the boy) finally comes at home, they would have 
finished all their courtship.' 

( 3 6 3 ) k'-e-mu ka e?i ndre. 
3-VE-go 3 home N-see 
'He comes to see the home.' 

( 3 6 4 ) endrü änl k-e-mu e?i ndre-re. 
today 3s 3-(N)-VE-go home N-see-SB 
'That today he has come to see the home.' 

( 3 6 5 ) ledi εδέ ki aü si 
that (3)-leave PL FOC SR 
lefo ami dn ama atä lde-ΐε η ra. 
word lPL(EXC) POSS lPL(EXC) fathers-SPEC(N)-do-SB DEFAFF 
'With that they have left behind our way of doings things that 
our fathers certainly used to do.' 

( 3 6 6 ) ovi iledi si m'-esu-ä ßdn nä anda kü. 
behaviour that SR lS-(N)-find-OBJ life AFR right NEG(N) 
'As a result I find that sort of behaviour not acceptable.' 

Marko: 

( 3 6 7 ) ma jü £ ali ma-a adrupl. 
IS 2S N-ask short 1S-POSS brother 
Ί am going to ask you a short question my brother' 
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(368) d30 6a dnadrü n o-cfu ru ra 
if people now DEF 3-take REFL AFF 

ajn η äli nä i-ga 
2S sit marriage AFR BEN-LOC 

api zl-ä a?l m api fö-ä irjgonl. 
2PL N-ask-OBJ 3PL BEN 2s N-say-OBJ how 

'If people of nowadays definitely get married, and you sit in the 
marriage negotiations, what do you ask them?' 

(369) d3o drüna apt zz a?l ni 
if normally 2S ask 3 PL BEN 

drüna ka id fö-ä a?l lfo-rü iggonl. 
normally 3 PL (N)-say-OBJ 3PL (N)-court-REFL how 

'Should you ask them normally how they say they courted?' 
/ / > \ __ ν — 

(370) pi nd3£ ama ni pelere ta υ-ζυ-ka ako. 
2SDIR explainlPL(EXC) BEN clean thing (N)-IIER-hide-SB without 
'Explain it to us clearly without hiding anything.' 

(371) amala ama le ta ta di ?a dn ga 
becuselPL(EXC) want thing thing this POSS head LOC 

Idele tfüwi drü. 
(N)-do-SB good for 

'Because we want to examine this practice properly.' 

Tore: 

(372) dna ilecfi i-ga md^ond^l zißaa ?1 
now that BEN-LOC girls another-PL FOC 

nasi pi le am ku n-1 
maybe 2S want 3S NEG(N) DEF-FOC 

nasi pi paa suru Itecfe ra z^gwa tledi m 
Maybe 2s 2S-POSS tribe (N)-showAFF girl that FOC 

jß gba le-re π ?1 
2S true (N)-want-SB DEF FOC 

'Now, regarding this, some girls, maybe the one that you do not 
want, maybe you will certainly tell this girl your clan and this 
particular girl is the one who really wants you.' 

(373) nasi Itede änaa suru " m anda ku. 
maybe (3)-show 3S-POSS tribe SPEC PR right NEG(N) 
'She may not show you her clan properly.' 
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(374) ka ana-a suru " m zu dl 
3 3S-POSS tribe SPEC PR (N)-hide COMP 
'She may hide her clan (from you).' 

(375) ole äna-a ata* ädrua* m cfi m 
or 3PL-POSS father-SPEC uncles-SPEC PR this PR 

ma-a a6i ηι αϊ ni 
1S-POSS grandfather-SPEC PR this PR 

Or that this is her father's uncles, that this is my paternal 
lineage.' 

(376) zaqgwa ko-zü-ä am m di. 
girl 3-(N)-hide-OBJ 3 PL BEN COMP 

am ö-m ta tledi kü. 
3S 3-know thing that NEG(N) 

au si dru drü pi m äna-a e?i ni, 
FOC SR for for 2SDIRknow 3S-POSS home-SPEC FOC 

kaka nl kü. 
kin-SPEC FOC NEG(N) 

'The girl hides it (from you) that she does not know those 
things, so that you should not know her home, her kin.' 

Marko: 

(377) andram εζε baqgili kε-a 
past long bangles (N)-give-OBJ 

au laboll ke:-a 
or bracelets (N)-give-OBJ 

'In the past bangles are given or bracelets are given' 

(378) ö-mü ε-tfa Με saa ilSdiä 
3-go (3)-VE-reach period time there 

acfi tfuka ice. 
IND bedsheet (N)-give 

futa ki-ä. 
table-cloth (N)-give-OBJ 

'When it reached a certain period in time, bedsheets are given, 
table-cloths are given.' 

(379) andrani εζε md3ond3i ka jaß m adü ki. 
past long girls 3 girls BEN what (N)-give 
'In the past what did girls give to boys?' 
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Tore: 

(380) dna sa-a df si jaß m 6-ke ta ku. 
now time this SR suitors BEN IND-give thing NEG(N) 
'Nowadays, suitors are not given anything by girls.' 

( 3 8 1 ) add si kü ka ki r-ctß gbo gbo a?l. 
what SR NEG(N) 3 PL REFL-(N)-meet open open because 
'It is because they meet face to face nowadays.' 

(382 ) dna mendili ti acß so-ä aü. 
now handkerchief PRPL EMD (N)-sew-OBJ FOC 
'It is things like handkerchiefs that are sewn (for the suitors).' 

( 3 8 3 ) acß waräga ke au. besi. o-ko ra. 
IND letter (N)-give FOC only 3-finish AFF 
'It is letters that are given. Only. That's certainly all.' 

(384 ) ta liedi i-ga etfi rü ki kü. 
thing that BEN-LOC (3)-meet REFL PL NEG(N) 
O n these things they don't meet.' 

(385 ) dna eri d3Sä η 
now two number DEF 
'Now, the second one' 

( 3 8 6 ) d^o dna pi mu pi zaqgwa 
if now 2S go 2s girl 

pi 1ε pi m zaqgwa di, 
2S want 2S BEN girl this 

'if you go, you....girl.., you want this girl (for yourself)' 

( 3 8 7 ) d3o nasi m -endre ädruä m dim. 
if probably lS-mother-SPEC uncles-SPEC PR this-like 

ole ma-a äta ädruä m dim, 
or lPL-POSS father-SPEC uncles-SPEC PR this-like 

ma-a äßi m dim 
1S-POSS progenitors-SPEC PR this-like 

'(you might have told her) "My mother's uncles are from such 
and such a place", or "My father's uncles are from such and 
such a place", "My progenitors are from such and such a 
place".' 
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(388) zaqgwa ko-fo-ä 
girl 3-N-say-OBJ 

am dn änl ö-ηι ta tlecfi kü. 
3S POSS 3s 3-know thing that NEG(N) 

"The girl would say, as for her, she does not know any of your 
relations.' 

Marko: 

(389) tfuwi mä andjo ra, d^osefu. 
good IS thank AFF Joseph 
'Good, I certainly thank you Joseph.' 

(390) t/ild n aid di?ä 
rule another one here 

ka dn lö?u dnso ke ami ni n-1. 
3 head painful still N-give PL(EXC) BEN DEF-FOC 

'There is one other tradition here which is still giving us 
headaches' 

(391) amba paulo mopon S-Ιε änl k-lko. 
elder Paul Monyori 3-want 3 s 3-(N)-finish 
Our elder Paulo Monyori wants to finish (with it).' 

(392) ap-επ ma-a ädruund^l \ 
2PL-hear 1S-POSS brother SPEC 
'Listen, my brothers.' 

Paulo: 

(393) di-m ma ta Ind^a η ta ΰηgwe-le turansipoti. 
this-like IS thing add DEF thing(N)-call-SB transport 
'What I am going to add is about what is called transport.' 

(394) turansipoti. turansipoti ju fö-ä mgbi. 
transport, transport 2S N-say-OBJ different 
'Transport. You demand transport separately.' 

(395) pi mvukä sü fö mgbl 
2S shoe (N)-puton N-say different 
'You demand shoe-put-on separately.' 
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( 3 9 6 ) id ta turansipoti π andram εζε s i ijö. 
but thing transport DEF past long SR absent 
'But what is called transport was not there in the past.' 

( 3 9 7 ) ta andram ama m-le ote π mvükä sü. 
thing past lPL(EXC) (N)-know-SB COM DEF shoe put on 
'What we used to have is shoe-put-on.' 

( 3 9 8 ) pa-a zaqgwa ö-dü rü ra pi mvükä sü. 
2S-POSS girl 3-take REFL AFF 2s shoe N-put on 

pi vu na ko. 
2S back AFR N-catch 

'Your daughter has eloped, you put on shoes, you go after her.' 

( 3 9 9 ) aü si dru pi t f ä zaqgwa di ?a vu ga 
FOC SR for 2S N-reach girl this POSS backLOC 

pi kasurubee zi. 
2s fine (N)-ask 

'As a result, on reaching where she is, you ask for a violation 
fine.' 

( 4 0 0 ) a d i ta di Iko kwitfi pa 
HMD thing this finish all first 
'All these other things have to be completed first' 

( 4 0 1 ) pi di fö-ä afiwa 
2S then (N)-say-OBJ okay 

ρ-ε-ke ma-a mvüka su. 
2s-VE-give 1S-POSS shoe put on 

'you will then say "okay now, give me my shoe-put-on.'" 

( 4 0 2 ) ki dna o-vu ε-tfa ktpa 
but now IND-go(PL) IND-VE-reach year 

müdi tuuden Umtii en si 
ten seven remainder two SR 

gbadrü 6ja έ-dro 6a ε-νυ diä kimta di 
true war (3)-VE-chase INC VE-go(PL) here camp this 

'But now, having arrived here in seventy-two, in truth, having 
been displaced by war to these camps here.' 
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(403) dna ßond,3? amädn ε-qga-kä d3uba ga π 
now children 1PL-POSS (N)-VE-rise-SB Juba LOC DEF 

k -ε-νυ ka zaqgwa du dam ko djp-i. 
3-VE-go(PL) 3 girl N-take home 3-N-take-OBJ 

'Our boys, coming from Juba, they come and take a girl from 
home (Ma'diland) and take her (to Juba).' 

(404) zaqgwa di S-dji ra 
girl this IND-take AFF 

pi ata η pi fö-ä ajiwa 
2s father DEF 2S N-say-OBJ okay 

pa-a amvoti m o-d^l d^uba 
2S-POSS sister PR IND-take Juba 

api-vu lakä. 
2PL-DIR-go(PL) PRBEN 

"This girl, having certainly been taken, you the father, would say 
"okay now, your sister is taken to Juba; follow her.'" 

χ _ 

(405) dna di si pi gbadru pesa ndru 
now this SR 2S true money (N)-search 

6a di m tu-d^o. 
people this BEN N-board-SB 

'As a result, you will in truth look for money for these people 
(emissaries) to pay the fares with.' 

(406) apt zaqgwa di ?a vu ko d^uba. 
2PL girl this POSS back N-catch Juba 
'You follow this girl to Juba.' 

(407) d30 apt tfä ra apt kasurubee ko. 
if 2PL reach AFF 2PL fine N-catch 
'Having completed your arrival, you demand and get hold of the 
violation fine.' 

(408) api Gnu zl 
2PL bride price N-ask 
'You ask for bride price.' 

(409) api ta ä?a π zi. 
2PL thing present DEF (N)-ask 
'You ask for whatever is due.' 
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(410) d$o apt zi ra 
if 2PL ask AFF 
'Having asked (for all the above)' 

(411) apt fö-ä ajiwa ρ -e-d^i amä di?ä pi Τι. 
2PL N-say-OBJ okay 2s-VE-take lPL(EXC) here 2S FOC 
'You will then say, okay now, you are the one who brought us 
here.' 

(412) äm-ükwe bäsi ükwe. 
lPL(EXC)-pay bus pay-FOC 
'We paid for the bus fare.' 

(413) resitϊ na dt. 
receipt AFR this 
'Here's the receipt.' 

(414) dria p-e-du amä m ama turansipott. 
now 2s-VE-take lPL(EXC) BENlPL(EXC) transport 
'Now get us our transport.' 

(415) e-qga-dso nale n. 
(N)-VE-rise-SB there DEF 
'The one for setting off from there.' 

(416) ε-νυ-dso π 
(N)-VE-go(PL)-SB DEF 
'The one for coming.' 

(417) ηgw^-d3Ω n tro. 
(N)-retum-SB DEF COMT 
'And the return one as well.' 

(418) p-lqgwl amä. 
2S-return lPL(EXC) 
'Take us back.' 

(419) kS-ä kä ta di m e-du. 
3-go 3 thing this PR (N)-VE-take 
'He will then go and get this (specific) thing.' 

(420) ko-ke-ä äpl ni 
3-(N)-give-OBJ 2PL BEN 
'He will give it for you.' 
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(421) ύ dna 'ε-tfa di?ä 
but now IND-VE-reach here 

indru ofa ε-dro da 
today war (3)-VE-chase INC 

kipa mudn aro Umbi dntfalü si 
year ten eight remainder nine SR 

'But now having arrived here after being displaced by war in 
eighty-nine' 

(422) 6a 5-vo S-6a ta di ι ΙεΙε and$i. 
INC 3-go(PL) 3-put thing thing BEN period heavy 
'we have given this issue undue prominence.' 

(423) mvukä sü acfi zl-ä mgbl 
shoe put on IND N-ask-OBJ different 
'Shoe-put-on is asked separately.' 

(424) ki turansipöti cfi aji-e-tu bast iijgo. 
but transport this 2PL-VE-board bus where 
'Now this transport (issue), where did you get the bus from?' 

(425) madi cfü-ä gucfu ado ga di?a 
person N-take-OBJ road across LOC here 

saa acfi fö-ä fli-ke äna-a turansipöti. 
even IND N-say-OBJ 2s-give 2S-POSS transport 

Ά person may be married across the road from here, even for 
this you will be asked to pay the transport.' 

. / Ν 

(426) /o-a ßi-ke ana-a mvuka su. 
(N)-say-OBJ 2SDIR-give 2S-POSS shoe put on 
'You will be asked to pay the shoe-put-on.' 

(427) ta turansipöti ή ijö. 
thing transport DEF absent 
'The thing called transport does not exist (in this case).' 

(428) druba o-dü änl kampala. 
at least IND-take 2s kampala 

S-d3i bi natrobi ju dn turansipöti zl. 
IND-take upto Nairobi 2s then transport ask 

'At least if she were married (and taken to) Kampala, let her be 
taken to Nairobi, then you may be justified in asking for 
transport.' 
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(429) ύ gudu ado dt?a saa 
but road across here even 

fli-ΐε silhjgi eßfu rnüdi limbi tou. 
2s-want shillings thousand ten remainder five 

'But even just across the road from here, you will demand fifteen 
thousand shillings.' 

» ' < - \ - ' - ·> 

(430) turansipoti na ρ -e-tu basi iqgole. 
transport AFR 2S-VE-board bus which-place 
'For this transport, where did you board the bus from?' 

V V . ν V 

(431) pi tu arabia na irjgo-
2S board vehicle AFR where 
'Where did you get the vehicle (on which you came) from?' 

(432) ta iledi ama-dn ama ndre end^i... 
thing that lPL(EXC)-POSS lPL(EXC) see sin 
'That for us is a sin.' 

Unknown speaker: 

(433) zaggwa m ata m 6-ke ku. 
girl PR father BEN IND-give NEG(N) 
'The father of the girl is not given anything (from this money).' 

Unknown speaker: 

(434) 6a na ko pa-a ra. 
people AFR 3-N-eat-OBJ AFF 
'They (who have followed the girl) certainly consume it.' 

Paulo: 

(435) 6a na ko pa-a ra. 
people AFR 3-N-eat-OBJ AFF 
'They will consume it.' 

(436) zi 6aa pi acfi kasurubee ε-ke ra 
other PRPL PRPL IND fine (N)-VE-give AFF 
'At times a violation fine will certainly be paid.' 

(437) ghee efifö mudin limbi sü 
pound thousand twenty remainder four 
'twenty-four thousand pounds.' 
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( 4 3 8 ) a?i-a uqgwe-le dnadrü magendo dru di ?t. 
3PL-POSS (N)-call-SB now blackmarket for this FOC 
'The blackmarket price that they frequently demand.' 

( 4 3 9 ) mgbe ka ki cfü-ä a?l-ä turansipöti dru. 
immediately 3 PL (N)-take-OBJ 3PL-POSS transport for 
'Immediately they take it aside and count it as their transport 
cost.' 

( 4 4 0 ) adt Jö-ä adn i-ke kasurubee küru. 
JND N-say-OBJ still 2S-give fine NEG(P) 
'It will be regarded that you haven't still paid the violation fine.' 

( 4 4 1 ) εζε st acfi kasurubee ki atl na. 
long SR IND fine (N)-give first that 
'In the past violation fine was paid first as a rule.' 

( 4 4 2 ) turansipöti.... mvukä sü ke-ä ati 
transport shoe put on (N)-give-OBJ first Q 
'Whoever said transport ..shoe-put-on should be given first?' 

( 4 4 3 ) di ?1 ta ama asi aza-d^S η ?1. 
this FOC thing lPL(EXC) heart (N)-pain-SB DEF FOC 
"This is it, the thing that is causing us heartache.' 

Marko: 

( 4 4 4 ) and^O 5kp6 SL 
thank strong SR 
'Thank you very much.' 
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?a (postposition), 238, 276, 296-
301, 377 

?1 (focus and predication particle), 63, 
220-224, 255, 260, 263, 
278, 311, 314, 548-553, 
568-573 

adjective, 104-107, 224-230, 303 
adverbial, 124-128, 226, 245, 455, 

475-538 
completion adverbial, 86-87, 504-

5, 519 
aspect, 19, 145-146, 170-173, 185 

drö, 62-62, 252-258, 348, 351, 353, 
400, 529 

dn (postposition), 315-322, 376-
377, 387 

focus, 23, 286, 311-312, 338, 341, 
361, 365-367, 374, 412, 
482, 484, 499-500, 541-605 

gerund, see: subordinate verb suffixes 
-kä 

'Burulo dialect, 8, 30, 44-45, 112, 
152-154, 174-6, 186-189, 
215, 296, 301, 363, 378, 
399, 418-419, 423, 463, 
528, 580, 700, 707 

causation, 385 
causative prefix /-, 76-78, 
causative verbs 6a and ε6ε, 419 

colour terms, 668-669 
comparison, 243 
compounds, 50-52, 57, 66, 99, 103-

104 
conjunction, 335-342, 547, 549, 

551, 552, 634 
consonants, 27-33, 
coreference, 119-123,445-450, 626 

degree modifier, 225 
demonstratives, 123, 219, 264, 278-

279, 291, 302, 305, 375, 
402, 536, 553, 584, 629-
631, 640 

determiners, 123,267-292 
see also π, zi, low tone 

determiner, nä 
dialects, 7-10 

see separate entries for: 'Burulo, 
Ugandan Ma'di 

hearsay, 480,491-495 

iterative prefix u- or a-, 78-81, 146, 
441,470, 488, 509,517-
521 

kinship, 66, 98-99, 106, 221, 260-
261, 274-277, 284-285, 
296, 317-318, 377, 386-
388, 276, 284, 386-388, 
657-662 

kpe (non-possibility modal), 464-
466, 582 

left dislocation, 163, 541-542, 569, 
627 

Logbara (Central Sudanic language), 
1, 2, 10, 11, 39, 98, 129, 
230, 265, 280, 282, 295, 
382, 452, 466, 471, 600 

low tone determiner, 261-264, 273-
278, 288-292, 293, 295, 
299, 303, 322, 329, 333, 
377, 563 573, 598 
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modals and modality, 19,214-215, 
437, 451-466, 486, 501, 
570, 576-577, 580-583 

morphology, 13, 65-84 
see also: reduplication; verbal 

inflections; tones, floating 
tones. 

names, 271-2, 333, 656-657 
nä (determiner), 210, 255, 264, 269, 

282-288, 302, 313, 315, 
322, 347, 351, 355, 474 

negation, 20, 140-141, 143, 173, 
214-215, 248, 355, 430, 
431, 466-474, 481-483 

contrastive negation, 577-580, 
592-593, 597-598 

Ngiti (Central Sudanic language), 11, 
36, 37, 51, 66, 68, 75, 76, 
81, 84, 103, 109, 137, 159, 
173, 265 

Nilo-Saharan, 1, 4, 109, 466, 608 
non-verbal clause and non-verbal 

predication, 18, 118, 219-
258, 368, 371, 383, 448, 
449, 471-472, 564, 567-
568, 614—615, 619, 621 

noun, 97-104, 106, 107, 125, 126 
location nouns, 389-400 
temporal nouns, 214, 307, 519, 

522-527 
noun phrase, 16, 259-292 

modification of the noun, 293-
322, 550, 565 

as postmodifier, 303-306 
as predicate, 219-224 

number (singular and plural), 81-82, 
98-100, 196, 323-331 

with 1ό\ 92, 267, 277, 283, 324-
330, 426, 447 

see also: m and pi 
numerals, 128-131, 220, 355-361, 

519, 575 
nl and pi, 237, 241, 261-265, 293-

296, 326-328, 331-335, 
380, 383, 549, 557, 563, 
612-614 

object, 15, 139, 160-163, 182, 358-
360, 439, 460-462, 541, 
545-546, 548-550, 553-559, 
564-568, 590, 602 

clitic object ?a, 63, 160-163, 
409-410, 542 

cognate object, 85-87, 370-371 
in a subordinate suffixed clause, 

197-199, 200, 203, 206, 
213, 217 

orthography, 6 

Pandikeri dialect (Tucker; see 'Burulo 
dialect), 8, 193, 463 

passive, 88-96 
possession, 104, 231-2, 274, 276-7, 

283-286, 293-301, 386, 568 
postposition, 107, 363-407 

see separate entries for: ?a, si, tro 
postposition phrase, 18, 62, 213-

214, 227, 242-243, 519, 
619-621 

as postmodifier, 306-307 
as predicate, 231-232 

pronominals, 54-56, 58, 61, 83-84, 
108-123, 359, 446 

expressing location, 400-403 
indefinite / inclusive 

pronominals, 95, 113-117, 
137, 158, 179-181, 294 

'long' pronominal vs. 'short' 
pronominal, 134-137 

possessive, 299 
as postmodifier, 305 
pronominal paradigms, 109-111 
reflexive w, 52-53,91-95, 1 Π-

Ι 19, 162,412-413, 423, 
448, 603 

third person subject pronominal 
ka, 159, 424 

quantifiers, 256, 329, 342-356 
questions, 25, 277, 425, 561-563, 

607-643 
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ra (necessity, affirmation modal), 94, 
166, 405, 451-459, 496, 
509, 520-521, 525-527, 
534582, 636 

reduplication, 41, 66-67, 80, 105, 
126, 517-521 

relative clause, 193-199, 200-202, 
203-207, 277, 307-308, 
313-315 

π (definite article), 142-143, 357, 
263, 264, 279-281, 302, 
310-312, 340, 346, 351, 
353, 373, 451, 613, 630 

with modals or negation or 
adverbials, 451, 500, 546, 
583-595 

right-dislocation, 542, 552 

subject, 15, 133-139, 156-160, 178-
182, 316, 541, 550-553, 
559-561 

adjoined subject, 138, 160, 182 
in a nonverbal clause, 235-241 
in a subordinate clause, 193-197, 

199, 201, 202, 206, 207, 
212-213, 216 

sentence as subject, 210, 239-241 
subjunctive (Tucker; see verb, 

directive), 189 
subordinate clause (see also: relative 

clause, subordinate verbs, 
nonverbal clause), 409-450 

subordinate verbs, 21, 191-217 
low tone prefix, 191-192 
-6a, 196 
-d30, 203-207 
-kä, 208-213, 220, 285, 294, 

373, 410, 474, 628 
-Ιέ, 200-203, 356, 447, 474 
-re, 193-200, 275, 431-433, 450, 

537 
syllables, 34-35, 72 
si (postposition), 287, 369-376, 404, 

537, 609, 611 

tense and temporal modifiers, 19, 
140-145, 164-170, 183-184, 

215, 245, 435, 456-458, 
460-463, 465, 487-489, 
536, 501-502, 586, 598 

past habitual verb n, 441-2 
prospective verb kö, 428,438-9 
simultaneous verb zl, 439-441, 

528 
tense and negation, 173,466-469, 
use of 5lu, 246-250, 468 
use of esu, 463, 495-498, 531, 

609, 641 
termination constraint (an uninflected 

verb cannot be sentence-
final), 146-152, 465, 466, 
532 

tone, 37-42 
characteristic tonal contours, 39-

41, 71, 97-100 
floating tones, 41, 423 
tone deletion, 57-61 
tone inventory, 37 
tone raising, 62, 363, 398, 401, 

402, 610 
tro (postposition), 167, 231, 335-

340, 386, 510-512 
Tucker, A.N., 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 28, 34, 

35, 36, 37, 42, 47, 71, 81, 
84, 95, 101, 102, 104, 106, 
111, 128, 129, 136, 159, 
172-173, 189, 192, 217, 
330, 434, 463, 596 

Ugandan Ma'di dialect, 9, 30, 215-
217, 288, 300, 333, 351, 
388-389, 396, 399, 401, 
402, 434, 481, 503, 524, 
528, 565, 633, 646, 692 

ventive prefix e-, 73-75, 
verbs, 57-58, 71-95 

directive verb, 177-189, 419, 556 
inflected verb, 59-61, 155-176, 

555 
subordinate suffixed verb (see: 

subordinate verb suffixes) 
uninflected verb, 133-153, 554 
'verb classes'(Tucker), 84 
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verb focus, 595-604 
verb phrase, 342, 579-580 

vowels, 33 
advanced tongue root (ATR) 

harmony, 47-53 
vowel assimilation and deletion, 

53-57 

wa (possibility modal), 459-463, 
580 

weather expressions, 87 
wh-words, 115, 543, 607-608 

zi indefinite determiner, 267-271, 
290, 291, 299, 303, 304, 
315, 322, 333, 354-356, 
358, 379 
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